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INTERIM REPORT. 

THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

May It Please Your Majesty, 

\Ye, the Commissioners appointed to examine and report on the 
present conditions of agricultural and rural economy in British 
India, and to make recommendations for the improvement of agri
culture and to promote the welfare and prosperity of the rural 
population; in particular, to investigate :-(a) the measures now 
being taken for the promotion of agricultural and veterinary 
research, experiment, demonstration and ed)lcation, for the compila
tion of agricultural statistics, for the introduction of new and bet.ter 
crops and for improvement in agricultural practice, dairy farming 
and the breeding of stock; (b) the existing methods of transport and 
marketing of agricultural produce and stock: (c) the tnethoru. by 
which agricultural operations are financed and credit afforded to 
agriculturists; (d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the 
welfare of the agricultural population; and to make recommenda
tions: availing ourselves of Your Majesty'.s permission to report 
our proceedings from time to time, desire to submit to Your Majesty 
the minutes of the evidence which we have taken in respect of the 
Vnited Provinces on the subject of our Inquiry. 

All of which WP. mORt hlWlbly submit for Your Majesty's most 
gracious consideration. 

(Signed) LINLITHGOW, 
Chairmall. 

.. ) H. S. LAWRENCE. 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

" 

) T. H. MIDDLETON . 
) GANGA RAM . 
) J. 1fAcKENNA. 
) H. CALyERT . 
) N. GANGULEE. 
) L. K\HYDER. 
) B. S. KAMAT. 

\Gigned) J. A. MADAN, 

( ) F. W. H. SMITH, 

Joint Secretaries. 

30th June, 1927. 

(61946) 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
Generally, 

To examine. and report on the present conditions of agriculture and 
rural economy in British India and to make recommendations for the 
improvement of agriculture and the promotion of the welfare and 
prosperity of the rural population; , 

In particular to investigate-
(a) the measures now being taken for the promotion of agricult~al 

and veterinary research, experiment, demonstration and educa
tion, for the 'compilation of agrioultural statistics, for the intro
duotion of new and better crops and for improvement in agricul
tural practice, dairy farming and the breeding of stock; 

(b) the existing methods of transport and marketing of agricultural 
produce and stock; 

(c) the methods by which agricultural operations are financed and 
credit afforded to agriculturists; 

(d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the welfare of the 
agricultural population; 

and to make recommendatioru. 
It will not be within the scope of the Commission's duties to make 

recommendations regarding the existing system of landownership and 
tenancy or of the assessment of land revenue and irrigation charges, or 
the existing division of funotions between the QQvernment of India and 
the local QQvernments. But the Commission shall be at liberty to suggest 
means whereby the activities of. the Governments in India may best be 

.~ co-ordinated and to indicate directi')ns in which the Government of 
India may U8e1Ulli.supple~rit the 8~tivities of local Go:vernments. 

110 Y 70-a 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

PART I 
Question. 

1. Research. 
2. Agricultural education. 
S. Demonstration and propaganda. 
4. Administration. 

5. Finance. 
6. Agricultural indebtedness. 
7. Fragmentation of holdings. 

PART II 
8. Irrigation. 
9. Soils. 

10. Fertilisers. 
11. Crops. 
12. Cultivation. 

13. Crop protection. 
14. Implements. 

PART III 
15. Veterinary. 
16. Animal husbandry. 

PART IV 

17. Agricultural industries. 

18. Agricultural labour. 

19. Forests. 

20. Marketing. 
21. Tariffs and sea. freights. 
22. Co-operation. 
23. General education. 
24. Attracting capital. 
25. Welfare of rural population. 
26. Statistics. 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

PA.RT I 
1. Research.' , 

(a) Have you suggestions to advance for the better organisation, 
administration and financing of-

(i) All research affecting the welfare of the agriculturist, ~cluding 
research into the scientific value of the indigenous theory and 
traditional methods of agriculture; 

(ii) Veterinary research ¥ 
(b) If in cases known to you progress is not being made because of the 

want of skilled workers, or field or laboratory facilities for study or by 
reason of any other handicaps, please give particulars, [Suggestions 
of a general kind should be made under (a); answers under this heading 
should relate to specific subjects, The purpose is'to secure a list of 
the problems met with by scientific investigators in the course of their 
work which are being held over because of lack of resources or deficient 
organisation.] 

(e) Can you suggest any particular subject for research not at present 
being investigated to which attention might usefully be turned 1 

2: Agricultural Education. 

With reference tq any fomi of agricultural education of whjch you may 
have experience, please state your views on the following :-

(i) Is the supply of teachers and institutions sufficient 1 
(ii) Is there an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities in any 

district or districts known to you personally ¥ 
(iii) Should teachers in rural areas be drawn from the agricultural 

classes ¥ 
(iv) Are the attendances at existing institutions as numerous as you 

would expect in present circumstances; if not, state reasons. 
Can you suggest measures likely to stimulate the demand for 
instruction 1 

(v) 'That are the main incentives which induce lads to study 
. agriculture 1 . 

(vi) Are pupils mainly drawn frOn;t the agricultural classes ¥ 
(vii) Are there any modifications in existing courses of study which 

appear to be called for; if so, what are they 1 
(viii) 1Vhat are your views upon (a) nature study; (b) school plots; 

(e) school farms 1 
(ix) What are the careers of the majority of students who have 

studied agriculture 1 . 

(x) How can agriculture be made attractive to middle class yO'uths 1 
(xi) Are there recent movements for improving the technical 

knowledge of students whO' have studied agriculture 1 
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(xii) How can adult education in rural tracts be popularised 1 
(xiii) In 8uuesting any scheme for better educational facilities in 

rural areas, please give your views for (a) its administration 
and (b) its finance. 

3. Demonstration and Propaganda. 
(a) What are the measures which in your view have been successful in 

influencing and improving the practice of cultivators 1 
(b) Can you make suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of field 

demonstrations 1 
(0) Can you suggest methods whereby cultivators may be induced to 

adopt expert advice 1 . 
(d) If you are aware of any striking instances of the success or the 

failure of demonstration and propaganda work, please give particulars 
and indicate the reasons for success or for failure. 
4. Administration. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest means towards the better co-ordination 
of the activities of the Governments in India or to indicate directions 
in which the Government of India may usefully supplement the activities 
of the local Governments 1 

(b) Is it your opinion that the expert scientific knowledge required 
in the development of agriculture in the different Provinces could be 
supplied to a greater extent than is the case at present by increasing 
the scientifill staff of the Government of India 1 If so, indicate the types 
of work which would benefit by pooling the services of experts, and 
suggest ho~ that work should be controlled. 

(0) Are you satisfied from the agricultural standpoint with the services 
afforded by-

(i) The Agricultural and Veterinary Services. 
(ii) Railways and steamers, 

(iii) Roads, 
(iv) Meteorological Department. 
(v) Posts, and 

(vi) Telegraphs, including wireless! 
If. not, please indicate directions in which you think these Services 

might be improved or extended. 
5. Finance. 

(a) What are your views as to the steps that should. be taken for the 
better financing of agricultural operations and for the provision of short 
and long-term credit to cultivators 1 

(b) Do you wish to suggest means whereby cUltivators may be induced, 
to make fuller use of the Government system of taccavi 1 
6. Agricultural Indebtedness. 

(a) What in your opinion are :
(i) the main causes of borrowing. 

(ii) the sources of credit, and 
(iii) the reasons preventing repayment. 
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(b) Whal measures in "your opinion are necessary for lightening "agri. 
culture's burden of debt! For example, should special measures be taken 
to deal with rural insolvency, to enforce the application of the Usurious 
Loans Act, or to facilitat.e the redemption of mortgages 1 

(e) Should measures be taken to restrict or control the credit of 
cultivators such as limiting the right of mortgage and sale' Should 
non-terminable mortgages be prohibikd ! 
7. Fragmentation of Holdings. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest meaDJI for reducing the lOBS in agricultural 
efficiency attendant upon the excessive subdivision of holdings 1 

(b) What are the obstacles in the way of consolidation and how can 
they be overcome 1 

(e) Do yOJ,} consider legislation to be necessary to deal with minors, 
widows with life intere&t, persoDJI legally incapable, alienation and 
dissentients, and to kePP disputes out of the courts? 

PART II 
8. Irrigation. 

(a) Name any district or districts in which you advocate the adoption 
of new irrigation schemes, or suggest extensions or improvements in. the 
existing systems or methods pf irrigation by-

- (i) Perennial and non-perennial canals, 
(ii) Tanks aad ponds, 
(iii) Wells. 

What are the obstacles in your district or Province to the extension of 
irrigation by each of the above methods ! 

(b) Are you satisfied with the existing methods of distributing canal 
wat~r to cultivators? Describe the methods that have been employed 
to prevent wastage of water by evaporation and by absorption in the 
soil. What form of outlet for distribution to cultivators at the tail 
end do you regard as the most equitable and economical! Have these 
methods and devices been successful, or do you wish to suggest improve
ments ! 

(N.B.-Irrigation charges are not within the terms of reference of the 
Commission, and should not be commented upon.) 
9. Soils. 

(a) Have you suggestioDJI to make-.· 
(i) for the improvement of soils, whether by drainage or other meaDJI, 

not dealt with under other headings in this questionnaire. 
(ii) for the reclamation of Alkali (Usar) or other uncultivablli land, 

(iii) for the prevention of the erosion of the surface soil by flood 
water! 

(b) Can you give instances of soils known to JOU which, within your 
recollection, have-

(i) undergone marked improvement, 
" (ii) sufiered marked deterioration! 
If 80, please give full particulars. 
lloY7~ 
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(e) What'measures should Government'talle to encourage the reclama
tio~ of areas of cultivable land which have gone out of cultivation! . . 

1~. Fertilisers. 
(a) In your opinion, could greater use be profitably made of natural 

manures or artificial fertilisers' II so, please indicate the directions 
in which you think improvement possible.' . 

(b) Can you suggest measures to prevent the fraudulent adulteration 
of fertilisers 1 '. . 

(c) What methods would you employ to popularise new and improved 
fertilisers ! ' ' 

(d) :Mention any localities known ,to you in which a considerable 
increase in the use of manures l1as recently takel1 place. . 

(e) Has effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates, sulphate of 
ammonia, and potash manures been sufficiently inyestigated! II 50, 

what is the result of such investigation! . 
(j) What methods would you employ to discourage the pr~tice of 

using cowdung as fuel , 

11. Crops. 
(a) Please give your views on-

(i) the improvement of existing crops, 
(ii) the introduction of new crops including fodder crops, 
(iii) the distribution of seeds, 
(it) the prevention of damage by wild animals. 

(b) Can you suggest any heavy yielding food crops in replacement of 
the present crops' . 

(e) AJJ.y successful efforts in improving crops or substituting more 
profitable crops which have come under your own observation should be 
mentioned. 
12. Cultivation. 

Can you suggest improvements in
(i) the existing system of tillage, or 

(ii) the customary rotations or mixtures of the more important crops! 
13. Crop Protection, Internal and External. 

Please give your views on- • 
(i) The efficacy and sufficiency of existing measures for protection 

of crops from external infection, pests and diseases. 
(ii) The desirability of adopting internal measures against infection. 

14. Implements. 
Ca) Have you any suggestion for t.he improvement of existing, or the 

introduction of new, agricultural implements and machinery! 
(b) What steps do you think may usefully be taken to hasten the 

adoption bl the cultivator of improved implements ! 



(e) Are there any difficulties which manufacturers have to contend 
with in the production of agricultural implements or t~eir distribution 
for sale throughout the country' If, so, caB you suggest means by 
which these difficulties may be removed! 

PARTllI 
15. Veterinary. 

(a) Should the Civil Veterinary Department be under the Director of 
Agriculture or should it be independent! 

(b) (i) Are dispensaries'under the control of Local (District) Boards , 
Does this system work well! . . 

(it) Is the need for e~ansicin being adequately met' 
(iii) Would you advocate the tranRfer of control to Provincial 

authority! ' 
(e) (i) Do agriculturists'make full use of the veterinary dispensaries ,. 

If not, can you suggest improvements to remedy this ! 
(ii) Is full use made of touring dispensaries , 
(d) What are the obstacles met with in dealing with contagious diseases ! 

Do you ·advocate legislation dealing with notification, ~ segregation, 
disposal of diseased 'Carcases, compulsory inoculation of contacts and 
prohibition of the movement of animals exposed to infection' Failing 
legislation, can you suggest other means of improving existing conditions ! 

(e) Is there any 'difficulty in securing sufficient serum to meet the 
demand! 

(f) What are the obstacles in the way of popularising preventive 
inoculation' Is any lee charged, and, if so, does this act as a deterrent' 

(g) Do you consider that the provision of further facilities for research 
into animal disease is desirable! 

If so, do you advocate that such further facilities should take the 
form of-

(i) an extension of the Muktesar Institute, or 
(#) the setting up, or extension of, Provincial Veterinary Research 

Institutions ! 
(A) Do you recommend that special investigations should be conducted 

by- ~ 

(i) officers of the Muktesar Institute, or 
(ii) research officers in the Provinces ! 

(l) Do you recommend the appointment of a Superior Veterinary 
Officer with the Government of India! What advantages do you expect 
would result from such an appointment! 
16. Animal Husbandry. ' 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for-
(i) improving the breeds 01 livestock, • 
(ii) the betterment of the dairyiIlg industry, 
(iii) improving existing practice in animal husbandry! 
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(b) Comment' on the following as causes of injury to cattle in your
district-

(i) Overstocking of common pastures, 
(ii) Absence of enclosed pastures, such as grass borders in tilled 

fields, . 
(iii) Insufficiency of dry fodder such as the straw of cereals or the 

stems and leaves of pulses, - -
(iv) Absence of green fodders in dry seasons, 
(v) Absence of mineral constituents in fodder and feeding stuffs. 

(e) Please mention the months of the year in which fodder shortage 
is most marked in your district. For how many weeks does scarcity 
of fodder usually exist 1 After this period of scarcity ends how many 
weeks elapse before young growing cattle begin to thrive 1 

(d) Can you suggest any practicable methods of improving or supple
menting the fodder supply that would be applicable to your district 1 

(e) How can landowners be induced to take a keener practical interest 
in these matters 1 

PART IV 
17. Agricultural Industries. 

(a) Can you give any estimate of the number of days of work done by 
an average cultivator on his holding during the year 1 What does he 
do in the slack season 1. 

(b) Can you suggest means for encouraging the adoption ofsubsidiary 
industries 1 Can you suggest any new subsidiary industries to occupy 
the spare time of the family which could be esta1li~hed with Government 
aid 1 

(e) What are the obstacles in the way of expanSion of such industries 
8.8 beekeeping, poultry rearing, fruit growing, sericulture, pisciculture, 
lac oulture, rope making, basket making, etc. 1 

(d) Do you think that Government should do more to establish 
industries connected with the preparation of agricultural produce for 
consumption, such as oil pressing, sugar making, cotton ginning, rice 
hulling, utilisation of wheat straw for card-board, utilisation of cotton 
ieed for felt, fodder, 'oil and fuel, utilisation of rice straw for paper, etc. 1 

(e) Could subsidiary employment be found by encouraging industrial 
tlonoerns to move to rural areas? Can you suggest methods 1 

(J) Do you recommend a more intensive study of each rural industry 
in its technical, commercial and financial aspects, with a view to, among 
other things, introduction of improved tools and appliances 1 

(g) Can you iuggest any ot.her measures which might lead to greater 
rural employ~ent 1 . 

(h) Can you suggest means whereby tho pp.oplc could be induced to 
devote their spare t.ime to improving the health conditions of their own 
environment 1 
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18. Agricultural Labour. 
(a) What measures, if any, should be taken to attract agricultural 

labour from areas in which there is a surplus to-· 
(i) areas under cultivation in which there is a shvrtage of such labour 1 

and -
(ii) areas in which large tracts of cultivable land remain uncultivated 1 

Please distinguish between suggestions designed to relieve seasonal 
unemployment and proposals forthe permanent migration of agricultural 
population. 

(b) If there is any shortage of agricultural labour in your Province, 
what are the causes thereof and how could they be removed 1 

(e) Can you suggest measures designed to facilitate the occupation 
and development, by surplus agriculturallabQur, of areas not at present 
under cultivation 1 

19. Foresls. 
(a) Do you consider that forest lands as such are at present being put 

to their fullest use for agricultural purposes 1 For instance, are graZing 
facilities granted to the extent compatible with the proper preservation 
of forest areas! If not, state the changes or developments in current 
practice which you consider advisable. . 

(b) Can you suggest means whereby the supply of firewood and fodder 
in rural areas may be increased! 

(e) Has deterioration of forests led to soil erosion! What remedies 
would you suggest for erosion and damage from floods ! 

(d) Can you indicate any methods by which supply of moisture in the 
Boil, the rainfall and supply of canal water can be increased and regulated 
by afforestation or by the increased protection of forests so as to benefit 
agriculture! Would the same methods be useful in preventing the 
destruction by erosion of .agriculturalland ! 

(e) .Is there an opening for schemes of afforestation in the neighbourhood . 
of villages ! 

(j) Are forests suffering deterioration from excessive grazing! Is 
soil erosion being thereby facilitated! Suggest remedies. 
20. Marketing. 

(a) Do you considei existing market facilities to be satisfactory ! 
Please specify and criticise the markets to which you refer, and make 
suggestions for their improvement. 

(b) Are you satisfied with the existing system of marketing and distribu
tion! If not, please indicate the produce to which you refer and describe 
and criticise in detail the channels of marketing and distribp.tion from 
the producer to the consumer in India (or exporter in the case of produce 
exported overseas). State the services rendered by each intermediary 
and whether such intermediary acts in the capacity qf merchant or 
,commission agent, and comment upon the efficiency of these services and 
the margins upon which such intermediaries operate. Please describe 
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the method by which each transaction is financed, or in the case of ban~r, 
by which an exchange is effected. 

(e) Do you wish to suggest steps whereby the quality, purity, grading 
or packing of agricultural produce may be improved, distinguishing where 
possible between produce destined for-

(i) Indian markets 1 
(ii) Export markets 1 

(d) Do you think that more effective steps might be taken to place 
at the disposal of cultivators, merchants and traders information ~ to 
market conditions, whether Indian or overseas; crop returns; complamts 
as to Indian produce from wheresoever originating; and agricultural and 
marketing news in general! 

21. Tariffs and Sea Freights. 
Do existing (a) customs duties, both import and export, and (b) sea 

freights adversely affect the prosperity of the Indian cultivator 1 If so, 
have you any recommendations to make 1 
22. Co-operation. 

(a) What stepsdo you think should be taken to encourage the growth 
of the co-operative movement--

(i) by QQvernment, 
(ii) by non-official agencies 1 

(b) Have you any observations t~ make upon
(i) Crenit societies; 
(ii) Purchase societies; 

(iii) Societies formed for the sale of produce or stock; 
(iv) Societies for effecting·improvements-e.g:, the digging of wells 

and the construction of bunds, walls and fences, or the planting 
of hedges ; 

(tI) Societies formed for the aggregation of fragmented holdings 
and their redistribution in plots of reasonable size; 

(vi) Societies for the co-operative use of agricultural machinery; 
(vii) Societies for joint farming; 
(viii) Cattle breeding societies; 

(ix) Societies formed for any purpose connected with agriculture 
. or with the betterment of village life, but not specified above' 

(e) Where co-operative schemes for joint improvement, such as co
operative irrigation or co-operative fencing or a co-operative consolidation 
of holdings scheme, cannot be given effect to owing to the unwillingness 
of a small minority to join, do you think legislation should be introduced 
in order to compel such persons to join for the common benefit of all 1 

(d) Do you consider that those societies of which you have personal 
knowledge have, in the main, achieved their object! . 
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23. General Education. 
(a) Do you wish to make observations upon existing systems of educa

tion in their bearing upon the agricultural efficiency of the peo,ple 1 If 
you make suggestions, please distinguish, as far as possible, between-

(i) Higher or collegiate, 
(ii) Middle school, and 
(iii) Elementary 8chool education. 

(b) (i) Can you suggest any methods whereby rural education may 
improve the ability and culture of agriculturists of all grades while 
retaining their interest in the land 1 

(ii) What ill your experience of compulsory education in rural areas 1 
(iii) What is the' explanation of the s,mall proportion of boys in rural 

primary school8 who pass through the fourth class 1 
24. Attracting Capital. 

(a) What steps are necessary in order to induce a larger number of 
men of capital and enterprise to take to agriculture 1 

(b) What are the factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural 
land from carrying out improvements 1 " 

25. Welfare of Rural Population. 
(a) Outside the subjects enumerated above, have you any suggestions 

to offer for improving hygiene in rural areas and for the promotion of 
the general well-being and prosperity of the rural population 1 

(b) Are you, for instance, in favour of Government conducting economic 
surveys in typical villages with a view to ascertaining the economic 
position of the cultivators! If so, what, in your opinion, should be the 
scope and methods of such enquiries 1 

(c) If you have carried out anything in the nature of such intensive 
enquiry, please state the broad conclusions which you reached. 
26. StatistiCi. 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for the extension or improvement 
of the existing methods of-

(i) ascertaining areas under cultivation and crops; 
(ii) estimating the yield of agricultural produce; 
(iii) enumerating livestock and implements; 
(iv) collecting information on land tenure, the incidence of land 

revenue and the size of the agricultural population; 
(v) arranging and publishing agricultural statistics 1 • 

(b) Have you any other suggestions to make under this headirig! 
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Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUESTION 1.-REsEARCH.-{a) Agriculture.is a Transferred Subject. Funds 

for the development of agricultural research depend on the. vote of the 
Legislative Council. No power of certification exists. * This is the .posit.iol) 
with which the Minister and his agricultural adviser the Director of Agri
culture have to deal. 

The Council, therefore, Ibas to 'he convinced of the soundness of the 
research programme. Like the members of all representative bodies, the 
members of the Council prefer work leading quickly to practical results. 
In this respect the Legislative Council does not differ from Parliament 
and County Councils in England. I have had experience of County Councils 
iD England and of the Legislative Council in the United Provinces. I ihave 
no hesitation in saying that it is as easy to get money voted for researoh 
in these Provinces as it is in England, if the problems have a direct bearing 
on provincial agriculture. 

·See also Question 34,234, page 87. 
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In the United Provi~ces Council agriculture is kept outside party politics. 
All parties are anxious for progress. In recent years, when the Agricul
tural Department has been the subject of debate, Ministers have been 
attacked on the grounds of not being able to obtain sufficient funas for 
agricultural research' and development, on one occasion only for proposing 
too much. 

I have served as Director and a member of the Legislative Council under 
three Ministers of different political views and for the five years March 
1922, to Mllirch 1926, not a single cut has been made in the demands for 
grants presented by the Minister. There has been considerable detailed 
criticism but this is becoming more and more constructive and has alwaYi 
il€en helpful. In fact, it has led to the removal of many defects and we 
are now both with regard to the appreciation of the importance of research 
and the advancement of agricultural development generally in closer touch 
with the needs of the Province than we have ·been before. 

The budget provision voted by the Council in 192&.27 was &.24.4 lakhs, the 
highest figure yet attained, of which Rs.3.9 lakhs was for higher agricultural 
education and research. 'l1his does not include large non-recurring expen
diture on the extension of the Agricultural College. I think, therefore, that 
I am justified in the opinion that agricultural development (including 
research) has prospered under Council control in these Provinces and that 
no radical alteration is desirable even if it were possible in the present 
method of administration. 

Removal of responsibility for the investigation of the fundamental pro
blems of agriculture from the Council would, in my opinion, have a deaden
ing effect on provincial development. 

The Council should realise and I am convinced it now does, as the result 
of five years' experience, that it is one of its primary duties to provide 
for agriCUltural research. It would be a fatal mistake to make proposals 
which would lessen the sense of responsibility. 

The agricultural development of the Province should he regarded as .a 
whole and not as the problem of growing sugarcane, cotton, rice or any 
particulM crop which leads to one-aided development, if pushed too far. 
It is better that the whole agricultural development of the Province should 
be co-ordinated by the Director assisted by expert hoards and committees 
under the general direction of a Minister re.sponsible to the Legislative 
Council. For this reason I prefer, as stated in answer to Question 4. (b) 
llelow, to place the research staff of the Province on an adequate footin~ 
rather than to increase the scientific staff of the Government of India and 
to establish research stations in the Provinces controlled by the Government 
of India. 

There is another aspect of the question of finance which presents difficulty 
sometimes, i.e., the state of the provincial finances. This may at any 
time limit the amount available for agricultural research. It may not 
be possible for the Finance Department to sanction the presentation 
to the Council of the Minister's full demands for agricultural research. 
At the moment, as the result of a series of good seasons, there is no ,'om
plaint. The Finance Department is sympathetio but it cannot do im
possibilities. T·he claims of elementary education, publio works and public 
health have to be met. It is considered and considered rightly that the 
development of these must precede a general rise in the condition of the 
agricultural population. 

The main requirement of my department is provision for a steady rate 
of progress. Violent fluctuations in financial provision are liable to throw 
US out of balance. At any time a series of bad seasons may make retrench
ment inevitable and agricultural research is very likely to ~be the first 
thing to Buffer. 

Mr. G. CIClIf"kll. 
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It seems to me, therefore, that if the Gover~men~ of India desires to 
advance the agricultural development. of the Pr?vmoo It should he prellaroo 
to B68ist the Local Government with their agrIcultural hudgets when they 
are unable to present full demands for research work to the Council owing 
to financial litringency or any other cause. A further 8a~eguard t~at 
agricultural research should be uninterrupted, would be to assIgn a portIon 
of the aOllual remission definitely for agricultural research and develop
ment. 

(b) There is a dearth of experienced workers f?r ~he problems. connected 
with plant b.-eOOing and crop improveme.nt. Thlli 18 tracea~le mpart to 
the long delay in deciding on what basIS permanent recruItment t.o t~e 
l;igber posts (including research posts) should be made. The questIOn 18 

still unsettled and the rules 'delegating powers to the Local Government 
are being reconsidered by the Secretary of States. 

The production of better and heavier yielding varieties of crops is pro
bably the m06t difficult and complicated prohlem facing agriculture in 
India to-day, but the introduction of abetter yariety of any of. the stap,Ie 
crops leads, quicker than any other method, to an enormous mcrease In 
the value of the produce and the material prosperity of the cultivator. 

Experience as well as high technical qualifications are required to obtain 
results in crop-improvement within a reasonable time. The present mode 
of attacking the problem is to appoint young graduates who have taken a 
good degree in natural scienCe and have had a short training in resear()h 
ruethods. They are also called upon to undertake teaching in the Agri
cultural College. It is not reasonable to expect immediate results of 
economic value. \\'e bave at the present time young officers working on 
rice, cotton, barley, oil-l!6eds and fibre crops and potatoes. I am not 
(ntirely satisfied with the rate of progress. I feel, in the first place, that 
we are not likely to produce a really efficient corps of workers such as 
will enable us in future to become self~upporting in the matter of crop 
research by setting young and inexperienced officers to work on these 
difficult problems without experienced and detailed technical guidance and 
aooondly that the production of better varieties of crops is of such vital 
importance to the material welfare of the cultivator that we cannot afford 
to wait Bnd take the risks of delay which our present method involves. 
Practically all the crops of the Province need immediate investigation. 

What is needed in thiA Province is to replace the isolated workers on 
8pecial crops by a combined section of plant breeding and crop-improvement 
under a senior officer of wide experience and achievement in this line of 
work. In this section all work on crop-improvement will be oo-ordinated. 
It will be necessary to search the world to obtain a good man and a. high 
salary will have to be paid for a short term agreement. It will pay 
handsomely in the long run if a good man can be found to give a. salary 
of &.2,000 or even 3,000 for a five years agreement. 

The section of plant breeding would absorb two of the three Economic 
Botanists leaving the re-maining Economic Botanist free for higher botanical 
teaching in the Agricultural College. 

The whole time sta.ff of the new section would thus provisionally consist 
of (1) the Head of the section and (2) two Economic Botanists with their 
subordinate staff of Assistants, labora~ries and research farms at Cawn
pore and Raya. For (2) there is already provision in the ,provincial budget: 

The additional facilities required will be another research station in a 
rice growing tract. This will be required immedIately and later two other 
research stations for trying out the varieties produced as well as some 
extension of the existingresearca stations. ' 
. The H~ad of the section -will organise the work of crop improvement in 
the ProvInce and prepare -a programme based on provincial needs. When 

619t6 
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this has been approved, work of definite responsibility, on one or two crops 
will be given to each 'Officer of the seotion. 

In addition to taking the intensive study of one or possibly two main 
crops himself, an important part, in fact the most important part, of the 
work of the new Head of the section will be to guide and train the young 
officers placed under him. 

The scheme may be criticised on the grounds of additional expense ,but 
expense is justified by the pOISSibilities of an intensive campaign of crop 
improvement in these Provinces. 

The proposal has the adva.ntage of providing a well balanced scheme based 
on provincial requirements. It ensuxes that the special problems of the 
Province will receive adequate attention. It is not at all likely that a 
research station for one crop under the Central Government would serve 
all Provinces equally well, or indeed, 'be able to cope with more than a 
mere fraction of the problems. The staff of a: central institute would 
develop a preference for one Province and its problems would receive their 

,attention. The establishment of a. sttong section devoted entirely to pro
vincial crop improvement will preserve' the local sense pi responsibility 
for local problems which, as stated in answer to Question 1 (a), I regard as 
important at the present time. I think the scheme will be acceptable to 
the Council ,because it affords an opportunity by means of the highly 
specialised training that can be given to our young officers of making 
the ~ovince self-supporting within a measurable period of time as regards 
a most important ,branch of agricultural research. 

The provincial budget for recurring expenditure on economic botany 
(wholly devoted to research on crop improvement) is as follows. It is 
proposed to incorporate the above in the new section of crop-improvement. 

Economic Botany ... Rs.71,571 
There is additional recurring provision for the teaching of botany in the 

agricultural oollege amounting to &.35,310. 
This will be kept separate from and outside the new section. 
The capital expenditure already made !by the Local Government wholly 

for research in economlc ,botany a.nd plant pa.thology, i.e., for 'l"esearch 
stations and equipment is given below. This does not include laboratory 
accommodation provided in the agricultural college, which will be still 
availa'ble for the new section .of crop improvement. 

Botanical 'Research Farm, Cawnpore 
Cotton Research Farm, Muttra ... 

Total 

Rs. 
56,506 

1,18,767 

1,75,273 

The additional expenditure involved in the appointment of a Head of 
the section of crop-improvement now proposed is given below:-

Sala.ries. 
Head of section: 

&.2,000-50-2,250 
1 U.P.A.S officer: 

Rs.250-25-750 
Establishment: 

RIlIOUlUUNG. 

3 Subordinate Agricultural Service officere on 
Rs.110 ..• 

2 clerks, Rs.10{}-5-150 at Rs.110 eaoh 
4 peons on Rs.12 

Mr. G. (larke. 

Rs. 
24,000 

3,000 

3,960 
2,640 

576 

Rs. 

21,000 

7,176 
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Allowances: 
Travelling Allowance 

Supplies and Services: 
Additional equipment !required for new work 
Contingencies 

Total recurring 

N ON-RBOUB.lI.ING. 

Residence at Cawnpore 

Rs. 
5,000 

6,000 
9,lOO 

Total 

Re. 
5,000 

6,000 
9,100 

54,276 

34,724 

89,000 

The cost of the new research station proposed in the rice tract is estimated 
all. &.2,41,680. 

The additional expenditure required for equipment at the Raya Research 
Station is-

Laboratory 
Equipment 

Tota.i 

The tota.i expenditu!re on the eoheme as now presented. is-

Rs. 
24,996 
32,500 

57,496 

Rs. 
Capital... ... 5,09,173 
Recurring 1,25,847 

The Local Government have already provided the following:-

Capital .. , 
Recurring 

There is thus the following balance to be found:-

Rs. 
1,75,273 

71,571 

Rs. 
Capital... 3,33,900 
Recurring 54,276 

This is a scheme which the Government of India, if desirous of furthoring 
provincial development, can help the Local Government to carry out. 

Suitable assistance is-
(0) To gU&!l"antee the salary and other incidental expenses of the head 

of the section or alternately to recruite the head of the sootion and 
plaoe his services for five years at the disposal of the Loca.i Government. 

In this case the Local Government should' be consulted' before the final 
selection is made. 

(b) To provide the capital expenditure required for a. 8uita;ble resi
dence for the Head of the section. Residences for some unexplained 
!reason are difficult to get provision for, and the Local Government a.iwaya 
hesitates to present demands .for residence to the Council. 

(c) 'fo provide the capital expenditure required for an additional 
research station. 

(d) To provide the capital expenditure required to increase the equip-
ment of the existing research iStation at Raya. . 

The total of (a), (b), (c), and (d), as already stated, comes to :

Recu!rring 
Non-recurring 
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Rs. 
54,276 

3,33,900 
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I realise that any provision made by the Government of India will have 
to be voted by the Central Legislature. I do not propose that the Govern
ment of India should hand over large sums of money to the Local Govern. 
ment without 'being able to a.scertain that it is being spent properly for 
the purpose for which it is given. No Legislative Body would vote money 
without some form of control. 

I would like to develop between the Central and Local Governments with 
regard to agricultural research the same relation as exists between the 
:lIIinistry of Agriculture and the local authorities, University l)epartments 
of Agriculture and County Councils, who are responsible for carrying out 
research schemes in England. The MiniBter of Agriculture who is respon
sible to Parliament for the expenditure of funds voted for agricultural 
development keeps in close touch through his scientific adviser with the 
work of the local bodies by whom research scihemes are being c3ll'ried out. 

The Government of India could provide for similar inspection of sub
~idised schemes by means of an Agricultural Commissioner and his expert 
staff. 

(c) Manufacture 0/ synthe.tic rutrogen oompo'Ulllds in IndiG.-The Indian 
Sugar Committee, in paragraph 238 of their Report, drew attention to the 
importance of utilising power from hydro-electric schemes in India for 
nitrogen fixation by the cyanamide and other processes. 'fhe recommenda
tion was made that cyanamide should be first investigated. Since the Sugar 
Committee's Report was published in 1920, new proce.sses have been developed 
and it would p'robably now be advisable to investigate those for the pro
duction of synthetic ammonia compounds. However this may be, the ques
tion of manufacturing synthetic nitrogen compounds and so making India 
self-supporting in the matter of nitrogen fertilisers, is of great importance 
and its solution must precede the intensification of Indian agriculture. No 
action has been taken, or appears to be likely to be taken by the Govern
ment of India, on the Sugar Committee's recommendations. The probll·m 
requires highly speoialised knowledge and it seems to me to fall within the 
class of problems covered by this question. It is an All-India problem 
ana should be taken up by the Central Government. 

ResearGh. into the expenditure of i'l'l'igation water..-In paragraph 290 
of the Report· on Agriculture in the United Provinces, the Chief Engineer • 
points out· the necessity for the creation of a research division in the Canal 
Department. AI! he rightly says, the research should not be limited to 
the disp06al of water on the fields but should include every phase of thE 
transit of water from the canal-head works to the utilisation by the crop 
in the field. The problem falls into two parts. The research division d 
the Irrigation Department would account for water from the head-works 
to the field. Its utiliBation after it has reaohed the field is for the 
Agricultural Department to investigate. 

'rhe complete investigation of the problem is very necessary at the pl'<!sunt 
time, as an entirely new system of irrigation, i.e., the Sarda canal is shortly 
to begin working. . 

T·wo things are required: (1) Research division in the Irrigation Depart
ment, and (2) a special research station for the investigation of the water 
requirements of crops in a typical Sardo. canal area. Sitapur and Kheri 
are suitable districts. The development of this branch of investigation has 
been held up for want of facilities. 

Marketi11g 01 agricult'l{.ral p1'Oduce.-Any one acquainted with the com
plexity of the interests involved in the collection and distribution of all 
kinds of agricultural produce in this Province, will hesitate to express any 
opinion regarding the special steps that can be taken to imp'l'ove the 
present practice, with the incomplete statistical information now available. 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
·Not published. 
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Before the question can be adequately examin.ed .a gr~t. deal more infor
mation is required. In fact, the present practlOe IS 80 m~lmately bound up 
with the life and social customs of people that attempt at· change, not based 
on full and correct statistical information, would probably ll!l\d to disaster. 
I include this, therefore, in the list of subjects which have not received 
expert investigation. 

QUEITION 2.-AGBICULTURAL EDUCATION.-I can answer this question 
hetter by giving my views (1) on education in relation t~ agricultural 
advancement and (2) on the lines on which development of agrICultural 
education controlled by my. department should proceed than by answermg 
eeparately sub-sections (i) to (xiii). The information asked for wiII be 
given as the points raised occur in the context of my answer. 

(1) Primary Educatipn.-lrly oolleague, the Director of Public Instruction, 
makes the following statement in para. 352 of the Report on Agriculture 
in the United Provinces. , 

" Without efficient education in the villages, movements which aim 
at raising the standard of life of the agricultural population and improving 
their economic position will make slow progress." 

With this statement I agree. It applies probably with greater for_ce 
to the introduction of improvements in the technical processes of agricul
ture than to any o~her phase of rural development. 

It has been cleal' for many years to agricultural officers that a gen~ral 
rise in the standard of agricultural practice is retarded by the absence 
of general primary education among the mass of agricultural worKers .. 
The hesitation of the cultivator to aaopt obvious and profitable improve
ments is due largely to the aboonce of the faculty of thinking for himself. 

I put, therefore, the extension and improvement of primary education 
(on the lines laid down in para. 352 of the report referred to above) in 
the forefront of the programme of eaucation in its bearing on agricultural 
development. 

I attach more importance to the primary schools M training grounds 
of faculty than as places for imparting technical knowledge such as 
improved processes and 80 f<>rth. The first and more important thing lR 

to teach the village boy to read and write and to think for himself. 'l'h .. 
Agricultural Department. by means of propaganda and demonstration CEi n 
teach the technical processes of agriculture after primary school age (the 
right time to learn them) if the ground is prepared . 

. i!lricultural SchppZ,.-A vocational scho~l of the Bulandshahr type is 
the point where the educational work of the Agricultural Department gets 
into closest touch with the sons of the larger tenants and the small 
samindara. Those classes correspond closer than anything in India, to the 
farmer in England. It is they who have first-hand knowledge and get 
to grips with the real problems. Their influence on the mass of their 
uneducated or poorly educated neighbours (the cultivators) is immense. 
The 8chools, now being discussed a8 their name implies, teach practlCal 
agriculture and give instruction in new processes, the use of new machinery 
and methods of farming. I have no aoubt that they will be the most 
powerful of all the Department'. educational activities, in spreading detailed 
knowledge of modern agricultural methods through the countryside. 

The agricultural school at Bulandshahr was started in 1921. Gloomy 
prognostications regarding its future were made, We have, therefore, 
had to mOl'e cautiously and to satisfy ourselves on several points before 
embarking on a larger programme of this type of education. I think now 
th~ results have proved the usefulness of the Bulandshahr school and of 
thl.8 . type of agricultural education genera!ly. There are at the time of 
WrItIng 49 students in residence and 11 teachers under training of the 
Education Department. Sin~ the school was opened 85 students hav .. 

61946 , A' 
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passed out, the greater part of whom have settled down in their homes, 
to the work they would have done if they had not come to the school, and 
I am confident they are better equipped for that work. 

Vocational schools are expensive, there is no doubt about that. The 
equipment of the laboratories, workshop and farm, must be first-class It 
any good is to be done. The teachers, moreover, must be highly trained 
in technical work. A large number of students cannot be instructed at 
one time. The total cost of the Bulandshahr School was non-recurring 
TIs. 2.75 lakhs. The recurring is Rs. 28,962. The main items of the capital 
expeuditure are 8chool buildings and laboratories, residences, land and 
equipment. 

The teaching at Bulandshahr is in the vernacular and it is intended to 
take boys from the vernacular schools, preferably those in which preliminary 
agricultural teaching has been given. It is in the latter schools that the 
middle class boys of the Province who follow rural pursuits in after life 
are educated. We insist that all applicants for admission should furnish 
a proof of th81 possession of land or some other satisfactory indication ot 
oonnection with rural pursuits. A few stray in who have no connection 
with the land, but I think we can claim now that we have got together 
a. class who come with the object of using the knowledge they have gained 
in after life. All of them, I have no doubt, would like a post in the 
Agricultural Department if they oould get one. The desire for Government 
.service is incurable. I have been severely criticised in Council on several 
occasions for not guaranteeing posts to students of this school and I have 
to yield the pressure to the extent of making a certain number of appoint
ments, seven since the school was opened. 

I regard it as a matter of importance that no guarantee should be given 
"f Government service. If this is done the whole object of the school'il 
will be frustrated. 

The average age of boys at Bulandshahr school is 19. This is a little 
old and we shall try in the new schools which we are proposing to open 
to get boys of slightly lower age. I consider the time has now come when 
we can safely increase the number of schools of the Bulandshahr type. 
There is a demand in Counoil for more. The latter· body are not likely 
to recommend such expensive items as agrioultural schools if theY' are not 
satisfied with the results of the one in existence. 

Steps are being taken to establish vocational agricultural schools at. 
Fyzabad for the Province of Oudh and Gorakhpur for the eastern districts. 
The total cost of each school which is to accommodate 70 to 80 boys is 
estimated recurring Rs.30,000, non-recurring Rs.2.75 lakhs. No difficulty 
is anticipated in obtaining funds for this in the provincial budget. 

I now give my views on another important aspect of agricultural education 
referred to by the Director of Publio Instruction in pe.ragraph 345 of the 
Report on Agriculture in the United Provinces, namely, e.gricultural 
vernacule.r middle schools. It will be seen that the tee.ching of e.griculiure 
has been, or shortly will be, introduced into 20 verne.cular middle scnools 
in rural e.ree.s, at a total annual cost per school of Rs.4,OOO non-recurring 
and Rs.348 recurring of whioh Government provides half the non-recurring, 
i.e., &.2,000 per school in adaition to the cost of training the teachers. 
The subject is taught by teachers trained by the Agricultural Department 
and assistance is given by the Deputy Directors in the management of the 
small school farms. '1'he cost of the scheme is in the educational budget 
and the work is under the control of that department. It is yet too early 
to express a definite opinion on the results in this Province. It has been 
successful in the Punjab and is regarded, I understand, by the authorities 
there (I am open to correction in this point) as taking the. place of 
vocational training in schools of the Bulandshahr and Loni (Bombay) type. 
As stated below, I cannot accept tohis for the United Province. At the 

Mf . .,G. Clarke. 
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same tihle I consider that agricultural teaching in vernacular schools call 
beoome a powerful agency for agricultural development. The function of 
lIuch teaching is to open boys' minds to the posslbilities of scientific 
agriculture and most important of all to create the desire to learn more. 
If 8u<lOOSsfuily developed it will influence numbers that no other form of 
teaching can hope to do and will thus go a long way to prepare the province 
for agricultural propaganda. 

For development more funds are required to establish agricultural 
teaching in a larger number of schools. I do not think the Education 
Department will have any difficulty in obtaining funds. A larger number 
of trained teachers is required. It is important for success that the teachers 
sbould be knowledgeable about agricultural matters and able to make the 
school farms examples of good cultivation. Nothing is SO quickly ridiculed 
in rural areas as bad farming. If my proposals for the extension of 
agricultural schools are accellted, the Agricultural Department would be 
able to turn out 30 trained teachers a year. 

Another t"efluisite for sucoess id an Assistant Inspector of agricultural 
education who should be in the Education Department. His duty will be 
to inspect the agricultural classes and farms in all "vernacular" middle 
schools in which agricultural teaching is given and to see that the school 
farms are properly run. He must be an expert agriculturist as well as 
a trained teacher. 

Tbere is one point to which I wish to draw the Commission's attention. 
It is the necessity for a clear understanding of the dlfference between the 
schools of the Bulandshahr type controlled by the Agricultural Department 
in which agriculture is taught as a vocation, and the vernacular middle 
schools controlled by the Education Department in which agriculture is 
taught as an educational subject and part of °a school curriculum. 'l'he 
two in no way clash. There is room for both types of agricultural teaching 
nnd the successful development of the second will lead to an increased 
demand for the first. 

In the United Provinces purely vocational schools of the Bulandshahr 
type meet a distinct need. In these Provinces, especially in the Province 
of Agra, the system of land tenure has created a body of relatively ~mall 
but substantial zamindars. lRecent legislation has given them facilities for 
securing larger areas of land for their own cultivation. It is, in my 
opinion, of the utmost importance that their sons should be able to obtain 
instruction which will enable them to practise modern agricultural methods 
a8 soon a8 they reach the age at which this can be suitably given to them. 
Many boys of this class have a decided bent for agricnlture. I want to 
Bee them enoouraged to develop it to the full and not be foroed to suppress 
it as they undoubtedly are in the institutions which give a purely literary 
education. These boys want something more than agricultural teaching in 
a middle school if they are to take their places as rural leaders and for 
this reason, as stated above, I consider there is need for a highly specialised 
technical training in schools of the Bulandshahr type as well as for 
agricultural teaching in middle schooL I do not consider that the latter 
can take the plaoe of the former. 

Higher Agricultural Education.-{l) Agricultural College.-I now come 
to the position of the Agricultural College in the chain of agricultural 
e~uC8tio~. It is a~ essential but very expensive link. For one thing 
WIthout It the Agricultural Department will soon cease to function for 
want of trained staff. The present organisation, popularly known as the 
~gr~cultural Coll~e, combines the dual functions of a college and a research 
lnstltute. For thls purpose the laboratories and equipment are admirable. 
'When the extensions now in progress are complete it will be equal, if not 
better .than, any institution in the United K.ingdom. 'l'he total capital 
expendlture on the buildings and equipment for research and teaching 
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laboratories, ti,e farms, hostels, residencies and the like will amount to 
Rs. 161 lakhs. There are separate laboratories for teaching and research, 
but with the exception of economic botany, both research and teaching in 
each of the fi,e sections are controlled by the same officer. This is at; the 
best a make-shift arrangement and an administrative device for getting 
more work done than IS paid for. Like all such devices it is only partially 
succes&fu1. A separation of the two functions will be necessary sooner or 
later if a programme of research is undertaken commensurate with the 
economic needs of the Province. Such a separation has been forecasted 
in my proposals for the establishment of a section for crop-improvement. 
In this paragraph of my evidence, I deal entirely with the functions of the 
College as a teaching institution for agriculture. 

I have been connected with the College for twelve years, first as a teacher 
and research officer and later combining these functions with that of 
Principal. My observations are, therefore, based on experience. The 
College ha~ had many vicissitudes. In the early stages of its existence 
it suffered from all the mistakes which inexpert and inexperienced administra
tion could make. As a result of more rational administration from 1914, it 
las settled down to a definite and useful work. Its functions are to give the 
sClns of zamindars a training fitting them to manage their own lunds 
and to provide recruits for the Agricultural Department." At 
present it gives two courses of instruction (1) a four years course for 
the diploma of L. Ag., with an intermediate diploma controlled by the 
Board of High School and Intermediate Studies at the end of two years. 
'l'he four years diploma course is, in all but name, a course for a University 
degree of B.Sc., in agriculture and (2) a second course of two years is a 
vernacular course. It is on similar lines to the course at the Bulandshahr 
school, but it is intended to cater for a different class, namely, the larger 
zumindar who is not educationally qualified for the four years diploma 
course. The two years vernacular course is popular and always full, although 
" greater part of the' students in it belongs to a class who could be more 
suitably provided for at the agricultural schools when we have sufficient 
aocommodation for them. 

The Agricultural College will, I forecast, develop on the following 
lines:-

(1) The technical agricultural education of the larger landholders, 
providing at the same time for this class all the benefits usually associated 
with University education. It is not likely for some years that this 
class will be numerous enough to fill the college. As time goes on, 
however, there is reasonable expectation that far greater numbers will 
become educationally qualified for a University course. It 6hould be 
the aim of the agricultural col!ege to be<:ome the University of the 
land-owning classes. 

(2) The training ground for the staff of the Agricultural Department 
and for tl>chnical departments in which a scientific training with an 
IIgricultur,.1 bias would be as suitable as, or more suitable than, a 
training in science or arts. The Co-operative Department is an ex
ample of such a department. The Oakden Committee whose report is 
before the CommiS5ion recommends in paragraph 51 that the recruit
ment of the staff of the Co-operative Department should be largely 
made from the graduates of the Agricultural College. This recom
menda~ion is a sound one. Training in agricultural science is an 
admirable prpparation for the work among the rural population which 
the officers of Co-operative Department will have to carry out. 

The officials of almost all departments in India are brought into daily 
contact with agriCUlturists of every class. In my opinion it would all be 
to the good if a larger proportion of these had a training such as given
at the agricultural college: It would afford them a wider insight into, 

'See Paragraph 1f;4 of the Report on Agriculture in the United Prol-inc('s. 
Mr. G. Clarks. 
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and give them a wider knowledge of, and sympathy with, the many pro
blema and difficulties of the agricultural classes. Recruits who have received 
the type of University education in science and arts now given do not 
always pos_ these. If a larger number of executive officers such as 
Deputy Collectors and Tahsildars and even Police Officers were recruited 
from the Agricultural College, I think we should find agricultural progress 
8l:celerated. 

I, therefore, advocate the development of the teaching side of the agri
cultural college on University lines. 

To provide (1) University education for the larger landowners, (2) the 
training of such of the technical staff of the Agricultural and Co-operative 
Departments as require a University education in agriculture, and (3) the 
training of a proportion of the executive staff of other departments which 
come into close contact with the rural population. With regard to the 
latter it will be necessary for Government to fix a definite proportion of 
recruitment for the posts of Deputy Collectors, Tahslldars and possibly 
Police Officers. 

The abo,"e programme would, I think, keep the college fully and usefully 
employed. As corollaries to this we should aim at the gradual separation 
of the research side by the creation of sections such for example, as I have 
proposed for crop improvement and (2) for unified control of all the teaching 
set:tions under the Principal, and (3) the gradual removal of the two years' 
vernacular courses to the agricultural schools. 

(2) iIIovemenh lor improvement 0/ the technical knowledge 0/ students 
u:110 h'lv£ studied a'1riculture.-This ca·n be dealt with by establishing short 
courses of instruction in speciaJ subjects at farms and other centres where 
~pecial work is being done. 

The requirement of the moment in the United Provinces is instruction in 
intensive agriculture and the management of private farms where tube 
wells have been established. 

We propme to meet this by establishing short courses of instruction by 
the Deputy Dil"@Ctor and the farm staff at Shahjahanpur. In fact, we 
have already had a certain number of students for this course but its full 
development has been held up for want of suitable accommodation. This 
hllll now been arranged for. A grant for the erection of residential quarters 
for six students costing Rs.15,000 has been included in the Budget of 1927-28. 
This class of instruction can be given at the cattle-breeding farm at Muttra 
where facilities exist for short courses of instruction in cattle improvement 
and modern dairying. . 

Short courses can he established at practically every circle headquarters, 
the ollly additional expense ·being residential quarters for students which, 
as I stated above, is estimated at about Rs.20-25 thousand. 

I haye now gwen my views on the purely provincial development of 
education ·in relatjon to agriculture. They are summarised below:-

(1) Wide extension of primary education; 
(2) An increase (say, or 20 per annum) in the number of middle 

vernacular schools giving agricultural instruction at a cost of ReA,OCO 
per achool, non-recurring and Rs.348 recurring; 

(3) Two more vocational schools of the Bulandshahr type at a total 
cost for each 1iChool of 

Non-recurring, Rs.2.75 lakhs; 
Recurring, Rs.30,000; . 

(4) The development of the agricultural college on University lines 
under the unified control of the Principal, with the gradual creation of 
separate research sections for subjects of economic importance and the 
grad ual removal of the vernacular courses; 

(5) Short courses of instruction in special subjects at selected farllUl, 
and other centres of agricultural activity for improving the technicQ.I 
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knowledge' of students who have studied agriculture. Immediate 
developments possible are short courses for intensive cultivation at 
Shahjahanpur and instruction in modern methods of dairy work and 
cattle improvement at the cattle-breeding farm at Muttr&. 

PU$a.-I conclude my survey by considering the position of Pusa in the 
scheme of agricultural education for India as a whole. 

This Province and other Provinees have agricultural colleges teaching 
up to a degree standard in agriculture. Each Province is able to meet 
its own requirements as regards its present provincial services. But I am 
inclined to think that no Province is making adequate provision for training 
officers to fill the higher posts in the Agricultural Department, namely, 
those now filled by officers of the Indian Agricultural SerVIce. Our object 
is to make India self-contained and self-supporting in all matters connected 
with its agricultural development. .As things are if we desire to obtain 
officers for the important posts of Deputy Directors we have to recruit fro~ 
those who have attended agricultural courses overseas either on their own 
initiative or by the grant of study leave. Officers thus recruited suffer from 
the disadvantage of having received their agricultural training in a foreign 
environment. They are as a rule no better qualified than the graduates of 
provincial agricultural colleges who are recruited for lower posts, except, 
in those cases (which are rare) where long periods have been spent in post
graduate study. 

We require to develop in India an institution to continue the training 
given al; the provincial colleges by means of a higher general course 
specialising in agricultural training. If I may 'be allowed to adopt the 
common phraseology of educationists in India, we require a college teaching 
up to 1\1.Sc. standard in agriculture. This will provide a training ground 
for the higher agricultural posts in the department and we shall no longer 
be thrown back on foreign recruitment as we are at present. 

No Province can afford to make its own arrangements for such training 
nor would the numbers required justify the institution of such a course; 
but for the whole of India numbers will be forthcoming to fill a central 
college. The developme.nt at Pusa of a higher course in general agricul. 
ture appears to be the obvious solution. The existing arrangements for 
teaching at Pusa are inadequate. Training is provided mainly for specialist 
officers iu the various research sections. The main need of the Provinces 
is for officers with an all-round agricultural training, who will be able 
to undertake the work of Deputy Directors. 

The number of students at PUSR at present is small. The numbem 
taking the regular courses were as follows:-

Agricultural section 
Chemical section 
Mycological section 
Entomological section 
Botanical section 
Bacteriological section 

Total 

1924-25.· 

1 
1 
I 
2 

5 

1925-26. 
2 
2 
a 

3 
1 

II 

Teaching is not a.nd never has been regarded as one of the principal 
activities. I do not desire nor intend to depreciate the work that has been 
done there but I am bound to state my opinion that the result of the 
research carried out at PUSR in the last twenty years, except as regards the 
improvement of wheat, has had no effect on the agricultural development. 

* Scientific Reports of the Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, 1924-25. 
Mr. G. Clmke, 
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of t-hese Provinces; this is particularly the case with regard to the work 
of the agricultural section. 

I advocste the development of Pusa as a purely teaching institution. In 
the natural course of events it seems clear that the main hnes of research 
will have to be removed to provincial centres whatever course maybe adopted 
with regard to their control whether it be provincial or central. Such a 
prO<. ... ss has begun. Examples are the Institute of Plant Breeding at Indore, 
the Sugarcane Research Station at Coimba.l:ore and the Institute of Dalrymg 
and Auimal Hw;bandry at Bangalore. . . 

The research activities of Pusa are bound to dechne. There IS danger 
of its splendid equipment not being utilised to full advantage. There is, 
however, a splendid future if it can ·he developed into a central college 
for the training of officers for the higher agricultural posts, particularly 
Deputy Directors. 

QCII8TIOX 3.-DSJolO!'BTBATION AND PBOPAGANDA.-The methods of demonstra
tion and. propaganda are described fully in Chapter VI of the Report on 
Agriculture in the United Provinces.· They have been evolved slowly as 
a result of twenty years' experif'nce, have stood severe tests and enabled us 
to make progress. It is only necessary for me, in answering this question, 
to draw attf'ntion to a few pomts which reqUlre emphasis. 

In the first. place, by far the most sucoossful and also the quickest mithod 
of influencing and improving the practice of cultivators and of inducing 
them to adopt exp£>rt advice, is to cultivate under departmental control 
a small area of village land either by improved methods of cultivation, or 
by growing on It improved varieties of crops. Hy this means the cultivators 
are able to satisfy themselves quickl, of the value of the new methods and 
also, what is probably more important, of the possibility of carrying them 
out under village conditions. '1'his is the principle underlying our 
demonstration work throughout the Province and the methoas used in 
different localities are variations in organisation only. 

A well-run demonstration farm exerts a powerful influence in the long 
run on the agriculture of the district in which it is situated, but it is 
slower in operation on cultivators than demonstration on village land for 
various reasons. For one thing, the amount of capital involved frightens 
them. It is necessary to point out here that 8UCceSS of all kinds of 
agricultural propaganda amongst the cultivating classes depends on first-class 
technical work. Where propaganda fails, it is almost always traceable to 
some fault in the details of technical work rather than in organisation. 
Organisation is important, of course, as it enables the best use to be made 
of the facilities available. First and foremost, what the cultivator needs 
and instantly responds to is a demonstration of superior technical skill. 

As regards the organisation of demonstration, I am inclined to favour 
the syst.em of demonstrating in groups of villages (S is a convenIent 
number and represents in iRohilkhand an area of approximately 2,SOO acres), 
whIch has been recently worked out for the .Rohilkhand Circle and the 
new Sarda Canal areas. It is not possible or deairable to lay down any 
hard and fast rule as regards details of demonstration as long as the 
fundamental principle is observed. An ·organisation that succeeds in the 
hands of one officer may fail in the hands of another. 

The village in this Province is the self-contained agricultural unit as is 
the farm in western countries. 

The method of carrying out demonstration in a group of villages is as 
follows:-
. A member. of the Subo~dinate Agricultural Service qualified by training 
for t~ p~lCular work" ID han.d goes to one of the selected villages and 
m.skes It hIS ~ea.dquarter.s. He IS not anowed to leave hiS group of villages 
WIthout permIssIon. ThIS seems a small matter but it is important as 

·Not printed. 
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those who know India will realise. 1t is necessary at first to go slowly in 
order to avoid suspici<>n 1;hat the ultimate object of the department is to 
acquire a good slice of the best village land for its own use. For this 
reason operations in the first year are usually confined to hiring a. small 
area of from i to 1 acre in one village' for one year. 

The demonstrator is provided with bullocks, improved ploughs and all 
the necessary tools for cultivation so as to interfere as little as possible 
with the ordinary routine of village work; he engagea as part-time labourers 
a few intelligent youths of the village whO! ultimately become fieldmen and 
propagandists themselves. He proceeds to prepare the land for the crop, 
generally, in Rohilkhand, a crop of sugarcane grown by the improved 
methods worked out at 8hahjahanpur. He gets on good terms with the 
CUltivators. and makes preliminary arrangements for establishing a seed 
store and supplying new implements. 

The result of the first year's work is watched with critical interest by 
the cultivators. At the end of the season requests for assistance and seed 
begin to oome in. The dem<>nstrator is kept busy giving advice and 
assistance. 

The. method has been developed in the Rohilkhand Circle under my 
personal supervision and I give & detailed account of two centres. 'l'he 
first is a recently established centre and the second is one in which the 
demonstration may be regarded as satisfactorily oompleted. I WIll first 
describe the recently started. demonstration centre at Kisarwa in the Budaun 
district. Irrigation from a tube well and pumping plant is being supplied 
to parts of three villages, Kis&rwa, Shitabnagar and Amgaon. 

The water is supfllied at Rs.1.10.0 per hour for a full discharge which 
works out to Rs.5 per 4 acre inches for each Irrigation. '1'his is approxi
mately Rs.25 for the irrigation of a crop of sugarcane and Rs.lO for a 
crop of wheat. Unless intensive methods of cultivation were adoptea: the 
water would not have been used at tbese rates. 

A dem~mstrator was sent ther~ in 1924-25, half an acre of land was hired 
for Olle year from a cultivator for Rs.12. A variety of improved cane 
selected at Shahjahanpur and known as 848 was grown by improved methods. 
An excellent crop was obtained which I estimated at harvest time at 950 
maunds per acre. 

The produce of the indigenous canes in the neighbouring fields was 
estimated at 350 maunds. The crop attracted a lot of attention and the 
produce of the whole plot was sold for seed. 

In 1925-26 the departmental plot was increased to 6 acres, one acre for 
!Ugarcane and the remainder for the production of wheat seed with a little 
fodder for the bullocks belonging. to the demonstration area. 

The cultivators in the three villages assisted by the demonstrator prepared 
,mall plots on 10 acres of their own land accqrding to the new method. 
rhey got excellent crops, worth, it is estimated, .Rs.5,400. They could not 
~ave obtained more than Rs.2,loo from ·their own cane grown by their 
)ld methods. . 

In 1926-27 there are 26 acres of intensively grown cane in the fJlree 
villages. The value of it is estimated at Rs.I0,4oo after making allowance 
for the fact that the cultivation of some of .the new oonverts to our methods 
is not so good as that of the more experienced hands. 

In .addition to cane there are 525 acres of 046 wheat in the three villages 
estimated to produce an increased return of Rs.15 per acre. 

The financial results of our work have put the cultivators of these 
villages on their feet. They have paid all their old debts and are probably, 
if the truth was known, cheerfully borrowing money again. But apart 
'I'om tho financial results, tho evidence of agricultural activity and the 
~ir of prosperity is most encouraging. A seed store has been opened and 
~he group of villages has become a centre of agricultural teaching for the 
IV hole .district. 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
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In 192&-26 the 00810 of KisBrwa demonstration to the department was:
Re. 

One demonstrator on Ra.65 ... 
One ploughman on .&.12 .•. ... ..: ... .., 
Grant for running the tube well and pumping plant and 

demonstration ... 
Receipt from sale of water and the produce of the 

d"monstration plots 
Total nett cost 

The capital. expenditure on equipment for the experimental 

Bullock. 
Implements 

780 
144 

2,000 

1,629 
1,295 

plot was:
Re. 
400 
121 

521 
This description gives a fairly accurate picture of the course of events 

in establishing one of our group demonstration centres. I now proceed to 
give an account of a group of villages in which demonstration was started 
&ome years ago and except for occasional asslstance may be regarded as 
complete. 

In 1915-19 a small plot 1·25 acres of Shahjahanpur sugarcane was g!own 
by the department in a village called Mundia -in one :best sugarcane 
pargana. (Baragaon) of Rohilkhand. The group of seven or eight villages 
of lI'hich Mundia is the centre at the time our demonstration was started 
had 64 sugarcane mills and .eight installations for concentrating juice into 
raw sugar (known as .. bela "). These dealt with 30,780 maunds of juice. 

In 1926-27 there are 146 mills a8 well as two large power mills and 
18 bela and it is estimated that they Win deal with 82,000 maunds of juice. 

The total of area under Bugar in 1918-19 was:
IndigenoWi varietiea 
Shahjahanpur varieties 

In 1926-27 the area is:
Indigenous 
Shahjahanpur canes 

236 
1·25 

237·25 

38 
235 

273 
C<>nfirmation of the financial results of our work in Mundia is found 

in the fact that the mcome tax paid by the pattidars of the village who 
cultivate land of their own and handle the whole crop of the timants in the 
"roup villages has risen from Rs.168 to over Rs.l,OOO per annum. 

The group of villages has beell the centre from which the cultivation of 
better varieties of sugarcane has spreali throughout the pargana. The 
latest official returns show that, out .of a total area of 4,120 acres, 3,285 acres 
or 79 per cent. are sown with the superior varieties selected by the 
Agricultural Department. 

I have gone into some detail in these two caRe~ because this method of 
demonstration is one which I propose to use inlleveloping the new Sarda 
Canal areas. ' 

The methods described above aim at improving the standard of agriculture 
of the cultivator with an average holding. The zamindar who is able to 
invest money in farming is an important factor in rural development. The 
zamindar interested in agriculture opens what is known in these Provinces 
as a private farm. This in practice means that he cultivates a considerable 
area of sir or khudkasht land by modern methods. Twenty years ago there 
was not a single privately-owned farm in existence. The latest returns show 
621 managed with the assistance of the Agricultural Department. Approxi: 
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mately one-third are over 50 acres, one-third between 25 and 50 acres, and 
the remaining one-third small farms under 25 acres. All are adopting 
methods recommended oy the department. I do not think it impossible to 
overrate theirimportanoe as a method of supplementing the demonstration 
work carried out by the Agricultural Department. We are encouraging 
them by grants-in-aid to undertake work of definite utility, chiefly seed 
production. In 1925-26, a Bum of B.s. 2.5,000 was voted for this purpose. 
This was raised in 1926-27 to B.s. 35,000, and proposals have been made for 
& grant to Rs. 50,000 in 1927-28. The grants are from Rs. 2,000 to 
Rs. 3,000. Those receiving a grant are, as a general rule, required to enter 
into what is known as a " seed contract," that is, a legal agreement to grow 
and sell to the department for five years at fixed rates a quantity of seed 
specified in the agreement. Grants are also given occasionally for other 
purpooos, such as the introduction of modern methods of dairying, cattle 
breeding and the like. The majority of our grants are, however, for seed 
contracts. We are, by means of private farms, demonstrating improved 
methods of agriculture and providing a non-official agency for seed 
production. 

Up to the date of writing, grants-in-aid have been made to 30 farms and 
seed contracts executed for the production of 20,400 maunds of pedigree 
seed. 

The zarnindar who is contemplating capitalistic farming is more bJ.fluenced 
by a well run and financially successful demonstration farm than by any
thing else. It is for this reaoon that I am in favour of making our demon
I'tration farms work at' a profit although I am aware that this view has 
"',>en adversely criticised. There are certain disadvantages for instance, it 
rules out experimental work in some cases where it is essential. Balancing 
the advantages against the disadvantages, I am so. convinced of the value 
of the demonstration of financial success in inducing the zamindar to take 
up farming that I consider the practice should be continued. 

The Hardoi district which it is hoped the Commission will visit is the 
best example of the effect of a well-run demonstration farm on the agri
culture of a district. The results are de8CI'ibed in paragraph 175 of the 
"Report on Agriculture in the United Provinces." (See Appendix on 
Page 42 (i).) 

QUESTION 4.-ADMINISTRATION.-I have indicated, in discussing the organi
sation of research in my answer to Question 1, the manner in which the 
Government of India can assist the Local Government, i.e., by capital and 
recurring financial assistance towards specific schemes. Definite proposals 
have been put forward for assisting research on crop improvement the rapid 
development of which I regard as a main factor in determining the rate 
of agricultural progress. ' 

I am of opinion that the Government of India should undertake also to 
provide in every Province an agricultural statistical expert and a small 
staff (1) to deal with the material collected ior the preparation of forecasts 
and other returns of agricultural importance, (2) to examine the mass of 
valuable material already in existence for the study of agricultural economics 
and (3) to initiate and carry out local economic inquiries. I shall deal 
more fully with this proposal in answer to Question 26. I wish, however, 
to point out at this stage that the statistics and forecasts are required 
mainly for an All-India purpose. There has been a tendency of late for the 
Director..General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics to increase tili! 
number of forecasts and returns. If these were given the full attention 
they ought to have, this work would seriously restrict the techni<;al work 
of the department. The Legislative Council has no sympathy' with statistical 
work and would not vote the money necessary to expand it. The only 
division on the agricultural budget in 1926 was on a proposal to appoint 
., clerk for statistical work on cotton required by the Cotton Ginning and 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
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Pressing Factories Act. In this diviHion the member for the rpper India 
Chamber of Commerce voted against Government. The expenditure was 
80 strongly opposed that I shall not recommend similar demands being 
placed before the House. 

(b) As forecasted in a. previous answer my view is that agricultural 
research should be developed provincially and not centrally. I consider that 
it should be carried out under the control of the Ministers and that each 
Province should aim at becooning self-41upporting in all branches of agricul
tural research. Any proposals for central development would be misunder
stood. It would be regarded by many as contrary to the spirit of the 
Heforms to transfer the development of agriculture to Ministerial control 
end then to say in effect: ... You cannot organise the most important part of 
it; we are going to do It for you." The Government of India can and should 
provide more money than it does for agricultural research. The total 
expenditure of the Central Government OIl the Pusa Institute is Rs. 8.36-. 
lakhs. This does not include veterinary research ·but can be taken as an 
index of the Government of India's financial contribution to the kind of 
research with which my department is concerned and which I am discussing. 
The contribution of the Government of India should take the form of 
assisting provincial Ministers to carry out their own schemes. 

The increase of the scientific staff of the Government of India stationed 
at Pusa and working more or less out of touch with the local aspects of 
the problems they are investigating would not fUl'ther agricultural develop
ment in the Provinces. I consider it has been proved by experienoe to be an 
ineffective method. Everything in India depends on being on the spoJ;. 

The method of utilising an increased scientific staff controlled by the 
Government of India would have to be pne of the two following methods. 

The establishment of research stations in the Provinces under the control 
of the Government of India and directed by the Agricultural Adviser. He 
might be assisted by a committee of management on which the Province 
was repre6Bnted by the Director of Agriculture. An institute of tbis 
kind would be designed to meet the requirementa of more than one Pro
,,:nee. If it could be proved that it would do so effectively, this on the 
ground of economy would ·be an argument in its favour, but this cannot be 
admitted. In the first place, I shall consider a possible development, i.e., 
the establishment of a station for the production of better varieties' of rice. 
If such were established, it would almost certainly be located in Eastern 
Bengal where the crop is one of major importance. There is no guarantee 
that the problems of this Province would. reoeive adequate attention. In 
fact it is extremely likely that they would not. The Minister of Agricul
ture in the United Provinces would have no direot mea~ of enforcing due 
attention to the needs of this Province, if the matter Of the improvement 
of the riee crop was pressed on him in Council. He could only make 
representations to the Government of India and wait for results. A central 
institution located in another Province and not responsible to the local 
Council would have no difficulty in finding explanations, any number of 
them. The net result of central institutions 'Would be that the Minister's 
powers of controlling and directing the agricultural development in hi~ 
own Province would. be restricted. In addition to this, the, presence of 
agricultural workers in a Province who are not under the Minister's control 
would certainly not tend to promote smooth working. , 

Besides this I do not think the proposal is a good one on' technical 
grounds. To follow out the hypothetical case I am considering i.e. . a 
l'-:ntral instituti?n for rice. The prod~ct-ion of new varietiee of ~ll c;ops 
With the exception of sugarcane for whICh there are special reasons is beet 
(,arriad out under local conditions. It is very unlikely that races prodllced 
in Eastern Bengal for instance would suit conditions in the United Provinces 
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as well as races prodU<'ed here. At any rate it would involve delay for ex-
perimental work on selection. . . 

My view is that for all the problems of whIch I have taken nce as an 
example there is ample IlOOpe and justification for more than one team of 
workers. Our rice crop for example is valued at over Rs.41 crores· and is 
second in importance to wheat. We are fully justified in this particular 
case in having workers in the United Provinces. 

The second method of employing an increased staff is to loan the services 
of specialist officers for' a definite work for a term of years contributing 
at the same time a proportion of the expenditure required lor equipment. 

This is practically what I have proposed in discussing the establishment 
of a section of crop-improvement in the United Provinces. For administra
tive reasons and for developing the sense of local responsibility for local 
problems it would be .better probably to guarantee the amount required and 
leave Local Governments to recruit their own officers, although this is not 
a matter of major importance. In this connection I again state that it is 
essential for the Government of India to retain the right of inspecting the 
work they subsidise by means of an Agricultural Commissioner in order 
that they may know that the money is being used for the purpose for which 
it was given. 

QUBSTION 7.~FJlAGMEl'TATlON 01' HOLDINGs.-This subject has been dealt 
with in Chapter XX of the Report on Agriculture in the United Pro
vinces.· I am certainly of the opinion that a legal remedy is not suitable 
in this Province. The advantages of scattered holdings are obvious to the 
cultivator. Of the disadvantages he is not yet fully aware. It is there
fore largely a matter of education and this aspect is being taken up by 
the Oo-operative Department. 

My own view is that provided the size of the entire holding is economic 
the scattering of fields is not IsO great an impediment to the work of my 
department as it is popularly supposed to be. 

Where tube wells have been constructed for supplying water to villages, 
we experience the maximum disadvantage of small fields but even here 
we have been able to overcome them in cases where we have undertaken con
centrated village demonstration. I am willing to admit our difficulties would 
be less if we had larger fields, say, fields of 5 acres to deal with. 

There is a great deal more co-operation amongst the villagers in this 
Province as regards interchange of labour than one would. at first sight 
suspect and, from the point of view of my department, the village and not 
the holding is regarded as the unit for propaganda and demonstration 
work. 

If any steps are taken a.t the present, it should be to prevent further 
reduction in the size of holdings but this is an exceedingly difficult matter 
to carry out. 

QUESTION 8.-lB.RHlATION.-My department is concerned with the develop
ment of well irrigation and I shall, therefore, confine my remarks to that 
branch of the subject. The proper department of Government will deal with 
canal irrigation. 

As stated in the United Provinces memorandum, my department contains 
an Engineering Section especially equipped for dealing with problems 
connected with well irrigation. The technical controlling staff consists 
of:-

1st Agricultural Engineer (Rs.500-50-1,200). 
2nd Agricultural Engineer (Rs.500-50-1,OOO). 
3rd Agricultural Engineer (Rs.500-50-1,000). 

The first and second Engineers are permanent and pensionable officers 
and the third i~ on a short-term agreement for five years. In addition, 
there are four Assistant Agricultural Engineers with lower qualificationa 

-Not printed. 
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on a scale of pay (Ra.250-25-500). None are members of the Agricultural 
Services. This, I think, is a mistake. All expert officers of the department 
uould be on the same terms of service. 

The budget provision for 1926-27 was Rs.S·41 lakhs. 
The work is divided into two parts-

(1) The improvement of existing masonry wells. 
(2) The conlltruction of tube wells and the installation of power pump

ing plant. 

The staff for the improvement of existing masonry wells deals with over 
600 wells per annum. In 1925-26 the total borings made were' 673, out 
of which 510 were successful. The distribution of boring staff varies from 
year to year but each district, where well boring is possible, is provided 
with a borer and in some cases two or three ,borers are placed in one district 
temporarily when the demand justifies such a course. 

The details of the staff employed exclusively on the improvement of 
exibting masonry wells in 1925-26 is given below:-

1 well engineer on Rs.160----5-210 at Rs. 185 
4" "Rs.110-5-160. 
1" "Rs.155. 
1" Rs.125. 
1" " Ra.llO. 
1" "Rs.70. 
1 driver on RE.35. 
;j drivers on lts.30 e8<'L. 

21 expert borers on Rs.35 each. 
10 " " Rs.30" 
20 " " Rs.25 " 
01 mates on Rs.12 each. 

The total expenditure in 1925-26 was:-

Salaries of well engineers 
Pay of drivers, borers and mll.tes 
Travelling allowance and contingent expenditure 
Purchase of plant, repairs and renewals ... 
Miscellaneous expenditure 

Total 

Rs. a. p. 
6,721 9 0 

26,39910 0 
6,15215 3 

51,683 12 2 
1,350 12 0 

92,31310 5 

The expenditure in 1925-26 (Rs.92,313) was above normal and included 
non-recurring expenditure of Ra.14,OOO for the pureha.se of new boring 
equipment which did not come into operation during the year. The total 
amount spent on the operations actually carried out in 1925-26 was Rs.78.313. 
The number of feet bored in connection with the improvement of 673 wells 
was 38,056 feet. The cost per foot was Rs.2·05. 

The receipts amounted to Rs.ll,263 or Re.O·29 per foot. Government, 
therefore, subsidise! well boring at the rate of Rs.1·76 per foot. 

The well owner pays the following charges:-
(1) Cartage of tools and equipment from the place where the 'horer 

hila been working to the site of the well to be bored. 
(2) Wages of 10 or 12 coolies required until horing is complete. 
(3) Footage allowance to borer at Re.O-l-6 per foot for boring up to 

50 feet and Re.()'2-0 for boring beyond that depth. 
(4) Cost price of pipes and cutting shoes (if any) left in wells. The 

present rates are :,- .' 
2!-inch pipe at Re.0-14-0 per foot. 
21--inch cutting shoe at Rs.6-2~0 each. 
4-inch pipe at Rs.1-4-0 per foot. 
~inch cutting shoe at Ra.10 each. 
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The Government has definitely accepted responsibility for developing under
ground water supplies for irrigation purposes. We are advised that the 
best method of doing this is by means of strainer tube wells and power pump
ing plant. The main work of the Agricultural Engineering Section is the 
installation of these. Progre68 is dealt with year by year in Chapter IV 
of the Annual Administration Report of the department and a general' 
account is given in Chapter VII of the Report on Agriculture in the United 
Provinces. Two hundred tube wells with engines and pumping plant have 
been completed protecting, it is estimated, over 30,000 acres and irrigating 
three-fifths of that area. The present staff and equipment can be expected 
to complete 50 annually, adding 7,COO acres to the protected area. 

The conditions under which the construction of engines and pumping 
plant are undertaken are as follows:- ' 

(1) No charge is made for the services and advice of the expert 
officers nor for the preliminary test borings. Plans and estimates are 
prepared free of cost. 

(2) The cost of construction is borne by Government who provides the 
services of mechanics aswell as the boring equipment required. When the 
estimate has been accepted, the money must be deposited with the 
Agricultural Engineer before work is commenced. This rule is strictly 
enforced. . 

(3) The zamindar pays for the strainer tube and the engine and pump
ing at cost price, that is, for the actual material left in his possession 
on the completion of the work. 

(4) Taccavi grants are freely given up to approximately the entire 
cost of the well if necessary and grants-in-aid up to a maximum of 
&9.3,000 are given in special cases to those who undertake seed contracts 
or to lease land for demonstration purposes. The grant of taccavi is 
made by the di~trict authorities on the recommendation of the Agricul
tural Department. There is sometimes delay in the enquiries required. 
Attempte have been made to simplify the procedure, but it is a matter 
which is still capable of improvement. 

(5) In cases of failure the money advanced is returned to the zamindar 
who incurs no expense. 

The following figures give a reasonably accurate estimate of the" Jl.ll in' 
cost of a 15 inch strainer tube well and pumping plant giving 35,000 gallons 
cf water per hour. This would irrigate 150 acres in one season and fully 
protect 2.50 acres. 

Paid by zamindar 
Overhead charges borne by Government (1925-26) 
Depreciation (10 p£'r cent.) and interest (6 per cent.) 

on capital inv£'sted in boring equipment ... 

&9.8,000 
&9.4,987 

&9.960 

Total &9.13,947 
Government subsidise the construction of tube wells and pumping plant to 

ihe extent of of Rs.6,000 per well exclusive of assistance in the form of 
taccavi and grants-in-aid. The costs given above do not include any profit 
on the undertaking, and in my opinion private firms would require some
thing of the order of Rs.16,000 per well for similar work. lti will be seen 
that the exploitation of underground water supplies is expensive, and also 
that this GovernlIi£'nt are providing generous assista.nce to those who wish to 
use it. This is justified by the increased prosperity rendered possible in areas 
commanded by tube well irrigation. 

The oost per acre of 18. ~ingle irriga.tiou by meaDS of tube wells and pump
ing plant differs widely. This is expected when the number of variabl& 

, factors influencing oost are considered. An average figure is not of great 
value. The Agricultural Engineer is of opinion that Rs.4 per acre for the-

M,'. G. Clarke. 
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running cost of a single irrigation may be ta.l>:en as a. ro.u~h approximation, 
but tube well. and pumping plant have been lUstalled glVlUg water at Rs.2 
per acre and others OOIIting as much as Rs.8 per acre. . 

The followi.ng are actual figures taken fro~ the ~counts at the ShahJa.
hanpur farm for a single irrigation of the Tabl crop lU December, .1926. , 

The well is not a strlliner tube well but a masonry well bored w1th a plalU 
pipe gi .. ing an estimated discharge of 10,OOO,gallons per hou~ wi~h a lift of 
38 feet. The discharge is not yet accurately known. The en~lUe 1S a H type 
16i D.H.P. Ruston Hornsby crude oil e~gine fittted to 0.6 lU.ch centr1fugal 
pnmp. This is larger than actually reqUlred for the present d1.sch~rge. The 
water is distributed through masonry channels so that there 1S llttle or no 
1088 from the discharge pipe to the field. 

Area irrigated, 20'19 acres. 
Time, 186 hours. 
Crude oil used, 73 gallons. 
Kerosine oil, 12 gallons. 
Cylinder oil, 4'33 gallons. 
Castor oil, Hi seers (23lb.). 

The (>ost of materials at the farm was as follows:
Crude oil, 9'58 annas per gallon. 
Kerosine oil, 15.62 annas per gallon. 
Cylinder oil, 42.00 annas per gallon. 
Castor oil, 14.5 rupees per 82, lb. 

The running cost of a single irrigation works out to Rs.5-7-O per acre, 
including the wages of the driver (1 per day) and a man and boy for dis. 
tributing water in the field (at a total of 15 annas a day). 

Experience hl18 established certain facts regarding the economics of tube 
well irrigation. It d09& not pay unless intensive cultivation is adopted 
and unless IIOme high priced crop such as sugM'Cane, potatoes or, tobacco 
is grown. It is not a -business proposition to irrigate only wheat or other 
'/'abi crops grown on the indigenous system. with yields of 15 maunds per 
acre except in cases where the discharge is high and the lift low. 

Tube _lls are a powerful influence in the adoption of intensive cultiva.
tion. From a technical point of view, that is, Nom the point of view of 
demonstrating intensive methods of cultivation and also from the point of 
view of economy in construction, it would 'be better to concentrate work in 
one area for a number of years. Such areas are Gorakhpur and that part 
of Kheri not served by the Swa Canal. This in the present oircumsta.nces 
is a counsel of perfection. As long as the' money is voted by the local Legi ... 
lature, we are obliged to consider individual applications on their merits. 
The only way in which a large scheme. of concentrated construction could 
be carried out would 'be for the Government of India to subsidise the under
taking. 

A scheme in Gorakhpur for a central station distributing electric power 
Cor .pumping from ten large tube wells i,; making satisfactory progress. eix 
borings have been completed and the strainer tubes put in. Three have 
been tested and give on an average 40,000 gallons an hour. Before esti. 
mates are prepared for the installation of electric machinery it is necessary 
for all the wells to be thoroughly tested and the discharges -and lift 
a~urately known. ~e wells are, therefore, put into commission as ready 
~th tempo~ary pumpln~ plant ~oa.ned by the agricultural department. It 
18 not at thIS stage poss1ble to glve an accurate estimate of the final cost of 
pumping by electric power. 

Expansion is undoubtedly required. Underground water-supply is the 
onl! unexplored source from which the irrigated area of the province can 
be 1ncreased. The United Provinces with its large submontane tract is more 
suitable far this form of irrigation than any other part of India. The 
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work is difficult to organise and to control with a number of widely scattered 
projects in hand at 0116 time. Constant expert supervision is necessary for 
.success and eoonomy in construction.' I consider that the salaries now 
given to the controlling officere will not attract men of sufficient ability 
and organising capadty to expand the work on the scale necessary for 
any real effect to be made on the agriculture of the provinc~. I am of the 
opinion that there is a very real danger of a 'break~own In the event of 
casualties to any of the controlling staff. 

QUESTION 9.-BoILs.-(a) In this connection I wish to point out the 
necessity of adequate drainage in that part of Rohilkhand which is serv~ 
by the Sardo. Canal. This is now, even without irrigatIOn, the best sugar
cane tract in these Pl'ovinC€6 and the only one in which the manufacture 
of white sugar can be carried out profitably -by the indigenous system of 
open pan boiling. Considerable progress has 'been made as regards the 
introduction of better varieties of cane. An intensive campaign of demon
strating intensive methods of cultivation is arranged for and will commence 
as soon as the Sardo. Canal startt! work. Nothing is eo detrimental to the 
quality of sugarcane as badly drained soil. Drainage is of special import
ance in this tract over a great part of which the sub-soil water level is 
higher than it is in the irrigated tracts elsewhere in the Province. It has 
risen 10-15 feet in recent yeare as the result of copious monooons. The 
question is receiving the attention of the Canal Department and large 
sums are being spent. I only draw the attention of the Commission to this, 
as it is, in my opinion, the most important drainage problem in the United 
Provinces. 

(a) (ii) For many ye8il'8 both the Imperial and Provincial Departments 
devoted II. large portion of the time of their scientific officers to the ques
tion of the reclamation of alkali mar. Valuable information wall collected 
with regard to the movement of salts in the soil but no practical methods 
of reclaiming alkaline 'Usar were worked out. Two experimental stations 
for the special study of this problem were maintained by the provincial 
department, one in the Aligarh district and one in the Cawnpore district. 

- AiteT 20 years' continuous work no methods were devised which could b .. 
profitably employed, for growing crops. The only pOf!sible chance of suc
cessfully utilising the bad type of alkaline mlM' found in the United Pro
vinces is to grow certain type of trees and the experiment stations were, 
therefore, handed over to the Forest Department who have obtained s 
considerable suooess in their experiments.. 

I\'£y view regarding the question of reclaiming alkaline war soils for 
agricultural purposes is that the chances of .success are so small and the 
cost of the undertaking so high that the resour~ at present available for 
development are -hetter employed in increasing the productivity of normal 
agricultural land the improved cultivation of which has every prospect of an 
increased return of 50 to 100 per cent. 

(b) (i) I am not 81,1re that I understand what is meant by this question. 
I have no knowledge of any improvement other than that brought about 
by the introduction and proper use of irrigation water and improved 
methods of cultivation. 

(b) (ii) I have closely examined one area not in this Province but in 
the Gurgaon district of the Punjab in which marked deterioration by the 
lipread of alkali WIiS noticeable. This was on the Agra Canal. I should 
say that it is undoubted that some BOils on the older canal systems 
deteriorated from alkaline formation some years after the canals started. 
This was long before my arrival in India and I have no knowledge of anv 
appreciable deterioration in recent years. • 

QUESTION 10.-FERTILISE.RS.-I dealt 'With the question of the increased 
use of fertilisers in the material supplied for Chapter XV of the Report 

Mr. G. Olarke. 
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of the Indian Sugar Committee. The pOl3ition has no~ alt.:red since that 
chapter WW! written, and all that is stated there apphes With equal force 
tQ..day. Prices of fertilisers have fort.unately d~oppedand. ~he surplus 
production in other countries of all kmde of mtrogen fertilisers makes 
the pOl3ition of India better as regards sources of supply. 

It is not nece&>ary for me to repeat the. argum~nt.s accepted by the 
Ifldian Sugar Committee. I will only say agam that If the urgent dem!1nd 
for increased food production is to be met and the full 'benefit of exte~~lons 
of irriga tion is to be realised it is essential that a supply of fertll1s6rs 
bhould be available at reasonable rates. 

The inteMification of agriculture on which the advance of India depends 
cannot be brought about without them. The first use will undoubtedly 
be for highly priced crops such as sugarcane, potatoes and tobacco. 

The Indian produced fertiliser most commonly purchased in the bazars 
is oiloake meals of nrious kinds. As pointed out by the Indian Sugar 

. Committee, the export of oilseeds is a serious drain on the ~itrogen sup
plies of India. Their recommendation on this should be conSidered. 

Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia and calcium cyanamide are i~ported. 
Various agencies are conducting suitable propaganda to extend their sales. 

The question of preventing fraudulent adulteration raised in sub-section 
(h) of this question needs attention, not so much from the point of vieIV 
of Rdulteration as from the point of view of seeing that the chemical 
substances impvrted and sold as manure are of standard quality. It is 
unlikely that (cIIJponnd fcrtilisor6 will come into general use in India 
for many yeal'S 

The increased use of standard substances such as Am2SO., eaCN., 
NaNO., superphosphate and potash is likely. It is the duty of Government 
to 8&6 that inferior quality material is not dumped into India or if it is 
that it is sold on a nitrogen phosphate or potash basis. I do not think 
it is possible to attempt the control of small parcels of oilcake meal sold 
in the bazar at present. It is quite easy to judge the purity or other
wise by inspection. I should, therefore, be inclined to recommend an AlI
India Act as regards fertilisers only on the lines of the English Fertiliser 
and Feeding Stuffs Act and to limit its application by rules to imported 
fertilisers or fertilisers manufactured in bulk in India for the present. 

The technical organisation exists. The Agricultural Chemists to Local 
Governments can undertake the work of provincial agricultural analysts and 
the Imperial Agricultural Chemist can be final referee in 'Cases of dispute. 

The methods of analysis published by the Pusa Institute can be made the 
official methodb. 

(e) It is already proved beyond doubt that phosphates, nitrates and 
ammonia salts, and potash are beneficial. What requires investigation is 
the method and e(:()nomics of their application in India. This has not been 
8ulftciently investigated. The use of such fertilisers has only just become 
possible. We know pretty well with regard to sugarcane the amount of 
nitrogen in the form of orgamc manures that must be applied for intensive 
cultivation and the best time to apply them, but we have not investigated 
th& ~ethod8 of applying an equal quantity of nitrogen as sulphate of ammonia 
or mtnte of soda. We do not know with certainty the effect of potash and 
phosphate on the qua1'ty of the various crops. All these points reql1ire 
im-estigation. I wibh, however, to emphasise that such experiments to be 
conclusiye are expensive. Reiiahle results will not be obtained by carrymg 
out isolated experiments on small areas here and there. 

It is (·ssential that all experiments conducted with fertilisers should be 
carried out in such a manner that the probable error of the experiment can 
be deterlllined. 
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QUESTION l1.-Cnops.-I have already drawn the attention of the Com
mission to the necessity of a ~trong section devoted entirely to crop-improve
ml'lIt. I have given the details of the organisation and the estimates of 
exponditure. 

1 am not technically qualified to lay down what procedure should be 
fvllowed. As the result of experience, J: should forecast that selection from 
the existing mixtures in the case of crops not yet investigated will in the 
hands of a competent worker lead to the quick production of varieties, 
possessing sufficient superiority to give an immediate increased prQduction. 
This will be followed by the production of new varieties by breeding. This 
process is much more difficult and the results not so certain. It is, however, 
the funda.mental method of producing better varieties and the initiation of 
intensive work should.oe delayed no longer. 

Our extensive seed distribution system cannot be fully used for the benefit 
of the cultivator unless and until we have a wide range of better varieties 
of all crops to di stri bu teo 

An extensive organisation for the production and distribution of pure 
seed has been built up from small beginnings in the United Provinces. It 
is working well and is on a sound financial basis. The present conception 
of geed distribution is that it is a sen-ice for the benefits of which the users 
should be willillg to pay a small premium in much the same way as the users 
of muniripal water are willing to pay a premium for a commodity which 
can be obtained for llothing if purity and quality are not considered. 

Over a long series of years (approximately 17) including years 1921-1922 
of violent fluctuations in prices seed distribution has been carried on at a 
profit althongh in one year when the market was falling rapidly there was a 
loss. This is proof of two things: - • 

(1) That the businesb is organised on sound financial lines. 
(2) That the purchasers are not asked to pay too high a price for the 

benefits derived from the use of departmental seed. 
'I'he following facts are of interest in the latter connection. The price 

of departmental wheat seed when all penalties for the non-fulfilment of 
contracts for payment are enforced is practically never more than 12 annas 
per maund over the market rates for wheat. In England the Government 
('harge 35s. per cwt. for Yeoman II whellit· and farmers charge from 15.,. to 
258. for 2nd year llaJDed wheat seed when the market rates are 12&. lld. per 
cwt., for f. a. q. home-grown. 

The seed distributlOn organisation in the United Provinces is capable of 
indefinite expansion noL only in the hands of the Agricultural Department 
but also by other agencies such as Co-operative Societies for the production 
and sale of improved seed, and also by the owners of private estates. 

I consider it is a .~ine qua r.on that production and distribution should be 
carried out by the sam6 agencies, that is to say, if a society undertakes to 
distribute seed it should also undertake to produce seed. In our system 
production and distribution are intimately connected. We increase our 
stocks by the J"epurchase of seed distributed to selected growers whose crops 
are inspected. 

The production of pure seed is the important part of the scheme. The 
actual distribution is simple. It is in connection with joint production and 
distribution that the Agricultural Department wants help from other 
agencies in order to reach its objective, which is that pure seed of better 
varieties of crops should be pla(',ed within the reach of every cultivator in 
the province. 

Previous to 1922, the system of distribution was on a cash basis, that is, 
the seed WB<l sold at sowing time and either paid for on delivery or the price 
was recovered at harvest charging the ordinary taccavi rates of interest (7t 
per cent. per annum.) 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
·See also Question 34,221, Page 87. 
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This 6ystem worked well as long &8 opel"Btiona were limited but it had 
oertain drawbacks:-

(1) Bad debls wt're ioo frequent. 
(2) No provision wa~ made for increasing the stock of seed and opera

tions were confined to the quantity of seed produced at the Government 
farlllJi. 

(3) III )'ears of violent fluctuation in prices there was risk of loss to 
Government. 

After a full examination it 11'&8 decided to develope the issue of seed to 
cultivators on thE' grain sau'ai system, an indigenous system which when 
stripped of objectionable features introduced by the hania i~ generally oICcept
able to the cultivator. 

The system consists of payment in kind for the seed given out. To every 
maund of seed taken at sowing tilll" the cultivator brings back at harvest 
time 11 maunds. The normal price of one maund at sowing time is equal 
to the price of 11 maund at harvest time in the country districts where 
eeed is diatributEod. 

The small cultivator is seldom in a position to buy for cash paymen~. 
The grain sau:ai system encourages him t{) come forward for good depart;.. 
mental ..ced illstead of relying on inferior seed obtained in te bazar a.t 
a high rate of interest. It is also a.n advantage to the department which 
automatically lDcreases its stock of seed and is able to realise the amount 
of seed due at harvest time much easier than cash. By inspection of crops 
it is pos.ible to maintain the purity of the stock. 

A system of acoounts has been standardised for use in connection with 
.all'ai seed distribution and h&8 been worked out and is in use throughout 
the province. 

A translation of the sawai agreement is gi~·en below. It will be Been that 
the groups of cultivators become jointly responsible. It is really. a form 
of co-opE'Tatiye purchase. 

"We the zamindars and cultivators named below beg to submit our 
application in accordance with Act XII of 1884 for certain quant,ities 
of seed as noted against our respective names, or whatever the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture is pleased to grant us for BOwing purposes 
from the .............................. seed depot and we promise to hold ourselves 
TeEponsible jointly and severally to payoff the principal together with 
lawai interest and to observe the conditions mentioned· on the reverse 
of the applIcation which we have clearly understood. 

1. Serial No. 
2. Name of the applicant, togethe~ with father's name, CBste and 

residence. 
3. Status of the applicant, cultivator or zamindar. 
4. Total area under cultivation. 
5. Rent or revenue. 
6. Kind of grain. 
1. Quantity of grain required. 
8. Signature of applicant. 
9. Quantity of grain issued. 

10. Signature of the issuing officer. 
11. Remarks. 

Attesting signature of the Patwari. 

BOND. 

:' (~) We will use .this seed for sowing purposes only and pay the 
pnnclpal, together WIth aawai interest (25 per cent.), from the produce 
of the crop for which we take the seed. 
. "(2) That we will payoff the principal, together with the lawai 
mterest, at 25 per cent., either in kind or in cash. In case of payment 
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in cash, we shall pay the price of seed with lawai interest at the rate 
which may be prevalent ~n the nearest big market at the time of 
payment, for seed of the best quality of the kind which we have taken. 
If payment is made after the 31st of May, then the price will be fixed 
at the rate which prevailed on 31st May. This rate will be determined 
by the officials of the Agricultural Department. In addition to this 
price, we will pay extra ann as 12 per maund to Government. 

" (3) If payment of principal with lawai interest is made in kind 
the seed returned shall not be inferior to that whioh we have taken. 
If the seed is adjudged inferior by the officials of the Agricultural 
Department, the said department shall ha.ve the right in acoordance 
with cla.use No. 2 of the bond to realise the price with a premium 
of annas 12 per maund in heu of the payment in kind. 

" (4) That as soon as the crops are threshed we shall send the seed 
(principal with lawai interest) or its price in cash to the said Seed 
Depot, If payment is in kind we shall send it on OUl' own carts to the 
said depot. . 

" (5) That we shall pay in full the rabi demand, principal with 
interest before 31st May, that for khan! before 31st December. If the 
whole or any part of the prioo dne remains unpaid after the expiry of the 
date, fixed for the payment of the dues, interest at Rs. 7-8 per cent. 
per annum shall be charged on the price of the grain remaining due. 

" (6) That if we take one or more bags from the department for 
taking away the seed, we shall pay for it in advance at current rate 
per bag. 

" (7) That we, the applicants, shall be jointly and severally 
responsible for payment of the total demand. If the whole or any part 
of the total demand is left unpaid, then -.he Deputy Director of 
Agriculture shall have the power to reoover it from the movable and 
immovable property of all or anyone of us, or have the amount 
recovered through the Collector or Deputy Commissioner as arrears of 
land revenue. We have fully understood all these.oonditions and have 
duly received the seed entered in column 9 of this bond." 

We hav~ withm the last two years utilised private farms for the produc
tion of pure seed. This method promises well, but it is rather early to 
make a definite statement. Grants-in-aid not exceeding Rs. 3,000 are given 
to the persons who already own or undertake· to establish private farms 
on lines approved by the department, and in return for the grant the owner 
undertakp~ to grow certain varieties of cr.:>ps and to seU for five yenrs to) 

the department at harvest time a specified quantity of seed. The amount 
is generally 200 maunds of wheat, but the conditions will be varied as the 
need for other seed arises. The terms are generous, and I am not aware 
of any other oountry in which such assistance is given to encourage intensive 
farming and seed production. We shall, if we are able to do so, stiffen up 
the terms of the oontract. An example of a seed oontract with the owner 
of a private farm is given below. 

" An Agreement mlldl~ bet.veen Sahu Shankar 8ahai, son of Sahu Bhag.irath 
Sahai, caste Va.ish, resident of village Billari, in the district of Moradabad 
of the one part and the Secretary of State for India in Council (hereinafter 
called the Secretary of State) of the other part. WHEREAS the said 
Sahu Shankar Slilhai has applied to the Government of the United Pro
vinces of Agra and Oudh for a grant of Rupees three thousand to assi~t 
him in maintaining and cultivating his seed farm described in the sohedule 
hereto AND WHF..REAS the said Government has agreed to make the said 

Mr. G. Claf'kIl. 
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gl'Unt upon the terms and conditions hereinafter appearing. AN D 
WHEREAS a grant of Rupees three thousand (the receipt of which tha 
said 8allO Shankar Sahai hereby acknowledges) has been made him by 
the 8aid Government. NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED between the parties 
hereto:-

(1) During the term of five years from the date of these presents the 
said Sahu Shankar Sahai will grow on his, said farm sugarclllne, wheat 
and cotton of Buch kinds as the Director of Agriculture of the said 
Government may specify upon such areas of his said farm as the 
said lJi.cctor 0' Agriculture may require. 

(2) During a term of five years from the 30th December, 1925, the 
said Sahu Shankar Sahai will every year not later than the first week 
of May bell and deliver to the said Government, if so required, not 
more than 200 (two hundred) maunds of Pusa No. 4 wheat grown in 
such fields, or on such parts of his said farm as may be approved by an 
official deputed for the purpose by such Director of Agriculture as afore
said and grown in snch manner as such official may require and will 
allow the said official to remove from such fields or such part of his 
said farm all plants of wheat not of the klDd known as Pusa No.4, and 
will sell and deliver such wheat upon the term and subject to the con~ 
ditions hereinafter appearing. 

(3) For every maund of wheat sold by the said Sahu Shankar Sahai 
to the said Government in accordance with the terms of the second 
clause of this agreement the said Government will pay him at the 
market rate current in the week in which the same is delivered, or, in 
case of dispute concerning the rate then current at the rate of price 
for such wheat in the district of Moradabad in the first fortnight of 
Mayas published in the" United Provinces Gazette." 

(4) 'fhe said 'Sahu Shankar Sahai will deliver such wheat in bags 
containing 2. (two and a half) maunds each, a maund being 
for the purposes of this agreement reckoned as 82 2/7 (eighty
two and two-sevenths pounds). The said Government will pay 
the said Sahu Shankar Sahai for the bags in which wheat is delivered; 
iuch price as such Director of Agriculture may determine to be the 
current price for bags of the kind. 

(5) If the said Sahu Shankar Sahai makes default in delivering the 
full quantity of wheat in accordance with the terms of clauSflf two and 
four hereof he will pay to the said Government as compensatIOn for 
such default a sum of rupees two an!las eight for every maund (of the 
quantity specified in clause 4 hereof) by which the amount delivered by 
him falls short of the amount specified in clause 2. ' 

In witness whereof the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands the 
day and year first above written. 

(Sd.) (Sd.) 

. In. 1926, 127 seed stores were operllting in the United Provinces and 
distributed 105,052 maunds of improved seeds. Most of the stores are hired, 
bui.ldings in t~e bazaar. We, are gradually replacing these buildings in' 
which ~torage 18 frequently unsatisfactory by central seed stores constructed, 
acoordlDg to a standard plan. 

By March, 1927, 19 central aeed stores will have been constructed. Each 
seed 8t?re holds 2,000 mau?ds of grain. 'l'he recurring and non-recurring 
ex pendl ture on each store IS as follows:-

Land 
Equipment 
Building 

Non-rec'UTTing. 
Rs. 
500 
500 

5,000 

If,s. 

6,000 
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RecurTing. 
1 member S. A.' S. on Rs. no 
1 Clerk on Rs. 30 
2 mates on iRs. 12 each 
Contingencies 

Advance for purchase of seed 

Rs. Us. 
1,320 

360 
288 
100 2,068 

8,068 
10,000 

I am proposing a steady increase in the number of central seed stores; The 
rate of increase is on the average five per annum. The centra.l seed store, 
with'tlmaller subsidiary seed stores connected with it, is a convenient unit 
for control of expenditure and audit purposes. This is an important 
administrative matter where a large ~olume of grain is handled in small 
lots. Another point in favonr of central seed stores is that the danger of 
damage during the monsoon is rednced to a minimum. 

The advances for seed distribution are chiefly met from an advance pro
vided by the Government of India. The total amount of advances now used 
is Rs. 2.86 lakhs of which Rs.l.71 lakhs is provided by the Government of 
India and Rs. 1.15,lakhs by the Local Government from the Famine Insur
ance Fund. 

There has been c<Jnsiderable discussion regarding the method of financing 
Beed distribution. The Government of India have been unable to provide 
further advances. The provision of funds by the Local Government from 
the famine relief fund has been questioned. Under the present arrange
ment the advances do not pass through the provincial budget, and are, 
therefore, removed from the purview of the Provincial Legislative Oouncil. 
This is scarcely correct for a transferred department. 

A proposa.l has been considered for making the advances required for the 
purchase of seed a/budget item. This means that it would be voted 
annually by the Council and all cash receipts would be credited into the 

,treasury. The scheme could be worked, but it would be cumbersome and 
li"ely at first at any rate to restrict distribution on grain sawai. The 
present method of advances is perfectly satisfactory, and'I consider that the 
Government of India should continue to provide the Local Government with 
the advatA:es required for seed distribution as a part of its contribution to 
agricultural development. 

QUESTION 12.--{;ULTlVATlON.-A IM'ge increase in the outturn of sugar
cane can be obtained by the adoption of the Java method of cultivation. 
This has 'been fully worked out for Indian conditions at the Shahjahanpur 
farm. I do not propose to give the technical details of the cultivation 
here. The Commission will see the method in operation a.t the farm. 
This method can be used on well dra.ined moderately light soil wherever 
irrigation is available and with improved varieties of cane results in 
21 to 3 times the normal yield of sugM'. I give below the recorded cost 
of cultivation of a field of 3·28 acres which the Oommission will see at 
the Shahjahanpur farm. 

Ploughing 
Manure 
Seed ... 
Irrigation 
Trench making 
After cultivation 
Ea.rthing up 

Mr. G. Clarke. 

Area 3·28 acres. 
RB. A. P. 
125 8 6 
279 0 4 
155 1 1 
178 5 2 
5213 11 
91 11 4 
16 4 0 
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Watching , 
Irrigation necessary for keeplDg seed 
Sha~e of repairs to dead stock ... 

Total 

Per acre=Rs. 297. 

Rs. A. P. 
30 0 0 
29 11 6 
16 8 0 

974 15 10 

The coste at the experiment station represent a maximum figure and 
will be reduoed colllliderably on cultivator's and zamindar's fields under 
canal irrigation. 

For example, two heavy items are: seed .(Rs. 155) which. is c.harged 
for at the rate of of Re. 1 per maund; i<rrigatlOn (Rs. 178) whIch IS very 
expensive owing to the \IB8 of an oil engine using kerosine instead of 
crude oil. 

On cultivator's fields these two items will be replaced by seed at cost 
price, i.e., 4 annas & maund and canal irrigation at lIB. 8 per acre for 
the whole season. The total cost on a field of 3·28 acres being Rs. 39 
and Rs. 26, <respectively. It is estimated that cultivators and zamindars 
can grow a crop of 600 maunds per acre of improved varieties of sugar
cane by this method at a 008t of 41 annas amaund. 

This method has widely been adopted in the tube well irrigated areas 
of the Hardoi district which the Commission will see. It has been successful 
wherever it has :been introduced. A wide extension of demonstration is 
'proposed in'the 8aMa Canal Meas as soon as the system starts 'Work. 

QUI!ISTION 14.-IHPLEHENTs:-It is a mistake to assume that the exist
ing implements used by the cultivator are no good. They are the result 
of generations of experience and are suitable for a great deal of the work 
they are called on to do. The indigenous implements now in use in these 
Provinces can never be entirely superseded under the prevailing conditions 
of soil and climate. ' 

The position is that the latter require silpplementing by improved ploughs, 
harrows and the like if a higher standard of cultivation is to be introduced. 
Suitable implements have .been selected by the Agricultural Department. 
The introduction of these has 'been fai<rly satisfactory up to ilate. A 
total of 9,062 improved implements were distrihuted by the Agricultural 
Department in 1926. The cultivator wa,nts convincing of the usefulness 
of new implements before he will invest money in them. This is a regular 
part of our demonstration system. 
. All demonstration centres, seed stores and other agricultural institu
tions carry a stock of selected implements which are purchased either on 
cash payment or by means of tacca"i loans which are granted by district 
authorities for the purpose. The existing taccavi rules are suitable and 
advances a<re .freely used 'by the cultivators. 

I oonsider that the issue and recovery of taccavi advances is best done 
by the revenue authorities acting on the advice of the local agricultural 
officer. The cultivators are accustomed to deal with the district officials 
in all matters relating to tacca"i. The only complaint is the delay which 
occurs in issuing the advance. 

It is obvious that the introduction of improved implements for 35 million 
acres of cultivated land cannot be ca<rried out by' a Government Depart
~ent. Private enterprise is necessary. Many Indian firms are specialising 
In the manu~acture of implE!ments of approved design. They are producing 
a good artIcle at a fairly reasonable price. Progress is being made 
slowly and would be much faster if the fi<rms were in closer touch wit.h 
the markets. 
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'1'he tendency is for firms dealing in all kinds of agricultured goods. 
manures as well as ~mplements to rely solely on the Agricultural Depart
ment as their sales agents. Insufficient effort is made to explore the 
possibilities of the markets themselves. Nothing is done beyond the common 
forms of advertising, i.e., printed pamphlets and sheets in the vernacular. 
This, of course, is of very limited application in a country where the majority 
of the cultivators cannot read. 

All the help the department can give to private firms is given. '1'hey 
are allowed to store a certain numbei' of implements at our seed stores and 
so forth. They are put into communication with intending purchasers. 

With l'egard to agricultural machinery as distinguished from tillage 
implemen t,s, the greatest need is to replaoo the slow and tedioWl but IIllt 
necessarily inefficient methods of handling crops by the use of power-driven 
machinery. Small power-driven sugarcane mills and threshing machinery 
would effect an enormous saving of bullock power. Both are capable of 
being run on co-operative principles. 

QUESTION 15.-VETElilNARY.-I consider the Veterinary Department should 
continue to be controlled by the Veterinary Adviser. It is a professional 
service and the problems can only ,be appreciated and dealt with effectively 
by a professional head. Such observations as I have been able to make in 
the course of my duties as Director of Agriculture lead me to the con
clusion that the .effectiveness of the Veterinary Department would be im
meal!mrably increased by the transfer of the control of the subordinate 
veterinary staff .from the District Boards to the Head of the Veterinary 
Department. This means that a Subordinate Veterinary Service will have 
to ·be organised on similar lines to that of the Subordinate Agricultural 
Service. I am strengthened in this view by the results of attempts to 
co-operate with the agricultural committees of the District Boards with 
regard to the general agricultural propaganda and education. 

QUESTION 16.-ANIMAI. HusB.UffiRy.-The present position of cattle breeding 
is explained in detail in Chapter VIII of the Report on Agriculture in the 
United Provinces.* '1'he technical problems will be dealt with in the 
evidence of the Deputy Director in Charge of Oattle Breeding Operations, 
wh" will also be one of the witnesses examined. I shall, therefol'll, conl.ne 
my remall'ks to the aClllimstrative side and to placing beforo the Commission 
my views regarding the expaneion immediately desirable. 

The two cuttle farms in the Kheri and Muttra districts were transferred 
to the Agricultural Department from the Civil Veterinary Department in 
1922. '1'hey were pll\Ced under the control of a speci.aJ. officer, a.nd the 
organisation of the cattle breeding section of the department was commenced. 

The technicalst&ff at present consists of:
One Deputy Direcrtor (Rs.500-5o-1;SOO). 
Olle United Provinoes Agl';CUltUl'a! Service Officer (lts.25O-25-750'. 
Boven Memhers of the Subordinate Agricultural Servi('e tlb.ll~ 2;0). 
'1'wo Farm Overseers (Rs.9~200). 

The blldget grant for 1926-27 was &'2'13 lakhs. 
Government is advised on all matters of policy by a Provincial Ca.ttle 

Committee established in 1922. The composition of the Committee is as 
follows.-

(1) Director of Agriculture (Chairman). 
(2) Veterinary Adviser to Government. 
(3) A member nominated by the British Indian Association. 
(4) A member nominated by the Agra Zamindars Association. 
(5) A member nominated by the United Provinces Zamindars 

Association. 

Mr. G. Olqrke. 
-Not printed.. 
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\6)- } Two members elected by the United Provinces Legislativ~ 
(7) Council. 

~;,: } Three members nominated by the United Provinces Government_ 
(}u) 
(11) Deputy Director in charg6 Cattle Breeding Operations 

(Secretary). 
This eommittee is one of the most useful and regularly attended of our 

f'xpert committees. All matters relating to cattle in the United Provinces 
are referred to it for opinion by Government. The policy of the cattls
breeding section with regard to technical work, propaganda, the method of 
issuing bull. and the like is discussed, and all items of new expenditure are 
C'Oll8idered before demands for grants are submitted to the Council. 

A. a result; we are able to work on a definite policy which haa puhlic 
approval. I consider the development of cattle breeding under a special 
ollicer os one of the ~lICoeSSflll efforts of the Agricultural Department. I do 
not anticipate a.ny difficulty in ohtaining the grants required for new ('xpl'n
diture. 

The number of ~lUlla :ssued fraU! the two cattls-breeding farms is gi,-en 
OOlow:-

1~~ ~ 
1923-24 72 
~~ n 
1925-~6 100 

In June, 1926, 374 departmental bulls were oat stud in various parts of the 
province. 

Up to a recent date bulls were distributed almost entirely on loan mainly, 
though not exclusively, through district -boards. They remained the property 
of Government, and were ordmarily returned to the farms at the end of five 
years. The Boards selected suitable persons to keep the bulls, and paid the 
way expenses to and from the farms in addition to two-thirds of the cost of 
rnaintenance, one-third being provided by the person who kept the bull. 
This Bcheme was necessary in the early stages to popularize the use of 
improved breeding stock, but it is now being replaced by the direct sale of 
bulla from the farms at the following rates:-

Montgomery Kosi Hissar 
Kherigarh Parchar 
Murrah buffaloee 

Two yean Three yean Four years 
old. old. old. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
80 150 200 
60 100 120 

150 200 250-2751 
In order to develop the controlled breeding areas to which reference is 

made below, the Cattle Committee have approved of a scheme by which 
breeders in these areas can obtain a bull at ons-third the a.bove cost plus 
way charges from the farm. 

I~ addition to the above, bulls are distributed on special terms to person. 
deSirous of dedica.ting them for religious purpol!eS, but the demand under 
this head is not great. _ 

The nL'W expenditure 1926-27 DB the cattle-breeding section is given 
be10w.-

(1) Exten,jon Moadhurikund farm. 
Rs. Rs. 

Non-recurring 90,145 
Recurring 9,622 99,767 

(2) Model dairy Madhurikund farm. 
Non-recurring 18,063 
Recurring 4,276 22,339 
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(3) Purchase of. 145 bulls for distribution 
(4) COllstruction of Silo Towers 

Rs. 
10,000 
5,000 

Total 1,37,106 

This will increase the number of bulls available for issue, but th~ supply 
will still be inadequate for the needs of the Province. We are still relying 
too much on purchasing surplus stock from the Punjab farms. 

Our object is to establish a cattle-breeding iiarm in each of the main 
cattie-brc-ooing' tracts. One is immediately required in Bundelkhand.. The 
estimated cost is:-

NOIi.recurring, Rs.2·13 lakhs. 
R.ecllrring, lt~.0·23 lakhs; 

Proposals will be placed before the Council in March, 1927, for the ex
penditure required in 1927-26. 

An increase in the technical staff is required. 'The immediate require
ments I put M f<)llows:-

(1) A second Deputy Director on Rs.500--50-1,500. 
(2) Two United Provinces Agricultural Service Officers with special 

training in Animal Husbandry on Rs.25{}-2&-750. 
(3) Ten members of the Subordinate Agricultural Service on starting 

pay of Rs.llO. 
The e6tablishment of controlled breeding areas is a. most promising line of 

work, and we propose to increase the number as soon as the staff is available. 
There are at the present time three controlled areas in Muttra and Etawah 
districts. The organisation of two is well ad_need. A detailed deooription 
is given in Chapter III, page 16, of the Annual Administration Report of 
1925. It IS important to note that controlled breeding areM will enable a 
record of br<>eding operations to be maintained, which is not possible when 
the distribution of bulls is scattered over a wide area of the Province. 

A point which requires investigation and is receiving attention at the· 
(·attle-breeding farms is the intensive cultivation of fodder crops. This 
appears to be only mean~ of permanently improving the efficiency of the 
cattle of many tracts. I do not think that a Fodder Specialist is required. 
The improvement of fodder crops can be taken up in connection with the 
genernJ question of khari/ crops by the section of crop improvement which 
I have proposed in a previous answer. The cultivation problems can be 
irvestigated at the cattle farms. 

The improvement of cattle is one which the agricultural 8ub-committee of 
District Boards have been able to undertake with some measure of success. 
Grants are regldarly made by the United Provinces Board of Agriculture 
towards schemes initiated by District Bouds. These usually take the form 
of purchasillg and maintaining a oertain number of stud bulls for use with 
selected herds. 

In 1926 grants approximately of Rs.1,200 each were made to nine District 
Boards. It is proposed to continue grants in cases where satisfactory 
report.> are re('eiveJ. 

QUESTION 17 (d).-AGRICULTURAL INDU8TRIEs.--Government should fully 
explore the possibilities of establishing in the United Prov:inces the manu
facture of sugar by modern methods. 

The agricultural work relating to the production of large yields of g<lod 
quality cane has been done. It is quite possible that the large centrals 
of Cuba and Java will not be suitable in India. For one thing the transport • 
of the cane for long distances adds to the cost of production. I do not know 
if any large N'ntral in Ilidia works up to its full capacity over a series 
of years. I think a promising line of development likely to decrease 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
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difficulties connected .·ith a f.1I1 supply of c!ane is the establishment of 
a chain of small factories under unified technical control, but until one 
luch unit ia in actual operation it is not possible to give a definite opinion. 

I recommend the installation of one unit crushing 60 tons of cane a day 
for experimental purpolltl8. There are many areas in Hardoi and on the 
Dew Barda Canal areas where the conditions are suitable. 

The overhead charges of working a single experimental unit would be high, 
but no loss is estimated on it. 

I give below an approximate balanc.e sheet:

Cost of machinery ... 
Working capital 

Capital. Rs. 
2,00,000 
1,00,000 

&.3,00,000 

6tI tons of caue per day for a season of 80 days = 129,600 maunds .. of' 
cane, 8ay, 130,000 maullds of cane. This will require 250 acres of improved 
cane and about twice ihat area of indigenous cane. The outturn of sugar 
will he 8 per cent. from improved canes and the outturn of molasses 3 per 
cent. 

Receipts. 
10,400 maunds sugar at Rs.12 per maund 
3,900 mauow molassee at &.3 per maund 

Ezpendituf'll. 
Manufacturing cost of 10,400 maunds of sugar 

Rs.4-8 per maund 
Cost of I::l0,000 maunds of cane at 7 annas 
Depreciation 

at 

Rs. 
1,24,800 

11,700 
----

Rs.1,36,500 
----

Rs. 

46,800 
56,875 
20,000 

----
Rs.1,23,675 
----

Manufacturing charges have been put at a very high figure. They will 
be much reduced in a chain of small factories under unified technical 
control. 

The experimental unit would therefore be expected to give a profit of 
Ua,12,825 per annum or just over 4 per Qent. 

QUESTION20.-MABKKTING.-! propose to discuss three commodities, wheat, 
raw sugar and cottOD. The value of these crops in the United Provinces is 
44.14, 41.16 and 3.04 crores of rupees respectively. 

Local practices vary, but the diiferenN's are in detail and not in principle. 
Examples illustrated by the three crops at any place give a picture of 
marketing operations in the Province. 

I have stated in a previolls answer that we have not sufficient statistical 
information regarding the char'ges incurred at the different stages of dis
trihution to make a complete examination. It is only possible to make 
broad generalisations and to indicate the points where further inquiry is 
likcly to pro\'e frUlt.ful. Accul'ate information can no doubt be obtained, 
but it is difficult to gE:t. The' collection will take time and require the 
services of a special officer. Merchants and others connected with trade 
in produce are extraordinarily reluctant to give information about the 
details of their business transactions. 

WherLt.-A system of weekly and bi-weekly markets in large villages and 
small towns exists throughout the Province. The cultivators bring their 
grain to them and sell to merchants (ban;'JJ and bafljaras) who operate on 
a small scale. ~he rate in these markets is lawer than the rates in the larger 

6H4i; B 
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grain mandis which are in touch with the export trade. I do not know 
what the difference is in various parts of the Province, but in the country 
markets of Rohilkhand with which I am familiar a difference of one seer 
per rupee may be taken as within the limits of possibilities. This means 
.that, if wheat is selling in the large distributing markets at 8 seers pel" 
Tupee or 80 annas a maund, the producer who brings his grain 1;0 the village 
markets gets 9 seers per rupee or 71 annas per maund,.a difference of 9 
annas. 'fhe small market is the point where the producer first comes int9 
contact with the buyer. The competition amongst buyers is not keen. There 
are gene-rally few. It is here that the cultivator is most likely to be 
haropered in his efforts to obtain full value for ibis produce, partly by the 
lack of information, partly by financial embarrass~ents and partly owing 
to his isolation. News travels with rapidity in India. The price of grain 
is a universal topic of conversations amongst wayfarers of every class. It 
is unlikely that villages even in remote places are without :o;om8 know12dge 
of the mo\'ement of prices. Howe"er this may be, the small collecting 
market in the hands of one or two small buyers to whom the sellers are 
usually ander financial obligations is the stage of marketing which needs 
immediate investigation. It is necessary to know, for instance, for all 
parts of the Province the rates prevailing in the villages and small oollecting 
markets in order to compare them with the prices preva.iling in the large 
exporting centres. This in itself is an investigation of some magnitude. 

Many cultivators bring their own produce directly to the larger markets 
in order to get the higher prices prevailing there. We thus get the whole 
crop in small consignments transported in oountry carts ooming into the 
export markets where the price is regulated by world prices, when there 
is surplus for export, where there is competition amongst buyers and 
information regarding price movements. 

When scarcity is anticipated by unfavourable monsoon repoi°ts, when stocks 
are low, there is certain amount of gambling. The result is a rise of prices 
above the world prices. The situation in rec-ent years has been adjusted 
by imports from Australia. In 1921 the most disturbed year in rerent 
history with A short crop in India and world markets unsettled and jumpy 

. the normal relation between Indian prices and world prices was adjusted 
by imports hefore the new crop was harvested. 

'1"he producer stands to gain by a rise in prices due to incidents of this 
kind. Severe or prolonged famine, of course, would crea.te exceptional 
circumstances requiring measures for the re-gulation of prices. 

The question of marketing is BO far as it relates to the producer obtaining 
a fair prire for his grain is best considered in a season when there is a 
surplus for expor~. 

The carts bringing the consignments of grain into the central grain market 
are met BOrne miles away by the arhatia'. servants whose business. it is to 
persuade the cartmen to take t.he grain to a partiCUlar arh.at. These 
gentlemen live on what would be called" tips." Anyone who has listened 
til a dialogue on the road side betwe-en one of them and a cultivator bringing 
in a cart load of grAin will be satisfied that the cultivators are quite able 
to hold t.heir own. On arrival at the bazar the cart goeS to the flITh.atia 
or commission agent, who disposes of the grain, selling it to the large 
exporting merchants. The arhatia'. commission in the Hardoi district is 
stated to be one per cent., but I think further investigation will show this 
figure n(\8ds revision. • 

It is difficult to distinguish at sight between cases in which the arhatia 
acts as a commission agent Bnd as a purchaser using his own money. Most; 
arhatia, nct in both l·apacities. It is universal for grain to pass through 
the hands of the arhatia before it reaches the exporting merchant. During 
its passage through the bazar to the exporting merchant a number of 
charge8 are incurred. Figures which have b(\8n collected for the Hardoi 
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district. are givoln below. These figures are, I am inclined to think, pitched 
t.oo high and can only be taken to indicate the amounts in a general 
mann{'r. Taking 811 a baais 100 maunds of wheat Rs.5 per maund, the
following chargee were incurred in the bazar at Hardoi in the season 1926-

Weighing chargee 
Market dues ... 
Charitv 
Meniai servants 
Cleaning charges 
AThatia', commission 

R,. A. P. 
8 6 1 
o 5 0 
013 
o 1 3' 

6 " 0 
500 

20 2 1 

This works out to 3·22 annas per maund. In addition to this the tl'&nsport 
~barges taking an average of 15 JDiles from the local markets comes to 1·5 
annas per maund. 

The total ('harges on one maund of wheat from the village to the merchant 
who puts it on rail for export oomes to just under 5 annas a inannd when 
"'heat is eelling at Rs.5 per maund. -

To determine the prioe which will be offered in the larger up-country 
market. it is necessary to asoertain also the charges which have to be' 
added to the coat of wheat before it is placed on the final market. Th~ 
fall into three parts. 

(1) The first refe1'8 to the charges incidental to placing wheat f .O.r. at 
the port of shipment after pur('hase in the up-cpuntry export markets. 

(2) The seoond refers to the chargee from f.o.r. to f.o.b. 
(3) The third refers to the charges subsequent to shipment (freight, 

insurance, .tc.). These, together with tbe cost of handling in the up
oountry markets, give a measure of the total charge from the point of 
pur('haee to the point of distribution. Published information on these 
points doee. not exist. As far as I am able to see, difficulty will be 
experienced in getting it. No export firm oould be expected to disclOSEh 
to its competitors its method of working and its computation of working. 
charges. An examination of tbe prioes of hard foreign wheat in England-' 
and the wholesale prices in India, oonsidered in conjunction with export~. 
enables one to arrive at rough approximation. 

A comparison shows that the difference between the prices of hard foreign 
wheat in London and the wholesale price in India is round about 30 annas 
per maund of 82 2/7 Ibs. when export is brisk. 

An analysis of this difference will show where the main charges are 
incurred. A high degree of accuracy is not claimed for the statementll 
now put forward. The most that can he said is that they furnish a basil\ 
for discussion. The charges subsequent to .shipping are somewhat diflicul~ 
to assess, but with the freight at present ruling a round figure of 10 ann&l\ 
will not be found to be far out. This leaves 20 annas to be divid~ 
between:-

(1) The charges incidental to placing wheat f.o.r. at .the port of 
shipment, and 

(2) The margin for charges between f.o.r. to f.o.b. 
Roughly speaking it may be .said that it takes about 111 annas to 

place f.o.r. at the' ports a maund of wheat purchased in the United 
Provinces. Of this 111 annas, 10 annas represent freight. The remaining 
81 annas constitute the charges f.o.r. to f.o.b. or perhaps more accuratel;f 
the margin within which the exporters have to work at the ports. 
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The approximate amounts of the intermediate charges between the point 
of purchase and the 'point of shipment- can be tabulated as follows:

An1las per maund. 
(Maund, 822/7 lbs.) 

Transport from smaller collecting markets to larger 
markets ..• 1·5 

Handling commission and other charges incurred 
in up-country markets 3-2 

Charges incidental to placing f.o.r. at port 11·5 
Margin for charges incurred f.o.r to f.o.b. 8·5 

From what has been said above it is clear that the cultivator could 
be greatly benefited by better organisation of the small collecting markets 
and agencies. He receives, it is estimated, a rate 1 seer per rupee less 
than the rates in the larger grain markets. The expenditure incldental 
to placing wheat on the latter market is small, the main item being 
transport, which does not exoeed 2 annll6 per maund. 

It is not at all easy to suggest just what can be done by Government 
at once. In my opinion, matters will not materially alter until the economic 
condition of the cultivator is changed; in short, until education and a 
higher standard of agriculture have made him a better business man, but 
this is a far distant ideal. 

Government purchase and regulated markets I rule out at once as 
impracticable propositions. Societies for the ()().()perative sale of agricul
tural produce are difficJllt to manage. The Oakden Committee, whose 
report is before the Commission, considered this question in 1926, and 
did not recommend them until the Co-operative Department had put 
rural credit on a sounder basis. In view of the opinion expressed by an 
expert oommittee, I hesitate to recommend such societies in this Provihce. 

Much can probably be done by a wider distribution to smaller markets 
of information regarding market conditions. A service of weekly telegrams 
from district headquarters to smaller markets within reach of a telegraph 
office would ensure prices prevailing in up-country export markets becoming 
more widely known throughout the countryside. Telegrams could be sent 
to the village IlChoolmll6ter, for posting in the markets by him. 

Other measures that suggest themselves to me are the following:
(1) the possibilities of tbe extended use of motor traction for transport 
to the railway. A service of motor lorries connecting the smaller and
larger markets might lower tbe cost of transport and relieve bullocks 
for cultivation work. (2) The expenses incurred at all stages of marketing 
for cleaning, as well as the heavy deductions for quality now necessary, 
would be lessened by the use of modern threshing machines, preferably 
run on co-operative lines. 

(3) Loss during storage would be avoided by the prOVISion at collecting 
markets of small pucca godowns on the lines of the central seed depots 
of the agricultural holding from 10,000 to 20,000 maunds of grain. This 
would be expensive. Such godowns would cost approximately Rs.12,000 
each. They would have to be built by Government and leased to small 
merchants. This would add, of course, to the handling charges in the 
collecting markets. 

I give a brief summary of the conclusions I have arrived at based on 
the figures given above for the charges incurred from the point of collection 
to the point of final distribution in years of export. 

(1) With the small merchant in the collecting market, the bania and 
banjara, I have already dealt. His services or similar services are essential 
in the early handling of a 6('attered (,TOp, but there is no reason why be 
should exploit the cultivator to the extent he does. The only remedy 
is to get ths cultivator out of his hands both with respect to borrowing 
and to advances for seed. The former can only be achieved by a complete 
remodelling of the system of rural credit on co-operati\·e lines. The second 
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is not 80 difficult, and it is possible that the extension of the seed distribution 
echemes initiated by the Agricultural Department may achieve this in 
a reasonable period of time. 

(2) The charges (roughly estimated at 3·2 annas per maund) incurred 
in handling in the larger grain market.s preparatory to distribution or 
putting on rail for export are not excessive. The arhatia and the Indian 
export merchant renders useful service for what appears to me to be a 
re880nable remuneration. The larger grain markets are well supplied 
with information regarding price movements. Many of the leading 
merchant. subscribe to Reuter's daily telegrams. There is competition 
amongst buyers. 

(3) The main charge incidental to placing grain f.o.r. at the port of 
shipment is, of course, railway freight. A reduction in this would be 
helpful. I have not complete statistics of the movement of railway freights, 
but doubtle86 these will be placed before the Commission. The shortage 
of wagons ie a chronic complaint in India, but with this I am unable 
to deal. 

(4) The margin left for ·the exporting merchants-to,- work within from 
f.o.r. to f.o.b. at the ports (estimated by me at 8t IInnas pel: mau.nd) 
is high. . , 

This point. at once to need for the provision of improved facilities 
for handling the wheat crop at the ports. I am not, however, in a position 
to offer detailed suggestions regarding this. ' 

Raw Sugar.-Raw sugar known, as gur and rab, is not exported. Price 
was formerly regulated solely by the condition of the provincial cane crop. 
In recent years the prejudice against the use of factory-made sugar has 
disappeared, and the price of rob, from which white sugar is _made, hos 
been controlled by the Calcutta price of Java sugar. The price of high
cla86 gur, 0 form of sugar only obtainable in India, .is still more or less 
dependent on local production and quality. 

I propose first to deal with the marketing of sugarcane in Rohilkhand, 
where the entire crop is turned into white sugar and molasses by an 
indigenous process of manufacture. The manufacturer is frequently the 
village zamindar or the village zamindar in partnership with the sugar 

, broker, locally known as a khandstlll'i. The small factory is set up a short 
distance from the sugarcane fields and the produce is delivered as it is
harvested. The system of sale is peculiar to Rohilkhand. Juice ,is sold 
by weight; the unit employed is 100 kutcha maunds, known as a cikra or 
karda. This varies in different places. For the purpose of this discussion 
it may be taken as 66·52 maunds of 82 2/7 Ibs. The method of arriving 
at the quantity of juice sold is tortuous, but beyond bewidering the young 
agricultural officer trying to get information, no harm is done. It doe~ 
not lead to 'incorrect payments.' The whole village community is present 
to watch the process, and each cultivator knows how much juice he has 
delivered and been credited with. I give below a translation of ~ regis
tered contract for the sale of juice between a cultivator and the owners 
of a small sugar factory (bel). The contract is old, but it is the standard 
form of contract still in use . 

.. I, Rasul Khan son of Inayat Ullah Khan caste Pathan am a resident 
of Burhanpur Tehsil Tilhar district Shahjahanpur. . 

.. Whereas I have borrowed RB.99, half of which is RB.49.8, from 
Abdul Qadir Khan son of Ali Ahmad Khan of Shahjahanpur Mohalla 
Mahmand Hadaf and Qudrat Ullah Khan son of Mindoo Khan of Mohalla 
Tarin Rangi Choupal out of the Mohallas of Shahjahanpur as an advance 
(peshgi) on sugarcane and have brought into my own use. It is agreed 

. that in lieu of the said sum 300 maunds of juice katcha weight without 
mixing ony water, produce of the year 1314 Fasli will be delivered at the rate 
of Rs.28 per hundred maunds katcha weight from the month of Pus til 
the end of Phagun of the said year, at the bel of village Burhanpur after 
pressing the same during the day time and filling the mata to the brim 
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and with free bag8.'!Se to the owners of the bel. If, however, there are 
rains or the bel is out of order, the juice will not be pressed. If however 
I prepare gur, rab or sell seed or the juice may be supplied to the said 
owners in less quantity or not at all, then I shall pay to the said owners 
damages at the rate of annas two per katcha maund. Whatever amount 
remains due from me will be paid without interest on chait badi panchami 
of the said year. 

"If however the money is not paid then I shall pay the sum with 
interest at the rate of lUi. 2 per mensem from the date of the execution 
of the bond to the owners of the bel. It is further agreed that three big 
dolchis of juice will be given to the said owners as bel expenses. 

" Therefore this ,bond has been executed as an a.uthority (agreement).' 
The contract shows that the producer deals directly with the manufac

turer. The services of intermediaries are dispensed with. The system is 
not open to objection in theory. In practice, howe\'er, the cultivator's need 
of money at a particular time of year is usually fully exploited. Sugarcane 
is the cultivator's most valuable crop and he invariably borrows money on 
it. The manufacturer" "8 .. rule advance mOlley in July, August and early 
September. The condition of the crop is determined by the monsoon and 
is definitely known by then. Occasionally money is advanced at the time 
of sowing. When the advance is given a contract is made for supplying 
juice in the following season (December to March). The cultivator is com
pelled in order to obtain the advance to accept a lower price for forward 
sales ~n August than the estimated price at harvest. In normal seasons the 
cultivator gets on thtl average lUi.10 per cikra less by forward sales than he 
would get if he sold his crop at harvest time. Taking TIs.60 per cikra as an 
average price for juice at harvest time the cultivator who takes an advance 
on his crop in July Ilnd August gets III an average season Rs.50 per cikm. 

The exact meaning of these figures is given below. The average yield of 
cane is 350 maunds per acre and 55 parts of juice is obtained from 100 parts 
of cane. The cultivator or zamindar selling juil'e forward in August and 
September obtained 6-61 ann as per maund for his cane. If he had sold it 
at harvest rate, he would have obtained 7-94 annas per maund. In other 
words, he obtained Rs.144·7 per acre instead of &.173·4 per acre. I think 
that there can be no doubt that the financlDg of the sugarcane crop by 
means of advances combined with forward sales to zamindars and khandsati8 
results in the cultivator obtaillina less than the market value of his most 
highly priced crop. <> 

There is probably no better instance in the Province of the need for an 
organised system of co-operative credit. The organisation in Rohilkhand 
will be a difficult and uphill t.ask. The amollnt required to finance the sugar
cane crop in this tract is a large sum. The area is lUi.3·19 lakhs acres and 
the value is cstimated at Rs.679·5 lakhs. In addition the interests of a 
powerful body of capitalists are invohed. 

(1) The Ilbolition of thtl present system of advances combined with for
ward sales of juice in A.ugust and &>ptcmber, (2) advances to finance the 
sugarcane crop Oli reasonable terms, (:3) the sale of sugarcane by weight on 
a basis of sll~ar oontent at hllrvest and, (4) the introduction -of power 
crushing and ll¥ldern ,netholia of handling the <'rop are the only methods 
by which the cultivator can be assured of getting full value for his crop. 

The 'll'hole industry in R,)hilkhand needs reorgani~ation. The Indian 
Sugar Committee of which I was a Mem6er examined this problem in detail. 
A pioneer central factory financf'd and managed by Government was recom
mended. The capital required was estimated at Rs.59 lakhs and the amount 
of cane required was 27·2 lakhs of maunds. 

I,ater examil;ation o! the practical difficulties of ma?aging and financing 
concerns of tIllS magmtude has led me to the cDncluslOn that it would be 
better to aim at installing a (·hain of '1m all ('entral factories crushing 60 tons 
of cane a day. There lire many places in the Sarda Canal areas where con. 
ditions appear to offer every prospect of success. 

Mr. G. Clark •• 
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Gur.-Gur except th .. amount required for consumption in the villages 
pas&el through the lnr!!:e markets. It cannot be handled during the rains. 
It i. a perishablo commodity and large quantities cannot be carried over 
from one !.eason to the next without loss. Prices are therefore subject to 
marked wasonal variatioDl;. It is the cheapest in April and May, the price 
gradually riSing as the season advances. The process of marketing is the 
lame .. for wheat. Gur is collected in small JDarkets or in villages by banias 
who pay a I'ate about a seer lower than the rates in the big markets. 

The chargeR for handling in the large market and placing f. o. r. are 
Ilightly higher thall in the case of wheat owing to the careful handling 
rerJuired. 

The total charges on 100 maunds of gu·r are given below:-

(a) Tania charges for weighing in the village from bania 
who purchases gU1' at 0-0-3 per rupee from the buyer ..• 

(b) Tal,bazaria at 0-1-0 per cart from seller ... 
(e) Weighing charges at 1 seer per maund from the seller 
(d) Charity l seer per maund from the seller 
(e) To Bwpeper, kahar and rotkara at l seer per maund 

from tbe seller ... 
<n Karda allowance at i seer per maund from the seller 
(g) COJOmission charges 0-0-3 per rupee from the seller ... 
(II) Pal·king charges at Rs.2-0-0 per hundred maund 
(i) Cariage to station from the merchant at Rs.2 per hun-

dred maunds... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
(J) Railway miscellaneoua charges at 4 annas per ton 

Total 

Rs. A.. P. 

7 13 0 
0 5 0 
3 2 0 
1 9 0 

3 2 0 
6 4 0 
7 13 0 
2 0 0 

2 0 0 
on 0 

34 14 0 

Cotton.-The charges in handling raw cotton from the producer to the 
ginn .. ry are illustrat .. d below by figures collected in the Oawnpore district 
by the Deputy DirectGr. Let us suppose that the produce of some four culti
vators, 100 maunds of raw cotton, is purchased by the village bania for Rs.8 
per maund. He is alJDost (lertain to have made an advance to the culti
vators probably up to half the value of the crop say &.400. He takes the 
raw cotton into one of the larger markets and sells it tG a cotton dealer for 
Rs.9 per maund. The bania thus makes a profit of Rs.100 on a 100 maunds 
of raw cotton which cost him Rs.800. Against this he has to payout 

Interest on Rs.4oo advanced to cultivators for 21 months 
st Re. 1 per cent. per month 

Cartage from the village to the market lit Rs.0-2-0 per 
maund 

Handling charges 
Watching 

Total 

Rs. A.. P. 

10 0 0 

12 8 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
----
25 8 0 

The profit on the transaction after allowing for legitimate interest on the 
advance to cultivators is Rs.74-8 on a capital outlay of Rs.Soo. 

The cotton dealer takes the 100 maunds of cotton to the nearest recGgnised 
cotton JDarket. He employs the arllatia or commission agent who arranges 
a sale at current market rates to a cotton ginner, to a wholesale dealer or 
exporting firm. We can ossume for the purposes of this discussion tbat it 
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is sold to the ginner at Rs.10 per maund. The small dealer will incur the 
following charges. 

Interest on Rs.1000 at Re. 1 per cent. per mensem for 14 
days before it is sold ... ... ... ... ... . .. 

Brokerage Oll Rs.1000 at Rs.O-4-O per cent.· 
Godown charges ... ... ... ... . .. 
Labour for loading .. 
Cartage (6 carts for 16 miles) ... 
Watching ... 
Karda allowance to buyer at 2; seers per cart 

Rs. A. P. 

480 
280 
2 0 0 
140 

30 0 0 
200 
3 12 0 

46 0 0 

The small dealer makes a profit of Rs.54 on 100 maunds of cotton on a 
capital outlay of Rs.900. 

The ginner or export merchant who purchases the raw cotton through his 
arhatia or commission agent incurs the following charges:-

Rs. A. P. 
Interest on 1000 at 6 per cent. for 1 month '" 5 0 0 
Pay to the arhatia as weighment charges at Rs.2.5-6 

per Rs.100 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 23 7 0 
Oh.abenG (allowance to weighmen) at 8 annas per cart 3 0 0 
Palleda-ri (carrying charges) 3 pies per maund... 1 9 0 
Charity at 6 pies per Rs.100 0 5 0 
Watching and insurance 3 0 0 

36 5 0 

100 maunds of raw cotton costs the ginner Rs.1036-5-0 delivered at the 
ginnery. Rs.236-5-0 has in the form of various middlemen's charges been 
added to the initial price of Rs.800 paid to the cultivator. The figures 
given above will of course vary from time to time with the price of raw 
cotton but they furnish the best record available of the charges involved in 
handling tIle ('otton crop. 

On 100 maunds of raw cotton the itemised chargeS are as follows:-

Handling charges 
Brokerage ... 
Ma.rket allowance 
Interest 
Weighing charg{\s 
Charity 
Insurance '" 
Oartage 
Godown charges 
Watching charges 

Total 

.... 
Rs. A. P. 

4 13 0 
280 
6 12 0 

19 8 0 
23 7 0 
050 
1 0 0 

42 8 0 
200 
500 

10713 0 

Tho services rendered by the various intermediaries are given below:-
(1) The baflia finances the cultivator by advanoes and a& a result it 

is estimated that hI" gives the cultivator approximately Rs.2 per maund 
of kapas less than thlo' rates prevailing in the established cotton 
markets. 

(2) The small dealer collects supplies from the small village bania, 
and transports thlo'm to the establi.shed cotton markets. 

(3) The arhatia act~ as a commIssIon agent between the dealer and 
the ginner. 

Mr. G. Olarke. 
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The e;3tablishment in the United Provinces of special cotton markets on 
the Berar system haa been fully investiga£ed at the suggestion of the Indian 
Q;ttoD; Corumit!- (vide page 205 of their report.) The Indian Cotton 
Committee arnved at the teniative conclusion that the area was too 
scattered at present to justify the establishment of separate markets. It 
".~ found on further enquiry that legislation would be necessary in the 
lJlllted Provinces. This Government consulted its expert committees. Their 
opInion was not favoul'able to the establishment of markets on the model 
of the Berar Cotton Markets a.nd they did not consider that legislation <)n 
the lines of the Berar Cotton and Grain Markets Law was desirabla. 
GovernJIlent accepted this ad\'ice as indeed it was bound to do. The expert 
committees contained a large number of Members of the Legislative Council 
and any Act introduoed in the face of such general opposition would have 
been thrown out. 

The Industries Department attempted to establish an experimental 
market in Hathras but failed as it was found impossible to enforce the 
rules without legislation. I am inclined to take the view that the advice 
gi¥en to Government by the expert committees was sound in view of the 
special ('onditions in tbe United Provinces. Our cotton area is sJIlall and 
,our season is ,'ery short, consequently there are no regular cotton marke1;s. 
in exi~tence. In Berar and Bombay big markets have been in existence for 
a number of years and are easy to regnlate. In Cawnpore and to a certB.in 
extent in Aligarh, cotton is bought and sold at special places in the market. 
but this is a very different thing from the big separate ml1rkets of 1;IArar. 

My ~pinion is that regulations necessary to control the cotton markets 
can only be satisfactorily worked when a huge crop is dealt }Vith which 
comes steadily into the market throughout the season. Our crop as I have 
stated is not a. large crop, the seasons are short. There are a number of 
relatively small markets. If we tried to draw four walls round a liJIlited 
number of MOpS dealing in cotton and called the inner space a market and 
imposed a number of somewhat onerous restrictions, the trade would simply 
go elsewhere. • 

The question of obtaining full value for a superior variety of cotton 
during the early stages of its introduction is still unsolved and is one of 
our greatest difficulties. As far as I can see, there is no alternativ9 at 
present to Government purchase in the early stages although I regard this 
as very unsatisfactory. . ' 

QUESTION 22.-Co-OPERATION.-My oonsidered opinion is that the C0-
operative Department in these Provinces can best help agrieultu_ by
putting rural credit societies on a sounder basis. Until thi,s is done, little 
progress ca.n be expected 1\8 regards other forms of co-operation. The 
exa.mination of many phases of agricultural development shows that progress 
is ·held back at every turn by the ignorance and indebtedness of the culti
vator. In the sale of his produce, particularly his sugarcane crop in 
Rohilkhand, he is handicappea by debt. 

The co-operative organisation of agriculture presents great possibilities. 
All who have exa.mined the question in India a.dmit that, but first of all 
rural credit societies must be increased and public confidence in them 
restored. 

At the pl'esent time .there is no demand in these Provinces for agricultural 
non-credit societies. The Co-operative and Agricultural Departments have 
tried to establish societies for seed distribution and for the ma!lagement 
of tube wells. Year after year they are reported to be doing little or nothing. 
The demand for such societies has yet to be created. After years of failure 
n sudden outburst of successful activity. is not to be looked for, and for 
some time the Agricultura.l Department will be unable to rely on co-operation 
to replace any of its. a.ctivities. 

I appreciate the fact that, a. start must be ma.de. There are a number 
of impro¥ements successfully initiated by the Agricultural Department which 
are suitahle for working Oil co-operative lines. It is just as easy for the 
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department to assist properly organised societies I1s it is to assist, individual.;;. 
I give below Rome of' our activities which are suitable for co-operative 
organisation :-

(1) Production and sale of improved seed. 
(2) Purchase and sale of agricultural implements. 
(3) Installation of small power sugarcane mills. 
(4) ThrE'bhing of 1abi orops by modern machinery. 
(5) Irrigation by mel\l1s of tube wells and pumping plant. 
(6) The organisation of village milk collection schemes for supplying 

city markets. 
(7) WE'll boring operations for the improvements of masonry wells. 

Before societies are started, detailed schemCl should be prepared by the 
Co-opera tin> Department and placed before the Board of Agriculture for 
consideration. This is important because, I think, that our failures in the 
past have been in part due to insufficient consideration of the details of the 
schemes Initiated. 

QUESTION 26.-.')TATISTICs.--The' information collected regarding area of 
"rops in the United Provinces is accurate. The estimate of yield which is 
baood on crop cutting experiments is fairly accurate.·, A very much larger' 
number of these is required if a higher. standard of accuracy is to be 
obtained in the five-yearly revisions of outturn .. I consider that a special 
staff should be attached to ,the land records section for this purpose with 
a definite programme settled in ,consultation by the two Directors of Land 
Records and Agriculture. It is not fair to ask the technical officers of the 
Agricultural Department who are already overworked to undertake a large 
programme of crop cutting experiments., The. work does not require agreat 
deal of teC'hnical knowledge.' 

The absence of complete crop cutting tests is felt whenever the Gilvern
ment of India call for a return of the total' outturn of another crop. For 
example, returns have recently been asked for the tobacco crop and the 
castor seed crop. Neither of these could be supplied in the absence of a 
series of accurate crop cutting tests .. 

The publication of crop forecasts is done by the Director of Agriculture. 
The information is collected and the draft. forecasts 'are prepared in the 
Land Records Department which contains the necessary organisation. I 
do not consider this entirely satisfactory. I should prefer to see the whole 
of the fore('a~tB carried out by a statistical officer attached to the Land 
Rocords Depar.tment who in addition to this would supervise the prepara
tion and publication of all agricultural statistics, organise crop cutting 
tests and conduct such economic inquiries as may be called for. 

The general position regarding agricultural statistics in the United 
Provinces is this. A large volume of accurate information extending over 
a long series of years is in existen('e and forms valuable material for the 
study of many economic problems of the Province. No' arrangements exist 
for systematic examination. I regard the appointment of an expert 
statistical officer with an adequate staff (the 'nucleus for which exists in the 
statistil'al section of tho Land Re('ords Department) as a mat.ter of urgent 
necessity. As I have already stated, it is unlikely that the Council will 
view Eympatheticnlly proposals fol' the appointment of a statistical officer. 
The work is largely for All-India requirements. I consider that the Govern
mE'nt of India should undertake the financing of statistical sections' .for aU 
Provinces. ' 

A fllrther snggE'stion I wish to make is that the returns of areas under 
improved crops introduced by the Agricultural DE'partment should be madtl 
rt'gularly by the patwari at the time of preparing the jinswars.This has 
alrl'a.dy beE'n done ill fOl11' or five distrids without R.ny increase in staff and 
provides the Agricultural llepartment with valuable information .. 

Mr. G. Clnrke. 
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APPENDIX. 

PARAGIUPH 175 OP THE REPORT ON AGRICULTURB IN THB UNITED PROVINCE~. 
The Hardoi distrid is a good example of co-ordinated effort hetween 

different sections of the Agricultural Department, assisted by non-official 
agency. The demonstration farm, managed by the department and financed 
by the district board, and the agricultural supply society, a purely unofficial 
organisation, started the development of this district; the farm has shown 
• good profit for many years. Conditions in Hardoi proved excellent for the 
construction of tube-wells, and the engineering section completed eleven wells 
with discharges varying from 20,000 to 30,000 gallons per hour. The next 
.tage WDB the establishment of private farms by many of the leading land
owners, with the advice and assistance of officers of the department. The 
conclusion at this very time of a series of experiments at the Shahjahanpur 
research station placed in the hands of the cultivator a variety of sugaraane 
Bnd a method of cultivation giving yields two to two Bnd a half times greatel' 
than those obtained by indigenous varieties. and ordinary methods, and the 
new variety and methods were tried with success on the Hardoi farm. Circle 
offi('ers organized demonstrations on private farms and cultivator's fields, 
and the response was immediate. In the cold weather of 1925 intensely 
cultivated areas were to be seen on private farms, on land surrounding tulle
wells, and on cultivator's own fields. Magnificent crops of Java sugarcane 
and of Pusa wheat showed the possibilities of scientific agriculture in tbi. 
province, and the profits of the owners of farms were equally convincing. 

Oral Evidence. 
33,559. The Chairman: Mr. Clarke, you are Director of Agriculture in 

the United Provinces?-Yes. 
33.560. You have provided the Royal Commission with a note of the 

evidence 'that you wish to give. .would you like at this stage to make any 
statement in amplication of that noteP-No. 

33,561. Would you kindly give us first an account of your own training 
and past appointmentsP-'-1 was trained at t"niversity College, Nottingham i 
afterwards I was a lecturer at Mancheste"r University; after that I was 
head of what were the County Technical Laboratories, Chelmsford, which are 
now the East Anglian Institute of Agriculture; and 20 years ago I joined 
the Agricultural Department of the United Provinces. 

33.562. For how long have you been Director ?-8ince 1921. 
.33,563. Would you give Uti a sketch of the organisation of your depart

ment both at headquarters and in the districts, mentioning the grade 
of officers bolding the various posts? There is first yourself as Director?
There ~re six circles, each presided over by a Deputy Director; each of 
tho.;e clI'des ha8 a self-ilOntained staff for the management of experimental 
a.nd demonstT8tion farms, ·seed distribution and demonstration. In addi. 
tlOn to that! there. are separate sections for agricultural engineering and 
cattle breedlDg which also have eelf-ilOntained staffs. 

33,564. The cattle breeding section is under another Deputy DirectorP_ 
Yes. 

~.56.5. And the agricultural engineering section?-That is under an 
Agrlcultu .. al Engineer. In addition to that there are the educational 
institutions: the Agricultural College, Cwwn'pore, which is a combined 
edu('ational and research institution, and the Agricultural. School at 
Bulandshahr which is wholly an educational institution. 

33,566. You have no Deputy Director who ie not specially attached to 
lOme particular ~epartment; all your Deputy Directors are definitely 
attached to partIcular departments P-I have no Assistant Director' 
in the organisation at headquarters there is myself' th.a.t is th~ 
or.ganisRtion of the districts and the experimental work' generally' but 
With regllird to the organisation of administration there is myself, ~ per-
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sonal assistant, two accounts officers, and a staff of clerks. I have 110 

technical assistants'in the administration. 
33,567. Could you tell us with a little more particularity the organi~ation 

within the circle? There is the Deputy Director at the head of thE> circle P 
-Yes. Immediately under him are the United Provinces Ag-ricultural Ser-
vice officer.~, one or two in each circle. . 

33,568. Then the demonstration staff?-Under them the demOl1l:ltratlOD 
staff and the managers of farms and so forth. 

33,569. Have the members of your demonstration staff been trained at 
tIie Agricultural College?-Yes, almost without exception; there are a few 
exceptions, but it is almost -without exception. 

33,570. Have you a record office under youP-Do you mean land records? 
33,571. No, I mean an office engaged in recording experiments and 

experiences; for instance, if you are making an attempt to popularise the 
silo, what steps are taken to ensure that all the experience that -you 
glean should be a.vailable in the future, either for yourself or for some 
successor ?-The medium for that is the circle reports, the reports of the 
experimental and demol1l:ltration farms which are issued for each circle and 
the annual demonstration reports. The information is gathered in my 
office for the annual demonstration reports; that is the only record. 

33,572. I am sure you will agree with me that it is very important that 
records of that sort should be kept, and particula,rly records o.f unsuc
cdSSful experimentsP-Yes; they are kept, not in my office, 'but in the 
offices of the Deputy Directors concerned. -

33,573. Professor Gangu.lee: Even the records of unsucc63sful experi
ments ?-Of course, yes, all records. 

33,574. The Ohairma.n: A;reyou recruiting yet for the new Superior Pro
vincial Service?-No. 

33,57-5. What are your plansP-We have none at present. 
33,676. What is the policy of Government in that direction ?-We are 

waiting for definite o.rders from the Government of India; we have been 
told to stop recruiting for the higher posts; we are not allowed to !reCruit 
for the Imperial Agricultural Service, nor are we allowed to promote our 
Provincial Service officers to. the Imperial .service at . present. 

33,577. When did that instruction come in P-I cannot tell you the exact 
date, but it is recently, within a. year or 80. What I want to say is 
that we are not allowed to place our United Provinces Agricultural Service 
o.fficers in the Indian Agricultural Service. . 

33,578 . .But what I was concerned with was the recruiting for the new 
Superior Provincial &rvice in accordance with the recommendatiollS of 
the Commission over w hioh Lord Lee presided P-It has not been constituted 
in this province yet. 

33,579. But it is not as regards the constitution o.f that service th:tt 
any instructiO()lIf! have come from the Government of IndiaP-I am not an 
authority on procedu-re, but I understand the limitations of pay are 
l~. 1,200, and we cannot exceed thnt. I know the rules delegating powers 
to Local Governments are under re~onsideration. 

33,580. Then I judge from a later section of your note that you rather 
look forward to a da.y· when some central educational institution should 
provide the post-graduate training for officem of the Superior Provincial 
Service?-Of the upper gr&de Provincial Service. . 

33,581. You rather feel, I gather, that that would be a more useful 
function for Pusa to perform than would be any service in the direction 
of research ?-I consider that the most essential thing required at the 
moment is the pro.vision of training for Deputy Directors in particular. 

33,582. You Bay on page 13 of your note: "I advocate the development 
of Pusa aA a purely teaching institution. In the natural course of events 
it. seems clea,r that the main lines of r6Search will have to be removed to 

M-r. G. Olarke. 
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provincial centres whatever COUT6e may be adopted with regard to their 
control whtther it be provincial or central." Do you contemplate tho 
complete divoree of teaching from researchP-No, not the c,!mplete 
divorce. 

33 583. You att'lch iml'ortance to teaching and research being carried OD 

in c~njl1Jl("tion P·-Yes but not the extensive research which is required for 
tht! ,.·IIOL.l of India. it ('annot be carried on at an institution which is also 
a teaehin~ il1~titution. For instance, I do not think you could do the work 
,,·hieh is being done at the Oentral Institutt: in conjunction with t~e tea~hing 
instltutioll, n.:r do I think the work at COimbatore can be done ID conJunc-
tic,n with the teachiug institution. . 

33,584. Then you B~y the research activities of Pusa are bou.nd to dechne. 
In that connection, I should like to ask you what is your View about the, 
services pusa has remlc.ed a nd can render in future as a Central Research 
In$tituteP-I have stated what they have rendered; I think I have made that 
(Iuite clear. I do not think that the result of the research work carried out 
at Pu.a, except as regards the improvemen~ of wheat, has had any effect on 
the agril)ultural development of these ProvlDces. 

33,58.5. Do you not think that a central research station can usef~lly 
concern itgelf with problems of a fundamental nature and of general applIca
tion, problems of BOil chemistry, for instance?-Yes, a limited number. of 
prohlcl1l~. . . 

33,586. Is it your view that Pusa is being conducted on too ambltlOus II, 

8<'ole at this mornentP-Do you mean with regard to research work? 
33,587. I do?-No. 
33,l)3S. YO'1 are anxious to see that where extension takes plac~ it should 

take plaoe in the Provinces?-That is my idea. 
33,589. "Research activities at Pusa are bound to decline," you say. 

Are you familiar with the history of the Central Department of Agriculture 
in the United States of AmericaP-I suppOtle I am as familiar as any 
foroigner i9. 

33,590. That is a very .. ctive and powerful organisation, is it notP-Yes. 
I do not possess sufficient knowledge to discuss the thing from that angle. 

33,591. Now to turn to the commencement of your note again. In the 
lil'cond paragraph you liay: "I havtl no h€sitation in saying that it is as 
easy to get mone~' voted for research in these Provinces as it is in England, 
if the problems have a direct bfarill~ on provincial agriculture." Does that." 
Dlean that it is reasonably easy to get money voted for research in this 
Province P-I ('an pt'rhaps answer tbat question best by quoting from a 
speech I made in the Legislative CotlCcil the day before yesterday: "'fhe 
bud~et of the Agricultural J>l'partlllt'nt for 1926-21 was 24'4 la.khs; the· 
Budget for 1916-11 was 6'S lakhs. In ten years our Budget hll6 increased by 
three and a half timE'S. I think this will satisfy the House that agriculture 
h.BO not been neglected t'ither by GC"ernment or by the Legislative Council. 
sIDce my department beoame dl!pendent on the vote of the Council for its 
supplies." Judgill" from the point of view of financial provision, progress 
has bE>6n remarkable. 

33,592. Mr. Parr, who ha., been good enough to provide us with a note of 
the eviden£'e which he wishes to give, soys: "More men and. money are 
needed ill orde" to exp/u1d the Agricultural Department to enable it to cope' 
to ~~ approciahle eIte.nt with the. task before it. At present it occupies a 
posltion of secondary lmportance lD the eyes of Government ••• ". Mr. 
Parr appears there to bi! a little less optimistic than yourselfP-If I can 
make. a ~Iaim to anything I make: a claim to having a very wide experience 
of thiS kmrl. of Government whieL has heen in existence now for six years. 

33,593. It is your view, I understand, that on the whole the tendency of 
the RefornlS has been to quirkeu puhlic interestP-Undoubtedly. I have no 
doul)t whatever on that point. 
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33,594. And on the whole cl"iticism in the Legislature has been helpful P
Yes, and it bas now -beoo.'ne conl'iructive. It is tiresome, no doubt, but of 
that I -make no ('omplaint. 

33,595. All Parliamenbry criticism is, but on the whole it acts for good? 
-Yes. 

33,596. You are not a Secretary to Government, are you ?-No. 
33,597. On page 2 you say: "Removal of responsibility for the investiga

tion of the fundamental problem~ of agriculture from the Council would, in 
.my opinion, lla.e n deadening errl"Ct on provincial development." I wonder 
'whether anybody had suggested anything of that sort?-It occurred to me 
~that it would be a likely thing teo suggest. In fact it was first conveyed to 
.my mind by solDe notes which came into my hands from the Agricultural 
-Adviser. 

33,598. The Agri('ultural Adviser must, of course, speak for himself, but 
( /1m sure that when you come to know the Commission a little more, you will 
not suspect us of any such design P-Too real view was that the organisation 
·of research on central lines and not on provincial lines would remove 
.responsibility for the investigation of fundamental problems of agriculture 
Jl'om the Council. 

a3,599. Since you ha.e rll<.'orded that view, I would like to ask you whether 
you think that in the immediate future it is probable that each Provinoo 
could afford to pay the very highest class of research worker in all branchesP 
-Yes, I think they could. It would be a. gradual process, but I think that 
is the thing to be aimed at. I think they are just. as likely to do it as any 
organisation in India would be. 

33,600. To attract and retain the services of men of world-wide reputa
tionP-Yes. There is no reason to suppose that the Provincial Council 
would be less likely to do it than too Imperial Legislature. 

33,601. Do you think that they could provide a. sufficient salary for each 
of them?-I have suggested how they could be assisted to achieve this end 
later on, but I 'think there is no reason to suppose that it could not be 
done. 

3=3,602. You think also that they could provide the security necessary 
to att.ract the type of man which you and I are thinking oiP-Yes, I can 
only repeat what I said just now that there is no reason to suppose that 
the Provincial Counoil is less likeiy than the Imperial Legislature to do it. 

33,603. On page 6, Question 1, you suggest that the problem of nitroglm 
fixation by the cyanamide and other processes should be investi
gatOO P That is the sort of research which you suggest the Central Govern
ment should he responsible forP-Yes, that is a suitable thing for an All-IndIa 
investigation. 

33,604. And that, I think you will agree, would require a man of first 
class capacity?-Yes, but it is, if I may use the expression, a short-term· 
research whioh would last, say, for four or five years. It is not going to 
be anything like the fuudamental researches into the agricultural conditions 
of the Province which would last for twenty years. 

33,605. ''What is your view as regards the touch between Province and 
Province? Do you think you are getting all the information that you would 
!ike from other ProvincesP-Yes. I have no reason to think that we are 
'oot getting any information that is going round. 

33,606. Do you feel, on the point of co-ordination, that any further degree 
cf touch between Province and Province might result in an increase in 
~fficiency and research and a decrease in expenditure?-Co-ordination is 
no doubt desirable to a certain extent. It is really the way in which it 
is done that matters. But I am inclined to the view that the beneficial 
Tesults to be obtained by an elaborate organisation for (J().()rdination are 
somewhat over-estimated. Again, I have gathered the idea from reading 
various notes and minutes that h~ve come into my hands that a small 

MI'. G. ChI,rke. 
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Imperial ~taff of a limited size working as a team can do all that is required' .. 
That i8 the idea I have gathered, but that is not enough. What we w.ant. 
in India i8 many teams. And it seems to me that merely to apply to a· 
oontinent like India a principle which works for a very small country like" 
Denmark is wrong. " 

33,607. If further co-ordination up to a point is in your view desirable,. 
how do you luggest that that should be obtainedP-I think it wiII best be
obtained, in fact the only way to obtain it, is by a small permanent staff 
of Development Commissioners or Agricultural Commissioners under the 
Go"ernment of India. I am not in favour of an advisory committee. If you 
want c<H>rdination, what you want is a small permanent body of Agricultural 
Commissioners or Development Commissioners to co-ordiuate the work. 
Ad"i80ry Committees do not work in India. The distance is too great. 
I bave myself been a member of the Indian Central Cotton Committee since 
ita inception, and I have never yet been able to attend the meetinge. [ 
ha\"e not been permitted to do 80. ' 

3;J,608. Sir Henry Lawrence: Permitted by whom?-By my duties. The 
last meetinp; was on the 24th, and the Council was sitting at that time, 
and it was imJXlssible to leave. 

33,609. The Chairm.an: Taking up your own idea of a Central Devel~p
ment Commission, whence do you think such a Commission might draw its 
authority? From the prestige of ita members or from some funds at their 
disposal ?-I think I have dealt with that in my answers to the various 
qu('stionA. 

33,610. I tllOught you would be able to condense that in answer to my 
qu~tion?-I can only repeat what I have said in my note. I have dealt 
with it pretty fully in answer to Question I (b), and I have also dealt with 
it in answer to the question on Administration. I can only develop what 
J ha\'e already said there. 

33,611. I understand from what you have written, you think that it is 
e&8ential that such a Central Development Commission should have certain 
fUlids at its disp08al?-My idea. is that the Government of India should 
help, and I understand they a.re desirous of helping. If that is 80, I hold 
very strongly the view that they should help schemes which the Minister 
has approved and placed before the Legislative Council. 

33,612. Do you think it would be reasonable for your Central Development 
Commission, when they were considering a scheme 'which had been put 
up by a Provincial Go,'ernment, to suggest to such Provincial Government 
that a part of their scheme was realIy a problem that was already being 
dealt with by some other Province and to invite the Province mak<ing the 
application to agree to leave that particular section of the problem to the 
other Pl'ovinceP-It wiII be quite open for them to do so, and if the 
Province were unwilling to do that, and a grant was in consequence refused, 
no one could object. 

33,613. There would be no interference?-That would not be the type 
of interference that I am referring to, It is quite open to the Government 
through their properly constituted authorities to say, "We will not give 
you the grant." 

33,614. Taking another possibility, do yon think it would be reasonable 
if the Central Development CommillSwn said to the Provincial Govern
ment, "We have ~ooked into this scheme, and pro\'ided you agree to 
one or two points, we will give you a grant representing such and such 
percentage of the total expenditure year by year for five years, But we will 
re-examine the problem again in two years' time, and satisfy ourselves 
that you have folIowed our advice" ?-Certainly, there can be no objectiOl. 
whatever to the proposal. It is just as much within the powers of the Looal 
Go..ernment to say, "We decline to accept your offer; we wiII get the money 
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from our own Legislature." The main point of my idea is that the 
Provincial I,egislatur,e is the final authority for deciding what shall, or 
shall not, be done in the Province for development of all kinds; that is 
the central part of my scheme. 

33,615. Is it not then really the case that any scheme which does not 
satisfy the Provincial Government is doomed to failure from the start P
May I just elaborate it a little bit moreP Supposing that you set up 
a central organisation with research stations in the Provinces, as was 
proposed in a note which came into my hands, nothing in the suggestion 
()Ould prevent the local Legislature from entertaining a research staff 
if they wished to do so, and that they would do so I have not the slightest 
doubt, and therefore you would have two bodies at the same time. Govern
ment would be powerless to stop it. They will have their own provincial 
research organisation, and there will be the Imperial research organisa
tion, and you will get exactly what you are getting now with Pusa and 
the Provinoee, excepting you spread Pusa about; that is all. 

33,616. That might conceivably involve wa.ste of funds and effortP-Yes. 
33,617. But even that would not involve interference with the adminis

tration of the Provincial Departments of Agriculture or of the field of 
provincial administration, would itP-It would simply be, taking India 
as a whole, a waste. 

33,618. Before we leave that subject I should like to ask you whether 
'You have formed any views about the working of the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee. That is typical of the organisation of research by crops and 
not by areas, is it not? Would you like to tell us anything about .that P
This Cotton Committee for financing research is still in the experimental 
stage and it remains yet to be seen whether it will lead to fruitful results 
or not. They have only initiated a lot of schemes, and, beyond restrictive 
legislative, that is about all that has been done. They have prepared 
a scheme in· the United Provinces, and we would have proceeded just in 
the same way even without that; and there are certain complioations whieh 
have already arisen. For instance, they insist on the money which they' 
grant being treated as an excluded fund; that is to say, it does not pass 
through the provincial accounts, and this expenditure is not submitted 
to the Legislative Council although it is part of a scheme for which they 
.",providing about 80 per cent. That in itself, I think, is wrong. 

33,619. Sir Hentry Lawrence: What percentageP-I am not quite sure 
about it, but I should say it is about 80 per cent. 

33,620. The Chairman: From public revenues P-Yes. 1'0 be perfectly 
on the safe side, I will say 60 per cent.; it doe<! not affect my argument. 
This is a scheme of research for which the Provinces are contributing 
about 60 per cent., and they wish to go on with that scheme, but they 
do not wish the expenditure which they have provided to be criticised 
or to go in any way before the Legislative Council; that in itself is wrong 
in principle and likely to land us into trouble. 

33 621. Sir Henry Lawrence: That 60 per cent. is placed at the disposal 
of the Central Cotton Committee, is itP-No. We are carrying out a 
scheme in the United Provinces which is costing a certain sum of money. 
Sixty per cent. or more of that is in the provincial budget; the remaining 
amount is contributed by the Provincial Cotton Committee . 
. 33,622. Sir JamAl' MacKenna: Has that scheme been originated by the 

Local Government or by the Central Cotton Committee P-The scheme has 
been originated by the Local Government. 

33 623. What is the complaintP-There is no complaint. The point 
is that I consider the Council should know how much money is being taken 
year by year for the scheme and they should be able to see what assistance 

.'lfT. O. Clarke. 
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they are getting from out6ide. The whole thing should go before them; 
.otherwise I think it ill a mistake and it will tend to make the Council 
hOlltile. 

33,624. Tile Ohairman: The oontrol of the Council over the spending of 
the money tbat the Council provides out of public revenues is not in 
question?-No. 

33,625. PTo/eIlOT Gangulee: Haa that scheme been already taken up p
It is in progress; there is a discussion about that; it has not yet been 
-definitely settled. 

33,626. SiT BenTY LaWTence: What is approximately the .su!"l so far 
spent on these cotton experiments? Is it a large sum P-Yes, It IS a large 
sum; I should think it is roughly about Us.80,OOO. 

33,627. The ChaiTman: At the top of page 3 in answer to Question 1 
'you say: "It seems t>o mo, th.eref .... e, that if the Government of India 
-desires to advance the agricultural devolopment of the Province it should 
be prepared to assist the Local Government with their agricultural budgets 
when they are unable to present full demands for research work to the 
Council owing to financial stringency or any other cause." That suggestion, 
I suppose, is part of the suggestion which we discussed a moment ago 
that such funds should be definitely allocated to particular purposesP-I -did 
really intend to raise another question .that in the case of the Provinces 
hanng deficit budgets they should be supplemented. 

33,628. Your suggestion is that the Government of India fund should 
be provided without being hypothecated to any particular subject?-That 
is rather what I wanted to suggest; and that in extreme cases, not asa 
general rule. 

33,629. On page 3, Question 1, you tell .us that you are not quite satisfied 
witll the progress that you are making in research in certain diJ;,jctions. 
You say: "We have at the present time young officers working. on rice, 
(:otton, barley, oil seeds and fihre crops and potatoes." Are these officers 
Indian or European ?-Indian. .' 

33,630. Does that suggest to you that the research officers that you are 
getting have not been trained in the right wayP-No; it merely suggests 
to me that we are putting young officers on to tackle a problem when 
they are too inexperienced. 

33,631. Have they had the post-graduate training required (-I think, 
with one exception, they have had post-graduate· training, although I think 
most of them will not be able to tackle those problem~ without detailed 
~xpert guidance. It would be like taking a.lot of boys fresh from college 
and putting them on some of the most -difficult problems in the world 
and expecting them to solve them. It ill really absurd. 

33,63:.1. Do you think YOIl can get iU,IndiJB the necessary lead?-I doubt it 
J R.m afraid we should have to go to· America probably to get it. I do not 
think" you wiil get it from England. 

33,633. You would include Engiand in your searchP-Yes, I would include 
the world. ' 

33,6.~. Do YOII think yqu· cCluld carry public opinion and opinion in the 
-COuncil in making sppointments of that sortP-That is very uncertain, 1 
thin!:. At the pr&ent moment I can, but one can never tell what view may 
be taken. 

33,635. But it isa very important line of workP-It is very important. 
33,636. I suppo&(' there is no feeling at the back of your mind that this 

paragr~Jlh in· your note of evidence reinforces the case for a central organisa
tion capable of directing the best type of redoolch worker?-Exactly the 
,.BUle argument applies to it. 
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33,637. Turning to your answer on page 6 to Question 1, .. Research lDto 
the expenditure of irtigation water," I want to be quite certain as to th(} 
positiou of the responsibility as between your department and the Irrigation 
Department. Is iu the wse that, at the moment, well irrigation is entirely 
under you ?-Yes, wholly"; that is to say, the development of it. 

33,638. On its technical side as wl·ll ?-Yes. 
33,639. Is that a good plan, in your judgmentP-Yes, I think it is working 

very well. 
33,640. Would you rather kef!p that than see the responsibility passed oJn 

Lo the Irrigation Department?-yes; on the whole, I think ,I would, becau.e 
it is very intimatel)" conlltlcted with the introduction of intensive agriculture. 

33,641. Question 2, Agricultural Education: in the second last paragraph. 
you are talking of the relation between primary education and agricultural 
advance. ;Would you agree that liter'lcy amongst a higher proportion of 
Cultivators is n gr6ut desiderntum P-Yes. My personal experience is th,\t 
when JOu are ciemonstrating or introducing anything, it is the educated boy 
who always comes to the front. 

33,642. Do YOll think there is SOllie danger that the desire to introduC'e 
what is called an agricultural bias into primary education may, to sou,e 
e:Sient, illt.erfere with the work of equipping tho primary school children 
with literacy, the three R'sP-I am inclined to think that the whole attention 
should he devoted to literacy. 

33,643. They can learn the business of agriculture a little later?-They 
know it. already, a8 much as they can know at that age. There is no child 
in tho l'ountryside without a knowledge of these things. 

33,644. Taking the points in the order of your note; first, about the 
Bulaudshahr school scheme which is descl'ibed in the course of the p",,-incial 
memorandum entitled" Report on Agriculture in the Gnited Provinces,"" 
which was prepared for the Commissioll some months ago, I should like to 
ask YOll on that: are accurate records of the after careers of the boys being 
keptP":"-We hnve ol1ly had two classes plll!sed out. 

33,645. So that it is just beginningP-Yes. 

33,646. Do YOIl attach great importance to the keeping of aceurate record" 
of the after careers of the boys?-Yes, as far as it is possible to mainta.in 
thc,>m. 

33,647. In the last but one paragraph on page 8, in answer to Question 2, 
)OU give us the total cost (If the Bulandshahr school on its non-recurring 
side as Us. 2'ii:i lakhs, and the recurring expenditure as about Rs.29,000. 
What do you gauge as the cost per studentP-It can be obtained by calcula.
tion. There are 4L1 ~tudents. 

33,6.18. Do you know how that compares with the cost of similar institu
tions in otller Provinces?-I think there are no similar institutions in other 
Prodnces. 

33,649. How does it oompare with the Loni school ?-I should say that the 
Loni sC3MI is not like it. It is not well equipped, and is not of such a high 
staudllrd. 

33,650. D,·. Hyder: You have been to LoniP-No, but I know the details 
about the age of the boys, &c. 

33,651. And tho equipmentP-Yes, and the equipment; it is not of such a 
high standard. 

33,652. You ha.ve not seen itP--1I ha,-e not seen it. I base my remarks on 
what I have been told about it by its founder. 

33,653. The (Jhairman: At II co~t of something over Rs.500, I take it thflt 
it is .wly the boy of commandmg position in life or special capacity who i'! 
worth that mQuey P-I should bE'l very sorry to say 80. 

• Not printed. 
M1·. G. Clarke. 
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33,654. On t.he technical side, do you contemplate the extension of schools 
on a system of this IIOrt ?--Yee, to deal with these particular boys. 

33,6.35. Why these particular boysP-They are the SODS of the larger 
tpnants or the smaller zamindars. 

33,656. Are they in a special positionP-Yes. 
33,65i. Do any of the boys who pass from the BuLandshahr school have the 

aGvantage of a higher system of edllcation?-No. 
3J,65S. Is there any English at allP-Very little; not suffiCient to qualify 

them for the University course. 
33,659. Do you feel yourself that the fact that the boy cannot go on lessell~ 

the attraction of the schoolP-It lessens the attr.action of the school to a 
~erhlll nnmber, of ('.ourse. 

33,000. But not to the type that you want ?-Not to the type we want. 
33,661. I do not know whether we have been provided with the figures. of 

t.he wastage between the bottom and the top of that school. Could you g.lva 
U8 any indication as to what are the figures of wastage P-I do not th10k 
that those figures have bNln provided. I cannot give exact figures, but I 
"think it is very little; probably three or four drop out during the course. 

33,662. Would you let us have figures as to the number ·of ~oys whO! eI\.ter 
and the number of boys who leave, cl888 by c1ass?-Yes, oorta1Oly. 

33,003. So far as you know, that has not been a serious problemP-No, 
~ertainly not. . 

33,664. How old are the boys when they join P-They are rather old; from 
16 to 17; they are getting a little younger"ll!Jw. The average age is 19. 

33,665. Are the teachers at this school graduates of your Agricultur'll 
-College?-Yes. A few special teachers, such as for book-keeping and 
.engineering, are not graduates of the Agricultural College, but the o.thers 
JPore. 

33,666. How aoout the teachers in the vernacular middle schools in which 
.agricultural training is givenP-They are trained at the Bulandshahr school. 

33,OOi. Do YOIl think there is room for an expansion of the vernacular 
middle school, with agricultural training and also special English, if anybody 
wishes to t.,ke it "to make it possible for him to go to the high school?-Are 
you talking about agricultural education in vernacular middle schools as 
part of the school rurt"iculum P 

33,6038. Yt!sP-I think there is undoubtedly both the desire and the need 
"for an extension of that. 

33,669. Is that rather the direction in which you WQuid expect popular 
·df:mand among the mass of the cultivators 'to move in the futureP-Vel'Y 
few cultivators care for that. I am not an expert on education, but I do 
not think there are many cultivators who get to these vernacular middle 

oschools. The plan is that they leave the primary school at class II. 
. 33,670. On page 10 of your answer to Question 2, I see that you grant 
.degreesP-It is not a degree; it is a diploma. 

33.671. There is no actual link with the University?~N{). 
33,672. Do you think it might be well if you could grant a degree?

:1 think it would be well to be affiliated to a University. We have had 
.committees of various sorts on it, and I think it would be an advantage, 
and I also think it will come. The situation has changed. 

33,673. Is there any difficultyP-The only difficulty was that in the United 
Provinces there was :no University to which to affiliate the college. All 

-the Universities have been tea!)hing Universities. . 
33,674. It does not matter much whether the University is near at band, 

·or far awayP-There was no University in these Provinces to affiliate it 
to. Now they are going to have one, and the agricultural college will be 

.affiliated to it. Allahabad, Lucknow, and Benares are not affiliating 
:Universities. 
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33,675. It is not essential that the University should be in the Provinces~ 
altbough it is desirableP-No; it might be London. 

33,676. On page 10 of your answer to Question 2, you say: " In my opinioa 
it would all be to the good if a larger proportion of these had·· a training. 
such as given at the Agricultural College." Have you ever thought over 
the possibility of instituting a degree of Rural Economics in the lTniversi
tiesP-I have not; it has never come up, but I take it that a degree in: 
Rural Economics would be very similar to our degree in Agriculture. 

33,677. Except that one envisages such a degree course as being in ruraL 
economics in the broadest senseP-Yes, it would be a very good development. 

33,678. Professor Gangulee: Do you teach agricultural economics in the· 
Agricultural College P-Yes, not very well or very deeply; there is no Pro
fessor of Agricultural F..conomics. The merest study of agriculture mu~t. 
involve tbe study of some kind of economics. 

33,679. The Okairrltun: In answer to Question 3 on demonstration and 
propaganda, you give us a very complete and interesting account of the
development on this particular side of your work in the Province. Do you 
lind there is a growing demand from cultiv.ators for help and adviceP-Yes_ 
undoubtedly. 

3-'1,680. Do you think that is growing pretty quicklyP-Undoubtedly. The
great dangor is in giving out something tbat is not good enough; more 
harm cau be done by inexpprienced pemonstration than by anything in the
world. 

33,681. Do you think tbew is work to be done in the directioll of accurate 
costing of farming operations on units .typical of tbe hoTdings held by 
l)ultivatorsP-Yes; it is very difficult, but it is really a necessity; we are 
trying to introdu('e it into the farms first of all; .we find some difficulty 
in doing it there, but we are trying to do that already, and of course 
we shall extend it. We want to extend it; it is of course a second8l'V 
essential. . 

33,682. Are you attempting demonstration by means of persuading a culti,.. 
vator to undertake a particular experiment at your risk, as it wereP-No, 
we arlO not; our general line is to hire a piece of land and to do it well 
in front of the cultivator. To anybody acquainted with India the other 
method opens up such vast fields that I do not think it would be wise. 

33,683. 'I'hat is what I expected you to say; the difficulties of assessing 
the positioll afterwards would be almost insuperableP-Yes. We have done 
it to a certain extent on batai, which is something of the same kind, but 
I should not like to set out 011 a demonstration in which we should say_ 
"We Will make lip for you what you think you ought to have got." 

33,684. It might be rather a premium on failure. On Question 4, page 17. 
you point Ollt that the total expenditure of the Central Government on 
the Pusa Institute is 8·36 lakhs. I wanted toO be certain what was in your 
mind tbere. You regard that as a very small sumP-I do not say it is a 
~mnll sum to spend on Puss, but what 1 say is it is a small contribution 
to agl'icultural research. 

33,685. As you point out, thai does not, of course, include the veterinary 
side, nor I think does It include the cost of the special work at Coimbatorei> 
-I am not sure, but I think it does. 

33,686. Then perhaps I am wrong there. On Question 7, Fragmentation 
of Holdings: is undue fragmentation, the result of sub-division, a burning 
problem in thIS ProvinceP-I do not think fragmentation as understood here 
is a very burning problem, but I should think a very important problem 
is t·he decrAlIse in the size of holdings. 

33,687. That is difficult to avoid under the present !lystem of inheritance. 
You would ilistinguish between fragmentation and sub.division, of courseP-

.1b·. a. Clarke. 
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It varies greatly in different parts of the Province, but, as I say, it is there. 
and we manage to get over it ~omehow or other; it is not so great an evil 
lUI 16, I think. generally 8upposed. 

33,688. Dr. Hyder: Have you got any statistical information on which 
YOIl are bBlling these statementsP-No, these are the results of my OWIlo 

personal observations; they are not based on strict statistical examination, 
and before I expreBS a strong opinion I should want to see the economicit 
of a tragmented and consolidated holding worked out; I do not see how 
otherwise you could arrive at any conclusion. 

33,689. And that haa not been worked out P-No, that has not been 
worked out. 

33,690. The Chairman: Has there been any survey conducted in any part 
of the Province to discover what is in fact the size of the holdings P
Yes. I cannot give you very full information with regard to these matters, 
which are of a semi-revenue character, but I think you will find all the 
information supplied in the last chapter of the Report. 

33,691. All the information that is availableP-Yes. I am not an authority 
on revenue matters; I can only give very limited information, mostly based 
on personal observations. 

33,692. On Question 8, Irrigation, are you satisfied that there is a 
sufficiently close touch and understanding between your own department 
'and the Irrigation DepartmentP-Yes. 

33,693. You told the Commission Borne moments ago that you were 
responsible for well irrigation up to a point; ('0 you carry your advice in 
that matter into the problem of the actual lift, the apparatus for lifting 
the water out of the wellP-Yes, of course; that comes into the construction 
of power pumping plant; it is considered in every estimate that is given 
for a power pumping plant. 

33,694. What is the view of your department on that point in relation 
to the small well P-Do you mean the well of small discharge P 

33,695. Yes. Are you working out any particular class of lift here? 
Is it mostly by bullock power ~hat water is being liftedP-From the small 
well by Persian wheel and bullocks, and from the tube well, of course, 
by power pumping plant. . 

33,696. Is it your view that there is a field for research in that direction?' 
-Yes. I should say it is not one of t~e most pressing problems; I do. 
not know whether anything will be found very much cheaper. 

33,6964. Do you think there is much opening in this Province for minor 
irrigation schemes Buch as the damming of streams or the construction of 
small tanksP-Yes; it is very limited; there is very little water left any
where, I understand. Small pumping schemes can be made; we have in 
various parts bunded up small streams and made small pumping schem~, 
but they are very limited. 

33,697. The subeoil water is the best sourceP-The subsoil water is the 
best unexploited Bource. 

33,698. Do you cover the ordinary village drinking water well in your
responsibilityP-No; many of the wells are used for drinking, but that 
is the sphere of the well-boring section of the Public Health Department. 
, 33,699. We are debarred by our' terms of reference from inquiring int() 
the cbarges for water, but is there anything you would like to say about 
the method of charge P-For canal irrigation P 

33,700. YesP-No, 'I do not wish to say anything. 
33 701. From your answer to Question 8, 1 understand that Government 

subsidise the construction of tube wells alld pumping plant to the extent of 
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Rs. 6,000 per well; I suppose that is worked out on an average ?-Yes, it is 
an approximate figure; of course, but the overhead charges last year came 
to Rs. 4,987. 

33,702. But are the wells so subsidised the 673 and 510 wells mentioned on 
page 19 ?-No, those are different sorts of wells; those are tube wells. 

33,703. You say: "The total borings made were 673, out of which 510 
were successful." None of those are tube wells ?-No. 

33,704. I am interested in what you say on. page 21 in answer to 
Question 8; you point out tha~ well irrigation is really not a business 
proposition unless you go in for intensive cultivation. Do you know the 
net return in profit per acre which is requfred to finance the ordinary 
well? Quite obviously it depends upon the water discharge in relation 
to the cost of the well, and so on; but have you any general figureP
No, we have not got sufficiently accurate figures to. bring forward; we are 
getting them. 

33,705. 'fhat will be an important and interesting line of researchP-Yes. 
33,706. What is the source of power in this group of wells mentioned 

in the last paragraph but one ?-It is to be electric. Do you mean the 
actual source of power P 

33,707. Yes, the prime moverP-Oil. 
33,708. On Question 9 as to wells, I think you are building up something 

in the nature of a record of soil analysisP-Yes, we have got the records. 
33,709. Would you attach importance to an organised soil surveyP-No. 
33,710. On Question 10, Fertilisers, what is the limiting factor in this 

Province P-Ignorance of their use I should think. 
33,711. Not a particular deficiency P-No. 
33,7J.2. What is the particular deficiency in soil in this ProvinceP

Nitrogen and phosphorus. 
33,713. Is the phosphate deficiency generalP-It is uni,·ersal. There is 

a phosphate deficiency all over India. The foods are deficient in phosphates, 
the children are deficient in phosphates. It is one of the ills of India. 

33,714. On the question of preventing the fraudulent adulteration of 
fertilisere, you are concerned to see that the chemical substances imported 
and sold lIB manure are of standard quality. Have you any facts that you 
can put before the Commission on this question?-I have every reason 
to believe that nothing has been imported, but if a large trade develops 
it is very likely that it would be done. 

33,715. Professor G4ngulee: These fertilisen;; are sold on a unit basis P
Yes. 

33,716. The Chairman: With regard to this question of seed distribution, 
Question 11, you find the Co-operative Department very ready to help 
you, do youP-They are ready, but their efforts have not been very success
ful at present because they have no organisation and they have not under
taken the production and distribution of seed. Distribution is very 
important and everybody knows that, but if you are going to build up 
an organisation it must be production plus distribution. 

33,717. While on that point, may I ask you whether you are using the 
co-operative organisation for propaganda purposes at all ?-Very little 
at present. But I am not quite sure as to what you mean by propaganaaP 

33,718. I mean propaganda in the widest sense, that is whether you were 
putting out information through the co-operative orgllnislltionP-Not up 
to the present. We are contemplating it. 

33,719. Supposing you desire to distribute a leallet for dealing with, 
let U6 6ay, a. plant pestP-Yes, we have, but I think nny propaganda of 
that 80rt would not reach one cultivator in 5,000. 

/.11·. G. Clarke. 
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.33,720. I suppose you do publish a certain amount of literature of that 
lIort in the vernacular?-We publish the Journal in the vernacular, but 
I would not say that it is done on such a large scale as obtains in Bombay' 
or Madras. In my opinion, iftere is only one possible way of education 
if that education is to be of any uee, and that is by showing that you can 
do something better than. the cultivator can do it himself. 

33,721. And also to show him that your method is sufficiently better than 
his own to make it worth his while?-Yes. 

3.1,722. 1 have one or two questions to ask you about agricultural 
indebtedness. Has there been a survey of indebtednees in the Provinces?
~o. 1 am afraid I know very little of this subject and can give you no 
useful information. 

33,723. Would you attach importance to such a survey being carried 
out?-Yee. It would be a des~rable thing, but I am not prepared to go 
further than that. 

33,724. Do you think it would be well if there could be established 
in this country, on a commercial basis, seed merchants such as we have 
in Great Britain?-Undoubtedly. 

33,725. Is there any hope of such merchants being established?-We hope 
that our aided private farms will develop into agencies for this. 

33,726. Without at the same time developing into moneylEinders?-1t is 
very difficult to say; 1 could not give an answer to that question. 

33,727. Seed merchants in Great Britain occasionally lend money?-Yes, 
it ill all done on the system of advances. We hope that our system of 
private farms will develop into "mall seed agencies. 

33,728. Have you anything that you wish to say about the railway ser
vices?-No. 

33,729. Have you no particula..r suggestiollB to make as to the building 
of new branch lines in any particular district?-I wish to make no repre
Sf'ntation on that point. 

33,730. And about road communications other than those which you have 
mentioned in connection with marketing?-No. I think the programme W 
the Board of Communications is very good and the full demand £ould"ot 
be met for many years. 

33,731. Sir Ganga llu,m: Is there a sepa..rate Board of CoDlDlunjpdtions?-
1"813, dealing with provincial communicati-ons of all kinds. 

33,732. 7'he Cha.irlllan: Including the general survey of r..ads under local 
authorities?-Yes; the Board of CommunicatioIlB take .lle· grants given 
for communications into their purview. 

33,733. And after that their power of stimulaiot'og the local authority 
diminishes, 1 suppose?-Yes. 

33,734. Have you any views on the value ,.,IIich the Metereological Depart
mt'nt of the Government of India might be to the Province P-I think 
that on the whole the Metereological Department gives us very valuable 
aud useful advice. I think it is owe. of the most e~ient scientific depart
mentl! -in' India and I value ~fII assistance very much. 

33,735. Is there anything that you would like to say about the grant 
of loans from public funds?-I think I have dealt with.. that under taccalli, 
and there is nothing more'l wish to say, except that the drawback of 
tacw-rn, is' the delay necessarily involved in getting it. We are taking 
measures to stop that. . 

33,736. Do you form the view that applications for taccavi loans are 
unreasonably turned down ?-No, on the whole, I should say that applicatioll~ 
for the grant of tacwvi receive very generous-and very fair consideration. 
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33,737. Sir Henry La'lUl'ence: Ie there much complaint here of corruption 
and leakage ?-Not 'over large grants of taccavi j but occasionally over 
small grants. 

33,738. The Chairman: With regard to the Veterinary Services, Ques
tion 15, ue you satisfied with the degree of co-operation which exists 
between your own department and the Veterinary DepartmentP-Yes; I 
should say that there is as much co-operation as one can expect to get 
between two technical departments. 
. 33,739. Ie there anything that you would like to say about veterinary 

education P-No. I am afraid that is a subject on which I am not qualified 
to speak. 

33,740. Do you meet the Veterinary Department at meetings of the Pro
vincial Board of Agriculture P-Yes; our points Gf contact are two: the 
Provincial Board of Agricultu·re and the Cattle Committee. 

33,741. How often does the Provincial Board of Agriculture meetP-Four 
times a year. 

33,742. Is that enough in your judgmentP-It is ample. 
33,743. You consider the development of cattle breeding under a special 

officer as one of the successful efforts Gf the Agricultural Department. 
Can you give the Commission any indication of the effects which this 
<successful effort has had on the quality of the cattleP-What I based my 
knowledge on was the stimulated interest in imprGved cattle breeding. 
There is a tremendous interest taken in cattle breeding and, what is a 
striking evidence, is the controlled breeding areas which have 'been estab
lished. That, I think, is th~ most promising of the cattle breeding efforts. 

33,744. And the movement, in your judgment, does show life?-More 
life, I should say, than any of our other activities at the moment. 

33,745. P·r(}bably you would rather not deal with the question of fodder P 
-I think it would be of no use my dealing with it exoept in a very general 
way as regards the administration. 

33,746. You make some interesting suggestions under your answer on 
pages 32-3 to Question 17 (d), Agricultural IndustriesP-Before we consider 
\his I should like to make an alteration. The coot of machinery should be 
Rs,'!,25,OOO, instead of Rs.2,OO,OOO, and the sum stated as interest and 
depre";ation should be increased in proportion. 

33,747. T., there a proposal 'before the Government to take any such step 
as that wha\lt you suggestP-No,but I think I can very easily get such 
a proposal pasoed, when I make it. 

33,748. Would ,"u be competing with any commercial undertakingP
N~, we should go. o~t of our way to remove ourselves from competition 
with the small~ ~nduS\;!ies, whom we should try to get to join us. I 
hope the CommISSion WIll. be able to see at Hardoi what we are doing 
in this direction. 

33,749. Is it your suggestion th .. t a central institution of the sort which 
you suggest in your answer should be utilised for experiments of various 
kinds in connection with sugarP-Nlo, the experiment is a self-cGntained 
experiment to see if a small unit will work satisfactorily. I do not pro
pooe that we should carry out experiments on different kinds of cane' aJl 
I wish is that we should work it to see if it can be adopted in this cou~try. 

3~,750. Ha~e you ~nyt.hing to s,ay about spare-time occupations lUI against 
agncultural industries In the bigger sense ?-No. It is a most difficult 
and complicated su'bject. 

33,751. I wanted to ask you hGW long ago these facts have been collected? 
Are they tho result of an enquiry of some yearsP-They have been collected 
in the last five or six months. 

JJr. (t. Olarke. 
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33,752. Do you think at this stage of development a fuller im-eStigatio;) 
of the pOo,ition would be justified ?-Honestly speaking, I do not think 
SO; J; do not think it will lead us very much further for the present. 

33,753. In the description of the system of marketing wheat at the 
primary market, I see from page 33 that wheat is sold direct to the bania. 
Does no broker intervene ?-Not at that stage; not in the primary market 
I am thinking of. They just take the carts up to the small village shop, 
really speaking, and dUlJ1p it down there. 

33,754. Then on page 34 you say: "It is difficult to distinguish at sigH 
between cases in which the arhatia acts as a commission agent and as a 
purchaser using his own money" ?-It is difficult because they would not 
tell you. 

33,755. Ie not that rather a vicious practice, combining agency work 
with operations as a merchant?-Yea. 

33,756. Do you think there is any advantage in licensing commission 
agentsP-It would 'be an advantage, but it is impossible. 

33,757. Are they licensed in municipal markets at present?-I think they 
are at present; but the moment anything happens they go out elsewhere. 

33,758. You give, on page 35, the marketing charges of 100 maunds of 
wheat pa9Sing through the market. Would there be any municipal tax· on 
that wheat coming into the market P-There 'would be an octroi charge, 
of COUl'I!e, if it were a municipality. 

33,759. Do the octroi charges vary between town and town ?-I. do not 
know; I do not think they vary largely; but that lis information which 
can easily be got if you wish to have it. 

33,760. I think it will be helpful if you could give us the octroi charges. 
at typical markets in the various parts of the Province?-Yes.* 

33,761. You suggested a moment ago that much could be done in the 
future by a collection of accurate and detailed facts of the position. DD 
you attach importance to this question at this stage of development?-Not 
a great deal, no. It will be very expensive; it will be a very difficult enquiry. 
I <'8n only see one way of doing it, and that is by appointing somebody with 
training in economics to ;larry out the village enquiry, taking the crops of 
th~ village and tra(.ing the produllt right through; and even then thirigs 
would be concealed. 

33,762. How about your dealings with the Forestry Department?-We 
have scarcely ever come into contact. " 

33,763. And where you do are you satisfiedP-Yes. The only point where 
we have come into contact is for the utilisation of 'Usar patches, and I have 
referred to it. 

33,764. On the question of agricultural labour, is thee a ~hortage of 
labour in the ProvinoeP-No. 

33,765. Is there much migration froJll tbis ProvmceP-1 think emigration 
has been just reopened, but I am not sure abo"G it. 

33,766. To AssamP-Yes; bllt I am not qux.e Bure. 
33,767. With regard to Question 22 01' Co-operation, I gath~r that you 

are in agrElement with the general t>O!lld of the ~ecommen~atJ?n~ !If the 
CommitteE't ad hoc which examinei the co-operatIve orgamsatlOn m tho 
Province, and you think that Jirtlantime the ~tten~io',l of the departJll~nt 
might weIl be devoted to puttilig the rural credIt SOCIetIes on a sound baSIS P
-Yes; I think that is the Jlief thing. 

33 768. 1 asked you .ome time ago on another point, as to the touch 
betW:een your own aJl'i the Co-operative Department, and I think you told 
us that it was as ,,.ympathetic lUI you could wishP-Yes. 

• See Appendix II. t The Oakden ComlDittee. 
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33,769. Would \you attach importance to eeonomic surveys of villages, 
quite a.part from the qn~tion of marketing, whirh we were talking about ... 
momellt ago P-I should ha\'e a full economic enquiry into a whole group of 
village8; that is the first thing to be done. There are plenty of students 
now trained in the various schools of economics who could do it. 

33,770. Judging from several points in your note, it is your view that 
th€> landlord classes are beginning to take a more act.ivo interest in agricul
ture asa whole, is it soP-I think we have now enlisted the assistance of 
the landholders; large scale operations on modern methods are increasing 
rapidly. Teu years ago there were 30 farms, and to-day there are 621 
private farms. We are inducing them to produce pure seed for distribution 
to the cultivator. During the last I,') months the owners of private farms 
have undertaken to produce 20,400maunds of seed. 

33,771. Professor Gangulee: Are these farJDS owned by large landownersP
Not- neoessadly large landholders. 

33,772. Dl·. Hyder: When did this come about?-It has been a gradual 
process. 

33,773. The figures for 1926 a1'e includedP-Yes. 
33,7i4. I want to know whllthcr the year 1926 had any particular influence 

on the ('reation of these farms, because that is not included in our terms 
of referenc€'P-The ral;., of increase in 1926, when the tenaney legislatIon 
was introduced, was normal; it is a normal increase. , 

33,775. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you include gardens in thatP-No. 
33,776 The Chairman: Are you faced with water-logging problems in the 

Province P-To a certain extent, and I think, as I said in discussing the 
drainage, that it will beeome a serious problem in some of the canal areas; 
it has been taken up very vigorously by the Canal Department, and I think 
the steps taken are adequate; but the water level is rising in those tracts. 

33,777. Before I ask any of my colleagues to question y<lU, I should like 
to turn to yOUI' answer to Question 2 on page 8. The statement that you 
there give of the recurring expenditure in the Bulalldshahr school works out 
at about Rs.480 per head, while in the analysis of the pro"ineial budget 
which you have given the Commission it is said to be Rs.I83. Probably 
there is some simple explanation of this discrepancy?-That is the cost of the 
farm, not the cost of the whole training. 

33,778. Rs.183 would be part of itP-Yes. 
33,779. Raja 0/ PaT7akimedi: You say the students trained in this Bul

landshahJ· l\gricultural School go back to their fieldsP-I said that they go 
back to tn.. occupationR which they would take up if they had not come to 
t.he school, b\lt. better equipped. 

33,780. How db you keep y<>urselves in touch with themP-Through the 
demonstrators, thro~h the local inspectors and so on. 

33,781. Do they oonst.ntIy apply for seed P-"Sot c.~nstalltly; they do EO 

at first; but gradually the, berome self-supportmg. 
33,782. Do you yourself go a'l>I)ut mu~h in the rural tractsP-Yes. 
33,783. What 18 tpe tendency )QU observe at present among the culti

vators? Is there any appreciable ten~ncy for taking up improved methods? 
-Immediate appredation of dt'monstr ..... ion of superior teehnieal skill is 
a thing I notice at the moment. It varia... In the eastern districts it is 
very much less than in the western districts. It is greatest in the western 
districts, where the people are well elf, better edu"'lted and in better health, 
anll it is lowe~t ill Gorakhpul". 

a3,i84. Does it also depend upon the uemonstrntion farms you hal'e ill 
thelia arensP-lt depelldA upon the quality of the work, y..... Nothing is !o 
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quickly ridicul"d in rural areas in all cotlntrie6 as bad farming. Every
thing depeud" upon the quality of the work. 

33,71'.5. In tho!;e areas where imp'fm'cd methods of cultivation enjoy 
greater popularity, have you got more farms and better demonstratorsP
No, I .hould fay the quality of our work is on a general level. Certain 
dihtricts I am 1I0t satisfied with, but taking it as a whole there is a level in 
all big :lgricultural tracts. 

33,786. As far a.s your experience gOe6, are you satisfied with what ha~ 
heen done by the departmllnt?-No, certainly not. I am far from satisfied. 

33,787. What are the implements that are most popular among the 
cultivatora as a ruleP-Ploughs. Harrows are also coming into popularity. 

33, i1l8. Are the parts easily rcplaceahl,,?-Y as, there are ploughs in exist
enct' which can be mended by the village blacksmith. 

33,789 . .Aud are thert' dep&tsP-Yes. 
implemenL d'·p,',L. 

Every seed depot is also an 

33,790. Hc'w many depots clo yon ha"e per districtP-I cannot answer
that. Probably tMee or fOllr. 

33,791. Are definite figures prescribed for each districtP-No. It is lefl:. 
to us to supply them where the demand is sufticienl:.. 

33,792. In agricultural vernacular middle schools are the boys taught 
goographyP-No. They are taught only agricultural chemistry, botany~ 
agricultural engineering, a little mathematics and English; not geography. 

33,793. Al'e they gi\'en instruction about marketing ?-Yes, they are. A 
rather novel feature of the school is that they cultivate plots of their own. 
Groups of boys cultivate nearly five acres of land and take their produce to 
the nearest market, ('.g., Khurja, and sell it there. They learn a great deat 
about marketing. 

33,794. Ha\'e they been told about the nearest market, and of the marltets. 
which have the greatest dE>mand for different cropsP-They know that. 
already. 

33,79.5. Have they a. fair knowledge of the neighbouring marketsP-Very 
wide inde.,d, somEl of them. 

33,796. In the rural parts do these people who come back from your school 
lead a better style of life, I mean, do they ,dopt a higher standard of living? 
.-J really have no Ftatistics to go on. As. far as my experience goes, pdch 
aa are personal friends of mine have been very much improved by 1,,1ng ro 
rehool. It all depends on what you take as your standard. Sow .. of them 
wear better clothes. 

33,797. Can they be said to be setting an example to their neighbours? 
Are they taking their place as rural leadersP-Thatl .mould say is very 
definite; as rural leaders they are very satisfactorv and exercising a very 
good influence. That of rourse is the aim of th .. school, to enable them ro 
take their place as rural leaders. . 

33,798. Do you invite them to go roun<J to the different farmsP-They go 
whether WE! invite them or not. . 

33,799. And thus try to impro,," their knowledgeP-Yes. They are very 
keen on keeping in touch with things. 

33,800. As we have in ille Madras Presidency, do you have any farms 
where there are honorar.r visitors?-We have Farm Committees. 

33,801. I mean, pc>Ople who take an interest in agricultureP-Everybody 
in the Province is an honorary visitor in that sense, but the policy of the 
farm is controlled by the Farm Committee. 
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33,802. When people go there they are shown round?-Yes, but the Farm 
Committee exercises, definite influence on the policy of the farm, the work 
that is done, the programme and so forth. 

33,803. Is' that information circulated among the people ?-No, not in 
print . 

. 33,804. Not even in v.ernacular papers P-To a certain extent, but the 
conditions of this Provinoe are vastly different to those of Madras, for 
-example, that the circulation of pamphlets would not touch one man out of 
five thousand or even ten thousand. It is only by ex;ample and by teaching 
.that we can do IlOmething. 

33,805. Not even in those areas where people are taking more interest in 
agricultureP-Where they are educated, even, I doubt if they will take the 
.trouble to read a complicated thing requiring a lot of understanding. I do 
not· attach milch impol'tulI.:e to the diffm'ion of knowledge by means of 
writing. I attach far more importance to example. 

33,806. Sir James MacKenrw,' I think you have been the representative 
of the United Provinces on the Central Cotton Committee since the com
mittee was started, but, have not been able to attend any meetings. Do you 
f10t think, in those circumstanC{>s, it would be wise to reoommend Govern
ment to nominate some other officerP-Yee, I had contemplated doing thai, 
but I gather they oonsider I am keeping in close touoh with the work of that 
Committee through the numerous volumes of proceedings, &c., which they 
publish. SCnl'cely a day passes but I receive a large amount of printed 
matter. 

33,807. I do not quite appreciate your difficulties with reference to thE' 
pro(,edure of that Committee. What is the line that they follow? Does not 
the schE'me originate in the ProvinceP-Yes; the scheme originates in this 
way. We propose (that is, I propose; Government does not make proposals) 
a scheme and they make a grant. They accept the scheme and then make. 
-a. grant. The money is treated as an .excluded fund; it cannot appear in the 
provincial accounts, and the Legislative Council have no opportunity of 
criticising my action in accepting that grant. 

33,808. '\\-'bat would be the difficulty there?-80me people might consider 
that an advantage. I consider it a disadvantage, in that all our work 
should come in some form or other within the pill view of the Legislative 
o,uncil. 

~.809. Do you think th~re i: interference with Ministerial control?-I 
thi~k ~her81 is' 110 intl'rference at present, but I think there is a situation 
w}ll,eh mi/;;Qt very well develop into interference. I have nothing to com
plaID of at ppesent, but I think the chanoes are such that it might occur. 

~3,810. Is it tlOt rather like looking a gift horse in the mouth? Do you 
.th.lDk there .is a '-ious difliculfy?-I think there is a disadvantage. The 
frIendly attItude of \he local Council I am convinced is due to the fact 
tha~ all ou.r m·til'itie~ !lr., without hesitation placed fre~ly before it, and any 
actl~n whICh ~~d~ ID any ~ay to convey an impression that we are not 
plllClDg our actIvItIes before It ;It a disadvantage. 

33,811. I want to ask yoU: abo~ the recruitment of Deputy Directors. 
Are all your Deputy Directors recruited from men who are trained over
seas ?-No. We have no permanent IndillJl Deputy Directors. Our present 
Indian staff are people who have been pehnitted to take over the duties 
temporarily by the Government of India. The)' are not Deputy Directors; 
they are local offioers whom we have been allowtxt to put in as stop-gape, 
but are not allowed to confirm. 

33,812. Have you no Indian Deputy Directors recrui .... d before the Lee 
Oommission's recommendationsP-Yee, one. 
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33,813. What are your views ahout the tl'8.ining of Indians for superior 
I'ostl in the Agriculture Service? What is the best method of trainingP
I cannot give a general answer to that. If you take me stage by stage 
it will be easier. 

33,814. It haa been suggested in various places that probably the best 
method of recruitment is from men who have graduated or taken diplomas 
in a local college, then worked for two or three years in the department, 
and then given a " brushing up" either at Home or somewhere else and 
then promoted ?-I agree with that, except that I take exception to the 
•• brushing up." They want a general oourse in agriculture up to the 
1\1.8c. stage (as I have put it, in the absence of any better phrase). It 
.is a bad way of expressing it, but I think it conveys what I want to say. 
Certainly I should take strong exception to " brushing up." 

33,815. I am prepared to accept your v'ew of it. But would you develop 
your ideas about Pusa as a teaching centre P What do you suggest for these 
people?-I should suggest a general agricultural course of a higher standard 
than is given at present, including applied chemistry, applied entomology, 
-dairy work, agricultural engineering, the use of machinery, agricultural 
economics; a general course in agriculture. 

33,816. What at Home would be called an honours course, I supposeP
Yes, which would .fit him to be a Deputy Director. A Deputy Director 
wanta to know more than pure agriculture; he wants to gain a wider 
knowledge of applied chemistry, entomology, and a whole variety of things. 

33,817. A more advanced course in the subjects he has taken in the 
provincial collegeP-Yes, from a broader point of view altogether. He 
wanta a broader training. 

33,818. Supposing you are training a man as an agricultural chemist 
would you give him a similar broad course with special emphasis oil 
chemistryP-I think the cheapest way would be to send him to England. 
I maintain that they can learn agriculture better in India itself, under 
Indian conditions, however. 

33,819. What about botanyP Would you do the same in this case as 
for chemistryP-If you have a very outstanding botanist at Pusa, they 
might be trained there, but at present the best thing to do is to send 
them to England. 

83,820. I understand that when you were appointed as Director of 
Agricultu~e you stipulated that you should be allowed to continue your 
research ID sugarcane P-Yes, and that I was to have charge of a Circle. 
I consider it as of firtlt class importance that the Director should be in 
touch with agricultural conditions. . 

33,821. Where are your headquartersP-At Shahjahanpur. I have just 
been for two months on tour to Shahjahanpur. My office; however, is here. 

33,822. Do you find it makes administration more difficultP-No. On 
the other hand, I find it makes it much more pleasant." 

33,823. The bulk of your canes are irrigated, and you are growing thick 
canesP-They are not thick canes. . 

33,824. It is irrigated, any wayP-Yes. 
33,825. What about Coimbatore canesP-We have had a lot of them .. 
33,826. How are they doingP-Pretty well, but the general opinion I 

have formed is that Coimbatore hu not yet reached the degree of excellence 
.that similar work has reached jn Java. 

33,827. You have visited Java as a member of the Sugar CommitteeP-
Yes. . 

33,828. What" are tile relations between the Coimbatore Cane-breeding 
Station and these Provincesp Has there been any difficuItyP-There has 
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been no difficulty. They send up their canes to us for trial. I h·ave seen 
some pUblications of theirs in which they have stated what they are 
prepared to work ont. They do not offer to be consulted j they work out 
their schemes of their own acoord. 

83,829. They send them up t() y()U and the department tries them P-,-
Sometimes they &end the canes to me, and s()metimes to the Western 
Circle, in charge of Dr. Parr. 

33,830. You do not think they have proved their superiority as yetP-They 
have proved their superiority over the deshi canes undoubtedly, but I 
sh()uld say that the plant breeding work at Coimbatore has not reached 
the degree of excellence that it has reached. in Java. 

33,831. What is your view of the Central B()ard of Agriculture ?-I should 
say, 118 low as it is possible to be. 

33,832. No use at aliP-None at all, and a positive impediment, I should 
have thought myself. 

83,833. What are your reasons for thatP-We get nothing of value out. 
of it. 

33,834. Your reason is that it is purely advisory? It is a bad advisory 
board. 

33,835. Have you any experience of these sectional meetings which 
are concerned only with particular branches of the science? Do you not. 
attend any of them P-

Sir Henry Lawrence: Do you attend the meetings of the Central Board of 
Agriculture?-Yes, when I am ordered to do so. 

33,836. Sir Jame3 MacKenna: Do you not think that there might be 
some gooo in the sectional meetings of Botanists and Chemist.~?-I &hould 
not be prepared to go so far as to say that j there would be no harm in 
them. 

3:l,837. Professor Gafl!Julee: With reg.nrd to your remarks about PUSIII 
being oonverted into a post-graduate training institution, why do you wish: 
to confine the teaching to the M.Sc. standardP-As I have said before, I 
ouly use that as a vcry 10DSe phrase. I should substitute that by anything. 
I merely sup;gested the M.Sc. standard in reply to Sir James MacKenna 
about higher training. 

33,838. You are in favour of creating facilities at Pusa for higher training 
of selected students from the agricultural colleges?-Not necessarily frolll 
ngl·icultul'al colleges j from anywhere. 

33,839. In order to raise the statu8 ()f Pusa to that of a central college 
of "be ,;:ort that you pl'<!pose here, would you suggest t·hat you would have 
to Ila.ve men ()f a highar standard as teachers and research workers?
Teachera chiell.y, I should think. 

33,840. Ant! you suggest that the oost ()f the post-graduate training should! 
be borne by tho Cent.ral GovernmentP-Yes. 

33,841. In order to convert Pusa into a centre f()r post-graduate training, 
do you n()t think that a. l'\lsearch atmosphere is fundamentally necessaryP
Yes, and it i~ a matter of deciding how a research atmosphere CliO bo 
created in nn educational institution. 

33,842. Can you develop an ed""ational institution of the nature tha.t 
you want to develop without proper rese"'l'ch fa.cilitiesP-You cannot. What 
I said was that you have got to develop " research atmosphere, and the 
point for discussion is how you are going to develDp that rese'hrch 
atmosphere . 

. 3.'J,843. You are agreed upon ha\'ing Puss. as a <'entral post-graduat~ 
college, but you say here that the research activities .. t Pusa are bound 
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.t., dedineP-I mean by that that. the research actiVlties at Pusa .for the 
aolution of et'Onomic problems in the Provinces would decrease. For 
instanoo, the activity in relation to the production of wheat for the United 
Provinces and other activities of that kind are bound to disappear; the 
qUt'stion that you are wishing to discuss is how to create a research 
atnlosphcre at Puaa. 

33,1344. Provided we have men of outstanding ability and scientific reputa.
tion from anywhere coming to Pusa, we can create that atmosphereP
Yes. You need not necessarily create it. by investigating economic problems 
in ~Iadras, th" United Provinces or the Punjab. 

33,845. Organised research work in this Province, I understand, was 
commenced from 1912P-Yes, about tbat time, or a little later perhaps. 

3.'1,846. It was Etarted about 14 years &goP-Yes. 
33,847. Has tbere been a systematic survey of important agricultural 

prol>lems?-Yes. I am not quite sure that I under .. tand you. Du YOIl 

meRn whether we have gono round the Province to see what we can best 
investigate P 

33,848. What were the outstanding problems before youP-The outstanding 
problems before the botanical section were plant breeding and the investiga
tion of genetics. 

3;),849. Will there any survey before you undertook any scheme of research? 
-'l'here was a survey; that is to say, we held meetings and 
disclUlSed the matter. We cannot say that we set out round the Province; 
,..hat was wanted to be done was common knowledge. 

33,850. Do you have a programme of research drawn up before you com
mllnoeP-Yes. 

3;),851. Supposing a programme is drawn up for an Agricultural Chemist, 
what. is the aetua.! procedureP-The programme is submitted to me. If I 
consider it. necessary, it is submitted to the Board of Agriculture. 

33,852. The Provincial Board· of Agriculture ?-Yes; and it is approved 
01' not approved by them, and the method is discussed by them and then 
c8nied out. 

33,853. That hal been the methodP-Yes. 
S3.~54. With referent'e to all sections, the chemical, the botanical, and 

10 onP-Yes. 
33,855. Your first attention was directed to crop improvement by selae-

tion?-No. . 
33,856. What was your first item of researchP-Improvement of the cotto II 

crop by cross-fertilisation. 

33,857. Was it because of the lines of resesrch then being carried out in 
Pusa by Mr. HowardP-No. I did not do this work personally; it was 
done by one of my .;lolleagues. 

33,858. Your first. attention was directed to the improvement of the cott-ou 
crop by hybridisation. What was the result of that workP-The result was 
an accumulation of a large quantity of very valuable scientific information 
and the prodllction of a number of improved vaI:j"ties. 

33,859. Have you obtained any variety by h.rbridisationP-Yes, several. 
33,860. What varietiesP-A variety of cott~n; its number is 402. 
33,8~n. Are you distributing seedaei that oottonP-We are not distri

buting; we are now engaged in the mass Jlroduction of seed. 
33,862. Was the result of yoar hybridisation work this, that you got one 

variety of improved cottouf-We have got more; I am taking one as an 
Eoxample. . 
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33,863. Then you undertook cotton improvement by selection?-Yes, in 
the department. 

33,864. Your selection produced a better yielding type of cotton known 
liS Aligarh 19P-Yes. 

3:3,865. In connection with you selection and hybridisation work, did yon 
receive any assistance from Pu.saP-As far as my personal knowledge goes, 
none. 

33,866. 'How does Aligarh 19 compare with the local varieties in' yield P
Do you mind if I colll!ult my colleague P 

(Dr. A. E. Parr, Dep1Lty Director 0/ Agriculture, Western Oirc!e, replied 
to Questions 33,867-33,874 inclusive.) 

3.'J,867. How does Aligarh 19, which you have evolved by selection, com
-pare with the local varieties, first in yield and second in staple ?-It is 
about the same in staple, and I should say, roughly, over a period of fivp 
year.;:, about 20 per O&llt. higher in yield. 

33,868. Higher than the local varietiesP-Yes, whioh it is quickly 
replaciLl/I,. 

33,869. Does this evolved Aligarh 19 obtain a prem~um price in the 
marketP-1t is sold at a premium merely on account of its col,m!', not 
on account of its staple or anything else. It has two advantages, its high 
yield, and it is sold at a premium on account of its colour. 

3:3,870. Do you distribute ihe seed of Aligarh 19P-That, I understand, 
is done in other circles; I am in charge of the Western Circle. 

33,871. Any other varietyP-Not at' present. 
33,872. So that, the seed of typE! 402 which you have got from hybridisa

tion, is not distributed ?-I believe it is being distributed in some of the 
circles, but not in the circle that I am in charge of at present. 

!1~,873.So, the main result hitherto obtained from your cotton work is 
Aligarh 19P-Yes. 

33,874. Has anything been done to study the various soil conditions in, 
the growt,h of this particular variety of ootton, to see whether the higher 
vield is due to the selection work or due to the variation in soil conditions? 
~f course, we grow it under a variety of conditions. I have a large 
Illm,ber of farms in my circle, and I test it. At the same time, I agree 
with your suggestion. that in certain soil conditions it would not yield so 
well. The United Provinces, 8S far as cotton is ooncerned, may be divided 
into many tracts, 'and 1 do not think that you will ever get one type 
which will be successful everywhere. This is the type peculiarly suited to 
the dry and hard ;'Onditions of the west of the Province. 

33,875. Mr. Olarke: May I suggest that detailed qU€11tions with regard 
to the records <>f yield, &c., should be reserved for examination tomorrow? 

33,876. Professor Ganglllee: (to Mr. Clarke) With regard to wheat, would 
you like me to question Dr. ParrP--General questions I am prepared t". 
answer. 

33,877. You have alreauy stated, in reply to the ChaJrman, that there 
has not been a systematic 60\1 survey in the Province, and you have stated 
that it is not necessary. Ie not buch a survey quite helpful in soil investiga
tion work P-I do not consider it is so. 

33,878. You do not think that & soil &\lrvey helps in any way?-I am 
not prepared to make a general statement like. that about soil survey, but 
in these Provinces I do not consider that a Iloil survey is necessary. 

33,879. Your Boils are rich in potash and lime ah<! deficient in phosphates. 
Is your department carrying on researches on the availability of various 
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ph08phatic manures for growing cropsP-I consider that there is enough 
general information on that subject to keep us going for a good length of 
time, and special researches are not required at the moment. 

33,880. You have not carried out any researchesP-No. 
33,881. What is yOUr view with regard to the export of bonesP-i'rom 

the purely agricultural point of view there can be no doubt that it would 
be much better to keep all the phosphorus there is in the country; whether 
it would be sound from a fiscaJ point of view I am not prepared to say. 

33,882. From the agricultural point of view, you would like to prohibit the 
export of ,bone mealP-Yes, undoubtedly. 

~3,883. Do you find any indication of bone meal being extensively used 
as manure in this Province P-Not extensively; it is comang into use. 

33,884. I understand sulphate of ammonia is being used increasingly P
Yes, it is coming in slowly and gradually. 

33,885. In all your experimental stations, are you carrying on any experi
ments to show the inlluence of various ~nures, firstly on yield, and secondly 
on the quality of the cropP-Yes, we are now beginning. Since fertilisers 
became a practical and workable proposition we have begun that. 

33,886. So that you have not sufficient data yet?-No, 'We have not. All 
these experiments, as I have said lin my evidence, are extremely difficult 
to carry out, and they are expensive because an experiment which does 
not cover a considerable area is of no value. The old style of agricultural 
experiment on odd plots here and there is perfectly useless. 

33,687. In the provincial memorandum· submitted to us, you state that 
the manurial problem is at present a nitrogen 'problem. Has it been 
p06sible for your research workers to study this nitrogen problem in all 
its bearingsP-Do you mean with regard to the recuperative processes at 
work in the soil. 

33,888. That is the biological factor; I am speaking first of all of the 
conservation of soil nitrogen P-That is recuperation. 

33,889. And then there is the chemical factor of nitrogen fixation P
Do you fLean the recuperative processes at work in the soil P 

33,890. YeeP-It is baling investigated. 

33,891. You have a Soil Biologist hereP-No, our Agricultural Chemist 
is competent to do that work. 

33,892. Is he doing itP-Yes. 
33,893. 80 that you are studying this question from the point of view 

of soil biologyP-Yes, ~t can be studied from no other point of view. 

33,894. There are other things: soil texture may be taken into considera
tion and bie-chemical factors may be involvedP-It is all in relation to 
the bi~emical factors. 

33,895. You have no Soil Physicist working in your research stationP
No. 

33,896. From what point of view have you been studying the problem 
of alkaline land?' In your note you do not make any reference to any 
scientific investigation P-In answer to that question, may I refer you to the. 
answer to Question 9 (a) (ii) on page 22? 

33,897. I follow that. You have been telling us a'bout this ~eclamahlon 
work and my question was directed to ascertaining whether you have 
adequate knowledge of the formation 'of alkaline soils?-Not complete 
knowledge. 

33,898. Particularly with reference to the inlluence of irrigation ?-No, 
I should not say we have complete knowledge . 

• Report on Agriculture in the ,United Provinces (not printed). 
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.33,899. Soillinvestigation in the United Provinces with a view to obtaining 
some knowledge as regards the formation of alkaline soil, and with par
ticular reference to the infiuence of irrigation, is most important. Among 
the various items of research work to which you have referred to-day, 
you have mentioned your cotton work, your soil work, and so on; I want 
to know whether there has been continuity of research work; that is 
to say, whether, when you have taken up a: problem you have seen it 
througb?-Those that have been continued are regarded as having been 
satisfactorily completed; those that are discontinued are still incomplete, 
of course. 

33,900. Do you not think that investigations of inter-provincial im
portance, such lIB this alka.line question or the identification of pests and 
diseases, could be organised by a central station working in co-operation 
with one or more provincial experimental stationsP-No, I prefer the 
problems to be undertaken provincially. 

33,901. You would not like to see a oentral institution carrying on 'Work 
on such fundamental problems giving you the result6; and you repeat 
the experiments on your own farm and test the results ?-I do not think 
lIuch a course is pOlSsible. 

33,902. In tihe provincial memorandum· on page 32, paragraph 162, YOll 

say that the maoin lines of work on which the demonstration and district 
staff are engaged at present is seed distribution. What definite results 
has your department produced which you can demonstrate? You have 
mentioned cotton, Aligarh 19. What else?-Wheat. 

33,903. Pusa No 4?-No, Pusa No. 12. 
33,904. Pusa No. 4 and No. 12P-(Jawnpore No. 13 wheat, certain typllR 

of barley, certaill types of fibre crops, sugarcane of various types. 
33,905. But in this Province about 71 million acres is. under rice, is 

it not p-It is given here; the crop is worth' 41 crores. 
33,906. So that no attempt has hitherto been made to produce a better and 

heavier yielding_ v81'iety of rice?-Yes, an attempt has been made. 
33,907. So thllt YOIl have at prE'Sent to demonstrate these improved seeds, 

and you tell us that 71,000 maunds of 8t"ed were distributed last yearP-Yes. 
I will give you a later figure. 105,000 maunds. 

33,908. Would you kindly tell us what cropsP-Yes. I cannot give you 
them now, but you will find that in the annua.l Administration Report. 

33,909. We have not got that before us. As to the area under improved 
see"- somethi~g like 500,000 acres are under wheat?-Yes; the later figures 
are: 750,000 acres under wheat and 200,000 under cotton. . 

33,910. CoU',1 you give us an idea what percentage of the total area of 
these crops hila been affected by these improved varieties ?-You can tell; 
the total area of whellt is known and is in publicaticns which have been 
placed before the Oommission. . 

33,911. You have not got those figures?-I have not got those figures with 
me, nor can I on the spur of the moment. calculate them out. 

33,912. Mr. Cal,;ert: Would you accept '7 per cent. as a fair figure for the 
total ?-I cannot say until I have worked them out; it is a very simple 
calculation if you have go~ the figures before you 

33,913. Pro/clsor (}t,ngulee: Under the heading of Demonstration, on 
page 20, paragraph 104 of the provincia.l memorandum,· it says: .. In 1921 
Government decided that demonstration farms must be run on commercial 
jnes." Are these farms being run on commercial linesP-Yes. 

33,914. What precisely do you mean by "commercial lines" P-That is to 
~ay their audited accounts must show a profit. 

• Ibid. 
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33,915. By whom are the costings checked P-By a qualified auditor and 
accountant. 

33,916. Is deDl4lnstration on the cultivator's own field more expensive than 
on the Government farmsP-No, I should say not. 

33,917. You made a reference to a Provincial Board of Agriculture. What 
are ita functionsP-lts functions are laid down in the Government Resolu
tion-; they are to advise Government on all matters that are placed before 
it connected with agriculture j that is its chief function j also to distribute 
~rants to Distnct Hoards for small schemes of agricultural development. 

33,918. It haa funds at its disposaIP-Yes. 
33,919. Does it consist of officials or non-officialsP-Both officials and non-

officials. . 

33,920. On tIll' Provincial Board of Agriculture are departments such as 
tha.t of Irrigation, Co-operation and Education representedP-The Education 
Deportment is not represented j <:l<Klperation and Irrigation are. 

33,921. Buve you any district agricmltural organisation P-Yes. 
3.1,922. [n all the districtsP-Not in aU, in 23. 
3.3,923. What a'·e their functions and how are they related to your Board? 

•. ·Their prograDlme& of work are submitted to the Board of Agriculture for 
coru.ideratioll, grants are made to them, and their work is supervised. 

a3,924. Local committees are mentioned in this note P-They are farm com-
mittees. 

33,925. Who appoints those fMm committees ?-Government. 

33,926. WllrIt is tile nature of the work of these committeesP-They review 
the work of the farm, settle the programme and consider the budget. 

33,927. Are the actual cultivators of the particular local area representeu 
on these committeesP-Yes. 

33,928. In view of the reference in the firlri; two pages of your precis to 
poli tical reforms, I should like to ask you, if you think India is likely to 
move to i!ome form of federal government?-I am really not prepared to say. 
I wish that political questions of that nature should not be asked. 

33,929. I am not asking political questions. I just wanted to know whether 
tht' centralised system of agricultural research was llollrillhing in such 
countries where there was a. federal form of governmentP-I do not know 
Ilnything about that. 

33,930. You have not closely studied the orga.nisation of the United State. 
ryf America?-N<.'. I have already said that I have not ma.de a study of the 
agricultural methods of the 'United States. 

33,931. MT. Calvert: There are in this Report on Agriculturet certain 
statements on t'he economics of agriculture. Are they based on definite 
enquiries? Paragraph 23 at page B of tihe Report on Agriculture says: "A 
considerable area is cultivated by village artisans _nd others, who may b~ 
called allotment holders j after m·aking due allowance for these, it has been 
estimated that the size of the average holding in the western districts is. 6! 
acres." Are t110se based on enquiry, or is it mere guessing?-They are not 
based on a very thorough enquiry. One of them is based on an enquiry Dll8de 
by the late Director of Agriculture, Mr. Bailey. That is the one whidh refers 
to t.he eastern districts. If you will combine that information with the infor
mation given in the last chaptae of this report, it will give you an idea as to 
where it is obtained from. A lot of it as .regards the west. of the Province 

• novernment of the United Provinoes--Revenue Department, Resolution 
No. 29B/I-241, dated the 7th February, 1919. (See Appendix 1.) 
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was obtained by Mr. Lane, who has been very recently occupied with settle
ment work, and, as regards the east of the Province, on Mr. Hailey's infor
mation, which is bRsed merely on general observations. You are referring 
to the' areas, I take' it P , 

33,932. One statement is: "The decrease in size of fields and farms con
tinues as they pass from father to son." I want to know whether that is 
the actual fact or whether it is merely guessing?-IIt is merely a general 
observatioll; It is based on my own observation in many tracts. 

33,933. Does that mean that the number of cultivators is increasing faster 
than the cultivated nreasP-Undoubtedly; our census figures show that. 

33,934, It is stated that an owner does not as a rule cultivate any area 
himself? At what stage does he usually stop with one pair of bullocksP
He may have, say, a piece of land of 50 acres or 70 acres. It is seldom more 
than 50, no matter how big an area he has. 

33,935. Does' the amount of land cultivated by one pair of bullocks 
normally fix the extent of this areaP-Not at all. 

33,936. OIl this question of sub-soil water, is there usually sufficient sub
soil water in a well to enable the soil to stand heavy irrigationl''-The sub
soil water level has risen 15 feet in the last ten years. " 

33,937. Reference is made on page 13, paragraph 59 of the Report,* to 
immoderate watel"-lif~ing?-(Dr. Parr): Perhaps I may say that my point 
was this. that water lifts very slO\vly, and it is easily conceivable that in 
any definite tracts you can lift more water and make use of water of that 
level quite easily. 

a3,93S. On t.he question of this Hulandshahr school, my calculation works 
out to round about Rs.1160 per pupil. Is that a fairly accurate figure? 
,-(ilfr. Clarke): I should t'hink that that is not far out. 

33,939. This has been described, I think, as an attempt to provide a 
system of education and instruction which will fit ,the man for his station 
in life. I was wondering whether education costing Rs. 1160 was suitable 
for the tenant and small zamindar for whom this school is intendedl'-I see 
no reason why it makes it unsuitahle. 

33,940, Do you think that you would be able to increase the number of 
these schoole throughou. the Prc"i.nceP-Yes, there is a decided demand for 
,them. In Council the other day two more were demanded. 

33,941. Was that based on the knowledge of the total cost per pupil?
Yes, also on a full and detailed discussion of the cost of the existing school 
and the work done by it. 

33,942. The number of tenants, we are told, is about six millions. Is your 
Council pre-pared to extend the IIchool to cover these six million tenants ?-I 
should not think 50. That is an unreasonable proposition. 

33,943. Are there any Brahmins or Thakur. in that schooH-Yes. 
33,944. Are they allowed to go to that school P Are they not prevented 

by their caste from doing p,loughing and manuringP-I am perfectly certain 
that there are a large number of ThakuTs. . 

33,945. Oan these relatively small but substantial zamindars for' whom 
this school has been created not afford to pay the fees for that 5chool?
Small fees are paid as far as I remember. 

33,946. But they are not prepared to pay the full fees to cover the cost? 
-No. It ilo not tho policy of the Government to run the school on those 
lines. 

33,947. Your college is intended for the larger landowners? Do they pay 
,fees?-Yes. ' 

• Ibid. 
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33,948. Does that fee oover the cosH-No. The same policy applies here. 
It is not the roli~y of Government to run 1Aleir educational institutions on 
commercial lines. 

33,949. With regard to the uso of the word" demand" for such schools: 
that is not a demand for education for which they have got to pay?-No, it is 
a demand for the education provided by the Government. 

33,950. With regard to this question of seed distribution, Question 11, 
you say your seed distribution was carried out at a profit. Is that a profit 
after paying for all the cost of distribution?-The balance-sheet in the last 
annual rep"rt includes all the cost of supervision except that of the superior 
and supervising staff. 

33,951. Including storage charges?-Yes. 
33,952. Interest OIl the capital charge of. the seed stores?-I rather think 

it does, becauSE! Dlany of them up to the present are in hired buildings. It 
will certainly include the rent of the hired buildings. 

33,9:>3. On page 27 you say that each seed store holds 2,000 mounds of 
. grain. That brings up the cost of your seed store to one rupee per acreP-,

Yes. 
33,954. You still do thlllt at a profit?~We have not very many central 

!l6ed stores at present; we have only 19 of them out of 127 seed stores. 
33,955. What I want to know is to what extent Government can continue 

to build these seed stores at this rate of one rupee per acre?-We have a 
very large margin. We do not want to carry it on at a profit. We would 
be quite ready to get rid of Rs. 1,44,000 profit by building seed stores and 
ensuring the proper condition of the seed. 

33,956. Is that ihe type of seed store yOU recommend for adoption by the 
co-operative societies ?-Yes. 

33,957. Do you find your cultivators are willing to pay a preJllituft for 
good seed?-Yes; the present position of the seed distribution is that of a 
service for the benefit of which users are willing to pay us a premium in 
much the sarno way a8 the users of municipal water are willing to pay for 
• commodity which could be obtained for nothing if quality is not con-
sidered. . 

33,958. You do not find that consideration of its higher price deters the 
cultivators from buying your seed P-We cannot say that it does; we distri
bute all that we get and we oould distribute much more. 

33,959. Would you kindly explain your· reference on page 20 to the 
Government subsidy for the construction of tube wells? It is Rs.6,000, 
Bnd the avarage irrigated Brea- is round about 150 acres. The Government 
subsidy 'Works out at about RsAO per acreP-Yes, if the calculation is 
correct. 

33,960. And the running interest charge would be Rs:2-6-0 per acre P
Yes. 

33,961. Is the reason why the Government give B large subsidy just to 
popularise the tube wellsP-No; GovernJDent have accepted the responsi
bility of developing all souroos of underground water BS a source of irriga,tion 
~~. . 

33,962. Do you know whether Government propose to recoup tliemselves 
by enhallcing land revenue on this irrigated land?-No; I am unable to say 
that. 

33,963. It is B little difficult to understand how Government can continue 
to find this capituJ. cost of Rs.40 per acre P-I do not know how Governmen1. 
propose to recoup themselves; but they are satisfied at the moment with the 
high prosperity that is brought about by the intensive cultivation that 
follows the installation of tube wells. 
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33,964. But the land revenue in this Province is less than Rs.2-6-0 per 
acre, and they are increasing yearly the recurring costP-I am unable to 
throw any light on that. . 

M,965. There is no limit to this subsidy at present p-It is limited to 50 
tube wells annually.'l'he demand is very great for them and it will no 
doubt increase. 

33,966. Are you in a position to tell us to what extent these attempts to 
reclaim the ravine land at Etwa are givillg a good return in fodderP-No. 
I am unable to say; I do not know the conditions. 

33,967. On the question of consolidation, have you formed your view after 
comparing the cultivators in a oon~olidated village with those in an uncon· 
solidated village P-No. A really authoritative opinion cannot be expressed 
until an economic enquiry is held. 

33,968. In your budget you have put down a small sum for import duties; 
would you kindly tell u! wha~ the import duties are P-As far as I know it 
is a financial arrangement recently come into operation; it is the duty on 
imported stores for sdentific apparatuR in the college and things like that. 

33,969. Hav~ you not. tried to move for the exemption of duty on sucb 
apparatusP-I understand it is a matter of financial convenience. 

33,970. Is there no duty on imported seedP-We have never imported any 
seed. 

33,971. Not imported berseemP-No; I do not think we have imported any. 
33,972. Mr. Kamat: On page 3, Question 1, you say: "There is a dearth 

of experienced workers for the problems connected with plant breeding 
and crop-improvement. This is traceable in part to the long delay in 
deciding on what basis permanent recruitment to the higher posts (including 
research postA!) should be made. The question is still unsettled and the 
rules delegating powers to the Local Government are being reconsidered 
by the becretary of State." I understood that after the recommendations 
of the Lee Commission this question was settled; but you say it is still 
unsettled P-I understand the exact mode in which the recruitment should 
be made is not yet settled; the powerd to be given to the Local Government 
are not yet settled. 

33,973. What are the rules which, you say, are being reconsidered by 
the Secretary of State in this respectP-The rules delegating powers to 
the Local Government £0 appoint officers to the higher postA! of the Agri;. 
cultural Service. 

33,97(. May I ask you if these are the rules which are' being recon· 
sideredP-That is my information. 

33,975. Are they in any way in conflict with the recommendations of 
the Lee Oommission, or are they in consonance with them~-I form no 
opinion on that. 

33,976. Until these rules are finally settled, you will not be able to do 
any recruitmentP-I understand no action is being taken until these 
rules are finally eettfed. 

33,977. May I know further whether this circular about recruitment 
which the United Provinces Government has received from the Government 
of India applies to all the Provinces or whether it applies only to this 
ProvinceP-That I do not know; I cannot tell you. 

33,978. You said that in your six circles you had six Deputy Directors. 
May I know how many of these are Europeans and how many Indians P
Two are Europeans and four are Indians. 

33,979. In this Province amongst the list of official witnesses we do not 
see the name of any Indian Deputy Director; is that purely accidental P
Yes, aa far as I know it is completely accidental. 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
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33 980. BecaUBe in other Provinces we have had the benefit of hearing 
the 'Indian Deputy Directors?-I understand you have received written 
evidence from all the Deputy Directors. The Question!1aire was sent to 
all Deputy Directors. 

33,981. What I would like to know is whe~her the department gave 
an opportunity to all the Indian Deputy Directors to have their say, if 
they wished to?~rtainly. They had copies of the Questionnaire, which, 
I understand, have been answered and returned directly to the Secre
taries of the Commission. The Commission has power to call them if they 
wish to do 60. 

33,982. That is not precisely what I mean. They were given, no doubt,. 
the opportunity to send their written statement; but were they given the 
opportunity to appear before the Commission if they wished to do so p
I do not think I can say any more than that they had as much opportunity 
aa any other person. 

33,983. Talking about this scheme of yours regarding research, you wish 
to have the research work provincialised. On the other hand, in a note 
supplied to this Commission by the Government of India, or rather by 
the Liaison Officer, we have been told that if the Provinces arranged 
for reeearch, progrese might be slow. Do you wish, really speaking, that 
the Provinces should be absolutely self~ontained in the matter of research? 
-Yes; I should prefer to see the Provinces self-contained in the matter 
of research and in all matters relating to agricultural development. 

33.984. By self~ontained, you mean that they sh.ould make no reference 
to the Imperial Institute at Pusa?-Not necessarily; I do not say that 
they should make no reference. ' 

33,9&5. No reference should be made by them either for advice or for 
assistance; is not that what you mean ?--oWhat I mean is that they should 
be in a p06ition to undertake investigations of all their major problems 
of provincial importance. 

33,986. In that CII6e what remains for the Imperial Institute to do, say, 
in the case of rice or sugarcane?-With regard to rice, I think it is a 
problem which is of sufficient importance to justify having a team of 
.workere of our own to solve our own problems ourselves. 

33,987. You do not think that there will be overlapping in, for instance, 
research on rice; Bengal is engaged in it and so also is Bombay?-There 
will be a certain· amount of duplication of course, but I do not think 
duplication will be entirely a disadvantage. 

33,988. You would not consider that duplication as a waste of time or 
energyP-No; I do not think so; I do not think it would take the form 
of waste of time and energy. 

33,989. SlIpposing the three Provinces, the United Provinces, Bengal 
and Bombay are engaged in research on rice, who is to co-ordinate the 
work? Even for that, do you not want any IIj!sistance from Pus a or any 
other agency?-My view with regard to this is that, for the problems for 
which I have taken rice as an example, there is ample scope for investiga
tion for more than one team of workers. 

33,990. Quite so. Judged from the importance of rice to this Province 
your remarks are quite justified from one point of view; but when three 
Provinces are alE!o carrying out the same work should there not be some 

co-ordination ?-The necessary co-ordination, which is limited, could be 
carried out by an Agricultural Commissioner or a Development Com
missioner with the Government of India. 

33,991. In other words you do not wish to have a Central Advisory Board 
for co-ordination ?-No. 
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33,992. You want one, two or three Development Commissioners?-Y6Il, 
permanent technical officials. 

. 33,993. You think two or three permanent officials will be able to deal 
with all the different crops of India P-They are quite as competent to 
~ordinate the· work as, for example, the Development Commissioners in 
England. 

33,994. They will have to be assisted by Committees or BureauxP-No; 
I do not think so; I do not think they would require any assis·t&nce. 

83,995. You are not in favour of these Commltteu! or BureauxP-I am in 
favour of a limited amount of co-ordination which could be obtained by 
permanent technical officials. 

83,996. A scheme for an All-India organisation has been proposed for our 
consideration. I wonder whether you have read that ?-No, I have not. 

33,997. The outline of that scheme is that there Bhould be an All-India 
organisation with the Viceroy at the head as Patron, with a number of 
Ministers, experta and general public, zamindars and even Indian Rulers 
to do propaganda work and also to carryon general advisory work in the 

.matter of agricultural developmentP Are you in favour of such a scheme? 
-I do not know enough details of it; it depends upon the propaganda and 
it depends upon a variety of things. I cannot express an opinion off-hand. 

33,998. You have no faith in an All-India organisationP-I would not say 
that; what I say is, 'that with the knowledge I have, I am not prepared 
to express an opinion. 

33,999. When you propose that Pusa should be a teaching institution, 
may I ask' whether the present Imperial officers who are doing the researcll 
work there should be transferred to the Provinces for research work and 
new experts for teaching work should be recruited in their placeP-I do not 
think that necessarily follows. 

34,000. Who WIll do t.he teaching work at Pusa, and who will do the 
research work ?-Surely the present staff should be able to do the teaching 
w.nk 

34,001. They should be converted into teachers and professors?-I do 
not think it is a matter of rom-ersion. They' are all much teachers as they 
"re re.,flarch workers. . . 

34,002. For the Provinces, at any rate, you will have to reoruit research 
('ffieers of rE'putatioD P-Yes. We hope to be able to do so. It is a question 
(If supply and demand; I do not know whether we can get them. 

34,003. That is what follows from your proposals?-Yes. 
34,004. Talking about agricultural education, your idea. is that Deputy 

CQllectors, Tahsildars and even Polioe Officers should be men who have had 
agricultural training in the Agricultural College. Do I understand you 
arightP-In my opinion, it would all be to the good if a larger proportion 
of these had a training such as given at the Agricultural College. It would 
afford them Ii wider insight into, a.nd give them a wider knowledge and 
lIympathy with, the many problems and difficulties of the agricultural classes. 
Recruits who have received the type of university education in science And 
art.~ now given do not always possess these. If a larger number of executive 
offiC'6rs such as Deputy Collectors and Tahsildal'8 and even Police Officers 
were recruited from the Agricultural College, I think we should find 
agricultural progress accelE'rated. 

34,005. Do you not think it would be putting a premium on the training 
given at the Agricultural College for Government service?-Not if the number 
were limited. 

34,006. But, in another plaoe, you have expressed your view agaif!St 
guaranteeing posts to agricmlturalschool men P-That is for the agricultural 
school, not for the Agricultural College. 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
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34,007. Do you think that a wholesome prlDcipJeP-I think it would be 
a good thing for the Agricultural College (tif it is developed on the lines on 
which we wish to develop it, but for an agricultural vocational school it is 
not right to have suob a principle. 

34,008. Why do you accept the principle in one case and not in the 
other~-'l'he Agricultural College is giving training of a University character, 
but the agricultural school is giving training purely of a vocational 
character. 

34,009. In answer to Question 17 (d), on page 33, talking about the manu
facture of sugar as an industry by modern methods, you think that au 
experimental plant costing about Rs.1,23,OOO would be a business proposition 
as a model for the people to follow P-It would cost Rs.2,25,000. 

34,010. Have you made any effort to obtain from the Local Government 
a grant for this amountP-Not yet. 

34,011. Do you think it would be worth while to attempt itP-Yes, 1 
celtainly think so. 

34,012. &peciaIIy in view of the fact that sugarcane in the United 
Provinces i8 a large crop P-The scheme iii not baaed on the establishment 
of one unit; it is based on the establishment of many units. What I say 
is that one experimental unit must be tried before we can recommend the
establishment of a chain of units. 

34,013. But even for one unit, it has not yet been triedP-No. We have 
the ~pecification8 and full details of it in hand. 

:t4,014. Talking about improved seed and the additional profit therefrom, 
have you ever estimated what the net additional yield per acre is from 

• the use of the improved seedP-Experiments are being conducted with regard 
, to liugarcane only. The outturn tests show that 32 maunds of gUT per 

a('re is the normal yield of indigenous sugarcane in thi.o Provine". Wit.h a 
vcry little improvement in cultivation and better varieties, you can . produce 
60 mauuds of gUT per acre, and with improved varieties and intensive 
cultil'ation you can go up to 100 maunds of gUT per acre. 

34,CJl5. So that the net additional profit is about Rs.42 an acreP-No; I 
am talking about the quant-ity of gUT. 

34,016. SiT Ganga Ram: With ·Government canes?-Coimbatore, Java and 
various other improved canes. 

34,017. Mr. Kamat: On page 125 of the Report on Agriaulture in the 
United Provinces there is a statement showing the yield in lbs. per acre of 
different crops during the last ten years. Taking the two crops, wheat and 
rice, if you take the figures of yield from 1914 to 1924, is that a steady 
upward curveP-Of oourse it is not; I can see that the fiugres vary 
considerably. 

34,018. Even at first sight, it does not show that it is a steady upward 
cuneP-Would it equally suit your purpose if I take a crop with which 
I am familiar, for instance, sugarcane? 

34,019. I do not know whether it is the most favourable crop. Why not 
take riceP-It happens to be a. crop with which I am not familiar. 

34,020. I am prepared to take rice or wheat. In 1914, the yield of wheat 
per acre was 933 lbs. During the next ten years it has not distinctly gone 
above that, and in 1923-24 it is 817. Take again the next important crop, 
rice. Ten years ago the yield per acre was 734 lbs.; it hll.'! not gone up 
steadily. On the contrary, in some years it has gone down, and in 1923-24 
It was 627 Ibs., which is much less than in 1914-15. Now if you say that 
your improved .seed has given you a decided profit, how do you aooount for 
the figures in this statement?-The real explanation is that these returns 
ara based on a series .of outturn tests in which the results of the use of 
improved seeds have not yet been' incorporated. 
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34,021. Then, there is a statement in the. memorandum supplied by the 
Government to the effect that the Director of Agriculture estimates the 
additional profit derived from improved seed by the zamindars and culti
vators at £1,000,000. How was that figure arrived atP-It was arrived at 
in this way: From the seed distributed, assuming that eight acres are 
grown for every seven acr.es grown in the previous year, we arrive at 750,000 
acres grown under improved wheat. By a similar process of calculation, 
we have arrived at 200,000 acres under imprOVed cotton, giving a. return 
of Rs.15 extra per acre. 

34,022. But the table of comparative yields during the last ten years which 
I just referred to does not support this view P-It does not, for the simple 
reason that the outturn tests of improved varieties are not included in it. 
At some future date, w,hen the rules for outturn tests are revised, these will 
ue included and shown. Of course, these are not absolutely correct. 

34,023. You' agree, therefore, that these are not quite correctP-Yes, for 
tho simple reason that the outturn tests on which these are based do not 
yet include improved crops. 

34,024. Professor Gangulee: Why was it not includedP-The rules have 
not, been cha.nged. They ought to be included, of conrse, but they are not 
included. . ' 

34,025. i'llI'. Pi",. I wallt to cll'ar up two or three points in your "VIdence. 
You referred to the Board of Communications as controlling all kinds of 
oommunicat,iolls. Has that Board, ItS a matter of fact, any monl'Y at its 
ciisposal F-l understand that it has grants from the District Boards allotted 
to it. 

34,026. I am afraid not; { am afraid it has no money at all ?-Then I was 
wrong. 

34,027. They occasionally recommend grants, but they oontrol nothing?
Yos. 

34,028. Ther'3 iR a senten<--e on page 5 of the provincial memorandum 
which is perhaps too generally worded ?-I may say at once that I did not 
prepare the memornndum. 

34,029. It lSays: "Conversely, the higher castes, Brahmins and Thakur! 
in particular, generally make poor agriculturists. Men of these castes are 
handicapped by caste rulee which forbid their handling of the plough, much 
more of course the touching of manure." That is a very general statement. 
Is it, as a matter of fact, true that all Thakur! and Brahmins cannot handl~ 
the plough ?~I do not think it is thE' case. 

34.030. You would not abide by that statementP-No. I did not write the 
memorandum; I should not have put it in at all. 

34,031. Later on, I understllOd you to say that no landlord carried on 
private farms' until very recently. Is that strictly correct ?-I did not say 
that no landlord carried on private farms. I said, ten years ago I doubt if 
more than 30 private farms were in existence. 

34,032. When yon said that, you had in mind private farms run on 
improved line~?-Yes. 

34,033. That does not mean that landlords did not carryon farms of their 
own before thllt?-'l'here was nothing more than batai cultivation that I 
know of. 

34,034. Do YOII not think that they cultivated through their own servants? 
-I never came across any examples of landlords cultivating through their 
servants; it was batai as a l'ule. 

34,OS.3. But your special reference was to farming on improved linesP-
1'0$; the whole thing was turning on that. 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
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34,036. You 5aid that there Wf'rl! no agricultur;~ts in the vernacular middle 
5Choolll?-I am Dot aware that I eaideo. 

34,03i. I undcr.tood you to say that agriculturists did not get into those 
schools ?-I 5aiJ. ihe ordinary village culti\"ator generally leaves school at 
about the third class of the primary school. There are a few of them who 
get to the agricultural middle schools. 

34.0ag. You did not mean the cultivator!> in /!:eneral?-I meant the culti
vators the Chairman Wall referring to. The people who go to the Bulandshahr 
school get into the vernacular middle schoolll. 

34,039. With regard to the movement of grain, you spoke of its having to 
pay octroi when it corues into municipal limits. Is octroi, as a matter of 
fact, levied In all municipalities?-I think it is. I promised a further 
enquiry into that. 

34,040. With regal'd to the fragmentation of holdings, would you say ·that 
the problem was of the sa-me kind in all parts of the Province? III certain 
areas .of the Province, is not the land much more uniform than ill certain 
other areasP-Fragmentation occurs much more in the east than elsewhere. 

34,041. Do you not think that it is closely connected with the degree of 
variation in the types of soilP-·Yes. I think that OIl. a minute examinatiQn 
iJ; would he found to be so. The wider the variation in the village soil, the 
greater would be the fragmentation. 

34,042. The Ch"irman: Mr. Pim, what is the position with regard to 
()("troi, in case any of my colleagues want to deal with it? 

Mr. Pim: Some of the principal markets such as Cawnpore ·have terminal 
ta.xes and tolls which are practioally a low octroi rate without refunds. 
Under the ordinary octroi rules which are in force in most of the other 
Municipalities, an octroi is levied on imports, but if the grain is again ex
ported, the wlwle charge should be returned, 60 that there should be no net 
char~E' on grain which is imported and re-exported. 

34,043. The Chairman: :What is the position with regard to the cart tax? 
Mr. Pim: The Municipalities do not levy a cart tax on .carts bringing 

grain ink> the Munil·ipai area the owners of which reside outFoide that area. 
They sometimes have & tax on carts living -and plying within Municipal 
limits. 

34,044. Sir Hervry Lawrence: Could you explain a little more the point 
you made with regard to the Central Cotton Committee and its grant, 
and the disadvantage you saw in this money not being under the control 
of the Legislative Council P Is there in faet any such money not within 
the control of the Legislative Council now?~We have accepted a grant 
and a discUBSion is now proceeding lIB to whether this should be regarded 
as an excluded fund or whether it. should go before the Council. The 
-desire of the Cotton Committee is to treat it as an excluded fund. 

34,045. Both their contri,bution and your contributionP-No, to treat their 
contribution only lIB an excluded fund. 

34,046. Then in that caee would the question arise of your contribution 
being outside the scope of the Legislative Council?-No, certainly not; 
it never has arisen • 
. 34 .. 047. I misunderstood you·r point; I thought you said that some p~o

VInclal money WIIB excluded?-No, that would never be SO; that is impossible 
under the financial rules; all our money is voted by the Council and passes 
through the provincial accounte; but part of the contribution to this scheme 
does not pass through the provincial accounts, nor does it come within 
the purview of the Legislative Council; that in my opinion is & mistake. 

34,048. That is money derived from & cotton cess, is it not?-From a 
tax, yes. 
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34,049. And not from the .l'fovincial fund in any way?-No. 
34,050. And you'Me anticipating that the Local Council might have an 

objection P-I am anticipating that they would probably object to the whole 
of our financial proposals for that particular scheme not going before 
them. 

34,051. That again would seem to infer that the provincial money was 
going to be spent without their cognisanceP-No, there is no such inference. 
Let us suppose we spend RH. 60,000 of provincial moneyon a scheme which 
is going to cost B.s. 80,000. These are hypothetica~ figures. We ask them 
for Re. UO,OOO, but we do not Bay a word about the Rs. 20,000; they 
might take exception to our asking them for the Rs. 60,000 without saying 
we are getting the Re. 20,000. 

34,052. They might, but the matter has not arisen 80 far P-It has not 
arisen in Council yet, hut it is now being considered. 

34,053. You mentioned a permanent Development Board. What is your 
conception of the best scheme for this permanent Development Board P
A ibody Of technical permanent officials who keep in touch with the local 
departments by frequent touring and know the type and class of work 
that is being done in the Provinces. 

34,054. Under whom would they workP-They would be under the Go\"eru
ment of India, presumably in the Department of Health, Education and 
Lands. 

34,055: Would .Jhq have any authority o\"er the local departmentsP
No, they courd only report. I should imagine the. relations would be 
very similar to those of the Development Commissioners in England: a 
grant is given to a college ~ Englan'd; the Commissioners go round and 
look at it, and if they do not approve of what is being don~, they discUBS 
that with the local authorities, and then, of course, withdraw the grant, 
if not satisfied. 

34,056. So that what you envisage is that this Board should have certain 
funds provided by the Government of Indial!'-No, the Board could not, 
because the Board would consist purely of officials. I was not thinking 
of a Board of Development; I was thinking of Agricultural Commissioners. 

34,057. There might or might not ibe a Board; that is a matter o.f terms? 
-But I ':\"88 not thinking of a Board. 
. 34,058. But these Agrioultural Commissioners would hal-e certain funds 
at their disposal P-No, the Government of India should allot funds on 
their recommendation, which is an entirely different matter. 

34,059. And these funds then should be placed at the disposal of the 
Local GovernmentP-Yes, for schemes whioh have heen approved by the 
I\linister. It would not be a. Board; I do not like the proposal of a Board 
with funds at its disposal. 

34,000. Would there be sufficient work for the Commissionel'6 P-Ample I 
think for one or two Commissioners. 

34,061. How many Commissioners would you suggestP-One might be 
enough at first; it might ,be extended to two if there was too much work 
for one. 

34,062. They should just go round and study what is being doneP
Study what is being done, tell other people, and see if the money given 
by the .Government of India is spent for the purpose for which it was 
allotted. 

34,063. A co-Ordinating agency?-An official co-ordinnting agency. I 
think an almost simil!y" organisation existe in England. 

-'Ir. G. Clarke. " 
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34,064. And on their advice certain grants should 'be given. You suggest 
some points on which the Government of India might give grants; I notice 
one of them is mentioned in your answer to Question 8, page 21; it is that 
the Government of India should subsidise the making of tube welle. That 
is a matter of very local importance, is it not, for the Government of 
India to expend their Imperial funds upon ?-I have never taken the view 
that Imperial funds should not be spent on matters of local importance. 
It is matters of local importance that do really matter. They are all 
matters of local importance, even the most momentous schemes. 

34,065. Your proposal in regard to that attracted my attention, and now 
that Mr. Calvert has pointed out that this apparently means a loss of 
Rs.2-4-O per acre, I thought possibly you thougbt that might he a very 
suitable matter for tlie Government of India to bear ?-It does not mean 
an economic lOBS, because about twice as much is produced from that man's 
work than before the tube well W34 introduced; it is only a question of 
who is to bear the cost. 

34,066. Then in the same connection, in answer to Question 11, on page 28, 
you mention that advances for eeed distribution are met by funds provided 
by the Go"ernment of India. That, I understand, is the present position, 
is itP-Yes, that is the present position; it has been in vogue for a long 
time; we have about RB.5 lakhs I understand, of which :r have got 
&.2,80,000. 

34,067. Is that an annual grant P-No, it is an advance. 
34,068. It is a form of taccalliP-No, it is an advance from the Govern

Dlent of India to this Government. I cannot tell you the exact technical 
details of the financial procedure, but it is an advance. 

34,069. And this Government is responsible to the Government of India 
for ita repaymentP-Yes. We have utilised that, 116 our balance sheet 
shows, at a considerable profit. 

34,070. It i8' not a very large advance from the Government of India. 
In yonr last paragraph in answer to Question 15 you suggest that a 
Subordinate Veterinary Service should be organised on similar lines to 
that of the Subordinate Agricultural Service, and you say: "I am 
strengthened in this view by the results of attempts to co-operate with the 
agricultural committees of' the District Boards with regard to the general 
agricultural propaganda and education." What has been the result of 
those attemptsP-The matter was discussed at great length in the Legis
lative Council last week. The position is, this: we have utilised District 
Boards in the past; we recognise that their local knowledge and advice 
are of great assistance to us, but we are not convivced that they are in 
a position to take over the functions of a technical department such as 
the Agricultural Department. Anybody with any experience of District 
Boards will not find this surprising; they are overwhelmed with the executive 
work in rural areas, and they have not the time to attend to the technical 
detaiie necessary for agricultural work; therefore I conclude they have not 
the time and attention to deal with the details necessary for the control 
of veterinary work. We found that there are a few things that District 
Boards can carry out very effectively, but no success or very little succoess 
has ~.n attained in subjects which require. constant, detailed, expert 
superVISion such 88 the management of experunental and demonstration 
farms, demonstration on cultivators' fields, the production and distribution 
of seed. From that experience I conclude that they do not possess the time 
or the capacity to develop veterinary work. 

34,071. The District Boards have not so far been placed in the same 
position in regard to agricultural propaganda that they hold with regaoo 
to veterinary. work, have theyP-Not completely, not exactly the .aml!. 
The analogy III great. 
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34,072 •. What have they done in matters of agricultural propaganda 60 
far P--In 1923 we asked all District Boards to form agricultural 6u!J,()om
mittees, and 23 out 'of 48 responded. In June of that year I wrote to the 
Ohairmen of the agricultural sub-committees, asked them to prepare pro
grammes of work, anu suggested a variety of projects which they should take 
up. EI~ven of them sent in programmes which we considered, and grants 
IImountmg to Rs.12,000 were made to enable them to carry out their work. 
A consideration of the first year's work, however, brought out several facts 
very clearly; it was found that the District Boards were successful in carry
ing out certain things; one was the setting up of farms for rural cattle 
breeding, and the other was the establishment of farms for agricultural 
teaching in vernacular schools. 

34,073. 1 see in this Report on' Agriculture, on page 38, it is stated that 
no question has attracted more public attention. in recent years than that of 
the improvement of our cattle. Is tha.t in accordance with your experience? 
-Yes. . 

34,074. Do YOll consider that public opinion is behind you in these 
attempt. to improve the cattleP-Yes, I think it is more behind us in the 
attempts to improve oattle thall in any of our other activities. 

34,075. Your controlled breeding arens are working satisfactorilyP-Yes, 
tha.t is one of our most promising lines of work. The exact details of this 
will be given by the Deputy Director when he gives oral evidence before you; 
they will be found' in my administration reports for 1925-26. 

34,076. Can .yon say how many bulls you are distributingP-It is given in 
my memorandum and in my answers to the Questionnaire. 

34,077. There is a reference here to cross-breeding for milk purposes with 
Ayrshire anu Holstein; has that been done under your care?-It is done in 
the AgricultUl'al Department, but· not under my immediate technical super
vision. 

34,078. Then you would rather I asked somebody else about thatP-I cannot 
answer technical questions about cattle breeding. . 

34,079. But, generally speaking, is that experiment working satisfactorily? 
-No, I was told by the Deputy Director, who will give you details of this, 
that the crosses are more liable to disease than other breeds. 

34,080. That is th(' main diflicultyP-Yes. 
34,081. Are you demonstrating silage on all your. farmsP-On. the cattle 

breeding farms and certain other farms belongmg to zammdars and 
talukdars. 

34082. "\\llat has yo~r experip.nce been? Was it generally satisfactory?
It i~ too early yet to express a definite opinion, because it was started only 
two years ago. 

34,083. Sir GU'1Iga Ram: On page 19, Question 8, you say that you 
bored 673 wells and the total was 38,057 feet. That works out to 56 feet 
per well all the average. Oan you say wh~t was ~h.e JDaximum and what 
was the minimum P-I am 'afraid I am not III a pOSItIOn to a.nswer that. 

34,084. I see lower down that you have put down "4-inch cu~ting shoe." 
'Do you put anything below as a sort of strainerP-I am afraId I cannot 
answer t.echnical details of well boring. 

34,085. Who would answer thatP-The Agricultur~l Engineer has sub
mitted a written note of evidence, and you. may call h1m. 

34,086. Is agricultural engineering not a subject in the college?~YeB. 
34,087. Do you give any degrees iu the college P-There is only the 

diploma. 
Mr. G. Clarke. 
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34,088. Is it your experience that these diploma holders are very much 
.ought. after by landlordsP-Not very much. 

34,089. Do they get anyP-A few only. 
34,090. What peroentageP-I should thiilk 3 or 4 per cent. 
34,09l. Have you any farlll attached to the Agricultural CollegeP-Yesj 

a large farm of 300 acres. 
34,092. Are any of your studente taken in the Revenue DepartmentP

Not directly now. 
34,093. You will remember, perhaps, that formerly the function of the 

agricultural 8chool was to give them a sort of passportP-That was abolished 
in 1914. 

84,094. What do the rest do P-Many of them go back into rural employ
mente. 

:M,094A. Then there is no question of unemployment. amongst them P-Just 
a little. 

34,095. I suppose they often apply to you for elllployment?-Yes, that 
is so; but I do not think that they are always without employment. They 
are probably helping their parents in rural business. 

34,096. In the Punjab we find people applying for police appointments. 
What I mean to say ·is, do your college products stick to agriculture p
I should think that they do not differ in a marked manner from the 
products of other Provinoes. 

34,097. You admit that there are problems of research 'Which concern 
all IndiaP-Yes, there are a certain number. I have given examples. 

34,098. Could you make out a list showing, for five years ahead, what 
problems are of an All-India nature and what of a local nature P-I fear 
I could not. 

34.099. You could not prepare it from your experienceP-No. 
34,100. Havo you I\ny voice in the Board of CommunicationsP-1 used to 

be a. member, but I do not think I am now. 
34,101. Can you say from your experience whether the unmetalled roads 

are bridged all over in this ProvinceP~peaking, not as a member of 
the Board of Communications, but merely as a casual traveller, I think 
that a fairly large number of them are. 

34,102. There are no unbridged roads that you know ofP-,-Yes, I know • 
of some. . 

34,100. Do you find any difficulty in travelling about for want of bridges~ 
-In the eastern part of the Province you get pulled up occasionally, but 
I should say that you got pulled up far less than one would imagine. 

34,104. Whom do these streams belong to? Can anyone 'put up a dam 
and irrigate his land ?-I do not know the law on the subject. A good 
many zamindars put up a bund and if they get a cusec of water they 
pump it up. 

34,105. Without sanction or with sanction ?-I could not tell you. 
34,106. You do not know if any sanction is required?-They often coma 

to ask me to arrange for a pump to be put up. 
34,107. There is a Northern India Drainage Act? Are you subject til 

that or not ?-I do not know it and I have never heard of it. 
34,108. You have never studied itP-No. 

34,109. Are these yields which you have given here for barani canal 
irrigated or well irrigated a.reas ?--'J.'hilJ chapter was prepared by the 
Revenue Department, not by my department. 



34,110. The yield of crops must concern you P-It is described somewhere 
in the manuscript. 

34,111. Are these yields for three classes of land or whatP-I am afraId 
I cannot answer that; question without referring to the bOok. You will find 
your information in the crop report, a copy of which can be sent to you. 

34,112 .. I consider your yields are very, very low as comp~red with other 
Provinces, especially with the Punjab. Perhaps 10 maunds is barwni, not 
irrigated land ?-We do not get those yields. This must be on unirrigated 
land. It is 10 on un irrigated and 15 on irrigated. 

34,113. Do you suggest that you want one maund of seed per acre ?-l 
have always sown it myself. ~'or 20 years I have sown 82 Ibs. on all my 
farms . 

.In the Punjab we use only 20 to 25, in fact, not more than 25. 
34,114. Do you make shukkar from sugarcane ?-No, only mb and· g'ur. 
34,115. All these yields are, I consider, very, very low, and so I want 

to know whether they are barani lands or'irrigated lands ?-That informa
tion can be supplied to you, but I cannot lay my hands on it just now. 
It is given somewhere in the context, and I ,cannot remember where it 'is 
now. 

34,116. Your greatest difficulty for irrigation purposes is during the 
months of April and l\Iay?-Until the break of the monsoons. 

34,117. What method have you considered to overcome that difficulty ~ 
Have you any proposals to that effect P-lWe have only used the water 
a,·ailable in the best possible manner. 

34,118. I wish to ask you for your opinion on one point. Supposing tube 
wells are put in by Government and worked on the co-operative system, 
could that be done?-Yes; if you see my answer on co-operation, you will 
see I have recommended it. I have given some of our activrties which 
are suitable for co-operative organisai<ions, irrigation by means of tube 
wells and pumping plant. . 

34,119. What I mean is, whether the 'co-operative system can be applied 
to it ?-I have stated here that it it is one of oUl: activitiell which 1 
rec~inmend. 

34,120. Has that been tried ?-It haa been tried, bnt it has not been 
successful in the two cases, not because the tube 'ivell was not good, hut 
because the oo-operative society was not successful. The sOciety waa badly 
orgalli~'ed, lind it fail03d. Since then the tube wells have been .taken over by 

. the Agricultural Dl'partment who have made a success of it. . 

34,121. On page 10 of the Report on Agriculture, you say at paragraph 43 
that the '!Oils of the United Provinces are rich in potash and lime? Is that 
your oh.<ervation or is it based on an analysis of the soil?-I might point out 
that you cannot observe potash. .-, 

34,122. I want to ask you whether you have analysed them ?-I have 
analvsed them myself many times. 

34,]23. In which part? The whole Province cannot be of the same texture I' 
-We have analysed representative soils all over the Province, and we found 
all of them rich in potash and lime. 

34,124. Have YOll found out how much chemicals each crop takes away in 
their pl1u &lid minus processi' Have you got a list of all the crops?-I have 
not p;ot a list, but it is in almost all the textbooks on agriculture. 

34,125. Bllt all textbooks differ. The AmerIcan textbook says that wheat 
takes away 180 lbs. Ilf nitrogenP-We have not conducted MV special 
;nvestigation in this Provin('e. • 

Mr. G. Clarke. 
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34,126. Have you carried out any investigation to ascertain what depth 
of water is rccjuired to mature a jute cropP-Not accurately, but we know 
roughly. 

34127. And what is the delta water required to mature a rice cropP-I 
do n:n know; but for dugarcane in a normal year we require about 20 inches 
of water in BOrne parts of the Province and 35 in others. 

34,128. What is the total rainfallP-About 40 inches. 
34,129. And you canrJot say llnything about cotton or wheatP-I have not 

got the figures with me. 
3t,130. Can you send thOfle figures to usP-I can get figures for wheat. 

I think they are given here somewhere. 
34.,131. May I tell you that it was represented to us in Bombay that 

sugarcane 'requires 140 inches of water?-That is not my experience. My 
experience i8 that four waterings are required in Rohilkhund plus the 
rainfall; and probably a little more in western districts, but nothing like 
the water they pour 011 in Bombay. 

34,132. On page 26 of the Report on Agriculture there is reference to 
the further development of processes for t'he recovery of sulphate of ammonia 
from coal, as a promising line for development; is that possible in thiq 
Province where you have no coalP--of course not. We take India as-a 
whole here. 

34,133. And what would you say would be a skilful method of obtaining 
nitrogen from the 'ltir in a form suitable for agriculture? Have you done 
a.nything in this lineP-No, we have not done anything. 

34,134. Havo you given any advice to the zamindars how to cultivate the 
land 80 as to get nitrogen from the air?-No, you do not mean establishment 
of 6ynth~tic processes. What is referred to here is establishment of manu
facturing processes. 
34,135. In connection with that I asked you this question. What is the 

best method of cultivation for a.ccelerating the recuperative processesP-AlI 
methoW! of cultivation accelerate the recuperative process; fr~quency of 
harrowing, aeration, the addition of organic matter &c. _ 

34,136. Do the zamindars fully understand thatP-I do not think they 
IInderstand the theory of it, but they know the proooss. 

34,137. If they did, the yield would be betterf-Per'haps. 
34,138. Have you studied the recommendations of the Irrigation Com

millsion P Perhaps I had better not ask you that question P-You should 
reservo that for the proper department of Government. 

34,139. But still, have you not studied the reportP-I have studied some 
paragraphs referring to well engineering and some other paragraphs that 
refer to my department. 

34,14.0. Has any improvement been observed in the direction of irriga
tion P-Therll has been a very large increase in the number of pucca wells. 

34,141. How many acres do you think can be irrigated by one wellP-It 
depends upon the discharge of the well. The discharge varies tremendously. 
Some wells yield three thousand gallons an hour, others ten thousand 
gallon, an hour. A well which has been bored may easily give ten thousand 
gallons an hour. 

84,142. Has that been your experienceP-Yes. We have often found It 
necessary to put pumps on them. 

84,143. Sit: Thomas Middleton: I take it from your precis that you 
have given a good deal of thought and study tel the question of recruitment 
of staff. How long have you been in IndiaP-Twenty years. 

34,14.4. How long have you been engaged in teaching dutiesP-Twelve 
years. 
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. 34,145. It is occasio?ally suggested to us that Indian studenU! are lacking 
in powers of observatIOn. I want to get your views as a teacher on this. 
matter?-I have no e"idence of it. 

34,146. Have you evidence to the contrary, provided students are properly 
trained?-No. I rogard the Indian students lIB perfectly normal. I found 
no difference between students I taught in England and those I taught in 
India. The students in India are perfectly normal. 

34,147. You think that some of them have got good powers of observation
and, if trained, can be converted into useful men P-M08t of them. 

34,148. I am referring to the normal student?-The normal student or 
the normal agricultural studentP 

34,149. The average agricultural studentP-There is a distinct difference. 
The. average agricultural student in England is, or used to be, extremely 
stupid. 

34,150. Wbat have you to say about the average here P-'1'he average 
agricultural student is slightly better in India than in England. 

34,151. Then training is required in two different directions: first 
training for Deputy Directors, aud you have indicated that one means of 
training Deputy Directors would be to send them to special institutions 
to go through a further course in general agriculture, an M.Sc. course?
I used that term loosely in the absence of a better means of saying what 
I want to convey to thtl Commission. 

3.1,,152. In your own final course here you take up (1) agriculture, (2} 
botany, (3) natural sciences, and facilities for specialisation are provided 
by you in the fourth year in four subjects. If you were sending students 
from Cawnpore to another institution for the purpose of training them as 
Deputy Directors, in whic'h parts of this course would you require further 
training?-The course requires working out in detail, but I can say 
broadly that agriculture, applied entomology, applied chEomistry, engineering, 
modern dairying and things of that nature. You should not confine them 
to whl\t is known as agriculture. We want to broaden their minds. 

34,153. But has a Deputy Director much to do ,rith applied chemistryP
A knowledge of it is an extremely good thing. I .should think, every 
Deputy Director recruited to the Indian Agricultural Service has received 
some training in it. 

34,154. You already give training in it up to a point P-I should gi,e a 
little more. 

34,155. Now, with reference to your specific suggestion that all these 
Deputy Directors should be trained in one central institution, is it not a 
fact that for the work a Deputy Director has to do, local training and 
local experience sre specially import&ntP-Yes, but the advantages and 
disadvantages, weighed against each other, indicate very clearly that it 
can only be achieved in a centrll;l institution. 

34,156. Looking at the question from the point of view of t.he student, I 
should think that he would be better trained in the Province where he was 
to workP-I disagree. I hne had great experien('e of these matters. 
What we do now is to send him to England, and he would be very much 
b£1tter trained at Pusa than in England. 

34,157. I too have experi£1nce of training. and I should prefer a Deputy 
Dire('tor to be trained in his ProvinooP-So should we if we could get a 
(l()lh'ge like Pusa solely for the training of Deputy Directors, but that is 
a ('ounsel of perfection whi('h can ne~r be followed. 

34.15R. From t·he point of view of the college, no well equipped coll~ge 
.... ould like to part with their best studentsP-They would ·have parted Wlth 
them by then. I do not propot18 they should go until they had completed 
their C(lurse. 

lIlr. G. Clarke. 
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34,1.59. The AI.Se. is practically the honours course of an ordinary degree? 
-Yes. 

34,160. I should have thought the colleges would wish to retain their best 
atudentsP-.I do oot think they pO&SeS8 the facilities for giving them the 
advanced training that I want them to have. 

34,161. These are some of the difficulties that have occurred to me. Yours 
is to be an lLSc. course P-I .would. not stress that point. I mentioned the 
M.Sc. merely to convey to people who would otherwise have difficulty in 
understanding my remarks what it was. 

34,162. You do recognise the fact that students working on an advanced 
'lubject like to earn a degree? It would be an advantage if there were 
an M.Sc. course?-Yes, it would be an advantage. 

34,163. I fancy many of the Indian colleges ue thinking of a time when 
they may, through affiliation to the Universities, be able to give the M.Sc. 
degreeP-I think that will take many years. It would be a. pity to wait 
for that. 

34,164. Some of them are now moving in that direction P The next point 
in connection with the training of a ~puty Director is the age at which 
h(' will have finished his course P-22 to 23. 

34,16.5. Could you then recruit the best of them as Deputy Directors?.:
Yes. We could work out a plan. We could take then into the Provincial 
Service for a ~ear and select from them and send them on for higher 
training. 

34,166. You agree that it would be necessary to give them some experience 
in the ProvincesP-Yes. A variety of ways could be tried. If we had a 
very brilliant student, he might go straight on to Pusa. 

34,167. At what age do you think a brilliant student would be qualified to 
undertake the work of a Deputy DirectorP How long would it take him 
to get the experience necessary, if trained in your own ProvinceP-What 
happens now is that a Deputy Director is recruited from overseas, and 
~omes out at the age of 24, and has to carryon somehow or other. 

34,168. I take it you envisage a different type of trainingP-Yes, some
thing like this. On passing out of the Agricultural College he would 
not be put in the Provincial Service, but in the Subordinate Agricultural 
Service. From that he would be selected as a suitable boy and sent to 
Pusa and finish about the age of 25. 

34,169. Do you think that entrance to your Provincial Service should 
be in one grade, and that subsequent promotion should be by selection?
No, I would not lay down any hard-and-fast rules. Latitude is required, 
because we have 80 many special posts for which to recruit. 

34,170. With regard to the training of specialists, you have indicated 
that it might be necessary to send them to overseas institutions to specialise 
in certain lines of work, but that there would be great advantage in 
training them in India, in plant breeding, for instanceP-Yes. It depends 
what they are to be tramed for. If you had a good staff at Pusa you 
could send them there. 

34,171. In your own subject, chemistry, is it not possible to obtain 
the training you want in IndiaP-I should prefer, as you mention a special 
subject, in the case of chemistry to send them Home. 

34,172. On page 3, in answer to Question 1, you say that the produc
tion of better and heavier yielding varieties of crops is probably the 
most difficult and complicated problem facing agriculture in India to-day. 
I should. think that it is one of the most important problems, but not 
t'he most complicated or dlfficult?-I think it is one of the most difficult 
problems. 
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34,173. Compare!i with the probleJIl of lmproving cattle the difficulty 
is negligible ?-I sho.\.tId put it equal to that. Have you studied the improve
ment of cotton P 

34,174. I think I haveP-That is one of the most complicated and difficult 
problems. 

34,175'. Professor Gangulee: Is the improvement by selection or by hybridi
sation P-By hybridisation. 

34,176. Sir Thomas Middleton: You mention plant breeding and crop 
improvement. Is the plant-breeding work complicated P-I think, unless 
we start with the fundamental work, we shall not go much further. 

34,177. We have asked in the Questionnaire that we might be given 
a list of the problems now met with by scientific investigators in the 
course of their work which are being held over because of lack of resources. 
We have got from you the plant breeding and crop improvement problems; 
we have got no problem of a chemical natureP-The manufacture of 
synthetic nitrogen compounds. 

34,178. Is that a problem for Indian OhemistsY-It is a chemical problem. 
34,179. Is it not now a .commercial problemP-I~ certainly is a chemical 

problem because it deals with a change of matter. 
34,180. I had in mind one answer which you gave in which you' referred 

to tho usar problem as b.eing still unsolved; it is the only chemical one 
mentioned, apart from synthetic nitrogen; are you in a position to pro
vide us with other probleIllBP-Not on the spur of the moment. 

34,181. Sir Ganga Ram asked you in very general terJllS about all your 
problems; I only ask you as a Chemist for your chemical problems f
Renny, I wna writmg this note not as a Chemist, but as a Director of 
Agriculture in the United Provinces. 

34,182. To oome to a subject which you now have in hand, that is 
getting a suitable officer for your plant-breeding section, your idea is 
to get the best man you can and pay a good salary on a five years' 
agreeJIlent, and I think you stated in answer to previous questions, that 
you will have probably to look to America. In Amer~ca. there is the great 
advantage that there they have rice crops and other Indian crops. Now 
I do not quite know what you are going to do with this man in a five
year period. He could teach you methodsP-At any rate, he would teach 
our young officers the methods; that is what I want! at the moment. 

34,183. And you feel pretty confident that if you were Ruthori'3tld to 
offer the salary you mention :y9u would get a good man P-I cannot say 
that I do feel confident. The world is suffering from a dearth of com
petent men; but I think I stand a very great chanoe of getting him. 

34,184. In the pa.rticular work which you have in view he would at 
best be able to deal with only a small part of the problem during the 
period P-But he would teach the' methods to the young officers in this 
period. -

34,185. What strikes me is this: You have got your young officers here 
who require to be taught methods; there is, I understand, a very experienced 
worker on rice in Bengal; why not send them there to learn methods for 
breeding riceP-But we want them for all crops besides rice. 

34,186. amId you use a five-year man to deal with all these cropsP-1 take 
it then that your view is that a ten-year agreement is better or no short
term agreement at all P 

34,187. I think that a ten-year period would be a great improvement on 
a five-year one, but an. expert would be likely to come either for a short 
five-year period or on a permanent basis. I therefore make the suggestion 

Mr. G. marks. . 
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that you might get training in methods within India?-:We ~ant him in 
the Province. Working here and there for short perIods IS no good. 
We want him to be i~ daily contact with us; that is the central idea of 
my scheme. 

34,188. On page 6, Question I, you mention a special research station 
for the investigation of the water requirements of crops. Has any scheme 
been drawn up yet or is it just a project?-It is a project. 

34,189. ,Which would presumably be for one or two crops only, under 
all IIOrts of permutations in the conditions?-Yes. 

34,100. With regard to Question 2, page 7, several references have 
already been made to your experimental school at Bulandshahr and I do 
not want to go into the question of oost; but it is obviously a case where 
you justify the cost in view of the results which the example of the pupils 
i. likely to set in their own localities. You say that the average age of 
hoys you take is 19 and that you would prefer them rather younger. I 
wonder whether boys going out from school at the age of 18 would be likely 
to be shining lights in their own localities. Do you not think that a 
longer course is required?-No, not for the moment. We have an alter
native hy which we might, later on, make it a four-year course; but I do 
not think it is required at the moment. 

34,191. It occurred to me, in listening to the criticism, that you are 
spending something like Rs.1100 on what one might call five candle power 
light, and that a better policy might be to spend more per head in the 
hope of getting some lights of a hundred candle power?-I am convinced 
that it is meeting a need, because I have been criticised times without 
number in Oouncil, last week was the latest date, for not opening more 
of these schools and they insisted on that. Now you see the criticism is 
that they are too expensive. 

34,192. The Oouncil ('annot yet have any knowledge of the effects of the 
coursesP-They have an excellent knowledge of their effects. 

34,193. Sir Henry Lawrence: How long has this school been goingP-:-For 
four YElars. 

34.194. How many lads have been turned out?-l'wo batches. 

34,195. Have they gone back to their fieldsP-Many have gone to their 
occupations, the occupations they would have gone to otherwise. Some of 
them have taken up rural industries and a variety of things. 

34,196. They are mostly of the landowning classP-Yes, small landowners 
combined ·with various bUllinesses. 

34,197. Sir Thomas Middleton: In regard to Question 2, page 10, youl" 
institution at present combines instruction and research and I think you 
are aiming at a complete separation of the two P-We are willing to· keep 
a research atmosphere in the teaching. 

34,198. I think this sentence is rather severe: "This is at the best II 

make-shift arrangement and an administrative device for getting more 
work done than is paid for "P-I have worked in every capacity, as a 
J)irecior and as a Research OflicElr, and I think I am perfectly justified in 
expressing that opinion. 

34,199. I think you are a little hard on the administration. Do we not 
expect college teachers to do some investigation ?~ome investigation. 
" Some investigation" is a different matter from economic investigations of 
the kind required there. 

34,200. With regard to the question of pro"l"iding work for the students 
of the college, you make the suggestion that in addition to training them 
to work on their own lands and for the Agricultural and Co-operative 
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Departments, a proportion of them should be recruited for the executive 
staff. Has any progress been made in that direction in the United 
Provinces ?-Occasionally,1 think, one or two get ill;to the revenue staff. 

34,201. There is no regular allotment of posts P-No. 

34,202. Have you, in considering the question, decided upon the propor
tion of the total which, you think, could be absorbed?-It is difficult to say 
without proper examination; but I think it is only 5 or 6 per cent. 

34,203. In discussing Question 2 on page 13 you say: "I advocate the 
development of Pusa as a purely teaching institute." Again the question 
arises in my mind, could you in teaching M.Sc. students entirely divorce 
research work from teaching work P-No. 'What I mean by a purely teaching 
institution is that teaching should be its principal activity. 

34,204. Then you express in the following paragraph a very definite 
opinion, "The research activities of Pusa are bound to decline." Why do 
you think 80 ?-Becauge the economic problems that require the presence of 
the officers can only be carried out in the Provinces. They could do funda
melltal work, but they could not undertake enormous economic researches. 

34,205. You mean that if teaching were undertaken the research is bound 
to decline?-Yes. My idea in writing this was that it-has now been realised 
that the problems must be tackled on the spot and not in isolated place~ 
like Pusa. 

34,206. Then you are quite definite in the opinion (See page 17, QuestiOl' 
4), that "each Province should aim at becoming self-supporting in all 
branches of agricultural research." I do not quite understand what you 
mean by self-supporting?-That it should be able to attack all its major 
problems. 

34,207. Have you framed any sort of estimate of the cost?-I could easily 
do SO; it is not prohibitive. I should think the cost will be very little more 
than the oost if it is done in any other way. The problem has got to be 
tackled by somebody. 

34,208. I am thinking of the cost of making each Province self-support
ing,. and of all problems arising in agricultural investigation. I may say 
that I have for the last ten or fifteen years been trying to' assist in making 
England self-supporting from this point of view ?-India is too large to 
run on the team principle like a small country like England. 

34,209. That is exactly what I feltP-We would want many teams. 

34,210. I CRn only say that expenditure at our rate would amount to 
something like Rs.26 lakhs a year ?-That is not a large amount. 

34,211. What is your total expenditure at p.resent?-Rs.24 lakhs. 

34,212. I think you misunderstand me. Rs.26 lakhs would be wanted 
purely for research work P-I think it would be easy to get it; it is not 
beyond our 'resources at all. I thought you were giving a figure of some
thing like a crore of rupees. Rs.26 lakhs is a comparatively small sum. 
I do not. know jf it is under-estimated; it must be JIluch more. Rs.26 
lakhs is a flea bite in the provincial budget. 

34,213. Professor Gaflg'UZee: What portion of the 24 lakha is devoted to 
research work ?-Rs.5 lakhs. 

34,2]4. Dr. Hydsr: Your total budget is Rs.251 lakhsP-It is 24.4 lakhs. 
34,2]5. And you are of opinion that you can get from the Council another 

26 lakhsP-Not immediately, but in the course of a progressive programme 
of five or six or ten years. 

34,216. That would be, in your considered oplDlon, a flea biteP-Yes, 
it would be a Amall Bum, for agricultural development. 

JIr. G. Clarka. 
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34 217. The Chairman: It woula be &.50 lakhs in allP-Yes. I have 
been' attacked on the ground of not asking for enough, and not on the 
ground of uking for too much. 

34,218. Sir Thoma.! MUMletofi: Then, your view is that when a Province 
finds itself confronted with a figure which it cannot face, the Govermnent 
of India should come in and help?-Yes, if it sincerely desires any agricul
tural development. 

34,219. The figure that I mentioned was purely for current expendi
ture ?-Recurring expenditure; I do not consider that excessive. 

34,220. You would have no difficulty in getting itP-I do not mean to 
say that there would be no difliculty; I should think it. is possible. 

34,221. In your answer to Question 11, on page 24, there is a small mis
take which I want to be corrected. You say: "In England the Govern
ment charge 35 shilliugs pel cwt. for Yeoman II wheat." Government 
does not sell the seed thereP-I can give you the place where that was 
taken from; it was taken from the "Times II three weeks ago. 

34,222. The National Institute of Agricultural Botany does that work?
Du they seU It for that price P 

34,223. I have forgotten the rate. 

34,224. On the question of statistics, you are responsible for the prepara
tion of crop forecasts. Who supplies the statistics that are published by 
th" Government of India? Is it your department?-No. We supply the 
agricultural statistIcs only. 

34,22.5. Do you publish statistics separately?-We have a number of 
publications. __ 

34,226. In much the same form. as the Government of India's summary?
It is all laid down by rule. 

34,227. But the Government of India pllblishes abstracts only for the 
Pro,-inces, yours will give details district by district?-Yes, ours is in more 
detail. 

34,228_ You mentioned that there was phosphate deficiency -in all IDdjan 
iIOila ?-That is so far lUI Illy experience goes. 

34,229. The soils of we North-WestP-ln the Doab they are so. 
34,230. You mentioned that there was an abundance of lime and potash 

in all your area P-As a matter of fact, I _ did not mention it. 

34,231. In reply to Sir Ganga Ram P-It is based on an analytical basis. 
34,232. Would that IItaternent apply to the tract south of the Jumna, 

which i8 alluvium derived from Central India P-If you are referring to 
the black ootton soil tract, I cannot say without reference to the records. 

34,233. I thought your answer referred to the Himalayan alluvium p-
It referred to the sub-montane and Doab tracts. 

34,234. Dr. H!lder: In reply to Question 1, on page 1, you say: "No 
power of certification exists." Is t~is statement based on a -study of the 
Governll1ent of India A('t?-I noticed that when I was correcting the proof. 
It should be II No power of certification is likely to be exercised." That 
is how the statement should read. 

34,235. How many districts have you got in your chargeP-As far as 
I can remember, 48. -

34,236. You have got six circlesP-Yes. 

34,237. You have got delllonstration farms, and you have got what are 
called demonstration plota. Do yo~, as the Director of Agriculture, know 
in how many district~ you have these demonstration farms and small 
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demonstration plots?-We have demonstration farlllS and experimental 
farm •. 

34,.238. But the experimental farms are located at the headquarters of 
each circle. In which of the districts are the demonstration farms located? 
-:-They are situated in Aligarh, Agra, :M:uttra, Bulandshahr, Bareilly, 
'Naini Tal, Cawnpore. Mainpuri. Etah, Hardoi, Sultanpur, Fyzabad, 
Benares, and Lueknow. 

34,239. Are there any districts which are without these demonstration 
farms ?-Of course. The rest of the districts are without them. 

34,240. Do you think there is room for expansion in this directionP
I think there is room for some more experimental and demonstration 
farms. 

34,241. Would you lay emphasis on the small demonstration plots or on 
the demonstration farms P-I prefer the demonstration farms. 

34,242. Are the demonstrations which you carry out on the ryots' hold
ings included in this?-No, they are not included in it. 

34,243. That is over and above these?-Yes. 
34,244. Is the Bundelkhand Division well supplied in this matterP

We are making a demand for a grant for an experimental farm in Jhansi 
this year, so I understand. 

34,245. It is a very insecure tract from the point of view of rainfallP-Yes. 
34,246. And the greatest need is in Bundelkhand P-There is very great 

necd, but it is not the greatest need. 
34,247. How does it compare with other tracts which have demonstration. 

farmsP-It is a. preCIU'iOU8 tra.ct.; I Rhould not say that it oonstitutes 'the 
greatest need. 

34,248. I understand you are not very much interested in propaganda by 
meRDS of the printed word P-Not so much. 

34,249. But all the same you issue a journal. What is its circulation P 
1,000P-Yes, that is the approximate figure. I have had the figure worked 
out, but .r "an not carry it in my head; it is something like that. 

34,250. Would you agree with a statement which I a~ quoting from th" 
Pioneer that a very high official of the Government told the writer that 
we have not yet reached even 1 per cent.j of the rural population, and that 
we are merely scratching the surfaeeP Do you think that represents 
accurately the factsP-The percentage of the population reached by means 
of the journal P 

34,261. By all means, the printed word, the demonstrations which you 
carry out, and everything else P-I have not formed an estimate, but I think 
it is not more than 5 per cent. 

34,252. You are interested in sugarcaneP-Yes. 
84,253. And Shahjanpur 48 is your particular varietyP-Yes, it is known 

to the cultivators as Java. 
34,264. You have got some areas in the United Provinces under COllU

ba.tore 213P-Yes . 
. 34,255. There is a statement in the Report on Agriculture in the United 

Provinces that the essentials 118 regards cane are high yields and quick 
maturity. Does your particular variety, Shahjanpur 48, satisfy these two 
conditions P-Yes. 

34,266. What about Coimba.tore 213 P--It does not satisfy the oondition 
of early maturing. 

84,257. Are there large areas under Ooi.mbatore 213P-I have not got 
correct sta.tistics. 

M1·. O. C iurke. 
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84,258. I understand there are only two districts in the United Provinces 
.... hich can grow juteP-Yes, Kheri and Sitapnr. 

84,259. You cannot extend the areaP-It may be pOSBible to extend it 
into Bahrait'h. 

:i4,260. At present you have only about 2,000 acresP---<l think it is more; 
it is perhaps 5,000 this year. 

84,261. It has increased?-Yes. 
34,262. J)() you think DWre areas might be brought under juteP-Yes, I 

think they might be. 
34,263. You are not prepared to answer any questions on fodder, are 

you ?-No, I am not. 
34,264. That does not concern you P-No. 

34,265. Do you know whether any experiments have been made with regard 
to the introduction of new grasaee, either local or foreign P-A certain 
number of experiments will be found described in the annual administration 
l'€ports; I will read them out to you if you like. 

34,266. No, I was asking you your opinion as regards extension ?-I prefer 
to give a complete answer, please. Experiments have been carried out with 
sann flower, sweet ;uar, a special kind of bamboo and sakalin, which have 
given very promising results. 

34,267. You have been carrying out an "experiment on wheat under your 
department at Bardoi, have you not?-Yes. 

84,268. From that experiment you found that Pusa 12 gives the best 
results when it is given nitrate of soda?-I have not seen the details of the 
experiment and I cannot spoo.k from personal knowledge; it is not under my 
personal control; it is under the Deputy Director of the Central Circle. 
Full information on that point can be given to the Commission wihen it 
visits Hardoi. 

84,269. Do you, as a Chemist, know whether the soils of the United 
Provin<Jeli are deficient in this particular chemical; nitrade of soda?-I know 
they are deficient in nitrogen. 

34,270. You have found that outP-Yes, I found that out, and many other 
people have found it out too; it is common knowledge. 

34,271. Have you formed any idea as regards the amount of money that 
you would require during the next ten years for the purpose of develop
ment ?-No, I hRve not. 

34,272. So you have got no programme?-We have a programme but we 
have not worked it out in sufficient detail to state the exact cost. 

84,273. Raja Sir Rampat Singh: Do you keep any record of the diploma 
holders leaving your college?-Yes, we keep a record, and the subsequent 
careers of most of the students are known. 

34.274. ,What perc.entage, do you think, have joined services other than 
the Agricultural?-In order to give an answer to that question I should 
have to" get the exact statistics. 

34,275. What is the status of your diploma holders compared with that of 
the B.Sc. ?-They are of equal statua. 

~,276. Are they treated 88 equal P-They are treated 88" holding the 
eqUivalent of a degl'ee In science for all posts in Government service. 

~4,277. How many districts comprise one agricultural circle under a Deputy 
~lrector?- They, vary somewhat, but I should think about six. The Pro
'Once of Oudh is under one Deputy Director. 

34,278. Do you not think the circle is too large?-Yes, undoubtedly. 
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34,279. What staff do you station in districtsP-'l'here is the Deputy 
Director; under him is a Divisional Superintendent, a member of the 
United Provinces Servioe, who may have three districts or possibly four under 
his control, sometimes two. Under them are members of the Subordinate 

. Agricultural Service of various grades who are doing different work in 
different Provinces; mainly the managemJerit of seed distributiorn and 
demonstration: that is their main work, and the management of farms. 

34,280. Do you think the staff is sllffici~mtP-No. We are, as you know, 
aiming at a steady increase In the staff. I am not in a position to tell you 
what the budget proposals are, but our programme is for a steady increase 
in staff. . ' 

34,281. You have 'stated that gradualiy cultivators are adopting improved 
methods in cer~ail'J. 10calitiesP-Yes. 

34,282. What. improved implements have been adoptedP-During the la;;t 
year the main bulk of the implements have been ploughs; nearly 3,000 
ploughs were distributed, Watts ploughs and Meston pl.>ughs. Out of 9,000 

. one-third of the implements were ploughs. 
34,283. Are there any special arrangements for the repair of these imple

ments a,nd the replacem'mt of partsP-The simpler kind of ploughs can be 
quite easily repaired by the local mistri; every Government farm and every 
seed store stocks spares. 

34,284. b it not a. fact that the village blacksmiths and carpenters cannot 
repair these implements P-They cannot repair the more complicated kinds 
of plough, but the simple Meston plough they can repair themselves and 
almost make. 

34,285. I doubt it very much; my personal experience is that they have 
to give up the use of these implemell,ts simply because they cannot be 
repaired by the village blacksmiths. Is it a. fact that the cultivators have 
to go a long distance to get these implements P-Unfortunately that is true; 
distances are great in this country. 

34,286. Would it be useful to have some small training school or workshop 
where blacksmiths and carpenters could be trainedP-Tha.t is a very good 
suggestion. 

34,287. You have stated that landlords have started to do a great deal of, 
farming within the last two years. Is that owing to improved methods of 
cultivation or high pricesP-I attribute it .to the profits obtained by better 
methods of farming. I think it is entirely due to better methods of 
cultivation. It may be assigned to a variety of causes; it might he assigned 
to the desire of the landlords to get hold of as much siT land under the new 
_o\ct 'as they can, but I do not think it is due to that; I thihk it is due to a 
desire to beneiit their tenants and to get hold of the profits occasioned by 
better cultivation. 

34,288. There is 8 great demand for the distribution of seed; do you think 
that is because of the improvement of seed, or is it on account of kkasktkar& 
being poor and the rate that you charge being easier than that charged 
ol'dinarilyP-I am satisfied that it is partly because of the good terms we 
give the kkoshtkars; tha.t is undoubtedly one factor; we give them very fair 
terms. The charge is made in the most scrupulously careful ma.nner; I think 
that is a contributory cause; but I should Bay the main cause is the 
increased yield obtained from the better seed. 

34,289. Have they begnn to appreciate thatP-Yes, I think so, undoubtedly. 
34,290. Sir Ganga Ram: You say in this Report- that you submitted some 

time ago a Bcheme for fixation of nitrogen hy electricityP-I did not submit 
the 8cheme; a scheme was Bubmitted by some tecbni~al officer to the 
Government of India . 

• Report on Agriculture in the United Provinces (not printed). 

lIr. G. (.'/a1·ke. 
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34,291. What became of that schemeP-I cannot tell JOU; it is probably 
there DOW. 

34,292. Have you got a copy of itP-Yes, but it is confidential; I am 
afraid I cannot give it to you; I cannot circulate it without the sanction of 
Government. 

34,293. Sir Thoma, Middleton: The present expenditure on agriculture 
is about 25 lakhsP-Yes, 24.4 la.khs. 

34,294. What proportion of that expenditure is at present given to 
researchP-About 5 lakhs. L can give you the exact figure if you like. 

34,295. The rest goes OD organisation and demonstrationP-Yes. 

34,296. In developing your department, would you agree that your demon
stration and external work is more in need of assistance than research 
work, or would 'you first endeavour to develop research P-At the moment, 
al I ha,·e already stated, the first thing I should do would be to try 
and develop a very strong section on crop improvement. 

84,297. You referred to the fact that. you had a programme, but you 
laid you had not gone into the financial details of it?-Yes. You will 
find a full discusslOD on the matter in the prooeedings of the Legislative 
Council. 

34,298. Did that prograJDme contemplate a large development in your 
field workP-Yeej but as I have said, I regard the development of a 
section on crop improvement as being the most important thing .at the 
moment. 

34,299. In view of the fact that the total expenditw·e on agriculture 
il 25 lakhs, while the total expenditure on education in the Province is 
170 lakhs, you think there will be no difficulty in getting about 26 lakhs 
for researchP-I cannot say there will be no difficulty, but I should think 
it is within the bounds of possibility. I should think it is very possible. 

84,300. That means that the total expenditure of your department would 
rise to about a croreP-About 50 lakhs. 

84,301. You would not spend half your resources on research?-R would 
come to li2 lakhs. 

34,302. That assumes no extension of your present outside activities?..,.. 
Put the extension at about.5 lakhs a year; that is about all we should do. 

34,300. I think a scheme constructed on those lines would be criticisedP
I do not know how accurate your figures are with regard to the 26 lakhs. 
I cannot discustl it in detail. You tell me it is 26 lakhs; I should have 
thought that was rather on the sJDaU side. 

34,304. Mr. Calvert: You say you could spend 26 lakhs on researchP
No. You say my scheme would cost for every Province in India 26 lakhs. 
I say, if that is so, I consider it possible that this sum could be obtained. 
That is the position. I do not know whether your figures are correct. 

34,305. My estimate was not ba.sed OIi the requirements of India in all 
agricultural matiere. My figure is the annual grant to the research insti-
tuieP-I 'have seen it; 26 lakhs seems to be a very small sum. . 

34,306. I doubt whether you quite realise the work which that covers. 
It does not .eover any educational work at all, no demonstration. The 
total expenditure is about three times that P-Twenty-six lakhs is not the 
sort of figure that is going to put India on its back. I should not say 
the figures which you have quoted would rule any scheme out ot action 
as a financial iJDp08sibility j far from it. 
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34,307. There is something wrong in that calculation. Now is this high 
. Beed rate for wheat, due to poor tillering ?-It has never struck me that 
itis exceptionally high. What is the rate in England? It is about that? 

34,308. I am talking of your adjoining Province of the Punjab P-It has 
never struck me as' unusual. 
, 34,309. Have you any suggestions to make to lighten your duties ,as 

a Director ?-Many. 
34,310. Would you like to put them forwardP-I do not think it would 

be the least good to do so. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Thll Commission then adjourned till 10 a.m. on 
Tuesday, the lit February, 1927. 

APPEi~DIX I. 
(QUESTION 33,917.) 

GOVERNlUNT 011 THB UNITED PROVINOES, REVENUE DEPAlI.TlUNT. 

Resolution No. 298/1-241 0/ 1919, dated 7th February, 1919. 

Resd:-
G.G.O. (Revenue and Agriculture) No. 903-88, dated the 18th September, 

1918. 

Read also:-
Letter No. 42/V-B41-A, dated the 9th October, 1918, from the Director 

of L1md Records and Agriculture, United Provinces. 
ObRe.,."ations.-In a recent resolution on the annual report of the Depart

ment of Agriculture His Honour, the Lieut.-Governor, expressed the 
opinion that the time had arrived for the constitution of a Provincial 
Board of Agriculture which would Illeet regularly and advise on policy and 
administration. His Honour has decided that a Board of Agriculture 
should be established with effect from the 1st of April, 1919. The con
stitution will be as below:-

The Board shall oonsist of fourteen members, viz.:-
(1) The Director of Agriculture-Ohairman ex-officio. 
(2) One member to be elected by the Upper India Chamber of 

Commerce. 
(3) One member to be elected by the United Provinces Chamber ot 

Commerce. 
(4) One member to be elected by the British Indian Association, Oudh, 
(5) One member to be elected by the United Provinces Zamindars' 

Association. 
(6) and (7) Two members to be appointed from amongst non-official~ 

by the Local Government. 
(8) Chief Engineer, Irrigation branch. 
(9) Registrar, Co-operative Societies. 
(10) Chief Conservator of Forests. 
(11) Principal of the Agricultural College. 
(12) and (I3} Two officers of the Agricultural department nominated 

by the Local Government. 
(14) Deputy Director of Land Records. 

Jl1'. G. Clm'ke. 
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2. T&e Board will have power to appoint committees for particular obiects 
and to co-opt for the purposes of these oommittees not more than two officials 
aud two non-officials from among other than membe~ of the Board. 

3. The nominated and elected members will hold office for three years and 
will be eligible for re-nomination or re-election, as the .case may be. 

4. The duties of the Board will be mainly advisory. Its functions will be 
to act as adviser of .the Governmen.t and the Director of Agriculture with 
regard to sllch matters as may be referred to it by the Government .or ~y 
the Director for an expression of its opinion, but it may also adVise m 
relation to any other matter which, with the permission of the. chairman, 
may be brought before it by any member. The Governing Body of the 
CaWllpOr41 Agricultural College will continue to be the adviser of the Local 
Government with regard to the affairs of that college. The Local Govern
ment will, every-year, place at the disposal of the Board, a sum which the 
Board will be able to utilise for any suitable purposes, .includingnon-recruit
ing grants to private persons or farms with the object of the general agricul
tural improvement of the province. 

5. The Board will meet on such dates and at sue'll places as the chairman 
may decide. A meeting should be ordinarily held once a quarter. Papers 
may, if the chairman oonside1'8 fit,> be circulated among the members of ~hd 
Board. 

6. Members of the Board shall draw travelling and halting allowances as 
laid for officers of the first class. 

7. In the event of a difference of opinion among the members 'present at 
a meeting the opinion of the majority shaH be held to be the opinion of the 
Board, and if the voting on any question be equal the chairman· shall have 
a casting vote. 

8. Any member can record a minute of dissent and. the same shall, if the 
member 110 requires, be recorded in the minutes of the proceedings. 

9. The Personal Assistant to the Director of Agriculture shall be ex-officio 
the secretary of die Board. The duties of the secretary shall be : -

(1) To prepare the agenda of the Board's meeting and to circulate the 
same among the members at least ten days prior to each meeting. 

(2) To lay before the Board all matters for diSCUSSIon. 
(3) To conduct the correspondenee of the Board and 
(4) To prepare, keep, and circulate among members the mmures of 

the proceedings of the Board. 

10. Sir Harcourt Butler attachee great importance to the association of 
non-officials and officials in this most important matter and will always be 
glad to reoeive proposals which will make the Board more efficient. He 
thinks that the above outlined constitution will be a good beginning for 
practical work. 
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APPENDIX IL 

State'tMnt .howing rate. per maund of octroi or term ina/. kz:I: on the principal tlarietiM of grain, raw sugar and cotton 
in typical markets in U.P. 

·-------------~I------~--~--------~--~--~--~--~---

! Rice. 

Name of municipality. 

'

I Wheat. 

i 
I 

Gram. Barley. I 
Unhuske'd. Husked. 

Pulses. Juar, 0'1 ads 
Bajra, etc 1 Be • 

Raw 
sugar. 

C&wnpore (Terminal) 
Lucknow (Octroi) ••• 

R. A.. P. K. A.. P. R. A.. P. 
••• 006006006 

010006006 

R. A.. P. R. A.. P. R. A.. P. R. A. I'. It. A.. P B. A. P. 
003006006006009016 
010016006006013046 

Gorakhpnr (Octroi) ••. ... 0 1 6 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 6 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Saharanpul" (Terminal) '" 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 
Meerut (Octroi) ••• ... 0 1 0 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 1 6 0 1 0 0 0 6 
Aligarh (Octroi) ••• ••. 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 
Hathras (Terminal) •.• •.• 0 0 3 ,0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 
Muzaifarnagar (Terminal) •.. 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 
Ghaziabad ••• ••• ••. There is no octroi or terminal tax in force. 

006 
010 
003 
003 

BareiUy (Octroi) ••• ••. 0 2 0 I 0 0 9 I 0 0 9 I 0 1 0 I 0 2 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 0 9 I 0 
Sitapur •.. ••• ... ••• There is no octroi or terminal tax in force. 

o 9 I 

040 
o 0 6 
020 
016 
006 
o I) 9 

Cotton. 

R. A.. P. 
009 
1 9 096 

ad valorem 

006 

002 
003 

Allahabad (Octroi) ... •.• 0 1 3 1 0 0 6 1 0 0 6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 91 0 0 6 I 0 0, 31 - I 0 0 6 1 
--~-----, ~"-- ----~--'----'-------'-------"----'-----'------'.-----'-----'------

Ratel shown are per maund. 
Note.-Octroi duty on goods imported into a municipality is returp,ed if tbe sSllle is exported out of it, but a terillinal ~ax is not so 

returned, ' 

..... ..... 
C 
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Tuesday, February 1st, 1927. 
I 

LUCKNOW. 

PRBSBNT: 

TUB MARQUESS OF LINLITUGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HI!XRY STAVO:UIV LAWREXCR, 
K.O.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA' RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., lI.V.O. 

Sir JAMES MAcKENNA. Kt., C.LE., 
I.C.S. 

~lr. H. CUVElI,T, C.LE., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GAXGULEE. 
Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 

Mr: A .. W. POI, C.S.I., C.LE., LC.S. } (Co-opted Members). 
RaJa SIr RAMPAL SINGH 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } (Joint Secretariu). 
Mr. F. W. H. SlIITH 

Dr. A. E. PARR, Ph.D., Deputy Director of Agriculture, 
Western Circle, United Provinces. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUBSTION l.-RESI!ABCII.-The budget of the Agricultural Department of 
the United Provineeli for the year 1926-27 i8 24·5 lakhs of rupees. The 
cultivated area is 35 million acres, The Province thus spends approximately 
1 anna per cultivated acre on it.! Agricultural Department. Thirty-five 
million people, or roughly 75 pel' cent. of the total population, are directly 
dependent upon agriculture for their living. The total budget of the 
Province for the year 1926-27 was Rs.15,06,95,034. 

No more need be said to show the extraordinary small amount of provincial 
t'evenue which is spent on the actual improvement of the staple industry of 
the Province. More men and money are needed in order to expand the 
Agricultural Department to enable it to cope to an appreciable extent with 
the task before it. At present it occupies a position of secondary importa.nco 
iu the eyes of Government ft8 the pay of its Director clearly shows when 
(l()mpared with that of other Head!! of Departments. The present research 
staff is very limited and it can tackle only a few of the very large number 
(If problems awaiting solution. For example, selection and plant breeding 
work has given excellent results on some crops, but up to date it has been 
possible to study merely a few of the staple crops of the Province. In almost 
every branch of agricultural al..'tivity the problems awaiting solution are 
large in number. As the public awakens to the possibilities of agricultural 
improvements there will, no doubt, be a demand in the Legislative Council 
for the expenditure of much more money on the Agricultural Department. 

QUESTION 3.-DslIlONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-Demonstration and pro
paganda work is carried on by staff distributed in various districts of the 
Province. The following are the main lines of work at present:-

(1) seed distribution, (2) introduction of improved implements and 
demonstration of improved methoos of cultivation, (3) the organisation 
of private farms, (4) tube-well installation and improvement of existing 
wells, (5) demonstration farms run on commercial lines. 
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The supply of pure seed which has been well scored is a leading feature 
of departmental activities and there is a regular public demand for further 
development of this work. Seed distribution is carried on by a series of 
farms and seed stores scattered throughout the Province. A large organisa
tion has been built up and Government have made arrangements for 
financing extensive operations. Considerable areas of the departmental 
farms are devoted to growing selected varieties. This pure seed is used to 
stock and restock a large number of private farms which are supervised to 
some extent by the Department. I~ this way a large quantity of pure seed 
is available for distribution annually. There are now 127 depots in existence 
and 105,052 maunds of seed were sent out IRBI:. yo..... .As a result of this 
work, many lakhs of acres of improved varieties of crops are now being 
grown in th<l Prmoinoo. Th""", seed depots are also used as centres for supply 
of improved implements and manures. 

Actual demonstration has brought severallakhs of acres under the influence 
of the Department within the lltst few years. The method of demonstration 
varies widely in ohltracter in different parts of the Province. In Gorakhpur, 
for example, t-he development ot large estates with big areas of home land 
is the best way of influencing the cultivator. In another tract a promising 
method on the batai or share-of-produoe system is being carried on; 
cultivators lend a portion of their land, cultivation methods recommended 
by the Department are followed, expenses are shared and profits divided 
after disposal of the produce. In the Rohilkhand Division, improved methods 
of growing sugarcane are demonstrated by hiring small areas of land for 
a short period, cultivation is carried out by officials of the Depa.rtment who 
live on the ep<>t. The CUltivation of small areas of land under strict depart
mental control is an effective method of introducing and establishing impro,e
ments in new areas. The landowners and tenants can observe the value of 
new methods for themselves; they can examine the details of the cultivation 
at every stage and can suggest modifications which will enable them to 
c-uitivate similarly with the means at their disposal. The areas commanded 
by tube-well irrigation afford an excellent opportunity for this type of 
demon&tration; tube-wells and pumping plants cannot he used to full advan
tage unless some form of intensive cultivation is adopted. The established 
practice of the Department is to start the demonstration of some form of 
intensive cultivation when a tube-well has been completed. Under a scheme 
recently sanctioned, owners are granted part of the cost of new installations 
in places where the Department requires facilities for demonstration or 
seed production, if they undertake to lease small areas of land to Governmeut 
for a term of years and to supply water at fixed times and rates. The 
scheme provides the Department with land to cultivate for a period sufficient 
to establIsh new methods and varieiies of crops without the heavy initial 
expenditure of a demonstration faTlll. In. general, it ruaybe stated that in 
the United Pro,oinces demonstration must be carried out. in the early 
8ta~e~, on the cultivator's own fields. To win his confidence an actual 
praetic-al demonstration of the crop, implement, or improved -method i~ 
necessary under his own conditions. He is disinclined to accept the spoken 
or the written word as worthy of trust when it oonoerns agricultural 
improvements. Succes8ful practical demonstration on the spot is needed 
first of all to win his confidenoe; later on, simple improvements cau be 
introduced by the spoken word of a practical man who ha.s already shown 
lIis capacity to the villagers concerned. I, therefore, consi~er that demon
stration and propaganda work C&Jl be looked upon as havlllg two phases. 
First of all the su~picious peasant requires ocular demonstration of th~ 
partic-ular improvement, no matter how simple, on his own fields. Later on, 
after he has become confident in his own local agricultural officers we may 
expect tba~ he will come to the Department for advice instead of the 
Department having to go to him. Gradually, it will bo possible to deal with 

Dr. A. E. PaTf'. 
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organised bodies in the form of agricultura.l associations and in this way in 
the course of time most of the demollBtration work of the simpler improve
m~nUl will be done by the people themselves. More complicated improvements 
will, of course, necessitate localised or centralised instruction. In the 
United Province.'I in many districts the time has now arrived for the 
orgsnisation of these local agricultura.l societies. Farms which have been 
running for several years and particularly those which during the last few 
years nave been making satisfactory profits have become known to large 
&rea~ of the districts in which they are situated, and they are the centres 
of pilgrimage for large numbers of agriculturists from collBiderable 
distances. I look forward to the time when every farmer, either individually 
or t.hrough his local agricultural organisation, will think it well worth while 
to keep in touch with his district farm. 

QUESTION 4.-AnMINISTRATION.-I think the Government of India can best 
assist the Provinces in the developmen,t of their agriculture by providing 
men and money for research on important local problems which have not 
yet been tackled. The prooedure followed by the [ndian Central Cotton 
Committee seems to me an excellent one and could, I think, he copied by 
the Government of India with ad\'antage; schemes for research work are sent 
lip to the Cotton Committee and, if they are I8,pproved, the committee, 
110 far as funds permit, give financial help; the work is then carried-out 
under the supervision of the provincial department. The great advantage 
of this arrangement is that it gives facilities for investigating a definite 
problem where that problem is of real practical importance. A scientific 
8ub-committee examines the schemel! ~ent up from the Provinces and thus 
ensures C(H)rdination and prevents overlapping. A piece of work designed 
first of all. to atta('k 8 problem peculiar to one Province may develop in 
such a way that it becomes of interest and importance to several Provinces 
or even perhaps to the whole of India. 

QUESTION 7.-FuGlUiNTATION OJ' HOLDINGB.-The loss in agricultural 
efficiency in the United Provinces due to sub-divided. and scattered holdings 
is very grent; but, 118 many writers have pointed out, fragmentation is not 
an unmixed.evil. 'Its chief merit is that by giving the cultivator a variety 
of 80ils and conditions it enables him to grow different types of crops 
and thul to gain somewhat in security against the vag~ries of climate. 

The cllit'f obstacle~ in the way of consolidation are-
(1) the difficul~y of reconciling tbe many interests involved; 
(2) a lack of knowledge and, theref()re, a lack of the appreciation of 

the advantages which consolidation would confer. 
A special effort is required to consolidate the holdings in a few typical 

villages in ench district t() serve as examples. Consolidation has gone on 
in the Punjab to a considerable extent. In the first instance persuasion 
by experienC'8d officerR was the prime-mover, I understMld; but later the 
poople themselves took up the work with spirit. In the United Provinces 
our diffi('ulties are perhaps greater; our progress has certainly been slower, 
and it 'IIppears that specia.l induooments will have to be offered to produce 
quick N-sults in a few cases required for demonstration. I thihk it would 
be worth while for the Government to promise remission of revenue to be 
followed by rerni8Sion of rent as an inducement to a. few typical villages to 
''Ol1solidate. Sillce division of irrigation rights is likely to be a stumbling
block in many ('ases, specia.l concessiolU! for building wells in dry fields 
might be offered, Buch as taccalli free of interE!l!t a.nd free service of the 
Agricultura.l Department's well-borers. 

QuI!STTON 8.-IRRIGATloN.-The United Provinces are fortunate in having 
extensive irrigation systems. About 11 million acre! or over 30 per cent. 
of the total cultivated area can be irrigated, whilst in some districts as lUnch 

um n 
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118 80 pE'r c~nt. of the total rabi area is watered. Of the total &rea 
irrigated about 3 million acres are watered from canals, 6 million from wells 
and the remainder from a variety of other BOurees. Canals now under 
construction will add I! to 2 millions acres to the above figures. When 
these canals are oolnpleted the supplies from the provincial rivers will 
be almost E'xhaust«!. a.nd little further extension from these sources will be 
po~ible. Similarly, the area irrigated from tanks and ponds iE not likely 
to increo..se in the future since many of tbe<se depressions are being drained. 
The only remaining source of supply is the sub-soil water. Experts have 
estima.ted that not less than 12 inche5 of the tQtal annual rainfall of the 
I'rovinC6 sink down to swell the water underground. Of the remainder a 
large part is lost in evaporation and the balance goes as a surface run-off 
to the rivers. Sub-aoil water flows approximately at a rate of one milE> 
R year, whereas river water di~appears at ;not less than a mile an hour. 
Thus the water that reaches the rivers by underground drainage remain8 
within our boundaries and is available for irrigation in one district ,)r 
another for a long period, whereas that going dired to the rivers is beyond 
our reaeh in a very few hours. Taking the figures given above, we 8Gb 

that the sub-soil water is replenished each year to the extent of 12 inches. 
There are thus theoretically 12 inches of water under each acre of the 
Pro"ince availablo each year for irrigation without lowering the water 
le,·el. Nine inches of irrigation are sufficient after a normal monsoon to 
grow a crop of wheat. Since little more than 50 per cent. of the total 
area of the Province is' cultivated, even allowing a very large margin fo:, 
loss, the water added to the sub-soil each year should be sufficient to mature 
a crop of wheat on every cultivated acre. The area irrigated from wells, 
as from other sources, varies considerably from year to year. In years of 
short rainfall there is a great increase; this indicates that in normal years 
much more water could be taken from the ~ub-soil than is usually done, 
without seriously lowering the water level. With large areas asking for 
irrigation, it is reasonable to inquire why well constru(,tion has not developed 
to a still greater extent. The answer is not a simple olle: difficulties an;! 
rost of ronstr'lction, land tenure, return from money invested, and power 
available for lifting water, are all limiting factors. Lack of water is not 
the cauw. It may safely be stated that there is room for considerable 
{'xtansion of well irrigation in. all tracts where well construction is reason
ably possible. Improvements whil·h the Agricultural Department is abl" 
to introduce make well construction in some tracts an entirely different ques· 
tion. to-day from what it was a few years ago, and the whole problem requires 
reviewing from this aspect of more intensive produetion. Immoderate 
.water-lifting from one area will no doubt reduce the le,·el of sub-soil water 
&nd in some cw;,es. particularly in dry years, put wells already constructed 
out of oaction. but this is one of the problems to be faced. Wells of this 
nature Dlust be gradually replaced by others drawing on deeper layers for 
tlll·ir water. 

Some of the districts of the daab in which canal irrigation is common 
have also ('x('ellent supplies of underground water at moderate depths. 
l\Iuzaffarnagar and Meerut are examples. If special inducements were 
offered for building wells in the~e districts, more ca!lal water might be 
s ... t free for use in the dry parh of Agra and Muttra, WllHO deep wells and 
brackish often mal{e even irrigated cultivation difficult. Decrease of 
r('venue, owing to 1088 of water hy the way, ('ould be,made up by en inel·eased 
general or loeal char!!:€'. An additional indirect advantage to the tract 
concerned would he the rise in the water level which usually accompanies 
c.a,nal irrigntion; wells which w€'re formerly too deep to be of much use 
wonld thus bt>oome of great.er practical value. 

The fuller exploitation of the underground water supplies is, in my 
opinion, the rno~t urgent need of the agriculture of the Province. Several 

Dr. A. E. Parr. 
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million. of dry acres are thirsting for the irrigation water present ill 
abundance in the sulhsoil at, in many oases, moderate depths. The nece8-
lary ellperilUlce in well-making haa now been gained and the time has 
arrived for a much bolder forward policy. Certain lines of advance are 
clear j the zamindar with a large farm will have his own power installation; 
for the cultivator with only two or three acres a central supply giving water 
to Beveral holdings grouped 8S economically as possible seems the best 
arrangement; and for the man who occupies a. midway position a pucca well 
worked by bullocks is perhaps the best scheme at present. If all combine:! 
for a big effort the area commanded by well irrigation could in my opinion 
be increased by one million acres ia the nellt ten years and probably by 
double that aDlOunt in the following decade • 

. QUBSTIOlf IO.-FKBTIL1sBBs.-(a) During the last few years, much of my 
bme has been ()('Cupied in running demonstration farlllS on commercial 
lines and in making them financially successful. The first essential for 
success has usually been found to be an adequate a.nd secure supply of 
water. Where this has been obta.ined sufficient manure has always been 
the nellt I·equirement. Much experimental work has been carried out 
in order to discover the most economical source of fertilising material; 
mineral manures and organio manures have been fully tested. 'fhe general 
conclusion I have arrived .at is that for the illlmediate future organic 
material supplied as green manure must form the basis of ~anuring in 
the west of the Province. Of the green manures tried 3anai has 80 far 
proved the most successful. A large number of demonstrations have been 
carried out in the villages, and the results so far obtained clearly show 
that large areas of the United Provinces can profitably be manured by 
ploughing in green crops. Where ·the holdings a.re very sma.II, the practice 
is not likely to find favour because the cultivator requires. each year the 
whole of his area to support his family and cannot in his present financial 
position afford in forego an ilDlIlediate small advantage for a larger one 
in the future. At the same time, the 'area under larger holdings is con
siderable and there is no doubt that the larger type of cultivator can 
profitably devote some of his fields to growing crops for green manure. 
Men farming on intensive lines are beginning to follow this practice. 
Before intensive agriculture can be taken up, a secure supply of water 
is essential; some of this water will be used up in growing green crops 
for manure. Where water is at all deficient, cultivators are reluctant 
to use it in growing crops for which they get no immediate financial 
return. Green manuring is, in fact, a way of establishing the balance 
between water and nitrogen where the supply of the former has outrun 
that of the latter. Where water is available in only small quantities in 
proportion to the amount of land under cultivation, the natural recupera
tive power of the soil supplies sufficient nitrogen to make the soil capable 
of making full use of the water available, but where, either from canals 
or wells, a liberal water supply has been arranged for, more manure is 
eSl!ential if full use is to be made of the irrigation facilities. 

(b) Artificial fertilisers are at present of little importance in the agricul
ture of the United Provinoos; until quite recently they were almost 
unknown to the ordinary farmer. It seems, therefore, premature to think 
of measures for preventing fraudulent adulteration. 

(c) In order to popularise new and improved fertilisers, those methods 
of demonstration will be required which nat'e been successful in introducing 
other agricultural improvements. 

(d) IntellBive manuring is at present followed in the neighbourhood of 
large towns where C!~y refuse is available in large quantities for market 
gardening purposes. In recent years t.here has been a big demand for 
oil cakes and other manures from certain tracts w~ere potato growing 
has developed on a large scale. Recent improvements in sugar cane 
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varieties and their cultivation are now having the effect of stimulating 
a demand for JUore manure for the sugar cane crop. In general, it may 
be stated that the possibilities of more intensive agriculture in the United 
Provinces are now beginning to be realised and no question is of more 
importance and none is occupying the thoughts of the progressive culti
vators mOf;) than t.he manurial problem. 'l'he near future will see an 
increasing demand for all kinds of nitrogenous manures. 

(6) As has already bel'n pointed out, general interest in artificial 
fertiliser;; has only recently been awakened. Much more investigation is 
required before thl! full effect of the various manures can be specified for 
the various soils and crops. Local trials combined with scientific study 
on experimental farms and in laboratories will gradually elucidate the 
problems as they are met with. 

QUESTION 1l.----CROps.-Most of the crops of the Province are capabl'" 
of considerable improvemcnt, if the ordinary methods of the Economic 
Botamst are applied to them. ,seiection and plant breeding have already 
given oXl,ellent results with wheat, cotton, and sugar cane--the crops to 
which most attention has so far been devoted-and similar effort given 
to other staple crops, such as jWl1', bajra, barley, &c., would no doubt 
yield equally satisfactory progress. Improved cotton, wheat, and sugar 
cam. has spread widely and rapidly over large areas of the Province and 
have given great financial benefits to the growers. 

In answering Question 3, I have mentioned the extensive seed distri
bution organisation developed by the Agricultural Department. The work 
thus carried on i3 very valuable, but it absorbs JUuch of the time of the 
staff. The maximum efforts of tho department have only a gradual effect 
on the Province as a whole. Commercial agencies are required to take 
up the work of seed supply as is done in other countries. This would 
enable an Improved val'iety to spread over the area suitable for it much 
more quickly tha.n at present. Incidentally, it would relieve the staff of the 
department for other work. 

QUERTION 12.-CULTIVATION.-Where canal or well water permits an inten
sive £ystem of cropping, cultivators in many cases have been slow to 
realise that the change from \he general custom Qf shallow ploughing would 
be an advantage. Experiments have shown much better ·crops can be 
obtained by gradual increasp. in the dopth of the soil under cultivation 
than by shallow ploughing. The Sarda Canal will bring under irrigation 
large arl'as of land which previously depended upon natural moisture; 
this tract will offer a good opportunity for immediate introduction of 
deeper cultivation. In'provemeuts already worked out at Shahjahanpur 
are available for introduction on a wide scale as soon as the necessary 
irrigation be<..'Omes available. . 

Much of t.he land intended for khan! crops receives very little cultiva
tion before the seed is sown; Httle ploughing is done in the hot months 
of May and June except for the pUl'pose of immediate sowing. As a 
result, the first rain at the beginning of the monsoon falls on a hard 
surface. If the fall is a heavy one, much of the water runs off the grouud 
and qu;('kly flows to the rivNs; valuable moisture is lost and fertilising 
material and fine soil are washed from the field. It is of the greatest 
importanC'e that this nrly rain should find its way into the ground on 
which it falls. This is especially important in districts of low rainfall 
where sowing is frequently delayed owing to the first falls of rain being 
light. If the surface were in a broken condition, sowing would be po!'Sible 
after a shower of rain which otherwise would scarcely penetrate the soil. 
Means for making ploughing before the rains possible and popular would 
be of great value to many of the districts of the Province. 

QUESTION 14.-IMPI.EMENTs.--8ince 1914 there has been a mark~ rise 
in the wages of labour; there is also a definite shortage of working men 
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at bWly eeuona ill lOme districts. As a consequence, a pronounced demand 
for machinery is arising in cases where the size of the holdings and the 
sptem of farming JDake paid labour necessary. The following are the most 
important requirements:-

(1) hetter plouglw, in order to reduoe the labour involved in preparing 
a seed hed; 

(2) extra power, Buch 83 oil engines for lifting water where the wells 
give .. big discharge; 

(3) threshing machinery, to set free man and animal power at the 
time when sugar cane, cotton, and other crops require attention, in 
the months ot lIIay and June; 

(4) power~riven machinery for crushing cane; 
(5) harrows, for cultivation in young growing crops such as sugar 

cane alld wheat; 
(6,1 machinery suitable for lifting water where the discharge is not 

sufficient to cmploy an oil engine economically. 
To meet the above needs, much experimental work has been done and 

many useful implemenw. are now on the market; but many problems still 
remain to be tackled. 

There is no difficulty in procuring firms to manufacture implements :ln9 
mschine3 for which there is a demand, but the necessary private agencies 
for the distribution of the vario~8 things have not yet been developed. V 
Lack of cOJDmercial agencies has made it necessary for the Agricultural 
Ikpartment to carry on almost the whole retail trade in agricultural 
implements. Attempts have at different tirnee been made by various firms 
to establish local agencies, but 60 Tar such agencies have usually proved 
of little value and have disappeared after a few years, as the amount 
of trade done haa not been sufficient; to support them. As the demand 
increases, this difficulty will no doubt be overcome. By encouraging the 
local manufacturol of the simpler implements such as small ploughs a 
certain amount ->f progress can he- "made. Local JDanufactures are better 
able to arrange for IT' expensive local distribution. Firms at a distance 
must realise th3t it. is not sufficient merely to sell an implement or 
machine: an efficient spare part service is essential and also an organisa
tion for keeping the machines in good working order in the villages in 
tho) early days of their introduction. 

Qt:ESTlON 24.-ATTRACTlNG CAPITAL.-In order to induce men of capital 
and enterprise to take to agriculture it is" first of all necessary to assure 
them that they can make a fair living by their undertaking. A land
owner needs to be convinced that he will do better by cultivating the 
whole or part of his property than by renting it to tenants. 

The policy adopted in the United Provinces of running demonstration 
faTJll8 on commercial lines and making them financially successful has 
had the effect of inducing a number of landowners to take up farming. 
I c~nsider that cautious propaganda will result in gradual and valuable 
progress along the above lines. In the past, the difficulty of securing a 
compact area h811 pre,·ented some landowners from starting their own 
farms. Recent. tenancy legislation has helped to overcome this difficulty, 
and district officers can now do much to encourage landl~rds to farm some 
of their own land by assisting them in getting compact blocks. The. 
Agra Tenancy Act of 1926 has created a new type of statutory tenant with 
a life-long lease of his holding. As a result, many landlords JDay think 
it worth while to experiment in farming, particulal'ly when land becomes 
vacan~ at the expiration of the statutory tenancy terms, instead of allowing , 
a new tenant to take p06session. 

The landless man of enterprise wishing to take up farming on' a fairly 
large scale is now handicapped by the difficulty of getting land. 
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Oral Evidence. 
34,311. The Chairman: Dr. Parr, you are Deputy Director of Agriculture 

in the Western Circle of the United ProvincesP-Yes. 
84,312. You have' given us a note of the views which you wish to put 

forward. Would you like to make any statement in amplification of those 
at this stage P-I do not think so. I beg to remind you th,at I also wrote 
part of the memorandum. I may say that when I put up my answers to 
these questions, I added a forwarding note to the effect that most of the 
information given by me in answer to these questions had alrewdy been 
given in the "Report on Agriculture," prepared by the United Provinces 
Government. 

34,313. :Would yeu give t.he Co=ission the history of your own posts in 
IndiaP-:I have been Deputy Director of Agriculture of the Western 
Circle ever since I came to India, except for 8. short period of six months 
during this year when I officiated as Director when Mr. Clarke was on 
leave. Otherwise, I h~ve been in the Western Circle the whole time, except 
for a few m~nthB when I first arrived which I spent in Cawnpore. 

34,314. How long ago was thatP-I came out in 1907. I was 8.way for 
five years during t.he War; the rest of the time I have been in .the United 
Provinces. 

84,315. Would you give us an indication of the extent of the Western 
Circle?-It comprises roughly two Divisions, the Divisions of Meerut and 
Agra, with a small area of one or two hill districte. I may say that 
originally it also comprised the Rohilkhand Division, but as we de.eloped, 
th:1t was cut off and made into a separate circle. 

34,316. You have had a long experience in the Provinces. Would you 
teU us your views as to the services whic,b. Puss. as 8. central station has 
rendered P-As an Imperial station, I think it has done extremely little 
for the United Provinoos. We have been benefited from the work on wheat, 
but I think we benefited from it, to a great extent, because the soils of our 
eastern districte are very similar to those of Bihar and Orissa, and it was 
a local investigation almost, as far as we were concerned. 

34,317. How about sugarcaneP-We have benefited from that very greatly 
already, and the prospects are extremely good. The Ooimbatore canes in 
my circle are extending almost more quickly than I can provide seed, and 
the prices the people are willing to pay for seed are extremely high. But, 
of course, we do not want to go too fast; we want to prove that the canes 
are really going to be good. 

34,318. Sugarcane breeding is in a position which is different from that 
of any other crop, because of the fact that you cannot breed cane in these 
latitudes P-I think if the work could be carried on in the United Provinces, 
we should make even more rapid progress than is being made at present, 
and I understand there are prospects of that being possible. I understand 
that there is a possibility that under hothouse conditions one may hope to 
breed sugarcane in Northern India. 

34,319. Have you any indication as to whether that is likely to come 
about P-I read about it two years ago in the Pusa reports; they were 
hopeful. 

34,320. Turning to the substance of your note and your answer to 
Question 1 of the Questionaire, on page 93, you are dealing with the 
selection and plant breeding work thnt has been carried out. Did you hear 
the evidence that Mr. Clarke gave yesterday?-Yes, I did . 

. 34.'321. Do you agree ~ith Mr: Clarke that the results now being obtained 
In rIce, cotton, barley, 011 seeds, fibre crops and potatoes are disappointing? 
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-I am not in a position to say that. The results are more or less 
preliminary at present, and only one in close touch with the work could 
expre88 an opinion on it. 

34,322. Further down on the page you say, "As the public awakens to 
the p088ibilities of agricultural improvements there will, no doubt, be a 
demand in the Legislative Council for the expenditure of much more money 
on the Agricultural Department." Do you see signs of a quickening in
terest in agricultureP-Yes, very great. Mr. Clarke is in close touch with 
the Legislative Council; he gave figures yesterday showing the very rapid 
increase. 

34,323. How about the position in the districts that you know well, from 
the point of view of public interestP-It is greatly stimulated, and the 
way to stimulate it is by success, and no other way. It is stimulated be
cause we have _ been successful, and only to that extent, in my opinion, is 
it stimulated. 

34,324. Is there cotton in your circleP-Yes; mine is the centre of the 
most important cotton growing tract. 

34,325. Wha~ is the principal pest that you suffer fromP-'fhe boll-worm. 
34,326. Ie the ofli.cer from the United Provinces, who went to Egypt_:to 

Bee what is being done in that country in relation to this pest, still in 
Egypt P-He has come back. 

34,327. Was that investigation valuableP-Yes. 1 think it is very 
valuable. In Egypt they have advanced further than we have, in that they 
have already started methods of contJ"nL 

34,328. Do you- know whether he saw what was done in the Soudan?-l 
have not seen his report, but I think he did. I had a conversation with 
him, but I do not remember that P9int now. 

34,329. Sir H enr1l Lawrence: Who was that officer P-Mr. Richards. He 
is now acting Principal of the Oollege. 

34,330. Proleuor Gangulee: Has he submitted any report?-I do not 
know. He told me just when I handed over charge that he was writing 
a report, but whether it has come in or not I cannot say. A certain 
amount of information regarding his general cODClusions is contained in 
the United Provinces" Report on Agriculture." 

34,331. The Chairman: You give us !Ln interesting aC(lount of t.h\'! 
demonstration and propaganda work being carried out by the Govern
ment, and we had full evidence on that yesterday from Mr. Clarke. Do 
you feel that from the research side you have been supplied with a 
sufficient number of new varieties of sufficient quality fully to employ this 
propaganda machine P-I think an improvement obtained by the research 
side is of very great importance, but in a few years it becomes known, 
and at present I am rather inclined to think that unless more research 
is done, within a few years our propaganda staff will outstrip the research 
staff. 

34,332. That is the impression which I had formed ?-I do not think 
it is the c~ at present. After all, we have covered only a part of the 
Province, and although we have introduced improvements in certain 
districts, there are many other districts that still require tackling with 
regard to those problems. 

34,333. Would you agree that it follows from that that it is very 
important that the research side should be a stage ahead of the propaganda
BideP-Yes; I am in favour of strengthening our re.search side. 

34,334. Do you have any difficulty in getting demonstrators to live in 
the villagesP-Not at all. 
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34,335. Merely a Platter of discipline p-It is a matter of getting the
right type of person. If you get a person. who is too highly educated and 
highly paid, he is not inclined to live in the village, except aa a supervisor; 
he does not make the best demonstrator • 
. 34,336. On page 94 in your answer to Question 3, you say "The estab

lished practice of the department is to start the demonstration of some' 
form of intensive cultivation when a tube well has been completed. Under 
a scheme recently sanctioned, owners are granted part of the cost of new 
installations in places where the department; requires facilities for 
demonstration or seed production, if they undertake to lease small areas 
of land to Government for a term of years and to supply water at fixed 
times and rates." Is it only in cases where the department proposes to 
make use of the land 'and irrigation for demonstration purposes that the 
grants are given ?-Yes. At the same time, the general grant of assistance 
in the form of free service is given to every tube well. This is a special 
money grant. Yesterday, this question was raised, and a total subsidy of 
Rs.6,OOO was indicated. I think the whole of that in the statement is 
a subsidy in the form of services rendered by the engineering staff. 

34,337. Would you look into that ?-I :think I can clear up the point. 
In many cases, in addition to the ordinary subsidy given in the form of 
free services, when we pick out one of these men to help us he is given 
.. c;ash subslQy from the Agricultural Department of Rs.2,OOO or Rs.3,OOO. 
So there is a general subsidy to everybody in the form of free services, and 
iD addition :the men we wish to help are given a cash subsidy of Rs.2,OOO 
t.o Rs.3,OOO. or less. I rather think that· is not included in thool> fill;ures; 
that was my impression yesterday. We have a total amount of Rs.6,OOO 
mentioned in Mr. Clarke's evidence. 

34,338. Can you tell the Commission in how many cases this further. 
subsidy for services promised in the matt",r of demonstration has been 
given?-I think that is given in Mr. Clarke's evidence. I was readlllg it 
last night and it is mentioned somewhere. 

34,339. Anl not all these subsidies for tube wells ?-Some them are 
for tube wells, but some are given to ordinary producers who have no tube. 
w~lJs. 

34,340. Sir Henry Lau;/,e1lcc.-Two hundred tube wells with engines and 
pumping plant have been completed ?-I think the number subsidised is 
35 of both tube well people and people without tube wells. This is a 
system which has been running for two years now, 

34,341. The Chairman: But it is quite clear that the subsidy on account 
of the undertaking to help in propagnnda is a cash subsidy over and 
a.bove the assistance in services rendered in constructing the tube wells ~ 
-Yes, cash paid to the man on an agreement. 

34.342. At the botto~ of page 94, in answer to Question 3, you say that 
gradually it will be possible to deal with organised bodies of ('ulti,ators in 
the form of agricultural associations. Is there any impro\"ement of that sort 
yt't ?-I am afraid there is not much, but a few associations have been 
formed. Probably out of every tbree that are formed one survi"es for s' 
period and the others disappear. I think that is the most unfortunate 
f~ntun" of 0111' work; there is not sufficient enthusiasm t<l carryon the work 
by local bodies. 

34,343. Is not your sentence there a little optimistic?-At the time 1 
w.ro~ this I felt that much conld be done by organising some sort 0'
district development committee and I still hold that something can be done. 
We have at present special oommittees of the District Board. When the, 
are made up of enthusiastic agriculturists, they help ~s. considerl!obly. Many; 
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IIChemes, as lIr. Clarke pointed out yesterday, have been carried on by 
them and I think we must look forward to that form of non-official help 
developing. . 

34,344. I think these committees of local bodies depend to II very large 
extent on the lea-d of one or two enthusiasts ?-'1'hey do. 1f we could get 
eventually rings like rural councils or tah.~il associations made up of men 
.. ,tually engaged in the work; for in9tance, if we could combine ten JIlen 
running tube wells and making money out of agriculture into an associa
tion, we oould approach them lIB II body instead of individually, and it would 
be a good thing. 

34,345. You have no village gro'up or tahsil association at all?-Thel'e 
are a few. 

34,346. 011 page 95, in answer to Question 4, you say that the procedure 
followed by the Indian Central Cotton Committee seems to you an excellent 
one .and could, yoU think, be copied by the Government of India with 
advantage. What exactly had you in mind when you wrote t;hat?-l.\Iy 
idea is that research has to be carried on by the Provinces. It. has to start 
as a local effort. We have a large number of problems that require tackling, 
and in bO far as we are not able for financial reasons to tackle these OUI'

selves, I think the Government of Ind~a, if funds were at its disposal, could 
help us in the same way as the Indian Central Cotton Committee; Wh!lli 
it was formed, it wished many problems to be investigated which the 
Provinces were not in ". position to take .up, and it was willing· to finance 
the investigation cf those problems. 

84,347. The Indian Central Cotton Committee is an instance of the 
organisation of research by crop rather than by area?-It is by crop, but 
it finally comea ·down to doing that im'estiga1;ion provincia.lly; it is localised 
investigation. The question requires answering in two parts. -First of all 
Illy opinion i8 that investigation must be begun locally and probably it may 
hran"h 0 ... eTe"~~ iut.o heing an investiga,t.ion which influences more 
Provinces than one. Secondly, aa to the financing of that investigation. 
I think funds will have to be under the control .of theJocal people who a:re 
doing the investigatilon. 

34,348. What was your own training?-J took an agricultural cours,," in 
Edinburgh and then I went tG Germany,· and from there to AmerlcA. 1 
took my Ph.D. in Germany and an agricultural diploma at an Amerit,an 
agricultural college. I went.to Leipzig in Germany and to the Iowa Agri-
cultural College in ,the United States of America. ; . , 

34,349. Did you study the working of the Departments of Agriculture·· in 
the United StatesP-Yes, I have always taken .an interQSt hi. it .. At' the. 
time I was there" ther'e was no federal research carried; on IQ -iowa, A)l 
the research was being done by the State Gqvor~ment,alld. it gGt its funds 
by appealing to the local Legislature. . . .. . 

34,350. Sir Thomas Middleton: - What -year 'was 'that?":":'Thatwas iii: 
L906-07. .. . . .. .-

- 34,351. The Batch :Act was pa.ssed in i888P-':'We ·had to a\lpeal to. our 
leglslature to get funds.' - . . -, 

ll4,352. A grant fro!ll the central fUQdP~l'he, .H;atc,h fund· Wall given 
~hem. 

84,853. I w~' under the impression that every yea~· there was a big 
:amprugn carrled . .on to get f.unds just before the budget time of the Legis
lature?-That mlght have been so, but .there was lI. large fund -available 
ror the experimental work of the State from the centra.l exchequer. 

34,354. PrOfessor Gangulee: What was the -main line of work in which 
rou ~ere chiefly interested in Iowa P-I was: studying the method of animal 
lreedmg. ., . '" . 
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34,355. You did not carryon any work in plant breeding?-No, not at 
all. In Leipzig my, W<lrk WII8 concerned with soils. 

84,856. Tile OhaiT1rnl1t: On page 95, in answer to Question 7, you are 
comparing the difficulties in the matter of consolidation of fragmented 
holdings in the Punjab with your conditions in the United Provinces. You 
say your difficulties are greater. ,Would you explain that?-I think we have 
to deal with smaller people and people who are tenant.6 and sub-tenants, 
wherell8 I am under the impression that in the Punjab a very large number 
of them are proprietors. 

84,357. What is the depreciation allowed for in the case of a tube well?
About 9 to 10 per cent. I think it is given a life of ten to twelve years. 

34,358. On page 97, in answer to Question 10 (a), you say that where 
water is at all deficient the cultivators are reluctant to use it in growing 
crope for which they get no immediate financial return. Under canal irrI
gation, I take it, a green manure crop which WII8 irrigated would be 
charged for on the ordinary acreage bll8is?-Yes it is on the ordinary 
acreage basis. ' 

34,359. Do you think it pays the cultivator to apply green manure?-Yes, 
certainly, under conditions of irrigation. It is the only way I have beeu 
able to make farms pay. I could not.have done it without green manure. 

34,360. You say where water is at all deficient? Is not it rather where 
water has to be paid forP-No. The point there is they must use it to grow 
the crops which they depend on for their livelihood. 

34,361. Both cro'ps require water at the same time; both manure and other 
cropsP-Yes. 

34,362. Rave you formed any firm idea yourself as to whether artificial 
fertilisers would pay on the irrigated land in the United Provinoes?-I think 
they will pay, where there is more intensive cultivation. Pri""" aN 
dropping now. It i. entirely a ma.tter of pri.,... AI> ........ 1>i>er oj' ia.ct, 
during the last year there has been a big change in the attitude of the manu
facturers and of the consumers towards this question. There is a very 
large amount of pri~ate propaganda beilng carried on by firms in.terested in 
the sale of these manufactures, and they have carried out a large number 
of experiments in villages. I think we have arrived at a time when we can 
definitely recommend these manures. 

34,363. You do not suggest that they would pay only in the.case of garden 
crops? What do you mean by fntensive cultivationP-They would pay 
immediately for potato cultirntion, sugar cultivation, amd so on. But I 
do not think they will pay for ordinary wheat cultivation where a low 
standard of cultivation is the cllstom; but where a high standard of cultiva
tion is possible, where there is plenty of water, I think they will pay for 
wheat cultivation. I think at present there is quite enough ground to cover 
in devoting nttt'ntion to sugarcane and potatoes; the demand will grow 
gradually from that basis. • 

34,364. Is potato cultivation i.ncreasingP-Yes, I think it is, though not 
very rapidly. 

34,365. Where does the seed come from ?-A very large amount of it is 
local seed. .A oertain amount of it is imparted a.t different times from 
.Assam and the hills. 

34,306. Are there any particular tracts where seed is grown ?-In the 
past one district of the United Provinces had a reputation for supplying 
goo;!. seed. Now that has become diseased and people have to look elsewhere 
for eeed. We are encouraging them to go to places like Assam and also 
to get seed from Dehra Dun and the hill tracts. 

84,367. Is any seed coming in from EuropeP~If it is coming to the 
United Provinces, it is coming via the Bombay Presidency. 
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34,368. Sir Henry Lawrence: 1>0 you get. seed from Mahableshwar ?-No. 
Our improved seed haa been chieHy our own hill seed. 

34,369. When YOIl say you get. it from Bombay, do you mean grown in 
Bombay?-I refer to private importation. 

34,370. Sir Ganga Ram: Does it come from Italy?-Yes, but it does not 
come to U8 direct.. . 

34,371. It ill the same thing. iIt. does oome from ItalyP-Yes, it probably 
does. . 

34,372. The Ohairman: On page 98, in answer to Qllest.ion 11, you express 
the view that it wOllld be well if commercial agencies would t.ake up the 
business of seed supply. Do you see any improvement ·in that direction? 
-Not milch, except in so far sa it haa heen stimulated by the grant 
given to private individuals by the Agricultural Departments. We hope 
that these farms which are subsidised will become pedigree farms and a 
source of pure seed. We are only too anxious to try and get someone of 
that description to come in who will carryon the work. 

34,373. There is no Sllggestion of a monopoly in that caae?-No. 
34,374. Is it your view that. reasonable profit could be made by the dis

tribution of improved seedsP-Yes. In some crops we are deriving a larKe 
profit even at present. 

34,375. On page 98, in answer to Question 12, you tollch on the important 
problem of ploughing before the rains, in order to get moisture into the 
soil. Is it possible with bullocks to break the hard ground before the rains 
bl'ginP-Yea, it is quite easily possible, but at. the time the bullocks 
are busy; the climate is extremely ho·t. and the ordinary ~an has so much 
consideration for his bullocks that he does not wish to use them for that 
purpose. 

34,376. Have you any suggestions to makeP-No. I think the most hopeful 
line of development is to make it possible for a crop to·be grown at that 
time instead of having to plough the hard ground. Our aim is to try to 
increase Ollt" irrigated area so that there will be little need to plough before 
the raillS. 

34,377. At the bottom of the same page, in answer to our Qllestion 14, you 
say there is a definite shortage of working men, in busy seasons, in some 
districts. Is that shortage of labour confined to particular areasP-Yes, I 
would say it is confined principally to the Western Circle which I know 
best; I should say it is nltt a fact as regards the East. 

34,378. Then you say, as a consequence, an enhanced demand for 
machinery has arisen. Do you definitely associate this increasing dellland 
for labour-saving machinery with those districts where labour shortagg 
exists P-Yes. 

34,379. Qllite definitely?-Yes, definitely. 
34;380. What labour-saving machinery is usedP-We are using a lot of 

ploughs, and at present probably the most interesting and important 
problem is the question of threshing; we are just about at the stage when 
I think power driven threshers can possibly be introduced. The cost of 
threshing, on account of the rise in the cost of lahour and the cost of 
cattle, has gone up considerably, and I think if we could get a machine 
which could thresh, at .. annas a maund, we could compete with local 
methods. • 

34,381. Do you think it is necessary that there should be a chaff cutting 
machine P-It has got to be a bhu8a-making machine. 

34,382. That is essentiaIP-Yes, Ilbsolutely essential; we have got several 
in the country, and I had one touring in roy circle. One toured in t.he 
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Muzaffranagar dIstrict, and from my experience of that machine I am 
giving my opit\ion. 

34,383. 'Who~e machine was thatP-It was a departmental machine .. We 
travelled round the district to some extent, just the Bame as a threshing 
contractor would at home. . 

84,384. Sir Ganga Ram: Whose make was it ?-It was RansoJIle's. 
34,385. The Ohairman: Did you adapt it or alter it in any way?-Xo, 

we did not alter it. A few years ago they sent out an engineer to study 
this problem, and this machine was made to suit Indian conditions, and 
it has, within cel·tain limits, answered extremely well. 

34,386. It stands the temperature?-That is the one thing it does not 
do very well j it does its work when it is in good order. 

34,387. In a case of that sort, are you in touch with Messrs. Ransome?-
Yes, in close' touch. • 

34,388. Do you see any signs of Indian firms competing?-Not in 
machinery as complicated as that, but til all simple machinery, yes. 

34,389. That is a very special line, is it not?-Yes, it is a very special 
line and the experimental work has 'been already Vffi:y expensive. But small 
things like buHoek gears and ploughs are being made in large quantities 
in the country itself, and can be made quite well. 

34,390. You do not touch upon animal husbandry at all in your note?
No, that is outside my sphere. 

34,391. But you told us you spent some of the earlier years of your 
life in studying the problem, and I have no doubt you have formed views 
.on the subject ?-Yes j my brother carries on the work in this Province, 
and we have discussed it fairly thoroughly at different times. 

34,392. Is the fodder question a burning one in your area ?-Yes, it is 
very, very important. 

34,393. Is 8IIly fod·der grown at aIlP-Yes, large quantities of fodder are 
grown as a oultivated crop, and, of .oourse, in addition, the by-products of 
ordinary grain cultivatIOn are very iJIlportant, such as straw. 

34,394. What i~ your own view about the silo as a ('Ontrihution to this 
problemP-1 think lt is almost essential for dairying work; if dairying work 
is going to be developed, I think that is the only form_ of succulent food 
that the country offers, but for other types of animals, such as bullocks 
for working, I do not think it is likely to come into extensive use, because 
the ordinary cultivator has almost sufficient fodder in the straw from his 
crops. 

84,395 .• ~re YOIl satisfied with the condition of the ordinary working 
bullock in the season of fodder shortage?-No, he goes down very much 
in condition, but it is extremely difficult to see how you are to cope with 
it; the man g()(!S down too. At. present it is a question of the value of 
fodder and the value of cattle as compared with the value of grain. 

34,396. In your own district, is the popul~tion a meat-eating population 
or in the main vegetarian P-In the main vegetarian. 

34,897. Is dairy produce consumed by the populationP-Yes, to quite 1\ 

large extent. My circle is probably the richest circle in the United 
Provinces, and more dairy products are consumed there than in any othe.r 
circle. 

34,398. Milk and ghi?-Yes. 
84,399. Have you found that the families that consume dairy produce 

are better nourished and stronger, as a rule, than those that do not; 
have you been able to observe that at all ?-I do not know that I should 

JJ1-. A. E. Parr. 
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care to Bay that; they are better off, and because they are better off, they 
are better nourished. When they can buy luxuries, as one might almost 
describe dairy products, they do buy tIiem, because they think that is a 
very important item of their food. 

34,400. Is the keeping of the cow by the cultivator a common practice in 
the district?-Yes, very common. 

34,401. Are the milk yields very low?-Yes, they are low; the people who 
really want milk and milk alone keep buffaloes. 'fhe man who keeps a cow 
hopes to raise some milk and also probably to raise a male calf for his 
cultivation. 

34,402. l'ro/euor Uangulee: Is the yield of milk decreasing in your 
experience ?-I do not know that I would care to say that it is; but the 
yield of the animals is extremely low. With the exception perhapa of the 
Murrah buffalo, the individual yield is extraordinarily low. A very large 
proportion of the cattle are uneconomic from the dairy point of view and 
could not be kept if the only product was milk or some form of. dairy pro~ 
duce. 

34,403. The Chairman: Would it not be a great contribution towards the 
well-being of the cultivator if it were possible to provide him with a cow 
capable of yielding, say, 100 per cent. more milk, which, after all, is not a 
very ambitious prop08al?-It would undoubtedly. 

34,404. As well as providing him with a male working animal?-Yes, it 
would undoubtedly. 

34,405. Have you any oo--operative organisations in your district?-A very 
large number have been started and have died and have started agalD; a 
large number of ordinary village societies do exist in various districts. 

34,406. Have you formed any view as to the soundness or the reverse of 
the co-operative credit movement in your district ?-My experience 
corresponds with that of many people who gave evidence before the Oakden 
Committee, that at present we have not established it on a wide scale on a 
Bound basis. 

34,407, Is there any vigour in· the primary societies in your district?
Only very occasionally, 

34,408. Are the agricultural areas contiguous to forest districts?-To a 
small extent, not to any great extent. 

34,409. Do you find the Forest Department reasonable in its attitude 
towards agricultureP-Yes. 

34,410. Is there friendly co-operation between the two ?-Yes. We do 
not meet very much; the districts are away in the hills; they are the dis
tricts we have touched least from an agricnltural point of view. 

34,41l. What proportion of your circle is canal irrigated?-I should think 
probably 25 to 30 per cent. of it: 30 per cent. probably. 

34,412. Are you in close touch with the Irrigation Department?-Yes, 
we are in close touch with them j I have to be to get water for my farms; 
otherwise I should get none. 

34,413. But you do work in friendly collaborationP-Yes, we discuss every
thing in full. 

34,414. Ha,'e you any syst .. m of local round table meetings between your
sllif and the Irrigation Department and any other department, touching 
the interests of agriculture?-We have a Board of Agriculture of which I 
am a member, and of which the Chief Engineer is & member. 

34,415. That is for the Province; but have you anything in your circle P 
-We have Farm Committees which advise, and also to 'some extent control, 
the policies followed by the farms, and then we have District Board Agricul~ 
tural suh-committees, 
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34,416. In spite of many difficulties, I understand that yeu do definitely 
fOI'ID the view that there is an increasing demand from the cultivator for 
~xpert advice and assistance?-Yes, undoubtedly; when we have anything 
to give him W:13 can easily find the men who are willing to ·take it. 

34,417. Sir Henry Lawrence: On page 4 of your statement, you mention 
that farms are the centres of pilgrimage for large numbers of agriculturists 
from oonsiderable distances. Do you keep any record of the number of 
people who ()ome to see your farm ?-N 0, not an actual record, but at certain 
times of the year, for instance, last year, when we were suppiying sugar
can seed, large numbers came. 

34,418. Do they come in tens, or hundreds, or thousands, or what ?-In 
the months of February and March of last year there would probably be 200 
passing through the farm in the cOUise of one day. 

34,419. That is in order to obtain setts?~ome of them, yes; and then 
also, for instance, at the time of a local fair, or at a time when there is 
any particular movement on that brings the agriculturist into that head
quarters, many of our farms. that are near to headquarters receive very large 
numbers of visitors. 

34,420. Do you keep any special staff whose duty it is to show these people 
round and explain things to them ?-:The .Farm Superintendent is usuaUy 
a very well qualified man; he has an aSSIstant, and at times of rush some 
of. the demonstration staff may come· in, if necessary, to assist him. I dG 
not think there is any lack of facilities to enable the people to see what 
they want to see when they come to those farms. For instance, at the time 
of a local fair, in addition to the ordil!~ry farm staff, if we are doing demon
strations on that particular farm, ~ome of the demonstrators from the dis
trict would be calJed.in to help. 

34,421. I did not quite understand' your answer about the difficulties of 
work in the United Provine-Also compared with the Punjab. Is it the case 
that the tenants in the United Provinces have not the same incentive tG 
improve their cultivation ?-I think you misunderstood me; that was a 
question merely with reference to difficulties of consolidat.ion of holdings, I 
think. 

34,422. What is the effect of the form of tenancy here?-I think it makeS" 
it more difficult f?rus .to consolidate holdings. 

34,423. It is not thE; case that they have less incentive to improve their 
cultivation here?-I ~o not think so, no. 

34,424. The tenant reaps the benefit from any improvement in cultiva
tion ?-Absolutely; no one else reaps any direct benefit from it. 

34,425. Are these fertiliser ·firms who are now carrying on some propa
ganda English, Indian or American ?-One big agency is the agency for the 
Chilean Nitrate Company. -

34,426. What is its origin ?-The great world-famous Chile mines in South 
America that &upply nitrogen to every country in the world; they are just 
starting to develop their propaganda in India. . 

84,427. Is it an English or American organisation?-It is Chilean, I 
suppose. 

34,428. Sir Thomas Middleton: International probablyP-Yes, probably. 
And the second one is called the British Sulphate af Ammonia }'ederation. 
Thnt is the ~eoond Company which has started work recently in the Unired 
Pr(\Vi'lcI'S. They buy borne of their prodll~e in Europe, and a certain amount 
is manufllCtured i" the oonl fields of India itself. Up to 0. few years ago 1 
b~lieve that that llfnnnfaet.url'd in India more than met the local demand. 
but as the demand qncl'eased importation began. 

Dr . . 4.. E. Parr. 
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34,429. PTofu~or GlJnyulee: But the British Sulphate of Ammonia. ll"edera
tion ar.,. not the manllfacturers?-No, the,.' are merely an agency. 

34,430. Sir Henry Lawrence: You get sulphate of ammonia from Tata's 
WorksP·-It comes to U8 through this agency, and they collect it from 'fata's 
and all the ,,"teel peol'le in India. Exactly how they get hold of it througl1 
these people I caunot say. 

34,4;;1. Is there Dny purely Indian firm working in thisP-All their local' 
agents ore Indian. In the last yoor or so they have engaged a large number 
of Cawnpore college graduates to do propaganda work, and in addition to. 
that they have eBtablisbed agencies in very many districts. 

34,432. You have passed a considerable number of diploma hold~rs out or 
yeur College. Do you know if any of these men have set up as seed merchants 
or 88 implement agentsP-I do not think that any of them are doing that 
business. None of them are seed merchants; in fact there is nothing of that 
60rt in the country. Some are carrying on seed supply incidental to theil' 
farming operations. There are no such implement agencies. 

34,433. By the expreS!;icn .. in the country" you mean in the United 
Provin('es, I take itP-Yes, all I say refers to the United ProvinceB. 

34,434. In l\h·. Clarke's reply we were told on page 3 abont the difficulty 
of the young officers getting experience in the work in respect of rice, cottol!. 
barley and 60 forth. Has it been the practice here to send any of these 
officers to study what is being done in other Provinces ?-They are allowed 
quite a lot of freedom to visit other Provinces. When I was officiating 
Director. quite a number went on tour to other Provinces to see what was 
being done there. 

34,435. Is that the re('ognised practice of the departmentP-Yes, and I 
think it is a very, very important thin!§. 

34,436. Can you state whether anyone in particular went to study rice, 
fnr instance, in Bengal or Madras or BombayP-Yes, the rice officer did go 
to Bombay at the time of the Poona Show, as far as I remember, with the 
idea of seeing the show and discussing rice problems with the Bombay people. 
Another officer went to Bf>ngal chiefly on horticultural work. 

34,437. But I suppose only to study conditions for a few daysP-He went 
merely as a visitor in order to discuss things with a man who was doing 
similar work, and not with the intention of taking a course of instruction. 

34,4.38. Have you ever seen the work in the other ProvincesP-Yes, I have 
travelled in lIIany Provinces. I was at Poona during the Show; that is the 
most recent visit I paid outside the Province. 

34,439. You were regularly deputed by your Government to do soP-I Wal 

not deputed. I merely asked permission to go and it was given. Deputation 
is not the practice; it is very rarely done. But permission can be obtained 
by a man from his Director to visit another Province. That is the only 
formal procedure neCCElsary. 

34,440. Is that done by all the Deputy DirectorsP-It is a matter for the 
Deputy Director to choose. I could not say to what extent other Deputy 
Directors take advantage of these facilities. The facilities are there. 

34 441. In this Report by Government it is stated that public attention· 
has been much more attracted to the improvement of cattle than in former 
years. What particular form does that public interest takeP-The present 
form that it i~ taking is the desire to get better bulls, and the willingness to 
pAy prices that would not have been paid in the past. The officer in charga 
of cattle breeding considers that a primary line of improvement, that people 
should reoognise that the prl'>Sent system of using any type of buH shollid 
cease. 
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34,442. Has'this interest been awakened in all classes of the community, 
amongst the big landownere, small peasants and gowala. P-All classes of the 
community that live in the real cattle breeding tracts. Some of the United 
Provinces districts breed very few oattle, and cattle breeding is of too little 
importanoo. Some other districts are what one may call cattle breeding 
tracts, and in many of these tractll the officer in charge has been able to see 
a very great deal of interest aroused. 

34,443. Is th .. dairy of any interest or importance now P-It is not of very 
great importance. The chief problem, so far as I am aware of the matter, 
is to place milk already produced on a market where it can be sold. The 
primary problem at present is, I believe, one of transport. 

34,444. How is the transport doneP-At present most of the towns depend 
upon a very small area surrounding the town for their milk supply. A small 
amount comes into town on the heads of coolies and a small amount on 
~kkas. 

M,445. There is no organised supply by rail or motor, is thereP-None at 
all. We are just starting to develop the matter of supply. At present there 
~s absolutely no transport by rail. 

34,446. Are you developing the motor transport?-I am afraid 1 am in
fringing on the domain ·of another officer who is going to be examined later 
on, bel'ause these are his schemes. 

34,447. The CTlairmnn: He is your brotherP-Yes. He is developing a 
~cheme of collecting and bringing milk in from a distance. A motor collects 
village milk and brings it to a centre at a considerable distance from the 
producing area. 

34,448. Sir Thomas MidJlet,m .. lOU are responsible for chapters 2 to 9 of 
the Report on AgricultureP*-Yes. 

34,440. In chaptel' 3 YOll give a v~ry interesting account of the development 
of the Agricultural Department. 1 think we may regard the department 
here in the United Provinces as a pioneer, as you did more in the earlier 
days than possibly any other Province in agricultural educationP-Yes. 

34,450. You had a Director as early as 18i6?-Yes. 
34,451. When you were collecting the information. for this chapter, did 

you comto' acrGSS any spe<'ial reports or memoranda by the late Sir Edward 
Buck whil'h would be of interest to us as a CommissionP-I did not, but 
I knew i='ir Edward Buck; he has stayed with me at different times. .All 
regards this particular memorandum, '1 did not find any material. 

34,452. 1 am wonderin!!: if he left anything on rel'ordP-There is a lot 
on record in the agricultural office left by him. 

34,453. Because he probably gave more thought to this subject than any 
man of his time?-Yes. I think hB wa.~ extremely interested in every form 
of agricultural activity. 

34,454. The early development up to 1900 was really his development?
ies. 

34,4.55. It was in 1906 that you first enlarged the department substantially 
and you had an Economic Botanist appointed in the person of Dr. Martin 
Leake, and an Agricultural Chemist. Mr. Clarke. Then the first notable 
<'hange in policy that we notice in your history was in 1913 when it W8.$ 

decided that the effort to train ruen for the Revenue as well as for the 
Agrieultural Department bhould cease. That policy, I think, was laid down 
tty Sil' Edward Buck, and I am wondering if you could tell me what led 
110 the change ?-The impossibility of accommodating both types of men; I 
think I ha.ve put tha.t in the Ilote. 
- --to RRpo-rt -on Agri~ulture in the United Provinces. (Not printed.) 
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34,456. It .... a. not that the- tl"aining given WII8 found unsuitable for the 
KOflltflgo?-I think it waa impossible to reconcile the different types of 
training require<t by the two types of offioer, and we could not raise the 
It,sndaro of the agricultural college toO the standard we wished if hampered 
by th, training of a clasa of man whose training was not to be carried up 
to that height. 

34,457. Cnn you tell me anything about the experience of the Local 
Government "'Ith these Kanungoe. who were trained at ~e college in the 
earli('r days? Were they notably better in their work than the othen, 
or the othel" "'8y about? Mr. Clarke yesterday suggested that some should 
be resen'ed appointments in the Superior Revenue Service for Cawnpore 
students?-I <to not know that I can express an opinion; I do not think 
I have ever heard that discussed: They are a small number after all, in 
relation to the total number at present working in the Province. 

34,458. Then you made a further rapid move forward in the period 
immediately after the War, and it is since tha.t period, I think, that you 
have employed an Entomologist?-Yes. Of course, recruitment was stopped 
during the War and that was an accidental break in our development. 
It was not that the Entomologist was employed because of the increase 
of interest di&played. He was a necessary member of the staff to be 
recruited as soon as funds permitted and'men were available. 

3-1,4.59. The intention to appoint him existed in 1914?-Yes. 
34,460. III paragraph 104 of the Report on Agriculture, you refer to the 

success made of these demonstration farms that have beeR run on com
m('rciul lines. How many of theS(' commercial farms are exclusively dry 
crop farmsl'-A very, very sma.ll number of them. I think I would be safe 
in saying none at all. There are none in- my own circle. 

34,461. How many of them are cattle-breeding farms?-Cattle farms are 
not run on those lines. 

34,462. So that the commercial success at present is being achieved 
entirely un<l('r irrigation a.nd intensive cultivation ?-I might say, as regards 
cattle bre(>ding, we do not think that any private farm can be ru,n as a 
comm£'rcial 8u\·"e88. It is not a commercial proposition to breed cattle 
on a lar~e scale at present ill the United Provinces. 

That is what I expected you to say. 
34,463. Sir Henry Lau'rence: \\ny?-The oost of ralsmg t-hem under 

ordinary cottle farm conditions is higher than the money you can get for 
them. 'Where they are raised at present, a very large number of cattle 
are raised by a subsidy in the form of free labour and feeding; one might 
'almost say that it iM often free food, in that no charge is made for it, 
and it is of very little value. W'hen you bring everything on to a balance 
sheet, and calculate what amount of cash you would have to pay for the 
labour that is at prllSent given free by the women, and other things, you 
will find that you are down every time. 

34,464. What is the present price of a pair of bullocksP-A really good 
pair of bulllJcks, up to our first class standard, would be worth abou~ 
Rs.350. 

34,465. What would be the price of a normal cultivator's pairP-In my 
Circle, you will find with the cultivators plenty of bullocks worth Rs.350 
a pair. They go up to the Punjab fairs and our own fairs and pay that 
price for them; many of the rich Jats in the western districts of the United 
Provinces have bullocks worth Rs.350 a pair. I buy them in competition 
with cultivatorll of my own district. 

34,466. Sir Thoma. Middleton: There are very few such bullocks bred in 
your district?-There iii a certain proportion, but quite a. large number of 
those bullocks come from the Punjab; they lire the high type of bullocks. 
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34,467. But t.ile percentage of bullocks bred in your own district would 
be very small indeedP-The percentage of bullocks bred in my own district 
would be small. 

34,468. Thero is anot-her interesting point which you make in paragraptl 
131 of the Report on Agriculture, relating to the deterioration in sugarcane. 
Has that been noticed markedly in the United ProvincesP-Yes; in my 
own farms it is noticeable every year with regard to imported varieties 
of high yielding quality, but of course some of the selected varieties do 
not deteriorate. Some of the varieties that we have introduced live and 
prosper for perhaps eight or nine years, and then we find that there is 
a deterioration. At present we are finding that we can make them live a 
little longer by getting setts from the hills. 

34,469. Can you give me any idea. of the rate of deteriorationP Is it 
a case of yielding well. for two or three years and then a sudden drop?
With regard to the particular variety 1 was thinking of, it was probably 
not until twelve years after it was imported that it showed signs of deteriora
tion. It was imported from Mauritius. 

34,470. The rate of deterioration· is slow as compared with potatoes, 
for exampleP-'-I think that is rather a dangerous conclusion to come to. 
For instance, at present we, have new varieties of Coimbatore oanes, and 
some of our imported varieties are rather showing signs of a disease tbat 
we have not been troubled with in tbe past. It is mosaic disease, and 
just how quickly they are going to deteriorate on account of mosaic disease 
I can only guess. I can only hope for the best. 

34,471. Could you tell us something a·bout your experience with your 
hill-grown cane setts P When they come down, do they appear to you to 
be compllitely rejuvenated or only partlyP-You cannot say anything from 
·the setts. 

34,472. From the cropP-Wlhat I have been doing for the last few years 
is to get seed of a variety grown by private growers in the hills in my own 
circle, bring it down to my farm and grow it on my farm alongside of 
cane of the same kind which I have been growing for the last ten years; 
I find that the difference is extremely marked. 

34,4.73. You have got- no definite evidence on this point up till now p
I am not too sure that Mr. Clarke, from his experience of the Prm·ince, 
agrees with me on that point. He has got a sugarcane station in the hills 
definitely set aside for this type of work of a variety; and I tbink you 
may find that the reaction to hill treatment is entirely characteristic. 
Some varieties may show this deterioration and rejuvenation and some 
varieties may not. 'rhe variety that I am referring to is not grown 
very much by Mr. Clarke. 

34,474. You referred to the fact that there may be some disadvantage 
from having to breed canes in Coimbatore. In reply to a question, you 
eaid you thought that even better results would follow if you could raise 
them entirely in the United Provinces. Can you tell me at what stage 
it is safe to grow seedlings in the United Provinces? Could you grow 
one or two year seedlings from Coimbatol'e P-I could not tell you that. 
I think they send them to us in fairly early stages. I think their practice 
is to send to a Province quite sufficient material of the type "Suited to ·that 
Province; but I do not see why there should be any difficulty about growing 
safely one or two year seedlings from Coimbatore. 

34,475. The point is this: the Director of the Cane-breeding Station at 
Coimbatore could send you Coimbatore seedliugs; if you got them in the 
early stages, you ()()uld judge how they would be likely to do under United 
t'1'ovinces conditionsP-Tbat is my suggestion, that work could be more 
successfully carried on in this Province. 

Dr. A. E. Parr. 
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34,476. It is not necessary to grow the sOOd; what is wanted is to grow 
the seedlings under United Proviuces donditions?-Yes; under these 
conditions the early elimination and the routine work could be reduced. 

34 477. You have expressed the view that there was the danger that 
prop'agauda might outstrip research. Were you thinking mainly of such 
cropa as sugarcane and cotton P-Take sugarcane for instance, and the 
rate of progress that we are making with the Ooimbatore canes in my 
circle. In 1921 a few seers of 00213 came up to my eircle in the United 
Provinces. Last year, from the Government farm and some of the' local 
farma which are not under our control but in which we take an interest, 
we distributed 70,000 maunds grown from the original few seers. At present 
there are 6,000 acres u·nder this variety in the United Provincies;in the 
next year there wm be 60,000 acres at least, and I think the rate of 
progress will be so rapid that, unless something 1:nforeseen oecU1'l3, in my 
circle 400,000 acres will be under it shortly. 

34,478. A good thing requires no propagandaP-No. Anything which 
increases the yield by 100 per cent. requires no propaganda in any country. 

34,479. With cotton your experience is very different? It is a slow 
business thereP-Yes; it is chiefly a matter of organisation with cotton. 
If you grow sugarcane, it is there for the people to come and take. With 
cotton you require a special and complete organisation to keep the type 
pure. 
. 34,480. What you had in mind was that you needed to find good new 
varieties? If you get them, tbey will attend to their own propagandaP-Jror 
instance, if a man can push four good things at present, he can equally 
well push twenty good things. A man who has to introduce twenty new 
thing8 can do it in almost the same time as he requires for four. 

34,481. In t~tis Prov~nce, have you, experienCed trouble in threshing 
wheat clean With machmeryP-The chief trouble I have had is a certain 
percentage of broken grain. . 

34,482. It is with .a ~igh speed drumP-Yes. If you are going to sow 
~he. seed, broken gram IS a drawback. As most of ou~ seed is for sowing, 
It IS a drawback; I have to ta.ke measures to clean It, which involves. a 
certain amount of lOllS. 

34,483. You said that you YOllrself were not responsible for the cattle 
breeding work ; but I think you have paid a good deal of attention to cattle 
breedingP-I have always been interested in animals very much. 

34,484. You do not find that there is much difficulty in getting the 
cultivator to use good bulls P-We are just arriving at the stage when he 
is appreciating the value of good bulls. 

34,485. Has he got to the stage at which he recognises that the progeny 
of a good bull requires a little extra attentionP-I think so. Once he 
has got an animal that is valuable, he is prepared to give it . attention. 

34,486. How much milf do the cows in your district yieldP-They vary; 
they give anything from 2 to 6 soors. 

34,481. How much does the cultivator allow the caIf'P-He would allow 
it probably half of that, but it would vary tremendously. In the real 
breeding tracts a lot of cows are not handled at all. The remark that I 
made previously refers to the man who keeps his cow tied up. 

34,488. I was referring to the class ~f cultivator in -your district •. What 
we have found in other parts of India is that cultivators who may be 
using good bulls are prepared to do nothing for the calvesP-I do not 
think that is the case with us, because I have seen calves that have been 
raised from these COWIl and the Government bulls, and the improvement 
is marvellous. Not only is there greater bone development and a greater 
frame, but they show signs of very great care. 
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34,489. Do th~ cows have any grain fe/:lP-A certain amount of stuff 
like cotton seed and juar and a certain amount of gram occasionally. 

34,490. Even in tnose cases where cultivators are rearing calves but not 
keeping cows for the supply of milk. I was then referring to the rural 
open grazing grounds where they run free: Some of those cattle are not 
handled from year's end to year's end. 

34,491. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: Is there any co-operation between the 
co-operative societies and your department?-There is co-operation to the 
extent that we are able to co-operate, :but there is nOl; much, because they 
have not advanced to the stage when they can be of much help to us. 
At present, they are engaged in lending money, and they are not in a 
pooition to control any of the activities that we thin\ might fall within 
their Province. 

34,492. Do you think that, if thE're be greater co-operation, there is 
much scope for propaganda work through them ?-I do. I think there is 
very great scope, but I think it is a mistake to load extraneous work 
on to them until they are in a position to justify their existence by making 
a success _,f their primary object, which is to lend money to their members. 

34,493. Supposing these co-operative Inspectors g€'t BOrne agricultural 
training, would it he conducive of much good ?-Yes, undoubtedly. 

34,494. Do the Government bulls reach the villages also P-Yes. Our prs
sent policy is to concentrate on certain areas and fill those areas with 
Government bulls and exclude all other ·bulls entirely, rather than to 
distribute our bulls indiscriminately over the whole Province, and in this 
way to convert thooe limited areas into big breeding tracts from which we 
oan later draw cattle for the rest of the Province. 

34,495. If such a procedure is adopted, how long will it take for im
proving the cattle breed of the Province?--Of course, it depends entirely 
on the number of controlled areas we can get into our hands. I think 
there is no reason why in ten to twelve years' time the whole Province should 
not feel a very strong effect from thill work. 

34,496. Would not things improve if the selection of calves was made in 
the village itself ?-That is really the principle that .we are working on; 
only we are going one "tep further back and making sure that the calf 
is a pedigree animal. We are putting these hulls into these approved 
breeding areas, hoping to exclude all other bulls eventually, and then when 
a good calf is bred in tbat area we hope to get that calf at a price 
and pass it on to a district w,here no good bulls exist. We are doing 
exactly what you suggest and going a step further back and making sure 
our animal is not a freak, Ibut a pedigree animal; namely, we want to 
know its parentage. I believe they are going to keep records of this. 

34,497. Can we not get the oalves of indigenou!! tribes castrated in 
villages so that if some steps are taken to make a good selection some 
improvement might take place? At present we find cattle are deteriorating? 
-They are undoubtedly. 

34,498. Gradually wben we get some bulls from your breeding farDl8. 
they may be illtroducedP-I think you are working on absolutely right lines. 

34,499. In your Circle, I believe there are Jats who are cultivators?
Yes, Rome of the -best cultivators are Jats. 

34,500. Is it a fact tbat Jats are better cultivators than other people 
in other r·laces?-Yes, it is a fact that Jats are better cultivators than 
Thakur, and Brahmins in other plaoee. 

34,501. You officiated lor some time as Director of Agriculture. Did 
you find similar impro~ment8 in other circles?-I think the ci-rcles that 
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have been in existence for 60me years are showing great progress. For 
instance in the Central Circle and the Shahjahanpur Circle good progress 
is being made. I did not ~me well .~uainted with t~e circlea farther 
south' I did not have much bme to VISIt them. There IS a lot of room 
for i~provement in the recently created circles. 

34,502. In what respect P-In bringing large areas of land under cultiva
tion and introducing hardier varieties of crope. Some of the ha.rdier 
varietiee of sugarcane might succeed there. 

34,503. Do these improved varieties begin to deteriorate after some time? 
I mean to say, if we get Pusa wheat and then sow the same wheat again, 
it begins to deteriora.teP-1 do not think it deteriorates, provided you 
make a-rrangements for a supply of pure seed; but at the same time, I 
think in some ca&ell wheril the soil is not suitable, deterioration can take 
place: and I do not think we can say a. variety 113 properly established 
becau~e it haa been tried and been successful for one ox: two years; it is not 
unlikely that in t.en years it ma.y deteriorate. At the same time, a 
temporary improvement while we are looking for something better is 
the line of development. It is difficult to say what the length of life 
of th6>& improved varieties of sugarcane may be. They ma.y deteriorate, 
but if they do we have an organisation for introducing something quickly 
in their place. We are on sa.fe lines there. 

34,504. As far lIB wheat is concerned it is a general idea amongst villagers 
that in two or three years Pusa wheat 'begins to deteriorate?-Yes. 1 
really do not understand w·hat that is based on, because I liave tested 
it myself on my own farms and found no difference in yield, taking wheat 
that came to me in 1910 as oompared with that imported in 1924. I 
have found no difference. I rather think that in many cases there is 
something that is not understood in this question of deterioration of Puss 
wheat. I certainly have not found it to occur. 

34,505. Do the cultivators think that the Pusa wheat requires much 
more watering than the deshi wheat?-That is not my experience. 

34,506. Three times as much waterP-No. Of course these investigations 
are local, but in my circle the opposite applies. I should say Pusa wheat 
ripens on les:s water .than the deshi varieties. It ripens about eight ot' 
ten days earher, and In that case you can get through in many years with 
leM water. 

34,507. Sir Ganga Ram: You open your remarks by saying that very little 
is spent on your department, only one anna per acre; cau you also say what 
credit w<\ can give you for YOUf activities ?-That is brought out here. We' 
estimated it, when we wrote this report, at one million pounds sterling. It 
has been worked out in detail in one of these paragraphs. It was referred 
to yesterday. 

34,508. What page is it ?-If you will refer to page 33 of the Report on 
Agriculture in the United Provinces, paragraph 166, you will find it. 

34,509. What I mean to Bay is that in the Punjab, for instance, the claim. 
is made that American Ctltton has been introduced. Can you claim the 
introduction of a new crop ?-Yes, Aligarh 19 Cotton. It is a variety that 
I am responsible for. 

34,510. Does that gh'e a greater yield P-Yes. It gives a yield of lliI.15 
per acre more than the stuff it. has replaced. 

34,511. So many rupees more per acre does not mean a.nything because in 
some years the rate may be very low?-I reean it gives an increased yield 
of 20 per cent. 

34,512. Ia there anytning else ?-Sugarcane. 
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34,513. You mean Coimbatore sugarcaneP-Yes. Before that Shahjahan
pur 48 and several varieties were introduced. 

34,514. Anything eh.eP-Pusa wheat 12. 
34,515. You admire Pusa wheat. In 'the Punjab we have discarded it 

altogether P-Yes, but your Punjab 8 wheat will not grow in the United 
Provinces ut all. ' 

34,516. Why?-lt is too long in growing. We have SOJlle on our farm at. 
Aligarh. I have tried it for years. It will not grow properly. Probably 
there is a difference in Eoil. For instance, we cannot grow American cotton, 
and for very good reasons. 

34,517. That sOrt of general condemnation does not help. The soil on your 
farm may be bad. Have you tried it in different parts of the Province P-
American cotton? , 

34,518. Yes, and Punjab 8P-Yes. It has bee~ very widely tried. Your 
growing season is longer than ours, and that is the crux of the matter. 

34,519. Is there any system in your department by which you can knoW' 
what research is going on in the sister Provinces?-Yes, we read your 
reports, and I frequently see your Director. 

34,520. Is no sort of journal published in each Province in which th& 
activities of each Province may be shown in the line of research?-All 
departments publish reports. There is this publication* that summarises 
things in general for the general reader. 

34,521. Is there nothing in the nature of a journal in your ProvinceP
No, not for the general reader. Reading is not popular amongst agricul
turists in the United Provinces. 

34,522. Is agricultural education included in this estimate of Rs.24,4 
lakhs P-Yes, it is the whole budget. 

34,523. You do not deduct the cost of agricultural education from it?
No. It is included; roughly it comes to 41akhs, I think. 

34,524. You said something about threshers; I can give you some informa
tion. We have tried RaDBorne's and Marshall's. These threshers were really 
designed for English wheat, taking out the seed and leaving the chaff 
behind. They put on a chaff cutter with it to cut the chaff into small bhu,sa. 
The result of that is that when you cut with the chaff cutter it leaves sharp 
points which are not eaten so voraciously by cattle as with the other system, 
and then they introduced bruising with the chaff cutter. Bruising was not 
a succesa. Could you .say it has been a success anywhere?-I say that th& 
only reason why it has not been successful is the, cost. I think your point 
about the chaff being uneatable is wrong as far as my experience goes. 
Chaffing bas never been any good in the. United Provinces. ,We have never 
attempted it. Bruising has always been our principle. At one of th& 
biggest farms we use a big bruiser, and our bullocks have lived on nothing 
else but bhusa for ten years. 

34,525. Perhaps they could not get anything elseP-They are in very good 
condition. 

34,526. What is the cost of threshing under this system P-In 1923 I was 
unable to reduce it below about 8 annas a maund. I think I can now 
manage it at 6 annas. 

34,627. And does that. include the cost of moving the machine from on& 
place to another P-Yes; the driver and everything. 

34,528. You could bring it down to 6 annasP-I hope I shall be able to 
do so. I canllot state it as an absolute fact; I am hoping. 

* Report on the Administration of the Department of Agriculture, United 
Provinces. (Not printed.) 
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34,529. We have made a trial of tractors in the Punjab. They sent two 
tractors to my village, and we tried hard_and gave it up P-You are the 
pioneers; we are only followers in the footsteps of the Punjab. 

34,530. When you use the woros "intensive cultivation" do you mean 
to inclurle fruit growinl' as wellP-No, it did not occur to me at the time. 
I was referring to ordinary field cultivation. 

34,531. By intensive cultivation you mean only vegetable cultivation P
No, I mean sugarcane and potatoes. 

34,532. Anything elseP-High types of wheat, but particularly sugarcane 
and potato. 

34,533. Did you observe that in Pusa 12 the whole crop 10dgesP It does 
not stand the wind and that sort of thing P-I dare say, in your canal 
oolonies. 

34,534. We have given it up accordinglyP-But our conditions are very 
different. We do not raise such enormous crops as you do in your canal 
oolonies. 

34,5."35. Are you aware of the fact that your Province is not quite imJDune 
from famine? Under the Famine Commission's law you must have ·4 per 
acre per head protected, while you have only ·2 as yetP-We lOOK upon 
ourselves a~ immune e1cept from fodder famine. 

34,536. Do you produce enough grainP-I think so. 
34,037. It is not a question of opinion. Have you studied the figures of 

imports and exportsP-I cannot say~ I cannot express a. very definite 
opinion at the moment. 

34,6:38. Do you import a lot of wheat from ·the PunjabP-Not every year. 
The re-e1ports make up for that in normal years. 

34,539. Have you studied the imports and exports of your ProvinceP-I 
have not made a special study of them; I have studied them from the point 
of view of DIy OW11 interest, but if you asked me to quote figures, J am afraid 
I could not po it. 

34,540. Are you in a position to classify the yields which you give in this 
statement, shOWing how mnch is canal, barani and well irrigated P-tI looked 
into that last night; the explanation is a very simple one. The figures ue 
irrigated and un irrigated taken and averaged. 

34,541. Pardon my saying so, but when you strike ~n average you make a 
mistake?-If you refer to the last column of that table, you will see 
immediately the object of .it; it was merely pu.t in to give the Commission an 
idea of the value in money of some of the crops that we grow. 

34,042. There is a fallacy again when you refer to the money value P--I 
.hould like to knQw what the fallacy is. 

34,1i43. Prices may vary in any yeu, ~nd therefore the money value is no 
consirlerationl'-But the year ·is quoted. . 

34,544. Give us the quantityP-You can work it out; you only have to 
work It back from rupees and yields per acre. The yields and va.Jues for th" 
,ear are given. It wall worked out in my office for the benefit of this Com
mission at the wish of the Government, to give you some idea of the value 
of SOlDe of our crops. 

34,545. I ask that that column should be· divided into three·showing the 
canal, the baTani and the well irrigated?-We can give you that; that is 
the normal method of ouI' ·statistics j they have been condensed in this table 
merely to arrive at the fig~res given in the last column. . 

84,546. Then you do not give a true figure, because I tell you you stand 
about fourth among the Provinces with regard to yield P-Then there is ali 
the more room for improvement. 
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34,547. PnJ/es.~or Gangulee: Do YOll include the imprC!ved varietitis?-No. 
The way these estimates are arrived at is by cutting what ilf looked upon as 
a normal crop in a village; that is wha.t we call our standard yields, which 
are revised, I think, every five years .. Let us suppose the standard yield of 
.wheat is 800 lbs. covering a period of five years, from 1920 to 1925. The 
final yields are arrived at by crop. estimates, patwaris' returns, and so on, 
.&hOWlllg what the yield that year will be, for instance, 80 per cent. of tho 
normal; the yields are given as p",rcentages of what we look upon as being 
the normal yield. 

34,548. Is that the yield from the improved areas?-No, no improved areas 
Bre included ill these at all; this is supposed to be the ordinary cultivation 
of a village. 

34,549. Sir GU1Iga Ram.: Is there still in your Province a sentiment with 
regard to the use of buffalo calves for agricultural purposesP-Not a very 
serious one. 

34,550. I ask that question oeoau<Ie there is an enormous trade between 
the Punjab lind this Province; owing to this prejudice, your male buffalo 
calves are bought vcry chenp, for Re.l or Rs.2, and are sold in the Punjab i' 
--No, there is a· very large number of them employed in the {;'nited 
Provinces. . 

34,551. I am glad to hear it, bec.'\use this practice has led practically to 
the throwing away of part of your calvesP-If one investigated the matter, 
one would find that they are employed to a great extent by the lower castes. 

34,552. But there is a very large trade in your buffalo calves which go to 
the Punjab and are sold in the cattle markets?-Jn the United Provinces at 
present every sweeper who is carting bricks is using a buffalo. 

34,553. But none are used on Persian wheels?-No, I do not think they 
are. 

34,554. Raja Sir Rampal Si,lgh: There is still a feeling among the h}gh 
caste people?-That is so among the high caste people. 

34,555. Sir Ga.7Iga Ram: ,When you bore a well, what permanent fixture do 
you put at the bottom? What measures do you taka to prevent the sand 
getting in P-I do not know. 

34,556. Do the Irrigation Department charge you for water that is used 
for green manurei'-Yes, we are paJing water rates on that at present. 

34,557. It has been remitted altogether in the PunjabP-Yes, I think we 
might follow your example with advantage. Is this method of green 
manurin!! spJ"enoiug very widely in the Punjab P 

84,5;j~. Yes, it is.-'Vhat are you nsine; P 
34,559. They generally use sann hemp. There is a remark in the report 

of the Irrigation Commission that in the United Provinces the Irrigation 
officers pray for drought so that their canal water may be taken; is that so P 
--I hope not. You had better asl. them about that; I should not like to 
express 011 opinion, 

34,560. The people of course wait for the rains ?-Yes. 
34,561. But for the purpose of sowing sugarcane, which is the chief paying 

crop lJere, you require water before the rainsP-We want many waterings. 
34,562. You require two waterings before the rainsP-We require fO\lr in 

some places. 
34,563. Then what method do you employ P-Most of the sugarcane grown 

011 cannl irrigation we water from canals. 
34,564. But there is none to be had from canals in March and Aprili'

That is when our best supplies are available: in April and May. 
Dr. A. E. Parr. 
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34,.365. Then hc.w d~ this remark apply, that you are always praying for 
drought?-If they do pray for drought, they are going to make the money 
in the f'abi; that is when most of our irrigatio·n is done. 

34,566. Do people hesitate to take canal waterP-Yes,in years of drought 
the area under irrigated '/'aui crop jij much increased. 

34,l:i6i. How much delta of water do you consider is required for mbi?-It_ 
varieR in e\"ery di~tri('t; in the west of the Province in a normal year, when
the rainfall is 30 inches, 9 to 12 inches of canal water is required for wheat; 
that i.e three irrigations of 4 inches each. 

34,568. Besides the water that ill required for sowingP-We do not water 
fl·r IoOwillg normally; we sow on the rains. 

34,M9. Then 9 inches more rain would mature the crop ?-In certain 
dibiricts. In Mu:.saffarnagar 9 inches in a nermal year will probably mature 
the crop; in Aligarh ~-ou want 12 inches; in Agra. you want 15 inches. 

3-1,570. 15 inches is the highestP-I should think that would always do it 
i II a normal year. 

34,571. How much water is required for maturing sugarcane?---cIt varies; 
in Aligarh, for ilJ~tance, 1 very :lften give eight waterings, and in Muzaf
farnagar probably five. 

34,5;2. Be5ides the rainfallP-Yes. 

34,573. Bupposin~ there were no rainfall at all, how much would you 
req'lireP-I should say probably about 55 inches. 

34,574. 55 inches for 8ugRrcane?-Yes, probably. 

34,575. How much for paddyP-I do not know much about growing paddy. 
84,576. Is there not much paddy grown here?-Not in the west. 

34,577. I do not understand your statement that- the subsoil water flows 
approximately at the rate of one mile an hour. How did you ascertain 
that?-I took that from a paper written by a former Chief Engineer 
of Irrigation in the United Provinces, Mr. Hutton; he condensed a lot 
of information on this subject from various authors. It was a paper 
contributed to the ,Agricultur-al Journal of India in about 1917; the exact 
reference is given in the memorandum. 

84,578. You say also that the subsoil water is replenished each year 
to the extent of 12 inches?-Yes, that is averaging the total rainfall over 
the United Provinces. 

34,579. What delta of water do you consider is lost by evaporation?-I 
I think that particular paper gave it at about 20- to 25 per cent., as 
far 116 my memory serves me. 

34,580. That depends also on the humidity of the atmosphere?,-Yes, 
it depends upon the district very much. _ 

34,581. What proportion of the irrigation water is absorbed by evapora
tion, how much is used in sustaining plant life, and how much goes into 
the ground P-I do not know; I could not even attempt an ansWer to that 
question. 

84,582. In the irrigated area is there a tendency for the water to rise 
in the BubsoiIP-Yee, in many districts the rise is very marked. 

34,588. Do you think it would be approximately 12 inches a yenrP-It 
is cyclic with us; we are now passing through a period of year when the 
water level has risen considerably. 

34,584. Has your Department investigated the ~evel at which it begilUl 
to flow towards the riverP-Yes, Dr. Leake wrote some very interesting 
papers on that twenty years ago. 
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34,585. But are' his statements correct P-I think that is fairly correct; 

I think that is accepted. 
34,586. There are no investigations going on nowP-Yes, the Irrigation 

Department has got an enormous number of records on that particular 
subject. 

34,587. Have you arrived at any solution of the problem of 'Usar lands 1'
No; I worked on it for twelve years and then gave it up. 

34,~88. We have already found that by the use of little cross drains we 
can grow cotton on such land P-Your 'Usar land is entirely different from 
ours. 

34,589. WhyP-You can hope to drain your land, but we cannot because 
it is, as it were, enclosed in a bucket. 

34,590. Does draining do no good P-I studied this problem of draining 
for very many years; the quantity of water required is enormous. 

34,591. It is only impregnated with sodium ultsP-Yee, but that sodium 
has got to go through the bottom of a bucket,. 

34,592. We have found that cotton does grow? In my own village I 
have tried it with suocessP-I have grown rice and barley on this land. 
I have grown very good crops of rice and barley, about 20 maunds to 
the acre, but I w()Uld not like to tell you what was the cost of growing it. 

34,593. You think that constant ploughing does not improve itP-I 
do not think so. There are some experiments going on in the east of 
the Province and I do not think that constant ploughing has improved it. 

34,594. What class of potato is grown in your ProvinceP-We have 
imported a very large number of English varieties into the hills, and some 
of these varieties have done fairly well in the plains. I h,ave grown them 
myself and I found them doing fairly well. 

34,595. Do you grow onions P-Not on the farms. 
34,596. Is there any special attempt made to grow onionsi'-Yes, round 

the cities they are doing it. 
34,597. Sir JafMs MacKeflna: With reference to these crop statistics 

and the question of improved varieties coming under them, I take it that 
the position is' that these improved varieties will not come into the crop 
estimate of average yield until they have become so general that they 
become the normal crop P-Yes, it is a matter now of deciding that question. 
I think we might begin to think whether they ought not to be included. 
At present we are only just beginning to get patwarn' returns of improved 
crops. Two years ago we were getting none, and last year we got only a few. 

34,598. Gradually, as you extend the improved varieties in a particular 
area, that would naturally come into the estimate of the normal out-turn P 
-Yes. 

34,599. But in areas where they were not to any great extent growD 
naturally you would accept the normal crop of the areaP-Yes. 

34,600. Where are you headquarters ?-Aligarh. 
34,601. You live on the farm?-Yee. 
34,602. As a seniur Deputy Director of Agriculture, I want to ask you 

what your viewe are on the functions of the ~puty Director of Agricul
ture P Of research and propaganda which do you think is the first duty 
of the Deputy Director P Are you doing any research work yourself p
I am doing a little. Since 1921 I have not been doing much because there 
is no time. I do not think t.hat you can absolve the Deputy Director 
from either duty. He has got to carry' on experiments, to try and solve 
his own local problems, and I am rather inclined to wonder whether it 
"'ould not be a' good plan to put a special officer in charge of experimental 
work. 

!Jr. A. E. Parr. 
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34,603. Would you call him a crop specialistP-No, a Divisional Super
intendent working under the close supervision of the Deputy Director. We 
have a scheme to introduce a man of that type. 

34,604. Are you strongly of opinion that it is an advantage for. t~e 
Deputy Director to Ii,,!! on one of the central farmsP-I would not mSlst 
on biB living on a farm, but he ought to be in a position to spend a lot 
of his time on it without travelling any long distances. 

34,605. On page 94 you say, with reference to the extent to which the 
new seed i~ being distributed and propagated, that many lakhs of acres 
of improved varieties of crops are now being grown in the Province. Have 
you any accurate survey of these arl'MP--<We have accurate surveys of one 
or two tah,ill. 

34,606. You will agree with me that these figures are difficult to get 
accuratelyP-Yes, but I thiuk we will arrive at accuracy in the next few 
years. 

34,607. Because tbe more consolidated the blocks the easier it becomes? 
-Yes. 

34,608. These are extremely dangerous figures to draw inferences from, 
are they noH-Yes. If 1 were ever criticised for putting up those figures 
I should merely have to refer to the figures given in the departmental 
report for the year 1926 which show that in some tahsil3 an improved variety 
of crop has almost eliminated the variety which we are attempting to 
replace. And it only requires an inquiry to be made in that tahsil to find 
tbat those figures are not excessive. They are usually probably less than 
they ought to be. 

34,6'09. Estimates of that kind probably err on the side of lowness rather 
tha.n CXc.eS8 P-Yes. . 

34,610. No particular accuracy can be ha(l on account of the difficulty 
of coll~tioIlP-Yes, that is ~o at present. 

34,611. Do you find any suspicion attlWhing to the method under WhlCh 
the departmental control runs small demonstration plots? Do you find allY 
suspicion amongst tbe cultivators that the methods are not within their 
scope Of that there is Borne particular magic about Government cultivation? 
-I do not think so. That used to be the case in the earlier days. 

84,612. In answer to Question 10 on page 97, you raise the question of 
running demonstration farms on oommerci~l lines. Of course that is a 
demand that has always been made on the Agricultural Departmer.t by 
public opinion. What class of farms can one reasonably expect to be run 
on commercial lines?--Of the ones that I have charge of, the smalle~t are/\ 
is 20 acres and the biggest is about 140. 

34,613. I was wondering what type of demonstration or Beed farms {)('Iuld 
be run on commercial lines?-Theie are run as demonstration farms and 
they can be run on two lines of policy, (1) to make thom. pay to meet the 
wishes of onr rulers, and (2) to try and give as much benefit as possible 
to all types of people in the district. 

34,614. Would it be fair to expect an agricultural officer to make 
demonstration farms to pay as a general ruleP-I think it ought to be 
confined to a very small number. It would be a feasible proposition to make 
one or two demonstration farms pay, but to be asked to make all demon
stration farms pay is not altogether sound. 

34,615. We have not heard very- much good of Pusa in the United Pro
vinces. Have you not got any good from the Mycologist in the pa~tPc...;.. 
He has never attacked a prohll'm that concerns us. 
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34,616. Any bacteriological problemsP-I cannot say .. There wa~ that 
hopeful work of M;r. Hutchinson that interested me very much, but I was 
'never able to make practical use of it. 

34,617. What is your view about Puaa a.!l' a research institute with 
reference to the Provinces?-I think that what we should do at present is 

,to develop provincial research. 

34,618. Have you not found that some problems might benefit three 01' 

·four 'Provinces? Let us take an example. Suppose you start an Imperial 
l'E\.'earch station in rice which may he .located in Madraa or Bengal ?-[ 
do. not. think that that work is going to benefit the United Provinces lor 
many years j probably it never will. Urgent problems such as rice improve
ment require tackling at once. We cannot afford to wait for sOme of the 
,esults which may perhaps never accrue. It should be attacked, I think, 
,by the ma,n on the spot; 

34,619. Do you think that there, is a place for Pusa if the right sort of 
proble1Jl istackled?-Yes. I think it would be a mistake to do away with 
the present central organisation. We have got to deal with the basic 
problems there. But as regards crop ill1provt>ment" I think, those are 
the least basic of problems. Some of the work that has been done would 
have yielded better reSults if it had been tackled on the spot where it is 
of practical importance. And so I would suggest t,hat as the line of 
development. In twenty years' time you would probably have plenty of room 
for more Imperial research work than you have at present, when, as [ 
have said, you have realised what the basic problems are and what we have 
got to investigate. 

34,620. Have you .been a memher of the All-India Board of Agriculture 
recently?-I was there at the last but one me~ting. ' 

34,621. You have had a good deal of experience, Do yeu think the Board 
has deveioped and is of any serviceP-I do not think it is of much practical 
value at present. I think that all the CQ.<)rdination that is done through 
·the Board of Agricultl11'e ca.n be better done by allowing and encouraging 
'visits to other Provinces where work similar to their own is going on. 
'In the past such visits have not been discouraged by the United Provinces 
'Government, but I have hen.rd the views of people from other Provinces 
about it, and I have a strong impression that they were actually discouraged 
by not being given tht> necessary facilities for it. I· think oo-ordination 
for cel'tain types of scientific work and, so far aa is possible, in propaganda 
and demonstration can best be carried through by allowing persons to find 
,out what is being done in other Provinces. Anyone. may wish to repeat 
in his fields the experimentl! .that lire being carried out elsewhere, and if 
you anow him to find out what is going on, tha.t will bring about co..ordina
.tion better than any number of Board meetings. 

, 34,622., You think that interchange of visits between people working on 
·thesame prohlem would be better than these sectional meetingsP~1 think 
~(). I have' thought over this rather oonsiderably, and I would encourage 
II free interchange of visits. At the same time, lam not prepared .to be 
emphatic on the matter in all its aspects. 

, 34,623. In the case of crops, it is better to' see a field experiment than 
to hln·o. a mere exchange of talkP~Yes. 

, 34,624. For chemistry and entomology and such like subjects, would you 
consider that sectional meetings would be better?-Exactly. I think that 
,t.here are certain subjects, perhaps entomology, for w·hich sectional meetings 
would be better. From the point of view of Deputy Directors, I think it 
is better to encourage 118 to go to other Provinces., ' 
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34,625. Would you remove all restrictions on the free interchange of. 
visits?-I would encourage it in every way possible; of coune not beyond, 
('utain limitfi. 

34,626. Pro/e&!or GanQulee: Have you got any definite restrictions?-: .... 
As I said in the United Province8 there are not, but from conversatlOns 
I have had with officers in other Provinces, I ha'\'e got a strong impression' 
tha i there are reo;trictions. 

34 627. We are told that the research activities at Pusa are bound to 
decline. What are you views on the matter ?-I think relatively they are 
bound to decline, if you are going to encourage the Provinces to salv,e, 
their own problems. As I have suggested to Sir James MacKenna, until 
you find out what are the basic problems, there is little room for Pusa, 

34,6!l8. You have spent some of your time in Germany?-Yes. 
34,629. Did you study their research organisations?-I was interested 

ill smallel' things in those days. Of course, I have always taken an 
int..rest in the organisation. 

34,630. You do not kilo .... of =y c,mk"lioed in&titutes in Germany working: 
in co-ordination with different research stations?-There are; most of 
the money ill Saxony was Saxon money; ,that was for a section of agricul
tural work. I believe a lot of Imperial money is also speut there. 

34,631. You have spent some considerable time in Iowa?-Yes. 
34,632. Did you pay any visit to Washington?-I had been to Washing-' 

ton, but I went merely as a sight-seer. 
34,633. Turning to your own selection and plant breeding work in cotton, 

what is the position actually with regard to Aligarh 19? It is, I u",.I.or-' 
stand, obt'lined by selection ?-Yes. 

3,1,634. Do you see any sign of deterioration-?-No, I do not think S(l." 

There is no sign of d, terioration~ We have always kept a seed farm 
specially for keeping it pure, and I do, not think there is any deteriora~ion. 
It is a selection from the local types, and there is no real reason why 
It should deteriorate. 

34,635. Is there any work going on on the hybridisation of cotton?
The results of Dr. Leake's work are being sifted and finally settled up. 

34,636. You are still dependent on Pusa 12 and 4 for your wheat?
In the east of the Province they do distribute large quantities of Pus a 12 
and 4, but in the west of the Province they do not. We are growing Ii. 
type called Muzzafarnagar. 

34,637. What is the reason for that?-We find that in the west of the 
Province it gives a better yield. On some of my farms, I grow half and 
half. The advantage from Pusa wheat is that it gives a good yield, 
and it allowa me to distribute my labour; it ripens earlier. ' 

34,638, When did you begin yoUl' research work on rice ?-I think it 
was begun when the Botanist was appointed, about 1921 or 1922 when 
Mr. Sethi was appointed. '. 34,639. It is perhaps one of the chief crops in the ProvinceP-It iaa 
very important £rop. It is a big area, but it is no more important than 
wheat. The area is roughly about the same; and the money value is not_ 
very much more than- sugarcane, if you work :,t out in rupees. ; 

34,640. Wha't were your difficulties in the way of undertaking research'~l 
on rice earlierP-There were no difficulties. When research on crops' was; 
~tarted, it was with reference to the two obvious crops of great commercial' 
·mportance. Up to about 1~0, you may say that no work was done' on any, 
crops, except wheat, sugarcane and cotton, merely because there was no 
staff, to do it. 

34.641~ Mr. Sethi is doing rice selection ?-Yes. 
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34,642. Where was he trained ?-I really could not say j 1 am afraId 
I do not know. 

34,643. Could you tell us whether he is in touch with the rice breeding 
station in Coimbatore P-I could not tell you that. 1 was officiating 
Director only for a very few months, and I could not tell you, but tho.se 
details could be very easily obtained. 

34,644. Have you got a botanical survey of the varieties of rice that are 
grown in the United ProvincesP-That was the first thing he did. I 
have seen the remnants of his collection, the ones that he has not dis
carded. He has a very large number of varieties still growing. 

34,645. Has there been any attempt to introduce new cropsP-We have 
tried all sorts of things. 

84,646. Groundnuts?-We tried groundnuts. They succeeded very well 
in the Province for a few years, and then they went out, due, chiefly, 
to white ant attacks • 
. 34,647: Have you tried tobacco?-We grow a large qUAntity uf tobacco 
In certalD tracts of the Provmce. 

34,648. Perhaps in the Eastern CircleP"":"'Yes; but we grow a certain 
amount in the Western Oircle, in small areas round about towns and 
places where manure is available. 

34,649. That is not an item on which you have carried on research P
The only thing that has been done on tobacco is that we have tried the 
Pusa selection. 

34,650. You are trying the Pusa selection P-Yes, but we have not found 
it very sUlICessful. The west of the Province is hard for tobacco. 

34,651. Did you attend the meeting of the Board of Agriculture held 
at Pusa on the 7th of December lastP-No. Mr. Clarke went as the 
provincial representative. 

34,652. I was interested to find there that Mr. Clarke favoured the 
proposal of establishing a ~obacco bureau at PusaP-Yes. 

34,653. And he said that it would be welcomed by.the United Provinces 
Government P-Yes. 

34,654. Do you think such a bureau would help the Province in tobacco 
investigation P-Yes. Once we are in a position to take up investigation 
on tobaoco, I should be grateful for all the information we could get from 
the bureau. . 

34,655. You say here that most of your time is devoted to demon
stration work. The main item of demonstration, I take ill, is seed 
distributionP-Yesj that is one of the main features of our demonstration 
work. 

34,656. Do you have any arrangement for seed testingP-Yes, germination 
and that sort of thing. It is laid down as' one of the routine duties of 
every person oonnected with seed distribution that before the seed is given 
out it must be tested. 

34,657. You have a large number of private seed growersP-Yes. 
34,658. Do they grow seed under certification P-Quite a lot of the seed 

passes through our hands, and quite a lot goes direct from them to the 
cultivators. What we wish to do is to make them independent, dealing 
direct with the cultivator who wishes to sow that seed. That is our 
ambition. It helps us very little if all the seed that they are growing 
has to pass through our hands. As Mr. Clarke has stated, production and 
distribution must be in the hands of one agency. 

34,659. HolV much of your improved seeds go to the small cultivator, 
the man farming 5 to 6 acresP-I do not think I can give you reliable 
informat.ion. 

Dr. A. E. PaN'. 
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34 660. My point is, are the improved varieties reaching him?-Certainly, 
beca~88 our system is to distribute on the basis of s/lIWai, the details of 
which are given in Mr. Clarke's evide~ce. He is ~he fellow ",:e are aimin.g 
to reach, and we reach him; there 18 no questIOn about It. There IS 

another thing which I have been doing as regards sugarcanes of improved 
varieties, for which there will be a very great dl,mand this '[ea.r. I~ the 
pust, only a lilDited amount of seed was available; we found It madVlsable 
to touch the smaller man. We have now got more seed than the bigger 
people can deal with, and there is a demand from the smaller men. I have 
asked Collectors if they are prepared to advance tacca'Vi for the purpose, 
and I think the Collectors whom I consulted will be quite willing to do so, 
provided the money is available. 

34,661. The second item for demonstration is the introduction of i.mproved 
implements. Is your recommendation for improved implements based on 
research and neceBSary experimentation P-The chief implements that we are 
trying to introduce are types of small ploughs. 

84,662. Is it the Meston ploughP-Yes, and ploughs of similar type pro
duced now in India, and the demand is increasing. 

84,663. Do you get any assistance from the actual manufacturersP-We 
do not get much assistance from them. We are encouraging local manufac
ture, but the manufacturer is doing extremely little at present to distribute 
them. 

84,664. If there is a demand, one would imagine that commercial agencies 
would take it up P-The demand is very widespread, and there is a certain 
number of local agencies. 

84,665. Commercial agencies P-Yes. 
84,666. You are in touch with theJllP-Yes. We are doing everything we 

call to try and get them to do their best. For instance, the Board of Agri
culture gave a grant to one of these agencies to build a godown to stock the 
implements. We are trying to give taem every encouragement of that type. 

84,667. On page 97 of your note, you have told us that artificial fertilisers 
are at present of little importance in the agriculture of the United Pro
vinces. But on page 26 of the Report on Agriculture in the United Provinces, 
it is stated: .. A very few ycars ago very little sulphate of ammonia was 
used. To-day thousands of tons are consumed annually;" How can you 
re-eoncile the two P-That point really was with reference to the whole of 
India. If you read further, you will see that I have gone on say: "India 
is looked upon as a most promising market, and upcountry possibilities are 
being fully explored". 

84,668. You were not referring to the United Provinces thereP-No. The· 
fact is that about ten yeara ago 2,000 tons were consumed in India, and now 
the consumption ia something like 80,000 tons. It does not refer to the 
United Prot"inces. 

84,ed9. We are told in other PI'ovinces that these commercial agencies 
dealing with farm implements or manures do not get adequate assistance 
from the Departments of Agriculture P-It is too early .as yet to say that 
in the United Provinces, and I think at present it would be quite untrue, 
because my experience as Deputy Director has tau17ht me to encourage those 
people who relieve UB of some of our work, wheth~r as manure, implement 
or seed distributors. ' 

84,670. Now I wish to put one or two questions about your experimental 
farms. I think you have one experimental farm in' each circle p_ 
Yes, roughly that is correct. There are two experimental farms in some 
circles. The idea is to have one experimentsl farm in each definite tract. 
A circle is not a definite tract. A circle may include one or two definite 
tracts. 
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34,671. l'hen you have demonstration farms?~Yes. 
34,672. And these are the farms that you want to make payP-Wlllch we 

are making pay. 
34,673. In 1921 there was a Government Resolution stating that they 

Ehould be made commerciallY' successful?-Yes. 
34,674. But I understand that these farms were not paying before that. 

date?-They were noJt. Before that, they were being used as subsidiary 
experimental stations. 

34,675. From the Administration Report I find that out of these 15 
demonstratIOn fum;c. there are only three which are at present working at 
a loss ?-Is that for 1926 P 

34,676. No, 1924-25?-There is a later report than that. At present it is 
only one or two, I think. . 

34,677. Do you publish a profit and loss account of these farms ?-I can· 
tell you as regards my own. For instance, my largest farm, on which most 
money is spent, is about 120 acres actual cultivation and 140 acres in all .. 
The expenditure is Rs.12,OOO, and the income Rs.24,OOO, or just about Rs.IOO 
under Rs.24,000. Illy be~t farms work out at an actual profit of Rs.100 per 
acre. 

34,678. Do you yourself keep the furm costings?-We do not keep an 
elaborate system of costings. 'Ve keep accounts, and a profit and loss state
ment is published in this report. 

34,679. What stru{,k me is this. Four farpJ.s which in the pre.ious year. 
worked at a loss of Rs.215 :nade It profit of Rs.1,369 the next year?-Yes. 
I do not see what is remarkable about that. 

34,6S0. That farms running at a 1068 one year should show a large profit. 
al'.other year P-My own unfortunate experience in agriculture is that. 
that is usual. After showing a profit they may be running at a loss agaill. 
l<'or example, this year our profits will be lower, because the prices of sugar 
and cotton ha\"e gono down almost 50 per cent. in some cases. 

3-l.C81. Now. cominl'!: to your demonstration plots, are 'these dt'monstra
tion plot.,! situated in the cultivators' own land ?-Are you referring to those 
given in the balance-sheets? These things that are described here as demon
stration plots may be better described as very sJIlall demonstration farms. 

:'M,682. Have you seed farms besides these demonstration farms and plots? 
-You will find in these balance-sheets some of the farUiS are referred to as 
Beed farms. but they all come under the general category of demonstration 
farms which have to pay. 

34,683. Are they separate from the demonstration farmsP-Yes. in theory; 
not in practice. One is the Kalai seed farl'!l. That is the one I haye just 
referred to, th .. profits of which I have just quoted. 

34,6S4. Thl'll you have research farms?-Yes. 
34.684.\. Are they different irom the experimental farms?-We tried to 

make a distinction to Bome extent 'betw{'8n research and experiment. The 
research is the sort of primary investigation. The experiment is the thing 
that the officer carries out at his field trials. 

34,685. Then you ha.e got instructional farms ?-There is only one such 
farm, attached to the educational institute. It is the college instructional 
farm. 

34.686. In carrying out these field trials, do you follow a particular plot 
techniqueP-It varies; for iMtance, take lIIr. Clarke's sugarCane trials.' 
He is working out a technique in detail and working out the probable 
error, and that sort of thing, but in some cases we have not advanced as' 
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far 116 that. We have gone more ,by judgment of yields and eye-judgment, 
and finally I must 8ay you have got to accept the cultivators' word whether 
he thinks the thing you have given him is better than what he has got. 
That is the crucial test. 

34,61,;. But in experimental work one has to be quite precise in follow
ing definite methodeP-Yes. I think we are fairly precise in our experi
mental work. 

34,688. Are you in touch with the work now being carried on by Mr. 
Henderson in Pusa? He has tried to develop plot techniqueP-I have read 
most of t;he pnpers that are being published on technique at Rothamsted. 
I have followed them fairly closely. 

34,689. Not from PusaP-I have not heard of any from Pusa recently; 
34,690. Have you had trouble with mosaic disease in this Province?-[t 

i8 just beginning to appear. 
34,691. Have you no Mycologist hereP-No. 
34,692. Are you, therefore, in touch with PusaP-They sent us an assistant 

last yenr, who went on tour for several days with me and took a lot 
of specimeru; away, the idea .being, to see if this really was mosaic or 
not. Some of the specimens he got were proved to have mosaic. 

114,693. The Mycological Section at Pusa is taking up this work very 
seriously P-Yes. 

34,694. Mr. Oalvert: Coming back to the economic demonstration farm 
again, I notice the f8lrm you mentioned just now as paying a. very high 
profit, paid no rent?-It paid no rent; the land is owned by Government; 
there is aiso an item of depreciation which I think is given there but 
which is not deducted from the profits. 

34,69.5. You'mention getting a profit of Re. 50 per acre from wheatP
Yes. 

34,696. Is that after deducting all charges?-Yes, I think every charge 
was deducted. That was a. trial carried on in the Central Circle. I think 
all charges were deducted. 

34,697. Including rentP-Yes, I think so. I am not prepared to say 
definitely. I can get you those figures. 

34,698. 1t would be interesting to-have a. statement showing how Re. 50 
profit from wheat was arrived at. Was that a. specially selected plotP

,No, an ordinary plot, where people were willing to take on this experiment. 
I do 110t tbink it was very extraordinary. The prices were not bad in 
that year. They were much better than they are now. Supposing you 
get 25 or 26 maunds per acre it would not be surprising. I grow 30 maunds 
per acre. The farm I have just been talking albout grows 48 acres of 
wheat in a year and the average is 23 maunds. Some of it is not very 
good land either. 

34,009. What was the Settlement Officer's e6timate of the out-turn of 
,wheat in that village P-The estimate for the whole Province was 11 maunds, 
I think. 

34,700. The smllllest of these demonstration farms is 25 acres, I think?-
No, I think there are IIOqle smaller than that. One of my own which is 
called a demonstration farm is about 23 acres, with 20 acres cultivation. 

34,iOl. In the Report on Agriculture in'the United Provinces it is stated 
that the average tenant's holding III the west is about 6t acres and in the 
cast about three acresP-Yes. 

34,702. 13 anything being done to work out the most profitable method of 
utilising these small areasP-Not as units. We are not taking them up 
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lUI units. Our farms influence two claSBes of people; the big man with 
a similar area, and the small man, who is also interested because of 
the variety of crops we give him, but as a particular unit we have not 
started studying the small holding. When I was officiating as Director, I 
put up a scheme to take up this investigation by settling men who wero 
typical tenants on typical holdings and running them as a co-operative 
body on about 200 acres. I do not know whether this scheme is going to be put 
through. l\Iy ideas on many of these things which are at present under dis
cussion lUI possibilities for the future are very well described by the Registrar 
oJ' Co-operative Societies in the letter sent with his evidence, in which 
he says: .. The general conclusion that I wish to point to is that the 
Indian cultivator knows his own business much !better than most people 
are willing to give him credit for; and the way to influence him is not by 
empty wOI'ds, which go under the high-sounding names of pUblicity and 
propaganda, but .by enabling him to see and to feel the practical advantagl's 
of any recommendations made." We shall never get further forward with 
many items now under discussion till we put them into practice on an 
experimental scale. My idea was to get a tract of 200 acres and settle 
on it about 40 tenant:> in an area where the average holding is about 
4 to 5 acres and Government to give the supervision free and give them -
a programme to work to as regards cultivation, and help them to seU 
their stuff. It 'Would Ibe an interesting study in co-operative agriculture 
and also as a o<>-operative non-credit society. 

34,703. These small holdings form, I understand, by far the vast 
majorityP~We have not got detailed figures as you have got in the Punjab. 
We can only make deductions from our census reports, and settlement and 
area figures. They must be fairly numerous, we can safely say that. 

34,704. Of that acreage, I understand, the greater portion is not irrigated 
by canal or well P-Quite a lot by well. 

34,705. The majority is notP-l\fuch is not irrigated. 
34,706. On these small holdings, do you see any hope at all for the

small holder P-I think the only hope is to cut down his expenditure by 
reducing all superfluous labour and then letting him work as a market 
gardener on co-operative lines. I think that is the line of development I 
shoulcl like to try. -

34,707. Has your dep8lrtment done anything on a large scale for market 
gardening crops, SIlly vegetables and fruitP'-Yes, the garden stlaff is 
doing a lot at the various garden centres. For instance, considerable 
success has been achieved at Saharanpur. . 

34,708. You point out that for these small holders irrigation is very 
desirableP- -Essl'ntial, I think. 

34,709. That is to say, witllout intensive cultivation there is very little 
hope for the future?-None whntever. 

34,710. You expres~ some doubt as to why well construction has uot 
developed to a· shill greater extent. Do you think fragmentation is olle of 
the causes?-I thillk so. 

34,711. Would not consolidatloll make thf3 sinking of tube wells for these 
small cultivators an easil'r pr(lblCl~?--Yes, and all types of wells;;[ think that 
would be one of tho greatest immediate advantages. 

34,712. On the question of artificial fertilisers, is the cost of carriage a 
serious drawback to their user-No. They are being put on the market at
present at quito a reasonahle rate. They are charging Rs.8-8-0 a maund for 
sulphate of ammonia, which works out nt quite a rl'asonable rate for 
nitrogen. 
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34,713. What will happen when the demand increasesP-I do not know 
whether the Frices will go np. il think the rate ia an artificial one at 
present; but 1 do not think the problem has arisen yet in this Province. 

34,714. Granted you have ftot a very large number of small holders and 
that you can persuade them to go in for intensive cultivation with wells, will 
not lIOIlle form of artificial manure or fertiliser be neoe!!saryP-Yes. We are 
having very good results in Saharunpur with these manures in spite of only 
aix months' propaganda. An Irrigation Officer there took a great interest 
in it and helped our staff cc.JI~iderably, and the result is that trials on 
potatoes and things like that in that district have been an immediate SUooelJB. 
It has there proved to be a practical proposition already. 

34,715. Is there any hope for these people through encouraging artificial 
farmyard manureP-I do not thipk so. I do not see where we are going to 
get the bnsic material frNI1. If you can provide that, I think your problem 
ia solved. That is the basic problem, to provide organic material to feed 
the soil;· some sort of farmyard manure, if you' like. The whole of the 
success of green manuring is dne to the organic matter that one ploughs into 
tbe soil. If we can provide the raw material, it ia all right, but I do not 
8ee any possibility of the Bmnll man doing it. 

34,7]6. Are you actnally producing artificial farmyMd ·mBnure jn your 
farll1~P·-No, I am not. 

34,717. Mr. Kamat: I daresay you are familiar with the economic position 
of the cultivators in this ProvinceP-Yes, in the west of the Province. 

34,718. In the Report on Agriculture in the United Provinces, it is 
stated that cultivatiou has paid well in recent years. I suppose you 
confirm that statement by your own observationsP-The position of the 
cultivator ia that he has been making greater profits in recent years than 
he was mJaking ten years ago, undoubtedly. 

34,719. That is only n comparative statementP-Yes. 
34,720. I do not know whether you are responsibl~ for Chapter XVI of 

this Report, which deals with the economic position of the cultivator? 
-No, I am not. 

34,721. But you can tell Dle wbether you can corroborate some of the 
statement~ and figures given in table K' on page US with regard to net 
surpluses for the cultil"atorsi'-This was very fully discussed when the 
memorandum was drawn up, and the opinion I expressed was that the figures 
were slightly high. 

34,722. From your experience yon have roosop. to believe that these figures 
are very highP-No, slightly high, I said. 

34,723. Taking Meerut ])ivision, for instance, We are told that the nett 
surplus of a cultivator proprietor ~rom an average holding would be &.353 
per annUD' P-Yes. 

34,724. You are inclined to think that that is rather IhighP~It is certainly 
high to-day, because since tbOSIl figures were arrived at prices have fallen 
probably by not less than 50 per cent., and possibly in. IIOme cases considerably 
more. These figures must be t"ken for the year to which they refer; onll 
must take into consideration thl.' difference in prices. 

3'1,725. But you are on tbe whole inclined to think tha.t these figures are 
rath~r high P·-Slightly high; tbat was the opinion I expres~. 

34,726. Mr. Pim : You look forward to a great extension of well irrigation; 
in the a.rea with which you are concerned, would that be much affected by 
the salts in th(l subsoil waterP-No, with the .exception of a small traet ill; 

• the Agra district, I do not think we are suffering much from. subsoil water. 
either from rising water level or t.he salts that follow from that. 

34,727. It is only a limited areaP-Yesj very, very limited I think. 
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34,728. The oonstruction of the Sarda canal is possibly in some ways going 
to break new ground by introducing canal irrigation into a tract which is 
at the present Dloment fail'ly fully irrigated from wellsP-Yes . 

.. 34,729. Is there any danger of deterioration of the standard of cultiva
tion in t·hose areas as the result of the construction of the canalP-I think 
the greatest danger is the rising water level which usually follows irrigation, 
particularly in a tract with a water level which already, in some districts, 
is extremely high; undoubtedly any substantial rise in water level will have 
a serious effect on ~ugar('ane cultivation, particularly if it is followed by 
any accumulation of salts. 

34,730. But with regard to the actual methods of cultivation, do you 
think there will be a temptation to be less careful P-The introduction of 
the Sarda canal will immediately afford opportunities for a much mort! 
thorough and intensive system of cultivation. 

34,731. You consider that any changes of cultivation that would result 
would be for the bettel'P-Yes, the immediate effect of the introduction of 
the Sarda canal will.be to improve cultivation. 

34,732. The Chairl1l,an: I think you haard what the Director of Agricul
ture told the CollDmiuion yesterday as to his views in connection with the 
possible future of Pusa as a centre of post-graduate teachingP-Yes. 

34,733 .. Hal'e you any opinion in that connection that you would like 
to expressP-I think we must look to a central institute of the' nature 
of l'usa for some of our future recruits to the Agricultural Department. 
A t.ype of man can be chosen for higher training at Pusa. Men of our 
department, for instanoe, could be sent there for a course in agriculture. 

34,734. What do you think would be the ideal scheme of education for 
an Indian Deputy Director in the futureP-I would be inclined to suggest 
two types; I think it would be a mistake to close recruitment to outside 
sources, to people educated in Europe. I should also like to see an equal 
number of men whose training has begun in this Province; I think promising 
young men from our Subordinate Agricultural Servioe and the better type 

. of provincial officers could be picked out and sent to Pusa. I think both 
lines of recruitment are advisahle. 

34,735. Would you suggest that a oertain amount of study abroad would 
be a qualification for these higher postsP-Yes, if....you are going to exclude 
cen the whole of whose training has been abroad; -but if you are going to 
allow that element to come in, I think training at Pusa after taking 
a11 agricultural or scientific degree would give us the men we requite. 

34,736. Professor Gangulet.: Would you affiliate Pusa to any UniversityP 
-Yes, I rather think I would; I think the sentimental value of a degl'ee is 
worth II'lUlpthiJlg 

34,737. Would you oonfine it to the M.Sc. degree, as was suggested by 
Mr. ClarkeP-I should be inclined to coniine it to something corresponding 
to the M.Sc. I think there is room for Puaa as a research institute in 
addition to being II teaching institu~. 

34,738. Sir Jamel MackeflnG: The suggestion of sending officers fur train
ing ;n England or Germany is limited to Deputy Directors'-Ye9. 

34,739. Would you recommend sending a Chemist or a Botanist to 
CambridgeP-Yes; w(\ are sending some men Home for special training. 

34,740. Sir Thoma" lIliddleton: What is the minimum length of college 
or University trnining which you would regard as necessary for a man who 
is hoping later in life to be a Deputy Director? Would you say nothing 
less than a. four-years' courseP-Yes, I should say ·nothing less than a four-
years' course. . ' 
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34,7U. Had you any tralDing in agriculture before you went to Edin-
burgh?-No, but I came from a farming family. 

34,742. After leaving Edinburgh yO\\ went to Leipzig?-Yes. 
34,743. How long did you remain thereP-Two years, roughly. 
34,744. Then you were at Iowa?-Yes. 
34,745. So that you had altogether six years?-Yes. 
34,746. Do you think it is poliSible to get the general knowledge of 

agriculture that one desires in a Deputy Director in less than five or six 
years' training ?-I do not know that I am prepared to answer that question 
o/f·I.and; it sooms a long time. 

34,747. I think four years is the normal college course in some of the 
Indian colleges, is it notP-YC8. 

34,748. So tbat, your proposal of a post-graduate course at Pusa would 
make it five or six years?-It would he six years at least; I do not see 
how one can get out of it. If men are to be recruited from our 
Agricultural College, and I think it is very desirable, I think it must be 
that length of time. . 

34,749. Is it not the· case that a wider training is probably required for 
the post of Deputy Director than for any other type' of work in the Indian 
Agricultural Department?-It requires a very wide training; a Deputy 
Director 'lias to tackle a great variety of subjects, very often 'in a nou
techn~al way. 

34,750. It also requires a considerable amount of experience?-Yes, the 
wider his experience the better. Of course, what happens usually in India, 
and it is very difficult to see how we can avoid it, is that young men are 
hrought out and put straight into harness. I think it would be a great 
advantage if they could be trained, but at the Bame time that is very 
difficult. The only way they can be trained is by a senior officer on the 
spot; it Eeems to me that is all tJhat can be done. 

34,751. In the event of'a young Indian graduate coming from such an 
institution as you have suggested, Pusa, for example, how is he to get 
the experience ?-He would be trained by a provincial department, we will 
say, as a junior Provincial Service officer, or in any case, as a Provincial 
Service officer, and he would be put under a. senior Deputy Director to 
get, his experience in' the department in circle work. I think that is the 
scheme that has already been put forward by Mr. Clarke, and we are hoping 
to recruit two or three of that type this year. 

(The witness withdrew;) 

RAJA JAGANNATH BAKSH SINGH, Rahwan, Rae Bareli. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUF.8I10~ 2.-AmucuuuRAL EDCCATION.-(i) No, 
(ii) Yes, in many districts. As far as I know there is only one agricultural 

school at Dulaudshahr, and it is evident.that it cannot meet the require
ments of these Provinces. I am of opinion that at least one similar school 
should be opened in every agricultural circle in the districts which may be 
most advanced in agriculture. . ' 

(iii) Not necessarily, but preferenoe should be given to teachers drawn from 
agricultural classes. 

liv) Yee. The question for 8timulating the demand does not arise in thelie 
Provin0C8 bel'nuse the dema.nd i8 far in advance of the supply. . 
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(v) Service. 
(vi) Not necessarily. 
(viii) I am in favour of: (a) Nature study; (b) school plots; (c) school 

farms. 
(ix) Mostly Government service. 

. (x) By making more room in the Government service through the expan
sion of the Agricultural Department, and making agriculture as a profession 
more profitable than other callings. 

(xi) I do not see any such movement. 
(xii) By creating a belief in' the success of the modern methods of agri

culture and making facilities for learning them; both these objects would be 
achieved by means of suocessful demonstrations. 

(xiii) The ugricultural. institutions in rural areas should be administered 
and financed by the District Boards and the Government. 

QUESTION a.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) Encouragement Lo 
landlords to 'open and carry on successful demonstration farms on the 
lines best Ruited to the conditions of the locality. 

(b) By encouraging and assisting tenants to open and carry on successful 
demonstration fields on lines best suited to the conditions of the locality. 

(c) After establishing demonstration farms and fields as stated in (a) and 
(b) and thereby creating &. belief in the success of the new methods, en
couragements, namely, cheap credit, concession rents, improved seed and the 
provision within easy reach of suitable implements and their parts would 
induce the cultivator to adopt expert advice. 

(d) RAlgarding the success of the demonstration work I would mention my 
own agricultural farm, as also referred to in the answer to this sub-clau>*! 
by the British Indian Association of Oudh, which has yielded a net profit of 
i5 per cent. in the year emling 30th June, 1926. 

QUESTION 5.-FINA.l\'CFl.-(a) At present the agriculturists are labouring 
under great diffi('ulties for want of moons to obtain financial help for agri
cunural operations on suitable terms. It is very de!lirable that short and 
long-term credit may be provided f01" them. More extensive introduction of 
c~perative credit would be useful. 

(b) I am not much in favour of the Government system of taccavi simply 
OOcauEe the cultivators are put to much harassment both at the time of 
Obtaining :tnd repayment of tucca.'!Ii. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDRBTEDNEsB.-(a) (i) The main causes of 
borrowing are: - ______ 

1. UnthJ"iftine~s of the cultiva.tor. 
2. Ullstability and uncertainty in the return of agricultural produce. 
3. Low percentage of profit, and 
4. tiear.onlll calamities. 

(ii) The oonrces of credit aro the village :noneylender, ~perative credit 
wllere the iIOCieties exist, and tfl('c'l1'i advances made by zamindars and 
Government. 

(iii) The reasons preventing re-payment are the lIanJe as stated in the 
answers to the above clanse (a.) (i) sub-clauses 1, 3 and 4. 

(b) Unless the cultivators themselves become sufficiently intelligent to 
guard themselves .against indebtedness, no artificial measures are expected 
to succeed in saying them from ruinons debts. In this rellpect it is extremely 
desirable that better provision should be made for the education of culti
vators in order to make them realise the da.ngers of indebtedness. 

(c) Yes. . 

QUESTIO!f 7.-FI1AGlII:&NTATION OJ' HOLDINGs.--(a) The best means to prevent 
t·he fragmentation of agricultural holdings are the introduction of suitable 
village industries in order to divert the energies of a considerable section of 
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the population towards them and to prevent the rush on land of those who 
have DO other o;ouroe of livelihood. 

(b) The obstacles in the way of consolidation are many and various, and 
the practical difliculti811 in their wily make them unsurmountable. 

QUF.IITIOII' lO.-FBBTILISBB8.-(a) Yee, by preserving manure accord~ng to 
the latest system and popularising fertilisers suited to the different SOlis. 

(c) By m('allS of demon~trations. " " " 
(f) The use of (lOwdung as fuel could be discouraged if a desire for mtenslve 

cultivation were created in the cultivator and a supply of some other'fuel as 
cheap B8 cowdung were made available 11.8 a substitute. 

QUI!BTIOH 1l.-CBOPs.-{a) (i) The improvement of existing crops can only 
be effected by means of intensive cultiv,ation and selected seed. 

(ii) IntrodllCtioll of some fodder crop is extremely desirable. 
(iii) Selected seed should he distributed as widely as possible and prefer

ence should be given to approved cultivators. 

QuBsTION 14.-IlIPLBlIBNTs.-'(a) As regArds the introduction of new 
agricultural machinery, I would first of all urge the importance of a 
suitable harvesting machine to separate the grain from the straw And to 
make the straw into a good chaff fit for the use of the cattle; the present 
method practised by the cultivator is most tedious And wasteful as far lIAS 

the time of the cultivator and the strength of his cattle is concernecf; 
the operation takes place during the hottest part of the year And it renders 
the cattle exhausted And footsore and they are quite unfit for ploughing 
which begins lIOon ,after the harvesting is completed; consequently the 
agriculturist has to suffer a considerable economic loss on this account. 

(b) I think supply on the hire system would go a long way to hasten 
the adoption by the cultivator of improved implements, in the areas where 
the demonstrations have created a demand. 

QUBSTION 16.-A.JmuL HUSBANDBy.-{a) (i) In order to improve the breed 
of bullocks, it is desirable that the Veterinary Department should take 
upon itself to castrate the country bullocks in the areas where it may 
be possible, to Bupply Government bulls of good breed either to the 
co-operative societies, to aandlords, or to IIOme other institutions which 
may maintain them. 

(c) The shortage of fodder is usually most marked during the months 
of January and February and the scarcity exists for about six weeks. 

(e) With an increase in the interest taken in agriculture in general, 
and intensive cultivation in particular; by, the methods suggested in these 
answera and particularly in the answer ,to "Question 25 (a), the cultivator 
would begin to take a keener inter8llt in branches like the one dealt with 
here, namely animal hnsbandry. 

QUBSTION 17.-AGBloULTUB.AL INDUSTBIEs.-{a) As' a rough estimate, I 
would say that an average cultivator is required to work on his holding 
for about 275 days during the year and for the rest of the period he is 
either busy constructing or repairing houses, huts and wells and attending 
to IIOcial and religious engagements. 

(b) I should think ~a~ yar~ 8pin~ing, ropa-IIli1king, and basket-making 
would make good SubSIdIary Industries to occupy the spare time of their 
families provided the outturn fetches a reasonable return. 

(c) I seo no obstadee in the way of expansion of such industries sa 
bee-~eeping, fruit-~owing, sericultur~, pisciculture, .1B:c-culture, rope
makmg, basket-making, but there Will be some reltglous and social 
obetaclee in the way of poultry-rearing by the Hindus. 

(d) Yes. 
(/) Yes. 
(h) It is difficult to suggest means to this end unless the people are 

educated in the principles of hygiene. 
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QuESTION 18.-AGBJ:OULTUlI.AL LABOuR.-<a) By means of attractive terms. 

QuESTION 20.-l\fAlLK'KTING.-(a) The market facilities are not at all 
satisfactory as far ae the improvement of agriculture· is concerned, because 
little or no value is attached to the quality or the purity of the grain. 
I am speaking of the markets in Rae Bareli district, including the city, 
but I do not think there is any marked difference in the markets of 
other districts of Oudh or Agra generally from those I am speaking of. 
This I consider to be one of the chief causes for the indifference of the 
cultivator towards the quality and purity of hit! produce. 

(d) Such information will be very useful provided it is authoritative. 

QUESTION 22.-CO-OPERATION.--<a) An organised effort to improve agricul
ture in general and methods of cultivation in particular will be the best 
encouragement for the growth of the co-operative movement, for I think 
the oo-operative societies will be one of the chief factors in any such 
scheme; I have made my suggestiont! in this direction in answer to 
Question 25 (a). 

QUESTION 23."'-GSNERAL EDUOATIoN.--<a) The geherllil education that is 
given in our schools and villages has no bearing upon the agricultural 
efficiency of the people; rather, on the other hand, it detaches their interest 
from the agricultural industry. 

(i) I would suggest that compulsory agricultural education should be given 
in primary schools in the rural areas. 

(ii) There should also be provision for agricultural education in the 
middle and secondary schools but there it may be made optional. 

(iii) As far as higher agricultural education is concerned, I would not 
mix it up with general eduQation. 

(b) (i) Good and compulsory agricultural Mucation would bring this 
result in the rural areas. 

QUESTION 24.-ATT1U.OTING CA:PITAL.--<a) In order to induce men of capital 
and enterprise, it is of t.he utmost importance to prove that large farms 
worked by machinery are capable of yielding all much profit as, if not more, 
than the farmll of medium size worked by bullock power under the existing 
systems of cultivation; I say large farms because I think men of capital and 
enterpri~e would not be very enthusiastic in investing money for a small 
amount of profit, even if the percentage of profit may be fairly high. I 
further sugger.t their working by means of machinery, for I think it will 
1101; be possible to obtain labour for a large farm worked by bullock power 
unless one pays very high rates, which would ultimately reduce his own 
profit to a considerable extent alld caose great 1088 to, and much annoyance 
amongst, the neighbouring cultivators by the general rise in labour rates 
of that locality. 

I would therefore make the following Buggestions:-
(i) That at least one demonstration farm, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, should be opened by the Government in these Provinoea. 
(ii) Necessary advico, assistance and encouragement may be given to 

men of capital and enterprise who may apply to open similar farms, in 
the shape of: (1) loans on easy interest and reasonable terms to persons 
who own land hut do not possess enough cash; (2) land to those who 
possess cash bM are not big landowners j (3) expert advice and men on 
deputation to guide the work unless the farmer is enabled to make his 
own arrangements; (4) supply of good seed; and (5) assistance in the 
disposal of farm produce on the best available terms to be had in the 
country. 

(b) Lack of enterprise and uncertainty of receiving good returns are the 
('hief amongst the factors that discourage landowners from carrying out 
imprm·ements. ... 
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Qua.TIOIf 25.-WKl3AB:& or RUBAL' POPULA1.'ION.-(a) A. large majority of 
the rural pop Illation being agriculturista, it needs no argument to support 
the contention that the prosperity and well-being !Jf the rural population 
depends chiefly on the improvement of agriculture; and in order to obtain 
a general imptovement in agl'iculture it is of paramount importance to 
effect a change in the present indifference of the cultivator into a desire for 
intensive cultivation, and his conservative persistence in old and wasteful 
method. into an appreciation of new and improved methods of cultivation. 
I am of oplDion that satisfactory succesa can be achieved in this direct;.on 
by means of demonstration, propaganda, enoouragement and assistance:~ 

(i) Regarding demonstration work, I would like to suggest the follow
ing scheme :-(1) that the Government should open one model demon
stration farm in every district, :lnd this farm should be worked accord;ng 
to modern methods of cultivation that could be practised by an' average 
cultivator; (2) landlords and tenants may be encouraged and assisted 
to open village demonstration farms on the lines of the JOodel demon-. 
stration farm stated above; (3) cultivators possessing small holdings 
may be induced to open smaller demonstration farms on similar lines 
cnlled demonstration fields; and (4) still poorer cultivators who choose 
to avail themselv.s of the concessions suggested here may be allowed 
to open ,still emaller farms called demonstration plots. 

(ii) The following wiIl ,be some of the means of propagating the above 
8<'heme :-(1) in every district where model demonstration farms may 
exist agricultural exhibitions should be held according to the need& 
and cOllvenience of the population, arid special opportunities may be 
afforded to the ('uitivators to compete in them; (2) representative dis
trict committees may be oonstituted tG manage exhibitions and co
operate with the Governme,Dt in the propagation of the above scheme; 
and (3) in order to derive the benefits of co-operation and in view of 
further propagation of the above Bcheme amongst the village people. 
village soeieti('s may he formed in the villages by the aid of the dilStrlct 
comIDittee8 and the co-operative societies may be incorporated with 
them, if posaible. 

(iii) The following are some of the encouragements that would go a 
long way to induce the cultivator to open any of the- above demonstration 
farms that suits his convenience Rnd resources: -(1) advance of loans. 
on cheaper rate of interest and convenient instalments; (2) supply of 
selected seed at a cheaper rate of interest and at a place as near their 
floldings as posaible; and (3) Bupply of implements and parts at attrac-
tive ratee on hire •• well &8 on sale. . 

(iv) The following assistance would be indispensable to a farmer:-, 
(1) good oommunicatioWl from holdings to the market place; (2) satis
factory market facilitiea in order to enable the cultivator to obtain the 
best price for hi. produce; and (3) establishment of village industries 
to ntilise the spare time of the cultivator. , 

I am aware that the above is but a rough outline of a scheme and that 
a number of suggestions embodied in it' have been dealt with in answers to 
the various questions oC this Questionnaire, but still I think that the sug
gestions put together, in not even a very methodical way, may be of some 
use to the Royal Commission while considering this most important subject 
of the well-being and prosperity of rural population. 

(b) Yes. 

Oral Evidence. . 

34,752. The Chairman: Raja Jagannath Baksh Singh, we have your note 
of the evidence which you wish to give before the CommiBsion. Is there 
anything that you would like to say at this stage or may we ask you 
80me questions P-':I have riothing in particular to say. 
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84,753. Are you a. landholderP-Yes. 
34,754. Could you give us the extent of your estatesP-My estate con-

sists of twenty villages. . 
34,755. Do you farm yourselfP-Yes. 
34,756. On your home farmP-Yes. 
34,757. On irrigated or unirrigated land?~Irrigated land. 
34,758. What are your principal cropsP-Wheat. 
34,759. Do you carry out anything in the nature of experimentsP-No. 
84,760. You have not any experimental farmP-No, I have not got any-

thing like that, only demonstration farms. 
34,761. It is & system under which an arrangement is made between 

the Agricultural Department and yourself P-There is no pa.rticular arrange
ment. I run carrying on my demonstration farms on the lines practised 
:by the cultivator. 

34,762. Are you multiplying and distributing seed of improved varieties P 
-I sell my produce to the department and they distribute it. I do dis
tribute seed myself but that is not improved seed, and it is not done on 
any genera.l scale. If any particular tenants want improved seed I give 
it to them, ibut most of my preduce is sold to the department. 

34,763. Are you growing any sugarcane at allP-I. used to grow some, 
but I did not find it profitable. 
_ 34,764. How do you account for the fact that it was not profitable p
I found two defects with regard to that: one was that my place was not 
a sugar producing tract, and the other was that the process of making 
gUT was very tedious and wasteful. I could not sell my crop to any factory 
'Wd I found that it was not successful. Wheat was more successful than 
sugan>ane. 

:34.765. Do you apply manure or fertilisers to your wheat landP-Yes, 
I do. _ 

34,766. What do you apply?-Nitrate of soda" to selected plots and 
selected fields; a';1d cow-dung in all. I have got a iblock where I apply 

"manure and another which is unmanu,red. In the manured block I mostlv 
put oow-dung manure, but in selected fields, I give nitrate of soda. • 

34,767. You have one block whic~ is never manuredP-Yes. 
34,768. Could you tell the Commission how the profits on these two blocks 

oom~a.te P-I have not calculated the profits ibut I can tell you the yield. 
My average yield on the unmanured block is about 10 maunds per pucea 
bigha- which comes to llibout 16 maunds per acre, while on the manured 
block the yield is 16 maunds per p'Uoca bigha which comes to about 24 
maunds per acre. 

34,769. And that difference ill enough to oover' the cost of the fertiliser 
and leave you a margin of profitP-I have not calculated as to whether 
it is enough, but I think it would be. 

84,770. Do you notice an, progressive deterioration in the unmanured 
land P-I have not found that to be the case. I find the average is in
creasing. 

34,771. Is there any plant food. in the water that you use for irrigation? 
Is ·there a certain amount of siltP-No, the unmanured block is clayey soil 
while the manured block is sandy soil. 

* A" pucca bigha" is, roughly, Hh acre. 
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34,772. But it is in the unmanured block that you see a great deal 
of improvementP-I find improvement in both. I have ;made no oom
pariaon. 

34,773. I W&B wondering whether the water that you put on to your 
land accounts for this improvement ?-No. 

34,774. PI'eaumaibly then it is due to the good tiIIageP-Yes. I irrigate 
the unmanu·red block from a big tank. 

34,775. &, that it is not likely that there is much silt in that water. 
That would be deposited in the bottom of the tank?-Yes. 

34,776. I would like to ask you about cattle. How many pairs of working 
bullocks do you yourself keep ?-I have got twenty pairs. 

34,777. Do you find the fodder problem acute in certain seasons?-Very 
ocute. 

34,778. Are you muing any experiments to meet that difticultyP-I wanted 
to know if Government has got any suooessful crop to introduce. 

34,779. Have you been to their stations to have a look at what they are 
doing?-Not with a view to find out a successful fodder orop. 

34,780. DO you keep any milch cows at allP-Yes, for domestic purpose~ 
only, but not on dairy linea. 

34,781. Ha.ve you tried the silo at all for preserving fodderP-Yes. 
34,782. What is your experience?-It is quite good. When the cattle 

lOle accustomed to eating it, it gives good results. It takes time for them 
to get accustomed to it and at first they do not eat it readily. 

34,783. It n.ther depends on how it is madeP-Yes, if it is not in good 
condition the cattle 'Will not eat it. 

34,784. And also if it is really well made the) take to it readily, whereai 
if it is sour they take a long time?-Yes. 

34,785. Now to turn to the substance of your note: Axe you familiar 
with the school at Bulandshahr?-Not very familiar with it as it is at 
on" end ot the Province and I have not visited it. 
34,7~6. You form the view, I nnderstand, that there is a growing demand 

for agricultural education?-Yes, 
34.i!!7. Do you think that the cultivators in your viUages are beginning 

to demnu,\ ·better education in the most 'general sense fOO' their children? 
-Yes, ' 

34,iBa. Do you notice a difference in the last five or ten yearsP-Yes. 
34,':'89. Do you think opinion is on the move?-It is; there is a rush for 

admission into the schools. ' 

34,7DO. Bearing in mind that the Agricultural 'Department has only been, 
some twenty years in existence and that a. long war has intervened, I 
should like to ask whether you are, on the whole, satisfied with the progress 
that has been madeP-No. 

34,791. You think more might have been doneP-Yes. 
34,792. With the money that has been spent, or do you think that more 

money should be spent?-More money should be spent. 
34,793. May I ask.~u to turn to page 132? In ~~wer to Question ~) (d), 

you refer the OommlBSlon to an answer by the BrItIsh Indian Associ·ation of 
Oudh ?~trictIy speaking, I do not represent the British India.n ASAOCiation 
I am here as a farmer. • 

Raja RampaJ. Sing!,: The answers of the Association are with nm. and 1 
shall send them in.· 

• Not printed. 
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34,794. The Ohairman: [n answer to our Question 5 (b) on the same page 
132, you say: '! I am not muah in favour of the Government 8ystem of 
ta.ccavi simply because the cultivatol'fl are put to much harassment both at 
the time of obtaining and repayment of taccQlIi." Take the point in its 
component parts, firstly at the time when the application was made. Do 
you think that the inquiries made were unreasonably detailedP-That is 
also a factor which creates delay in payment. 

34,795. But do you suggest that these inquiries are too complicated, that 
they should not be carried on as they are carried on at the moment ?-They 
should be more speedy. 

34,796. How about the lu\rassment at the time of repaymentP-My 
experience is that the persons who go to oollect the money try to collect 
it at a period when the tenant is not in a position to pay, and naturally 
he would like to defer payment at that time. 

34,797. Do you mean that the loans are collected at a particular season 
which is inconvenientP·-In IIOme cases it is 110. I am simply pointing out 
this as one of the ways of harassment. 

34,798. 'Do you not think that one of the real difficulties is, that in lending 
public money and in collecting repayments. of public money, a certain 
strictness is inevitable and that that is necessarily unattractive to the culti
vatorP-I had considered that point, but I think when the Government 
is lending money, it is acting like a creditor and the principles of a creditor 
can only be successful as far as the Government is working as a credit 
department. 

34,799. You mean Government is in competition with the moneylender 
and that the cultivator p.efers the way of the moneylenderP-Naturally. 

34,800. Although those ways may mean an appearance of kindness at the 
time, but anything but kindness in the long mnP-Exactly. 

34,801. You give, 'On the same page, in answer to Question 6, as the 
SQur('es of credit the village moneylender, co-operative credit where the 
societies exist, and taccavi advances made by zamindars and Government. 
Is the practice of lending cash to tenants widespread amongst landlords 
in this ProvinceP-I think it is fairly widespread. 

34,802. What is the usual rate of interest chargedP-From 12 to 18 per 
cent .. 

34,803. Have you any co-operative societies on your estateP-There are 
in eome of the villages. . . 

34,804. What is your view of the state of these societiesP-They are not 
very popular. 

34,805. Do you know at what rate of interest they are lendingP:-I do 
not. 

34.806. With regard to fragmentation of holdings, in answer to our 
Question No. 7 (a) the best means, you say, to prevent the fragmenta
tion of agricultural holdings are the introduction of suitable village indus
tries in order to divert the energies of a considerable section of the popula
tion towards them. Have you there eontemplated these village industries 
being taken up as It whol&-time occupation by a proportion of the popula
tionP-Yes. 

34,807. So that your idea is that, on the death of an owner, some of his 
sons might be engaged in these occupations and would therefore' not be 

. anxiou8 to take lip any landP-Yes. 

. :14,808. Are you yourself making any experiments in the way of imp~ved 
ImplementsP-No, I am not making any experiments in that direction. 

Raj.l Jagannath Bak.<h Singh. 
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34,809. Are you uaing a.ny power _ cu.tivation ?,-,-No. I used _pumping 
plants, oil engines. 

84,810. To lift from wellBP-Yes, and alsoJrom tanks. 
84,8n. Have you yourself Bunk many wellBP-Yes. 
84,812. How many approximately?-I have not calculated the number, 

but it would be about twenty. 
34,813. Have you had a high percentage of successeaP'-:"Yea, fairly high. 
34,814. Have you had any failures with your boresP-Yes, some failures. 
34,~15. Do you find that the supply of ':ater from these wells is more or 

leu even over your eltate, 01' does one well vary a good deal from another 
in that reapect ~-It depends upon the tract of land. In clay it is generally 
high, hut in sandy soil i~ is low. 

34,llI6. Do you know the output of your best well in gallonage?-:-For my 
best well I used a suction pipe of 4 inches and a delivery of 3 inches. 
The capacity of the pump was 14,000 gallons per hour. 

34,817. Could you keep up that supply of 14,000 gallons per hour, or did 
the well give way or dry upP-'J.'o a certain extent it gave way, but there 
waa a point where the lupply was steady. _ 

34,818. JIow ma.ny acres were you able to work with that supplyP-About 
70 bigh.as; that is the area of the block in which the well is situated. 

34,819. Are you breeding any of your working cattle yourselfP-Yee, I have 
a small cattle farm. -

34,820. What bull@-are you _usingP-I have lately. indented for a Hiasar 
bull. I had one Ponwar bull first and then I had a Kherigarhi. 

34,821. From the Go\'ermnent farml'-Yes. 
34,822. Have you had BucceM with itP-The Ponwar was better; the 

Kherigarhi has not been succel!8ful. 
34,823. What quality of cows dirt you useP-Indigenous. 

34,824. Of what breed?-It is an indigenous mixed breed. 

34,825. On page 133, with regard to agricultural industries, you express 
the view that the average cultivator works for about 275 days in the 
year, and out of the remaining 90 days he is either busyoonstructing 
or repairing houses, huts and wells or attending to social and religious 
engagements. Do I understa.nd that it is your view that he may usefully 
employ IlOme of that time in augmenting his income by some spare-time 
«lCupation P-Yes. 

34,826. Hlive you any suggestions as to how such spare-time occupations 
might be encouraged amongst the cultivatorsP-There are a number of 
spare-time industries suggested in _ the QUIl~tionnaire, a.nd I think _ they are 
good. 

34,827. I take it that 1lO~ steps would-have to be taken to e~courage 
~ultivators to go in for thoseP-Yes. 

34,828. You 'touch a very importa.nt point on page 134, in answer to our 
Question 20 on marketing, a-nd you point out that one great flaw in the 
market facilities in the districts that you are familiar with js _ that no 
value is attached to the quality, or the purity of the grain. Have you any 
suggestions for improving that positionP-I think at present the department 
should arrange to purchase good wheat. . 
. 34,829. You do n.ot- think there is any hope of bri?ging about any change 
1n the market whICh would assure to growers of Improved varieties who 
ma~kete.d those varieties pure, ,a reasonable price for the quality P-Not to 
beglD With. 
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34,830. Where do you market your own wheatP-I have sMd just now 
that 16e11 it to the department. 

34,831. Do you contempla.te.giving children of the primary schools a.ny 
vocational educationP-1 contemplate elementa.ry agricultural education 
in the primary schools. 

84,832. You do not think tha.t literacy is the grea.t desideratum in an 
elementary systemP-It is. 

84,833. Do you ,not think that there is the danger tha.t, if you super
impose tbis vocationa.l course, you may prejudice the cause of literacyP 
Is there enough time to teach these small ehildren to read, to write and 
to do arithmet.ic, as well as to tea.ch them some of the elements of a.gricul
tureP--MOftt of the students being sons of agriculturists, it will not take 
much time to dIvert their interest towards agriculture. 

34,834. Do you go in for any detailed system of accounting on your farm P 
-I have got some accounts here with me. 

34,835. 1 was wondering whether you could give us the figures of your 
gross and net profits on the wheat land for any series of years. If we 
could get information from YOll, it would be va.lua.ble, because it would 
give us a.n opportunity of comparing the profits of a large scale farm with 
those of a sma.ll farmP-I have not got figures for several years, but for 
this year I have got some figures. 

34,836. Could you trust us with thoseP-1 should be very glad to supply 
the figures if I get the form in which you want them.· 

34,837. Sir James MacKenna: On page 133, you recommend the 
introduction of agricu1tural machinery, citing the particula.r case of a 
suitable harvesting machine. Do you recommend the introduction of 
machinery because labour is becoming scarce in the neighbourhood?-No, 
but because it is very exhausting to the bullocks. 

34,838. In this particular case you quote the reason, which is new to 
me and it is important. What will happen to the labour that is displaced 
by the introduotion of machines of the kind you mention? What will 
they doP It will take less men to run this machine than under the old 
methods of threshing?--These machines will not create any excess of labour. 

34,839. You think they will find other jobs to doP-Yes, beca.use no labour 
is required in threshing bhma; it is the bullocks which do it. 

34,840. Would you recommend the introduction of machinery in places 
where there is an adequate supply of cheap labour?-Provided it is not 
more costly. 1 would recommend machinery, if it is profitable to use it. 

34,841. You have got a supply of cheap labourP-Labour is not scarce 
in Rae Bareilly. 

34,842. Have you tried Pusa wheats on your estates?-Yes. 
34,843. How do you find them? Are they good?-Yes. 
34,844. Are they good in comparison with the local varietiesP-Yes. 
34,845. What would be the percentage of increased out-turn P-I do not 

possess the figures. 
34,846. Would you say that they are 30 per cent. better in out-turn p

I have never tried them on a field side by side with other varieties. 
34,847. You have not compared them. You think they are distinctly 

betterP-I think they are distinctly better. 
34,848. When did you start your home farm ?-I have been doing farming 

for the last twenty years or so, but the system of accounts that I now 
have and the methods that I follow at the present time ,have been in practice 
for the last ten years. 

• Not received. 
Raja Jaga'M'lath llaksh Singh. 
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34,849. There was a great revival of interest in agriculture amongst the 
talokdarB about ten or fifteen years agoP-Yes. 

84,850. Instead of letting out all the land for cultivation, they started 
their own home farmingP-Yes. 

84,851. You were actually interested in agriculture before that general 
movement took place P-Yes. 

84,852. Pro/ello,. Gangulee: What is the method of paying labouren;' 
wagesP-In cash and also in kind. 

34,853. How much cashP-1t varies from It anoas to 4 annas. They 
are paid in kind only for the harvesting operation, at the rate of a 
seventeenth part of the grain which one collects. 

34,854. I understand you' get most of your labourers from your twenty 
viUBgesP-Yes, almost all. 

34,855. These villagers do not possess land of their own P-Some of them 
have land, but a few of them have not enough land for their cultivation. 

34,856. Are you connected in any way with the District BoardsP-1 was. 
84,857. Could you tell us what is their view with regard to agricultural 

education or education in rural areasP-I do not know what their views 
are, but practically I see no sign of their activity on the rural side. 

:l4,858. What are their chief activitiesP-Primary education. 
34,859. Do they assist the Department of Agriculture in any way in 

their demonstration work?-I do not think the Rae Bareilly District Board 
in any way help the Department of Agriculture. 

84,860. Their chief activity is primary education P-Yes, primary educa
tion and communications. 

34,861. .What is your view on the question of fragmentation of holdings? 
Is it a serioos handicap to agricultural improvement P-I think it is. 

84,862. Hsve yoo given any thought to the matter, as to how you would 
bring about consolidation P-Do you mean consolidation or preventing frag
mentationP 

84,863. How could fragmentation be stoppedP-I have suggested that 
80me suitable industries should be encouraged. I also think that it would 
be better to have some legal measures taken. For instance, the law of 
inheritance amongst the cultivators may be amended. 

84,864. What are the views of the landlords of this Province in regard 
to the problem of fragmentation of holdingsP Do you think they would 
be in favour of legislative measures to check the evilP-My reply to that 
is not given as representing the view of the landlords, but I personally 
think that fragmentation should be avoided as far as possible. 

84,865. You think it could be done only by legislative measuresP
Yes, and by introducing other suitable industries or other callings. 

84,866. You talk about improved implements. What are the imple-
ments you are thinking ofP-Ploughs. 

84,867. Better ploughsP-Yes. 
84,868. Iron ploughsP-Yes. 
84,869. You are introducing iron ploughsP-1 am using iron ploughs. 
84,8!0. Yo~ have no diffic~lty in getting suitable draught ca~t1eP-No; 

there 18 no difficulty at aU With the Meston plough. 
34,871. Have you taken any interest in the co-operative movementP

Not much; I never thought it was very successful or well organised 
unl_ the organisation came from the top. .. 
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34,872. There are no societies in t,helle twenty villages under you ?-There 
may' be a few; I was told they were formed, then liquidated and 
then formed again; 'that is what I heard. There were no stable societies 
with any reputation behind them. 

34,873. You yourself have not taken an interest in this movementP-
1 am not an expert in co-operation and I 'have not taken much interest 
in it. 

34,874. Would you engage the services of. a graduate of the Agricultural 
College to look after your farm P-Provided he is interested in agriculture. 

34,875. Naturally a graduate from the Agricultural College would be 
interested ill agricultureP-I doubt very much whether in the majority 
of cases they are. 

84,876. Sir Ganga .Ram: Have you tried oneP-No, I have not yet tried 
one. My experience of those I have met is that they prefer Government 
service to agriculture . 
. 34,877. Professor Gangulee: Has it been your experience that the 

graduates turned out by the Agricultural Colleges are not interested in 
agriculture P-That is not my personal experience j that is my general 
knowledge. 

34,878. Have you at any time paid a visit to Cawnpore Agricultural 
CollegeP-I did, a short time ago. 

34,879. Where did you meet the graduates of these Agricultural Colleges? 
-In Lucknow. I am not particularly referring to graduates of the Agri
cultural College, but to students who have passed through the agricultural 
courses. . 

,34,880. You formed t.he view that they are not sufficiently interestea in 
agricultureP-I think most educated persons are not interested in agri
culture as a profession. 

34,881. M7·. Galvert: Would you feel inclined to venture an opinion as 
to whether rural debt is increasingP-It is difficult to say that off hand. 

84,882. Is there any other outlet for the capital of the moneylender 
apart from moneylending?-Yes, he can go in for agric'!-lture himself. 

34,883. Could he get the landP-Yes, he could purchase it. 
34,884. But, apart from that, is there any other outlet?-He could invest 

it in other industries. 
34,885. Why do not they invest in other industries ?-As long as they 

can invest their money in business near their homes and get sufficient 
profit, they do not like to go in for other industries. 

34,886. That is to say, they like to invest their money near their own 
homesP-And at a good profit. 

34,887. Professor Gangulee: At a high rate of interestP-Yes. 
34,888. Mr; Kamat: In this Province what are the relations generally 

between the zamindal'll and the tenants? Are they improving of late? 
-They are improving. 

34,889. Do you think recent legislation has helped to bring about this 
improvement?-Yes. 

84,890. Professor G.angulee: To what legislation are you referringP-
The Agra Tenancy Bill and the Oudh Rent Act. ' , 

34,891. M". Kamat: As a rule do the zamindars take any serious interest 
in agricultural improvements and reforms P-Yes, they' are beginning to 
do so; there is considerable improvement. . . , 

34,899. You 'mean they are taking greater interest of re~ent years?-Yes. 
34,893. Or is it only since theappoiiltment of this Commission P-No. 
Btl;!!. J(I(lIlnnath Baksh Singh. 
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84,894. The improvement is of longer s~a~dingl'-Yes, I ~hink 80; 1 
do not think the appointment of the Commlaslon has affected It at all. 

84,895. Do you agree that the zamindare are in a position to carry 
out. good man7 agricultural reforms if they have the will to do sol'
II they have the will and advice. 

84,896. That is exactly what I wanted to ask you about. What are 
the difficulties in the wa7 of improvement? Are you in touch with the 
Agricultural Department, or are there other difficultiesP-But the Agri
cultural Department itself is not in a position to give us any particular 
advice. 

84,897. You find the Agricultural Department is not in a position to 
give you adviceP-No, they are doing the same as the cultivator is doing. 

84,898. You really mean that the variouH demonstration farms that 
the department has started, and the seed stores of which we read in this 
memorandum, have not helped the zamindar claasP-No. The demonstra
tion farms and the seed stores are two different things. The demonstrations 
have not yet created a belief in their success in the popula.tion, while 
the seed stores were only established a year or two ago. 

34,899. Do you consider that on the whole the activities of the Agri
cultural Department have not affected the zamindar cJassP-They have 
not affected it considerably. In what way do you mean it has been 
affected!' 

34,900. In creating a greater interest on their part in the matter of 
agricultural reform ?-They have. 

84,901. We have been told that as a result of the system of making 
demonstration farms a commercial success, no less than 500 private farms 
have been opened, and, similarly, capital may be attracted owing to the 
system that the department has introduced. Do you not regard that 
as an indication that the department is useful P-It is very useful; I 
do not 8a7 it is not UBeful; but I think much more could be done. 

34,902. Apart from the advice which you seek from the department, are 
there any intelligent zamindars who of their own initiative could introduce 
reforms, for instance, in regard to cattle breeding and the use of 
maohinery P-They can, of course, with regard to cattle breeding, but' there 
is hardly. anyone who can introduce machinery unl8911 they ge't good 
reliable expert advice. There are some zamindars who would like to go 
in for machinery, but they are hesitating because they are afraid it 
might fail and cost them a lot of money •. 

34,903. So that there again you feel that you lack technical a(lviceP-Yes. 
34,904. And if that technical advice were available, zamindars would go 

in for new implements and machinery, and might perhaps even hire them 
oot for the benefit of their tenants ?-I think 80. 

84,905. You think that is quite possibleP-Quite. 

34,906. What is hindering the zamindars from apP'l'oaching the department 
concerned for technical advice? Is it their apathy or the apathy of the 
department in giving that advice P-To a certain extent both. 

84,907. I want to know whether the zaminda.ra have evinced a desire to 
approach the Agricultural Department, or are they rather indifferent about 
it?-From the zamindars' point of view, I have not yet ascertained how 
many of them ha,ve approached the Agricultural Department; and from 
the Government Bide, I have not yet seen what particular advice is being 
advertised or popularised. . 

34,908. You said that jUdging from your general knowledge you han 
not very much faith in the agricultural graduateP-No I did not mean 
to Bay I have not much faith; I mean to say that no particular interest 
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in agriculture as a profession is created. in them by the training they 
receive. I do not 8'&Y that I have no faith in the graduates of the agricul
tural colleges. 

34,909. If you have faith in the agricultural graduates, why is it that 
the zamindar class is not utilising the services of men trained. in the 
agrioultural colleges P-BecauBe they think trained. men will cost more 
and will not show any proportionate results. 

34,910. They are afraid of the mllirket value of the trained. man; is 
that Ol1e of the difficulties P Is the difficulty that they are afraid they 
will not be able to afford· the high salary of these trained. men P-One 
point is that they will have to pay more and that the men will not be 
able to produce any proportionate results. I think I am quite clear in 
my reply. 

34,911. That virtually means that you have no confidence in their know
ledgeP-N:>t that, but I do not know what they will do. 

34,912. Professor Gangulee: Perhaps the difficulty is that you have no 
faith in t.heir efficiency P--.T udging from our experIence of the demonstra
tion farms carried on -by Government, I do not see what these graduates 
can do in particular. I have always been told up to now that these 
Government farms have not been 8uc0688fui generally, though a few of 
them have been obtaining good results and a few were making good profits. 
If the Government demonstration farms are not any very great success, I 
do not know what Ibetter results the gr8lduate will -bring on private farms. 

34,913. In' the first place you say that the demonstration flllrms are not 
110 success, and, in the second place, men trained. on the Government farms 
would not be of very great value to you P-Econ?mically, yes. They might 
do well on large farms, but there are no large farms. 

34,914. Bigger zamindars can cultivate large farmsP-Yes, they can have 
large fMms, but how will they manage them P 

34,915. Surely there must be any number of big zamindars who could 
take up all the graduates turned out by the agricultural collegeP-Yesj 
if their farms are worked. Iby machinery. 

34,916. I mean there is no ehortage of big zamindars as compared with 
the number of students coming out of the colleges. Is it a mutual lack 
of confidence which is at the root of the difficultyP-I do not think there 
is any lack of confidence generally prevailing among the zamindars with 
regard! to these gr8lduates. 

84,917. With reference to spare-time occupations, can you make any 
definite suggestions, beyond those you have made in your memorandum, 
as to small agricultural industriesP I am not talking of rope-making or 
basket-making, but of somewhat lllll'ger industries. Could the zamindara 
take up such industries in this Province P-I have not thought out any 
particular ones that could be tali:en up. 

34,918. l'erhaps I might suggest one ·by way of illustration. In this 
Report on Agriculture in the United. Provinces we are told that pressing 
oilseeds is a feasible proposition if done on the' proper sealeP-Yes. 

34,919. I daresay there are zamindars in the United. Provinces who might 
start an oil-p·ressing industry if they had the expert knowledge, had better' 
helpers and provided. they h8ld the will P-Yes. 

34,920. Have the bigger zamindars got the will P-I have no information 
that they have thought about it. Some of them may have. 

34,921. Have they never thought of it so far P-Some have, but generally 
speaking I have not much information as to whether the bigger zamindars 
have thought about th66e questions. 

Ra;" Jagannath Baksh Singh. 
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34,922. I am just indicating one more line in which the techni.cal know
ledge which the department is prepared to place before the pulbl~c may be 
utilised by the zamind&rs. Yesterday 'We were told by. the Director. of 
Agriculture that a BDlall plant for sugar. manufacture mIght be a paym.g 
proposition. Ha.ve the zamindars, for instance, ever thought about thIS 
problem, and approached the department ~or something. to be done i~ that 
direction P-I do not know what the partIcular Buggestlon of the DIrector 
was, but I think that attempts at manufacturing sugarcane have not yet 
been very suocessful in these Provinces. 

34,923. Are you speaking after full inquiries fro~ the ~epartment or 
are you limply giving expression to your general Impresslo~?-I ~ave 
made no inquiries from the department. It is only my general ImpreBBlon. 

34,924. Do you think it would be worth while for the bigger zamindars 
to make definite inquiries and find out whether in these Provinces sugar 
manufacture would be a feasible proposition?-Yes. 

34,925. It has not 'heen done ·by the zamindarsP-No. No particular 
method has been inquired into, but the factories which have been working 
here have not been a great success. 

34,926. There again you say you are speaking from general impressions. 
Have you studied the question and found by inquiry that sugar manu
facture is out of the question in the United ProvincesP-No, I have not 
studied that. 

34,927. What I am suggesting is this. Is it possible for the zamindars to 
utilise the services of agricultural grOOuates, for instance, to start some 
industries like oil-pressing or sugar manufacture? Perhaps sufficient in
quiries are not being mOOe by the zamindars, and sufficient advantage is 
not .being taken of the knowledge of the department. There are possi
bilities and prospects along these lines if the zamindars care to a.vail 
themselves of them. Do you agree?-Yes, I do agree. I have alreOOy 
placed before the Commission my statement that interest in agriculture 
should be created by Government. I do admit that there is a lack of 
interest in agriculture at. the present time. 

34,928. On the part of zamindarsP-Yes, and also on the part of tenanta. 

34,929. Mr. Pim: What is the size of your farmP---,It .is 300 p'Ucca big has, 
under plough. 

34,930. Have you oonsidered using the section of the new A.ct for increasing 
its size, or are you satisfiedP-I have not h.a.d to use the sections of the new 
Act because the farm existed before the A.ct was amended. 

34,931. Are you satiofi.ed with the size of your farm or are you trying to 
expand itP-I may have to _p .... d it. 

34,932. Is it cOlllpact~-It is in two hlocks. One is situated to the north 
of my hOllse about two miles &way, and the other to the south, about the 
Bame distance. Only one of these blocks has a tank, and the other is 
irrigated by a well. 

34,933. Are they both fairly well irrigatedP-Yes. 

34,934. How IDllllh of the area is do lasliP-What do you mean by do 'asZiP 
84,93:3. I mean two crops, two crop~ in the same year; for inStance, rice 

and gram P-That would be about 50 b'ghas. 

34,936. Nothing very lnu<:h P-No, very little. The wheat block is rotatioll • 
only the rice crop is do lasli. ' 

34,937. You are anxious to extend intensive cultivation, but you said you 
do not grow c811ep·-'l'hat is RO. 
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34,938. In certain parts of your district a. good deal of cane is grown P
Yes, I know it is grown in !lOme of my T'illages. 

34,939. Are there defects in the $(liD of the villages in which yoUr farms 
lueP-Yes, II think the soil is not very suitable. In the block in which I 
tried the soil 'Ims not very suitable. I did not like to try the chief wheat 
block after one failure. There was another difficulty, that of gur making. 

34,940. Was that the chief difficultyP-Yes. 
34,941. In the Partabgarh and Sultanpur districts there is a strong 

prejudice among some of the Thakurs against growing cane at all. Is that 
felt at all in Rae &relli P-No. 

34,942. You have never heard of itP-I do not know of it. 
34,943. The la.st two settlement reports of these districts laid stress on the 

pointP-I do not think there is ·any prejudice against it in Rae Barelli. 
34,944. You have not found it payingP-No. 
34,945. Is the Agricultural Department represented in your district?-It 

has a small farm. 
a4,946. Have they a local representativeP-Yes, one Babu Hari Har Singh. 
34,947. Did you get their advice when you were trying to grow your caneP 

-I said I gave it up some years ago. 
34,945. You did not do it with the help of the department at allP-Yes, I 

did take their advice, and I took seed from them of different varieties. 
34,949. Did you try several varieties and were they always failures?-They 

were not very succeBBful economically. They did not compete with wheat. . 
34,900. Who manages the farpIP-I haT'e a Superintendent. 
34,951. Is he an old family servantP-Yes. 
34,952. Did you ask the department whether they could give an explana

tion of the comparative failureP-No. 
34,953. I mean as regards the actual out-tnrn of ca.neP-I did not ask 

them. 
34,9;34. As regards labour you want to prevent too· much competition for 

land, Bnd you suggtlSt alternative <'ccnplltions. Are there many people in 
the villages in your neighbourhood who go and work outside the Provinces 
in Calcutta or in the minesP-There who go out and work in Calcutta, 
Madras, or Bombay and so on are not of the labourer class. The labourer 
(.lass mostly go to Onwllpore. 

34,955. Many do go to CawnporeP-Yes, and k. Benares. 
34,956. You mean to ~ay that they have not gone to such an extent as 1;0 

calise a renl scarcity of labourP-No, thClre is no scarcity of labour. 
34,957. AI!. regards education, what is the position now as regards the 

lower c/Wtes getting into schools in your neighbourhood? Is there &ny 
difficuIt:y?-There is 110 particular difficulty for the lower class boys being 
admitted into schools. 

34,958. I do not mean in theory, but in pra.cticeP-No, not even in 
practice. I have seen some Pa.si boys in primary schools. 

34,959. So these. difficulties have goneP-Yes, they have gone. 
34,960. The Chairm,an: Is there a 80 years' se~tlement in your districtP-

Yell. .,. 
34,961. When is the settlement dueP-Now. 
84,962. Sir Ganga Ram: What is the rate of la.bour in your districtP

It varies from Ii anna to four annas. It is four annas for a good adult 
Raja Juqufl1latA BaksA SingA. 
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labourer for lifting water; for weeding crops, boys and old women get Ii 
to two annaB. 

34,963. Do you think there is increased pov~rty' in these .Provinces as 
compared with other Provinces? In the Pun~ab the rate .IS 12 ann~. 
Can you say why it is 80 P Are the people In these ProvlOces ·less 10-

duatriousP-I think they are less industrious. 
34,964. In Bind they are going to colonise~ a large number of people and 

give them lands. Do you thillk your people will go thereP Have they got 
an ambition to better their condition of lifeP-Why notP I think they 
will go there. 

34,965. Are you quite positiveP-Yes. I see they are going to Mauritius 
and Java. 

34,966. Is there any migration to Java from these ProvincesP-I think 
a number of people have gone there. 

34,967. Are they from the artiBan clasa or from the coolie classP-Mostly 
from the coolie class. A number of people have returned. . 

34,968. Sir Heflry Lawrence: Do you think that emigration is open now 
and people can go thereP-I do not know whether it is prohibited at the 
present time or not, but I know people who have returned from there and 
peoplew ho are still there in different places. -

34,969. How many years ago did they go there P-I have' no statistics. 
34,970. Sir Ganga Ram: What assistance or advioe do. you get from the 

Agricultural DepartmentP-The assistanoe I get is in the shape of purchase 
of my produce, which I would not get in oany other way. . 

34,971. Do you mean in the purchase of seedP-No, in the purchase of 
wheat. 

34,972. You sell all your wheoat to the departmentP-Yes, I sell it to 
them. If the department did not purchase my wheat, I would have to sell 
it at 1i . seers to 8 seers per rupee in the market, because there it will 
have no value for its purity or good quality. This is the assistance I 
get from the department. As to advice, I get what I ask for ordinarily. 

34,973. Generally Bpeaking, do the zamindars produce pure wheat?-
Those who have got farms do. 

34,914. But generally, do the people mix anything with it?-Y.e.s. 
34,975. PurposelyP-:-Yes. 
34,976. And do not the department advise them to keep their wheat 

pure ?-They do, but the advioe is not yet effective. 
34,977. Do the agricultural officers often pay surprise visits to village~ 

and give adviceP-Yes, I have seen Inspectors visiting my f-arms. 
34,978. Is that advice followed P-The -advice is. not very popular. The 

advice has not yet created &ny belief among the tenants, so the advice 
does not fall on good ears. 

34,919. You said something about village industries. What village in
dustries ~ad you in mind which could be introduced into the villagesP
I took two or three from the Questionnaire and 'Snother two were sug
gested to me by another Member of the. Royal Commisaion. I did not 
think of Dny spare-time. industry. 

34,980. Not even the spinning wheelP-I am in favour of spinning wheels. 
I have mentioned that. . 

34,981. Has that been done anywhere in these Provinces P-,-It was being 
done, Iiut it has died out. . . 

34,982. Do you always grow Pusa 12?-Pusa 4, Pusa 12 arid Pus~ 52. 
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34,983. Have' you tried the Punjab wheatsP-No. 
34,984. What oilloeeds do you growP-We grow sarson. 
34,985. Anything elseP-No. 
34,986. Have you tried tomP-No. 

34,987. Have you made any improvement on the white gramP-No. Gram 
has not been my chief crop. 

34,988. Has gram been improved anywhere in these Provinces P Have 
they produced Kabul gram P-I think so; I am not quite sure. 

34,989. As a whole, what is your experience of the boys of the rural 
schoolsP After passi·ng two years in the primary school, do they retain 
their knowledge or do they immediately afterwoards forget itP Those who 
do not take to educational work-those who go back to the lal'ld-do they 
keep their knowledgeP-1 do not think that they retain it sufficiently. 

84,990. Are your communications in thAlse districts satisfactoryP-I do 
not think so. 

34,991. 'What are they wanting in P In metalling or bridging or what?-
Bridging; 8lIld the roads are not in good order. 

34,992. Are you a member 'of the Board of Communications P-No. 
34,993. Have you made representations about thatP-No. 
34,994. I want to ask you one other question. You are governed by 

the Talukdari Ao1lP-Yes. 
34,995. How about successionP Is that by the law of primogeniture or 

Hindu Law or the law of inheritanoeP-I think the practice is not uniform. 
34,996. What is the practiceP-The practice is different. In some cases 

it may be primogeniture, in others custom prevails and 80 on. 
34,997. If a person wants to he governed by the law of primogeniture, 

can that be doneP Is he not subject to the Hindu LawP-I am not an 
expert on law, nor do I think 1 am in a position to answer that question. 

34,998. Now about wells. This particular well you say has given 14,000 
gallons an hourP What lift was atP-The water surface of that well is 
about 20 feet from the ground level. 

34,999. iWhen you pumped up 14,000 gallons an hour it went to whatP 
-It went down to 35 feet and then it stopped. 

35,000. Did it not blow sand by taking away 15 feet out of the water P
No. 

35,001. Was this well founded on motai'-Yes. 
35,002. What wells did you Bay failedP-Sandy wells and not mota wells 

failed. 
35,003. Is there no mota available P-In some places it is, but it is very far 

away. 
35,004. Have not the Agricultural Department advised you about thatP

Yes, but when the mota has been very far away the water supply has been 
small. 

35,005. Do you get coarse sand where the water stops or is it fine sand p
I did not notice any difference between the sands. 

35,006. Would this well stand pumping at the rate of 14,000 gallons 
an hour if you pumped it day and night P-I ,did not pump it 24 hours.' 
It has been working only for about 8 or 10 hours a day. 

35,007. Could you tell me the cost of pumping water per acre P-I could 
not tell you. 

Ba.ja Jaoannath Bak8h Sinah. 
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35,008. Sir Thoma. Middleton: What is this mota to which you have 
referredp-"Te call it an underground stream of water. 

35,009. It must be resting on clayP-Yes. Bo~etimes .mota comes. in 
matiar, sometimes in blwlu. I am not an expert In that hne, but I thmk 
that sandy wells also hav,," got strong streams. 

35 010. Your rate for labDur is 4 annas. That is cash payment? Is 
ther~ any payment in kind in addition P-No. When the competition is 
high-We rate goea up to more thau 4 annas, but generally I get the average 
rate. 

35,011. Is it not your custom to pay your regular workers partly in kind 
and partly in cashP-The custom is to pay in kind for harvesting. 

35,012. Then you give them something in kindp....,..Yes. 
35,013. What are the additional earnings in kind of the labourers at· 

harvest timeP-I do not know of any additional earning. When they aTe 
harvesting wheat they prefer to take wheat rather than cash. 

35,014. What I wanted to know was, when they were harves~ing wheat, 
whether you paid ~hem cash and also wheatP-No cash payment, they 
prefer to take wheat only. They will bring a certain amount of whE'at 
and divide it into 17 parts, out of which they take one part. 

::15,015. How many maunds of Seed wheat do you sell in an ordinary 
!leason to the departmentP-This ;)ear I produced about 1,500 maunds; I 
do nDt exactly remember the amount sold to the department. 

:J5,016. Do you have to dress your seed wheat by a winnowing machine p
I have no winnowing nlachi'ne. 

35,017. You winnow it by the country methodP-Yes. 
35,018. Do you not separate out the light seedP-We do it by laying 

it out in the sun. 
35,019. Supposing you get 1,400 maunds from the threshing floor and 

remove the dust, is there anything else that you remove before sending. 
it to the departmentP-We remove the dust. 

35,020. Nothing else P-I do not think we remove anything else. 
35,021. Ths Ohairman: The small grain? That is not done here. prob

ablyP-No. The process here is to take the bundles and have them beaten 
with sticks. Then the grain comes out and is taken to the harvesting 
floor. Those bundles are thrown into the threshing floor and they are 
threshea by bullocks tramping over them; then the bhusa is separated 
and there is some bhu'G and some small grain mixed. The man puts them 
into a 8'Upa against hard wind and the small grains are taken out; most 
of the grain is taken out by beating with sticks. 

35,022. Si1' Thomas Middleton: You point out how necessary it is to 
have a suitable threshing machine. How many bullocks do you employ 
on your farmP-I have got twenty pairs of bullocks. 

35,023. Are all these animals likely to be employed in the work of thresh
ingP-Yes, for months. 

35,024. Have you yourself not purchased a threshing machineP-No, 
because I am told that it does not make good bhusa, good chaff. 

35,025. You do nor. like the chaff that is cut by the machineP-No the 
bullocks do not eat it readily. ' 

.35,026. After getting the straw from the threshing machine, you can then 
pass the straw through a cbaff-cutting machine which cuts it into short 
pieces. Have you not seen that implementP-No, but I have seen bhuSG 
fr(\m chaff cutters; it h88 very sharp edges, and so it is not liked by the 
cattle. 
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, 35,027. I have been told by others in India that they do find this diffi
culty, in Britain we,have no difficulty with these sharp edgesP-That may 
be so, but here the cattle do not like it. 

35,028. The ,only reason why you do not buy a threshing machine is that 
you cannot get your bhusa properly prepared?-Yes. And there is another 
reason a.J.so. It will only remain in work for one month during the twelve 
months of the year; it lies idle for eleven months. 

35,029. But if it saves your bullock so much, as you point out, it would 
pay you to get oneP-E(''()nomically, it will noll be a great success. 

35,030. That is a matter of opinion. It is wortIi. trying, anyhow. You 
suffer chiefiy from fodder shortage in January and February P-Those are 
the months in which fodder is very scarce in this country. 

35,031. Do you have any of your land set aside for grass growing?
Yes .. 

35,032. And the supply YOIl have available is not enough to carry you 
over these two monilis, January and FebruaryP-We do not give hay to 
bullocks. 1 have some land for growing grass which I give to horses. 

35,033. Not for cattle P-Cattle do not eat it, I think. They are not 
accustomed to it. ' 

35,034. But they oould very ea.'Iily learn to eat itP-Yes, they might, 
but I have not tried it. 

35,035. Theil you suggest that the young cat~le should be castrated. Do 
you think t.Iiat cultivators generally would agree to that in your district?
They all do castrate them and have no prejudice against doing ,thiS. 

35,036. So that, if. under some order unsuitable bulls were castrated, 
there would be no objectionP-No, there would not, provided good bulls 
were supplied in that locality. 

35,037. lla;ja- Sir llampal Singh: You are a member of the Legislative 
Council?-I am. 

35,038. Which constituency do you represent ?-I represent the ,Talukdars 
oi Oudh. 

35,039. Do you think that there is a generaL tendency in the Legislative 
Council for allotting money for agricultural developmentP-Certainly. 

35,040. If the finances are satisfactory, you expect large allotments' will 
JIe made for agriculture?-They have been made. 

35,041. Will they be made in the future too P-In the future they will 
be made, provided they are to be used on useful purposes. 

35,042. Do you think that at present the money that is allotted is not 
used for useful purposes?--It is; ~t is not my view that the money is being 
wasted; 1 do not say that. I even say that enough is not spent; there is 
more room for expansion in the department. 

35,043. Is the Agricultural De'partment in touch with the cultivators and 
zamindal'sP-I think it is a matter of opinion. In my opinion, it is not 
iu touch ns it should be. 

35,044. Is it due to its being understaffed, or is it 'due to any apa.thy on 
the part of the department?-I think it is very much understaffed. 

35,045. You sell your seed to the departmentP-Yes. -
35,046. And you also advance seed to your cultivators ?-I do. 
35,047. Do you find any apathy amongst the cultivators as regards taking 

up improved seedP-No, there is no apathy amongst tJhem. The demand 
is growing. 

Raja Jug_nath Baksh. Singh. 
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35,048. But YOD said that. nearly the whole of your produce is IlOld to 
tht' A.gricultural Department, without. anything being kept in reserve for 
distribution amongst the cnltivators?-That is the improved wlheat which 
I grow; other kinds I do give to my tenants. 

35,049. Why do you not give this improved seed: to the cultivators, if there 
is a demand as you say P-Those who particularly W&llt it, come to me and 
take it. I do not I'ay that I do not give it to them at all; in certain cases 
1 do give it to them. . 

35,0.50. Do you think that the demand is great, or is it here and there 
only that there is a demand P-I think the demand is increasing, although 
it is not very great at the present time. 

35,051. Is it. due to the fact that the cultivators have no faith in this 
·improved seed; or is it due to any other cause?-In places where there are 
no sUooe86ful demonstration farms they have no faith in the improved 
methods, but where there are successful demonstration farms of zamindars 
or of Government, they have taien to going in for improved methods. 

35,052. They 'have taken to themP-Yes, and this convinces me of the 
utility of successful demonstration farms. 

35,05:1. You say in your statement that it is not necessary that the teachers 
ir. rural areas should be drawn from agricultural classes. Do you not 
think that those belonging to urban areas are quite unacquainted and out 
of touch with agricultural life, and therefore if teachers from the agri
cultural classes are employed they win be more beneficial?--lWhen I said 
agriculturists, . 1 had in my vIew other classes living. in .the rural areas; 
1 did not make any difference betwen rural and urban popUlation. 

35,054. Do you mean that people who belong to 1fue rural areas should be 
employedP-Yes; even those who do not belong to the agricultural classes. 

35,055. Have you any knowledge of those who have come out of the 
Agricultural CollegeP-Yes. 

35,056. If they do not. get Gilvernment employment, do they adopt agri
culture aa a profe88ion, or do tJhey seek for other jobs ?-I do not know of 
anyone of them that has taken to agriculture as a profession. 

35,057. l\""hat is your general experi~nce about these men whO come 
out of the Agricultural College? Have they sufficient knowledge of agri
culture to give proper advice and to stimulate agriculture in. the country? 
-I have not litudied the question from tJhat point of view, but 1 say that 
when they have no particular interest in agriculture, 1 believe they have 
no particular knowledge of agriculture. 

35,0513. Do you mean that they are deficient in that knowledge?-Other
wise, they should go in for agriculture as a. profession rather than fOl' 
service. . 

35,059. You say in your note that these agricultural institutions in rural 
areas should be administered and financed by District Boards and the 
Government?-Yes. . 

35,060. Do you not know that the District Boards suffer from' financial 
stringency?-T.hat. is W1hy 1 have added Government. 

35,061. You know that the Gilvernment is in the same position, ru! 

they have to pay contributions to the Imperial Gilvernment?-Yes. We 
have been repeatedly requesting the GilvernmentofiIndiathrough thisGilvern
ment for a reconsidera.tion of t.he question of our contribution to the 
Government of India.. 

35,062. This year you have had a profit of about 75 per cent. ?:-Yes, I think 
it is more. 
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35063. Was this the case in previous years also, or is it a special case 
this' year P-The p~ofit has been quite good in the previous years, but It 
has been on the increase, and the figures which I gave a.re for the last 
year. 

35,064. I believe there are many other farms in your district ?--There are. 

35065. What is YO\lr knowledge about them? Do they aJso have the 
aam~ profits every yearP-I cannot say anything with authority, but my 
information is that they are not doing well, excluding one more which .is 
doing very well, and tha.t belongs to you . 

. 35,066. The others are not doing wellP-The others, I IlIDl afraid, are not 
doing very well. 

35,067. May I ask you what other difficulties the cultivators have in get
ting tacca'lli from the Government? Do they have to pay more in the shape 
of tipsP-Yes, illega.l payments. I mean illegal payments when I use the 
word harassment. 

35,068. They have to pay tips to several persons at the time of taking 
tacca'lliP-My object in using the word harassment wa.s to convey the idea. 
that they have to make illegal paymente. 

35,069. You think that, at the time of taking tacca'lli and at the time of 
repa.ying it, the cultivators have to undergo great hardship on account of 
other payments they have to makel'-Yes; and in spite of the concession 
which the Government makes in interest, the cultivator ha.s to pa.y more 
than wha.t the moneylender gets from the tenant. 

35,070. It is swallowed by others?-Yes; that is what I think. 
35,071. Do you think that the indebtedness of the agriculturists is to 

some extent due to very small incomes from agriculturel'-It is; that is one 
of the chief reasons. 

35,072. You say that the consolidation of holdings is very difficult in these 
Provinces. What are the difficultiesl'-The ohief difficulty is that the cul
tivator requires several sorts of land which cannot be found at one place. 
For instance, rice la.nd, dumat and bhul land cannot be consolida.ted in one. 

35,073. Do you mea.n to say that economically it suits the cultiva.tor to 
have land in different wnes, so that when there is heavy rainfa.ll he can 
get some produce from lands which require tha.t rainfalll'-,I follow you; 
that is right. 

35,074. Do you think that subdivision' can be stopped by making an 
amendment in the law of inheritance ?-That will be one way of preventing 
fragmentation and Bubdivision. 

35,075. Is the present rent law encouraging subdivision l' Some heirs 
have been fixed by the law, and all of them are sharers of that 'holding 
whenever the tenant dies?-Yes. In this way it leads to subdivision. 

35,076. Ha.s any power been given to the landlords to keep the holding 
intact if they wish to do 80 P-No. 

35,077. You perhaps know that in the prepa.ration of ghi, a large quan
tity of cow-dung is consumedl'-Yes, in the shape of kanda. 

35,078. It is not only for cooking purpooes that cow-dung is used, but 
even. for ghi-making purposesP-Chietly for ghi-making purposes. For 
cooking, fuel may be substituted, but for ghi-making and boiling milk 
kanda is the chief thing. 

35,079. The Ohairman: ,Will you please explain thatP-1f fuel is used for 
preparing ghi, lit does not produce as good ghi as when kCll7lda or dried cow
dung is uaed. 

Raja Jaga'fllnath Baksh Singh. 
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35,080. How is thatP-That is the practice. 
35,081. Clan you explain it at all P What is the particular virtue of cow

dung in the preparation of ghiP-It does not give so much smoke and such 
strong heat as fuel. 

35,082. It gives slow fire without smokeP-Yes. 
3.5,083. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: You may have heard that in some dis

tricts such 88 Gorakhpur, the zamindars have come forwa.rd in large num
bers to have machinery for sugar-making and other things?-Y as. 

35,084. You think that if it be proved that the use of machinery is profit
able, the talukdars and zamindars will not hesitate tIT go in for itP-IJ.'hat 
I have maintained all through in my statement. 

35,085. Have you found any difficulty in getting 8dvice from he8d
quarters, especially from the Engineering Department, about the sinking 
of wells, the eetting up of machinery, or anything like thatP-We do get 
8dvice. I think there is a great lack of engine drivers. I know of a case 
where a well has lately failed. The man applied for an engine for a short 
time, because there was no other way, and the engine was supplied, but the 
driver was not available; he h8d to find his own driver for a. very short 
period. 

35,086. Sir Ganga. RamI.:, What amount of pay would you be prepared-to 
pay to the engine driver P-A reasonable amount. 

35,087. What do you consider a reasonable amountP-I think drivers are 
paid from Rs.20 to Rs.30; that is the mamu.L ' 

35,088. 'Is the system of letting loose Brahmani or religious bulls still in 
vogue in this ProvinoeP-Yes, it is. 

35,089. Is it not stopped by law?-No. 
35,090. You would not 8dvise stopping the practice by law, because they 

spoil the breed P-Sornething is better than nothing; where there are no 
bulls, these bulls will do some good. Why should you stop the practice by 
lawP 

_ 35,091. When you say that boys from the Agricultural College do not take 
to agriculture as a profession, naturally they will say that they have no 
land to go to. What' remedy do you propose for it P-What about those 
who are agriculturistsP 

35,092. Every one is not an agriculturist. !What method would you 
propose for thOll8 who are not agriculturistsP-When I said that, I had 
SODa of agriculturists in mind. 

35,093. Those who had land P-Yes. I do not know any of them that 
has taken to agriculture as a profession. 

35,094. You grow ju.arP-Yes. 
3.5,095. As a fodder or as a cereal?-As a rotation crop. 
35,096. You take the grain?-Yes. 

3.5,097. You do not grow it only for fodder?-In some cases it is grown 
for fodder, but then it is grown early in the month of May and cut down 
by August. 

35,098. You said that you had great difficulty in finding suitable fodder 
in ,the months of January and February. Why do you not grow sagis?
I do not know what it is. 

35,099. It is a kind of clover. It feeds cattle in January and February 
and it is a good leguminous crop ?-I have rlliised this question so man; 
times in the Legislative Council, but nothing has yet ,been done in th;t 
oonnection as far as I know. 
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35,100. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: Is there general scarcity of fodder in 
your districtP-You,mean grazing grounds? Fodder in what shallei' 

35,101. 1& there general scarcity of fodder in any shapeP-8ometimes 
there is and sometimes there ill not. Fodder in the shape of bhusa, this 
year is not scarce. 

35,102. Pro/essOT Gangulee: You say you sell your seed to the Agricul
tural Department. Are your seed farms inspected by that departmentP
Yes. It is not a seed farm, it is a. demonstration farm, and I sell the 
produce. 

35,103. I understand you grow one variety of Pusa wheat?-I have been 
growing two varieties for some time, and last year I tried a third. 

35,104. Your farm is inspected by the Agricultural Department and you 
sell the whole of your produce to themP-I do. 

35,105. What price do they pay for wheatP-They paid me 6i seers per 
rupee this year. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commission then adjourned tiU 10 a.m. on Wednesday, the 
2nd February, 1927. 

Uuja Jaoannath Baksll Smgh. 
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K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.LE., LC.S. 

Sir Tuolll.... l\IIDDLBTON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAlII, Kt., 
C.I.E., M. V.O. 

Sir JAlIIBS MAOKENNA, Kt., C.LE., 
I.C.S. 

Raja SRI KRISHNA 
GAJAl'ATI NARAYANA 
P ARLAKIlolEDl. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Mr. B. S. Kuru. 

CHANDRA 
DEO . O. 

. Mr. A. W. PIlol, C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C.S. } 
._ (Co-opted Members.) Uaja Sir RAMPAL SIl'iGR 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } 
(Joint Sel:retaries.) Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

Mr. B. D'O. DARLEY, C.I.E., 
Government of the United 
Department, Irrigation Branch. 

I.S.E., Secretary to the 
Provinces, Public Works 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUESTlON 1.-Rl>s&AlWH.-(a) (i) The. nec"essity f()r a special irrigation 

research divisil)D haa been recognised for many years. Unfortunately, the 
Irrigation Depa1·tllJent of these Provinces has been s() short-handed that 
no suitable ()fficer l'(\uld be spared. The question of opening an experi
nlental division with an agricultural sub-division was raised in 1917, but 
reluctantly dropped because eo many offioers were on military duty con
nected with the War. Before many of these officers had returned, the 
Sarda canal construdion had been commenced, and it is with the· greatest 
difficulty that the thirteen new divisions on the construction of that canal 
are being manned at present. Now tha.t work is nearing completion the 
question of forming a research division will be taken up in the immediate 
future. 

(c) There is a vast field open for inquiry apart from the design of canal 
works. The most important of these is undoubtedly a study of the Illeans 
by which water can be economised and irrigation extended with the supplies 
at aur disposal for existing cana.ls. Almost all sources of supply have 
been tapped wherever irrigation is needed in these Provinces. Only by 
economising water in these areas will it be possible to extend irrigation 
facilititlll f01' further cultivation. 

It is estimated that 'only about 50 per cent. of the water entering a 
large canal system reaches the cultivators' fields, I\nd then JIlore than is 
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necessary to mature the crops is invariably giv~n. It is estima..ted that 
1,500 c. ft. per se.cond will be lost by evapor~tlO~ and absorption fr~m 
th~ main lines of the Sardo, canal, enough to mallltalll 300,000 acres durmg 
the rabi season. There will be further losses in the distributaries, and 
last, but by no means least, lo..~es in the cu~ti!ato~s' watercourses. The 
question of minimising the losses from an lrrJg~tlon channel. has been 
engaging the attention of canal officers not only m these ~rov:mces, hut 
all over India for years. Somethmg has been done by deslgmng canals 
with flat bed &lopes where the soil is very porous; this causes.silt to settle 
into the pores and check the seepage .losses. Apart from thIS, no me~ns 
have so far been found which are effiCIent, durable and at the salDe time 
Bufficiently inexpensive to be an economic proposition. Until this problem 
can be solved it will be necessary to obtain water by econo;my from the 
three followin'g 50uroes :-(1) cultivators' watercourses, (2) more efficient 
distribution, (3) amount of water given by the cultivators to their fields. 

To take tb_ in turn:-

(1) Cultivators' watercourses.--On all new canal systems the main water
courses are being constructed by Government at the same time as the 
canal; they are therefore the JDinimum length required and laid out to 
the best advantage. On all the older canals the cultivators dug their 
own watercourses, and many of these twist and turn unnecessarily and 
are not on the best alignment. Much could be done by straightening 
these, and by reducing the length at the same time to reduce the absorption 
losses. 

(2) More efficient distribution.-In the old days when there was a demand 
for water, all distributaries were run continuously and, when the supply 
of water was mort, reduced supplies were given to all channels equally. 
Much has heen done to minimise losses by opening distributaries alter
nately and running them with full supplies for morter periods, generally 
one week at a time. The week has long been the accepted unit and the 
size of outlets has been fixed accordingly. Cultivators understand this 
unit, and it would be difficult to alter matters now; at the same time 
it is a known fact ihat an outlet of a, certain size running for any fixed 
period will irrigate a larger area than an outlet of half the size running 
for double this penod. For this reason, some officers consider that it 
would be advantageous to have " five-day running unit, longer closures 
and lurger outlets. Most careful lDeasurements would have to be made 
by a research officer before such a drastic step could be taken. 

Oonsiderable economy has been effected during the past thirty years by 
turning large cultivators' watercourses into Government minors, and now 
cultivators seldom have control of a watercourse drawing more than one 
cusec. For this reason most officers consider modules unnecessary, since 
the si~e of outlets is fUed IIccording to tbe area to be irrigated and they 
are always set a oertain depth below the full supply level in the distributing 
channel. Further experiments are however required to see if, even so, 
modules would not effect a useful economy. 

(3) .{mount 01 water now given to 'crops by the cultivators:-The culti
vator undoubtedly gives far more water than is necessary w~en How irriga
tion is available. Where he has to lift water from tanks, wells or canal 
watercourses, he prepares his fields most carefully, splitting them up into 
small compartments and watering each of these in turn with the greatest 
care. In such cases it is estimated that he uses only half the quantity, 
often with an equally good outturn of crop. For this reason many officers 
have advocated lowering all Government canals till the cultivators are 
compelled to lift water to their land. 
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Effort. have been made to force the cultivators to economise water. Fines 
were instituted BOme thirty years ago when fields were not split into com
partment. or kian" and the same experiment was tried once more a few 
years ago. On each occasion most of the cultivators preferred to pay the 
finel and very large sums were oollected. This caused considerable resent. 
ment without effecting the hoped-for economy, and the effort was therefore 
abandoned in each caee after a trial for a few lasli •. 

Undoubtedly the best means of checking wasteful methods would be to sell 
water by bulk, but here the difficulties in almost every case are insur
mountable. Holdings are so small that every watercourse supplies numbers 
of cultivators, all of whom would have to have sepa:mte meters to gauge 
the water ueed 'by them. There are over 50,000 wateroourRes taking off 
canals in these Provinoes and the question of supplying a number of meters 
for each would appear impossible at present. A research officer with time 
and money to develop experimental ideas might eventually overcome the 
obvious difficulties even in this case. 

One of the chief duties of a research officer would be to keep in touoh with 
modern irrigation practice not only in other Provinces, but also in other 
countries. The science of irrigation is developing yearby year in Amerioa., 
South Africa, Australia and eIsewhere, and little is done at present to collect 
and record the experience gained in different parts of the world. 

In India, irrigation is far too provincial and there is little interohange 
of ideas between one Province and another. The Institution of Civil 
Engineers (India) was suppoaed to remove, to a certain extent, this dis
ability, but, for re8090DB it is unnecessary to mention here, this institution 
is not popular amongst P.W.D. officers and very. few have joined. Also, 
embracing as it does all classes of engineering, irrigation can only find a 
pJ.ooe among many other subjects which have little or no interest for irrigation 
engineers. 

Engineers in India have always been diffident about publishing the result 
of their experience, priding them '!elves that they do, their wprk without 
advertising. Any notes that have been written have N.rely gone beyond the 
local SecretaTiat, where invaluable matter is buried in 8uch a manner that 
after a year or two it is often entirely forgotten. The world at l8.Tge knows 
little of the great irrigation works of India, aud offioers of one Province 
often know nothing of what is -being dqne in an adjoining Province. 
Mistakes are made and money is wasted because experience gained is 
unknown outside a limited circle and often forgotten altogether. 

The Punjab has got a local Engineering' Congress, wlhich, by reason of 
the fact that the majority of the Engineers in that ProVince are irrigation 
officers, has advanced tne science of irrigMion engineering enormously. 
Bombay has also got an Engineering Oongress,but the subjects dealt with 
are often of little interest to the irrigation engineer. 

There is a crying need for an All-India Irrigation Congress with head
qusrters and a library .. t some central pl8()6 like Delhi, where notes, and 
papers already written 'Would be collected I&Jld tabulated and members fTom 
all Provinces could, meet, 'read papers and exchange views, and so dissipate 
the provincial spirit which is lIuch a bar to progress at present. 

The obvious head of such a. congress would be the Consulting Engineer 
to the Government of India. Under him would be an assistant who should 
be selected most carefuDy from amongst the keen engineers of one of the 
provinces; this assistant would act BS librarisn and would keep in touch 
not only with the research officers in the va.rious Provinces but also with 
the irrigation practised in America, Australia and elsewhe~. 

This proposal was -brought forward in 1925 and was welcomed by all ITri
gation Engineers of the various Provinces consulted. It was therefore 
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forw8.1·ded demi':officially to the Acting Consulting Engineer to the Govern
ment of India b~t nothing has been done pending the decision on the 
question of the continuance of that post. It would be 1ittle short of a 
calamity if this post is a·bolished, and this li.ai80n officer, in touch with 
every part of India, is not available to advise provincial offioors and 
keep them in touch with improvements found possible elsewhere. Without 
such an officer of ripe experience to diTect the librarian,organise the 
annual meetings and generally superintend the whole organisation, an 
All-India Irrigation Congress cannot progress satisfactorily. The know
l~dge gained Iby local research will not be properly discussed and dis
seminated, and irrigation practice will remai'n provincial as oat present. 

The above paragraph also answers the point raised in Question 4 as to 
the means by which the Government of 'India can aid and supplement the 
activities of the Local Governments. 

QUESTION 8 IRRIGATloN--(a) A map· showing the areoas (painted blue) 
commanded by canals already constructed or under construction in these 
Provinces is' attached. Although these oa~als cover a very large aTea, the 
percenbage of the gross commanded area irrigated is very small. Thus 
on the Upper Ganges canal only some 1,100,000 acres aTe irrigated annually 
out of .a gross command of 5,350,000, or 21 per cent. On the Lower Ganges 
canal this percentage is 14, on the Eastern Jumna canonl 23, and on the 
Agra canal only 19 per cent. A considerable amount of this commanded 
a,rea is unsuitllible for irrigation, either because it lies too low or is too 
sandy, but undoubtedly irrigation could be usefully extended to a very 
large area if water were available. As already stated, the remaining 
large tracts ax:e either un.suitable or do not need irrigation, or there 
are no supplies .available. 

The largest of these tracts lies north of the Sarda river and comprises 
the districts of Bahraich, Gonda, Basti and Gorakhpur. The rainfall of 
these districts is heavy and spring level is high. Orops can be grown 
without irrigation in most places, o.r where this is needed wells can be 
sunk at a very small expenditure., The 1a.rger perennial streams have 
been examined, but a.ny canals proposed !have met with determined opposi-
tion Il>nd have been shelved as not required., ' 

A large area. between the Sarda and the G'anges in the districts of Ballia; 
GhazipuT and Azamga.rh aTe somewhat similar 4Uld will never require 
canal irrigation. The upper p=t of this doab will be irrigated .by the 
Sarda. canal now under construction. Opinions have varied regarding the 
necessity for this canal since first it was proposed in 1870. Spring level 
is usually high, but after a succession of dry years it falls rapidly and 
the demand for canals arises, to disappear once more after a few years of 
good ra.infall. For this reason scheme after scheme has been prepared in 
the pa.st, to be abandoned before construction was started. The present 
scheme is well under _y, and it is anticipated that it will be open for 
irrigation in 1928. 

The lower portion of the doab is less in need of irrigation; it can how
ever be commanded by a Lower Sarda. canal; the fea.sibility of this scheme 
has been esta.blished by careful investigation; it is however being held in 
abeya.nce until the upper canal has solved by actual experience the knotty 
IJuestion 808 to whether ca.nal water is likely to be utlised sufficiently to 
warrant this further costly extension further east.. . 

The only other large unirriga.ted tract north and east of the GaRges lie!! 
in Rohilkhand in the districts of Bijnor, Moradabad and Budaun. There 
was previously a propO'!al to build an ElI.1>tern Ganges canal for this area, but 
this has been abandoned since all available water in that river is more 
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urgently required in the Ganges-Jumna doab. The only other large river 
in the tract-the Ramganga-has been investigated more than once, but 
any r.cbemes prepared have always been abandoned because the supply in 
thi~ river falls to an almost· negligible quantity in the cold weather when 
water would be Dlost needed for Talii and sugarcane irrigation. 

All the small 6treams in Bijnor have been fully exploited and every drop 
of water is utilised at present. The possibility of constructing two small 
canala from the Gangan and Sot. rivers in Moradabad and Budaun 
respectively is nnder inv8Rtip;ation; apart from these nQ further works $eem 
pOBBible. 

The Ganges-Jumna d<Jab already discussed is fully commanded by canals, 
and it only remains to consider the tracts lying south of the Jumna river, 

. viz., Bundelkhand and Mirzapur. This country is for the most part cover~ 
with wild rocky hil~ and the rivers run dry shortly after the i-ains cease. 
Irrigation of sur-h land as is suitable entirely depends on tanks and "torag"
works. Such IWhemes are expensive and can only be con.structed where pro
tection is urgently required aa an insurance against famine. The Betwa 
canal was the ouly irrigation work south of the Jumna at the beginning 
of this century; since then every large river has bee'll tapped and hundreds 
of am all tanks constructed and some .B.s. 250 lakhs all told have been spent, 
The6e works result in a net loss to Government of some Its. 5 lakhs to 
B.a. 6 lakhs each year. A Certain amount still remains to be done; further 
reservoirs have been proposed on the Betwa and Dhasan rivers to supplement 
th08e already in existence and so allow a further extension of irrigation. 
A few smaller: storage schemes .have also been proposed-the Ohen and 
Paisuni canals in the Banda district and the Belan canal in the Allahabad 
district. These schemes cannot be made paying propositions, and as they are 
really only required urgllntly in famine years, they must wait until money is 
available. 

Apart from these works, there is endless scope for small tank schemes. 
In most cases these can best. be taken up as famine relief works when 
opportunity permits. 

This general survey of the inigation possibilities and necessities of these 
Pro,inceM has beeu given to show that no large advanr,e of canal irrigation 
can be looked for after thel::!arda canal has been completed. Undoubtedly 
the most important point to be studied ah present is the extension of 
irrigation with the supplies available in existing canals, and this question 
has been fully discussed above under the heading" ResearC'h." 

If existing river supplies have been all but fully utilised. where irrigation 
is needed, there is one source which must some day be tapped if the soil is 
to be made to give the maximum yield possible. 

Except in the rocky conntry south of the Jumna there is an inexhaustible 
reservoir in the subsoil close below the surface. Tbe cultivators themselves 
have built innumerable wells in every district, but the yield from these 
surface wella is small and the means by which the water is lifted primitive 
and expensive. The Agricultural Department have sunk a large number of 
tube-wells of late years and their activities continue expanding. This branch 
has so far been left to that Department, but the time is now at hand when 
the canals should be called upon to supply hydro-electric power for lifting 
water on to lanel which cannot receive canal supplies, or, where conditions 
are favourable, substituting pump supplies from tube-wells for' existing 
canal supplies, which could then be freed for land elsewhere. Thegreat 
obstacle in the past haa always been the fact that canal irrigation rates are 
so low that if applied to pumped supplies the pumping scheme became un
remunerative. It is difficult also to have two sets of irrigation rates in 
adjoining land, one for canal irrigation and one for irrigation from pumped 
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supply. Thl' State also cannot undertake unremunerative ~orks except as 
a famine protective measure. Until therefore the cultivator is willing to pay 
a muoh higher rate for a pumped supply, it will be difficult to advance far 

.in this direction. When he realises the ad.anhage of such irrigation and is 
willing to pay a fair percentage on the capital outlay on such schemes, then 
there is an unlimited field for expansion and all manner of pumping schemes 
from. tube wells and from low-lying rivers can be taken in hand as capital 
can be made available. 

(b) Tho points raised in this questIon have been fully dealt with under the 
heading" Researoh." 

Oral Evidence. 

35,106. The Ohairmo.n. Mr. Darley, you are Secretary to the United Pro
vinces Government in the Irrigation DepartmentP-Yes. 

35,107. Would you tell the Commission whether you think the touch 
between your own department and the Agricultural Department is as close 
both at headquarters and in the districts as you could wishP-I have never 
had any reason to suppose that it was not. When one comes to think of it 
now that the point has been brought forward by the Commission, I should 
say that something more perhaps might be done than has been done in the 
past, especially in the matter of well irrigation; we have left that entirely 
to the Agricultural Department. 

35,108. You deal with that in your note. I suppose it is, broadly 
speaking, true to say that every irrigation problem has its agricultural 
sideP-Yea. One thing that I have brought forward in my note is that we 
want a research division. In 1917 we brought up that question. At that 
time it was prop<JSOO. to have an agricultural subdivision of that division. 
That, I think, would be a very good thing. 

35,109. Do you divide. your existing schemes of irrigation under the two 
heads of .. productive" and .. protective" in these ProvincesP-Yes. 

35,110. I think we have complete information in the various papers that 
have been providedP-Yes. Roughly, we may say that all schemes north of 
the Jumna river come under the head of .. productive," and all schemes 
south of the Jumna river in Bundelkhand 'Would come under the head of 
.. protective." If the schemes north of the Jumna river are not productive, 
they were built with the hope that they would turn out to be produc1;ive. .A 
few have not turned out to be productive. 

35,111. Have they been definitely changed over to the protective listP
Some are about to be changed over. For instance, in Rohilkhand they are 
Rlbout to change over some schemes to the non-productive list. 

35,112. ·They having failed to produce the necessary returnsP--Yes. 
35,113. Before I turn to your note of eviden~e, I do not know whether 

there is any other matter that you would like to place before us in 
amplification of what you say there?-I do not think there is anything else.. 

35,114. Do you think a central research station dealing with the 
fundamental problems of irrigation under the Government of India would 
be helpfulP-I have dealt with that I think fairly fully in my note, under 
Research. I think it is not only helpful but absolutely essential that we 
should have a central organisation which would bring together the 
experience gained in other Provinces so that it could be utilised all over 
India. 

85,115. Yea, I have read your note with ·care. I was not quite sure 
whether you wanted a central body actually to carryon researchP-No, 
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I think we must have provincial research and that jnformation collected 
together at a central point. 

35,116. You do not think these basic problems are of general applica
tion throughout the irrigation schemesP-The conditions of irrigation in 
every Province are so very different. In the Punjab you have got 10 to 
12 inchea of rainfall a year and they think alm06t entirely in wheal!;. In 
the Central Provinces and Bengal they think altogether in rice. Here 
we cONlider that sugarcane and wheat are the most important crops, 
whereas in the Punjab I think I am right in saying there is comparatively 
little sugarcane. 

35,117. Take the problems of salinity, of water-logging, or seepage and 
the problem, which you refer to in YOUT note illS requiring further research, 
as to whether it would not be better to irrigate through larger outlets 
for a shorter time; are not those fundamental problems which might be 
dl'alt with by a central research station P-Yes, but I think it would be 
better to deal with them in different Provinces and then see if our results 
agree. 

35,118. You do not think a central research station, if it could be 
devoted to useful service, might give life to the central organisation which 
you yourself are eager to create ?-Certainly it would be a help, but i~ is 
not so essential as having these provincial research stations which would 
deal with local problems. 

35,119. Is there not a little danger that when one is discussing these 
matters in. theory the diagrammatic idea rather supervenes and one 
perhaps forms the notion that material for research is like a cake and 
there is not enough to go round? Is not the position really that there 
is 80 much to investigate in the future that, provided there are reasonable 
arrangements between the various bodies, whether central or provincial, 
there is no reason to fear overlapping at all; is not that rather the 
positionP-I do not think overlapping in this cruse would do much harm, 
because any overlapping would tend to corroborating results obtained in 
other Provinces. A central research station would certainly be of 
enormoUB advantage, 

35,120. I rather judge from your note that you are of opinion that your 
own department should take over the responsibility for well irrigation p
I am sorry if that impressipn has been given. I do think, .however, that 
we might take over from the Agricultural Department the matter of canal 
hydro-electric well pumping schemes, but· that is a big problem. 

35,121. Could you work a joint scheme with the Agricultural Department 
if you !Were engaged in popularising the use of mechanical lift irrigation 
and also attempting to develop wells in areas now served by canal water, 
in order to conserve the canal water for areas lower down the system P 
Do you think it would be feasible to to devise a. scheme of development 
of that sort between your own departmen.t and the Agricultural Depart
mentP-It would be rather difficult to combine; we would do all we could 
to help the Agricultural Department, but if they came in, the scheme must 
be under their direction. 

35,122. Then are you definitely of opinion that the well irrigation side 
should remain with the Agricultural DepartmenH-Yes, I think so at 
present; we have not got the staff to take up any further work and it 
also .goes outside the canal ar.ea; well irrigation extends over the whole 
ProvmC6. 

35,123 .. Do ~ou see any prospect of the volumetric basis of charge being 
adopted 10 thIS country?-I am afraid not.· In this Province the holdings 
are 80 very small that the difficulties of volumetric measurement for eaoh 
~6 G 
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. holding make it impossib·le. If we ask the larger landholders to take 'water 
by volume a-nd distribute it, the distribution will cause many complaints 
from the cultiva..tors· who will not get their fa-ir share of water. 

3'5,124. On page 159, in answer to Question 8 (a), you ooy: "The Agricul
tural Department have sunk a- large number of tube wells of late years and 
their activities oontinue expanding. This branoh has so far been left to 
that department, but the time is now a-t hand when the canals should be 
called upon to supply hydro-electric power for lifting water on to land 
which cannot receive canal supplies, or, where conditions are favour
able, substituting pump supplies from tube wells for existing canal supplies, 
which could then be freed for land elsewhere." I rather gathered from 
that sentence that- you thought there ought to be a transfer of certain 
responsibilities from the Agricultural Department to your ownP-No, I think 
it is more a question of the Canal Department taking on new schemes for 
well irrigation in conjunction with hydro-electric installations worked from 
canal falls j there we could take over the well irrigation. That, of course, 
is very nice in theory, but in practice there are insuperable difficulties, 
because you cannot make this pay at the present irrigation rates. If 
Government take it up, it would have to be as a non-paying propooition. 

35,125. It is difficult to conceive one set of cultivators paying a low rate 
for canal-carried water, while their neighbours are paying a higher rate 
for lifted water ?-That is the whole problem j we are faced with lhat 
difficulty. 

35,126. Is there any hope of any extension on these lines unless you level 
the charges down, raising the canal rate and keeping the lift rate where it 
isP-Any raising of canal rates has always been opposed very strongly in 
the local Council. We hold that our irrigation rates are low; they are 
slightly lower than in the Punjab. If our rates could be raised slightly, 
one might take the rough with the smooth, and lose a little on the well 
irrigation. 

35,127. This Commission is debarred by its terms of reference from con
sidering the charge made ?-But the two questions are bound together. 

35,128. To what extent does the Council control the irrigation water 
ratesP-They have no control whatsoever over the water rates, irrigation 
being a reserved subject, but still the Government do not charge more thau 
they have to, and they like as far as possible not to go against the will of 
the people in this matter if they can afford not to. 

35,129. Do you find that the Council takes an active interest in the 
matter ?-It takes a very active interest in the matter of irrigation rates. 

35,130. Have there been debates on the question ?-There have been several 
questions and debates with regard to irrigation rates. The rate for sugar 
cane, for instance, has been twice raised and twice lowered owing to ques
tioDiI being raised in the Council. 

35,131. Sir H." .. ry LaW1'SftCe: Was a resolution passed in the Council?
I think I am right in saying there have been resolutions passed in the 
Council with regard to it, but I should like to look that up to make 
absolutely certain. There ha\'e bee,:" questions raised. 

35,132. Tlte Chairrnan: Are you at one with the Agricultural Depnrtment 
s. to the amount of water required for each crop ?-Yes, I think so j but 
I do not think either of us know definitely what is the exact amount of 
water which should be givell. 

85 133. Would that be a useful hne of researchP-That is one of the 
first'lines of research which is absolutely necessary; I think Mr. Clarke 
ie just about to make Bome experhnents on that very point. 

35,134. In the meantime, speaking generally, and setting aside tho Sarda 
scheme, I !!:ather from your note that YOIl think it is in well irrigatioD 
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that development must in the main: to take place?-Well irrigation and 
economy of water on esistillg canal schemes; that is where research ill 
necessary, ~ see how we CAn economise. 

35!135 •. Have you worked out for any particular area what would be 
possible I.n the way of estended irrigation if you could persuade cultivators 
10 the higher re~hes of the system ~ esploitthe subsoil water rather 
than ~ take their full ~bare of the canal-carried waterP-No I do not 
think anything of that de8{'ription has been done' I do not think they . 
would forego their rights. ' 

35,136. :there, a~ain, you are ~p against the difficulty ofexpcnse?
EKpense 18 o?,e. t.h!ng,. but the cultivator will never exchange the canal 
water for web irrigatIOn, and we would be faced with the difficulty of 
altered values of land. 

35,137. That suggestion has been Pl.ade to the Commission from various 
sources, but you yourself do not think it is feasible P-I do not think it. 
i8 f~as.ib)e! bec~use the mortgage rates have changed with the introduction. 
of IrrIgatIOn; If you say they have got to take their water from weHs . 
all the mortgage values will depreciate. . , 

35 .. 138. ~ave yO? anyt~in.g ~ faJ as. to the practice of the .average 
cultivator 10 relation to IrrIgation· m thiS Province? Are· the cultivators 
reasonably careful of the water?-We tried to force them to economise the 
water by imposing fines if they waste it, but where they have g~ /low 
irrigation t.hey taka as much water as they possibly can, irrespective of 
whether it is absolutely necessary for the crop. 

35,139. Is the practice of ·making kiaris general?-We have tri~ 
that twice; about twenty years ago .an effort W&8 .~a.m. to force 
the people to make kiaris so ae not to waste so much water. 
Those attempte failed; the people preferred to pay the fines 
and not make the kiaf':8, on each occasion. Then we . found. 
it was possible for the petty . canal officials to use this ae a means. 
of getting at the unfortunate oultivator, the kiarilr were not made, the. 
water was wasted as before', and it was oniy a case of Government l!ettlDlt 
a little extra revenue, while Government desired to spread the watel'. to. 
cultivators who had not got ii; the water did not go to ilie cultlvators 
who had not got it; it was wasted as before. It was tried again five 
years ago with the same results and eoo fines were abolished .. 

35,140. Do you have many complaints from cultivators as to the acti.,n 
of subordinate members of your service in relation to petty exactions and 
matters of that sortP-No, very few indeed. There is always a ('ertain 
amount of underhand work, hot there are few complaints, and the sub
ordinates know very· well that they will be turned out at once if. they are 
caught. 

35,141. Sir Ga'llga Ram: You will admit that you have got sufficien\ 
rainfall in this Provinee to make it possible for every inch of the ground 
to grow crops ?-Practically everywhere. 

35,142. The difficulty arises in regard to the unequal distributioD. of 
rainfall ?-Yes, for ('.ertain classes of crops. 

35,143. You are aware of the fact that· there are 10,000,000 acres of 
cultiv3ble waste laml in this Province ?-It depends on what you dass as 
cultivable. 

35,144. I am quoting figures of the Governmpnt of India?-I know cer
tain districts where the Settlement Officers are unable to say whether 
land ie cultivable or not. For instance, in the districts of Lucknow and 
Unao there are vast areas of reh and 'Usar soil, which the people i·n Bome 
years are able to cultivate but in other years are not able to cu!t.ivate. 
I know one settlement officer classed such land &8 half cultivable and half 
uncultivable. 

619!6 . G i 
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35,145. Could 'you give us an)' idea as to how much of that 10,000,000 
acres is Crown land and how much belongs to the people ?-Government 
has very little land of its own. 

85,146. Does all that 10,000,000 acres that is put down as cultivable 
waste belong to the people?-Yes. Also, I do not know exactly \rhat is 
classed as cultivable waste. Perhaps Mr. Pim could tell us whether, for 
instance, land under waier is so classed. 

35,147. Mr. Pim: No, it would not include land under water; land which 
it is impossible to cultivate would not be included. The bulk of thd waste 
is cultivable waste; it is ollly limited areas which are really uncultivable?
Thtlre are very limited areas which aTe cultivable which are not taken up 
in this Province. 

35,148. Sir Ganga Ram: I will ask the Revenue Secretary?-Yes, he 
might be asked about that. 

35,149. Do you alro know tl.at at present there is only ·20 irrigated 
protected area per head in this Province, whereas it ought to be 0'4 
according to the Famine Commission's Report?-Do you include well irri
gation? 

35,150. Yes, including well irrigation?-No, I do not know that figure 
definitely. 

35,151. That shows what scope there is for extension of both ,,:;e11 and 
canal irri~tionP~V--
~-l7Z':- Have you oonsidered the question as, to whether, if all your rain

---rail is equally and evenly distributed and according to seasons, every inch 
of ground could not raise some crop or other?-Yes, it could. 

35,153. Dan you make a calculation as to how far you allow youri rivers 
to run to waste ?-One could make a calculation of that description. For 
instance, the G<>gra river, the biggest river perhaps in Northern India, 
carries from 10,000 to 12,000 cusecs in the cold weather; but we do not 
tap it at all because it lies too low. Do you call that running to waste? 

35,154. It may be a. waste to your Province though of course it might 
be used elsewhere. Tell us how much water you allow to be wasted from 
your Province; will you give us the calculation river by river?-Yes. 

35,155. The Chairman: I suppose that is quite apart from the question 
whether it would pay to use that water P 

35,156. Sir Ganga Ram: Yes. At present your productive schemes pay 
6 per cent. P-Yes. 

35,157. Does this 6 per cent. include <the enhancement of revenue?-Yes. 
35,158. In sending up a protective scheme do you observe all the con

ditions mentioned on page 32 of the first part of the Irrigation Re,· 
portP--

35,159. Five factors are given there:-
" The direct protective value of an irrigated area, or the capitalised 

value, at 25 years' purchase, of the saving in average annual cost of 
famine which will be effected by every acre brought under irrigation . 

.. Estimated total cost of famine in the given tract for a period of 
25 years, or quarter of a century. 
. "Population of the tract, with necessary addition for prospective 
Increase. 

" Area in acres which should be protected by irrigation for each head 
of the popUlation. 

"Area in acres already protected." 

They haveg~ven. there a very good formula; 6 per cent. is not after 
all the only criterIOn P-When you send up protective schemes the 6 per 
cent. criterion is not considered at all." 

• See also Appendix on page 745. 
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85,160. My object in drawing your attention to this fact. is that, if you 
calculate your works under this formula, many of your protective works 
will beoome productive. Has the attention of Government been drawn 
to that factP-If it is necessary; even in the Sarda Canal Report. that 
point was taken into coneideration, and the famine expenditure for the 
area was given in detail in the Report. 

35,161. It haa been represented to me that B?me very important ~ch~mes 
are oft"n thrown out simply because only the direct ret.urn and the !DdUBct 
charges are taken into account. and they do not take into account the other 
items whiCh I have m-entioned aboveP-1 do not know of any scheme that 
haa been thrown out for that reason. 

85,162. Many of the Provinces have been obliged to throw· out their 
achema for the reason I have mentioned. If that is so, would you recommend 
that that question maybe oonsidered by the Government in that light p
I certainly think that we should take credit for some famine expenditure, 
but Government does take all that into acoount. 

35,163. It has been represented to us that several important schemes 
which may protect large areas are thrown out simply because these are 
the only two factors which are taken into accountP-1 do not think that 
has happened in this Province. The Province has gone ahead with irriga-
tion in the last twenty years 38 far as financial conditions permit. -

35,164. What are the months in which you consider there is dearth of 
waterP-If you are taking the perennial canals, the dearth of water begins 
from January and lasts through February aud March; the snow water 
begins to come down towards the end of April and then there is sufficient 
supply. 

35,165. 80 there are four months, January, February, March and part 
of April in which there ·is d~th of waterP-Yes. 

85,166. And in these four months, do you put in sugarcane which is the 
main crop of this ProvinceP-Yes, but I would not call it the main crop; 
it is an important crop. 

35,167. Have you thought of supplementing the supply by wells and 
subsoil waterP-Yes. 

35,168. Have you considered the hydro-electric aspect of the question P 
How you could raise the water and so on P---<We have oonsidered that so 
far as to satisfy ourselves that it would not be a paying proposition from 
the Government point of view; if the pe<1ple are willing to pay higher 
rates, then it might be done. 

85,169. Are your rates higher than those in the Punjab or 10werP
Lower; let U8 take Western Jumna canal and compare it with our Eastern 
Jumna canal. The rate for the Punj&b Bugaroane is Rs.12 and ours is 
Rs.I0; for wheat theill rate is Rs.5-4-0 and ours is Rs.5; for cotton their 
rate is Rs.3-8-0 and ours Rs.3. 

35,170. Do you think there will be opposition in the Council if you 
attempt to bring up the rate to the level in the PunjabP-They were raised 
to the same level in Borne cases. The rate for sugarcane was raised to 
Rs.12 but owing to the opposi·tion in the Council it was again .reduced to 
Rs.I0. 

35,171. Do you allow water for green manure crops free or do you charge 
for that alsoP-We charge for water on all occasions, excepting for filling 
tanks for watering cattle. 

31i,17Z. For green manureP-I do not know if any quantity of green 
manure crops are grown in this Province; the question of a reduced ra.te 
has not arisen at any rate. 

61946 GS 
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35,li3. You have no favourable rates for the growing of fodder? Rooently 
in the Punjab w& haye roouood the raWs for water required for .the growing 
of fodder, up to a certain limit?-The question has never a.risen in this 
Province nor is it such a vital one here as in the Punjab, seeing that the 
rainfall is much higher here. 

35,174. So people do not suffer very much from want of fodder?-Not tiO 

much except in exceptional areas. 

35,175. In the winter season they must Buffer from want of fodder p
At the present time they are feeding the cattle on the ;=1' stalks and such 
things. 

35,176. But you must mix it up with some green stuft'?-This is not dono 
in many parts of this Province; at any rate the question of a preferential 
rate has never come before the Canal Department. 

35,177. SUPp08fl there are two crops grown at the same time, for instance, 
gram and oil seed, do you charge for the two crops or only one?-'''' e 
charge for only one crop. 

35,178. You do not charge for two?-No, only for olle crop, whichever 
is of the higher grade. 

35,179. This question arose in the Punjab in this way: we generally 
sow there gram and oil seed together; we cut the oil seed at tha end of 
December and thl'Y were charging U8 twice ?--When two crops are grown 
at the same time, we only charge for one crop, whichever is of the higher 
grade. 

35,180. Not necessarily whichever is cut first?-No. 
::15,181. Sir Henry lAwrence: If one of the crops takes a longer time 

to grow, then how do you chargo?-The only sllch case I know of here 
is where arho'1' is grown with another khanl crop; they have both the same 
rato andl that one rate is charged· for both. 

35,182. Sir Ganga R<lm: Perhaps the problem here is not the same as 
it is in the Punjab. There, in the robi, we generally put in many things; 
for instance, we grow clover with so many other crops, and so they used 
to charge two rates for the two crops ?-It is not done here. 

35,183. As regards the rates, of course in Bombay they charge Rs.50 
for sugarcane P-:-That is a different kind of sugarcane. 

35,184. What is tile amouut of water required to mature sugarcane?
They take live waterings of hbout 4 to 6 inches each. 

35,185. Five waterings ",ill not mature sugarcane, will it ?-It i.i suffi
cient here. At present, if you take the area under Barda canal, half the 
area under sugarcane is not watered at all. 

35,186. I want particularly to draw your attention to pages 32 and 33 
of the Irrigat.ion Report so that in future you may try to get JIlany 
schemes passed ?-We do do t.his at the present time. 

35,187. Do you thIDk that the ext.ension of irriglltion in this Province 
has to a certain extent ameliorated conditions here? ~ow that the Sarda 
canal has been commenced can you tell me whether that figure of ten 
years will be reduced to six or five ?-I do not anticipate any change. 

35 188. Therefore it is all the more necessary t.o think out some method 
to g~t over the tro'uble of drought. Somewhere I ha'\"e seen it stated that 
tho United Provinces are always praying fOI' drought so that the ('anal 
Department may profit? Sometimes the zamindars do ~ot take any water?' 
-Yes; it is a fact that the people do not take water 1Il many areas when 
there is a heavy rainfall . 

.Ifr. B. D'O. Darley. 
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35,189. And YOllr return is ver, -lowP-Yes, but Government makea up 
for that under land revenue. In euch years, no remissions of land revenue 
are given and taccavt adnnces are not required. 

35,190. Why I am gi,-ing these iIIu5trations is because it is .ll tho. more 
n_ary to protect your areas by some method,- either by hydro-electric 
pumping BehelDes or bv tapping ,subsoil .waterP-Yes, in the areas which 
need it and have already been tackled, but if you take the country which 
h&i not been tackled by irrigation, the area north of the Gogm river 
in Oudh, thete the people are quite indifferent to irrigation. 

3.'>,191. WhyP-Becauti6 in most of the area8 they do not want it. Take, 
again, the dietrict of Pilibhit; there, also; in many parts the people do 
not wan, irrigation canals. ' ' 

35,192. Are you awart. of what we are doing in regard to well irrigation 
in the Punjab? The idea is to keep the power in one place and to 
Ipread it by means of compressed air to different groups of .wells which 
may be, say, about two or three miles apart. We are now generating 
enormOIll!l quantitiln of electrioity in the ,Punjab, and the idea. is, by mean.s 
of this compressed a.i.r, to place baram lands under irrigation from suhBoil 
lOuroee. Have you studied the scheme recommendOO for hydro-electric 
power by Mr. MeareaP-I have seen his recommendations, :hut we are 
always up ~ain8t the economic difficulty. 

35,193. Has any 8~ep neeu ta.ken 111 this Province in thatdirectionP=
No steps have been taken because, as I said just now, we' are up against 
the economic difficulty. The Government cannot afford at the present 
time to go ahead 18 this direction because it -would not be a. paying 
propositIOn. 

35,194. It wouhl certainly be paying for the country though not for the 
Government. If you apply the formula which is given on pages 32-33 of 
the Irrigation Report you will Bee that the Government will be forced to 
agree to that, whetller it if; directly paying or not, and therefore that 
acheme applies also to this hydro-electric power ?-This Government cannot 
be regarded as lagging behind in thi8 matter, because we are spending 
within ten yean about 91 crores of rupees on the Barda. canal scheme 
alone, and that is the most vital scheme at present. The Government 
cannot t.ackle other schemes until the Barda c~ns to bring in 
reVen1J8. 

35,195. The Vhairman: I think you might tell us definitely whether 
the forruula to which Sir Ganga. Ram referred is applied in every case, 
whether the acheme is protective or productiveP-1t is only applied in 
the case of protective achllmes. It ia only meant to be used in such cases. 

36,196. You are familiar with the formulaP-Yes. It is one of the appen
dices in our Irrigation Manua.l of Orders. 

35,197. Sir Ganga Bam: Taking a section of the __ country, say, from 
your submontane tract right across, what is the fall in the water level p
In the country on t.he Sarda, canal, in the- upper reach, the spring level 
is rarely 'more than 15 feet below the ground. 

35,198. I aID afraid I have not made myself quite clear. Supposing you 
take a line of the levels from the foot of the hills, what is the water 
elope in the subsoil level ?-It is very minute. , 

35,199. Is it not parallel to the level of the country?-Yes, slightly greater 
than t.he fall in the level of the country, so that the fall jllst under the, 
hills roay be, probably, about 15 feet per mile; a little bit furthj!r down 
it varies; for instance, 10 miles further down it will be 4 feet per mile; 
again, further down it would go down to 2 feet per mile, and here 'in 
Lucknow the fall is ronghly 6 inches per mile. 
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35,200. That is the very thing which gives you an indication of the 
possibility of karaez canals?-Just as they have in the North-West 
Frontier Provinces? 

35,201. Yes? And if you dig a tunnel across the water you come 
to the surfare p-Jt is impracticable in pure. sand. 

:15,202. But there is a possibility of itP-No, the fall in the cour.try is 
not steep enough; you want very steep country to go in for that. 

85,203. If you take the country with a slope of 4 feet per milo where 
the spring level is 15 feet down, how many miles of tunnel would be 
necessary to bring the water P-Three miles. 

35,204. But it might not be pure sand ?-That is what it is in most 
of the submontane country. 

35,205. Have you made allY soil survey to show what is the nature of 
the country P-Only for the Barda canal. 

35,206. The Barda canal goes parallel to the HimalayasP-Not quite. it 
is at an anglo. 

35,207. We hav~ been waiting for yo'ur promised note to see how far 
you liave carried out the recommendation~ of the Irrigation Commission 
and how far you have not boon able to do so P-That was submitted about 
one month ago to the Secretariat. 

35,208. Mr. Oalvert: Is that the report of the Irrigation Commission 
of 1901-02 P-Yes. 

The Ohai1'1oollo: We will come back to that subject towards the end. 
35,209. Sir Ganga Bam: Can you say how much addition you have made 

to irrigation since this Irrigation Report was writtenP-Yes, we have done 
a tremendous amount since then. . 

35,210. The Irriga.tion Report shows that formerly six billion cubic feet 
were being used, and that Commission have recommended an addition of 
two billions ?-I can tell you from our Administration Report what is the 
increased area of irrigation since then. 

35,211. I want to know how much you have used of nature's giftP-I 
can get it worked out for you. . 

35,212. Thank you. You have a certain amount of tank irrigationP
The who1e of Bundelkhand irrigation is tank irrigation. 

35,213. Do they lift the water by power or are the tanks so situated 
as to give the water by flow P-It :is done by flow. 

35,214. Are there many sites on which you can expand that system of 
tank irrigation ?-There is no difficulty of getting flow irrigation in 
Bundelkhand where the slope of the country is great. 

35,215. There must be many places situated on low levels where you can 
do it ?-It is possible in small areas. 

35,216. You must get the idea out of your mind that the tank must be 
situateil in such a place where flow irrigation can be done. We have 
investigated that poin& in the Punjab because the mere lifting of 8 or 10 
feet makes not much difference ?-It is done in small areas. 

35,217. In your Province lift irrigation has not received the same atten
tion as it has in the Punjab P-Because we go for the flow irrigation when 
possible and are generally able to give it when necessary. It has now been 
proved in the Punjab that it is not worth giving flow irrigation to any 
one because there is very much waste, and you. must drive tha.t idea out 
of your mind. 

35.218. In one place you say 50 per cent. is lost by evaporation P Have 
you studied Kennedy's investigationsP-Yes . 

• Ur. E. D'O. Darley. 
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35,219. He makee it 25 per centP-Yes, but he wrote for the Punjab and I 
80180 said 60 per cent. becaW!e that is the figure in these Provinces to the 
outlet before water is admitted into the water courses. 

3~,220. Have you tried to line the caDl~IsP-The question of lining canals 
was taken up very carefully when the Sarda canal project was being pre
pared; that canal at the head runs through very porous soil and an 
estimate was got up for lining the main canal and 15 miles of two branches. 
It was found that the cost of lining· would come to three crores of rupees 
and would not pay. 

35,221. Do you know we are following another method nowP We are 
putting a _page drain parallel to the canal and pumping it up P-That 
can only be done in the case of stiff soils. We have no water-logging in 
these Provinces. This was considered in connection with the Sard·a canal, 
and it may be necessary to do this if any sign of water-logging occurs. 

35,222. The question of water-logging was fully considered in the case 
of the Sarda can alP-Yes. As far as we could do so. 

35,223. Does any part of it go into embankmentsP-Yes, considera,ble 
reaches are embankments. 

35,224. '!bose are the danger pointsP-We have been very careful, and
on the Sarda canal we have allowed for a mileage of drains equal to half 
the mileage of distributariee. 

35,225. You have not tried puddlingP-We have never found puddling 
very satisfactory. 

35,226. On account of the cracksP-Yes. 
35,227. On page 19 of the Irrigation Commission's Report, it is stated: 

"In the ai.Juvial tracts of Northern India, down the line of the Jumna 
river, the subsoil supply of good water is practically inexhaustible, and 
its depth generally moderate; the soil and subsoil also generally f,avour 
construction. It is difficult, therefore, here to place any limit to the 
eventual extension of well-irrigation, except the requirements of cultiva.
tion." To this remark I want to draw your attention, and I want you 
to consider the possibility of extending well-irrigation by a compressed air 
system on the co-operative basis. Will that be possible in these Provinces? 
You have a series of wells giving water in the case of drought on the co
operative system, without considering whether the water is given to this 
field or to that field. Will that ,be accepted by the people here ?-T,he 
question has never been raised here as yet. I would like to point out that 
in toe matter of canal irrigation this Province has not been backward. 
We have gong, as far a.head as possible since the Report of the Irrigation 
Commission. Take the Bundelkhand area: everything recommended has 
been done there since that Report was issued. The Sa.rda canal was taken 
up since then. 

35,228. You know that a paper was read by Mr. Marsh before the 
Institution of Civil Engineers about Bundelkhand, and he advocated the 
system of bunding fields? Has that been doneP-An enormous amount has 
been done. Hundreds of field bunds -have heen put up. 

35,229. In your Province do you insist on not leaving any land without 
being ploughed, in order to absorb the rainfall? Have you read my article 
on .. Floods and their Root Cause" in the Indian EngineeringP-I am 
afraid not. 

35,230. What I recommended was that a law should be made that no 
land should be left unploughed, so that all the gifts of nature are utilised' 
that will reduce our floods and raise the subsoil water levelP-We do not 
need that in this Province, exoept in very exceptional cases. The average 
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sprillg Jevel in the whole of the Province, except on the banks of 'rivera, 
is less than 20 feet, and we do not want to raise it higher. 

35,231. That is all ,the more reason why your well irrigation ought to 
receive special attention ?-Quite; as soon as funds will permit. 

35,232. For the proper distribution of water to the zamindars, have 
you designed any instrument or any other means so as to ensure that water 
is received at the tail end in sufficient quantities, and that the people at 
the tail do not sufferP-Distributary outlets of the 'required size are fixed 
at a certain depth below the surface, generally Ii feet below the full 
supply level, and the number of outlets are only just sufficient to absorb 
the full discharge. 

35,233. Has a module not been found necessary in this Province? You 
know the A.P.M.? Have you followed that?-We have nat found it 
necessary here; your outlets are very much ,bigger tnan ours. In the 
Punjab you go in up to something like 5 cusoos. Our standard outlet 
delivers only half a, cusec; we rarely give an outlet which takes more than 
1 cusec . 
. 35,234. In your Province, do not the tail end people complain at any 

tIme that they suffer OR account of lack of water?-We do our utmost to 
see that they do not suffer. 

35,235. Have you not got any scientific design which, will ensure that 
they will get a certain amount of water? You might study that question. 
We have given a lot of attent'ion to it?-We have studied it for the last 
50 years. Our system, I hold, is far in advance of the Punjab system. 
We do not give 5 cusecs to the cultivator to waste. Government looks 
after t,he water, a'ld will not hand it over to the cultivator to touch until 
it is less tnan 1 cilsec. 

35,236. W'hat duty do you get for khanl and for TabiP-It depends on 
what you call duty. If you take an outlet from II oonstant channel, we 

. get as much &s 300 acres per cusec. 
35,237. For instance, if the rice area is 1,000 &cres, how much do YOll 

allow for that P-We do not allow the people to irrigate more than 45 
per cent., or, at the very outside, 50 per cent. of the land. 

35,238. Therefore,' your irrigation is also partIy dependent on wells P
Yes. 

35,239. Does that mean that you have no water to give to the whole lot 
of that landP-No. We could distribute water. so as to give it to 75 per 
cent. or even 80 per cent. of the land, but then we would water-log the 
land. . 

35,240. Is that for fear of water-logging?-Yes. 
3.'),241. What do you consider is the safe limit, above which water-logging 

is dangerousP Simply raising the subsoil water is not dangerous?-No, 
but if it rises to less than ten feet it will be dangerous. 

35,242. Ten feet is the limitP-It is not the limit, but ",-e do not like 
our su bsoil level to rise above ten feet. 

35,243. In the investigation of subsoil water-logging, have you found 
out any point at which the water in the subsoil flows directly towards the 
rh'er, and does not rise any longer?-All our subsoil water is just the 
reverse of the PUQjab. Yours flows from the river into the centre of the Doab, 
wherl'as ours flows from the centre of the Doab into the river. Before we 
started the Sarna canal, I went up to the Punjab to study the question 
there. I went over the different canals, as far as I ('ould, and consulted 
f!.,~ry officer who could give me information on the subjed. The Punjab 

Mr. R. D'O. DnTley. 
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l"onditiona are utterly different from the conditions in the United Pro
VlDCes. 1 think in time the Punjab will have to come to ,the, Unite,d Pro
vi noes system, and not give water to more than 45 per cent. of the land, 
as &oon &8 you have filledi up your central subsoil baain. You are nGW givi.ng 
water to 75 per oent. of your commanded area in many places. 

3i),244. ,We do 115 per oent. P-Yes, in many places you do it, but that 
cannot go on, or you will water-log the country badly. 

85,245. Sir Ganga Ram: It has been represented to me by landlords here 
that they would like to 'have their water extended to a certain extent, 
becau8e at present they have to depend a good deal on wells. Do you think 
they are not right in making tha.t demandP-Take, for example, the 
Gang_Jumna Doab; all the water at our disposal is being distributed as 
fairly &8 possible, but there are many tracts in that where we would 
like to extend it further. 

35,246. But on page 158 of your note .you say, "Thus on the Upper 
Ganges canal only BOme 1,100,000 acres are irrigated annually out of a grOSB 
command of 5,350,000, or 21 per cent." ?-That is all. There are large 
numbers of small tracts which we would like to irrigate, hut we have not 
been able to find water for it from any system. 

35,247. You are not starving those people simply becaUBe of the fear 
of water-loggingP-No. 

35,248. Cannot the water be, extended so aa to make it available to 
more than 21 per oent. P-If we had sufficient ,money to do it, Bay by pump
ing from the subsoil back into the canal, we could then extend it. Wc 
have not got river water at present. 

35,249. That ShOW8 that you lose water by s!pageP-Yes; l think that 
i8 the case with every canal. We do not lose any more here than in the 
Punjab. 

35,250. Sir X/lomas MidJletlln: In reading your paragraph on ;research, 
it seelned to me that your mosL important requirement was a skilled and 
experienced editor of Iudian irrigation experience?-Yes. 

35,251. That is wh~t you think is the first need in connection with 
research P-Yes . ... 

3.3,252. There is a vast amount of information available that bas not 
yet been digested P-Ye&, and coilated. 

35,253. With respect to the character of the research required for irriga
tion, there are obviously certain things which could be attempted cen
trally, such, for example, as the devising of instF-l}.ments and maC'binery 
for measuring and supplying water. But in listening to the interesting 
examination which ha/,! just taken place, it occurs to me that the essential 
problems of irrigation are local p~ob!emsP-Yes. 

35,254. All the wisdom of the Punjab, for example, would not solve the 
difficulties of the Cnited ProvincesP-No, nor those of the Central Pro
vinces. We are all separate, but still ~here are general questions which 
affect us all alike. 

35,2.35. But the eSijential work lllust be taken up locally P-I think the 
essential wf,rk should be taken up locally. 

35,256. Even within a Provin('.e, if you take this one subject which you 
mention, the question of salt land, that may arise from very different 
causes, and could 1I0t beo attacked by an institution which was not in 
possession of all the local information available?-No. 
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<:15,257. Dealing with the question of salt land, I have been asking myself 
to what extent central assistance could be given to problems of this 
description, and it occurs to me that there is one type of assistance which 
might be given: the investigation of salt land might require the assistance 
of .an agriculturist Ilnd a chemist, who could be supplied locallyP-Yes. 

35,2,58. But it ,might involve questions requiring a knowledge of soil 
orgamsms?-Yes. 

35,259. For that purpose it might be necessary to e!llploy a number 
of specialists, possibly three or four types of specialists who have had 
special training and experience?-Yes. 

85,260. It would help you if from some central source you were able 
to get such specialist officers to work at a particular problem?-Yes. Of 
course, when 1 wrote my note, I wrote it purely from the canal officer's 
point of view; I was not thinking so much of research with regard to 
soil analysis and such things as you are referring to now. 

35,261. Si,' Henry Lau'1'ence: To what were you referring?-I was 
referring to the depth of water that we should give the crops, the methods 
of distribution and such things. 

85,262. Sir Thomas Middleton: In another Province we had quite an 
interestillg discussion as to whether the reaearch work in connection with 
irrigation I'hould in fact be under the Irrigation Department or under 
the AgriculturRl Department P-I certainly think all soil investigation should 
be under the AgriC'ultural Department. ' 

85,263. In this Province you have come to the conclusion that research 
work on irrigation ,might easily be separatedP-I think the que.~tion of 
water distl'lbution should be left t.o us, or, at any rate, the engineering 
sid I.' of it; but the Agricultural Department should tell us what depth of 
water is best for each crop, and the questions of soil analysis should be 
left to them. 

35,264. Mr. Calvert: Who would deal with the movements of water in 
the subsoilP-It is ,'ery difficult to say which should take that up. We 
are confined to those areas of the Province which are 11lready canal irrigated, 
while their activities extend over the whole Province. 

35,265. Sir Thofllfls Middletan: At any rate, in your view it is a subject 
which would readily lend itself to division between two departml'ntsP
Yes. 

35,266. And that no such difficulties as were represented to us in the 
case of another Province need necessarily arise hereP-I do not see why 
they fhould arise 01' why we should not collaborate with one another and 
help one another. 

35,2G7. llaja Sir Rampal Singh: You have stated that there are tracts 
where it is very difficult to build wells because the sporing water is too 
Jow. Do you take that into consideration in building channels and dis
tributaries with a view to seeing that those tracts where there is scarcity 
of water are supplied with distributaries, while not supplying distribu
taries in those tracts where wells can easily be dugP-The. only tracts 
'that I know of in this Province where it is very difficult to construct 
wells aro in the rocky hill) country of Bundelkhand and in the sub
montane district just below the Himalayas where the spring level is so 
low that it IS quite impossible to make wells. Just immediately below 
the hills every source of water is being tapped at the present tilDe, and 
cultivation is only possible where that water can be given; that is a very 
Imall area. As regards Bundelkhand, we have tackled every big river 
there and put reservoirs (\D every big river; that is whl're our protective 
irrigation is all situated. I do Dot know of any other places where the 
tipring level is 80 low that wells are impossible • 

.llr. B. D'O. Darley. 
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35,268. So no enquiry is made about this matter. I find there are places 
lI'here wells cannot easily be made because the wells and the lift are too 
co&tly, while thert' aTe places in the Bame districts where it 'is very easy 
to dig wells lind irrigate the fields with well water ?-There are certain 
places, especially in khadir lands, where it is very difficult to dig wells, 
where what in this part of the country is called lao war soil, which is 
very fine saud, JIlixed with clay. The result is that there is a very small 
Yield of water, and the people find it very dlfficult to sink wells in such 
soil; But I have only seen that in kharda lands adjoining rivers; elsewhere 
they are able to sink wt'lls. 

35,269. I have a very small estate on which there are villages where 
a well costs about Its.l,OOO to' construct?-Yes, that is where the spring 
level is 30 or 40 feet below the ground. 

35,270. It is sticky soil which we call muchalal?-Yes. 
35,271. On account of that we cannot build wells?-Yes. 
35,272. So no enquiry is made as to whether certain tracts require, more 

canal-carried water than others?--I think we have investigated th-e whole 
Province with a view to introducing canal water. If you could tell me 
of IIny tract such as you ,mention, I should be very glad to have it investi
gated. 

35,273. You stated thnt in this part of the country fodder' is not specially 
grown in the months January to April; but it is'the practice, at. least 
in Oudh, for khashtkars to grow fodder crops such as juar near their wells 
long before the ordinary BOwing time, simply to supply fodder for their 
cattle. Is that not the practice where canals exist at present ?-To a very 
small extent. I think, even in Oudh, the percentage' of cultivation under 
BOl,h fodcier crops is very minute. 

35,274. I cllnnot say it is very extensive?-It may be a field in one 
village. 

35,275. They always sow gajer (carrot) for the use of their catileP-I 
~an say ,that on the Baroa canal country not one village in ten has one 
field of gajer. 

35,276. Do you know what are the average yields per acre of wheat in 
the Punjab and in the United Provinces?-I am afraid I cannot tell you 
",bout the Punjab; in the United Provinces, from irrigated land, I should 
BOY it is about 15 to 17 maunds. . 

35,277. As far as my information goes, the yield in the Punjab is much 
~reater than in the United ProvincesP-That I cannot say. 

35,278. What is the spring water level in Rae BareliP-The average 
!pring level is about 32 feet down. 

35 279. Pr.o/es8or Gang'lLlee: Do I understand correctly that you have 
~o r~searclt station at all in connection with the Irrigation Department?
We have no research station. 

35280. In the provincial JIlemorandum you say that this research should 
)C o:,nducted independently and not in co-operation with the Agricultural 
[)epartment. Do you mean that the engineering aspects of research should 
~e undertaken by you, and that the influence of irrigation on soils and 
)D crops should be nndertaken by the Agricultural DepartmentP~I thilJk 
,hat would bllt better. 

35281. You would not call that independentlyP-1 should like both 
iep~rtmellt~ toO co-operate; the~ should ,give us any. informa~ion they obtain 
md we should give theJIl any lnformatlOn we obtam. I thmk they should 
I.e responsible, hhall I say, for research in such matters as soil and depth 
)f water required by anyone crop; we, could try then to see how we 
)nn give exactly that dtlpth and no JIlorc. 
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35,2tl2. There must be co-operation and c~ordination betweElp the two 
aspects of irrigation researchesP-Yes. 

:.15,283 . .Rave you at the present time any knowledge of the los~s due 
to pel'collltionP-Yes, we hl»e calculated it for 11 large number of ('anaIs; 
It depends on a very large number of fadors; it depends on the depth 
of the spring level bp.low the canal, the nature of t.he soil and the wetted 
pel'imeter of the canal. 

35,284: Is it possible to devise means of passing the water through 
more qUickly so as to reduce the 10ssP-We have found that if we increase 
the slope, of our canals, the water passing quickly is inclined to carry down 
the silt instead of letting it pass into the pores of the soil, and we get 
.greater losses; therefore we have Hattened our canals in most places where 
they had excessive !llopes i that causes the silt to settle at the bottom; 
the silt is then, by Dleans of the seepage water, carried into and chokes 
the pores of "he soil, with the resuit that after a few years the los8 is 
greatly diminishE'd. 

35,285. Does the same thing happen in the distributariesP-Yes, we 
have got very Hat slopes in our distributaries. 

35,286. I want to ask about the rates, though it is not within our terms 
of reference Have you any data a! to the amount of canal water required 
to bring crops to maturity, because I see you base your rates on thatP
'Ve base our rates tto a large extent on that; but it is, to a ('ertain 
extent, fort.uitolls, be(,lIuse a valuable crop such as sugarcane needR more 
water, and the cultivator is able to pay a higher rate because that crop 
is more valuable. 

35,287. On whose reports do you assess these rawsE-The rates have 
grown up from experience. I think you have got a statement wowing 
wbat our rates were in the ·old days; we have gradually found which 
crops should be enoouraged by a 101\'er rate. If we charge a high rate 
for a particular crop, it may prevent people taking the water, and they 
may EuW other (·rops. If we find that is so, we lower the rate fur that 
crop. For installce, gram only requiIes ol1e watering, and a very 1:Iw rate 
is charged. 'l'here is a higher fIIte for wheat, which I'equires more wlt.ter. 

35,288. Supposing I am w.ing your waier and I inn growing sugarcane; 
who reports to you that I am growing sugarcane ?-"'e have a revenue 
staff; from the day the canal is opened that staff goes round village by 
village writing up every field that is irrigated, the name of the owner and 
the class of crop. 

35,289. When the crop is on the fidd'?-Yes. 

35,~90. Irrespective of the yield or the profit?-Yes, that we cannot deal 
with. 

35,291. Are these subordillate officials popular with the cultivators, or 
do you come across cases of cheating, bribery and so onP-There are cases 
of cheating and bribery, but "henevl.'r it is detected the offender is dis
Bussed at once. 

35,292. Whtln you spoke of the nop yield as ('ompared with that of 
America and Egypt, 1\'ere vou thinking of gross valueP-Yes the gross 
.. alue. 

35,293. Who filially pays the owner's rateP-The owner of the laml, that 
i. the lIamlndar, pays the owner's rate . 

.'15,294. I suppose eventually it comes from the tenant P-Yes, undoubtl.'dly. 
35 295. In your note you speak of the market value of wat.('r; it ill not 

"lea~ to me what you reaBy mean by that ?-It is \"ery difficult to describe 
what is the marKet \'111ue of anything, but I suppose the nearest thing to 

Mr. B. D'O. Darley. 
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the market. value of callal water would, be what it would cost' the cultivator
to get hill water on the same field from elsewhere; in oth~ woo'ds too 
raise it frOID a well; but whether you can describe that as tile ma~ket. 
value it i8 rather difficult to 8:1y. 

~5,296. ~ there any big aoope for irrigation by tanks and bunds iIll. 
th.8 ProvIDooP-We have done a vast amount of that work, 'arid there 
i. atill a large aoope. Funher expansion depends on tlie money that. 
can be allotted. We hal'e several schemes pending, awaiting the time 
when funds can be allotted. 

35,297. We were told in other Provincp.s that the average cuItivat,nl' 
haa a tendency to use more caual water than he actually needs. Do you 
find that this is alEo the ca&e in this Province ?-That is the tendency 
here! also. ' 

35,29!l. Is any propaganda doue to educate the cultivator on the danger 
of using exces~ive water?-We do our utmost to prevent him from doing 
80, to persuade him to divide his fieid into kiaris, and as I have already 
explained, we have actually on two occasions instituted fines to force hiJIl 
to do 80, but I am afraid it hag had .ery little effect. 

35,299. Have you 110 sut,h thing as Inigation Panchayats, or some such 
village organisation through which this propaganda work may be carri~ 
on ?-No, no regular Irrigation Panchayat. 

35,300. Turning to the question of research, you make a reference here 
to the Agricultural Department carrying out a variety of experiments in 
the fiOlld. Do you kllow who plallned these experiments?-I take it it was 
the Director of Agriculture. . 

35,301. These experiments have an important bearing on the probleins 
of irrigatIOn. Were these experiments made ill consultation with the 
Ir.·igation Department?-I do not know. I was on leave when this JIlemo
randulR was prepaN'd, but I believe the reference is to experiments done 
at the agricultural farms. 

35,302. Do you know of any experiments being carried out in consulta
tion with the Irrigation Department?-As far aa I know, none has been 
carried out 80 far. 

35,303. When t.ackling the question of formation of alkali deposits in 
60il have they never consulted the irrigation officers?-Not that I,know ef. 

35,304. Turning to your precis, you say that modules are unnecessary 
here. Hav" you come ro this conclusion after definite experiment~?-We 
ha\'e experimented with tbe Kennedy module and we find no better results 
than our present system, because, as I have explained to Sir Ganga RaJIl, 
we hand over such mlDute quantities to the cultivator that the module 
is N'ally almost unnOlt'eSsary. 

35,305. On page 157, you have explained what the chief duties of the 
research officer would be. Have you any idea as to how this object would 
be attained? You state that the chief duties of the research officer would 
he to keep in touch ",ith modern irrigation practice, not only in other 
Provinces, but in other countries?-At the present time a large number 
of engineering papers are publish"d, especially in America, and papers are 
written in other Provinces on hydraulics, and other matters in connection 
with irrigation. But the~e papers are not circulated; they are retained 
in their own Pro\'ince. A research "mcer would get in touch with other 
Provinces and collect all such papers into a library where he would collate 
the material received. 

35,306. Would ihis research offic'31" be under the Central GovernDlent?-, 
I think I have explained that in my reply. 'Wbat we need is a Central
Irrigation Congress, which would have its library at Delhi or some other 
central place. The librarian should be an irrigation officer of experience. 
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That officer wiluld then collect all the' information he can on the question 
of water-logging, subsoil Jlow, depth of water used by crops, what is done 
in America, and 101 other subjects. He should collect all the information 
he could and collate it in that central library, to which we could have 
access. When we started the Sarda canal, there was no place to which 
we could turn to to find out what had been done all over the world 
on the question of subsoll flow. 

85,807. You want an All-India Irrigation Congress?-Yes, a Cungres8 
with a library attached, whc.re officers would meet once a year under the 
direction of the Consulting Engineer to the Government of India, very 
much on the lines of the Punjab Congress, which has done an enormous 
amount towards advancing knowledge and science of irrigation and the 
How of water. And then I would have research officers in each Province, 
looking into the questions that affect that particular Province. 

35,308. Where are your subordinate officers trained?-Do you mean the 
revenue officer,' or do you llIean the engineer officer P 

85,309. BothP-The lowt'st revenue officer is what we call a Patrol. His 
duties are to patrol the banks of the canal. He also writes up the irnga
tion as it occurS. We train him ourselves. He rises to the post of ami'll, 
who is the checking officer who checks the work of the patrol. Over him 
is the zilladar. He has, of COUrt!6, a large number of ami'lls under him. 
He, again, checks the work of each amin and is the revenue officer who 
prepares the assessment papers under the enginering staff .. The engineer
ing staff consists of the Subordinate Engineers who do all the actual con
struction and repairs. They are trained at Roorkee College to a large 
extent; as a matter of fact, almost entirely at the Roorkee College. Over 
them are the provincial service officers, i.e., Assistant Engineers, who also 
are trained at the Roorkee College. 

35,310. Do you consider these ami'll' ought to have a certain amount of 
training in agriculture? Would it be helpful?-There is a certain amount 
of direct recruitment of ami"" who have superior qualifications in the hope 
that we may eventually get a better class of zilladars. When recruiting 
the'!l6 men, those who have passed an agricultural course are considered 8S 

most eligib1e. 
35,311. From your note we find that you have come really to the limit 

of canal irrigation, and now you propose to extend the scope of your 
irrigation in other directions, e.g., well 5rrigation. Is that so?-I will 
not say tnat we have come to the limit, except where river water is not 
available. 

35,812. As regards the' major projects their limit has been reached?
Yes. There. is only one more major irrigation project possible in these 
Provinces, and that is the LoweJ.'f Barda canal, which can only be built if 
the Upper Barda canal proves a paying proposition. 

85,313.· Under these circumstances, why would you. leave the question of 
utilising subl!oil water to the Agricultural Department?-We only deal 
with a limited area of these Provinces. We might deal with them inside 
the. ranal area, but we have not officers all over the Province, but only 
where there are canals. 

85,314. Is there any conflict from the point of view of revenue? Is there 
less revenue from well irriga.tion and more from canals ?-There is no 
revenue from well irrigation at present: it is only from canals. Only 
private schemes have been taken up in the matter of well irrigation and 
Government help is given to the landowners. 

85,315. Do you think there is much scope for well irrigation ?-I think 
there is enormous scope. 

lIlr. 11. D'O. Darley. 
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35,316. Mr. Calvert: Could you suggest a figure representing the mini. 
mum charge per acre irrigated lIilfficient to cover capital and recurrin§ 
ClOstP-Do you mean. pumping schelDAlP 

35,317. No, in your canal areaP-It all depends on the cost of the scheme. 
We do cover the recurring cost except in Bundelkhund. 

35,31B. What is your minimum rate calculated to cover recurring and 
capital coste by area irrigatedP-You must take up each canal separately. 
The Eastern Jumna canal pays very well. The Upper Ganges canal also 
pays, e,·en at the present rate. But they each pay a different percentage, 
although the rates are the same. It depends on the capital cost. 

35,319. I do not want your profits. I want your minimum charge calcu
Jated to cover your bare expenses, capital cost pl'U, recurring oostP-You 
must know the capital cost. Capital cost depends on the nature of the 
canal fo be built. 

35,320. But for the canals already in existenceP-We have numerous 
canals in existence, and each pays a different percentage with the same 
irrigation rates. 

35,321. The Chairman: Can you give Mr. Calvert the figure for the 
8ards canal if you have it with youP-You may say it is down to the bare 
limit; it will just manage to pay its way, and the irrigation rates 
~iffer for the different clll6!1es of crops. It is, Rs.7.B for sugarcane and 
RsA for wheat. 

35,322. Mr. Calvert: What'is the minimum basic rate which would cover 
all capital and recurring expensesP-On the 8arda canal it is about 
ReA-B-O per acre. After deducting all working expenses that will just 
&hout pay the interest charges. 

35,323. Interest and all your recurring chargesP-Yes. 
35,324. That is to say the cost to you of irrigating an acre is Rs.4-8-0P-

On the Sarda. 
35,325. On the other canals is it similar, or 10werP-On the Eastern Jumna 

callal, built at cheaper rates, it is a little lower. On the Agra canal it is 
about the same. 

35,326. Could you suggest a similar corresponding figure for working a 
well, Rs.20 an acre P-I think it is a little less than that; there again 1 
am afraid it is only a guess. 

35,327. What, will be! your minimum and your maXimum for your water 
rateP-Rs.IO to Rs.15 an acre; but that is only guess work and would 
depend on the capital cost and nature of the scheme, . 

35,328. The actual assessment of your rate is done by your· department p 
-Yes. 

35,329. If that were transferred entirely from your hands to the Revenue 
Department, would you expect a loss of revenue P-I do not ~ why there 
:should be exactly a loss of revenue. 

35,330. The Revenue Department will get as big an assessment as your 
<lanaI DepartmentP-We supply the water, write up the area and ~ke the 
assessment; th,;y d~ the collection o~ the money. If they wer? to write up 
-the area also It might go down slightly, but I could not gIve a 'definite 
opinion. 

35,331. Do you think it might go down sufficiently to change the classifica:. 
·tion of the work from productive to unproductiveP~No, I do not think 
so unless the margin is very small. '. 

35,332. Has any experiment actually. been made in volumetric delivery 
of water P-None. 
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35,333. Does your department take any active measures to encouragtl 
the growth of sugarcane in preference to other crops ?-No; it has increased 
of itself very &.mazingly of late years. Taking the Sarda canal area, Sir 
James MacKenna asked me the area under sugarcane when he presided 
over the Sugar Committee in 1918; tl!.e figure then -giVel' was 91,000 acres 
and at present though it is grown without the help of the Sarda canal 
water the figure according to the last year's crop report is 261,000 acres. 

35,334. Sir Gall ga Ram: Does that not show that the canal is not wanted? 
-That is a matter of opinion. 

35,335. You say that you want five watering!! for sugarcane over and 
abo\'e the rainfal1P-Yes. 

35,336. Supposing there is no rainfall, how much water do you require?
That I cannot saYi such a thing has never occurred. 

35,337. In certain Provinces I was told they give 140 inches of water 
for paddy. You cannot say how many waterings sugarcane would require 
if there is no rainfallP-The rainfall is 30 inches, and I take it we have 
to replace II< large proportion of that rainfall. 

35,338. Could you give us any information about paddy? I suppose it is 
not grown under canal irrigation in this ProvinceP-Yes, a considerable 
area is grown. 

35,339. Over and above the rainfall, how many waterings do you giveP
Sometimes three waterings; it depends on the nature of the crop. 

35,340. Have yOIJ any definite information about the line of wells below 
which you could not goP-You mean the greatest depression head? It 
depends on the nature of the sand. 

35,341. If it is a good mote, up to what depth can they goP-I am afraid 
I cannot tell you; it varies 80 much. 

35,342. Do you employ zilladaT3 from the Agricultural C-ollege P-No; 
ami"" are appointed direct from the Agricultural College. 

3.5,343. The Chairman: Over how many years do you spread your repay
ments for capital charges in the case of schemes called unproductive? What is 
the basis of amortisation P-I should not like to answer that questIon; the 
Finance Department deals with it; it has nothing to do with the Irriga
tion Branch at all. I believe in the case of the Sarda canal it is fixed for 
80 years. Protective works have in the past been financed from funds given 
by the Government of India out of savings. The Sarda canal, as far as 
I knQw, is the only canal in this. Province for which there is a sinking fund 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Lt.-Col. C. L. DUNN, D.P.H., I.M.S., Director of Public 
Health, United Provinces. 

Note on the effect of III Health on the Agricultural Population. 

1. Relation 0/ health. to e/liciency.-Mens .ana in corpore sano is a very 
well-known adage and epitomises the relation hetween health and efficiency. 
III health in all occupations is detrimental to efficiency so that there is 
a constant necessity to endeavour to reduce ill health to a minimum, before 
increased effiCiency can be expected from the agricultural population. 

2. Chief Ca'~8e1 0/ ill health.-In the United Provinces the chief causes 
of ill health are, malaria, cholera, plague, slllall pox and other infectiuus 
dis?ases and the respiratory and intestinal diseases, but the great cause 
of III health and therefore lowered output is undoubtedly malaria. Diseases 
slwh as cholera, plague and small pox are short in duration and either 
result rapidly in death or recovery, &nd t;h"""fore have not' got a very 
great effect on the output or the agricultural popUlation, A ,high "_tho 
rate in a country dues not necessarily react detrimentally on the efficiency 
ot the workem in that country II.'! long as the death-rate is not higher than 
tht> birth-rate. In the United Provinces the death-rate is on the average 
21 times as high as it is in the United Kingdom, but as the average excess 
of the hirth-rate over the death-rate is about six per mille, there is a 
natural increase in the population higher than in most western nations. 
Tnere is, therefore, little, if any, shortage of labour in any of the dis
tricts of these Provillces. It is consistent ill health and the debility which 
arises therdrcm that has the chief detrimental effect on the agricultural 
population, and malaria is the chief cause of chronic ill health and debility. 
There are also other causes of a. minor character, such as tuberculosis 
amongst the respiratory diseases, dysentery and hookworlll disease among 
the intestinal diseases, and I propose to confine my remarks chiefly to these 
important causes of ill health. 

3. Debility due to malaria.-Malaria is prevalent all over the United 
Provinces, but ill certain districts, is very much worse than in others . 
.A('cording to the official returns nearly one million people die of lllalaria 
in the United Provint'es every year, but these returns are excoedingly 
inaccurate, owing to the fact that the 'reporting agency in rural areas 
is the illiterate and 1Isually ignorant village chaulcidar. I have examined 
this question with care for the last five years, and by comparing the causes 
.of death as checkea by professional agency with the official agency, I find 
that it ib probable that the actual deaths from malaria.! are under 100,000 
per annum and that a large nUlllber of deaths which are attributed to 
malaria are really deaths frOID pneumonia, enteric fever, relapsing fever, 
-dysentery and other diseases. 'rhere is no, doubt, however, that IUOst of 
these returneli as dying from malaria were suffering from malaria or were 
-debilitated from the effects of m:tlaria. Malaria, - therefore, is a great 
predisposing cause of death. 

In a note to Governlllent on the requirements of quinine of the United 
Provinces, I made a very conservatit-e estimate that at least one-quarter 
.of the population of the United Provinces had at least two attacks of 
malaria per a'nnum, and that the peroentage of people in which these 
attacks were properly treated by quinine was under 1. per cent. 'The result 
.of this is that 25 per cent. of the population must have been incapacitated 
from work for at least two months of the year, besides having a lowered 
vitality for the rest of the year. The agricultursl popUlation of the 
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United Provinces is about 34,000,000, and of that 34,000,000 the
adult population, both malo and female, who work! in the fields must. 
be at leasL 18,000,000, and I calculate the loss of efficiency of these 
18,000,000 owing to debility as at least 50 per cent. of their possible 
output. 

There i.s little doubt that, if quinine in sufficient quantity were avail
able in every village to treat all attacks of malaria, a great deal of 
thi~ . debilit~ could be done .away with. In 1921, the total supply of 
qUlnllle avaIlable for all Ind1a was only about 160,000 pounds owing tG 
thtl great shortage in the world supply, whereas in order to give each 
ptlrson who gets an attack of malaria in the United Provinces anything 
like an efficient quinine treatment, double this quantity would be 
required for the Unikd Provinces alone. The chief requirement, there
fore, .a~ present! in the United Provinces is a very largely increased supply 
of qUlDllle. It 1S also necessary that there should be, as well as an inc-reased 
supply, a considerable reduction in the present price, which puts quinine
beyond the pocket of the poorer classes. There is no doubt that were
cheap quinine available in large quantities, it would be extensivelv used 
in every village, as the agricultural population are, for the most part, 
thoroughly aware of its "alue . 
. -:In addItion to increasing the supply of quinine, much can be done by 

Government. to reduce the incidence of malaria, but I am afraid that the
cost of widespread anti-malarial measures in rural areas will be for a 
long time prohibitive, and therefore not practically possible. It is possible, 
however, to reduoo tho inoidence of ma,laria by drainage, &c., in certain 
rural areas where the agricultural Talue of the land is high as well as 
the incidence of the disease, and it should be the policy of the Govern
ment, whtlll funds are a'l'"ailable, to gradually increase their grants for 
the purpose of undertaking anti-malarial measures of a permanent nature. 
There are other areas, sllch as certain tracts ·along the foot-hills of the 
Himalayas, where the cost of rendering these areas non-malarious would 
be so high as to render it economically impossible to produce good results. 
These areas should be evacuated and the land given baek to the Forest 
Department. Major Phillips, Assistant Director of Public Health, 
llalariology, has submitted a full report to Government on this subject 
with regard to the Bhabar and Terai Estates, and has recomJDendlld that 
certain tracts be evacuated, where the death-rate has always exceeded the
birth-rate, and probahly alwa;ys will. 

4. Tube,·cu.losis.-With regard to tuberculosis, which is fairly widespread 
in the United Provine-es, but chiefly in municipal areas, the ·only thing 
that can be don~ is by education and propaganda to create a demand for 
better housing conditions. 'rhe chief predisposing cause in tuberculosis, 
as in all respiratory diseases, is o'l'"ercrowding. For various reasons, 
clip:latic and otherwise, ~he people of India, during certain months of year, 
have the habit of living in small, dark and ill-ventilated rooms, with 
thE< result that during such seasons of the year, viz., the three coldest 
winter month, and tho three months of the monsoon, the incidence of 
re~piratory disease is very high .. 

5. Dysentery.-With regard to dysentery, this disease is responsible for 
a great deal of morbidity in villages, and the chief causes are (a) impure 
village water-supply from shallow wells, and (b) faulty methods of storing 
manure, thus encouraging the breeding of large numbers of flies whlCh 
carry the disease from infected excrement to the food of the people. The 
first of these causes, i.e., impure water-supply, is the chief cause in India 
of all infectious intestinal diseases. The average village well is badly con
structed and faulty in site Rnd thtls is being continually polluted by the 
subsoil water, so a reasonably pure water-supply ('an not be expected unless 
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a very large amount of money is available. In certain large villages under 
the Village Sanitation Act, & certain amount of money from Government. 
grants and from very sIUall local taxes is available for this purpose j in 
Buch villages certain improvements are noticeable, but these villages con
tain & very small percentage of the total rural population. In other 
villages there i. no lonal taxation, and therefore no funds are available 
to keep 1.he village wells in proper order. Small grants made by the Board 
of Publio Health for this purpose only affect an infinitesimal proportion 
of the villages, and it would require a very large sum of money to provide 
all villages with properly constructed wells. I do not see how it will ever 
be economically possible to supply these wells unless the villagers are pre
pared to be taxed in order that the necessary funds may. become available. 
Apart froDl the initial expenditure required in most villages, the sums 
necessary for upkeep of the wells in each village would be exceedingly small 
and their pI'oyision is economically practicable. 

O. Hookworm.-·Hookworm is exceedingly prevalent all over the United 
Provinoes. It is a chronic disease which causes anremia and therefore 
debility in the infected individual to a greater or less' extent. A report 
on the prevaleDl'e of hookworm in the United Proviqces was submitted 
to Government in 19111 by my predecessor. As the result of the investiga
tion undertaken, it was found that in eastem districts 86 per cent. Qf 
tho population were infected and that the percentage infected gradually 
decreased in proceeding towards the west until the lowest infection was 
found in the Jhansi district. The reason for this is as follows:-

The eggs of the hookworm are voided by infected persons in the freces, 
and as it is the common practice in all villages to use the fields for 
attending to the purposes of nature, these eggs are found in the ground. 
As nightsoil is also used as manure in the fields, agricultural land becomes 
infected and the young worms which are developed from the eggs find their 
way into human beings through the pores of the skin of the feet and 
denloped into the adult worms in the intestine, thus continuing the life 
cye-Ie. As the majority of agricultural labourers go barefoot> they have 
no protection against being infected. In the eastern districts where the 
climate is damper than the wesiern districts, these worms· and eggs can 
exist for long periods in the ground, while in the western districts, owing 
to the drier climate, they are de.~iccated and die, and this accounts for 
the geographical distribution. > The hookworms in the human body can be 
easily killed by thymol, but in order to sterilise the whole of the infected 
agricultural population, an enormous amount of thymol would be required. 
Even if this were carried out, the result> could only be of a temporary 
nature as long as the people continue to work barefoot in the fields. 
It would not be possible to ensure the oomplete sterilisation of the whole 
rural population, so that the fields would again gradually become infected, 
Bnd after a short period the percentage of infected persons would be 
again a~ high as ever. I, therefore, advised Government in 1921 that it 
would not be practicable to do anything effective to reduce hookworm in 
rural areas, but that it was quite possible and practicable in industrial 
areas. 

7. Org<l1li1utio1l for flleaStlfU of relie/.-No me!l.8ures for ameliorating the 
health of the rural population can however be carried out with any success 
until a complete and adequate public health service is provided. Until 
the last few years, apart from the Director of Public Health, four Assistant 
Directors for general duty, and one for malaria work, there was no whole 
time public health personnel at all in the rural areas of these Provinces with 
the exception of the vaccination establishment and public health work was 
supposed to be carried out by the District Officers on the advice of the Civil -
Surgoons. Shortly after taking over my appointment in> 1919, I impressed' 
upon Government the necessity of establishing a Public Health Service fo1" 
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rural areas, as it was quite impossible for the Civil Surgeon with his 
multifarious duties at the headquarters of the district to be abie to advise 
and control all the neeessary public health activities required to make the 
least impression on the great mortality and morbidity which prevails in all 
districts in these ProvinOOll. Government accepted my views and during 
the last five years, as far &8 funds permitted, they have sanctioned district 
e~tablishments of pnblic health officials consistmg of the skeleton organisa
tion of a District Medical Officer of Health, and Assistant District Medical 
{)ffic-6r of Health and one Sanitary Inspector per tahsil, together with 
various other public health officials in charge of public health travelling 
di~peru;ariell and on special public health duty. Seventeen districts have 
now -been staffed with this skeleton organisation, and with practically no 
exoeptions, t'he Chairmen of District Boards and District Magistrates have 
eulogised the work of these officials, and there is no doubt whatever that 
they have been responsible for largely reducing mortality and morbidity. 
These officials are Whole-time offic" .... , and are on tour for the greater part 
~f each month in the Villages advising and controlliHg sanitation and 
prevention of disease. 

An important part of their work has also been the work of educating 
the people in tlH: methods of e3capillg the various prevalent diseases. }'or 
this l-"upose a permanent Hygiene Publicity Bureau has been established 
with t.he sanction of Government with a staff of two whole-time medical 
ofiicers of health. The Bureau prepares simple lessons and stories 'on a 
large number of subjects connected with sanitation and prevention of 
disease. Thes,p stories and l!"ssons are illustrated by large coloured posters 
lind hy sets of magic lantern slides. These posters, lessons and magic 
lanterns, together with sets of slides, are distributed to all Medical Ufficers of 
Health in towns and districts and in the travelling dispensaries, in order t~Jat 
they may be adequa.tely supplied with suitable material for their propa
ganda work. A cinema and many films of public health subjects have been 
obt.ained recently, and exhibitions will be given at large religious and oiher 
gatherings at which the rural popUlation congregate. 

In order to further assist in propaganda work by illustrating bad and 
good sanitation nnd the pren'ntion of disease under Indian conditions, a 
cinema camera has been obtained and arrangements are in tram to take 
films in India for exhibition. This propaganda work is gradually being 
<'x tended and developed with a view to creating a demand in the rural 
population for better condition&. I am firmly of the opinion, however, 
that the Department of Education should give much more assistance than 
they do at present to the cause of educating the people in hygiene, and I 
ha,"e on various occasions pressed Government to make the teaching of 
hygier.e in all schools compulsory. Up to date, howe,"er, I understand 
that such teaching is only compulrory in the normal schools and not in the 
high, middle and primary r,chools in the Province. 

It is the polley of Government to extend this organisation to e.ery district 
ill the Province as funds and properly trained personnel become available. 
The skeleton personn!"l sanctioned at present is merely a beginning, and 
it is hoped that the policy of Government will be to gradually extend. the 
st'heme until there is an adequate number of properly trained public health 
officials available fOI" every tahsil and pargtllla in the Province. It is also 
essential that the whole of the superior public health personnel working in 
these Provinces sllOuld he organised and controlled by the provincial depart
ment, as in public health such important matters cannot be left to the 
yagaries of local bodies. 

It is hoped that the whole of the rural areas in the Prodnce will eventually 
be divided into compact areas ill each of which there is a fixed dispensary 
for tho cure of the disease and public health personnel for the prevention 
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of disease. 'Ihis aystoml would do away with the necessity for travelling 
dispensaries which at. present endeavour to cope with the absence of the 
properly equipped fixed dispeusariea in many large areas in these Provinces. 
The provision of a fully equipped and fully trained organisation of this nature 
would enable the Public Health Department by propaganda, precept and 
example to create a demand among the rural population for better con
ditioD~ of living and for many measures for the prevention of debilitating 
diseases being introduced, and 1: have al80 little doubt that in: time their 
objections to increased taxation, in order that funds ear-marked for this 
purpose may be available, w.ill come to an end. With such an organisa.
tion, the wide distribution of quinine for the treatment of malaria would 
be pos~ible, anti-malarial echemes in suitable areas could be carried out, 
hetter housing conditions in villages for the prevention of tuberculosis could 
be provided, improved village wells could be constructed and better methods 
of 8toring mauure could be taught to the villagers. 

8. Milk.~In addition to the above causes of debility among adults, one 
of the great causes of death, illness and debility among children, whiC'h 
has undoubtedly a permanel1t effect60n their physique through life, is the 
faulty and inadequate milk supply available both in towns and villages. 
This is il very important question, which under present conditions in India 
is difficult to solve. In my opinion, many years of propaganda work and 
education will be required before a demand for a pure milk supply is 
created. ,When created, one of the first steps to be taken will be for 
Government to try to improve the breed of cattle all over these Provinces. 
At p~ent a large number of buffaloes and cows .are kept in most v.illages, 
the great majority of which only produce an average,of three to five seers 
of milk per day. These al80 are in such numbers that it is only in excep
tional yeara that they can be adequately fed throughout the year, with 
the result that the villagers are impoverished by the amount of the fodder 
which these animals eat, and 'R8 this fodder ail above stated is usually insuffi
cient, the economic value both from the milk point of view and from their 
capacity for work is very low. In other words, under present conditions, 
the majority of the cattle in India. a.re not wortt their food. If, by the 
introduotion of high class pedigree stock from other countries, the breed 
is improved, the capacity for work of the village cattle would be dou.bled 
and even trebled, and the number necessary to be maintained would be 
half or less than half the present numbers. This would result in there 
being an adequate supply of fodder for all necessary animals. The milk 
supply would be far greater than at present and more nutritious. . 

The next step necessary would be to educate the people in the cleanly 
collection and distribution of mi1k. At present all castes in India boil 
their milk before taking it and thus escape mlLDy of the milk-borne infectious 
diseases, 80 that this social habit is in a way hygienic. This is true, how
ever, only 8S regards the admIt population, as such milk, which has been 
boiled before the consumption is not a proper food for children. By boiling, 
the vitamines of the milk are destroyed, with the result that children fed 
solely on lIuch milk, owing to the absence of the essential vitamines, become 
debilitated and ill nourished and develop diseases which often incapacitate 
them £Tom full work throughout their whole lives. 

9. To summarise the methoos of increasing the output of the agricultural 
population from the public health point of view, we must have 

(a) an organised and educated public health service in all rural areas 
in these Provinces, , 

~b) a central o~ganisation to control th~ whole department and ~upply 
thiS personnel WIth all necessary educatIve and other material, 

(c) meney to cal'ry out all necessary works for the amelioration of· 
vil1a~e conditions. 
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The framework of the first two is in existence and only requires expanSIOn, 
the third requlrement is however being supplied at present in quite 
inadequate amounts, and until the amount of money available for publio 
health is greatly increased little can be done. 

Oral Evidence. 
35,344. The Chairman: Oolonel Dunn, you are Director of Public Health 

in the UniW ProvincesP-Yee. 
35,345. Y~u ha,e pro,ided. the Oommission with a note of the evidence 

wbich you wish to give. Is there any statement of a general character that 
you want to make at this stage in amplification of thatP-No. 

35,340. You have gi,en us a very clear outline of your views on some of 
the important problems coming within your responsibility. Have you 
attempted at all to assess the probable cost of some of these in relation to 
the financial possibilities of the immediate futureP---.With regard to the 
items in which I say that public health personnel must be widely distributed. 
in all the districts in the Province, I can give yon practically the exact 
figures. 

35,347. ,Would you send those in-P-Yes. 
35,348. I will take it it would be very difficult to assess the probable cost 

of an anti-malarial eampaign on a large scale in the rural areasP-Very 
difficult indeed, but I can give you one or two cases of recent surveys in the 
rural areaB. We have just finished. one three months ago in a very 
intensively malarious town, Phulpur in the Allahabad district, with a popu
lation of about 6,000. We found that, owing to the large numbers of tanks 
and depressions and to the high subsoil water, drainage was extremely 
difficult, and the estimate of the Engineering Branch of the Public Health 
Department WaB about Rs.l,2O,000 to fill up the drains and depressions 
indicaW by the malarial survey. That was to the benefit of a population 
of 6,000, so when I received. the estimate of the Engineering Branch I sent 
it on to the Government, and said that I considered. it was economically 
unsound to spend such a la~e sum of money to benefit such a small popula
tion. An estimate for the same work in the town of Bareilly with a popula
tion of a lakh was ahout the same figure, and I recommended. that we had 
better spend the amount of Rs.l,20,OOO on Bareilly instead of on Phulpur. 

35,349. I take it there is a certain recurring charge to be expected in 
the case of all tht'Se schemes over a eeries of years?-It is a much bigger 
question than that. I pointed out to the Government that at the present 
time it should be the policy of the Government to undertake such anti
malarial work as the finances of the Province permit. I pointed out that 
in a flat oountry like the United. Provinces a great deal. of filling in of 
~epressions and hollows was needed.; but even if works were carried. out 
the villages were not likely to keep them up in the slightest degree, so that 
the same conditions were likely to occur in the near future owing to the 
.social habits of the people. When they build a house they dig a hole to 
get the earth, and when they repair the house after the monsoon they do 
the same. I put the whole thing up to the Government, dtowing that rules 
and regulations should certainly be drawn up in every village or rural 
area in which we do any work; otherwise the whole of the money would be 
wasted. 

35,350. Have you any views as to how the supply of quinine for India 
might be increasedP-I believe there are certain areas that have been sur
veyed. by the cinchona-growing experts. These &reaB are available in 
Madras, in the lower parts of Bengal, and in Burma, where there are 
very large areas indeed a.t present not need for any other purpose, but 
which could be used. for the growing of cinchona. 

• Not printed.. 
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35,351. It is a 8ubstance which can only be produced in certain Provinclll' 
but ia required by aU the Provinces? Would you regard that as a good 
argument for placing the development of the quinine supply in the hands 
of the Government of India ?-I think quinine supply should be 'altogether 
in tbe hands of the Government of India. 

35,352. You have, I think, no Public Health Act in this Provmce?-No; 
we have a series of Acts which I have proposed to Government should be 
amalgamated into one Provincial Public Health Act. I consideI' that the 
first essential ia a Public Health Act for all India. 

35,353. I was coming to that. Have you advocated that publicly?-Yes, 
to my Government. I have also explained my views at oonferen0e6 which 
have been held at various times at Simla a.nd Delhi, and I know that one 
of the Public Health Commissioners to the Government of India, Major
General Hutchinson, who is now in Madras, drafted a Public Health Act, 
but the Government of India did not take it up. This view of mine WII& 

alBa shared by all the Directors of Public Health at the Public Health 
Oonference held, I think, a,t ,slimla in May, 1919. 

35,354. Pro/suor Gangulse: And the Government of India gave no 
rea801U1 for not accepting that Act?-I have no information. I was merely 
informed privately by Major-'General Hutchinson that it was rejected. -

35,355. The Ohairman: I g,ather from your notes that you think the 
Education Department might be useful in spreading a knowledge of hygiene 
amongst the population? Are there any primers on health in use in th.> 
primary achools?-No, we have prepared several in my department aud 
others have been prepared by other people, and these have been approved 
by my department. They are used as English readers, but not as far as 
I know, in primary achools. ' 

35,356. Do you think there is any scope in the primary schools for the 
teaching of simple health rules?-Yes, I think there is great scope. 

35,357. Have you put that forward?-Yes. 
35,358. Has it ooourred to you that the co-operative organisation as it 

expands and becomes more vigorous might be a useful engine of propaganda 
in matters of public healthP-Yes, it might be. 

84,359. The Raja of Parlakimedi: :Will you please tell me what is actually 
being done for child welfare in the United ProvincesP-We have not come 
down to an abllOlutely standard policy yet, but the policy which I proposed 
to Government some time ago and which ·has been tentatively accepted ia 
that aU local bodies should be as~isted financially and by technical advice to 
the greateot extent possible. Very few centres were in existence in the 
United Provinces up till about fOllr years ago and any that were dependeu. 
on the presence of some individual person who might be called a "live 
wire" and who kept it alive by raising sub8criptions and getting money 
and starting new ('8ntres. I have found by experience that this enthusiasm 
disappeared as soon as the energetic person, the" live wire" withdrew. I 
have been trying to get a more standardised system of child welfare centres 
no longer relying on the energy and philanthropy of a. single person, by 
starting more or less standardised comrnittooB in each of the large towns 
by virtue of the position of the perron, such as the scheme that we started 
in Lucknow two years ago in which the Government througIi the agency of 
the Lady Chelmsford League promised a subscription of Rs.IO,OOO annually 
provided that the Municipal Board would put up a. similar amount and 
provided also that the All-India Red Cross Society, United Provinces 
Branch did the same, and that the committees should consist of repre
sentatives of those that supplied the funds: in other words, that tho 
Municipality would have, say, two members on the oommittee, the Lady 
Chelmsford League would have two members, the Red Cros& would have two, 
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the ~enel'al puhlic would nominate two, the lady doctors in the town would 
nommate two and. the treasurer should be the Executive Officer of the 
Municipal Board, while the secretary would ·be the Medical Officer of Health. 
This soheme was oompletely accepted and is running, and there are now fivo 
centres ill Lucknow under II trained lady doctor who is in executive ('harge 
with a midwife attachtld to each cent.re and health visitors attending tho 
centres. The scheme has now been copied: by Cawnpore wi~h certain modifi
cations to suit local condi~ioIll!, one of the subscribing bodies being the ABle
ciated Milia. I ha.ve just come back from Allahabad where they have agreed 
to a similar scheme, the only difference being that the Municipal Board 
demanded II bigger representation than we thought was commensurate with 
the amount of funds they supplied. The Bcheme is running in Bareilly on 
the same lines, and it is to be started in Benares. .There are other smaH 
lIchemes which are still run on the old "live-wire" system at places like 
Agra, Muttra, Pilibhit, and so on, but they have not yet been organised 
on p!~l'mancnt lines. I do think that we are making an advance. I do not 
want complet.e stnndardisation, but I want continuity !!O that centres may 
go on functioning in spite of somebody being transferred or dying. The 
policy of the Government is to assist to the greatest possible extent, an.! 
more money has been asked for in this year's budget in order to extend to 
further centres, but the money must come partly from the Government, 
partly from the MunicipaJ. Board or District Board and the remainder from 
charitable organisations like the All-India Red Cross Society. As far as the 
Lady Chelmsford League in the United Provinces is concerned, it is merely 
II sort of disbursing agency. The money does not come from the Govern
ment of India or from the Lady Chelmsford League at all; it is simply voted 
by the (louncil and the local bran('h of the Lady Chelmsford League is used 
as their disbursing agency. 

35,360. Do you maintain btatistics of incomers in those baby centres?
Yes, they are published in my annual report every year. 

35,:361. And on that Board or advisory committee are you having any low
cl8S.~ people, people from the poor quarters, to see that these things arc 
carried on efficiently? Actually the poorest or what we call the depressecl 
classes get the full benefit of itP-The centre in Bareilly is now actually 
attending to nearly half of the children born there every year. In Allahabad 
also the conditions are similar. Practically all of the people attended to 
I\l'e of t.he poor cluss. 

35,362. It is of course run on cosmopolitan lines?-Absolutely. The only 
thing is that some of the rich people who sub$Cribe think that they ought to 
have ibeir children attended free as well. 

3i},363. Ai regards the milk supply, do you see to that alsoP-Yes, the mil;'; 
supply in the centres is above suspicion. 

35 364. What are the sources of this milk supply P-The sources are many 
and'divl\rse. I think I bave mentioned the fac~ that there is one thing 
w.hich saves the people, and it is the fact that they boil the milk. I think 
every caste in India boils the milk. 

3(; 3M. The people fear buffalo milk and therefore precautions would have 
to b~ taken to see that only cow's milk is supplied?-Buffal~ milk is per
fec.·t1y good milk. Of course it is DOt. given to very young c~lldren because 
it IS very strong, but it can be diluted with water and then given. 

3:3,300. A1l1~gards midwifery, what assistance dD the public get? Is there 
any organisation for this also Po-Midwives are engaged by the cent~es ~Dll 
th~l'o is a Lady Medical Officer who is in ~harge.of the.whole orga~atlOn, 
each oontre being supel'vised by bEtr. She IS the 1~~p~tlDg, controlhng and 
consulting officer for both midwifery and health VISIting. 
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35,:167. Is it your opinion that this work is getting more and more popular 
with the i1ifterE'llt. loc'al bodies in the ProvinceP-ChiId welfare undoubtedly 
i. getting more popula.·; t·he people are only too willing to take advantag~ 
of theM! centres. The new centre opened in Agra in January has had an 
attendance of 2SO daily already. . . ' 

35,868. Do vou think tha.t in ('ourse of time t.he whole Province will benefit 
b~ this?-I ihink 80; but I am afraid the initiative mmt come from the
Government at pre'lent. AB time ~s on the local bodies will take more and 
more inteN'l!t in it. In Bareilly, for instance, to begin with, the Local 
Board would not lJubscribe anything; then they began by saying they wouB 
gift Rs.500, and now their subscription has risen to Rs.1500, and for the: 
following year they have, I believe, budgeted for Rs.3000. 

35,369. What precautions are taken to lIBSure village sanitationP-None. 
We canuot. assure village sanitati01l. 

35,370. Are not Municipalitiee and Local Boards taking any interest in 
that matterP-The Muuicipalities have nothing to do with village sanitation. 

35,371. In ~fadras the municipal areas are spread over three or four 
miles, and there are people living just on the outskirts of those areasP-I 
_ what you mean. We call these the suburbs, or pu.rwas as they are known 
here. They are on the outskirts of tbe Mu,ncipalities. They pay the taxes 
if they come within the municipal limits, but I am afraid that they do not 
derive very much benefit from that. You have only to go round the 
olltskirts of the big cities and you will find these areas very much neglected. 
They practically live under village conditions, a8 they do not get any lights 
or dra.ins or thlllg8 like that. I have brought this to notice in my inspection 
reports, but many Municipal Boards. take no notice of that. You find th~ 
w!·ry 8ame thir.g here in Lucknow. If you just go round the outskirts you 
will find that the people living round the outskirts do not derive any benefit 
,,-hatever, at any rate not to thl' extent that they should. 

34,372. The general condition is deplorableP-Yes. 
3;;,373. Sir James MllcKen1la: Ha.ve you' any Public Health In~titute in 

this Provinoe ?-It is rising above the ground now. The foundatIOns :WAre 
laid about October. I startedl agitating for this in the year 1919 a~d the 
Hon'ble Minister persuaded the Council to give me the money for .t last 
year. 

35,374. Have you any officers of the Medical Research Fund working in 
the Provlll:IeP-There are three. 

35,375. What are they doingP-One is doing cholera research, one is on 
plagne research. All three are Rockefeller Foundation scholars who went 
to America under thE! regis of the Rockefeller Foundation and the majority 
of the expenses are being found by the Indian Research Fund Association. 
The other one is now in the regular line. 

3.';,376. Where do they workP-There is a temporary building jmt about 
300 yards from here in which they are working now. 

35,377. How many Sanitary Engineers have youP-There is the Super
intending Engineer, Public. Health Department, and I think he has got. 
fOUl" Executive Engineers under him. 

a.:;,378. Do you not think that it is rather an expensive luxury, I do not 
mean these officers' pay, bnt the schemes are apt to be very expensive from 
the' Public Works Department and medical point of view?-I am allowed 
to go over the estimatee from the sanitary point of view, but from the 
engineering point of view I cannot say. anything. 

35,379. This note- on malaria by Dr. Banerji left me with the question. 
in my mina as to whether it is better that the population should die 01 
starvation and thirst than of malariaP-Neither is necessary. 

• See pages 195-202. 
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35,380. Where is Dr. BanerjeeP-He is at pre.sent in America. He has 
also got a Rockef4lller Foundation scholarship. 

35,381. P1'0!e380r Gangulee: What are the researches in which these men 
are engaged now?-Dr. Goyle is carrying out research with a view to 
endeavouring to find out a little more about the epidemiology of plague, 
beginning where the Plague Commission left off, and up to date we have 
carried out a complete seasonal and geographical distribution of all the 
rata and rat fleas of the United Provinces, which is a very complete work. 
We are endeavouring to find out whether the prevalence of oertain rat fleas 
has any influence on the incidence of plague, either epidemic or endemic. 
It has been held by some authorities, notably the late Major Cragg of the 
Indian Medical Service and Dr. Hirst who is Bacteriologist to the Colombo 
Municipality, that a certain flea which was supposed to ·be a carrier of 
plague to a great extent was not so; but as far as we have gone, everything 
we have found out at present g09d to prove that Major Cragg and Dr. Hirst 
are both wrong as far as this Province is concerned. This might be con· 
sidered by you to be rather an academic research, but it is the foundation 
for carrying on future research. 

35,382. Are you doing any research on diet ?-Not any in this Province. 
We are relying on Colonel McCarrison. 

35,383. You are in touch with him?-I hope to meet him every year, 
and I read his papers. 

35,384. You have made a beginning with a public health service for rural 
areas, and you mention something about a skeleton organisation. Can 
you amplify your idea of such an organisation ?-We have ge». ... public 
health service in 17 districts out of 48. 

35,385. What is the nature of that organisation P-The organisation con· 
sists of adding a District Medical Officer of Health to each district, and, 
accoding to the size of the district, one, two or three Assistant Medical 
.()ffil'ers of Health, together with a Sanitary Inspector to each ta.h&il. 

35,386. Are these Sanitary Inspectors trainedP-Yes. 
80',387. Are the Medical Uffioers graduates from the Lucknow Medical 

College P-They are more than that; they hold diplomas in public health. 
35,388. What is the attitude of the local bodies to these organisationsP

At first suspicious, now enthusiastic without exoeption; and the attitude of 
the District Magistrates and Commissioners is equally favourable. They 
have said that they were somewhat sceptical at first, but even the most 
sceptical have given in and admitted that the work that is being done 
has been of great benefit in the rural areas, especially in the nipping of 
~pidemics in the bud before they have spread. 

35,389. You have a Village Sanitation Act here?-Yes. 
35,390. Is it· functioningP-It. is applied to certain villages. 
35,391. How is thatP-I have forgotten the exact reading of the Act, 

out I think that to villages with a population of over 2,000 the Act is 
applied on the advice of the District Magistrate, after he has consulted 
the people, and they are willing to come under the Act. 

35,392. You talk about " proposal for a permanent Hygiene Publicity 
Bureau. Has it been established P-It has, and has been sanctioned as 
permanent by Gov~nment. . 

35,393. Do you get any assistance from non-okcial agencies in these 
matters of he!,lth propagandaP-We have Seva Samithi3, and they are 
~.f help, especll~lly In the large religious melas, but I find that they are 
like what I said a.bout the child welfare enthusiasts. It is a matter of 
the personal factor, not the settled p"Olicy of a body. It is a matter of 
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!lOUlebody with a personal interest; when there is such a man the Se'Va 
.samihi. beoomes energetic, otherwise it fades away and drops the subject. 

35,394. What is your organisation for collecting vital statisticsP-It is 
-eIoeedingly bad; in the Municipalities it is all right, but in the villages 
.it depends on the village chaukidar. 

35,395. Have you any scheme for subsidising medical practit~oners' i.n 
rural areasP-Yes. It is not under my control, but I know of it. It IS 

under the Inspector General of Civil Hospitals. Up to date, I am given 
to understand, the response has not been very good, and in spite ~f the 
lubsidy it is very difficult to get medical graduates to go and practise in 
.rural areas. 

3.'i,.'!96. Do you aeaociate malaria with irrigationP-Very much so. 
35,397. That has been your experience hereP-Very much 110. 

35,398. And with oofective embankmentsP-Undoub1ledly, chiefly from 
aeepage, and, in the past (I do not say now), by canals sometimes crossing 
the natural lines of drainage without sufficient syphonage under the canals 
to allow natural lines of drainage to flow. In the case of the Sarda canal, 
that has been gone into very carefully indeed, and I think there will be 
no holding up of the natural lines of drainage of the country at all by the 
Barda canal. The Department of Public Health was very carefully COlt"

suIted on the whole matter. 
35,399. In the note by Dr. Banerji which has been submitted to us, one 

cf the measures which he suggests is a survey of existing embankments. 
It occurs to me that" supposing you do make a survey of the existing 
-embankments, can you possibly remedy the evil already doneP-Yes, I think 
in many cases it has been done. For example, the banks of the canal at 
Roorkee have for miles together been made of pucca concrete, simply to 
prevent seepage, and in one or two other ,malarious places the Oanal Depart
ment have made the banks of the canal pucca to meet our views. 

35,400. As regards malaria, I think mere distribution of quinine will no~ 
solve the problem; what is your viewP-1 am inclined to think that there 
is a great deal In the distribution of quinine. I would not like to dogmatise 
1In it, but' I think that, if quinine were available in the Province for 
-every person who has got an attack of malaria and that person took it, 
malaria in these Provinoes could be reduced by 60 to 70 per cent. in three 
J'ears, because it is perfectly obvious that the reservoir of m'alaria is the 
human lbeing, and, if you reduce the amount of parasites in his peripheral 
blood, the mosquitoes will become far less infective. 

35,401. You talk about a central organisation to control the whole depart
ment and supply its personnel witjh all necessary educative and other 
material. What would be the nature of this organisation ?-Public health 
is not a provincial matter, it is not a local matter; i't is 0& matter of 
Imperial and international importance, My own private opinion is that, 
at the present moment, the local bodies are given far too much scope; in 
other words, they <are not required to do certain essentials. I mean by 
local bodies the Provincial Governments, Municipalities and District Hoards. 
There are too many permissive clauses in the present rules, and I would 
like to see a lot of the present rules altered. I Ihave submitted proposals 
to Government on this point, and I must lIay that they have been received 
in 0& very good spirit. Government, o.s far as I am concerned, are in agree-

, ment, and it. is only a matter of ,policy as to when a little strengthening 
<)f the Acts w111 be taken up. I thmk that there should be a Public Health 
Act for the whole of India, enjoining certain things on the Provinces as 
well, in order that public health may be treated from an'lmperial stand
point, and in order that there may be co-operatign and co-ordination. 

. .. See Appendix, page 202. 
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There should be certain minima which must be carried out by each Province 
and, ip80 facto, bY,each District Boa.rd a.nd by each Municipality. 

35,402. You would have an All-india. Public H_Ith Act and also a central 
orgarrisationP-Yes. I think that in public health, the control of the 
Government of India as to certain essential minima should be greater than 
it is now. The oontrol of the Provincial Governments over local bodies 
should be very much greater than the control we now have over t·he local 
bodies here. 

35,403. With a central .orga.nisation like that, would you be able to co
ordinate the activities of all the Provinces in matters of public healthi'
Yes. 

35,404. Mr. Calvert: H&ve your district healt.h staff any powers to enforce 
their advioo in villages P-The only power they have is voluntarily delegated 
to them by the Boards. Government have circulated every Hoard, on my 
advice, certain powers which they say should be delegated, both in cities 
and towns. As far as the cities are concerned, I am glad to say th&t 
practically every single one of them hll6 followed up the advice of Govern
ment, a.nd have delegated those powers. With regard to Disttict Hoard!!, 
the District Board AJ:t has not been in force long enough yet, and the 
regulations and by-laws which are supposed to be made under m&ny sections 
have not yet been made; but up to the extent possible I may 6&y that the 
District Boards have delegated a.nd do delegate the powers. 

35,405. From your note, am I correct lin gathering that you rely more 
on educating the people than on these powt'rs?-Yes, at present,under 
the prooent rules. I would like to have the by-laws strengt.hened, but at 
present we have none in District Hoards. We ha.ve to do our best by' 
propaganda. 

35,406. On the difficult ami delicate question of expenditure on tha 
prevention of disease and the cure of disease, are you satisfied with the 
present ratioP-No, certainly not. 

35,407. You think that the public at large would gain better by a re
arrangement in your favour P-Certainly. 

35,408. In this note on malaria, mention is made about paddy fields. We, 
have had evidence that the malaria mosquitoes do not breed in the paddy 
fieldsP-They do not breed in some paddy fields. I shall give one example. 
~[a.J.aria masquitoes do not breed where the soil is peaty. if there are 
peaty acids in the 80il, no self-respecting anopheles mosquito will breed in 
it; the mosquitoes that breed there will be non-ma.La.ri.al. If there is ~kah 
with.o>ut a.ny trace of peaty acids or vegeta.ble acids formed from hIghly 
orga.nic moulds, or if there is • lot of manure on the fields, the mosquito 
does not breed in the paddy fields; but. if there is an alkaline soil and a.lIlO 
low-lying areas filled with water, they do breed. For instance, in Saharanpur 
we found mosquitoes breeding in enormous numbers in the paddy fields. 
In part.~ of Bengal 1lliey do not breed in paddy fields, a.nd certaJnly In 
Gorakhpur and places round there, we do not find them breed4ng in the 
paddy fields to .any great extent. It depends, I think, altoget:her on the 
actual chemical reaction of the water. 

35,409. In the snme note it is stated, that there is a oonsiderable amount 
of evidence to show that rlLilway construction has been largely responsible 
for increase in malaria. Do .,ou know whether the Railway Hoard agree 
wi<th thatP-I do not know whether they agree or not, but I think every
body elae does. There h.ave been no rules and regulations about the proper 
construction oi borrow pits; they have been domg it in a haphazard manner. -
It is not only railways, it is also roads. In addition to that, the J'la.ilways 
sometimes run right across natur.al lines of drninage which have not been.
given sufficient outlets, in the same way as I said about the ca.nals. 
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35,410. In 80 fa*" as malaria is due to railway embankmente, that is a 
cauae which ahould be capable of easy remedyP-AbllOlutely. 

35411. Mr. Kamat: With reference·to the construction of wella in villages, 
do ~ou think the method of construction is fa.ulty and unhygienic?-lt is 
ON"tainly not hygienic. 

35,412. In view of that, and in view of the fact 11hat the construction of 
wells in ,·iJlages is to be encouraged from the agricultural point of view, 
do you not think it would be a feasible proposition to enforce certAlin oon
ditioNl through t·he revenue authorities before wells a.re allowed to be 
builtP-I think you might ask Mr. Pim that. The revenue author.ities are 
of course enforcing anything that the Government desire them to enforce, 
bot I do not think from the point of view of policy they would enforce 
regulations which would seriously interfere with the social habits of the 
people. 

35,413. But if your depa.rtment suggest that certain hygienic conditions 
should be enforced in the interests of the !health of the people, it would 
be very easy for the reve~ue a.uthorities to see that tlwse coI!ld:itions were 
observed by the villages before constructing wellsP-I do not think it would 
be easy. The difficnlty there again is the social habits of the people; the 
well, according to their li.deas, must be in a very accessible position, usually 
under a large tree with a platform round it in the middle of the village 
where in the evening they meet &lid talk on sociw matters; it is UBuaJly 
surrounded by houses "ith unhygienic metlhods of disposaJ of refuse, etc., 
with the result that those wells are almost inVl&riably polluted. If one 
could get the villagers to sink the well far deeper than is neceesa.ry merely 
for the purpa;e of getting W\a.ter, for illBtanoo, if one insi.steld tihat the 
pucca portion of the well cylinder should go down to a minimum depth of 
50 feet from the surface, I would not mind where they put the well, because 
there would then be 50 feet of soil through which the water would be filtered 
before it got into the well. I should als,o like to ha.ve the well covered; we 
have undertaken great propaganda in these Provinces to get the people to 
accept a weI! with a permanent cover, such as IlL concrete dome with a pump 
in tit. 

35,414. In other words it becomes a choice between the hygiene. of the 
well and the economics of the villagersP-Yes. 

35,415. If the pucca portion of the well is to go 50 feet down, it will be 
expensive, and the villager regards it as essential to have a tree near 
the well for shade, though it pollutes the water ?-.,}le does. 

35,416. Could you take a middle course 'B~d come to some sort of arrange
ment with the villagers by which hygienic wells could be adoptedP-We 
have been asked to draft certain regulations on this very subject j as a 
matter of fact, I was drafting some rules yesterday. It was in issue as 
to whether the distance of the well from the nearest habitation in the 
village should be 50 feet or 15 feet; I was insisting on 50 feet, .and my 
Secretariat friends asked whether I could not see my way to reduce the 
distance to 15 feet. 1 said I regretted I could not from a professional 
point of view. 

35,41i. You say the practice of boiling milk is good for adults from a 
hygienic point of view, but in the case of infants it destroys all the vitamins P 
-A great percentage of the vitamins is destroyed in milk by ,boiling j if 
the milk is merely hrought to the boil and then allowed to 0001 off, the 
percentage of vitamins destroyed is smaller; if the milk is boiled for 10 
minutes, practically all the vitamins are destroyed. 

35,418. It seems to me it is a choice between two evils: if infants are 
given raw milk the chances of infection are great j if they are given boiled 
milk &orne of the vitamins are destroyed. Which of these two evils would 
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you prefer P-I would prefer them to do without the vitamins, because the 
number of infants -who have to have cow's or buffalo's milk is very smaH; 
the majority are fed by the mothers. 

35,419. So that the practice of boiling milk for infants must be tolerated? 
-It must be. 

35,420. Mr. Pim: Reference is made in Dr. Banerji'8 note (see page 196) 
of the anti-malarial schemes adopted in Saharanpur; some years 
~go very severe restrictioIlB were imposed as to canal irrigation 
III that district. Have tbose restrictions been maintained or 
modifiedP-In 1921, the Government, at the wish of the 
inhabitants of Saharanpur, allowed them to take up this irrigation 
again within a distance of; I think, half a mile. I regret to say they did 
not ask my opinion on the matter; I found out quite by accident that they 
had removed these restrictions; I promptly approached Government, and 
pointed out that the 3i to 4 lakhs of rupees that had been spent in de
creasing malaria from a spleen incidence of 84 to one of 7, which was an 
extraordinarily good result, would be wasted if the previous conditions 
were allowed to recur. The Government replied that this had been done 
for economic reasons, that the people had incurred a considerable loss 
owing to their not being aHowed to grow crops on this area, and they asked 
me if I had any objection to this being done provided Government gave 
an undertaking that they would again impoe& the restrictions if I found 
the incidence of ml!>laria again beginning to rise to alarming proportions. 
I said that if they could get an organisation that would see that all the 
canal water courses and gub were cleaned out every three months, kept. 
straight and not allowed to be choked up with weeds as tliey had been 
before, in all probability the effect would be very slight and that in view 
of the economic conditions I would agree. That state of things exists at 
present; my malaria: branch inspect the gub at Saharanpur once a quarter, 
and on their reports I keep Go¥ernment informed. Up to date I have 
not found the necessity to recommend that the restrictions should be 
enforced j the water courses and !fUll are not kept as clean as they ought 
to be, but they are kept fairly reasonably clean, and they are not forming 
the breeding grounds for mosquitoes that they did before these restrictions 
were imposed. 

35,421. You think this modified system works satisfactorily, provided 
reasonable care is taken in keeping the gull clean P-Quite satisfactorily. 

35,42'2. Si·r Henry LaW'Tence: I understand you have the support of the 
Legislative Council in your measures for public healthP-1 had in the last 
Council; a new Council has been elected and I have not raised the matter 
with them yet, but I 'understand, from what I hear unofficiaHy, that they 
are quite favourable in every way. 

35,423. Your grants have not been reduced as a matter of retrenchment I" 
-No. As a matter of fact, I got a letter yesterday saying that in the 
debate. in the Council last week the non-official members took 6.'l:ception 
to the delay in introducing the district health staff into every district of 
the Province owing to the lack of trained personnel; they asked whether it 
would be possible to do it if the Council were willing to supply the money 
to expedite the training of the personnel. I said of course it could, ibat. 
I could easily hire further temporary buildings, employ more teaching 
staff, get further material, and instead of training in t·he restricted accommo
dation I have now eight or nine diplomates in publio health every year, I 
could easily increase the number to 20, 30 or 40 if necessary, because the 
number of graduates wishing to come into the publio heRltli service exceeds 
the demand; I have a waiting list of 40 or 50 holding the degree of 
M.B., B.S. of Lucknow and other Universities. 
~,424. Actually the grants you are getting for publio health generally 

tillS year are 50 per cent. larger than last year; you have over 23 lakha 
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in the current year as against 15 lakhs last year. I have got the figures of 
your budget here P-I do not know whether I am getting it or not; we are 
I18king for it. 

36,425. This is' your sanctioned budget for 1926-27 ?-Yes, . that is as com
pared with last year; we added the district health scheme to eight dis
trict8 during the year, and in addition we had increased granta for anti
malarial WOl'k. 

. 36,426. In your opinion, is a fair proportion of this money- being spent. 
in the di8tricta, or is it largely going to the cities? I think your grant' 
for urban 8anitation was raised from Rs.l,35,OOO to RsA,41,OOOP-Yes, con
tributions to District Boards during 1926-27 are Rs.2,71,000; that is practi
cally all rural sanitation. The plague budget is Rs.2,03,000; that :is practi
cally all rural. There is Rs.1,00,000 for malaria. So that Rs.6,00,000 out 
of the Rs.J},OO,OOO which I directly administer is being spent in rural areas. 
That i8 the part I directly administer; the Board of Public Health admin
isters Rs.9,!i2,000 during this year •. You have got the details of their 
grants but I have not; of their granta, I think, Rs.4,00,000 was municipal, 
Rs.1,00,000 was for pilgrim oentres and Rs.l,OO,OOO was rural. 1'he money 
for pilgrim centres is practically all spent on places like JIardwar, ~luttra. 
and Ajodhya. 

35,427. I.e the money spent on pilgrim centres recovered in any tix, 
imposed on the pilgrims?-Not granta made by Government, but Municipal 
Boards such as that of Hardwar have a pilgrim tax which in the case 
of Hardwar is 2 annas on the railway fare of anyone coming in from outside 
a radius of 30 miles. 

35,428. It is financed by a, tax on the pilgrims?-Y es, except in the case 
of & big fair like the one this year in which Government have had to 
come to their assistance. They had Rs.l,60,OOO accumulated funds from 
the pilgrim tax, but Government have had to give or lend them Rs.2,00,000, 

35,429. Was there a discu66i~ata recent conference of public health 
officers lTegarding the value of quinine for prophyl_i .. P--l-do not think 
so. I was at the conferenoe in Calcutta in December. last. It was not 
discUli8ed there, nor at the conferenoe the year before. 

35,430. It has been suggested to WI that the conference held last December 
passed a resolution that quinine had no value from a prophylactio point 
of viewP-If that was so, it has slipped my memory. 

35,431. Do you agree with that view?-I do not think quinine is any 
good at all for prophylactic purposes, so' fall" as the general public is 
oonoerned. In jails and regiments, where there is diecipline, the position 
is different. 

35,432. The distribution of quinine you advocate is for curative purposes P 
-Yes. I say there should be at least 100 grains of quinine availa:ble for 
any man who gets an attack of fever. Relapses after, 100 grains treatment 
in 'benign and malignant tertian fever are only, I believe, between 40 and 
50 per cent. 

35,433. Have you worked out what amount of quinine would be required 
for this Province on that basis P-I have made a rough estimate 'that at 
least a quarter of the population of the United' Provinces get at least two 
attacks of fever a year. 

35,434. You want 320,000' Ibs. for the United Provinces aloneP-Yes. 
The All-India supply, iii 160,000 lbs., 'but to give 100 grains for each attack 
of fever we should require at least that. 

35,435. Does your department advocate the pasteurization of milk p
It is very good, but it.is very expensive. 

35,436. It is not po.ssible for villagers to pasteurize their own milkP-No. 
61946 B 
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35431. WhyP.:.....on the ground of expense. The pasteurizing plant costs. 
1\. g~ deal of money. and there is no local taxation in villages. 

35438. If milk were pasteu'l'ized,you would then retain the vitamins and 
dest~oy the infectious germs P-Yes, it is, of course, quite possible for 
Municipalities like Lucknow to do it, if they only would. 

35,439. It can be done in the big citiesP-Yes, quite easily. 
35,440. Sir Thomas Middleton.: You have explained that the danger of 

mosquitoes ·breeding in rice lands is confined to the areas where the soil 
is alkalineP-Not altogether. I am not absolutely au fait with the question, 
and I do not think anyone ·has yet carried out research on this suibject, to 
find out what is the exact chemical constituent in certain waters that 
makes them un appetising to the anopheles mosquito. We know, however, 
they will not breed in water where peaty acid is present~. 

35,441. The alkaline soils are to be found very largely in your own 
Gangetic tract, I thinkP-Yes. I have no doubt whatever that certain 
alkalines are equally repulsive to them. 

35,442. Have you any information from other Provinces on that pointP
No; I know of no resellll'Ch to ascertain ·the reason why certain paddy fields 
are not bred in by the mosquito. 

85,443. With rega~d to sugarcane irrigation, where do you think the 
chief danger reSides: in the field itself or in the water channels P~In the 
water channels, I think. I am not an agriculturist, but I have 'noticed 
from observation that iIi sugllll'Cane irrigation the water as a rule doos 
not lie on the ground long enough for the anopheles mosquito to breed in it. 

35,444. Then, if the ·water channels could be properly attended to, there 
would be little risk from sugarcane irrigationP-Very little, I think. Under 
tIie most favourable conditions, from the time the eggs 81re laid until 
tlie adult mosquito comes out takes eight days, so that the mosquito requires 
clean, undisturbed water for eight days. If it does not get that it cannot 
breed. 

85,445. Sir Henry Lawrence: Can you tell us why the Punjab leads all 
India in the matter of malaria infection P-I served in the Punja·b myself 
for five years. I do not think it is the Punjab as a whole that leads in 
malaria infection; cert$in IIIreas of the Punjab are practicaJly non-malarious. 
There are other areas, however, where it is undou'btedly due to over
irrigation. 

35,446. The Ohairma.n.: Would you like to see some research catried on 
on an All-India ,basis into the question of deficiency diseasesP-Yes. 

35,441. And into problems of nutrition. generallyP-Yes, I think that is' 
very necessary. The work Colonel McCarrison iij doing is excellent and 
very badly needed. 

30,448. The Raja of Parlakimedi: Do the local boards take great interest 
in the supply of pure drinking water ii-I do not know what you mean 
by cc great interest." 

35,449. Are they devoting a certain amount of their revenue to that 
objectP~strict Boards do very little; they practically leave it to the 
villagers. The villagera have to build, clean and repair their own 'Wells. 
The Board of Public Health has made numbers of grants to District Boaroa 
for the construction of wells according to approved patterns, but our 
difficulty is to get them to spend the money. For example, even when 
8. Board gets a grant of Rs.12,000 to build 20 wells, we often find they rIo 
not spend the money for months and even years. . 

35,450. Do not you earmark itP-Yes, they cannot spend it on anything' 
else, but we often find that after two or. three years only a portion of 
t~e &rant, or perhaps none of it, h88 been spent. I do not think the 
DlSWlot Boaros under the present system ha.ve a proper disbursing agency 
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for grants; they do not seem able to get proper technical advice or get 
hold of proper contractora for the oonstructioll of engineering works. 

85,451. Th .. y are 8Upposed to have an EngineerP-I am afraid lOme of 
the men with the District Boards can ha.rdly be' ca.llea Engineers! 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commi',ion thefl adjou'l'ned til! 10 a.m. on Thwrsa"lI. the 3rd 
February, 1927. 

APPENDIX. 

Note by Dr. A. C. BANl!3UI, M.B., B.S., D.P.H., Aslistant Malaria' 0ffice'l', 
United P'I'otJinre" on " The RU'I'al Malarial Problem ifl the :United P'I'O
tliflCU, with ,pecial 'l'ejt'l'enctJ to the .{griroltu'I'al Population." 

Malam aM agriaultll'l'e. 
The question of rural malaria is 80 closely bound up with that of agricul

ture that the one cannot be properly understood without some knowledge of 
the other. A close.association has always been reoognised between malaria 
and agricultural conditions, and it has long Ibeen known that a greatJy 
incre36ed prevaleooe of the diseaee almost invariably accompanies the decay 
of agriculture and the decline of cultivation. 

In order to accurately estimate the effects of malaria on the agricultural 
prosperity of the rural population, it is essential that a aurvey of agricul-. 
tural conditions both in malarious and non-malarious districts should be 
undertaken, along with investigations regarding prevalance of malaria. 
The necessity for such a survey will, I think, be readily admitted. The 
lines such a survey should follow must, of course, bQ left to the Health and 
Agricultural Departments. W~tlwut such a l!urvey it is not possible to look 
at it from a statistician's point of view and to reduce the whole thing in 
terms of fall in revenue or in terms of untilled acres of land due to the 
effects of malaria. 

I would therefore touch very briefly, on general lines, the question of 
incidence of malaria in the rural areas and the factors responsible for its 
prevalence. 

Incidence 01 maZaITia. in roml ar~a,. 
It ie very difficult to get a correct estimate of the malarial incidence of 

nny place in India from the present system of registration of vital 
statistics, because of the reporting agency. This difficulty is even greater 
in rural than ul'lban areas. The reporting agency is an illiterate village 
Chankida'l', and would record anything as malaria when the prevailing 
impression -Jlf a place is malarious. This impression, though it lacks the 
certainty of statistical data, is still of 6Om9 value from the point of view of 
oompari80n. 

The oomparison in the annual mortality figures for malaria in urban and. 
rural &re88, aooording to the annual ·report of the Director of Public 
Health, United Provinces, is as follows:-

In 1920 the average for urban areas was 23·21 and for rural areas 
31'31 per mille of population. 

In 1921 it was 23'43 for urban areas and 3048 for rural areas. 
In 1922 it was 15'68 for urban areas and 2Q'35 for rural areas. 
In 1923 it was 16·27 for urhan areas and 17'26 for rural areas. 
In 1924 it was 17'48 for urban areas and 21·13 for rural areas. 

To have a death-rate, therefore, of anything approaching the figures 
quoted above, the case incidence of malaria must beextroordinarily high.. 

61946 H l! 
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It ha.!! been estima.ted that a death from malaria· corresponds to from 
2,000 to 4,000 sick days, i.e., work-daya lost It would thus appear that 
the real importance'of .malaria as a burden upon the public is not reflected 
in the mortality returns, however useful these may be' in 'indioating the 
intensity of the geographica.l distribution. The economic signifioance of 
malaria in areas WBere it seriously prevails is disp.roportionately great in 
comparison ,with the actual loo8 of life 1I.ttributed to the disease. 
E-' relying on these figures fal' the sake of comparison, it will be 

'1lvident that a.lthough malaria exists in towns it is very much more pre
valent in the rural areas. 

Spleen ,.ates. 

It is recognised that the splenic enlargement gives almost a true picture 
of the malarial intensity in a popUlation. 

The statement given below gives the compa.ra.tive figures for some of the 
w-ban and rural areas of the United Provinces:-

A comparative statement showing spleen rate in s()me 01 the torban 
and rural areas 0/ United Provinces 

Name of the place. 

Lucknow ... 
do. 

Bareilly 
Pilibhit 
Meerut 

do. 
Moradabad; 

Municipality as a 
whole 

Centre of the town of 
Moradabad 

Outskirts of Morada
bad 

Saharanpur 

do. 

Nagina 

do. 

Hardwar Union con
sists of 3 wards as 
under :-

Hardwar 
Kankhal 
Jwalapur 

URBAN AREAS. 

Spleen rate. 

2·2 % (1913) 
1·6 % (1923) 
3·6 % 
5·1 % 
5·9 % (1911) 
1·3 % (1923) 

44·9 % 

6·6 % 

54 % 

78·8 % (1909) 

7·3 % (1923) 

79·1 % (1909) 

13·49 % (1923) 

32 % 

60 % 
26 % 
7'5 % 

Remarks. 

Result of anti-malarial measures. 

do. do. 

Here conditions are those seen 
in truly rural areas. 

Where extensive irrigation, rice 
and sugarcane cultivation and 
other rural conditions existed. 

As a result of stopping rice and 
sugarcane cultivation within 
a radius of 1 mile of the town 
and training the Dhamola 
and Pandohi rivers. 

Extensive irrigation. Tanks 
and borrow pits. 

As a result of anti-malarial 
measures. 

No anti-malarial measures have 
been taken as yet and con
ditions here approach rive
rain areas 

Lieut.-Colonel O. L. Dunn. 



Name of the place. 

Railwall area •. 
lloghal Sarai 

Moradabad Railway Area 
Lhaksa,r Railway Area 

Riverain tract. 0/ certain 
di.trict,. 

Moradabad Riverain in 
villages 

Bareilly-near R~mganga 
river 

Bara Banki District riveraiB 
areas 

Rural area, under u:tenriv, 
irrigation. 

Tarai and Bhabar estates: 
Gadarpur Tahsil 
Bazpur Tahsil 
Kicha 
Haldwani ... 
Kathgodam 
Kosi-Kalan (Dist Muttra) 

do. 

Kirthal District Meerut 

Other rural area •. 
Basti Towil Area (district 

Basti) 
Phulpur Town Area (District 

Allahabad) 
Some of the eastern rural 

areas where there is not 
much canal irrigation: 

Jaunpur District 
Sultan pur District 
Benares District 
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:Spleen rate. 

62·8 % 

88 % 
·33 % 

91·7 % 

14 % 

30 to 80 % 

89·1 % 
65·6 % 
68·7 % 
12 % 
17·6 % 

81·3 % (1910) 
42·6 % (1923) 

18 % 

12 % 

23 % 

3 % (1914) 
62 % 

·57 % 

"Observation. 00 the spleen rate. 

Remarks. 

Due to large number of 
railway borrow pits. 

do. ' 
Large number of borrow 

pits flooding from the 
Pathri river; , 

Due to extensive flooding 
during and after the rains. 

Not much canal irrigation. 

Result of anti-malarial 
operations. 

" (1) It is higher in rural areas than urban areas. 
"(2) In smaller towns such as Saharanpur, Nagirui.j 'Hardwar and 

Moradabad, . where conditions approach those seen in rural areaS, the 
spleen rate wss 78'8 per cent., 79·1 per cent., 60 per cent. and ,44·9 per 
cent. respectively-a much higher iooex compared to the more modern 
towns such as iLucknow, Meerut, Bareilly and Pilibhit, where the "plean 
rate was 2·2 per cent., 5·9 per cent., 3·6 per cent. and 5·1 per cent. 
respectively. 
61946 HI 
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" (3) The centre of the town, which is at a distance from the breeding 
grounds, suffers less from malaria than the outski.rts, which are close 
to the breedil'lg grounds. This fact was strikingly demonstrated in the 
investigations carried out at Moradabad and Lucknow j whereas the 
spleen indices in the heart of the cities of Moradabad and Lucknow 
were 6·6 pel' cent. and 2·2 per cent. respectively, the average figures 
for the outskirts of the same town were 64 per cent. and 25 per cent. 
respoctively. 

" (4) It is higher in places under extensive irrigation and rice cul
tivation, such as Saharanpur, Nagina, Kosi Kalan and Kirthal. 

" (5) In the areas at the foot of the Kamaun Hills, known 88 Terai, 
which are water-logged and are under extensive irrigation and rice 
cultivation, and where there is no proper drainage, the spleen index 
is very high, averaging from 12 to 90 per oent., depending on the 
amount of irrigation, rice cultivation·, and proximity to the hills and 
forests. 

" (6) The big railway centres, such as Moradabad, Moghal Sani and 
LhakBar, which abound in countless borrow-pits, present very high 
spleen indices, e.g., 88 per cent., 63 per cent. and 33 per cent. 
respectively. 

" (7) The riverain 8.l'eM in the districts of Moradabad, Bareilly, Bara 
Banki and SahRr&npur (Ra.rdwar) have a high spleen rate, averaging 
from 14 per rent. to 91·7 per _nt. -

" (8) The eastern portion of the United Provinces was more lightly 
affected by fever than the western United Provinces, lIB will be seen 
from the spleen indices for Jaunpur, Sl1ltanpur and Benares districts, 
which were 3 per cent., ·62 per cent. and ·57 per cent. (1914) 
N'Spectively . 

.. (9) The west of the United Provinces contains much can.al irriga.
tion; which is usually asso<'iated with a high malarial index, but there 
may be other reasons. 

" (10) By prohibiting oanal irrigation, cultivation of rice and sugar
cane crops, and by cutting water channels and certain other anti. 
malarial measures, the spleen rate WQS considerably reduced in 
Saharanpur, Nagina and K08i, as will be seen from the above state
ment." 

Fa.don Tesponsible lOT the prevalrflce 01 malaria a.nll hOlD to deal with 
them. 

They are chiefly those that afford facilities for the breeding oand multi
plication of anopheline mosquitoes, and of these there are many in any 
village of the United Provinces; the principal ones being t6.nks, brick-kiln 
excavations, railway and road borrow-pits, railway and other embankments, 
katcha wells, canal irrigation, certain wet crops like rice and sugar. 
cane cultivation, and floods. 

(1) Tanks.-There is usually, if not universally, a tank or a series of 
tanks within a few yards of the village precincb!; these ,are formed by 
excava.tions of earth for the construction of the mud walls of the village 
huts. Some of these are shallow, .but moot of these are delibera.tely deepened 
to hold _ter. throughout the year for watering cattle aoo. other domestio 
purposes. These ~ potential breeding grounds for a.nopheline mosquitoes 
and one of the chief 8Ouroes of malaria to the inhabit6.nts of the village. 

To r.et rid of these tanks wholesale will be a great hardship on the 
villagers and would meet with strong opposition, as they have existed for 
centuries and are now looked upon as a paTt of the village itself. They are 

Lieuf.-Colone! C. L. Dunn. 
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aIeo of ClOWliderable utility to the people for watering cattle" etc., and in 
Borne parts they serve as irrigation reservoirs. .' 

The first step in any thorough antimala.rial campaign will be to fill in all 
t&nks within half a mile of any inhabited .area, but, judging from the local 
conditions, it would be almost prohibitive to fill in all tanka. The minor 
tanka, hollows, depressions and ditches shou1d !be filled in. The big ones 
should be deepened, the ea.rth 80 removed being used to fill in the minor 
d"prfl88iona, and the edges should be kept free of grass and weeds, and 
should be straight cut and not shelving. 

Thi, is not a policy of perfection, but would, if carried out successfully, 
ameliorate conditions to a great extent. Villages which abound in count
lesa tanks and jhils, cannot be improved and should be condemned and 
removed to suitable sites where bet,ter natural drainage exists. The earth 
from these condemned areas may then be taken to build up new huts 
for villagers. There is no paucity of land in India and it might be worth 
while to try this experiment. It might entail BOme expenditure on the 
Government in the way of compensation to villagers, but be weH paid 
considering the prosperity of the agricultural population, which would 
eventually bring in IDore return for the money spent by an increase in 
the revenues. ' 

(2) Brick-kiln exoo'Vations.-Half a mile may be regarded as the limit 
of flight of a mosquito, and no kiln excal"ations should, be permitted withili 
this distance from a village. This should not be difficult if a bye-law on 
the subject were passed by the District Boards. Such a bye-law exists 
for urban areas, and there is no reason why this cannot be enforced' in 
rural areas in the interests of the health of the villagers. 

(3) Railway afld road burrow pits.-It has been shown that important 
railway oontres such WI Moghal Barai and Moradabad, which are in close 
aasociation with borrow pits, a.re intensely malarious. 

The whole Aystem of railway construction is wrong. Not only do the 
raised embankments interfere with the natural drainage of the C('untry, 
but earth is taken for these embankments frOID too limited an area, result
ing in a series of borrow pits of varying length, breadth and depth, which 
fill up with water during the rains and become mosquito-breeding grounds 
for varying periods after the monBOons. . 

This error has already crept in, and it is very difficult to get the railway 
authorities fill up these owing to the prohibitive cost.. There is no reason 
why Buch a thing should be allowed to continue in the new railway con. 
structions, and the only way toeffecti"ely stop . such a practice is by 
leg:islation on the subject. ' , 

As for the existing ones, the only remedy lies filling up the borrow 
pits in all important railway centres 'and near big towns. In other places 
where series of borrow pits exist, it will be' a BOund policy to 'have a 
central katcha drain ill the line of natural drainage passing from one 
end of the series to the other and falling into a deep pit, the earth from 
which may be taken to T~align the drain. This method will drain off 
the water from the borrow pits into the deep pit and reduce .tne surface 
areas for mosquito breeding to a' great extent and would thus reduce 
considerably the mosquito population of the neighbouring area. ' 

If possible, these deep pita may be stocked with larvicidal fish and 
tadpoles, which would eat up the anopheline larvae and would thus help 
in reducing the JLosquito population still further. 

The road borrow pits.-These result from excavations of earth taken 
out to repair the roads, and for this the P.W.D. is responsible. These, 
I think, are nece..'lSary, but. should be very shallow, not more than 6 inches 
to 1 foot deep, BO that 8ny water collected may dry up IlOO11 after the 
cessation of the rains. 

61948 R4 
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(4) Wet Oultivation. Rice a1ld rugarcane.-In rioe and sugarcane areas, 
every available piece of 'ground is a rice or !!Ugarcane field, and these fields 
absolutely surround the village. These are very profitable forms of cultiva
tion, and also a fruitful souroe of malaria, for they need constant watering 
and in fact are grown in water. 

These, if possible, should be prohibited within half a mile of any 
inhabited area. There is no objection to replacing these crops by dry 
crops such as wheat, barley and maize in these areas, and this, if enforced, 
will, I presume, not meet with much opposition, as the villagers will be 
able to carryon some Eort of a cultivation 'near their dwelling-houses. 

(5) Railway and other embankm..ents.-The increase of malaria that 
almost invariably follows the embanking of areas is due to the inter
action of a number of factors, most of which have a direct bearing upon 
the breeding of anopheline mosquitoes. 

The construction of embankments, apart from interfering with the natural 
drainage of the country, leads to a great amount of excavation, and the 
reSUlting borrow pits afford additional breeding places for anopheles. 

There is considerable amount of evidence to show that railway con
struction has been largely responsible for increase in malaria. Before 
the advent of railways, there were few roads, and although river embank
ments existed in certain districts, thllY were rarely efficient in preventing 
inundation, hecause breaches were COJIlmon, and more often than not the 
embankments were deliberately cut til iet river water on to the fields. 
As there were few roads to impede the free passage of the floods across 
the surface of the country, the water flowed from field to field in the 
natural line of drainage and eventually escaped into permanent water 
courses 6uch as streams, rivers, &c. 

But this natural proces~ of flood and flush was destroyed by the advent 
of railways which required embankments for their tracks and a system 
of feeder roads to convey passengers and produce to their stations, and 
in consequence flood water was shut out from the country, the natural 
system of irrigation was interrupted, drainage was impeded and the net
work of channels which l1sed formerly to be fed by the spill water fro)1l 
the great rivers became silted up, and in many cases entirely destroyed. 

111 this resulted in appalling epidemics of malaria, a serious decline 
of agriculture and the progressive depopulation of the affected areas. 

But railways and roads are also of vital importanoe as they play an 
important part in the social and commorcial organisation of the country, 
.md they will be needed in increa.sing numbers as development proceeds. 
Railways, when properly designed WIth due regard to the physical 
pet'uliarities of the country, so as not to interfere with the irrigation and 
drainage so vital to the agricultural prosperity of the country, are of 
inestimable benefit. Lower Egypt is a striking example of this This 
tract contains 3,100,000 acres of cultivation and no less than 2,400 JIliles 
of railway and 1,2.50 miles of raised roads. 

Irrigation projects ulso require the embanking of. the rivers in order 
that they may be adequately controlled and their waters properly utilised. 

Railways, road~ and river embankments are necessary therefore and must 
be provided for if future progress is to be assured, always remembering 
that they must take their proper place in the whole scheme of organisation. 

(6) 'Katcha weUs.-Wiher.!l no canal irrigation exists the villagers re30rt 
to lifting water on to their fields from shallow katcha wells. When such 
wells are in frequent use, they do not afford much facility for breeding 
of mosquitoes. But for every su('h well in use t.here are several cld and 
disused ones which fill up during the rains and hold water sufficiently 
long tQ .produce many thousand mOE'quitoes. If t.hese are within the range 
of half a mile of a village, they are a source of danger and should be 
closed. 

Lieut.-Oolonel O. L. Dunn. 
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(7) Flood •. -Inundation by flooding frOlD rivers is more extensive and 
mo~e lasting in rural than urban areas as there· is no proper system of 
dramage. The water stagnates until it is evaporated by the drying action 
of the aun and wind. During this period, mosquito breeding goes on 
unehecked, and if suitable metwrological conditions exist, malaria in 
epidemic form is the usual result. 

. There. is no solution of this trouble except to concentrate our efforts 
In ?elpl~g n~ture when the flood has subsided. It might be pos.ible to 
dralD o~ thiS water on to. a larger area and so allow of more rapid 
evapor a tlOn. 

If an epidemic of malaria is feared in such cases, oiling should be done 
on a large scale to kill off mosquito larvlll and travelling dispensaries 
should be '.letailed to distribute quinine amongst the sufferers. 

(8) Canal irrigation.-It has been shown that places where extensive 
canal irrigation goes· on have a high spleen index, such as Saharanpur, 
78·8 per cent. (1909); N agina, 79·1 per cent. (1909); and Kosi-Kalan, 
81·3 per cent. (1910), and some of the tahsils of the Terai and Bhaber 
Estates. 

The pecuniary advantages of canal irrigation, both to Government and
to the farmer, are fully recognised, aud are so well understood by the 
cultivators themselves that they would willingly take their chance of the 
contingent evils of irrigation in order to secure its benefits. 

It mu~t be admitted that canal irrigation is a great boon to the Pro
vince, without which the large tracts of land now under cultivation would 
have remained fallow, but is not an unmixed blessing. 

The Eastern Jumlla Canal or Saharaupur Canal furnishes examples of 
Borne of the best and worst results of canal irrigation. In the north and 
south divisions where the '!Oil is light, the drainage perfect, and irrigation 
carried on chiefly by Rajbuhas, there exist all the ble~ings and scarcely 
any of the evils of a canal. But in the centre- division, where the drainage 
of th., "ountry has !leen greatly obstructed and the soil is generally more 
.stiff and clayey, the adverse effect on health ia Dlarked. 

From various enquiries on the existing cana.ls, it has been' found that 
.salubnty depends in a great measure on the nature of the soil and the 
.efficiency of the surface drainage. 

It would thus appear that if attention to drainage be made an absolute 
condition of partiCipation ill the benefits of the canal, an improvement 
rather than a deterioration of the general salubrity may, in many instances, 
follow canal irrigation. 

The main canals and main distributaries are harmless enough except 
in so far that in some places they interfere with surface drainage and 
tend to raise the spring water level in the areas through which they 
pass, but the smaller channels, gul8 and cola bat which finally conduct water 
to the fields are generally found to contain anopheline larvlIl. 

The main channels Are under the charge of the Irrigation Department, 
and these are generally well looked after and free from danger, but t.he 
.smaller gUl8 Rnd channels seem to be under no one's charge and are 
frequently overgrown with grass and w~ds and ~hoked up, and these afford 
suitable breeding grounds for anopheline mosqmtoes. 

If it is not possible for the canal authorities to take over the upkeep 
.of these guls the villagers· concerned should be made definitely responsible 
f01" the porti~ns of the gul that irrigates their fields. If necessary,· a bye
law should be framed on the subject, with a penalty clause, and the 
Jlunishment here should be the stoppage of water .for a fixed period. 
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Summary 0/ 1II eaau.ru. 
'Briofly summarised, the measures that lIlust be adopted to avort ihe 

spread of malaria are as follows;-

(1) Prohibition of further embankments, tanks, brick-kiln excavations 
and bol'roW pits, &c. 

(2) Survey of existing embankments and their waterways. 
(3) Survey of ril'er channels and other watercourses, with special 

reference to the drainage of the country. 
(4) The mapping out of local spill areas and lines of drainagi', 
(5) Improvement. of existing water channels. 
(6) Examination of the local water-table. 

In addition to the measures enumerated above, an attempt must always 
be made to determine, as accurately 'os possible, .the existing conditions 
in respect both to malaria and agriculture. 

Enough has been said to show that the prevalence of malaria iL rural 
areas is inextricably bound up with agricultural decline, impoverishment 
and depopulation. 

The amelioration of malaria in urban areas and in some of the pro
gressive portions of the rural area& in the United Provinces is a relatively 
simple problem. In these areas mUIJh lIlay be hoped from specific anti
malarial sanitation, whether aimed at destroying the parasite with quinine 
or the anopheles mesquito, and the results of such measures may be expected 
to be directly proportionate to the expenditure incurred. 

But the question of the rural anti-malarial problem is an extremely 
difficult one. Financial considerations at the moment stand in the way, 
BO that these JIleasures cannot be applied at present on a Bcale commen
surate with the evil they are designed to remedy; nevertheless, they must 
be given their place in the plan of campaign, and it is to these m~asure8 
that we mnst eventually look for the final triumph over malaria. 

Lie1£t.-OoWnsZ O. L. Dwnn. 
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Government, United Provinces. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUESTIONS 5 AND 6.-FINANCB AND AGRICULTURAL INDEBTED'NE88.-The 

questions asked under these heads raise the fu.ndamental problem of the posi_ 
tion whkh Go,-ernment should occupy in the general scheme of agricultural 
finance. Should Government extend their lending operations so as to com
pete with the profeSllionnl moneylender and so force down his prices and, if 
po8Ilible, ow>t him? Or should they confine themselves mainly to making 
the scales as little weighted as possible against the borrower? Money is now 
lent by GOH,rnment in the form of taccavi for two different purpooes. The 
first is to give temporary relief in abnormal conditions such as drought or 
Hood. For thiS purp066 taccuvi is given under Act XII of 1884 for the 
purchase of seed aud is recoverable from the produce of the harvest for which 
it is given. The security in such caaes is ordinarily the joint personal 
Jiecurity of a number of cultivators of the same village grouped together for 
the purpose. The second purpose for which taccavi is given is to effect 
a permanent impl'Ovement in agricultural conditions by providing money 
for. the extension of irrigation facilities. Such loans are usually given under 
Act XIX of 1883, though, in the case of machinery, Act XII is applipable. 
l'hese loans are repayable by instalments spread over a number of years 
And are usually secured on landed property. The demand for loans for 
permanent improvement of agricultural facilities is oomp&I'atively limited, 
And requests made to Government for loans for this purpose -are generally 
met, provided the security is satisfactory. The demand for loans for seed 
and bullocks is very different. Its extent is almost unlimited in the present 
conditions of agriculture. The cultivator borrows extensively for his 
ordinary agricultural operations, because he either has not sufficient surplllS 
to build up a reserve, or if he has he is too ignorant and thriftless to use it 
for that purpose; so he 'has recoU'I'Be to the moneylender, who, owing to the 
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high rate of interest charged, can afford to take risks in the matter of 
security and finds it profitable to keep debts running indefinitely. Once in 
Jebt the farmer finds)t difficult to free himseU. The elasticity of the money
lender's methods attracts the, cultivator and makes the need for borrowing 
chronic even in favourable seasons. Till conditions change fundamentally 
and existing debts are cleared, the amount of money required as loans in 
each season to finance agricultural operations must be far beyond the sum 
which Government can provide. Even if Government could provide the 
money on easy terms of interest, it is doubtful whether they could oust the 
moneylender, except by making his profession definitely illegal. Any 
Government system of loans lIlust be as rigid as the moneylenaer's is elastic. 
As ~oon as the rigidity of the Government system is relaxed, abuses creep in, 
and the cultivator suffers. If the impression gets abroad that distribution 
is not carefully watched, much of the money provided by Government goes 
astray. If it is found that prompt payment is not enforced, the cultivator 
is too ready to offer the collecting staff induoements to delay the day of 
settlement. Fresh loans are sought not for legitimate agricurtural purposes. 
but in order to repay the existing lQRns. Even with the limited lending 
which Government now undertake, they find it difficult to exercise adequate 
supervision over the operations and the elaborate accounts which are 
nectlSsary: 1'hey are now, therefore, revising the existing rules to ensure 
easier ·and stricter cont.rol, simplify· the system of acoounts, and prevent 
abuse and wa.ste, If Government 'were to extend 'their lending operations 
further, petty officials would be multiplied and control will become impossible, 
unless' the system were made even mare 'rigid and the supervising and 
inspecting staff proportionately increased; The more rigid the Government 
system became, the more unpopular it would grow. There is,. therefore, 
little scope for development of Government operations in this direction. 

Governl!lent must, therefore, continue their present p<)licy of using the 
indirect means which they can employ of reducing agricultural indebtedness, 
improving and developing their machinery as opportunities offer. They can 
by themselves providing and encouraging private persons, to provide pro
tection aga;nst' drought make less frequent the recurrence of conditions 
whi(,Jt compel the cultivator to borrow. This policy Government have steadily 
pursued in the pa.st. The csnal system of the Province has been continuously" 
developed, and the Sarda canal which will be completed Within two years 
marks another long step forward. By giving loans under Act XIX, well 
construction is enoouraged; the number of, masonry wells in the Province 
has increased from 302,000 to 441,'OUO in the last thirty years. The power of 
resistance of tho tenantry has developed rapidly in recent years: and wide
spread famine is now unlikely to recur. Government can also reduce thA 
need of the ap;ricuIturixt to horrow by shaping their land revenue policy in 
such a way as to leave wit,h him as milch as 'Possible of the surplus which he 
earns. An inl'reasingly lihfn-al system of land settlement is one of the out
standing features 01' the administration, th,.ugh it is one that is not always 
recognised. Now settlement rules on much more liberal lines are about to 
come into force and mark another advance in this direction. Under them, 
the land revenue will be as low as about 2 per cent. of the value of the
Bnnual produce. Government can also try to reduce the opportunities of the 
moneylender to make exorbitant profits from the agriculturalist by such 
mensures as the Usurious Loans Act. Such an Act is, however, difficult to
make effective. The ree-ent amendment ,has extended ita scope, but even 60 

It is doubtful whether it will brin~ about any substantial oecrease in the' 
rate of interest generally taken. Few agricultural loan transactions ever 
go before the courts, because it is not to the interest of the moneylender to 
terminate the loan. Many loans are given without any but personal security, 
and the courts find it difficult in such cases to avoid considering a high rate 
of interest as rellsonable. It is also impossible to devise an Act of the kind 

MI'. H. A. Lane. 
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which will not be open to evasion. If such an Act could be made really 
effective ita result. would be to reduce the credit of the cultivator, but only 
up to the limits beyond which credit should not by economic laws be given; 
and the disoovery that the cultivator can no longer raise money with the 
Barne facility &8 before would probably do more than anything else to induCE! 
him to keep his surplus profits towards building up a reserve. A Land 
Alienation Act is another direction in which Government might be able to 
protect the cultivator. But the problem is difficult, and opinion differs 
considerably on the desirability of such a measure in the United Provinees. 
The whole question was examined carefully in 1909, and the most experienced 
revenue officers then held that such an Act was not desirable. It was shown 
tbat conditions in the United Provinces differed fundamentally from those· 
in the Punjab, that it was difficult in many cases to distinguish the agricul
tural from the professional castes and that by limiting the class of person!! 
who might buy landed property the amount of land sold might well be 
incrE'ased rather than decreased without preventing the moneylender from 
acquiring it. Government are again examining the question and collecting 
figures from all the districts with a view to ascertaining whether the tendency 
of the lI.st fifteen years shows that the former decision should be recon
lIidered. Other measures, such as the development of co-operative societies, 
do not ooncern the Revenue Department, and are therefore beyond the scope 
of this note. The general question of the surplus which the average culti
.... tiug fawily can save in different parts of these Provinces and the possi
bility of increasing it is fully dealt with in Chapter XXVI of the Govern-· 
ment report,. which has already been submitted to the Commission and 
need not be. further discussed here. ' 

QUKATION 7.-}'RAGMESTATIO~ 01/ Hor.DINGs.-The chief obstacle in the way 
of oon80lidation of holdings lies in the opposition of the villagers. The 
farmer ha~ not only a sentimental attachment to the land whIch he and his 
fOl"€fat,hers have cultivated, but al80 practical reasons why he does not want 
his holding in one compact block. I.and in nearly every village varies almost 
from field to field through almost imperceptible gradations of fertility; but, 
broadly spE'nking, it falls into three main divisions---1!uperior, ordinary and 
infE'rior-a.ccording to position and the natural quality of the soil. Position 
Olay be good or bad according as it is either near or far from the homestead 
or 1\ canal outlet. Other things being equal, the nearer land is to the home
stearl the more lavish is the expenditure of manure and labour upon it. But 
if irrigation is ontirely from a canal and owing to its alignment the fullest 
and most regular supply of water reaohes the outlying parts first, 
manure wiII follow water and the outlying area w~ be the best. 
The land in each of the three main divisions is suitable for crops of different 
types. Where the water supply is full and the land heavily manured the 
rotation wiII probably be sugarcane, wheat, and in the third year a double 
crop. In the area of intermediate quality, barley and ;1Jm: will be most 
commonly grown, while the inferior tract wiII produce the poorer kind of 
crops, including some fodder crops. The cultivator requires every year crop.~ 
of all these different types for his ordinary operations. He does not want 
to pay high rent for superior land to grow crops which inferior land can 
equally well produce. The landlord would also be bead with serious diffi
culties if all holdings were oompll'tely consolidated. He would have no· diffi
culty in disposing of the holdings which consisted entirely of su·perior land, 
but he could hardly find tenants to take holdings composed entirely of inferior 
fields. Such holdings would have to be large in order to produce sufficient to . 
give the cultivator a living. The superior holdings would then have to be 
reduced to an uneconomic size. Further, the inferior holdings would, in 
IDORt cases, be almost entirely un irrigated and in years. of drought the 
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cultivator would have no crops at all in any of his fields and the effects of 
famine would be much more severe . 
. Complete consolidation of holdings is suitable to villages in which the 

whole of the area is hOlUogenous both in quality and in irriga.tion facilities. 
Such conditions are rarely found in these Provinces. A further obstacle is 
the existence of partitions which in a high percentage of cases are by fields 
and not by compact blocks. In such villages, if consolida.tion is to be COnl
plete, la.ndlords must be compelled to take tenants whom they may not wish 
to have. In the United Provinces, therefore, complete consolidation is 
neither vossible nor desirable. Any a.ttempt at compulsory consolidation 
would be deeply resented and by prejudicing the movement at the outset 
would probably do more tha.n anything else to prevent its ultima.te suooess. 
But some meallure of consolidation would certa.inly be beneficial. It should 
be pObSibie within the ma.in dlvisions of soil to persuade the villagers to 
6ltchange individual fields so as to give each of them compacter areas. The 
new Agl'S Tenancy Act whieh has just come into force provides greater 
facilities for voluntary exchange of la.nd. But the example of the Punjab 
shows that much propaganda and patience are necessary before even this 
limited measure can succeed. Even when consolidation has been effed~, the 
Hindu law of succession must make it difficult to maintain, and any measure 
to aUer the fundamental principles of the Hindu law in this respect hardly 
comes within the realm of practicable legislation. 

Oral. Evidence. 

35452. The Chairman: Mr. Lane, you are Revenue and Judicial Secre
tary'to the G<Jvernnlent of the United ProvincesP-Yes. 

35,453. We have your note of the evidence which you wish ~ put before 
uB; would you ilke to make any staten~nt in amplification of that at this· 
!tageP-No. 
- 35,454. I should like to ask you questions on one or two general points 
before I turn to the sU'bstance of your note. I take it that you have had 
long experience in the districts in this ProvinceP-Yes, about fifteen years 
in the districts. 

34,455. What do you think is the general attitude of mind of members of 
your service tow8l'ds economic development in rura.l areas? .Is there a 
feeling that the Revenue Service is responsible at all for thatP-Only 
indirectly,I tlnnkj it is not essentially their wonk; they are concerned 
with every department, but not as experts; the tendency nowadays is more 
and more for each department to develop separately. 

35,456. Do you think the growth and extension of the Agricultural 
~partment and the Agricultural Service has rather altered the 
vleWllof your own service in rmpect of that particnlar 
responsibility P--<I should say it has, certainly; the 001lector previously 
was much more directly responsible than he is now. My-
experience is much more of settlement work than as a District Officer; I was 
nine years a Settlement Officer before I came into the Secretariat, and 
r have not really much experience of ordinary district work; but, speaking 
genenJ.ly, I should say that was the tendency. 

35,457. The improvement of the economic position of the countryside and 
of agriculture in particular is a very difficult undertaking and requires all 
the advocacy and all the meal and capacity that can be mustered? 
-I should say the position is this: previously, Ute Collector 
had a more adequate administrative staff in all the larger 
districts in the P·rovince when I first came out, for instance, 
in Meerut or any of the larger places. The Collector probably had one 
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if not two Joint Magistrates and an assistant; he now is there by himself; 
he has practically no assistance. The cadre of the I.C.S. is considerably 
reduced. The work i. much more di1licult in other ways, and it is very 
difficult for him to nnd the t.ime that he would like to give to theee things. 

35,458. I WaR only conoernedto get from yO'll information as to whether 
it ,..onld be po68ible for them, in the circumstances in which they now find 
themaelves, to intere6t themselves a little more in rural economics than 
in fact they doP-1 think the-yare extremely intere6ted; 1 do not think 
they can be more intere6ted. The O>llectors give all the time they can for 
these things; I think it is a question of time. 

35,459. 1 under&tand from your note that from your experience you hold 
tha.t the granting of tacca"i loans is probably conducted on as liberal a 
eeale as is compatible with public interestP-As is compatible with the 
machinery which the Revenue Department has. 

35,460. You me-an ths kind of machinery or the extent of the machinery; 
is that the limiting factorP-The limiting factor .is, tI think, the staff 
.9ailable. The Revenue DepartwentJ has not sufficient machinery. 

35,461. Could you suggest any simplification of the practice ~-Of giving 
loans? 

35,462. Of examining applicatoions. 1 suppose that is where the delay 
occurs, is it not ?-The only thing which is necessary when an applica.
tion comes in is to see whether the security is adequate; that is the prin
cipal thing. -I &ID not aware that there is any very big delay. 

35,463. In your experieooe what time elapses between an application from 
the cultivator and the granting of the loan; ca.n you give us any indica.
tion P-I can only give my own experience of distributing taccavi, and then 
there Ui no dela.y at all. ilf the money is granted, say in October, it is 
straight away distributed. 

35,464. Perhaps the principal criticism from the cultivator's angle is, 
aa you Buggest, the inevitable rigidity of the administration of the loans 
made from public funds, as compared with the moneylender's methods?
What happens is, when the staff goes out to collect, the cultivator is willing 
to pay &.5 or 10 to be allowed to postpone repayment for the next instal
mt'nt, and he hopes eventually that the whole can be remitted. 

35,465. The moneylender, of course, is perfectly ready to remit payments 
of interest-provided the-interest accumula.tes and his hold on the cultivator 
iB thereby strengthened ?-That is what he likes. 

35,466. The new settlement rules will apply in the coming settlementP
Yea. 

35,467. There is, I think, a Panchayat Act in this Province, is there not? 
-Yes. 

3S,468. How long has that been in foroeP-For about four or five years. 

35,469. Have you any views as to its usefulnessP-I have no· experience- -
of it at all. 

35,470. Are there any Eigns of activity amongst the panchayats in villages 
in districts which yoU know intimatelyP-1 understand (I am speaking simply 
from paper knowledge) that it depends entirely on how far the local autho
rities are interested in the thing, and -it is entirely a personal matter. The 
extent to which the panchayat does or does not succeed very largely depend& 
on the extent to which interest is taken and OD the amount of supervision 
by the district authorities. It also depends greatly on the men available 
for the panchayat. There are certain areas in which they can succeed 
and there are some in which they cannot succeed; that depends on. the com~ 
position of the village community. . 
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35,471. Do you come across caste panchayats at all in this Province P-For 
ordinary social.purposes, yes, certainly. 

35;472. But the ('aste. pa.nchayat does not operate outside the social sphere, 
doee itP~Not directly, certainly.. It imposes penalties for breach of caste 
rules and the like. 

35,473. Did YOIl ever come &cl'088 a. villa.ge in which the village pancha.yat 
.wa.s doing good workP-1 have no experience; that is not my line at all. 

35,474. Have you a.ny experience of the oo-operative movementP-No. 
35,475. To return for a moment to this question of taccavi loans, do you 

conceive that it is within the realms of practical politics to extend the 
amount of capital available in the shape of taccalli loans to a. point where 
it eould approach the total requirements of the cultiva.tor? The total 
a.mountB lent under both the Acts, the Land Improvement Act and the Agri
cu.1turists Loans Act, are really very small in relation to the aggrega.te 
requitements of· the cultivator, are they notP-1It is a question of increase 
of the F~lDine Insura.nce FUlld as I u!ldersta..nll. . 

35,476; I am really concerned to ask you whether you contemplate the 
extension, to that eXtent, of taccalli loansP-I do not think it is possible. 
Unless the existing mau;hinery is enlarged to an extent entirely out of 
proportion to what it is, I think it is out of the question altogether to 
finance tho whole of the a.gricultural operations. 

35,477. So that, unless you a.re prepared to leave the provision of capital 
to the ordinary moneylender, it will. appear tha.t the oo-operative credit 
societies offer the only alternative to the moneylenderP-Yes, I think so. 
lf you try to do it by Government a.gency you will have to ha.e a separate 
department altogether; the Revenue Department could not possibly under
take it. Even now it is a. heavy burden on the ordinary tahsil staff if 
you get scarcity or famine; there is all the accounting and that side of it. 

35,478 Do you think that at the moment in the Province thl're is any rom
petition between the Government through the taccalli Acts aud the co-opera
ti.e movement through its credit so('ietiesP-You ml'an by competition one 
is trying to oust the other P 

35,479. Yes?-I should not think so. I think tacravi is regardl'd by 
Government as a means \)f meeting emergencies largely. 

35,480. Rathel' than for improvementsP-The taaal,i does not go beyond 
t.he fringe of the question for ordinary works of impro.ement. 

35,481. On the question of fragmentation, are you famili.ar with such 
experiments as ma.y exist P-No. 

35,482. ThR Raja 0/ Parlakimedi: Wihat is the usual period fixed for- thl" 
rel'Ov(>ry of tacca vi loans ill this Province ~---Under which Act P 

35,483. For irrigation P-Ten years; 20 half-yearly instalments. 
35,484. Under t·he Land Improvt"ment ActP-Yes. . 

35,485. Are not people a.Jlowed to borrow money to impro\'e their fields 
otherwiseP-Yes, for reclamation. 

35,486. Wboat is the period allowed for that?-'l'he same period; it is tbe 
lIame Act, the Act of 1884. 

35,487. Is there any limit fixed beyond which a person cannot borrowY
There is no limit under Act XIX of 1883. 'l'he rule is tha.t if the period 
is more than twenty ye-ars the sanction of the Government is necessary. 

35,438. Tho whole a.mount can be ma.de available to a. single personY
There is nothing in the rules or the Mw that prevents or limits, . as far as 
I &III aware, tlle size of the loan which can be given to anyone individual. 
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35,489. Do you notthilik that it is desirable ilo do so, IKl that the, money 
may be properly distributed ?-I do not think that the question w1l1 ever 
arise, because Government &eel! that it is properly distributed. 

35,490. We have obserNd in one ease in Na.gpur Wlhere a person' has 
acquired a large DNa of property by laccavi 108dls, because of his influence 
or some such thing P-I do not think that you will find a case like that 
in this Province. I am certainly not aware of any such case. What 
happena in practice is th.a.t 88 iKlOn as the budget is through, tihe amount 
sanctioned is allotted to the different Commissioners and they allot it to 
their various' districts. TJie amount which is III.'lked for in the budget is 
based on the report which previously comes from the Commissioners and, 
as 800n as the budget is thr()Ugh in ,.April, the amount, is distributed and 
each Commi!l8ioner gets an allotment which he distributes to his districts. 
Of course, if a Commissioner comes up for an enormous sum of money for 
one project he is simply refused, because the money is not there, to be given 
to him. But generally the Oommissioner gets what he asks for. 

35,491. The wells mentioned on page 204 of your note, I take it, have been 
increasing entirely for irrigation. You mention that these wells h~ve' in
creased from three to four lakhs. Is it because of the facilities for borrow
ing money for oonstructing them? Or do I understand that as it pays 
the people better to carry IOn irrigation from wells they have been con-
structing from private funds?--One reason is that in the western' part of 
the Province the cu.Jtivator has more money to spend on that. I do not 
know what the percentage is of wells which are built hy priVlate funds but 
I should think the taccavi loans are only a small percentage of the total 
number of wells. 

35,492. Wha.t a.re the Jlates of revenue adopted under these prIvately
owned wells? The cultivator has to pay upon his holding 80 muCh. revenue 
j,o Gr;>vernment under this well irrigation. I want to know how much extra 
be w:tJuld have to payP-Nothing extra as revenue. 

35,493. Ie it because he maintains it entirely himseIH-No. What happens 
is this: the'&ttlement Officer oo.lculates the gross 88lets and from that he 
deducts an allowance equal to the extent to which the MOOts have been 
increased by the construction or improvement of the well. If the land was 
prev:iDusly dry and is made wet by the oonstruction -of a, well it will be 
88lessed tp revenue at dry rates for the period of, the next settlement. 

:35,494. Is that the case in the talukdllori areas alsof-Yes, it is just the 
same. The Land Revenue Act, applies to both Agm and Oudh. 'l'he law 
and the principles of Bettlement are roughly tlie same in both the Provinces. 

35,495. At what intervals is the settlement carried out ,in these Provinces? 
-Up to now it ,has been thirty years; in future it will be forty years. 

35,496. Is there a proposal to that effectf-lt has been sanctioned by tne 
Government of India for these Provinces. 

35,497. The period of settlement is not twenty or thirty years?-There 
are no twenty years' settlements in these Provinces so far as, I am, ,,"ware. 
There are five years' settlements in alluvial mahals and certain precarious 
tracts. 

35,498. In the Madras Presidency, in za;mindari areas, the Act lays down 
that after twen~y years if there is an appreciable amount of increase in the 
food prices the zamindar can apply for an enhancement of two annas in 
the rupeeP-That is not settlement. I am talking ahout the revenue WhICh 
Government takes from the zamindar. 

35,499. He oan apply for r~t1ement alsoP-l116 system here is quite 
differ6l1lt from that which obtains in Madras. I understand the assessment 
you are talking about is the assessment of, rent on the tena.nt. What we 
understand here by settlement is the settlement of revenue on the landlord. 
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The present position in the Province of Agra is that the landlord can 
get an enhancement of rent after twenty years and his revenue is fixed for 
forty years. 

85,500. Is there nothing here like the Land Acts wihich we ha.ve in Madras 
which clearly state the conditions between the ryot and the zlIIIIlindar and 
also what sort 'of security is requiredP-Yes, there is the Oudh Rent Act. 
and the Agra Tenancy Act. There are separate Tenancy Acts for both the 
Provinces. We have had a new Tenancy Act passed for Agra as recently 
as 1926. 

35,501. Do I understand that the ryot here has got sufficient securHy 
on the Land so that he can increase the fertility of it and carry on improve
ments P-iWith very few exceptions that is the case. 

35,502. We call them occupancy rights?-There are two main classes of 
tenant in the United Provti.nces: one is called the occupancy right and 
the other which has just been created'in Agra is called the sta.tutory tenant. 

35,503. There are different areas where the ryot cannot acquire occu
pancy rights in zamindaries or what we call home-farm land P-There has 
been no acquisition of occupancy rights in sir up to now. Under the Agra 
Tenrancy Act of 1926 the landlord can oonfer occupancy rights in sir but 
there is now acquisition of oocupancy rights by prescription, i.e., by 'hold
ing land for ,a certain nUIIDOOr of years. '1~hat has just, been altered by the 
new Act of 1926. If the landlord wishes he can confer occup'ancy rights 
in his own farm. 

35,504. Ca.n the Landlord buy land ta-nd hold both the rights himself in 
t.hese areasP-You cannot have zamindari rights and tenancy rights sub
sisting at the same time and in the saane land and held by the s!lme person. 

35,505. So the zamindar cannot buy any area where oocupancy haa to be 
given to ryots and then lease it out to a private '!"Yot for cultivation. In 
·Madras especially there are areas in IIJQmindaries in which, if a zamindaz 
purchasl"B land and leases it, the cul~ivator who enters upon the land and 
culth·atas it ClUlnot be ollstedP-The tenant cannot; in the Unlited Provinces 
he cannot be OUllted now. 

35,506. But there are lands also in Madras where the zamindar has got 
both killd" of laudP-lf the landlord's demesne is sir land in that case 
statutory rights do not Il.ccrue. so that there is no question of tenancy 
rights. The zamindar cannot hoave zamindari rights and tenancy rights in 
the same land. But if it is the landlord's, sir then tenancy rights do not 
aeeJUe. Th .. only right which the ordinary tenant has in sir Jands is the 
right to hold th<.m from year to year. 

35,507. But SUppOtling the landlord cultivates the l'8.nd himselH-The 
present new law in Agra is that if he cultiva·tes it for ten years with his 
own cattle it becomes sir land, and he can then let it to a tenant who would 
not acquire statutory rights. 

35,508. It is not possible in MadrasP-'1'h.is is a new provision introduced 
in the Agra Tenancy Act. 

35,509. Sir James MacKefl'OO: The settlements are to be for forty years 
in the future?-Yes. 

35,510. Have you any provision in your settlement arrangements for 
the revision of a particular tract during the period of settlement on account 
of violent changes in the oonditiollB of the land; for instance, by the 
bre!lching of a bund a. tract might be considerably reduced in value or by 
the construction of a protective ;work of irrigation the tract might be very 
considerably improvedP-If the land deteriorates, yes; if the land im-' 
proves, no. There is a provision in the Act enabling Government to appoint 
a Settlement Officer for this purpose. 
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35,511. It would be interesting to hAve a simple statement of the general 
land revenue BYstem. You have been & Settlement Officer for many years 
and now you are the Revenue Secretary here. . A start would be made 
with the 16-in. cadastral map which is usually provided by the Survey ~f 
India, or which was provided many m~y years !logo, I should say?-lt 1S 
always made by the patwari,; we have 1t done locally. 

35 512. Starting off with that, what is the revenue system brielly?
The ' settlement . .starts off with the existing records which are revised 
annually. They are all based on this map. 

35,513. Are they brought up to date annuallyP~Yes. 
35,514. And are accretions assellSed annuallyP-Not generally except in 

the alluvial mahals, which are under five years' settlements. The first 
thing which happens in the ordinary settlement is that when the recorda 
are revised, the map is thoroughly overhauled. Every individual who is 
interested in the land receives an attestation slip in which his rights are 
shown and if he has. any objection he makes that objection in the Assistant 
Record Officer's Court. Those are all decided and the record is brought 
completely up to date. That is the records' part or the operation. When 
the Settlement Officer comes to the district the first thing he does is to 
inspect the villages and do soil cla.ssification, dividing up the whole of .th~ 
land 80 that every field is placed in one or other of the. soil classes. The 
different chaks, as they are called, are shown in the patwari' 8 map. There 
is thus a map showing how the Settlement Officer has classified the soil, 
first class, second class, and so on. The maps.go into the Setttiement Office, 
and on the basis of them the rentals are all analysed. What you then 
find, practically in the Wlhole of the Agra Provinee, is that, according to 
the length of time during which a tenant ha.s held a field, the rates of 
rents vary. In the western districts, for example, you will find that the 
old occupancy tenants, who have held the land for over thirty years, probably 
pay a rate which is abo.ut. half the rates which tenants-at-will are paying 
now. You get a series of levels of rents for old occupancy tenants, the 
newer occupancy tenants, and the. tenants who have held the .land for 
periods between twelve and twenty years, beginning, say, from Rs.5 and 
going on. to Rs.7, Rs.8, Rs.9 and Rs.lO an acre. There are two problems: at 
the one end, you have got QOntrolled rents, that is occupancy rents which 
are extremely low, generally speaking; and at the other end you have 
competition rents which are pretty high. It is the duty of the Settlement 
Officer, in the fixing of rates, to see that he: does not fix rates which will 
give an elloessive enhanoement of rents dur"illg .the pf,riod of settlement. 
He fixes a standard rate fol'\ the occupancy land. The usual consideratlon 
hy which he is bound in those cases is to avoid' rates which will give ~ 
heavy an enhancement of rent on the occupancy land. Those rates are 
used for the valuation of occupancy land, and, subject to an allowance on 
account of proprietary cultivation, they are also used for the valuation 
of the land cultivated by the proprifltor, and other· land for which there 
are no cash rerits. They are called. assumption areas. For these, there 
are no cash rents, and it is necessary to find some standard by which to 
value the land which is no1 rented. The standard rates which are con
sidered to be suitable for valuing the occupancy land are applied to the 
aBSumption areas after 25 per cent. deduction has been allowed in the 
case of proprietary cultivation. In that way, you get a standard for 
valuing your occupancy land and your proprietary cultivation. At the 
other end of the scale, you ·have ,~ot non-occupancy rents, and you will 
find from the statistics that the competition rents in Agra are generally 
80 high ~hat t~ey are not ordinarily paid from year to year, and the 
problem 1n valumg non-occupancy land is to make the necessary allowance 
for short collections and the fact that the zamindar does not realise his 
rent in full from year to year. In the recent settlement this allowance' 
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has been very liberal; generally speaking, It. has been somewhere in the 
region of 20 per cent. of the recorded rent. Ha.ving made this allowance 
for instability, you have got your valuation of the whole of the land; that.. 
is known as the gross assets: From' that. is deducted the 25 per cent. 
allowance on account of proprietary cultiva.tion which I .have mentioned, 
a.nd also any allowance which. is necessa.ry on account of improvements such 
as new wells, etc. 

35,515. Allowances are made for improvementsl'-Yes. If a certain area 
has been oonverted from dry to wet, in the soil classification it is shown 
as wet, because it is wet; but from the gross assets you deduct an &llowanoe 
equal.to the differenoe in the valuation of the la.nd at wet a.nd at dry rates. 
In f&ct, you' are assessing that land a.t dry rates, and that gives you the 
net assets. To these assets you apply the ordinary percenta~ at which 
revenue is taken. ' 

35,516. What is the percentageP-Up to now, it has been, according to 
the rules, 50 per cent., but in &II recent settlements it has heen between 
43 and 45 per cent., a.nd by the new settlement rules it is 40 per cent. 

35,517. Wlien a Settlement Officer has completed his maps and records, 
what happensP-They are handed over to the patwarij the patw!lri is the 
man who is responsible for actually keeping them. 

35,518. He has to keep them up to dateP-He is supposed to keep all 
the maps up to date, but the maps are probably not kept up as well as 
the other records. 

35,519. On a revision of settlement, you have a revision of surveyP-Yes, 
but in order to reduce the cost only those fields are measured of which 
the boundaries have changed since the previous settlement. If two fields 
have 'Deen amalgamated, or one field is split up, there is a. remeasurement, 
but not of the other fields. 

35,520. In Durma, we have a pure ryotwari system ?-The basis of the 
whole of the settlement here is rents. you have got your rents, and they 
give you facts; you use them as your guide as to what the value of the 
land is. 

35,521. Who is above ihe patwariP-There is the supervising Aanunyo 
above the patwari as inspector. By the rules, he is bound to check a 
certain peroentage of the total number of fields :with the ma.p; he goes 
round and every entry which he checks he initials. He submits his reports 
to the Deputy Director' of Land Reoords. Above him you have the tahsil 
staff, the Naib Tahsildar and the Tahsildar, who are also responsible for 
checking the records; there is also the Deputy Collector in charge of the 
sub-division, and he is expected to do checking work. In addition to that, 
you ha\'e also the Land Records Department. 

35,522. What does the Land Records' Department do P-They also check 
and give advice on the points which a.rise. 

35,523. What is the strength of the d ... partmentP-At present it is small. 
There are three Deputy Collectors and three Tahsildars, but Government 
have before them proposals to increase it considerably. 

35,524. Are the paftmris and AallUflgOS attached to the Land Records 
DepartmentP-There are only six of these special land records officers, and 
where they are attached to a dist,rict the patwari a.nd the land records 
sta.ff are under them. The special land rerords officer has the power' of 
punishment, and in rustriets where he is permanent, he ousts the Sub
dh'isiona.l Officer from the control over the land records staff, but he does 
not relieve the Sub-divisional Officer of the duty of checking the rerords. 

86,525. The connection of the Sub-divisional Officer and the Tahsildar 
with the ~ur\"8y and settlement staff is very c!oseP-Not ,during settlement . 

.111,'. H . .... Lane. 
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35,526. After settlementP-They are responsible for part of the wQrk. 
35,527. There is not a considerable ~and records staffP-The special .land 

records staff has up to now been experimental. Defeots have come t.o hght,. 
and there is now & proposal before Government to have more speCial land 
records officers. 

35,528. The ordinary District Officer is ill. very close touch. with the 
cultivator ?-Yes. Of course, now, he is gettmg less and less mto touch 
with the cultivator, because the touring period has been cut down, in 
deference to the wishes of the' Council. It is becoming more and more 
difficult for the Conector to keep touch with the people. His touring is, 
cut down, the Tahsildars' touring is cut down, as also that of. ~he. Sub
divisional Officers; it is cut down right through. The tendency is nat to. 
allow the Collector to go. into camp. 

35,.529. The Raja 01 Parlakimedi, Who conducts the jamabandiP-Jama
bandi is one of the records which shows the rents and payments of rent. 

35,530. It is done by a Sub-Collector in our partBP-The jamabandi gives 
• record of the rents collected by the landlord from the tenant, not the 
revenue collected by Government. 

35,531. For the zamindari area in Ma.dras it is called the quit rent. 
}Jut the jamabandi officer has to report about the health of the people a~d 
the general oonditions ?-It is one of the duties of .the patwari to make 
reports o~ epidemic diseases, and in this diary he records any event which 
is of interest. He has to report at once any Dutbreak of disease, or any 
calamity, Dr any of the more important things which happen in his circle; 
he has 1KJ. report to the Tahsildar. 

35,532. Is there a sort of annual inspection by the Sub-divisional Officer, 
an annual cbecking as to what wDrk is going on in thDse particular areas' 
-The superior staff, the Naib Tahsildar, the Tahsildar and the Sub
divisional Officer haveoto see that the supervising Kanungo is checking 
properly. The duty of the Dfficers above the supervising Kanungo is to 
see that his checking is effective; their attention is fDCUSed on the re
checking Df fields which have been alrea.dy checked by the supervising 
Kanungo, to see that he is natttlerely making a. nominal check. 

3.'5,533. Sir James M~Kenna: Before these restrictions on touring were 
introduced, what was the method? To go out fo~ a period o.f three to 
four mDnths' at a time ?-Y8IJ, that was the usual thing. 

35,534. Moving with tents?-Yes. 
35,535. And the villagers1!sed to' go. round to the Sub-divi~ional Officer's 

('amp and the CollectDr's camp and talk freely with them ?-oThe Collector 
And the, Sub-divisiD-"J Officer . were .lw~ys, moving about. 

35,536. Mseting 'the- villagersP-Yes; 'riding about and seeing the 
villagers. . 

35,537. The conversation was' mainly conoorned with cattle and agricul-, 
ture ?-About local conditions, local politics, their fights and factions, ill 
fact, everything connected:' with village life. 

35,538. About their general' economic developmentP-Yesj they were 
getting intimate ·knowledge of the district. 

35,539. With these j'estrictions' upon touring, of course the touch of the 
District Officer with the villagers'. is becoming less P-It is difficult for the 
Collectors to keep 'in touch with them .. 

35,540. I think /it one time there was a scheme by which young Assistant 
Commissioners were sent to Cawnpore to have agricultural training. Has 
that been abolishedP-lnstead of that, there is now a. class f()r junior 
Civilians, Deputy Collectors, Tahsildars, and some Honorary Magistrates; 
there is a proposal to bring in Munsifs also. It is a. general training 
dass for all young officers. 
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35,541. Do they teach agriculture thereP-They are taught the elements 

of soil classification, but not, I think, the technical side of agriculture. 
35,542. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is there a farm thereP-I could not Bay 

whether there is a farm at Moradabad or not. I think there is sure to 
be a Government farm there, but I cannot say definitely. 

35,543. Professor Gangulee: Un" what data do you base your soil 
classification? Is there any particular principle that you follow P-The 
soil classification, so-called, would be more correctly defined as a classi
fication of land values. It is not really a soil classification. What you 
try to do is to group together all land which has roughly the same lettmg 
value. The same soil, if it ltis near a village, will be in one soil class 
and if it is far away will be another soil class. It is a question <Jd' 
co-ordinating land values. 

35,544. The Raja of Parlakimedi: That means also the productIve 
capacity, I suppose ?,,-Yes. 

:15,545. Professor Gangulee: You tell us that you have extended the 
period of oaBsessment to forty years. :What are the chief reasons for this 
extension ?-I do not think I can hazard an opinion on this point. The 
reasons are par1;ly fiscal and pa.rtly political. 

35,546. Moving towards permanent settlement?-No, certainly not. 
35,547. -What is the proportion of net assets that is taken as revenueP-

40 per cent. is the ordinary level taken. 
35,548. How do you determine the net assetsP:......It is a complicated 

process. You determine a standard of valuation for different kinds of 
tenure, occupancy tenants and non-occupancy tenants, and proprietors' 
cultivation. That gives you your net assets. The standard of valuation 
is based on the levels which you find existing of the actual rents, and 
that gives you your gross assets. From that you make a deduction for 
proprietors' cultivation and -improvements, and after deducting that you 
get your net assets. The problem at present, of course, is to find a. 
valuation which is fair without being either inadequate or excessive. 

35,549. How do you arrive at that standard P-It is all done on the 
basis of existing rates. You find in this Province that as the tenur .. 
becomes older the rent beoomes lighter. You divide up your land here 
in this way. You find the rates of your old occupancy dating back to 
the pre-vious settlement, of between twenty and thirty years, and of from 
twelve to twenty years, aud of t~e non-occupancy up to twelve years, and you 
generally find the incidenoo of rent running in a regular series in nearly 
every district. If &.10 is the competition rentz it is clear the landlord can 
tairly oaBk for a higher rent than &.5, and the question is what enhancement 
he is entitled to. The standard you take for the value of all except non
occupancy land is the standard the Settlement Ufficer oonsiders just in 
view of that series of incidences. The level usually taken is the general 
level of oocupancy rents between twenty and thirty years old and the result 
is an enhancement of about 30 per cent. on old occupancy. 

35,550. Has there Leen any attempt to define in various tracts the 
economic units of cultivation?--I do not understand what you mean by 
that. 

35,551. It is a unit which a. cultivator would require for producing 
sufficient to support him a.nd his family P-You mean the area. of land 
necessary for him P There is nothing I know of about that, except in 
the last chapter of the provincial Memorandum.· 

35,552. It struck me that it was not quite clear what were the economic 
• cultivating units in different tracts in this Province P-I do not suppose 

it is. 
_ 35,553. In your Muttra Settlement Report you make a. very interesting 

observation on the effect of density of population on rent. Could you 
• Chapter XXVI in the Report on Agriculture in the ITnited Provinces. 

(Not printed.) 
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explain a little furt,her what the actual situation lllP Do you find 'the 
.ame situation in other dist.ricts?--Certainly. That is brought out in the 
laat chapter of this memorandum. We show there that although the actual 
outturn of land is probably 8A)re per 8A)re the same in Meerut as in Gorakh· 
pur, the rent. in Meerut are twice as great. That., however, is another point 
and rather depends more on t,he size of the holding. I have never seen 
th density of population principle illustrated to the same extent as in 
Muttra. It. is a clear case. I know the whole district intimately. We 
had the baais of all the crop-cutting experiments to go on. As f8lr as 
one can Bee there is no appreciable diiference between conditions east 
and west of the Jumna, yet competition rents' on one side are double 
those on the other. 

35,554. Sir Henry Lawrence: Was that due to pressure of P9Pulation P 
-Almost entirely. On one side of the !river there is competition for 
tenants and on the other competition for land. 

35,555. Pro/ellor Googulee: Do your subordinate revenue officials have 
some training in agriculture or rural economicsP Would that help them 
in discharging t,heirdutiesP-What type of official are you thinking of? 

35,556. Revenue Inspectors, Tallsildars, and so on ?-I should not thi~ 
it would be the slightest use to a Tahsildar to have a training _in 
agriculture. He would merely get a smattering of it, and he would probably 
get it wrong. 

35,551. What is his education now?-It varies. Some are graduates. 
35,558. Would you prefer an agricultural 'graduate to an ordinary' Arts 

graduate P-As a Tahsildar? 
35,559. Yes. Do you not think that a Tahsildar would profit by some 

training in rural economial, becau.se he has to deal with conditions of rurai 
life P-I very much doubt that he would be able to apply his knowledge. It 
might help. 

35,560. Turning to the question of taccalli, is the demand for taccavi 
more for permanent land improvement than for tempora:ry facilities, such 
as seeds, manures, etc. p-It depends entirely on the season. I have given 
figures for the la9t thirty years. If there is a fami&ie or scarcity naturally 
enough the demand for. seed goes up to almost any height and.the demand 
for making wells does not increase to the same extant. 

35,561. Is it more for seeds, manures and bullocks and less for permanent 
improvement, taking normal seasons P-The figures are here. It has been 
considerably more for seeds and bullocks .. 

35,562. Now, with regard to the Usurious Loans Act, has that been 
effective 'in these ProvinoesP-1 should say hardly at all. I do not thin.k 
there is one case in a thousand that it ever touches. One reason wby It 
has been of little use is that until the amending Act this year it did not 
touch mortgages. I do not think the amendment will do very much. But 
it does at least cover mortgages now. 

35,563. Is it not applied at the present time?-The bania, naturally 
enough, rarely puts his tenant into court. He does not want to realise his 
whole debt. There is !o.lso the difficulty that you do not know what attitude 
the court will take about a. reasonable rate of interest~ In the case of a 
loan giyen 0"11 no security at all the ODurt may consider 25 to 30 per cent. 
as a reasonable rate of interest. 

35,564. Sir James referred to the facilities given to Collectors in 
the old days. Was it the practice in those days to send in reports to the 
CommissionerP-The Collector sends in a !report about a particula.r matter 
on which he is supposed to report to the Commissioner. The ASsistant 
Collector has in the first four years of. his service to submit a diary to 
the Collector, but the Collector does not submit any general diary. 
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35,565. When they used to send in reports, did these reports contain 
iiseful information' about rural economicsP-If any problem arose which 
required any actiQn to be taken on it, the Collector would of course report 
to the Oommissioner, hut he would not sit down and write an economic 
,history of his district, or anything of that sort. 

85,566. Your point is that Collectors were more in touch with the rural 
population in those daysP-They were moving about the district much 
more. Nowadays the C'ollector is more tied to his headquarters than he 
was. There are now a hundred and one things he hae to go into head
qua.rters for. His cold-weather tour is very much more broken up than 
it used to he. 

35,561. Mr. Calvert: Is the Agriculturists Loans Act regarded here a. 
an emergency measureP-To a great extent. The policy of Go'l"ernment is 
to use it largely as an emergency measure. I think the figures show that 
pretty dearly. 

35,568. Can you explain how that idea aroseP--Owing to lock of sufficient 
funds and lack of mochinery in the taJisil it is quite impossible for GO'l"ern
ment to undertake the financing of the agriculture of a Province. 

35,569. Of COUll3e the original Act was not confined. to emergencies. 
The' purchase of seed and cattle was an alternativeP-Yes. 

35,570. And the original Act was of couree the result of the Famine 
Commission, which recommended such alterations in the old Act as would 
make the taccavi system more popular and elastic?-Yee. 

35,511. Do you regard the !l'igidity of it as practically irremovable P
If you remove the rigidity, you at once open the door to a Hood of abuses. 
That is my experience in tacctlvi matt.eM. As soon' as you relax control 
over collection and distribution and the management of tac(l(Jvi generally, 
you encourage dishonelSty and exactions ,by the petty officials. For instance, 
you get the patwa~': taking advancee in tbe name of his pony and parrot, 
which I believe GCCul'red once, and you get confused 8C('ounts and you 
find that a great deal of money which is distributed does not get to the 
cultivator and a good deal of what is paid does not find its way to the 
Govl'rnnwllt. As soon as the impression gets abroad that, if the tl'nant 
only dela)'\'! mntters he gets .remission of his tacoavi, you get abuses. That 
is the crux of the matter. 

35,572. Does this Province lose much by having to remit loans under 
this ActP-The remissions have boon pretty heavy. For instance, in the 
Muttra district, I think I am right in saying that something like three 
takhs of rupees were remitted,"when I waa Settlement Officer there. 

35,573. The tau()vi Acts were paesed M an alternative to a proposed 
agriclllt.ural land bankP-Yes. 

35,514. You admit in your note that the cultivator must borrow P-Yes. 

35,575. In the original Act, you remember provision wae made to allow 
Government to advance sums to cultivators through agricultural land banksP 
-Yes. 

35,576. Would you advocate a return to that, allowing Government to 
advance monl'Y through agricultural land banksP-They would be cCHlpera
tive credit societiesP 

35.5i1. Of course, in those days co-operative Ilocieties had hlliroly been 
hearo ofP-Yes. 

35,578. You also say that the number of suits brought by moneylendens 
against agrioulturists is not very great P-I should say so; I have no figures 
to go on. 

Mr. H. ,1. Lane. 
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35,579. You dO' not 'publish separate figures shQwing suits. against .agriJ 
culturitits?-1'i'O; as a ma.tter of fact, I tried to get figures when I was 
writing this resume of the Act; the Judicial Department could give' me no 
figures at all. 

35,580. I could not get them either?-No, I do not think they are there; 
the Judicial Department aaid. the Qnly way to get .them was to write to 
every District Judge, and then he would give yo~ no informatiQn which 
was worth having. 

35,581. You are nther pessimistic as to the desirability of complete 
cODsolidatiQn ?-Yes. 

35,582. Have you YQurself ever carried through complete oonsolidation' 
in a village?-No, I ha.ve nO' experience of it at all. 

35,583. Have you ever seen a consolidated villageP-No, I do .not think. 
there are more than half~zen in the whole Province. 

Mr. Kamat: What is the nazara.na system in the Lucknow Division P 
35,584. Professor Gangulet: Is there any system P-I should nQt say theN 

was any system. 
35,585. Mr. Kamat: There is some pra.ctica of taking nazarana Qver and 

above the rentP-Yes, it is a fairly prevalent cllSwm, I should say; Of 
oourse, there &re no statistics available on the subject, but it is more or less 
commQn knowledge tha.t nazllt/'ana is taken fairly extensively. . 

35,586. What percenta.ge does it form of the rentP-Until the Oudh 
Rent Act was amended it has been estima.ted by Settlement Officers that 
it WIUI about 25 per cent. of the !I'ent, but it is nothing like that nQw. 
Under the Qld Oudh Rent Act the tenant only held for seven yea.rs, a.nd' 
t·hen he was liable to an enhancement of one anna in the rupee. What 
ha.ppened was that prices O'f gra.in went up enQrmously, and a. rise of, 
one anna in. the rupee had no relation whatever to the ri~ in the economic: 
value of lsnd; the result was that the Qne anna in the rupee was recorded 
in the papers and the balance was taken in the form of a premium. It 
is a very natural system; I believe it is quite common in England. For 
instance, if you have a hQWle to let and there is a great demand, you 
take a premium and then fix' the rent. It is exactly the same system. 
here; it has now been practically recognised in the Agra Tenancy Act, under 
which you can now sell off occupancy rights. 

35,587. Do the Government take any share in the nazarana?-No, not. 
directly; in most of the .()udh settlements' what generally happened was 
that in regard to Agra nQn~upancy land,'~ that iii to say, lands in. 
respect Qf which the rente were not controlled, an allowance was made fQr 
instability; that is to say, if the genuine recorded rent was &s. 10 an acre, 
it was valued for the purpose of assessing revenue at &s. 8 an acre, allow
ing 20 per cant. fO!!' instability. In Oudh what was done was that the 
instability was set O'ff against thenazaranGj, and the valuation that was 
taken was the recorded rent. As a matter of fact, even so, the recorded 
rent was probably a great deal less than what was actually collected. So, 
that I think, generally speaking, you may say that Government in the 
past has taken nO'thing of the ftaZara1Wo. 

35,588. You say in yQur note that an increasingly liberal system of· land 
settlement is one of the outstanding features of the administrationP-Yes. 

35,589. Will you kindly explain in detail how the lan~ settlement has 
of recent years become increasingly liberalP-Firstly, in the methods on; 
which the asseta are calculated at standard rates: up to the Meerut settle
ment of a.bout the end Qf last century the standard rates in Agra. ,were' 
based on the non-occupancy rates; that ,is. to say, the standM'd of ·valuetion: 
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Willi practically the competition Jevel. Now, for all o~up?,ncy land a~d 
proprietary cultivation in Agra the stan~ard of valuatlOn ,18, probably, ~n 
t;he case of occupancy land, about tw~thml8 of the standard: rate, a~d l!l 
the case of proprietary cultivation, 25 per cent. off tw~thlrd.s, which 18 

somewhere about half the valuation. That is the first point, the valuation 
of the land. The occupancy land and the prop.rietary CUltivation are 
probably now valued at about 40 per cent. less than they were at the 
end of the last century. Another respect in which assets have been very 
much more leniently calculated in recent yeara is the method of dividing 
the land into wet and dry. Looking at the old settlement records one 
finds that in the settlement of the eighteen-seventies and the eighties the 
land classed as wet was in most cases something about 80 to 100 per 
cent. above the average irrigated lllrea. If one looks at a modern settle
ment one finds that the land classed as wet is about 30 per cent. abova 
the average irrigated area. Those are the two points with regard to the 
question of the valuation of _te. In the eighteen-seventies there was 
hardly any allowance given for proprietary cultivation; now every pro
pr.ietor who cultivates his own land is allowed 25 per cent. off the gross 
assets before the value of his land is actually calculated for assessment of 
!:evenue. The allowance for improvements is also more liberally applied 
than it was. 

35,590. Taken in terms of percentage of the outturn, you say under the 
pJ'l6Sent rules, the land revenue is as low as 2 per cent. of the value of 
the annual produceP-Yes. 

35,591. What percentage was it in former yearsP-There is & statement 
at the end of the Report on Agriculture in the United Provinces which I 
think brings that out pretty clearly. It goes back to 1840. The process 
has been going on stea.dily since then. 

35,592. I see 'that your claim was 20 per cent. in 1840?-Yes, it was 
about 20 per cent. of the value of the outturn in ,1840, and the process 'has 
gone on; as prices have risen, the value of the produce has naturally risen, 
but the revenue has not risen at all in anything like the same proportion. 

35,593. You say on page 204 of your written evidence: "Government can 
also reduce the need of the agriculturist to borrow by shaping their land 
revenue policy in such a way as to leave with him, as much as possible of 
the surplus which he elllrns." Is your land revenue policy shaped with the 
intention of preventing the agriculturist borrowing ?-No" but that is one 
of the effects of it. It is fairly clear that if you leave mocre money in the 
pockets of the agriculturist, he has less need to borrow. 

35,594. Even supposing you did not take '2 per cent. of his outturn he 
would still borrowP-Presumably, yes; I should think he will always bor;ow. 

35,595. Then, is it a 8Oundpolicy to shape the land revenue policy in 
such a way as to prevent the agriculturist borrowing?-I do not say it 
is shaped with that intention; ,but by that means Government can als·:} 
reduce the need of the agriculturist to borrow. 

35,596. I want you to explain the percentages of surplus whicll appear 
in table "K" on page 115 of this Report on Agriculture. Taking the 
Jhansi Division as an instance, you say that the cultivating proprietor has 
a surplus of Rs.98 left after making allowance for his food, clothing, etc. 
Is that figure of &.98 in respect of a family of four or five personsP-1t is 
the total surplus of a holding. 

35,597. For a familyP-Yes. 
35,598. That is to say, it has to he divided by four or nvel'-Yes, it is 

for the whole family; it is the surplus on the holding . 
. 35,599. You have not mOOe any allowance for any other items of expen

diture except food and clothing in the family budget of a cultivator?
There ia & full de&Cription 'here of what has been included and what has 
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not boon included; there is a certain amount left out on both sides. h 
does not pretend to accuracy; it ~II q~ite impossible to get accuracy in these 
things; it ia merely intended to mdlcate ten~~lIK:les. ~nd to ~able .anybody 
rea<iing it to draw conclusions from economIc condItIons which arIse from 
different sizes of holdings. 

35 600. It is not based on the examination of actual family bndgets of 
culti~ators?-l do not quite know where you are going to get a cultivator's 
family budget. 

35,601. A, any rate, no allowance has been made for expenses of. such 
things as marriages and funeral.sP-No, it is quite imposs~ble to estlmate 
them. 

35,602. Or litigation P-No, anything which it is quite impossible to 
estimate has, of course, been omitted; we have included anything which 
we consider can be estimated with reasonable accuracy; anything which 
varies from year to year or with the individual, or b8 to which it is quite 
impossible to get figures, we have omitted. That is mentioned in the 
letterpress. 

35,603. I want to find out whether certain legitimate expenses which 
every family has to incur have been allowed for when you claim that 
cultivators have a surplus?-But we do not claim tha.t cultivators have 
the surplus shown; we claim that, leaving out t'hese things, this is the 
figure. Everything that is left out is described here; seed, bhu.sa and 
litigation are left out. 

35,604. If all these things are deducted, then what may be a surplus 
may perhaps be even a deficit ?-It may be anything. 

35,605. Pro/e&lor Gangulee: When you talk about an average holding 
what do you mean? What. is the area p-It is descrilbed in the provincia.! 
memorandum. It is based on the area of the land the cultivating house. 
hold haa got. The average size of the holding is shown in table " F ". 

35(;06. Mr •. Pi",,: You said in answer to Sir Ja.mes MacKenna that in 
the case of improvements made within the period of settlement Government 
never gets any share of the increased assets resulting from the improve
ment, though the revenue may be revised in case of deterioration. Is 
?wner'. rate a partial exoeption to thatP-Yes; if a new canal is brought 
10 Government gets the owner's rate certainly. I was thinking of thll 
revenue a.ssessment actually. 

35,607. As regards the allowance for improvements made at settlement, 
the general effect of the rules is that the. additional asset caused bytihe 
Improvement should not be assessed at the next settlement. Is there any 
period within whidh the improvement must have been madeP-Under the 
new settlement rules? 

85,608. YesP-I think it is thirty years; I do not remember exactly. 
35,6!>9. There is a sentence at the top of page 205 of your note. You 

88y WIth regard to the Land Alienation Act: "The problem is difficult 
and opinion differs considerably on the desirability of such a measure in 
~he United Provinces." That is of course, broadly speaking, true. But 
18 there not one part in "the United Provinces ·where there is such an 
Act ?-There is an Alienation Act in force in Bundelkhand and the southern 
parts of the districts of Etawah, Allahabad and Mirzapur. 

35,610. Do the reports so far show tha.t it is working satisfactorilyP
Yes. 

35,61~. ADp~er witness" has said that 'he did not think there would be 
any' ~rlO~ dIsadvantages from m~king over the assessment and collection 
of ~rrlgatu?n rates to the land revenue staff, the irrigation staff simplv 
takIng theIr ligures from the land revenUe staff. What would yon think .;, 
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Bucb an arrangement 1'-1 think it would be fatal from the point of view of 
the canal revenue because, for one thing, you have under the present 
system one set of reoords checking another, and another point is that the 
omin is a Oanal 'Department man and the patwari is intimate1y connected 
with the interests of the village. He is appointed on the recommendation 
of the landlord and his tendency would certainly be to fail to write up a 
j?;ood deal of the irrigated area. 

35,612. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is there any part of this Province where 
~here is a shortage of labour 1'-1 could not say off-hand. It is not a 
que~tion with which I am familiar. 

35,613. Do you know wmat the ordinary rate of wages for field labour 
isP-It is reported that in the Meerut Division it is about 6 annas for a 
female and 8 annas for a male and elsewhere it is 4 annM for a femall) 
~nd 6 annas for a male. 

35,614. One witness from one district has told us it is Ii annas for 
women and children and four annas for a manP-In what part of the 
Province? 

35,615. Rae BareliP-It is quil:.e! possible that those rates might be paid 
by the landlord; but they are not the market rates--

35,616. The Chairman: How comes it that the landlord gets his labour 
below the market rateP-He makes a qu.id pro qu.o in some way or other. 
The landlord can usually dictate terms to the people living in the village. 
In some estates the landlord has a customary rate of la.bour; really it 
is part payment of rent; it varies from village to village. 

35,617. Sir Thomas Middleton: How is the market rate ascertaiflM?
We ask the Collectors what is ordinarily paid in the villages and that is 
how we get the information. As far as I know there is no publication in 
which the figures are quoted. . 

35,618. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is Rae Bareli one of the districts where 
t~er,: is severe pressure of population?-It is a pretty' highly populated 
dlstnct. 

35,619. Are wages generally lower in the east of the Province than in 
the west P-They are higher in the west certainly and therefore they are 
lower in the east. I should say in Bundhelkand the wages are lower still; 
but it is merely a guess. . . 

. ,~5,620. Has the G<>.vernment any definite policy in allowing labour to 
llugrate where there IS a severe pressure of populationP-1 do not think 
that Government intervenes in the matter at all. Thl:re is no qlle~tion of 
encouraging or di~cour8ging in the matter, so far as I am aware. 

35,621. Is t,here not a law which restricts emigration from this Province 
to AssamP-,There may be; I could not say. I am not familiar with that 
Act. I believe there is au Act. 

35,622. I understand from a G<>vernment Order that G<>vernment have 
restricted the movement of labour to Assam except from five Divisions, 
including Fyza.bad, Allahabad and Jhansi. That means that migration is 
prohibited over a considerable portion of the Province, does it notP-Yes. 

35,623. Dot>s that prohibition ext-end to districts where there is a severe 
pressure of population, and w,here wages are lowl'-I have no knowledge of 
the subject. 11. IS not a question I have any experience of. It belongs 
to the Indu.stries Departmt>nt and not to the Revenue Department. 
, '35,624. Is there any feeling in the Provinoe that lsbour is required for 
field operations and therefore could not be allowed to move out of the 
ProvinceP-l am not aware of any shortage of labour. In fact the ordinary 
labourer does not work every day in the year.' 
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35,625. Ie this matter taken up very much by the local press or by the 
politiciaDB?~hortagC! of labour? 

35,626. The desirability of maintaining labourers on the landP-I am not 
aware of any discU88ion. 

3.:.,627. You do not know of any strong public opinion in the matter?
No. There is always a public opinion against anything in the form of 
indentured labour, but the reA80UB, I think; are not economic. 

35,628. There is no indentured labour hereP---No; there is a feeling 
against anything which tends in that direction. 

35,629. 18 there any particular prejudice against migration to Assam on 
th088 groundsP-That I cannot say. 

35,630. Have you heard of itP-No; I have not heard of it. Do you mean 
pohtical prejudice? 

35,631. Political or economic or whatever it is, is there any?-All I know 
is there was an agitation against the Bihar estates getting the labour. It 
WIUI ODe of the points in non-co-operation times. 

35,632. But the conditions in regard tD Bihar are quite different from 
th()!08 in regard to AssamP-Yes 

35,6.'33. There is no restriction with regard to Bihar, but there is restrie:
tion with regard to A88amP-I am not familiar with 'bhe reasons. 

35,634. You have just now told us that District Officers are nDt very 
clo,ely in touch with the districts owing to retrenchment in touring?
That is one of the reasDl)S, I think. 

35,635. Has the touring grant been very largely cut down?-I cannot 
give YDU the figures, bnt certainly the periods have and the grant has. 

3.3,636. The period of the touring is reduced by Government orders?
It is reduced presumably because tlie grant for it is not fDrthcoming. 

35,637. Was the grant cut down by the vote of the Council?-I really 
could not tell you the history of the matter. Why it was cut down and 
whether there was actually a cut in the budget I conld nDt say. 

35,638. In this Pro\'ince, is the time Df. the District Officer largely oocupied 
with magisterial or criminal work?-NDt of the District Officer, 'Do. The 
Collector and District lIagistrate only takes up important cases. He has 
got certain appellate work, but the original criminal wDrkthe District 
Magistrate would not take up unless there are special reasons for doing so. 

35,639. The work of the Assistant OollectQr is mostly magisterial?-Yes, 
plenty of it; he haa got a heavy file. 

35,640. Both in Agra aud Oudh, this is the case with the Assistant 
CommisslOnerand the Assistant OollectorP-Yes, he has got a great deal 
of case work to do. In the bigger places, in Lucknow for instance, there 
is a City Magistrate, and my own experience is that the average Sub
di\'isional Officer has got a pretty heavy file of criminal as well as revenue 
work. 

35,641. Does it occupy, say, 40 or 50 per cent. of his timeP Oan you 
give me a figure?-In court hours, I should think 70 per cent. 

35,642. That also diminishes his zeal for prolK\cuting el'Onomic inquiriesP 
-The ordinary officer when he i& out in camp, goes ont to the villages in 
the morning and sits in court during the day. When I say 70 per cent., 
[ lDean of the actual time spent in court. What generally happ6TIB in 
practice is that he spends most of his court time on criminal work, and what 
time he haa left he devotes to revenue work • 
. 35,643. Would you like to see him relieved of his magisterial work in 
~rder to put him in touch with the economics of his districtP--:-Th>lt would 
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be a doubtful policy. A lot of other considerations come in. It is a very 
big question, and I should not like to express an opinion offhand. There 
are many obvio~B disadvantages. 

35,644. Do I understand that in your opinion there is no difficulty felt 
by landlords or tell~nts in improving their agricultural hoHings owing 
to the. fear .of taxation on Improvement&P-I should say none. There i~ 
very lIttle fear of that, I should say. They might not do it just before 
a settlement, but I think it would be incorrect til SO" tha~ the fMr of 
ha~ing the revenue assessed on improvements is any drag 011 the maki.ng 
of Improvements. 

35,645. And is capital actually being invested ill tho improl'olllen~ of land P 
---Certainly. 

35,646. Is there a continuous process going on?--A very large number 
of wells are dug e:very year. 'fhi're has been a tremendous de:velopment in 
well construt'i;ion during the last thirty years. 

35,647. Before settlement comes on, is there any.retardation of improve
ment, say, in the cropping system P-I should not say so; there is no 
indication of it. In the district which I have settled, where there is a 
tendency to introduce improved crops in the way of new Pusa wheats, there 
is certaiuly no indication that the villagers were afraid that the introduc
tion of improved crops would mean a hea.vier assessment. The reason for 
thiR. is that the as!lelSsment is made on the rent; it is not made in this 
Province on any estimated outt-urn. There is no estimate made of the 
value of the crop at nIl. We work on the basis of the existing rents. 

35,648. How would that apply to assessment on sir land, home-farm land P 
-It is impossible to say what suspicions the landlord might have at the 
back of his mind agllinst the Settlement Officer, but I cannot imagine that 
it constitut.es any c1lt'ck on the development of agriculture; all the indica
tions which I have seen are in the opposite direction. Even in districts 
whl're it is known that the settlement is pending. especially in the Meerut 
Division, the people have gone on steadily introducing improved crops. -

35,649. We have had evidence before us which was just the other way; 
in fact one landlord definitelv told us ao?-There are landlords like that, 
but they are not common. . 

35,650. Sir Ganga Ram: How many districts Bre permanently BAttled in 
these Provinces?-Benares, Jnunpore, Miuapore, pnrt of BaHia. There are 
also scatteI:ed areas in Oudh which Bre permanently Pl'ttled. 

35.651. In these districts are the settlements governed by the samll -rules 
as obtain in Bengal P-There are rules as regards the tenant and the land
lord, nnd the Agra Tennncy Act applies. 

35,652. Can the landlord take any rent from the tenant, or is the law 
of tenancy laid down there ?--They are governed by the Agra Tenancy Act. _ 

35,653 Tille rent which ·he {'an take from the tenants is regulated by 
80me law, is It lJot?-What happens is that a very great number of the 
tenant. are fixed rato tenants; their rent cannot be enhanced. 

35,654. But the rent that they take {rom the tenants is recognised by law, 
is it notP-The rent is not fixed by law, but the law regulates that. there 
cannot be any enhancement to the rent of 80 fixed rate tenant. 

a.:;,655. I had occasion abont ten years ago to visit a village in the Darb
hanga distriet of the Province of Bihar and Ol'issa, and I found the tenant 
was being charged Rs.15 an acre, whereas the landlord was only paying 
3 anuas pel' acre P Can the landlord charge any amount he likes P-He can 
charge anything he likes provided the land is not fixed rate, ex-proprietary 
or occupancy land. If it is non-occupancy, he can charge anything for it. 
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35,656. And in the case of occupancy?-That is liable to regulatiQn. 
, 3.),657. 1A these Provinces, is • man with occupancy rights subject to the 

law of inheritance or the Hindu law P-It is a special law of succellSiou; it 
is not the Hindu law of successiou. The order of succession to tenants is a 
8~cial order of its own. It is given in the Tenancy Acts. It is not quite 
the same as the ordinary Hindu law, but it is very like it. It is diff81'ent 
in BOrne details. 

35,658. On page 204 of your note, you say that the numoor of masonry 
weUs in the Province has inl"reased from 302,000 to 441,000 in the last 30 
years? Is that rightP-Yes, those are the figures. 

35,659. If I am wrong please correct me. I take it that it amounts to 
something like 4,1300 a year?-I suppose it does. 

35,660. And you might put down, say, five acres of protected area under 
each well. It would not protect more than five acres, would itP-Perhaps 
not. 

35,661. My caIculation ia that, taking 50 million as your population and 
after deducting all the areas that you have protected, you have still to 
protect 10 million acres of land which still remains unprotected at present. 
The Barda canal, I understand, is only going to protect 300,000 acres, and 
it cannot protect the remaining portion. I may be wrong in my ealcula-_ 
tion, I am not sure, but you might tell me ?-Government does not under
take to (;onvert the whole of the dry area into wet. Government are pushing 
the thing forward as ,much as possible so far as funds are available; the 
Barda canal scheme is costing a great deal of money. 

35,662. But that would only protect 300,000 acresP-I was under the 
impre..<.aiou that it was a good deal more. 

35,663. Then, another question has been asked by my colleague aud it has 
been answered, but I want to go into the figures. You say that under the 
new settlement rules the land revenue will be as low as about 2 per cent. 
of the vsluft of the annual produce. Formerly it was one-sixth or 16 per 
cent. It is given in Lord Curzon's land polieyP-There have been v"ry big 
changes since the year 1901, that is during Lord Curzon's time, not only 
in the revenue policy but also in the'rise in prices. 

35,664. Has it CODle down to 2 per cent. now as you sayP-Yes. 
35,665. That leaves 98 per cent. ior other people. Can you give us a rough 

idea as to how the 98 per cent. is disbursed, that is to say, how much to 
the landlord, how much to the tiller and hoW' much to the bullocks? Could 
you work out these figures and send them to usP-The figures are already 
given. 

3.3,666. What I mean to say is this, that if Government takes 2 per cent., 
then 118 per cent. ofthl!l gross produce is left to the other people. What is 
the detail &8 to the disposal of this remaining 98 per cent.? You have been 
a Settlement Oflil'er, and I am asking you this because of that factP-Table J 
of the Report on Agriculture in the United Provinces is as far 88 we can 
get to. It gives the cultivators' expenses, the rents and the revenue. 

35,667. I want to reduce it to figuresP-We cannot give any more figures 
than haTe been given in the last chapter of the report, 'because it depends 
on the individual cultivator. • 

35,668. Are the minor streams supposed to be the property of Government 
or the property of the adjoining villagers P Can anyone put up a pump 
and take the water without the sanction of GovftrllJ1lent, or is it necessary 
to have Government sanctionP-They are not Government property. The 
stream belongs to thei landlord. If there are two villages, one on each side 
of a stream, the dividing line between the villages is in the middle of the 
stream; the stream 18 not Government property. 
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35,669. Con anyone put up a pump and take the ltater?-If the landlord 
will let him; it is his property, and he can do what he likes with. it. It 
has nothing to d,o with Uovernment at all. 

35,670. In the Punjab, all that is governed by the Drainage Act or some
other Act?-I am not aware of it. I know several pUJDping schemes on the 
edges of streams. 11 have not-heard of any provision of the law which pro-' 
hilJits a private individual from putting up a pumping scheme on the edge 
of a Iltream. 

35,671. Mr. Calt.crt: Is that the case with forest streams?-It is not the 
case with streams insid& the forests, but here I am thinking of agricultural 
land. 

35,672. Sir Ganga Ram: In agricultural land, there is no prohibition?
I am aware of none. 

35,673. If the stream passes through the properties of a number of 
pi'rsons, can the Plan in the upper reaches of the stream pump up the water 
to the detriment of the persons further down the stream?-No. There is 
a provision in the Canal Act which enables Government to notify 8S regards 
certain sreas that they are controlled by the Irrigation Department. The 
position is that Government can, if they consider it necessary, assume con
trol of a certain stretch of river, but until they do so there is no control by 
Government. 

35,674. 'Vhen you make survey maps for your settlement purposes, would 
it not be advisable to put the contours on it, say, five feet apart, so as to 
show at a glance how the lay of the land is ?-For whose information? 

35,675. In you!' settlements you make survey maps of each tahsil?-We 
make survey maps of each village. 

33,676, So much the better. I only suggest that you should put on the 
map contour lines, five feet or two feet apart, so as to show everyone how 
the land lies, so that he can know where to take the water, and how to take 
it?-For whose information is this? For thai cultivators' information? 

35,677. For everybody's information; everybody will be enlightened by 
that system ?-I think the cultivator would know much JDore how to take 
the water hy looking at the f,round than by looking -at the map. 

35,678. Sir James MacKenna: Do you know if t.he contours are given in 
thl! one-inch maps?-I do not think the contours are given in the Govern
ment of India survey maps, 80 for as I am aware. The difference in the 
levels of an ordiuary village will be practically nothing . 
. 35,679. The Raja 01 Parlakimcdi: They are given in the district maps?

They are shown i~. the hill maps, the forest maps. 
35,680. Sir Ganga Ram: It would be very useful inforJUation for purposes 

of irrigation. They can decide -from the contour maps how to take the 
water. Yon know that sometimes tremendous mistakes are madeP-There 
is no objection whatever, if the Irrigation Department think that these 
mapa will be of benefit to them, to their preparing such maps. 

35,681. For ordinary general purposes, do you not think they will be of 
useP-I do not know how the patwa'ri is to do it. 

35,682. He can easily get the information from the Survey of India. mapsP 
-These are village maps. 

35,683. You l'&n easily reduce it to the village mapsP-There are no 
contours in the Sllrl'ey of IndiA. maps. 

35',684. The Act that I was referring to some time ago is the Northern 
India. Canal and Drainage Act. It says: "Whereas, throughout the terri
tories to which this Act extends, Government is entitled to use and control' 
for puhlio purposes the waters of rivers and streams flowing through their 
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chao nels, and all lakes and other natural collections of water.. .. Are 
the&e Pro"inces governed by thi.~ Act?-The preamble you have read out 
8ay .. that Government is entitled to control. In these Provinces, also 
Government are entitled to control; they call issue a notification. 

35,685. In these Provinces, uo you think that ~he cultivators have any 
apare time hanging on their hands? Is it a problem to find out cottage 
i'ndustries for them?-The culth'ator is not working 24 hours a day. 

35,686. Is there any spare time in the year which he cannot use profitably? 
It is put down by some people that for four months and in some ·cases for 
IiI months, he has nothing to do?-He has certainly slack seasons when be 
is doing little; tho hot weather, for instance. 

35,687. Have you thought of any method by which he can employ his 
spare time profitably? For instance, sheep-grazing, or something like thatP 
-There is nowl,..re to gra?e sheep. 

3.5,688. Then' is a lot of spare landP-!t. is land, but there is nothing on 
the land. It is bare earth; there i.~ no grass on it. 

35,689. Su' Tl,oma., Middleton: With reference to the time which Col
lectors are now able to get for studying the economic conditions of their 
di~triets, .\()u have .,xplained that in recent years the Collector's work has 
bee .. speciuli.'!cd and that his travelling facilities have been cut down. To 
what 'lxtent does the Collector now deal with such other subjects as educa
tion, roads Rnd tore8ts, which are specialised departments?-He deals with 
them more or less generally. References are very frequently made to the 
Colle"tor by other Departments, and he gives help when it is wanted. In 
forest m .. tten, generally the Collector has very little to @ny. 

35,690. He helps them generally. Does he do the same in connection with 
the Agricultural Department?-If the Agricultural Department asks the 
Collel,tor's help in any way, I thi.nk I am safe in saying that it is given. 

35,691. 18 he in any official sense the centre of the district for all these 
Departments?-No, I do not think so; it is difficult to answer the question 
as J·egards centre of the district. 

35,692. There is certainly nothing laid down officially that you know ofP-
You are thJDking of agriculture? _ 

35,693. Agriculture and all the departmental work that is going on. I 
hav6 instanced roads?-I should not say that there is any definite instruction' 
on the point. It i& a point which is regulated by custom; there are certain 
things which rHIuire a definite reference to the Collector. 

35,694. SI1 JlJme. ·jla.cKcn7uJ.: What about the Commissioner of the 
Divisicn?-l do not think if an agricultural officer wanted to have anything 
done lJe would go to the Oollector; I think he would recommend it to the 
Commissioner. 

35,695. I wall thinking of the other branches of the administration, the 
Forest Department and the Pubiie Works Department?-What happens is 
thllt in some cases for local matters they go up to the Collector, and it comes 
up to Go,ernment through the Commissioner. 

:35,696. Sir Thomas Mlddleton: You mentioned, I think, that the man 
who is doing settlement work bas much hetter opportunities of coming into 
close touch with the agricultural and economic matters than the Collector? 
-He is out for five months at a stretch without getting back to headquarters, 
and the whole of the time be is out in the villages. He is out every day a~ 
7.30 in the morning, and does not come back till 4 in the afternoon. 

35,697. How often do the settlements recur in these Provinces?-Thirty 
years; now it·will be forty years. 

35,698. About how many settlements would be in progress in the Province 
at a time?-There are seven now; it depends on the programme. 
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35,6D9. How many districts have you ?-lliJUghly fifty. Some of them 
lire permanently se~tled; there are no settlements in thE' Benares DIvision. 

35,700. You have explained that your settlement starts on the basis of 
the existing village maps lind papers. These village maps in the United 
Provinces are, I think, pretty old. When was your cadastral survey made? 
Wllum were the village boundaries laid out?-They are pretty old. I could 
not say when the village boundaries were laid out. 

35,701. These village boundaries were no doubt laid out working on the 
triangulation method of the topographical survey. Have you any reason 
t'l SIISpect that these village boundaries may be inuecurate?- ·Not sub
stantially; not enough to make any difference for the purposes of the 
Revenue Department, certainly. 

35,702. Wllen you do your field surveying, do you find that the field 
boundaries have changedP-There is a difference in areas. 

35,703. Are these differences in areas lIubsta,ntial?-Not very much. 
35,704. Errors of 5 per cent. would be common P-I should think not 5 per 

cent.; we very seldom find anything as big as 5 per cent. 
35,705. With referenoo to the question put to you by Sir Ganga Ram about 

levelling, I do not think your settlement parties are provided with levels? 
-N o. They would not do levelling at all; they are not trained in that way. 
The surveyor is the patwa.ri himself, and ,he is not trained in any way to 
take levels. 

35,706. What does he work wiih?-A chain, a right angle and'a compass. 
35,707. What is the longest period for which you grant loans for permanent 

improvemen~P-There is no limit. The .. ordinary pfl~iod is h.n years, but 
if it has to be extended to orer twenty year~ Government sanction is 
it can he extended to twenty years with the sl\nction of Collectors, but 
if it has to be extended to O'l'er twenty years (.ov~rllment sanction is 
necessary. 

35,708. The ordinaxy period is ten yearsP-Yes. 
3,j,709. So that the sinking fund will be pretty heavyP-Yes. 
35,710. HaVEl any complaints boen made of the short period for which 

loans are given ?-I have never heard any at all. . 
35,711. The point has 'not been taken up ?-I do not think there is any 

indication that it is considered too short a period. There is no indication 
that there is any unwillingness to go in for taccavi loans on account of the 
short period, 

35,712. You do not think that the sinking fund required for a. repayment in 
"""n years has restricted the development of wells, for example P-I do not 
think so. 

35,713. Has anyone attempted to estimate the charge in these Provinces, 
which the indebtedness beara to the gross produce, the interest chargesP-If 
you mean agricultural indebtedness, I do not know. It is quite impossible 
to make a reliable estima.te. 

35,714. Did Mr. Moreland make no attempt to estimate it at allP-He 
may have. I am not familiar with that. 

3.3,715. At any rate it is dear that it must be many times greater th:llJ 
2 per cent. P-Oertamly, 

35,716. Can you mention a probable figureP-No. 
35,717. Would ;)'OU think a figure of 40 per cent. excessiveP-I have no 

information. If I gave a figu·re, it would be purely guess work. 
35,718. How much of the gross value goes into the payment of interest? 

-I do not believe anybody knows at all, even approxima.tely, wha.t the total 
indehtedness is. 
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35,719. If anyone made such a statement would it surprise you?--l 
should ask him where he got the informatian from. 

35,720. You would not accept such a statement without inquiry ?-No. 
I would not venture myself to mention any figure in that connedioll. 

35,721. III it yonr argument that the Government ~l1nn()t finance the 
cultivator directly?-Yes, it is quite obvious. 

35,722. Therefore, in attempting to improve I1gricultul'~ the only way in 
which G<>v('rnment can come in is by attempting to control the rate of 
interest?-Yes. We have got the Usurious Loans Al·t; we have got the 
competition of the co-operative credit society. The.,e are the two method •. 

3.5,72.':1. Have any other methods been suggested at any time for ('on
trolling the rate of interest ?-I am not aware of any. 

35,724. Sir Henry Lawrence: How long does it take to finish a settlement? 
-It g"nerally takes about 21 to three years now. It used to take seven ye!\l's 
years before. 

35,725. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do the papers of the Agricultural Depart
ment pass through your Revenue Department?-No. The Agricultural 
Secretary is Secretary in the Education Department. 

35,726. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: Do you i!ll. normal years distribu-te 
taccav; for seeds aud bullocks?-Yes. The actual figures of tocea'!!i for 
recent years are given in the provincial memorandum. 

35,727. Is that for improvement ?-No, loans under Act XII are almost 
entirely for seeds and bullocks. Loans for machmery come under this Act, 
but not for wells. 

35,728. Owing to the hardship which the cultivators have to bear in pay
ing back these faceavi loans, would it not be better to distribute taccavi. 
through (JG.()perative lIOCieties?-1 think, from the point of view of Govern
ment, what one wants to know is whether the C<Hlperative society is able to. 
pay back its debts. Our experience in the Revenue Department is that sa. 
many of these banks gD into liquidation. They borrow a kwrk ami'll. to 
liquidate their debts, and the Revenue Department pays for the kurk ami'll., 
and the Co-operative Department takes whatever he can collect. It seems 
to me that before you undertake to distribute taccavi through C()-()perative 
lKlCieties you have got to be pretty certain of their financial. stability. 

35 729. What I 1Dean to say is that if such encouragement be given to 
the ~perative society, money may be -advanced to the co-operative society 
on the joint responsibility of the members, and the members may distribu~ 
it among thernselv_ 

The Chairman: So that only the members would get the advantage? 
35,7.10. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: Yes. It is a general practice that cul

tivators who cannot obtain loans from the mahajaM and other plaoos apply 
for taccavi?-Yes. 

35,731. &> if some such measure be adopted by G<lvernrnent, I think it 
will stimulate the co-operative movem6!ll.t a grea.t deal?-Yes, it might. 

35,732. I ilhould like to know whether this system of naza·rana was in 
force before the .Act of 1886 was passed by the G<>vernrnent?-The Oudh 
Amendment Act? 

35,733. ·Yes. Was nazarana taken before thatP-Yes, I should say it was. 
35,734. Do you think before that more 1UlI!:amnll was taken than at pre

sent ?-I cannot tell. 

35,735. Are not the landlords oomp~lled to take this nazarana becaUBe of 
the limitation of rent 8nhancem6!ll.tP-It is one of the reasons. Nazarana 
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takes so many forms, it is difficult to say. Nazarona is not merely a 
premium for rent fa.cilities. It is taken for a. lot of other things. 

35,736. In your reply to the Questionnaire you say tlmt the number of 
agricultural wells in the Provinces hM increaaed to ~4~,OOO. Does thIS 
number include wells constructed by the landlords, or Ie It only for those 
wells which have been constructed from the taccavi advanced by the Govern
mentP-That is the total number of wells. 

35,737. So that it includes th06e wells a.lso which have been built by the 
landlords P-Yes. 

35,738. Is there any statement showing how many wells ha.ve been ~uilt 
by the landlords within the loast thirty years? Figures are not gIven 
separately anywhere?-I do not think there are separate figures showing the 
wells built by landlords and wells built by tenants. There is no record of 
that. 

35,739. As far as your knowledge goes, do IIlOt the landlords build wells 
in their own villages, or help the tenante to build wellsP-Landlords and 
tenants both build welIs. If the tenants have rights in their holdings they 
do a good deal of well construction. iLandlords certainly do quite a lot. 

35,740. Is it not a practice in villages, except in some special cases, that 
the landlords have to give fuel and all other things and to help the cul
tivator in building these wellsP-1 believe the landlord very often does help 
the cultivator in the construction of welIs. 

35,741. Who reports the wages of the labourers to GovernmentP-They 
a.re reported 'by the District Officer. 

35,742. Is there any difference between the wages that preva.il in cities 
118 compared with those in villagesP-1 should certainly think so. 

35,743. Is it not a fact that in towns wages are always high, much 
higher than those prevailing ill' villages P-I should certainly think so. 

35,744. Is there sufficient incentive to the landlords to make improvements 
in their estates or in their propertiesP-The chief ,incentive is the extra 
profit. 

35,745. You give certain c.oncessions at the time of settlement, but not at 
the time when the construction is made. Is any incentive in this direction 
given to the landlord P-I do not think any concessions are given, but I do 
not quite understand what you have in mind. The incentive, I under
stand, is that if the landlord makes improvements he gets increased profit.s, 
lind Government does IIlOt tax him on the incre/lsed value due to the 
improvement. 

35,746. My personal experience as a landlord is that there are times 
when the landlord finds great difficulty in getting his rent, and has to 
make certain improvements to maintain the same rent as before. He 
cannot enhance the rent, and even the old rent could not be maintained 
without some improvementP-Yee. 

35,747. Before th~ tours of District Officers were curtailed, were the 
officers in greater touoo with the village people than they are nowP-They 
must have been more in touch. The Collector in a big district now does 
practically no touring at all. His work at headquarters is heavy, and he 
has no time to spend four or five months a year in camp. In these circum
stances he cannot 'be so much in touch with the agricultural population as 
he was when he spent four or five months on tour. 

35,748. My question is, is it only sinl'e the non-eo-operation movement 
that these tours of District Officers have been curtailed P Before that were 
they more in touch with the village peopleP-It is inevitable that if they 
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are not moving about freely among the people they must be less in touch 
with them. 

35,149. Was there not some distrust amongst the villagers about these 
tours, beca1l88 they had to suffer much har8BSment and troubleP-I should 
Bay this disoontent cornea partly from the politician and partly from the 
Bar. The local Bar does not like the Collector to be out in camp hearing 
cases, and it does not suit a particular type of political thought. There may 
have ~n individual ClI6IlS in which the touring officer 'Wilt! unpopular, but, 
generally speaking, I should say the villager very much prefers the 
Collector to tour more freely. 

35,750. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is it in the interests of the villagers that 
the Collector should tour more freely P-Yea. 

3.5,751. In what wayP-The Collector by touring gets to hear things per-
8Onally, he gets a much more intimate knowledge of what lis going on, and 
his knowledge is first hand. 

3.5,752. That is from the Collector's point of viewP-'-Yea. 
35,753. From the villager's point of view, in what way does the villager 

profit by the Collector touring more?-He profits by virtue of the fact tha.t 
there is much more oontrol over the local petty official and abuses are leas 
likely to happen; and I suppose if the Collector is more intimately acquainted 
with oonditions in the villages, it is more probable that he will further 
IB<'hemes for the improvement of villages and take more interest in the 
advancement of village life generally. 

35,754. Sir Jame. MacKenna: It often saves the villager a. visit to 1ead
quarters?-Yea. 

35,;5.5. The Raja of Parlakimedi: Complaints are more easily disposed 
ofP-Yl's; it is very difficult to put it into language, but the advantages of 
a cl068 pen;onal touch appear to be clear enough. 

35,756. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: You say that formerly CoIIectors used 
to tour a great deal in rural areas. Were they doing any service to the 
villagers in those days, helping the villagers in agricultural improvements 
or hygienic oonditions P Of course, they could also exercise more control 
over the petty officials; but were they rendering any other servioo?-I 
think the advantage really lay in the better working of the general adminis_ 
trati<>ll; I do not say there were any visihle signs of sanitation schemes in 
villages or things of that sort, but I think the welfare and general pro
sperity of the villager is very closely bound up with the efficiency of the 
district administration; if the Collector is in close personal touch with 
what is going on and is able to control the general working of the district 
by personal contact, the villager is inevitably a good deal better off than 
if the administration is getting lax and things are generally not 80 

efficiently run. 
35,757. Before the reforms were introduced these Collectors had to do a 

great deal of work in connection with District and Municipal BoardsP
They were the chairmen, yes; they were responsible for the general admini
stration of District Boards. 

35,758. Now they have been relieved of those dutiesP-Yes, but that does 
not mean that the Collectors have ceased to have any work in connection 
with District and Municipal Boards. 

35,759. I should say very little now as compared with those timesp-'l'ha.t 
is a matter of opinion; I have not any personal experience, but one does 
oocasionally hear it stated that the position now is that the Collector is 
responsible for what is going on in his district; in many ways it was very 
muab easier for him before; being in charge as official cha.lrman dld not 
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really appreciably add to his work as oompared with wha.t he has to do 
now' the work is l)OW much more difficult. You may say that the Collector 
is ~ longer the official chairman, and it may eound as if the~efore 'he had 
no oonnection with District and Municipal Boards, but I beLieve the facts 
aN' quite otherwi,se. 

35,760. In your sto,tement you say it is now the policy of the Government 
to take only 2 per cent. of the value of the annua.l produce. What proP.OT;,. 
tion will it be of the net yield of the ProvinceP-I cannot give you anythmg 
more than the figures in the last chapter of this memoro,ndum; the whole 
thing is worked out there. It varies from district to district. 

35,761. What proportion of the net assets did the Government take at 
the time of summary settlement?-The original percentage of the assets 
whi,,'h the Government took, right at the beginning of British rule, ,,"as 
90 per cent. 

35,762. Then after that it began to take a more liberal view?-lt came 
down gradually. 

35,763. I ha.ve in mind the note of Sir Haroourt Butler; I think the 
policy of Government has gradually become more and more liberal ?-I am 
quoting from the Report of the Settlement Committee: .. The Hritlsh 
Government found this perC'entage of 'aSsets unrealisable in practiC'e and 
it 'Wa.s reduced grrudually through succeeding stages. Regulation VII of 
1822 fixed it at 83 per cent., Regulation IX of 1833 at two-thirds, and the 
Saharanpur Rules of 1855 at half the net IUlsets." It 'has remained th6(>o 
retic...uy At this level up to the present time, but in fact the percentage of 
assets taken in the recent settlement has been between 43 and 45 per cent. 

35,764. At the time when the summary settlement was made, I believe 
there ",·as great scope for the cultiV'ation of new lands?-Yes, certainly, 
when the 'Original settlements were made. 

35,7G5. A very large area 'has come under cultivation within the last 
100 yearsP-Y~. 

35,766 . .Is there great scope now for more land to be brought under 
cultivationP-No, there is not a very big scope for extension of cultivation. 

35,767. There may be a thousand acres or 80 in Oudh; there is not much!' 
-No, generally speaking, there is not a great soope for the extension 'Of 
cultiV'ation in the ordinary districts of the United Provinces. 

35,768. Perhaps it may be OOmitted tho,t all tha.t area was brought under 
cultiva.tion owing to the exertions of the landlords, possibly because of 
over-population ?-I personally should rather o,ttribute it to the exertions 
of the tellJants, not of the landlords. 

35,769. You have been a Settlement Officer; is it not a fact that zamindars 
have given land and help to ~enants?-They 'ho,ve given land, but, of course, 
they have charged rent for It. 

35,770. But have not the landlords given help in founding hamlets?
They do sometimes; it depends whether the la.ndl'Ord is particularly anxJ,Ous 
to get fresh tena.nts or not; It depends 'how the competition is; in a tra.ct 
where the competition is for tellla.nts, the landlords will go a long way to 
get tenants; on the other hand, if the oompetition is for land and not for 
tenants, the landlord certa.inly does not go out of his wo,y; he does not 
have to go out of his 'l\'o,y. 

35,771. I believe this 'competition for land has arisen within the last 
fifteen or twenty years ?-It has certainly become much greater within 
that period; it varies from district to district according to the popula
tion. 

35,772. Has o,ny oalculation been made o,s to what ratio the average rent 
bellJ'8 to the annual yield of the tenantP-Will you look at tables" G " and 
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.. J" of Chapter XXVI in the Report on Agriculture in the United 
Provinces; it is all there j that is the only estimate I can give. 

35,773. Is it possible to eliminate the moneylender altogether from the 
village economy; I melLl! would it be beneficial to agricultural operationsP
It depends what you substituted; if you could finance the ",hole of agricul
ture a.t lower rates of interest, it would certainly be beneficial. 

3.5,774. Of course, but 88 long as such steps are not taken, is the money
lender necessary?-Unlese other arrangements are made for financing agricul
ture, I think the moneylender is a necessary evil; I do not see !how you can 
get rid of him; the cultivatoc has got to be financed somehow, the money 
haa got to be found, or else the" cultivator has WIt to bave more money 
him8elf 80 that he will not want to borrow. 

35,775. There must be lOme special reasons for these moneylenders taking 
such high rates of interest; I mean that owing to the risk and the excessive 
litigation expel18es, especially at the time of the execution of decrees, money
lenders have to charge high rates in order to Compensate themselves for 
the losses they have to incur. Would it not be justifiable for Government 
to take steps in that direction with a view to benefiting the cultivators?
To facilitert.e the execution of decrees and that sort of thing? 

35,776. Yes, if possible; it is only a. suggestion?-I certainly think there 
is room for improvement in the method by which decrees are executed.. 

35,777. The Chairman: On 1ihis question of the possibility of distributing 
taccavi loa.ns through ~perative organisations, it may be well to bring 
the ina.tter into .its right proportions. Do 'You know that there were 
115,149 members of primary credit societies last year, wheroos it is esti
Inated t.ha.t there are 7,125,000 heads of households in the rural a.rea.s?-res. 

35,778. That is to 8I1y, the present membership of the primary societies 
amounts to about 2·18 per cent. of the total rura.l populatlon which ml~ .. 
conoeivably become members?-Yes. 

35,779. 80 that in the meantime the opportunities of meeting the neede 
for tauavi loans through primary societies would.seem to be rather limitedr 
-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

SARDAR KIRPAL SINGH, Sardar Nagar, Gorakhpur. 

Replies to Questionnaire. 

QUlI8TION 2.-.{gncultural Education.--{i) This is not sufficient. In the 
United Provinces there is only one college in Cawnpore. 

(ii) There are no facilities for agricultural teaching in Gorakhpur. 
(iii) Preferably, but we should not confine to agricultural classes a.!one, 

we must take the best we could get. 
(ix) No career worth the name is open to students. 

(xii) This can be popularised by giving lands to deserving students from 
Government reserves. 

QUlI8TI()N 3.-De1nonstration and Propaganda.--{a) Persona.! example set 
by big zamindars who take interest in the subject. 

(c) Zamindars should be encouraged to start demonstration farms in each 
village or in a central village easily accessible to surrounding villages. 

(d) In our own farm we have made experiments with improved cane 
varieties and wheat, and both are" successful. 

61916 
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QUESTION 4.-Administration.-(c) (i) No, these are not sufficiently 
available. 

(ii) The presonto' rates on seeds and fertilisers are very excessive and they 
should be greatly reduced. 

(iii) Roads are not sufficient. More pucca roads should be built,and no 
such roads exist in the mO/1LSsil. 

(iv) Forecast report of the department should be more widely circulated 
in ve1"ll6culars of the Province, and, if possible, reports pertaining to 
districts sbould be attempted. 

QUESTION 5.-Finance.--(a) Taccavi loans should be given for a good 
breed of cattle, seed and wells. 

QUESTION 6.-Agricultural Indebtedness.--(a) (i) The main cause of 
borrowing is that when the agriculturist wants money, it is not available, 
nor can any bank advance money against his standing orops. So he haa 
to go to a petty moneylender. 

(ii) Petty moneylenders. 
(iii) When the crops fail. 
(c) The more you restrict, tIm more evil practices will increase. 

QUESTION 7.-Fragmentation 0/ Holdings.-(a) Holding should not be 
subdivided beyond 10 bighas. 

(b) Small occupancy holdings and their subdivisions and inherent habit 
of people against migration. 

(c) Present law is more than sufficient. 

QUESTION 8.-lrrigatioll.-(a) (ii) The water of tanks, ponds, jhils and 
rivers should be utilised with the help of pumps. 

(iii) The use of tube-welIs should ·be more populariood and larger grants 
on smaller rates should be granted for this purpose. The present rate of 
ta.ccavi is too high. For small areas pucca wells with Persian wheels will 
be more u~efuI. 

QUESTION 9.-Soils.--(a) Soils become poorer for want of manuring and 
ignorance of the use of fertilisers. . 

QUESl·10N 10.-1'ertiliserB-{a) This can be improved by stoppage of the 
export of bones and oilcakes and oilseeds. By improving cow and buffalo 
breeds agriculturist will get good bulls as well as food and manure for his 
field. 

(c) The use of chemical fertilisers is good to some extent, but it would be 
beyond the capacity of the cultivatorS! in respect of money, understauding 
and application. 

(e) I do not think these manures have been tried thoroughly. 
(/) Facilities should be given by Forest Department for cheap fuel from 

Government forest. 

QUESTION ll.-Crops.-{a) (i) Supply of better quality of seed. 
(iii) Help of zamindars to be taken for f.his. 
(iv) Bulls Bnd monkeys to be controlled. There should be some fund for 

the maintenaDl'e of the bulls, and old and useless bulls should not be let 
10066. 

QUESTION 12.-0ultivation.-(i) No improvement could be suggested unless 
plough cattle are improved. 

(ii) The present rotations are quite enough. 
QUBS1·ION 14.-Implementl.--(a) Agricultural implements are too costly. 

something should be done for local production. 
Sard<tr Kirpal Singh. 
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QUE8TIOl" 15.-Veterinary.-{a) Better if under the Director of Agricul-
ture, and there will be more C(H)rdination. 

(b) (ii) No. 
(c) (i) No veterinary dispell68l"Y wort,h the name is available. 
(ii) Never heard of any Iluch dispensary coming to our place. 
(d) More veterinary doctors should be available for the district. 
(e) We never got serum. 

Ql'KlITION I6.-Animal Husbandry.-{a) (i) Better bulls and stoppage of 
deluge of inferior Brahmini bulls. 

(ii) No such industry in Gorakhpur. 
(iii) No prof·er feeding L·f <·attle. 
(b) (i) No pastures in the district. of Gorakhpur. 
(iii) Quite insufficient. 

QuESTION l7.-Agricultural Ifldustries.-{a) The men are too busy during 
the year to find time for anything else. 

(b) All are engaging in the work. 
(c) In Gorakhpur for men to touch eggs and fowls is disgusting. 
(d) Every leaf is used in feeding cattle. Oil, sugar and rice factories 

.hould be encouraged. . 

QUJl8TION 18.-Agriculhwal Labour.-{a) We want our surplus to be 
provided for elsewhere. 

(i) and (ii) None in Gorakhpur worth the name. 

Oral Evidence. 

35,780. The Chairman: Sardar Kirpal Singh, you are from the district 
of Gorakhpur in the Central Provinces?-Yes. 

35,781. We ha\"e got the note of the evidence which you have been good 
enough to prepare for us. Is there anything which you would like to 
add to that at this stage or may we ask a few questionsP-You may 
ask questions. 

:15,782. Turning to your note in answer to our Question 2, Agricultural 
Education, you bBY, "No career worth the name is open to students." 
Are you thinking there of a career in the services or of a career in the 
business of agricultureP-A career in the services. 

35,7!l3. Do you think that agriculturai education should be regarded as 
a qualification for practical farming as well as for recruitment in the 
aervices?-lt should be for practical farming, because students coming 
out from the colleges do not know much about practical work. They are 
not of much UBe on the farlD. 

35,784. When you say that they are of very little use on the farm, do 
you speak from personal experience?-Yes. Many a time the students 
ha\"e come to me, and when I put them SOllie questions on farming they 
88y they do not know al,ything. They do not know anything about practical 
farming in the fields. 

35,785. You mean they have no knowledge of farm manageJDentP-Farm 
management can be achie"ed after some time; but first they should kr:ow 
how to do the work. 

35,786. You mean if YOll give them a task to supervise they do not 
know enough to do waH-Yes; they do not know when the plant requires 
watering and that bOrt of thing. They may have read a good deal, but 
when they go sctually to the field they do not know how to do the 
work. 
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35,787. You think it if> the difference between theory and practiceP
Yes, 1\ good deaL 

35,7B8. Does that suggest to your mind that agricultural education might 
be strengthened on the practical sideP-Yes, it should be. 

35,789. ·Would· you tell the Commission something about the extent of 
your own holding in land, how much land you ownP-I do not own any 
land, but my father owns land. 

35,790. Would YOll tell us about your father's ownership in landP
In the United Provinces my father has got about 10,000 acres. 

35,791. W'hat is the extent of the land which he farms himselfP-About 
600 acres. . 

35,792. Does he farm that by paid labour?-Yes. 
35,793. Paid in cash or in kind ?-Cash. 
35,794. Cash entirely?-Yes, entirely cash. 
35,795. 'What wages does he pay P-A new man gets 4 annas a day and 

tho man who stays in the farm for two years gets about 6 to 8 annas. 
35,796. Is that, you think, the ordinary market nte for labour in those 

districts ?-Yes. 
35,797. I see that on your father's farm you have made experiIDents 

on improved cane \'arieties and wheat; are those two crops the main 
crops?-In olir farm they are the main crops; we also grow gram and 
rice. . 

35,798. What wheats do you grow?-Pusa 4 has been found to be the 
best in our place. 

35,799. And canes?-213 Coimbatore. 
35,800. Bow long have you had that on the farm P-For about five or 

six years. 
35,801. Are you satisfied with itP-Yes. 
35,802. You see no sigus of deterioration either in the wheat or in the 

BugarcaneP-No, not till now. 
35,803. Do you manure your wheat landP-Not lIIuch. 
35,804. When you do manure your wheat land, what fertilisers do you 

applyP-8o far we have applied cowdung. 
a5,805. Does that give good result in the case of wheatP-Yes. A little 

bit of green manure is aiso used. 
35,806. Do you give up a certain aJDount of land to growing green 

manure crops P-Yes. 
35,807. "nat do you gl'ow?-8ann hemp. 
35,808. ~\J'e these lands irrigatedP-Yes. 
35,S09. All of them P-Not all; but specially the farm I am talking 

about. 
35,810. You do grow wheat on irrignted landP-Yes. 
:15,8Jl. Do you grow any fodder for your working .cattleP-Not much; 

but for our own cattle we grow baira. 

35,812. Do YOll preserve it at all against seasons of shortage ?-N ot 
much. We find some difficulty only in two months, but in other months 
it is quite all right. 

35,813. D(l you keep any milch cows at allP-Yes. 
35,814. What do you feed them on in the season of fodder shortage?

I have never experienced any fodder shortage; but we generally feed them 
011 bhu.~a, gram, arh.ar and such other things. 

Sardar Kirpal Sinoh. 
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35,815. Have you heard at all of the method of preserving fodder by 
placing it ill a pit and making silage?-Yes; we do it. 

35,816. Do you find that a Buccess?-Yes. 
35,817. Do you give it only to the milch cows?-We give it also to 

other cattle. 
35,818. To the working cattle?-Yes. 
35,819. Do they eat it readilyP-Yes. 
35,820. For how many years have you been practising that methodP-

For four or five yeaTs. 
35,821. You think you are likely to continue it with success?-Yes. 
35,8:!2. You keep it below ground P-Yes, below ground. 
35,823. On page 232, in answer to our Question 7, Fragmentation of 

Holdings, you say, "Holding should not be sub-divided beyond 10 
bighas." Do you suggest that there should be a law passed to that effectP
Yes. 

35,824. Do you think that would receive a reasonable body of public 
8upport?--Whenever any law is passed there are some who support it 
and some who oppose it. 

35,825. So I say a reasonable body. You do not hold any firm view 
as to the number of people who would agree and as to the number of 
people who would object ?-I think there would be very few who would 
ohject. 

35,826. You touch on an important point in answer to our Question 8, 
Irrigation. You suggest that the present rate of taccalli is too high?
Yes. 

35,827. Do you think that taccalli could be financed by Government at 
a lower rate of interest than that at present chargedP-When a work 
of i·rrigation is taken in hand, the interest starts to accumulate imme
diately, though the tube-well is not finished even in two years after 
starting boring work; and for these two years the man who takes the 
10lln has to I!O paying interest for nothing, though he does not use the 
tube-well at all. 

35,828. I alll asking you whether, having considered this matter from 
the lender's point of view, you think that the loans can be financed at 
a lower rate of interest than at present charged ?-If the Imperial Bank 
can give money at a low rate of interest, why not the Government? 

3.5,829. Why not go to the Imperial Bank for the money then?-The 
Imperial Bank does not give money for agricultural purposes. 

35,8:ll. In answer to onr question on veterinary matters on page 233 of 
your note, you complain that you never get the serUJll. Have you asked 
for it at allP-Yes. 

35,83l. Would you tell us the circumstances in which you asked for it?
Last Tear I lost 25 or 30 cattle of mine. When the disease broke out 
I ask~d the doctor to come and ~ee; he came along and said that serum 
was r~quired, and ho wrote for it and he never got it. 

35,832. And he never aId give itP-No; he never gave it to me, at 
any rate. 

35,833. Was he the local veterinary officer presiding at the district dis
pensaryP-Yes, at Gorakhpur. 

35,834. That was last yearP-Yes; he said there was no Bupply to the 
dispensary. 

35,835. Can you give me the name of the officer P-I do not remember 
tho name. 
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35,836. Can you let us have that and also other particulars?-Yes. 
35,837. Can you give us the name of the dispensary ?-There is only 

one at Gorakphur-. I will send you the full particulars later.-
35,833. In answer to our Question 17, Agricultural Industries, you say 

that the JIlen would not touch eggs and fowls. Is that prejudice universal? 
-Yes. 

35,639. You do not think there is any chance of any caste or class taking 
up pOUltry farming?-The Chamar classes may take it up. 

35,840. In answer to our Question 18, Agricultural Labour, you say: 
"We want our surplus to be provided for elsewhere." That is to say, 
YOIl want to import labour j is that the idea ?-I want the Government 
to send the surplus labour that we have in Gorakhpur to Assam, wh~re 
there is plenty of land. 

35,841. You have surplus labour?-Yes. 
35,842. Unemployed?-I do not know whether it is unemployed or not. 

These people come and work on the sugarcane field simply 'for the sake 
of the top of the cane. 

35,843. For no wage at all ?-No. 
35,844. Do you happen to know whether ther~ is recruiting for the Assam 

teil plantlftions?-I do not think they should go as labourers . 
. 35,845 .• Your idea is that they should go somewhere and settle?-Yes. 

35,846. Sir Henry LaW1'ence: As a. matter of fact, do any men go to 
Assam and settle there ?-No j I do not think so. 

35,847. There is some emigration from the Gorakhpur district?-Yea. 
35,848. That is the most extreme eastern district?~Yes. 
35,849. It is the chief recruiting district for Assam?-Yesj hut t.hey go 

a.s coolies and come back again. 
35,850. They do not take their families and settle there ?-No; I have 

never hea.rd of any going and settling there. 
35,851. You think that is a. good thing that they should be allowed to 

go there on wa.ges ?-I suggest tha.t they should be .gi ven lands and made 
to settle there j it will be a more attractive thing. 

35,852. There is no opposition that you know of from the landlords in 
your district to this emigration ?-N 0 j I do not think so. 

35,853. There is no objection from a.ny point of view?-I do not think 
the landlords will have any objection to that. 

35,854. Have you hea.rd of any objections put forward either in the 
Press or in public meetings or anything of that kind ?-No, not at all. 

35,855. We are told that objections have been put, forward?-When tli.eslt 
coolies go there under contracts, they are treated badly j but I have never 
come across any objections. 

35,856. That contract system haa now been abolished, has it not 1'-1 
do not know. 

35,857. You state that they are still taken there 011 indellture?--One 
mall complainoo to me the other day that his son had gone somewhere 
and he could get no trace of him. He took a loan from me and went 
in search of his son, but, he has had to return without being able to find 
him. He arplied to the Oollector explaining the circumstances and asking 
that his son should be sent back to him. 

35,858. But there is no indenture system in force now, is there P-I 
do not know. 

• Not received. 
"'''rdar Kirpal Singh. 
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85,859. Sir (}anga Ram: You have got a ~ugar factoryP-My father has. 
85,860. And you grow sugarcane? Do you make sugar direct from the 

cane or from gur?-From both. 
35,861. That is to say, when the cane ~ason is over you make your 

.ugar from gur ?-Ye8. 
35,862. And you have found Co. 213 quite satisfactory?-Yes. 
85,8133. I suppose you keep your own seed and do not have to import 

from Coimbatore ?-No. 
35,864. Do you find that there is allY deterioration in the germinating 

power of YOllr own seed ?--During the last five years I have notICed no 
Buch deterioration. 

35,805. Do you not require occasionally to illlport seed from Coimbatore? 
-I canuot spea.k about the future, but up to now we have not imported 
any, except, of course, the quantity which was imported at the very 
beginning. 

35,866. Sir llen'ry LaU:T~nce: That was five years ago?-Yes, about six 
years ago. 

35,867. Sir Ganga Ram: And what are the varieties which are recom
mended by the Agricultural Department? From the evidence before U8 

Co. 213 did not seem to be much in favour? Have you tested any of their 
varieties ?-This variety was the one recommended by the Agricultural 
Department. 

35,868. Barring that, have you tried any other variety?-Yes, 247 Java. 
We have also tried 48 Shahjahanpur and we have tried Barbados. 

35,869. And the ShahjahanpllI quality is not as good as this one, is it? 
-It i8 very good cane, but on my farm it did not do well. 

35,870. Is that a soft cane P--Yes, but it has the habit of lodging, with 
the result that jackals and wild boar chew it up and destroy it. But 
Co. 213 does not lodge, and it keeps on for a long time; that is to say, 
we can crush it in May even without fear of deterioration in purity 
setting in. 

35,871. But what about the softness which enables people to chew it 
easily?-It is not soft; it is a bit hard. 

35,812. Is Shahjahanpur soft?-Yes .. 
35,873. So that it is not popular with the people because they would 

find it difficult to chew?-We do not want them to chew our cane, and 
so we prefer it to be hard. 

35,874. You have experience of tube-wells?-Yes. 
35,875. As distinct from bored wells? Which is the one with whieh you 

are familiar ?-We have got a tube well 260 feet deep with a strainer 
from the top. 

35,876. Have you any experience of bored wellsP-Yes, that is also 
doing very well. 

35,817. Have you any on your farmP-We tried one well some time back 
and the result wae that we obtained a better supply than before. 

35,878. In these tube wells, whose strainer do you put in generallyP
The agricultural people do it for me. 

35,879. And they giye you very easy terms, Government charging some 
subsidy?-.No subsidy is charged. We have to pay for all the labour 
ourselves. 

36,660. -~ .does ~ot bear any share of the cosH-Perhaps lUI 

Engineer is supplied free and probably also tools for boring; nothing else. 
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35,881. What assistance does Government render in the boring of wells? 
-We have to pay for all the boring work. 

35,882. It' is said that if there is. a failure, Government stands the loss P 
Is that true ?-I think we have finished four or five tube-wells, of which 
two were just started with an ordinary oil engine. The scheme is to 
work all these tube-wells by electricity, and there has been no failure up 
to now, so I cannot say whether Government will bear the loss in case of 
failure. 

35,883. You get sufficient assistance from Government in regard to 
advanc~ of money for industrial purposes?-For boring worJr the Govern
ment glves advances. 

35,884. Do you get anything for the machinery?-Not for purchasing 
machinery. 

35,885. Sir Thomas Middleton: With regard to the question about the 
fragmentation of holdings, you said in answer to the question whether 
any more addition to the law was necessary, that the present law is more 
than sufficient? 'What do you mean by more than sufficient?-In former 
d~IYS when there was no tendency law the zamindars and tenants lived 
on very happy and amicable terms. The landlords loved their tenants and 
the tenants in their turn loved their landlords. 

35,8.%. 1'he Chairman: When was this?-When there was no law. 

35,887. Sir Thomas Middleton: Before there was any law on the point, 
would the landowner have seen to it that the land was not dividedP
There was no possible <:hance of any division. Whenever the landlord 
thought the land was being subdivided he simply put a stop to it by 
ordering the people to go elsewhere. Now that there ·is this law the 
zamind",r and the tenant are constantly wrangling, the former trying to 
pre\'ent the latter from becoming an oooupancy tenant and the latter 
trying to become one. This is one of the reasons why holdings are 
ollbdivided. If a ,man has & holding of, say, five acres of land &s occupancy 
holding, and he has five sons, each son wishes to live on his little bit 
of land and that is how the land is being' subdivided. 

35,888. In answer to Question 12, you say that there is no chance of 
improving agriculture unless the plough cattle can be improved ?-That 
is the first thing to be improved because when you have got good cattle 
the people take milk. When the people take milk they are much stronger 
in health than they would be otherwise. What do we see in the Gorakhpur 
district? There you would require ten coolies to do a piece of worlt; whereas 
it would require only one or two Punjab coolies to do the same piece 
of work. When they take milk they will naturally beoome stronger and 
besides they will have better cattle to plough their land with, and apart 
fl'om all that, they will have manure for their fields. 

35,889. Sir Thomas Middleton: If you had an improved breed of cattle 
would you be able to feed and keep them in good oruer?-Yes, wben we 
can feed a. bad breed I do not soo wby we cannot feed a better breed. 

35,890. Dut the -big breed wants more food than the smaller breed?
No; the Montgomery cows do not want much food. 

35,891. You say there are no pastures in your district. of Gorakhpur. 
How do you feed the oattIe that you haveP-The people go about in the 
villages and find 80me green grass which tIley cut a.nd bring home to feed 
their cattle. 

35,892. But. there must be pasture land if there is fine green gra.ss?~ 
No pasture land; the grasa is found on the border. of tho field... 

35,893. How much land did you say you had P-Ten thousand acres. 

SardlJll" Kirpal Sing"'. 
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35,894. Would it be a practicable thing to convert any of .that into 
pasture land ?-Government, I think, should take the lead first mstead of 
Bsking the zamindar to do so. 

35,895. But the zamindar knows what is wrong and he should sh0"!l' the 
WBY to improve?-Government has got more land than the zemmdar. 
There are vast areas of forest land. and Government can well spare /I 

portion of that forest land for breeding purpose,. 
35,896. How many acres would one pair of your plough bullocks cultivate 

in your district ?-We have got a mixture oJ hoth plough as well as tractor 
cultivation. 

35,8$. If you take the best of your plough bullocks, what area would 
you cllltivat~ with a pair of bullocks?---<One pair of plough bullocks would 
be quite sufficient for seven acres. 

35,898. If you take these country bullocks that you have been criticising, 
how much do you think they would be fit for ?-I have not made any 
calculation about that. They can only do light ploughing. 

35 899. They would do the same area but they would not do as well 
as y~ur bullocks? They would plough ten acres but they would not do it 
properly?-Not even that. I do not think they can do the same amount 
of work that a better breed of bullock can do. 

35,900. What I was trying to get at ,was whether your improved bullocks 
were cultivating more land and cultivating it better than the others?
Yes, that is the case. Judging from the load which the ordinary bullocks 
carry, I find that. the ordinary ,bullo'cks carry a oartload of 15 maunds of 
sugarcane as compared to a cartload of 30 or 40 maunds which the better 
type of bullocks carry. 

35,901. You say somewhere that you suffer from a deluge of inferior 
Brahmini bullsP-Yes. 

3'5,902. Wlbat is there to prevent these bulls being castratedP-They are 
Brahmini bulls and cannot be castrated. 

35,903. I was told by a witness yesterday that there were a number of 
inferior bulls in his district and there would be no difficulty in castrating 
them? 

35,904. The Chairman: Not Brahmini bulls, I thinkP-You cannot cas
trate Brahmini bulls. 

35,905. Sir Thomas Middleton: Have you any suggestjons for dealing with 
this deluge P-I think the best thing would be for those people who want 
to have these Brahmini bulls, to collect some money, say, Rs.200 and to 
get a good breed of bull, instead of going in as they do now for these 
ordinary inferior bulls. 

35,906. Ra.;a 8i1r RampaZ Singh: Are there facilities for zemindars to 
expand their farms or to start new farms under the lawP-I.think there is 
no possible, chance for the zamindars to start farms'. 

35,907. Do you think that, taking all the circumstances of the Provinces 
into consideration, the zamind8lrs are better equipped to sta>rt farming on 
improved lines than others ?-They can do much better work certainly. 
But now the attention of the zamindar is probably drawn .to';'ards that 
because everything else has gone. The difficulty h()wever would be. perhap~ 
that the zamindara would not get sufficient land to cultivate themselves 
under this new law. ' , 

35,908. In the tenancy law there is a provisionP-Yes hut I wonder if 
that provision can be brought into action; , " 

35,909. Because it will be too expensive' for the zamindars to take that 
land P There is a provision that if any zamindar pays four times the rent 
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of a holding, he can acquire itP-You can never get it. It is only in th .. 
law, but you will never per~aps get it. 

35,910. Because the Collectors stand in the wayP-Always. It all depends 
upon what sort of man the Collector is; it depends on his will. If he thinks 
that the zamindar can do the work, he will give sanction, but in the 
majority of cases it will never be sanctioned. 

35,911. As long as we do not get good bulls of good breed, do you not 
think that the present custom should be allowed to be oontinued P For 
improving the breed of the cattle, it is not possible for every village to 
get one bull from outside for Rs.200 or Rs.300 P-It is not very difficult. 
I have not calculated the figures, but I think. in each village four or five 
bulls every year mus.t be let loose. In the Gorakhpur district the villages 
are small, perhaps hardly 11 miles apart. 

35,912. Do you know how many villages there are in GorakhpurP-No, 
not in Gorakhpur, but I know my own Villages. 

35,913. Every village will require four or five bullsP-They do not require 
so many bulls, but it is the custom: that they follow. 

35,9li:l. One bull will be quite enough for a village ?-Yes, quite enough. 

35,915. One bull will be enough to oover the cows in the village ?-l 
think so. 

35,916. The Raja 0/ Parlakimedi: On your farm, :what sort of labourers 
do you engage P Are they all paid labourers ?-There are paid labourers 
as well as people who live round about in our own villages. They have got 
land. One member of the family looks after the land, but the others come 
to the farms in the neighbourhood. 

35,917. Are they all like thatP-No; they are mostly paid labourers. 

35,918. How many permanent hands do you have? You must reduce or 
increase the numbers according to the requirements of the .season P-Yes. 

35,919. Throughout the year do you not maintain a certain number of 
permanent servants P-We have arranged that they should always work for 
the people throughout the year. If they are working on sugarcane at 
one time, at other times they must he doing some other work. Once a 
man goes away, you will never get him back, and we lose the money spent 
in teaching .and training him. 

35,920. Are they fully occupied throughout the yearP-Practically Jor 
the whole year. ' 

35,921. During the slack hours, have you introduced any borne indus
tries, like rope-twisting, to keep them engaged P-I have not introduced 
rope-twisting, hut we have got a sugar factory, and that and the farm 
are joined together. 

35,922. For their requir6lIlents, do you lend money alsoP-Yes. 
35,923. Do you advance it on their payP-I advance money. 
35,924. In what proportion p-It all depends upon the necessities of· 'the 

man; one has to judge. 
3n,925. If a labourer of yours was drawing Rs.20, how much would you 

advance him P-Advance for a month or advance for the year P 
35,926. How much would you advance him as a lump Bum P-Rs.IO or 

Rs.151 that has to he given to him in the very beginning of the season. 
35,927. You pay in advanceP-Yes. He goes on drawing up to half hi'! 

I'ay. If he wants any advance, he oan draw up to half his wages, and at 
the end of the season he has to clear up the whole e.coount. 

SardaT Kirpal Singh. 
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35,1128. Apart from that, do you advauce any money for marriages and 
other requirements?-He sometimes comes and asks for money for a marriage; 
aometime& he says he wants money for purchasing bulls or calves. 

35,929. Or to repair his house?-Yes, all sorts of things. 
35,930. What is the rate of interest you charge?-It is 9 or 10 per cel!t. 
35.9:n. In what instalments do you recover it?-If the crop is gwd, he 

pays back. It is only very few who do not pay back; mOllt of the people pay 
hack themselves. 

3,';,932. You do not press for payment very often?-No; they pay back. 
3.5,933. Have y()U not found any difficulty in r8N>vering?-Not much. 

There are a rew who will take the money and go away. and you will never 
Bee them again, but the majority are not like that. 

35,934. In yonI' Bugarcane cultivation, are you carrying on the ratoon 
liystem of cultivationP-Yes. 

35,933. To what extentP-One year only. 
35,9.'36. What is your presellt area under C811(, ?-.l ,~~t now it must he 

80mething like 200 to 300 acres. 

3';,937. Ie it alI irrigatedP-MOIltly irrigated. 

35,938. Do you irrigate by tube-wellsP-By tube-wells and pumps. 
35,939. As regards the outturn of gUf' and sugar, which pays better, the 

irrigated or the unirrigatedP-I have not calculated it separately; we do not 
get any chance of testing, separately, irrigated and unirrigated canes, as 
the~' all come along at one time. 

35,940. You manufacture sugar alsoP-Yes. 

3ii,941. What is yonI' outturn per yearP-It all depends on the crop, how 
much you crush. 

35,9·12. You have baen carrying on this industry for some time. What will 
it be on an average?-About 80,000 maunds of Bugar. 

35,943. What is the capacity of the millP--400 to 600 tons of cane per day. 
35,944. Have you been able to· work it to its maximum capacity?-We 

have crushed 400 tons per day. 
35,945. What sort of Bugar do you pr.oduceP-It is white sugar. 
35,940. It is bleached whiteP-Y~, it is absolutely white. 
35,947 •• What methods of bleaching do you .adoptP-We have got our own 

process. 
35,948. I do .not want to get at your secretsP-There is no secret at all. 

The process has been patented. 
35,949. There is no difficulty in marketing that varietyP-No, none at alI. 
35,950. Do you make most of your sugar in bleached formP-:-There are 

two qualities, No.1 and No.2; No.1 is absolutely. white; No.2 is slightly 
yellow. . 

35.951. How much of each do yO\1 produceP-It is in the proportion of 
2 to 1; two of No.1 quality and one of No.2 quality. 

35,952. Which has the better marketP-Both have a good market. 

35,953. Do you have to sell it at a long distance from your plaoo, or can 
you sell it near by P--There is no consumption near by. I have to send 'it all 
along to this side. 

M,954. Is it in crystallised formP-It is both powder and crystals. It 
depends on thl! market.· Some people require crushed Bugar and some people 
require crystal Bugar. We Bupply what they want. 
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35,955. H:lVe you been experimenting upon the effects of manure on sugar? 
-Not much. 

35,956. Do you. simply use the farmyard manureP-Yes. 
35,957. Sir James MacKenna: You are both a. farmer and a sugar manu

factUl·er. Have you had any agricultural trainingP-No I have had no 
agricultural training. ' 

35,958. Exrept what you learntP-I think zamindars are born agricul-
turists. 

35,959. Have you had any engineering trainingP-None . 
. 35,960. You picked that up tooP-My brother picked it up. 
3.5,9ill. He is an ellgineerP-Yes. 
35,962. Does he do the engineering of the sugar factoryP-Yes. 
35,963. How long have you had this factoryP-When you were on the 

Sugar Committee you must have seen it; it was a very small thing at that 
time. 1\1y father started it in 1913 or 1914. 

35,964. How many days in the year do you work the sugar factoryP-On 
the average 90 to 100 days. 

35,965. That is with cane and with g1£rP-Not with g1£T; it is only for 
the cane. 

35,966. You get 100 days' cane Cl"ushingP-Yes. 
35,967. Where does the cane come from, apart from your ownP-It comes 

from many places near by. 
35,968. Does it come up on the railwayp-Not much. 
35,969. All from round about, and carted in perhapsP-Yes. 
35,970. What rate are you paying this year for caneP-8even annas. 
35,971. Is the iactory payingP-It is paying. 
35,972. What allowance do you make for depreciation? Do you strike an 

annual balance sheet for the factory aloneP--We allow depreciation, but 
accounts are aI1lalgamated with estate aooounts and no separate balance shept 
is prepared. 

35,973. With the general revenuesP-It has been 'like that. . 
35,974. The Rolja of Parlakimedi: You do not work it separatelyP-No. 
35,975. Sir Jamea Mac[(enna: You do not keep a separate aecountP--

T'here is a separate acoount, but we do not work it separately. 
3.';,976. It goes into the general revenuesP-Yes. 
35,971. I suppose you do make an allowance for depreciationP-Yes, 7 per 

cent. 
35,978. rl"ofe~sor Gang1£lee: Are the small cultivators in your neighbour

hood growing sugarcaneP-Yes. 
35,979. And you buy their 8ugllrcane)'-Yes. 
35,980. What varieties are they growingP-Now they are all taking to 

C.o. 213. 
35,981. Are the small cultivators taking to Co. 213P-Yes. 
35,982. Do they get the Beed from you or from the DepartmentP-They 

get the _d from me. 
35983. You talk ahout the use of chemical fertilisers. Hllve you yourself 

been' using anyP-We have tried a. little bit of it on our farm, but we did 
not like it. 

35,984. What chemi("al fertiliser did you. tryP.:....Ammonium phosphat~. 
ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulphate. 

Sardar Kirpal Singh.. 
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3ii.9~5. You had no success?-We did not notice any. 
35,986. I understand that Gorakhpur is a big recruiting centre for labour 

for the ASliam tea gardens. Do many coolies come back and settle down in 
GorakhpurP-Some who have BOrne interest here come back and BOrne who 
get a holding there do not oome back. 

315,987. Some of them do come backP-80me do come back, some do not. 
3.'5,988. How do they engage themselves after their returnP-They come 

back, and they go about working in other factories and in their own holdings. 
Some of them have got their own laud. They probably learn something 
while in the tea gardens, and they do something when they come back. 

3.'i.!l89. Do you know any lahourers who have oome back from Assam?
Thel'e are mBIl)" people in my own place. Some of them have come back 
evell from Cuba. 

35,990. Do you find any change in the standard of living of the man who 
hilS come back from Assam ?-No. 

35,991. How many sugar factories are there in the United ProvincesP
Do you mean for sugar or for gUT? 

35,992. To get sugar from cane P-There is one at Rosa, there is anothllr 
at Tamkoi, then our own, Gaghauli, Padraunalia, Partabgarh and Pilibhit . 
. 35,993. In all about six or sevenP-Yes. 
35,994. Of these how many are run by the zamindars P-Three. 
35,995. Three are owned by the zamindar claasP-Yes. 
35,996. Do you think there is more scope for sugar manufacture ill the 

United ProvincesP-I think 110. 

35,997. Why do not the zamindar Class as a class come forwa.rdP-I think 
they are coming forward. First of a11, the impression was that Indians 
could not work a sugar factory. It was thought it was a very complicated 
thing. Now that some zamindars have started the others think: "They are 
just the same as we are. If they can work it, why cannot weP " We 
started our factory first, and, s~eing us, Pa.draunalia started. 

35,998. So that shows that once the lea.d is given the zamindar class can 
take up on a large scale industries like sugar manufa.ctureP-Yes. 

35,999. Is there a tendency among the zamindars to use improved 
methods of cultivation and implements and machineryP-I think a number 
of the zamindars have started using them. 

36,000 How many tractors have you _n on the zamindars' own farmsP 
--We are doing our work with tractors. 

36,001. Any othersP-No others in Gorakhpur up till now. 
36,002. What other improved methods have you observed that the 

%amindars followP-You mean in cultivationP 
36,003. Yes, cultivation and other thingsP-They have taken up thIS sugar 

~nltivation. they are using improved varieties of wheat, they are putting in 
tube wells, and 60 on. 

36,004. That is done even by the smaller proprietors? I mean something 
which the smaller proprietor does not do and cannot do, bu~ whlch the 
%cmindar is doingP-You can take our own example. 

36,005. Is there no distinctive tendency to adopt new 
metbods by the bigger zamindars ?-I think there is. The 
-waking up. Every week two or three inquiries come to me 
are doing, and how they should start. 

and improved 
zamindars are 
as to what we 

36,006. So that you think the outlook is hopeful, so far as the lI:amindar 
class is concerned?-I.mproved methods are being followed, but the difficulty 
:is to get the land. 
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36,007. Is there a difficulty about land, or is it the difficulty of private 
enterprise?-I think the difficulty is about getting land. 

36,008. Do you think the zamindar class is kept back by the difficulty of 
getting land snd not by its conservative mentalityl'-No, not by the latter. 
They have been doing very good work. They simply wait to see the rt'sult 
of what the otJlers do. Once a zamindar starts something, all the other 
zamindars will take it up. 

36,009. Sir Ganga Ram: IWhat is the duty against Java sugar?-It is 
15 per cent. 

36,010. With that advantage how is it that you cannot compote with 
J a.va ~-The raMOn is that sugar is being smuggled into India. a h'lOd d.,al. 
It is coming in by smuggling and is being sold at a much lower rate thaD 
the Calcutta or Bombay people can sell. 

36,011. But still you cannot compete with Java sugar with all the facilities 
at your disposal ?-When land is given to the factories then they will be 
able to compete with any outside industry. When you have got your Qwn 
land and cultivate it yourself and get absolutely fresh cane from your own 
fields, then you can compete with outside industry. At present we have to 
buy Qur stuff and rail it from distant places. The quickest you can crush 
with outside cane is five or $ix days, and it deteriorates a great deal. 

36,012. How do you clarify your sugarcane? Do you use bone charcoal? 
-No. We use lime and sulphur. 

36,013. Does not the Cawnpore sugar factory use itP-No, it is a gur 
factory. 

36,014. But it has to be clarified just the same?-They use lime for 
clarifying. 

36,015. Sir Thomas Middleton: Wbat is the average yield of sugarcane 
from your land?-Last year, on the average, we got 936 maunds per acre. 
1\1r. Clarke sent me a man to cut a portion, which gave 8. figure of 1,146 per 
acre. 

36,016. What area have you under sugarcane this year?-About 300 acres. 
36,017. And you are getting that yield from 300 acres?-Last year it was 

about 200 acres and that was the average from sown cane. The ratoon 
('rop gave us on the a~rag.) 600 maunds per acre. This yea·r's result is 
yet to be seen. 

36,018. Si'r Henry Lawrence: How much of that is Coimbatore 213?
The whole of it. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Honourable Mr. SHYAM BIHARI MISRA, Member, Council 
of State and Registrar, Co-operative Societies (on leave), 
Lucknow. 

Replies to tlhe Questionnaire. 
QUESTION' 2.-.-1 griclIltuml Edura.tion.-{i) No j tea-chers of agriculture 

should be provided in all rural sc.'hoo\s as far as possible, and certainly in 
all vernacular middle s<,hools, as well as in those Anglo-verlUlcular schools 
where a demand may be found to exist. I think there should be very little 
literary instruction in rural schools beyond the three R'sj agricultural train
ing should predominate there, together with industrial training also. 

(ii) This should ·be dODe throughout the Province, specially in rural areas. 
(iii) At l~st 8. sufficient number of lessons on agriculture and co-opera.

tion should be inserted in the textbooks of all vernacular schools and up 
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to c18&8 VIIJ of Anglo-vernacular schools. Also a special class on agricultul'e 
should ·be added to each vernacular middle school. 

(x) By giving facilities for starting big farms by youths trained in agri
culture, and financing the running of such farms at very l.ow rat.es of 
interest (say 4 per cent. for the first five years, 5 per cent. durmg the. next 
quinqennium, and then 6 per cent. 80 long as necessary). The security de
manded should not be strict. I am sure the adoption of this course will 
perceptibly reduce unemployment and discontent among the educated middle 
cl88888. 

(xii) By providing free night schools, part-time schools and off-season 
IIOhools. The part-time I!Chools should work in the forenoon as well as in the 
afternoon, but different sets of students should attend them on the two 
C)('Casions. 

(xiii) The adminis11ration may vest in Local Boards (District or Muni. 
cipal), but Government should finance the I!Cheme by levying an education 
ce .... and supplementing it by a 50 per cent. contribution from the public 
exchequer. . 

QUESTION a.-DEMONSTRATION ....... P~PAGANDA.-(a) Purely demonstration 
farms alone can be, and have to SOODe extent boon, . successful, if run as 
business oonoerns on self-supporting lines. I fear many people doubt the 
truth of the claim of financial success of our demonstration brms. if t.ho_ 
claim is really oorrect, lIB I expect it must be, there slwuld be notbing to 
prevent an indefinite and extensive multiplication of such f,a.rmB as early 
B8 practicable, till each village cao, boast of such a farm. We $b.ould begIn 
by IJtarting one such farm at tJhe headquarters of each district, tahsil, 
pargana, and at each thana, vernacular school and agricultural co-operative 
primary society. The development of sugarcane' culti'lnation in thp. .Hamol 
district is said to be mainly due to this source. 

(b) Cultivators selected for the purpose should be trained at these farms 
on payment of moderate wages to them; say &.5 per month each, Wihile 
every one interested in agriculture should have free and easy access to the 
farms 80 88 to profit by their working. 

(c) Cultivators, and others interested in agriculture should be given the 
fullest facilities to study the working of demonstration iia.rms actually run 
at 110 profit. . 

QUESTION 4.-AnMINISTRATION.-(a) 'l'he Government of India may issue 
a series of agricultural primers and readers inoorporwting all useful in
fOTlDl8.tion about improved agriculture, and also an All-India Agricultural 
Journal dealing with up-to-da~ inventions and disooveries which tend to 
improve and develop agriculture. All these may be issued in English, while 
Loc.al Governments may issue their translations in the principal vernaculars 
of their own Province. 

QUESTION 5.-FINANcB.-(a) The multiplication .of promising co-operative 
societies and the formation of at least a few land mortgage banks. I::lteps 
should also be taken to reduce the rates of interest on which co-<lperative 
societies can advance loans to their members; the present rates (12 to 15 
per cent.) are too high and they may reaoonably go down to, say, 9 pel' 
cent. per IIUlnum, by Government taking upon themselves the responsibiilty 
of incurring all cost on co-operative education and supervision., and distlri
bUJting taccavi through ()(H)perative societies. 

(b) Taccavi should be distributed freely through ()(H)pemtive 800ieties 
(primary), steps being taken to see that the money reaches individual 
members lilt not more than 1 or H per cent. over and above the rate of 
interest charged by Government from the llOCieties. 'l'here is no need to 
bring the Central Banks at &11 into his scheme. 
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QUESTION '6.-AGRICULTURAL INDEDTEDNEss.-{a) (i) 'I'he precariousness of 
the harvest, and the poverty and improvidence of the ryot. 

(ii) M~ostIy the mahajan (village moneylender) and to some elctent other 
sources (as oo-operative societies, taccavi, etc.). 

(iii) Bad harvests, inefficiency and improvidence of the cultivators; also 
their innate habit of unpunctuality and a desire to postpone payment as 
much as possible. 

(b) .All the recommendations made throughout my note are of course 
intended to serve the purpose of lightening the agriculturists' burden of 
debt and to improve their general condition. I am oot in favour of rigidity 
in enforcing such laws as the Usurio118 Loons Act, the Insolvency Act, and 
those lianiting the right of mortgage, sale, etc., as they often tend to 
defeat their own purpose and unduly restrict the credit of those concerned 
wnd even the value of their property, but interest -at a rate of over doubl", 
the rates ,a.t which l»-operative societies advance loans to individual members 
may well be declared usurio118 and be discouraged. The development of 
promising co-operative societies should be encouraged, in DpiLe of the un
necessarily sweeping condemnation of the movement in the United Provinces 
by the Oakden Committee* of whi"h I was a member. Pa'ragraph 9 of the 
Committee's Report is worthy of consideration. 

(c) Vide th~ above reply under (b) The Dewan of an Indian State told 
me ~ha.t 'he had practically to guarantee mahajani loans in a pargana of 
the State, as he found that cultivation was likely to be seriDusly crippled 
if the mahajans were to withhold loollB. 

QUESTION 7.-Fl!.AGMENTATION OF HOLDINGs.-(a) Consolidation of holodings, 
as far as found practicable in different areas, appears to be the only 
remedy. I enclose a copy of my own .. Report on the ODnsolidation of 
Agricultural Holdings,"t with the United Provinces Government's Resolu
tiont dated 27th 1\Iay, 1924, thereon for the Commission's cOllBideration; I 
venture to invite their speci.aJ attention to paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 34, 35 ,and 36 of 1lhe 
Report. 

(b) Incompact partitions of zamindari rights constitute the chief obstacle. 
There are also other difficulties as detailed in my aforesaid Reportt (copy 
enclosed), such as succession, alienation of landed. interest, sep-aration of 
joint f.a.milies, sub-letting, ejectment and the like (see paragraphs 17 to 2U 
of my Report). 

(c) I can only refer the Commissioners to my Report referred to above. 
QUESTION 9.--.'30ILs.-(a) (i), (ii) and (iii).-Government should take steps 

to reclaim and improve soils and waste lands, where practicable, provided 
vhe landlords concerned agree to pay 50 per cent. of the cost, at least in 
casee of success. Enhanced revenuo will enable the Government to recoup 
its expenses in due course. 

(c) As above. It may also be lierfectly feasible to remit land revenue, 
wholly or partiaJ.ly, for a number of years. 

QUEsnoN 10.-FERTILlsERs.-(a) I think natural manures have a grea.ter 
chance of being generally resorted to at present, but artificiaJ. fertilisers 
slwllld by no Illeans be neglected. Re-afforesta.tion should be encouraged, 
in the inteNl&t alike of meteorological conditions and of providing fuel in 
order to prevent the extensive 118e of cowdung as fuel and to facilit&re 
its use as a fertiliser. The export of bones should be prohibited, aJ;ld steps 
should be taken to popularise the nse of bone rua·nure. 

(c) New lind improved fertilisers should be made easily available to 
vilhw'ers 

(f)"See my 'lI.nswer to (a) above. 
-"-1teport of the Co-operative Committee of the United Provinoes of Agra 
and Oudh, 1926. 

t Nut printed. 
The Hon. Mr. Shyam Billari Misra. 
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(,/VY-STIOlf 1l.-CIwps.-(a) (iii) Improved seeds should be made more 
eMily available to villagers and the punctuality of supplies guaranteed. 

(iv) Licences to po_ guns for agricultural purposes should be give'n 
for the mere ru;king, provided the ,-demand is genuine and the applicant 
besrs a good character. 

QUESTION 14.-IUPLEHBNTS.--(b) Improved agricultural implements should 
be used in demonstration f.arDIB and they should be made ea.'loily a.vailable 
to thoee requiring them. 'l'hey should not be very oostly or very complicated, 
and they must be locally repairable. 

QUESTION 17.-AGB.lcULTURAL INDusTRIEs.--(a) The <8vemge ('ultivato,r 
"orks on hi.; holding from July to December and from the middle of March 
to the end of May, i.e., for nearly 81 months every year. In the slack 
aeason, BOme work as labourers, others ply bullock carts or ponies, yet 
others make ropes, etc., while the rest are either ldle or do other work. 

(I,) It is very necessary to help the introduction of a.~ many cottage 
ind:Jstric"s in each locality as possible, such 86 spinning, weaving, fruit 
I!'rowing, starting small factories (for hulling rice, extracting oil, etc.)'; 
demonstrations may be given at suita,ble centres to enable the villagers to 
imitate them. Serious efforts should be made to relieve the present exce8-
si,'e prNEure ou land. 

(c) Ignorance and orthodoxy stand in the way of the adoption of several
industries. Supply of iuf01uatioll lIud democstration of the utility of such 
illci:lstries would remove the I)bsl<adcs in their way. 

(til Oertainly; very little is possible without giving demonstrations of the 
8UOCllS8 of anything new. 

(y) Vide (a) and (b) above. 
QUBSTIOllf 19.-FoaEsTs.-(b) Re-afforestation, as suggested under Question 

10 (a) would automatically improve the supply of firewood as well as fodder 
in rural areas and elsewhere. The growing of suitable fodder crops should 
also be demonstl"ated on the Government farDIB. 

QUESTION 20.-MARKI!1I'ING.-Most of the agricultural produce passes from 
the producer to the consumer through several middlemen including the 
village bania, the transport agent, the city broker, in many cases another 
set of transport agents and a second set of village banias in the country 
or the big exporter who exports overseas. Co~peration, when adequately 
developed, should help the grower to eliminate most, if not at all, of the 
middlemen. 

QUESTION 22.--Co-oI'ERATION.-(a) (i) Government may reasonably be 
expected to undertake most, if not all of the expenses oonnected with 
supervision and COooperative education. 

(ii) Non-oflicials should help their lower class and humble brethren in 
making primary societies, which really constitute the backbone of co~pera
tion, living organisms standing on their own legs as early as possible. 
Slight temptations of petty power and patronsge should not make them 
callous to the pressing requirements of the dumb, ignorant and toiling 
millions of their unfortunate brethren whose vital interests the co--operative 
movement is intended to serve. I oonsider it essential that the powers 
of central societies, which are at present absolutely excessive, should be 
reduced to the barest necessity, and those of the primary societies should 
be increased proportionately, steps being simultaneously taken to ensure 
regular repayment of the former's dues by the latter, with the utmost 
possi-ble punctuality. In particular, the executive services (such as super~ 
visors, organisers and group secretaries) should be totally detached from 
~nt~al. societies. The ca~re. of supervisors and organisers should be pro
vlDclahsed under a provlDclal CJO.Operativ8 committee, and group secre-: 
taries, where they cannot be done away with and replaced by local secre-
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taries, sho~ld be made real servants of the prullary societies which should 
pay their quota of the secretaries' salaries direct to them. 

Detailed recommendations will be found in the Oakden Committee', 
Report (published ·by the United Provinces Government), with which I 
generally agree, except that I consider several remarks and suggestions 
therein not only much exaggerated .but adually wrong. 

(b) Vide (a) (ii) above. 
(c) Not at present; I agree with Mr. Kharegat's note on the subject, 

already submitted to the Commissioners, but in cases of seriolls importance 
only. 

(d) Not to a satisfactory extent, but please see paragraph 9 of the Oak
den Committee's Report referred to under (<I') above. 

QUESTION \!3.-GENERAL EnUOATION.-(a) Elementary education must in
crease considerably in order to make our masses better agriculturists. 
Serious efforts should ,be made to raise the ratio of literate people to a 
respectable figure, say 00 per cent. of males and about 75 per cent. of the 
total popUlation in the near future. Then and then only can there be a 
real improvement in agriculture as well as co-operation, the greatest hand
maid of agriculture. An increase ill higher education is also desirable 
from the agricultural point of .iew as well, but it is not so essential. 

(b) (i) Please see my answer to Question 2 (1). Also, elementary educa
tion should be declared free and compulsory, perhaps for the male children 
only at presellt, in as many districts as possible. 

(ii) Compulsory education has not made any perceptible headway in rural 
areas so far, ·and indeed there is a strong dislike of and even opposition to 
it in many places, but I am deliberately of the opinion that it ill bound to 
succeed in due course, much earlier than many people imagine, if carried 
on with zeal and determination. 

(iii) The explanation will ,be found in the poverty and ignorance of the 
masses. 

QUESTION 24.-ATTRAOTING CAl'ITAL.-(a) Multiply indefimtely the number 
of self..supporting demonstration farms, giving facilities of learning practical 
agrioulture there to all interested in it, and facilitate the starting and 
maintenance of big farms of say 50 to 100 acres and even more. Also, 
encourage the ready availability of easily manageable and locally repairable 
but improved implements of husbandry which, however, must not be very 
costly or complicated. The adoption of these and similar measures to 
encourage attractive agriculture and industries would reduce unemploy
ment among the educated middle classes perceptibly, and also wean im
patient idealists from violent politics and terrorist tendencies. 

(b) The greatest factor is the fear of early enhancement of land revenue. 

QUESTIO!,!" 25.-WELFARB OF 'RURAL POPULATION.-(a) A. fixed proportion of 
the land revenue and income tax raised from each village, say 10 per cent .• 
may ·be set apart and ear-marked for effecting hygienic, educational, agri
cultural and general improvements, to be effected in the village concerned 
through the agency of the village panchayat under the supervision of the 
District Board. This allotment must, of course, be over and above the 
ordinary expenditure at present incurred on these objects by the Govern
ment or any local authority. 

I am also of the opinion that a Development Board should be constituted 
in every Province, to co-ordinate the activities of the nation-building 
departments, 8uch as Education, Agriculture, Industries, Co-operation and 
Sanitation. It should be presided over by a Minister and consist of heads 
of the departments concerned, with other officials and non-offi.ciala as mem
bers; it should meet at least twice every year. 

Ths 11011,. Mr .. Shyam llihari Misra. 
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(b) I alll not in favour of conducting any economic surveys, etc., as 
they are likely to prove costly and more or less valueless luxuries; the facts 
&8Certai,,~d are also not likely to be accurate. 

(c) 1 did carry out some inquiries in this line during the course of my 
special duty on consolidation of agrioultural holdings in 1921-22. The 
broad condusion reached ily me was that economic conditions were ~lightly 
improving gradually though. the masses even now live almost from hand 
to mouth. Ait;o. I do not ()Onsider agricultural indebtedness to be excessive, 
but it is certainly considerable and weighs heavily on say 25 per c.Jllt. of 
the rural population. 

Oral Evidence. 
36,019. The Chairman: 1\Ir. Misra, are you a member of the Council of 

State?-Yes. 

36,020. And you are Registrar of Co-<>perative Societies?~Yes, but I am 
on leave at present. 

36,021. Are you still Registrar of Co-<>perative Societies?-I am, techni
cally. I have not been reverted. 

36,0"22. I think your successor has only recently taken over r~nsibility? 
-He took over only two months ago. 

36,023. And it WBB for this reason that it was thought better that you 
should represent the Department's views?---Government asked me to appear. 

36,024. We have your note of the evidence. Is there anything you would 
like to add to that?-Nothing j whatever views I wish to place before this 
Commission are in my note. I have nothing to add to ·it. 

36,025. We are obliged to you for the trouble you have taken, and I will 
examine you on those notes and on some of the statements presented to 
the Commission in Chapter XVI of the Report on Agriculture in the United 
Provinces. For how long were you Registrar?-For just over two years, 
and ·before that I was Deputy Registrar for two years, so that I have put 
in four yea.rs and two or three months in the Co-operative Department. 

36,026. Have you read chapter XVI? Did you prepare itP-iI sent in 
a now, and I expeet it has been prepared in the Secretariat from that. 

36,027. Do you regard the movement in this Province as being in a 
healthy condition?-It is not as good yet as should be expected, but I do 
not consider it is so bad as it has been assumed to be in 90me quarters. 

36,028. I want to get at tho facts about your central credit associations. 
Have you any Provincial or Apex Bank?-None. 

36,029. How many district banks have you got?---.36, I think. We have 
28 central banks, eight banking unions, two gUlliranteeing unions, and two 
non-credit central societies. 

36,030. I understand that the difference between your District Banks 
and your ~ntl'al Danks is rather difficult to define?-The District Bank is 
a Central Bank at the headquarters of a district. Their functions are the 
same, except that sorne of the smaller Central Banks are affiliated to 
the District Banks, but the others are quite independent. 

36,031. Their function is the same?-Yes, exactly the same, except. that 
some of the smaller ones, 8.'1 I say, are attached to the District Banks. 

36,032. From where do these District and Central Banks derive their 
capital ?-Mostly from shares and deposits. 

36,033. HavE' they issued Any mortgages?-No, simply preference shares 
and ordinary .shares. '. __ 

36,034. Have they issued any debentures, -..ured on mortgages I mean ?_. 
One or two banks have, I think, but very few of tli~Q the ~hole. . 
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36,035. Then your Banking Unions differ from the District and Central 
Ballks in that. 1,hey have no individual members?-They have no individual 
members, but only society members. 

36,036. How do they get their capital ?-From the share-money of societies 
and deposlts of the public. Their reserve is gradually increasing also. 

36,037. Have the Central Banks or the Banking Unions borrowed money 
from any other banking concern ?-l\1any of them have. They borrow 
from joint stock banks, lind also there is inter-lending among the various 
Central and District Banks. . 

36,038. Can yon tell rue whether the Report of the Oakden Committee 
pro\rjdes informa.tion M to the extent to which your Central Banks and 
Banking lTnions have borrowed from Central and other banks?-I do not 
think it gives all the facts. It only suggested what appea.red to it to be 
improvements. 

36,039. Are you sure that these facts are fully known in your office?
I have given almost all of them in my annual report. 

36,040. You think that is complete in that respectP-Yes. 
36,041. Then 1 will not question you further about it, if the facts are 

available?-They are. 
36,042. Now the Beport on Agriculture in the United P.rovinces (para. 

365) tells us that it is the duty of the Central Banks that we have been 
discussing to organise and supervise the primary societies as well as to 
finance them ?-It seems to me that they haV'El not been discharging the 

. fi·rst two of these duties properly. 

36,043. The Report tells us that it is the duty of these central credit 
societies to organise and supervise the primary societies as well as to 
fillanee them, but they have not discharged this duty adequately. First, 
on the point of principle, do you think it is a sound principle that your 
Central Banks should be expected to manage your primary societies?-I 
~ntirely disagree; I think they should not. 

36,044. 'Would you agree tha.t the usefulness and health of the move
ment depend more upon the primary society and the capacity of the 
members to understand, if not. to manage, their own affairs, than anything 
elseP-Yes, I think the primary societies are the real co-operative societies; 
I regard the Centra:! Banks as being more or less what ate known as 
middlemen; they should he nothing but financing bodies; tl1C>y should have 
nothing to do with control, organisation or supervision. 

36,045. Pro/es .• or Gang'1l1ee: That is to say, all executive services should 
be ('ompletely detached from the central institutions?-Yes, that is what 
was recommended. in the Report of the Oakden C.ommittee, and I entirely 
agree. 

36,046. The Chairman: 'What about the disposition of liquid resources at 
the dispopal of the movement? Has that been roncentrated in the Central 
BankllP-Yes, ent.irely. 

36,047. Have pl"il11ary societies kept any liquid resources in their own 
hands?-No, nothing whatever. 

36,048. On the point of principle, do you think that is sound P-I think 
it is sound; I do not think it would be proper to keep the money actually 
in ,·j!ln;:.es; it wonld not. be safe; when it is idle it had better be kept in 
a safer place. 

36,049. You would not like to see liquid assets of primary societies 
utilised to make further loans by those lIOCi .. ti .... to their membersP-No, I 
do not think so. 

36,0.50. You follow what I mea.n?-Yesr I do. As a. matter of fact, liquid 
&Soots are utilised by the Dentral Banks in this way: most of the liquid 

The Bon. Mr. Shyam Bihari Misra. 
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a.seta are invested in Government promissory notes, in cash certificates, 
d"po"ited in some other safe bank or with an approved banker if considered 
qUIte safe and reliable j the return that tht'y bring in is naturally small, 
but tho)' remain liquid assets. 

36,0':;1. You do not think it would pay a primary society better to lend 
it. liquid aSM'ts to its members tha,n to transfer these to the Central Bank 
snd borrow again?-No; the primary societies are not supposed to keep 
liquid llS""ts, and they seldom do so j they only keep their reserve capital, 
and even that is not a£ltually kept with the primary society itself; the 
money is usually kept by th" Central Banks, mostly invested as stated, and 
I think that is a right pracr,ice. 

36,052. De you attach qmp-lrtance to the agricultural non-credit primary 
&ocietil"'6?-Y"s, I do. 

36,053. What work are they doing?-l'hey are supplying improved seed, 
implt'ments, &e., and some are stores; the-se, are non-credit activities of the 
lloo"ement. 

36,OM. At the close of the year 1924-25 non-credit societies numbered 
six. Une cattle breeding and two ghi societies had had to be closed in 
the preceding year because they were doing no work?-Yes. 

36,055. The six societies comprised three dairies, one cattle insurance, one 
uhi and one agricultural supply?-Yes. 

36,056. Then the report goes on to say: "but none of them, except one 
of the dairies, wsa doing any business, and it was considered not unlikely 
that five would soon have to be wound up "?-Yes, most non-credit societies 
are not doing well. 

36,057. Is it the policy of the Government &t the moment rather to con
centrate on a revivifying of the credit movement than an extension of the 
non-credit. societies?-I do not think so; I think it is the policy of Govern
IllAnt to revivify anything that can be revivified with a fair prospect of 
SUC<l6S8, but somehow non-credit societies are not flourishing in the Province. 

36,058. You yourself point out in your note that the movement has 
rendered valuable M-rvice to the 'Cultivators?-iI certainly think so. 

;36.059. Hilt unfortuna.tely the figures of capital afforded have to be read 
in the light of the present position of the primary societies; I see that in 
1924-25 134, alld in 1923-24 135 societies were finally wound up ?-Yea. It 
i~ our poli{'Y to ,,;nd up any societies which are proved to be inefficient 
or not working properly if they are also not expected to work properly; 
we do not want to keep wcietieB merely for show. 

36,0('10. And I see that pursuing that policy, no fewel" than 794 societies 
were in course of liG,uidution at the close of 1924-25?-That is BO. 

36,061. Was that inl'rease from 135 to 794 due to some particular action 
on your pan as Registrar, or of your office?-No, it is not stH'h a sudden 
increase; these figures are cumulative. It is not an increase from 135 to 
794; they are 8£'Cumulating gradually. In fact, the number of liquidated 
societies is gradually going down rather than up. 

36,062. This had better be corrected if it is wrong. Will you look at 
page 78, paragraph 370, of the Report on Agriculture which I will Il'ead 
in full: "In 1924-25 134, and in 1923-24 135 societies were finally wound 
up." Are those, figures correct?-Yes. 

36,063. Th"'-is to say, 134 plu .• 135?-134 in one year and 135 in the 
other year. ' 

36,064 .• , Besides this, no fewer than 794 societies were in course of 
liquidation at the close of 1924-25 " ?-Including 'those from previous years. 
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86,065. Apart from the 134 and the 135?-No; the total number in course 
of liquidation, now, at the end of 1925-26 is 826; liquidation proceedings with 
regard to some of thorn have been going on for 10, 12 and even 15 years, 
I am sorry to say; but the total cumulative ba.!ance is now 826. 

36,066. We must be able to interpret the memora.ndum that has been 
provided for us acouratelyl; can you or can you not tell me whether the 
794 societiE's mentioned as being in course of liquidation at the close of 
1924-25 are in addition to the 135 finally wound up in 1923-24 and the 
134 in 1924-25 ?-I expect the figures must be right. 

36,067. Then, would you let us know definitely, as representing your 
department bofore the Commission, whether tha·t interpretation of those 
words is correctP-Yes. 

36,068. Will you give the Commission an account of your methods of 
liquidation here? Who acts as liquidator?-An official or a non-offioinl 
is appointed by the Registrar as liquidator; the Registrar has power to 
appoint anybody willing to work as liquida.tor, but it is usually either the 
Oirde Officer or the paid manager of the bank. 

36,OG~. Will vou describe the functions of II- Circle Officer in this Province 
80 that we m';y understand?-The department consists of a Registrar, one 
Deputy Regibtrar, two Assistant Registrars and 27 Inspectors. These 
Inspectors perform various duties, but some of them are in charge of circles, 
and tlley are called Circle Officers; they are paid from Rs.140 to Rs.240 per 
month; they are in charge of from one to six districts at present. They 
generally act as liquidators, but if they have too muCh otheor work to do, 
we sometimes appoint the paid manager of the Central Bank concerned 
or !!Orne other official or non-official. 

36,070. Do you ever appoint pleaders as liquidatorsP-Yes, we have done 
80j we may appoint anyone ".ho is willing and whom the Registrar con
aiders competent. 

~~6,On. Professor Gung1l1ee: How many Cirde Offioers haye you ?-At 
present we have '27 In8pectors i most of them are Circle Officers; two or 
three aTe Dot. • 

36,072. The Ch.1irman: Now I want to draw your attention to para
graph 3i1 of the provincial memorandum, hf-cause it is necessary to have 
both sides of the pil'ture on our notes. This follows on the paragraph 
dealing with the statement l1f the number of societies in liquidation, and 
it reads: If The above, however, is probably not all; there is only too 
good reason to believe that the spirit of many of these societies is wrong. 
It is of the essence of the movement that every member of a l»-opera
tive society should understand the principal canons of his creed. Techni
calitie& he can dispense with, but the broad principles he must under
stand; only so will he be able to check the working of his society and 
to watch its direction by whatever managing committee is appointed. It 
is to be feared that bllt few members of the societies of this Province 
possess the.qe qualifications. The a\'erage member is illiterate and totally 
unversed in co-operation lore; he understands by co-operation little more 
than a dignified form of lending and borrowing. He seldom takes interest 
in the administration of his sociE'ty, which falls in consequence only too 
often into the hands of the permanent official or secretary, who alone 
understands ·it. That this description is Dot exaggerated can be seen 
clearly from the recent discoveries of corruption and neglect iD several 
societieR; when supervision of members is slack, management generally 
tends to become corrupt. Malpractices were found to have been com
mitted again and ~galD in the series of societies, 159 in all, which it 
has reoontly been necessary to liquidate in the Budaun district, and in 
others in Sultanpur and Bellares, and more than one managing director 
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has had to be prosecuted for dishonest practices. Such happenings point 
ul:mistakably to want of interest and lack of supervision on the part of 
mcmhers. amounting to a negation of the true spirit of co-operation. To 
quote the words of the committee referred to in section 374 below:
. Judged by the conditions laid down by the Maclagan C-ommittee, most 
of tho primary lIocieties -of the Province are, as co-operative societies, a 
sham.' This conclusion may seem harsh, but its substantial truth can, 
unfortunately, not be gainsaid." Does that, in your view, represent a 
fair description of the movemcnt?-In my opinion, this is a bit exaggerated. 
I do not claim that societies are generally in a good c-ondition, but I 
certainly repudiate that they are merely a sham; I am not prepared to 
go 80 far as that. I haa seen societies with my own eyes, and I have 
examined them. It is there that some members do know what co-opera
tion is. 

36,073. Would you kindly give the Commission an account of the method 
of audit?-We have now got here 52 Auditors. 

36,074. All in one grade?--No; the grades are: Rs.50, 60, 75, 90 and 
100. These Auditors are semi-Government servants. Government levies 
a contribution from the Central Banks and societies on the basis of their 
capital, and intends to contribute something itself; they are pai~ by the 
Government. They work under the Registrar and directly under the 
Circle Officers who check their work. The audit note is regularly sent 
to the Circle Officer, who goes through It very carefully and passes it on 
with his remarks to the Assistant Registrar. The Assistant Registrar, 
in special cases whenever he thinks it necessary, sends that note to the 
Registrar, otherwise he himself disposes of it. 

36,075. Have you any superior inspectorate or any system of superior 
auditf-Form .... ly there was none; but now that system has bOOn intro
duced and we have a larger staff now. -The staff was most inadequate, 
but it has now been increased. The system of super-audit has been intro
duced by me recently after this increase. 

36,076. Is it in operation ?-It has just begun; we had 18 Auditors in 
1924 and we have now 52 Auditors. 

36,077. That is as regards the audit of the primary societies?-Primary 
societies as well as Central Banks. 

36,078. It is pointed out in the memorandum, and you have agreed, tha1> 
at present the Central Banks have been charged with the responsibility 
of management of primary societies. Now, what staff or machinery is 
available to the Central Banks ?-The Central Banks have, generally, 
according. to their size and the number of their affiliated societies, from 
one paid officer to four or five. Where there is only one he is the 
supervisor and also does the office work. Where the bank is big enough 
aud has many sociElties affiliated to it, it has one paid manager and 
three or four supervisors. There is also one organiser if the organisa
tion of many new Bocieties is desirable; otherwise the supervisors do the 
work. Some of the banks have also a treasurer or cashier. 

36,079. Can you tell us what happens in one of these priJnary societies 
when a member makes an application for 10anP Would you describe the 
process of examination P-The member applies to his own society. Each 
member says that he wants so much. Then a meeting is held wherein 
it is decided how much is to be advanced to each member. Then 
they draw up a list of applicants and forward it to the Central Bank. 
The Central Bank scrutinises the list through its own supervisors. The 
Supervisor makes recommendations, and the Central Bank finally decides 
to whom, and how much, money is to be advanced. Now a recommenda.
tion has been made that this system Rhould cease and the primary societies 
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should be given freedolll to advance snch loans themselves, the Central 
Bank advancing the money to the society as such. 

36,080. How far has the scrutiny of the application by the primary 
society been a real thing and how far has it been a shamP-It depends 
on the "'orthof the society itself. Good societies do something; but I 
must sllY that the mlljority of them are bad at present. They are prac
tically in the hands of a paid group secretary, an accountant who keeps 
the aOCQunts of eight to twelve societies. He is supposed to be a 6e-rvant 
of the society, but unfortunately he becomes their maste-r. 

36,081. Who appoints the group secretary?-He is now appointed by 
the Central Bank, but payment is made by the societies in the shape of 
contributions. 

36,082. Is thl' statement of assets and liabilities of the applicant for loan 
a\'ailable to the supervisor of the Central Bank P-Yes. It is known as 
the haisillt statement and shows what a IDan is worth. There is fixed what 
is known as the normal credit and maximum credit, and generally they 
gi\'e adnllll'es to the extent of the normal credit. If the man is a defaulter, 
no further advanC'e is made to him; otherwise he is given up to the normal 
credit; but in special cases the Central Bank can advance even up to 
th" extent of the maximum credit and soIDetimes it is even exceeded. 

36,083. Does the supervisor go to the village of the applicant?-He 
!!oes to every \'illage. One supervisor generally supervises 40 to 50 societies. 
He does go about and see things. It is only when he is dishonest that 
tbere is difficulty. . 

:{6,084. To look at another side of the picture: the detailed examina
tion which the Committee made of the 75 primary societies of ten years' 
htomdillg and upwards showed that the existence of these societies had 
produced results whieD eould not be l'onsidered unsatisfactory. Out of 
a melllbership of 2,325, 1,354 members had paid, off all debt; the positIOn 
of 294 could not be II.';certained, while 677 were still indebted to mon"y
"'lIders. That shows that certain societies have rendered good service?
Yes. 

36,085. Would you like t.o see the co-operative JDovement, as such, 
attempting the ('onsolidation of fragmented holdingsP-I ha'\"e undertaken 
it, and it has been done to some extent in Saharanpur district where 
three soci .. tie'l ha\'e already been registered. I was put on special duty 
in this ('onnel'tion in 1921-22, and I have submitt~d a copy of my rep<>rt 
to all the members. Perhaps it should have been, even normally, entrusted 
to the C()-operative ])e,partment, but Government specifically ordered thllt 
it ShOl1ld be done through mE', ftS I had worked on it as a special officer. 
I ('onsulted Mr. CalvE'rt, "'ho is an authority on the subject, and he 
ga'\"e me ('ertain instructions; I fullowed those instructions very carefully, 
and I think there is a good promise of consolidation work prospering 
in sorne of the districts. 

36,O~6. What type of district is that?-At present the Government 
ordE'red thut it should be undertaken only in the Meerut Division which 
is adjoining the Punjnb. I consulted the Colle..-tors of three districts, and 
three Collectors, those of Saharanpur, Bulandshahr and Muzaffarnagnr, 
a!!:reed that the ,,'ork could be start~d there with a prospect of su~s8. 
In Saharanpur alone we have done some real work, while in the other 
hI'o districts we are yet doing propaganda only. 

36,087. On what right are these cultivators holding their Inn~ P-:-)Iostly 
on occupallcy; there are <;ODIe on non-occllpancy also who hold hfe-Illterest 
now. 

36,088. On page 245 of your note, you say in answer to o~r Questi?n. 5, 
Finance, that the present rates of interest on loans by primary SOCietIes 
to individual members Me rather too IlighP-Yes. • 
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36,089. You think they might reasonably go down to 9 per cent. ?-Yes. 
36,090. "Dy Government taking upon themselves the. !esponsibility .. of 

in(·urring all cost on co-operBtive education and supervIsIon, and o~ ~1S
tributing t<lcCIl1li through oo-operative societies" ?-Only to good SOCI?tles, 
not to bad societies. I think the Registl'ar can give a list of such socIetIes 
to which money could safely be advanced. 

36,091. At what rate do Central Banks borrow moneyP-Generally at 5 to 
8 per cent. . . 

36,092. And at what rate do they lend to the primary societiES ?-Usually 
at 12 per cent. That amounts to a margin of 4 to 7 ~er cent.; :but they 
have to spend a good deal on supervision and co-operatlve educatlOn. 

36,093. ·What would you consider a fair percentage to cover administra.
tion in the Central Bank P-If they are confined to financing, then it may 
not ·be more than 1 or Ii per cent. 

36,094. What is it that makes the management and supervision 60 exp~n
.ive under the present arrangement?-They have to undertake co-operative 
education and organisation of the societies and therefore to employ super
visors and Organisers. 

:f6,095. What funds have they in fact to spend on co-operative education} 
-They have to entertain several supervisors and.organiool'lS. 

36,096. They ·have to pay them ?-Yes. If they are confined only to 
financing the members then one manager would do; the supervisors and 
organisen would not be required. 

36,097. Turning to page 247, Question 14 on imp!eJ!lents, you say: .. I 
wrote a pretty exhaustive note on this point in May, 1926, but its office 
copy has not yet been traced out in the Office of the Registrar of Co-opera
tive Societies," and you promise to send a copy of it as soon as it is traced 
out. Will you bear that in mind ?-Certainly; I am sorry that it has not 
yet been traced out. 

36,098. I suppose that you would not suggest, in this matter of super
vision, that the Government should for all time undertake to beM the 
expense P-No, not for all time, but only 80 long as the movement cannot 
stand on its own legs. After all, Government often undertakes to pay 
60 per cent. of the expeDBe of aided education, and co-operation is nothing 
except a kind of education in business principles; education is the main 
factor in co-operation. . 

36,099. But there does not appear to have been very much education 
in the Province up to the present time ?-Because we have had a very 
inadequate staff. The staff was very, very weak indeed, and yet there has 
been Borne co-operativ8 education. If the Commission had time, perhaps I 
could produce many villagers who could prove that they knew something 
of co-operation'-

36,100. Would you turn to page 248, Question 22? You refer to the 
Oakden Committee's Report and say: "I consider several remarks and 
suggestions therein not only far too exaggerated but actually wrong." I 
want to give you an opportunity of pointing out those?-I do not wish 
to enter into the details of those pointa now. I only thought that I would 
be unfair to myself and to the Commission if I did not say anything on 
the subject. 

36,101. I will give you an opportunity of specifying them if you wish 
to do so ?-I do not wish to dilate on this subject. 

36,102. In regard to Question 25, on page 249, you say: "I am. not in 
favour of conducting. any economic surveys, etc., as they are likely to 
prove costly and more or less valuel8SO!l luxuries; the facts ascertained 
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are also not likely to be accurate" P-Yes, because people are generaJl,) 
shy in giving out facts. I made some enquiries of the natu-re and I found 
they often did nl)t like others prying into their private affairs; they often 
resent it. 

36,103. Have you any personal experienceP-When I wa:' put on special 
duty on consolidation of agricultural holdings, although It was not part 
of my duties, I mOOe some enquiries and I found that people would not 
give out facts; they often resented the enquiries. 

36,104. And is it from your own efforts in connection with these surveys 
that you gauge that the facti! would not ·be accurate P-Yes. 

36, lOS. As Iregistra-r of C()ooperative Societies, do you regard your office 
88 responsible for the personnel of the Managing Boa·ros of Central BanksP
Not at all; they are elected by the shareholders. Sometimes we wish that a 
certain man should not be elected, hut he is elected in spite of our wishes. 
We are not at all responsible. 

36,106. Pro/euor Gan.gulee: For how long did you say you acted as 
Registrar, C<H>perative Credit SocietiesP-From 5th August, 1924, to 
2nd December, 1926 .. 

36,107. That is for about two yearsP-Yt>s, and the appointment of the 
Oakden Committee was mooted early in 1925, so that I make my position 
quite clt>ar. It had not much to do with my own work. 

36,108. Do you know whether there was any enquiry in these Provinct'6 
as rt>gards the extent of agricultural indebtedness P-I do not think so. 

36,109. Turning to the question of primary societies, I want to know how 
often were these primlllry societies inspected -by your supervisors P-The 
Bupt>rvisors are the servants of the Oentral Banks and not of the depart
ment. They are expected to visit them at least once every two months, but 
I am not sure if they do it. 

36,110. Can you tell us the nature of such inspectionsP What do tht>y 
really inspect P-Their inspection is superficial, I must say. Our Inspectors 
are very few. There are over 6,000 societies -but only 27 Inspectors. I 
have myself inspected hundreds of primary societi('S on the spot. 

36,111. With regard to this auditing business, at what intervals are 
these societies' accounts audited P-They should be audited every year. 

36,112. Is it done every yearP-No, that cannot be done for want of l\ 

sufficient number of Auditors. Now that 52 Auditors have been appointed, 
efforts are being mOOe to see that it is done in future regularly. 

36,113. What action do you take when Auditors report on any defectsP
This is how many embezzlement cases come to light. Whenever there is 
anything wrong, we make further enquiriee and take necessuy action. 

36,114. That is with regard to glaring defects. But I am talking of 
minor defectsP-The Auditor is expected to get minor defects corrected on 
tne spot. He Bhould not be a mere cold calculating critic; he should be 1\ 

real friend and should help them. He should make the correction and 
tell the people where the mistake lies rather than point out their mistakes 
as a mere critic. 

86,115. In view of the present situation of the co-operative movement in 
this Pro\'ince, would you l'e6trict the further extension of the movement 
and consolidate the present position of the existing societies P-It has been 
the policy for mallY years po.st that there should be very little expansion. 
We concentrate more on consolidation than on expansion. But there is 
some expansion, otherwise we would be going back. In promising areas 
we open out new societies but we concentrate more on consolidation. 
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36,116. And on propagan<la?-We have ha<l no allotment f<:lf' propagand:r 
in this Province 80 far, but now Government have been pleased to allot 
1l.s.15,OOO for this year and I think that propaganda. work has been 
taken up aeriously now. 

36,117. Are you in touch with the Educa.tion Department in propaganda 
work?-Yes, we are trying to be; at present there is very little of that. 

36,118. Do you Teceive non-official llBSistance in the Province in your 
propagaooa work ?-We hold co-operative conferences which are attended 
by non-officials who fully co-operate with us. 

36,119. Do the landlords of the Province help you in this?-Yes, but they 
~annot un<lertake any constant, stea.dy, daily work. They can give us 
@orne assistance once or twice a year or more but cannot take up da.ily 
routine work. 

36,120. Did you attend the Registrars' Conference a.t Bombay in 1926?
Yes. 

36,121. There was a proposal about land mortgage banks. Do you agree 
with the resolutions of that Conference?-The Oakden Committee suggested 
that there should ,be no land mortgage banks in this Province. Persona.lIy 
I am of opinion that we should have some of them. -

36,122. Mr. Karnat: Is there co-operation between your depa.rtment and 
the Agricultural Department ?-Yes, there must naturally be some co: 
operation, but at present it is not to the extent which is desired, and 
that is why I have suggested the formation of a Development Board. 

36,123. If that is so, would you kindly explain why the Oakden Com
mittee say that the Co-operative Department has failed to make use of 
the facilities and help given by the Agricultural Department?-This is. 
one of the points with which I do not agree. In fact, there are many 
points with which I do not agree. 

36,124. You therefore think that this indictment of your department. by. 
the Oakden Committee is not correct?-Yes. I do not like to dilate on: 
this unpleasant point, but that is the case. 

36,125. Now about the economic position of the cultivators: here is II. 

statement in this memorandum that, in the opinion of the Co-operath'e 
Department, 60 to 80 per cent. of the cultivators are in debt. Do you 
agree with that?-To some extent they are in debt; they are not very 
much in debt. But I have said that some 25 p~r cent. are heavily sunk 
in debt. 

36,126. You say that you are not in favour of conducting any economk 
surveys, and the reason you give for that 'opinion is that you did carry 
out some enquiries on this line during the course of your special duty on 
{'onsolidation of agricultural holdings.in 1921-22. "The broad conclusion 
reached by me," you say, "was that economic conditions were slightly 
improving though the masses even now live almost from hand to mouth." 
Do you adhere to that opinion ?--Certainly; I think there is some impro'l'e
ment, but I cannot say as yet that they are flourishing. 

36,127. I wish to point out to you per contra the opinion of the Revenue 
Department in the memorandum supplied to us. They say: "The con
clusions reached in chapter 16 are based, in the ma.in, on a careful 
comparison of regularly published statistics, and appear to be reliable. 
If they are accepted, the typical cultivator of the west of the United 
Provinces is found to be in fairly prosperous circumstances"; and about 
the eastern portion of the United Provinces they say: "The cultivator 
of the east, though he pays less rent on a smaller holding, makes a worse 
living, but he, too, has ordinarily enough and to spare." Now, on the 
one hand your opinion is that the cultivator is living from hand to mouth. 
and on the other the Revenue Department says that he has a surplus p
I did not say that they lived .entirely from hand to -mouth, but almost 
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from hand to mouth. I say the ryot's condition has been 8 good deal 
improved, but even now he lives almost from hand to mouth. The word 
., almost II is important. 

36,128. Are yo'u inclined to support the opinion of the Revenue Depart
'ment about the $urplus, or are you inclined to adhere to your own 
opinion P-I have given you my own personal opinion, and it is for you 
to draw your own conclusions. 

86,129. Even after this divergence of opinion between the opinion of 
the Revenue Department and your own opinion P-I do n()j; think that 
there is much divergence j it is only a question of opinion. 

36,13(). But there is some divergence ?-Some opinions always must differ. 
3.6,131. If there is some divergence, never mind whether it is large 01' 

small, do you not think an economic mquiry into small villages, at any 
rate, would be desirable ?-I think that is resented by the people con
l'erned, and it will not be of much use. I have said already that it will 
be more or less valueless, and that the figures will not be accurate. 

36,132. If two responsible departments differ in their conclusions, would 
it not be better to have an economic inquiry?-The Revenue Department 
claim that they have conducted careful inquiries, but I have done it in 
a summary fashion while I was on special duty for II few months. I dl.l 
not claim that my opinion must be considered as valuable in this con
nection as the opinion of the Revenue Department. 

36,133. Sir Tho·m.as Middleton: In what sense do you use the term 
ma.hajan PDo you mean the big moneylender or the ordinary village 
.moneylender P-The petty moneylender. 

36,134. You mentioned the case of the Dewan of an Indian State who 
was compelled to guarantee the loans to mahajana. If you were faced 
with a situation like that, what steps would you have taken P-Perhaps I 
lVould do the same. 

38,135. There is no doubt that the character and the quality of the 
mahajans of that State would have varied widely. I want to know whether 
.you would not have tried to discriminate between such people before 
guaranteeing the loans ?-I do not follow the question. I see. that men 
advance money. A badm(Ujh' • . rupee is worth 16 annas and II good Ulan's 
rupee is worth the very same. . 

36,136. There is something behind my question. There would be in 
8uch a State a large number of mallajans who would come applying to 
the Dewall for a guarantee. He could make a selection from among 
them P Could that not be possible ?-Possibly it may be so, but I really 
do not see any difference. Why should I make a selection in case of 
.creditors when one mlln's rupee is worth the same as another man's I'upee? 

36,137. If he were to make a selection, do you think it is not possible 
that he might come to terms with the lIla"ajans as to tho rates of interest 
,which they would charge ?-The rate of interest was ulllform j it was all 
... awai, i.e., 25 percent. 

36,138. So that your attitude would have been the same as his, that 
is, guaranteeing without conditions P-Unless, of course, I knew that 
\lliUflOUS I'ates of interest were being charged j if the rates of interest were 
uniform and reasonable, then I would not differentiate. 

86,139. Raja Sir Bampa! Singh: You have stated that the control of 
.the {Jl>ntral Banks should be done away with, but at the same time they 
,should go on financing assistanoe ?-I did not say that control should ,btl 
done awuy with j I spoke of supervision and co-operativ8 education; financial 
.control will remain. The former means more responsibility than power, 
1 think. 

36,140. In what wayP-I am of the opinion that supervision, oo-operat.i\'e 
~ducation and organisation involve more responsibility than power. 
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86,141. Suppo&ing a society sends a list of members to whom loans shouler. 
be advanced, if the Central Bank i8 not allowed to scrutinise that li8t, 
would depositors come forward to deposit money in the Central Bank P
Yes; provided the Central Bank took care to see that the society itself 
as a whole was solvent, people would come forward to deposit money. 
The Central Bank should deal with societies and not with individual 
member. of societies; otherwise it saps the foundations of co-operation. 

36,142. Do you not find a tendency amongst members of societies to. 
have a big loan taken by every member. instead of attending to the real 
wanta of the members ?-If every member wants too much, then the society 
aa a whole will want 80 much more, and the Central Bank will not advance 
beyond the normal credit of the society. Therefore, the safety is there. 
Why should the Central Bank advance beyond the normal credit of the 
'O<'iety? 

36,143. You propose that every supervision should be exercised by the 
. Co-operative Department?-What I mean to say is that the responsIbility 
for organisation, co-operative education and supervision should be under
taken by the Co-operative Department. The banks can make any enquiries 
as to the solvency of the societies or as to the solvency of the members 
of societies, and anything like that; we do not want to interfere with 
their powers in this respect. ' , 

36,144. What is the annual grant of the Government for the Co-operative. 
Department ?-At present it is somewhere in the neighbourhood ot 
&.2 lakhs. 

26,145. I hear it is much less than what is provided by other Provincesi'" 
-It is the smallest throughout India, eo far as I know, amongst the major 
Provinces. 

36,146. Mr. Calvert: Smallest per member?-I do net think it is the " 
smallest per member, but the amount is tlul smallest amongst the major 
Provinces. I do not mean to criticise Government, but, nevertheless, I 
think that if it had :been possible for Government to give adequate financial 
aesistance to the co-operative movement, perhaps we would have been in a 
for bE'tter position. 

36,141. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: ;Would it not have been better if the 
department had concentrated all its energies over certain localities, instead 
of diffusing their energies all over the Province?-Perhaps there is some 
truth in this, but we cannot entirely ignore the wishes of Central Banks_ 
We have to consider and take into account the desires of non-officia.ls in the 
Pro\-ince also, and, if they desire a. thing, we generally do not wish to o'\';er-
ride them without ,'ery good reasons. , 

36,148. In years of calamity. have you any experience that even Iand
lorda come forward to stand as guarantee for the loans to be given by 
mahajansP-Yes: I myself do it. I am also a landlord, besides being a 
Government servant, and in my estate this is done. 

36,149. Professor Gang'lllee: You state that the responsibility for co'
operative education rest<l on your department?-I say it should rest on my 
department . 
. 3.6,150. We have a note before us, in which, referring to the department, 
It IS stated: "Many officers do not know what co-operation is. To them 
co-operation means that Government is to supply them with a few simple 
books" ?-W!here is this statement? 

36,151: In, a note submitted ~o us by one of ~he officers. ,Would you 
agree WIth ItP-The statement IS much too sweepmg, and I challenge 'its 
accuracy. It is not correct. I think it referred to the RE'venue Depart-
ment. . 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Oommiuion tllen adjou.rned till 10.30 a.m. on Friday. the 
4th February, 1927. 
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Friday, February 4th, 1927. 

LUCKNOW. 

PRESENT: 

The MARQUESS 01' LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Ohairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.L, I.C.,S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.LE., I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.'B.E., 
<l.B. 

Ra.i BAHADUR SIR GANGA RAM, Kt., 
O.LE., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES l\:lACKXNNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
LC.S. 

Raja 8m KRISHNA 
GAJAPATI NARAYANA 
PARLAKIMEDI. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

l\Ir. B. S. KAMAT. 

CHANDRA 
DEO OF' 

Mr. A. W. PIM, C.S.L, C.LE., LC.s', } (0 d M b ) o-opte . em ers. 
Raja Sir RAMPAL SINGH. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, LC.S., } . 
(Joint Secretanes.) 

Mr. F. W. H. <SMITH. 

Captain S. G. M. HICKEY, M.R.C.V.S., I.V.S., Veterinary 
Adviser to the Government of the United Provinces. 

Replies to the Questionnaire •. 

QUESTION 15.-{a) The Civil Veterinary Department should be run 
absolutely independent of the Director of Agriculture, .but veterinary, agri
~ulture and Ibreeding operations should come under one Minister. The 
Departments of Veterinary and Agriculture, although maintained for the 
welfare of agriculturists and the general public, differ very much in the 
-fuonctions of their duties, and each should be run by their own technical 
-officers, responsible to one Minister, as it is done in other oountries. In the 
year 1919, when the Department of Agriculture and Land Records (under 
which the Veterinary Department then clIJlIle) was split into two separate 
departments, with their own technical officers and an agricultural officer 
made Director of Agriculture, 'Which post was previously held by an offioer 
-of the India'll Civil S.ervice, the Veterinary Department was made indepen
dent, with a veterinary officer as adviser, which up to now has proved 
satisfactory. If the control of the Veterinary Department was vested in 
the Director of Agriculture, who does not possess any veterinary qualifica
tions, it would be sure to create ... cause of great dissatisfaction amongst 
-officers of the departmoot, and there is always the fear that instead of the 
department progressing it 'Would be left to stagnate, preference being given 
to the Agricultural Department, to which service the Director would belong. 

Dispensaries in these Provin<'6S are mai'lltainoo by District Boards, who 
pay yearly to Government a fixed sum (Rs.672) for eaoh Veterinary Assistant 
Burgeon lent to them; they also provide funds for medicines, instruments 
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and hOllpital necessities and find accommodation for .the hospitals or dis
pensariel. OIIioers of the Veterinary Department Inspect the work of 
Veterinary ABaistant Surgeons and advise the District Bo.ards as to· the 
proper running of veterinary work in their districts; also check tne field 
a.nd inoculation work ca.rried out by Veterina.ry Assistant ,Surgeons. But 
I am sorry to Bay that moo Boards a.re very apathetic! not providi!lg su~
cient funds for the proper maintenance of the vetermary wor~ in theIr 
districts, .nd little or no action is taken on rema.rks arul suggestIOns passe-d 
from time to time by inspecting officers on the proper working of the dis
pensaries. Also the system under which the department is run in these 
Provinces being dual, we are always at the mercy of the District. Boards 
for the opening of new di8pensa.ri~, etc. We have experien~ great ~ard
ships by some boards trying to cut down the number of their Vetermary 
Assistant Surgeons under the old plea of i!Ilsufficientfunds. India is the 
only country where the dual system would be tolerated for a DIOment. In 
oountriee like America and South Africa, where State aid is given for 
veterinary work, the working is entirely in the h8lnds of the Veterinary 
Dpea.rtment, who are in a much ,better position to be able to state what 
medicines, etc., are required and where and when new hospitals and dis
pensaries should be opened. Another point I should like to bring before 
the Commission is the inadequate housing aooommodation made by most 
District Boards for the accommodation of veterina.ry hospitals .and dis
pensaries. Except in a very few instances the housing accommodation is 
totally inadequate and in no way suitable. It usually consists of a hired 
houae on a cheap rent which lends itself in no way for the class of work 
that is required of it. They have no proper accommodation for in-patients 
and are usually situated in the worst locality. Also, under the dual 
system, the Veterinary Asaist&nt Surgeons are apt to playoff their depart
mental officers against the District Boards and 'Vice 'Versa. If the whole 
of the veterinary work was solely under the Veterinary Department, it 
would mean that we should have ,better working, suggestions, when made, 
if possible, would be carried out, medicines arul instruments would be sup
plied in proper time and not, as now, when the District Boards like. 

(ii) The department has expanded during the last ten years, but not in 
proportion to the needs of the Province. 

A Veterinary A88istant Burgeon in oharge of an area has got such an 
extensive circle under his charge that it is often the case that it is im
possible for him to manage to visit each and every pl&oe which is reported 
to be affected. To assist him, when possible,. the headquarters Veteri'l18ry 
Assistant Surgeons and sometimes Inspectors are deputed, but they are too 
few to render any substantial help. Besides that, in the United Provinces 
the climate is such that epidemics ,break out in severa.l districts at the same 
time, a,nd so it beoomes Ml. impo!l8ibility to shift the staff from one district 
to another. The ha,nds of the local staff heoome so full of work at times 
that they cannot leave one part of the area to a,ttend outbreaks prevailing 
in another pa.rt; this means serious losses amongst agricultural stock and 
the cO!Iltinuation a.nd spread of contagious disease. It is therefore essentia.l 
that the department should keep enough hands in reserve to meet such 
contingencies. 

Then the staff maintained in a district is extremely inadequate to meet 
the needs of the department. On an average, a district which has got half 
a dozen tehsils of hundreds of square miles or so each is allowed not more 
than four Veterinary Assistant Surgeons, although under the standing 
orders eSlCh tehsil should have a separate Veterinary Assistant Surgeon. 

I 'Would go further and say that even one Veterinary Assistant Surgeon 
in eSlCh tehsil is totally inadequate to meet the require!llents of to-day if 
oontagious disease is going to be in any effectual way suppressed, and 
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would suggest that two Veterinary Assistant SiUrgeons should be allotted 
to each tehsil, one on purely itinerating work and the other on combined 
work, who, when there is no contagious disease, should run a hospital or 
d<ispensary, and when contagious disease appears should at once proceed and 
help the itinerating Veterinary A!lSistant Surgeon to suppress it as eoon as 
possible. Also,' when the itinerating Veterinary ABsistant is not attending 
outbreaks, he should at stated intervals visit the larger villages and 
markets, staying a day or so and carrying out ordinary treatnnent amongst 
the animal stock. This is urgently needed, as one can see while touring 
through the districts. The rural population, except within, say, a. radius 
of five miles of a. veterinary hospital or dispensary, has very little help 
given them for ordinary disease, such as wounds, infection with maggots. 
injuries, etc. This, I think, would ,be gradually overcome if, as stated 
above, the dtinerating Veterinary Assistant Surgeons, when not engaged 
with outbreaks duty, paid regular visits to the larger villages. The 
villagers, after a time, would get to know of this and would liring their 
animals for treatment, as I am sure many working hours are lost due to 
minor ailments of the livestock. 

The question of inadequacy of the present staff,the large areas these 
men have to look after, etc., is, therefore, of such vital importance to the 
stock owners of this Province that it deserves immediate consideration at 
the handa of the higher authorities. Undoubtedly, inoculation is the best 
remedy to arrest epidemics, but it requires an adequate staff and great 
organisation to make it thoroughly effective. 

(iii) Yes. Before the inauguration of the Reforms, the present system of 
the admin·istration of the department worked fairly well, as the official 
chairmen had a great regard for the advice of the departmental officers, 
but even then there were drawbacks in the system. But now with the non
official chairmen the department is B)lffering greatly, and in some instances 
veterinary work, instead of progressing, has been retarded. The dual 

. system of control is practically Iimpo!lSible with a subject like veterinary 
work, and in no country in the world, where there is State-aided veterinary 
work, is the system under a dual oontrol. Take, for instance, in the great 
outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease at Home, the· work of the Board of 
Agriculture and Fisheries would h&ve been retarded if Borough Councils 
had had the power of s&ying that they did not see the reason for shutting 
up infected farms and the veterinary offioers need not proceed to seats 
of outbreaks as the disellBe was widespread. This has been my experience 
with some District Boards. 

My presumption, based on the experience 80 far gained in the discharge 
of my duties, is that ~n & country like India, with all her prejudices, ignor
ance, want of organisation, etc., any scientific department, and specially of 
a recent birth like our Civil Veterinary Department, oannot suooessfully be 
run less it is under the direct oontrol and the supervision of the Govern
ment technical officers. The difficulties at present experienced and 
instances daily met with, for want of independent technical oontrol, I think, 
are more than sufficient to support my views. 

After the coming of the Reforms, it was experienced in the year 1923-24 
that the majority of District Boards, instead of helping us to improve 
veterinary work in their districts, tried in every way to hinder and retard 
the .work, by trying to cut down the number of Veterinary Assistant Sur
geons under their control, not giving adequate funds for medicines and 
instruments or giving suitable accommodation for the housing of the 
":terinary hospitals or dispensaries. Usually the building provided as a 
veterinary hospital or dispensary, with the exception of several well-built 
hospita.ls and dispensaries, most of which were in existence before thE' 
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ReforDUI came in, are totally inadequate and no~ .at all suited f?r the pur
p<*!. In the great majority of cases the hownng accommodat~on allow~ 
is a small hired building, without any adequate accommodatlOn for lD

patients, and usually not over-4!anitary. 
Another way some District Boards have hampered the. work of the depart

ruent ie by the issuing of orders to their Veterm&ry ~lstant Surgeon:s that 
they are not to go on tours until they get permission from. the chal:men. 
This means that in a great majority of cases, when the Vetermary ASSistant 
Surgeons hne obtained permission and proceeded to the soene of out
break, they find that the disease haa subsided or haa s~read ~ s~ch an 
extent that the district staff is totally incapable of copmg With It, and 
the adjoining districts thel'eby become affected. 

Another WilY, again, is the present tendency of several District Board~ 
to hand over their sudder veterinary hospitals to the Municipal Boards. 
Their excuse is usually want of funds or that the majority of CllBes brought 
for treatment come from the municipal area, and they do not see why 
they should run the h06pital. 

Ever since the. Reforms came, it has been uphill work for the 
Veterinary .Adviser, the Circle Superintendents and the Deputy Superin
tendents to try, persullde and make the District Boards see that if con
tagious dieeases are going to be suppre.ssed there must be an adequate 
veterinary personnel in each district to control the diseases and carry out 
the work. Valuable time of the officers of the department has been wasted 
by attending District Board meetings explaining to them the needs of tho 
veterinary work and trying to make them se~ the necessity of maintaining 
the minimum number of Veterinary Assistant SurgeoDB aa laid down by 
Government, and even at the present time col'resp()ndence is going on 
between the department and a.. District Board with reference to the doing 
away with two of their Veterinary Assistant Surgeons out of four. 

Also I should like to bring to the notice of the Olmmission that under 
the present dual system we have very little power over our subordinate 
stllff Ilnd experience great difficulties in the. transferring of Veterinary 
.Assistant Surgeons as disciplinary measures or in the interest of the depart
ment. It has been found that if a Veterinary Assistant Surgeon does not 
want to be transferred, he goos and gete the Dietrict Board to say he is 
indispensable, which causes a lot of correspondence and nnnecessary work, 
besides making bad relationship between the department and the Board. 

All District and Municipal Boards and notified areas should be ma4e to 
pay yearly to Government a sum of money fixed on the area of the district 
in the case of District Boards, size and population in the case of Municipal 
Boards and notified areas for veterinary relief, and the department should 
be responsihle for the entire running of the veterinary work of the Province. 
The rest of the money should be met by Government as at the present time. 

Government at present meets the pay, travelling allowances, etc., of all 
officers, with the exception of district Veterinary Assistant Surgeons, for 
whom the District Board contributes at the rate of Rs.56 per mensem for 
each man, the deficit being met by Government. . 

(~) (i).-During my fifteen years' service in India I have seen that agricul
.turlsts from year to year make greater use of the Veterinary Department. 
But, as stated to question 15 (b) (ii), they are so few and ·between that 
~ull use cannot be m~d~ of th~m: The rural population is still very 
Ignorant and full of rehglOllS preJudices so that they are liable to show grea. 
apathy towards the minor ailments of their livestock. Not only doos this 
exist in the rural areas, but it is found in the larger towns as well. Nearly 
every ek"a p~ny an~ bullock or buffalo workin! on the roads are Buffering 
from some mmor alIments such as wounds, saddle or girth galls and 'in 
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bullocks and buffaloes neck galls. Directly a wound or gall appears instead 
of going to the nearest hospital for treatment, they rub in some decoction cf 
their own and continue to work the animal, and when the animal is totally 
unfit for iWork then they seek veterinary aid. This· can only be overcome 
if sufficient institutions are formed where they can obtain treatment, 
adequate supply of drugs, etc., and a lot of propaganda work is done. Also 
I would suggest that legislation on the lines of the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals Act should be brought into force and properly carried out. 

(ii).-There are no travelling veterinary dispensaries in the Province. 
Some years back there were two, but the Boards concerned could not main
tain them owing to want of funds. 

(d).-The present system of controlling epidemics without legislation is 
effective in its way if properly carried out, but it has got its own drawbaclt 
whit,h cannot be easily remedied. The pat warn are proverbially slow and 
careless and they have got such onerous duties of their own to discharge 
that they hardly get time to deal with other affairs. There is a general 
complaint that they never submit their reports in time which has heen 
from time to time brought to the notioa of Government and it is only when 
the epidemics assume a virulent form that they awaken to bring the matter 
to the notice of the authorities. In this manner the work of the veterinary 
staff becomes very difficult and it takes time before the spread of the 
epidemic is arrested. But it appears that this cannot be helped. ThE"re 
is no other agency that may be suggested in place of the patwaris. Tbe 
challkidars are said to be over worked and as their circles, according to the 
new Reforms, have been enlarged it has booome all the more diffil'ult to 
get any extra work from them. Moreo.er, they are illiterate and so thev 
are not likely to be of great assistance in the matter. We have for good 
or for bad to rely upon the patwarn and they should be given something 
in the form of a reward for honest and g80d work; if this is done, theN 
is every chance that some improvement will be effected. It is therefore 
necessary that some amount should be allotted annually to every distril't 
for this purpose under the control of the Veterinary Department. Also 
rewards in the form of sanads, money, etc., should be given to .illagers 
who oome forward and report outbreaks direct t~ the Yeterinary Assist,ant 
Surgeons concerned or even to the nearest polioa station or' outpost who 
oould ensily despatch the information to the nearest Veterinary Assistant 
Surgeon for action. The present reporting system will only be effectual 
and of real benefit when we can get the people so educated that they 
voluntarily come forward and report disease themselves. A lot could be 
done if the educational authorities could see their way to give instruction 
in all village schools of the benefits of quick reporting and the prompt 
carrying out of inoculation whenever a coutagious disease appears. There 
can be no two opinions about it that segregation is the second best remedy, 
but in the United Provinces it has never been a success. In the first 
place, there is no legislation compelling the. agriculturists and other people 
to keep their stock isolated at places fixoo by the officers of the department 
during an epidemic. This has heen borne out each year when surra 
breaks out in the Province. A Veterinary Assistant Surgeon, on either 
diagnosing a case or it ooing reportoo to him, orders the owners of all 
suspected cues to isolate their anima.ls while' he submits blood smears for 
nyicrosoopio examination. On his return with the information that the 
slides submitted were either positiye or negative, it is invariably found 
that one or more persons have taken their animals from the isolation camp 
and absconded. If the animal of an absconding owner has proved positive 
it may take months, if ever, before 'he can be tra.<:'t'd by the district authori
ties and usuallY it is found that his animal has died and must have been 
the source of starting fl'E>lll outbreaks wherever he stopped, and secondly, 
the ignorance of the peasants is a. great stumbling block to the impro'l"e-
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ruent of the system. The BOund. advice given to the~. falls o,n d?af eal'S 
and nobody is ready to mo,'e an lOch from, the old po&t,lOn whIch 19 ba:sed 
on superstition. With sufficient increase In the IIt~ff,lt may be pOSSIble 
to improve the situatioD;, snd, if th~ Govern,ment l~ prepared to enforce 
Borne legislation all that 18 desired will be eaSIly aohleved. 

This department has often tried to educa~ t~e agricu~tural ,classes ill 
the iu.portance of segregation as a preventive 10 contagious dlsease~ by 
issuing pamphlets on the subject at horse and cattle shows and agricul
tural exhibitions' but besides enlightening a few advanced and educated 
agriculturista tbey have not done much to the peasants in general and in 
my opinion it can only be brough) about by legislation on the same lines 
lUI it is carried out in other countries, Le" Diseases of Animals Act. The 
educational department has proposed to issue instructions in animal hus
t,;'ndry which, I think, is a step in the right direction if the importance of 
tbis is duly impressed on the younger generation. 

The third beat remedy to prevent epidelLics is treatment and it is pro
vided for as far as possible in cases for which there is no inoculation. But 
this is a matter which depends a great deal on funds. The local bodies 
do not take sufficient interest, wIth the result that a very meagre allotment 
is made for the purpose. However, every endeavour should be made in 
this ('onnection to stimulate public interest amongst local bodies to thi,s 
phase in the suppression of contagious diseases. 

At a very early date rules should be framed on the lines of the Diseases 
of Animals Act as in force in other countries. 

Whenever practicable, segregation should be made compulsory ana the 
local Government should see that it is carried out, also rules should be 
framed to stop the transport of animals from or through one infected 
Province to another or from an infected district to another non-infected 
district. In this way, an effective control could be put on most of the 
contagious diseases, as at the present time the unrestricted movements of 
animals help to spread the disease and in, this way India loses thousands 
of heads of live stock annually. 

Steps should be taken by the Government of India to encourage Indian 
States to take an interest in veterinary matters by establishing veterinary 
dispensaries in, their States. 

(e).-The serum supply is not always suflicient to meet the demand for 
want of sufficient funds to defray the cost of the supply. 

(f).-No fee is charged for inoculation from the public. The obstacles 
in the way of preventive inoculation have already been dealt with in' other 
paragraphs. 

~g): (i), (ii) a~ (h),. (i) (ii~.-In a country like India where nearly every 
eXl~t,mg contagious disease 18 prevalent it is essential that the greatest 
faCli1tl611 ~or. research should be made by giving adequate funds both from 
the ProvlOclal and Central Governments. Each Province should have a 
properly equ,ipped veterinary research institute under a special research,. 
officer ~ho. Will c.arry o.ut research work on the contagious disell8es commonly 
met ~Ith 10 the ProvmC6 ~nd also any disease peculiar to a special tract. 
In thiS w~y, Muktesar. InstItute could be used for special research work and 
collahoratmg the work done by the provincial veterinary research institutes. 
India being such a Vll8t country it stands to reason that one institute is not 
enough and valuable material and data could be collected by each pro
vincial veterinary researCh institute and the w,hole checked by Muktesar. 
Then. a lot of work .110,,:" done by ~uktesar would 'be done by the provincial 
.-etermary research mstltu~ leavmg the special ,work of preparing vaccines, 
sera, etc., to Muktesar, which would save a lot .01\ time as the provincial 
research officer would be on the spot. 



(i).-Yea. There being no repreaentative with the Government of India, 
as the other depar,tments have, to advise the Government of India on 
veterinary matters and also give advice to heads of departments in different 
Provinces, the appointment of a superior veterinary officer with the Govern
Jnent of India is extremely desirable. 

At the present time each Province is more or less run on different lines 
and nothing has been done to centralise and organise the veterinary work 
in India Se) that precautionary measures can be taken to stop diseases 
enteri.ng from one Province to another or from Native States into British 
India or lIice versa. But, on the other hand, by giving each provincial 
Government full power it has been left .to them to run the department on 
any lines they like. 

It is therefore ,essential at such a time as this, when the idea or tJie 
Government of· India is to intensify agriculture and in such a country like 
India where the cultivator depends entirely on his cattle for every farming 
operation he carries out, such as ploughing, threshing, and carting his 
goods that we should be represented in the Government of India with an 
adviser like the Agricultural Department. He could advise the Govern
ment of India in their veterinary policy, and also the head of the Veterin
ary Department in the different Provinces could go to him for advice and 
guidance in the efficient running of the department or in such an instance, 
if it were to arise, when the Veterinary Adviser of a Province disagreed 
with the views of his local Government, he could go up to the adviser with 
his case who would then decide who was in the right. The Adviser to the 
Government of India should, at the same time, be the Director of the 
Veterinary Research Institute, Muktesar. who should be an administrative 
head. It is also essential that we should have a head with the Government 
of India like other technical departments to advise the Government of India 
as this cannot be adequately done by II< non-technical man or an officer from 
another department as it is being done at present. 

Oral Evidence. 

36,152. The Chairman: Captain Hickey, you a·re Veterinary Addser to 
the Government of the United Provinces?-Yes; 

36,153. You have provided us witb a note of your evidence; would you like 
to make any statement at this stage in amplification of those notes, or may 
we ask you some questions?-I have nothing to add. 

36,154. Are you satisfied with the degree of touch and inter-communication 
that exist between yourself all head of your Department and the Agricultural 
Department?-Yes. 

36,155. The Veterinary and Agricultural Departments are entirely separate 
in this ProvinceP-Yes. 

36,156. So that it i~ very necessary that there should be sympathetic under
standing between the heads of the two Departments?-Yes. 

36,157. And that you think existsP-It exists here, yes. 
36,158. On page 261 of your note, you deal with the question of Distric~ 

Boa,rde in tbl!ir relation to "eterinary dispensaries. What exactly is the 
pxtent of responsibility of District Boards? They administer these 
dispensaries?-Yes. 

36,159. To what, extent do the~· 'control the actions of the Veterinary 
Assistants who practise at those dispensariesP-The Government lend the 
Veterinary Assist,ant; the District Boards pay a moiety of his pay, and they 
8upply medicines, hospital, sometimes a ~ompounder, .an~ the ordinary menial 
staff; when there is an outbreak of dIsease the DIstrIct Boards have the 
rip:bt to let the man go or not. 
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36,160. But do the District Boards exercise authority over the Veterinary 
A.saistant from the technical poinf; of viewP-No; I am the technical officer 
,. .. ponsible. 

36,161. 80 that there is dual responsibility P-Yea. 
36,162. You are responsible on the technical sideP-Yes; the District 

Board! al·e responsible for mainienance; they can stop advancement in a 
district if they like, or they can decide to advance. 

36,163. The District Boards can also control the numbers of the Veterinary 
.Assi~tantti?-Yes. 

36,164. I understand you suggest that these dispensaries ought to be 
under your own controIP-Yes. 

;j6,165. Have you any indication as to what view public opinion would 
take of a step of that sortP-I havo consulted several chairmen, and they 
are quite willing to do it if they pay a moiety and Government pay the rest. 

36,166. Have you ever heard it suggested that that would be regarded as 
a retr<>grade step ?-I do not think 80, no. 

;J6,167. I suppose in most district.! there are one or two men who might 
I'easonably be described as enthusiasts from a veterinary point of viewP-: 
Yes. 

36,168. But the difficulty is that they are not always the men who get 
elucted to the Boards?-Yes, and alBo some of the people who are elected 
do not e,·en know of the veterinary work. 

36,169. Have you ever considered the possibility of nomination to the 
District Boards 88 a way out of the difficulty?-'rhe only way out of the 
difficulty that I see is to do what is done in other countries such as America 
and South Africa where it i.s a State-aided work and the State carries out 
the whole work. 

36,170. Bllt nave YOIl ever suggested the nomination at your recommenda
tion of, say, one member. to the Board when the Board is discussing 
veterinary mattersP-I could send an Inspector or a deputy, or I myself could 
go to & Board meeting; we had to do that af; one time in order to keep even 
our small sta.1J going on, as some Boards wanted to cut their staff in a. way 
that would abolish large sections of it. 

36,171. The difficulty is that you cannot be everywhere at the same time? 
-Yes. 

36,172. That being so, wOllld you favour th~ idea of your right to attend 
the Board on these occasions being delegated to some person in the district 
who wal an enthusiast in this particular directionP-1 do not think it would 
work. 

36,173. On page 262, in answer to Question 15, you say: "After the coming 
of the Reforms it was experienced in the year 1923-24 that the majority of 
District Boards, instead of helping us to improv~ veterinary work in their 
districts, tried in every way· to hinder and retard the work, by trying to 
Cllt down the number of Veterinary Assi.stant Surgeons under their control" 
I\nd so on. -Was that because the functions of the local authorities we~e 
extended at that time and a shortage of funds occurred?-A shortage of 
funds was one thing, and another thing was that we got non-official chairmen. 
:Before then the Collector or the Deputy Commissione.r was the head and 
instead of that wo had an elected non-official chairman. A. lot of chairmen 
-have told me they would do what I asked them to do if they had backing. 

36,174. Are there any signs of an increasing interest in veterinary work 
on the part of Boards?-When a Board is elected, the work ma.y progress 
during their period of service, but when there is a new Board, we have to 
.;,tart working with them again .• 
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36,175. Assuming that the idea of taking away the powers from the local 
authorities and .making them over to you is for one reason or another held 
!o be impracticable, then plainly the best hope lies in trying to increase the 
mterest shown by members of Local Boards in veterinary matters; have 
you ever considered the possibility of thatP-By propaganda? 

36,176. Or any other meansP~With our small staff we have no other 
means. 

36,177. Has it over been 3uggest(ld in this Province that the Veterinary 
Assistanh working in the dispensaries should be under the direct control 
of District Boords?-No. 

36,178 On page 264, in answer to Question 15, you say: "A lot could be 
done if the educational authorities could see their way to give instruction 
in all village schools of the henefits of quick reporting and the prompt 
carrying out of inoculation whenever a contagious disease appears" ?-The 
educational authorities have now ta1i:en that up. 

36,179. Have you approached the educational authoritiesP-The educa.
tional authorities approached me and asked me to get out a book for them 
on sanitation, hygiene, animal ailments and breeds. 

36,180. On page 265, in answer to Question 15 (d), you suggest legislation 
in the shape of a Diseases of Animals Act. Do you think it would be possible 
to administer regulations of that sort in this country?-I should fancy it 
would, after a time if properly worked and sufficient, money were given by 
Government, of course; it, would have to be brought in on a small scale to 
start with and gradually extended. 

36,181. It would require a large force of veterinary police, would it not?-I 
do 'not think so. 

36,182. Would not a good deal of policing be required to control, for 
instance, the movement of animals from one district to another?-Ye~, it 
would in a wav. 

36,183. In. th'e same way you suggest that segregation may be made com
pulsory. If you m'ade it compulsory, you would be up against the same diffi
culty of enforcing the rule, would you notP-Yes, you will have the same 
difficulty of enforcing the rule; but there must be something like that. 

36,184. You do feel that in spite of the difficulties of the administmtion 
it would be worth while to pass an Act of that sort at onceP-Yes. 

36,185. on the same page you point out that the serum supply is not alw3"~ 
sufficient to meet the demand. A previous witness in this Provin('(l, a land
owner, told thEl Commission that he had the experience ofrinJerpest infec
tion in his own herd and had applied to the local dispensary, but not only 
was there delay, but the serum 'nevpr appeared at all. That "as last yeal'? 
~We have spent all our funds, and there is the difficulty of finding funds. 
In the ,hills we have to give 18 to 20 times the dose we ha~'e to give in the 
plains. 

36,186. Why is that?-Because the animals in the hills are mueh more 
susceptible to the di,;en.se. 

36,187. You take an interest in the improvement of th., breeds of cattle 
ill the Province?-Yes. 

36,188. Have you any suggestions to make outside the familiar ones for 
achieving tha.t end? I take it that the fodder problem is one of the Ct'ntral 
ouestiolls?-Yos. Most of the animals in this Province are from tlleir birth 
~pwal"ds not fed properly. 

36,189. How long have you known this Province?--Frvm 11)16. 

36,190. Do you 6~>6 any change for the better or for the worse ill the t'OIl

oition of the cattleP-I think there is a. slight improvemlJnt i!l thtl Condition 
cf th<> cattle. 
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36.H;!' To what do you attribute thatP-PeoplEl are tnking mo~ ilite~est, 
:n my opinion, in the veterinary wo.rk, and I think there IS a shght. 
improvement in the breed. But there IS a vast amount to be done. 

36,192. Have you any demand for the simultaneous method of inoculation 
from tb.l publicP-No. At the present mome,,!' the viJlager has to be aske.f 
to hav" cv<'n the ordinary serum inoculativll. 

36,193. But you have large landlorda in the country side wbo m;ght be • 
expEcled to ask for the simult.aneous method ?-Up till now ouly Mr. Sum. 
Higginbottom of Allahabad has asked for it. 

36.194. Sir James MacKen1llt: What is your staff at present, starting 
from above?-The Veterinary Adviser who is myself. and two Uircle ollicers, 
one being of the Indinn Civil Veterinary Department, and the other having. 
rome from the subordinate grade. . 

36,195. Into how many circles is the Province dividedP-llllto three circles,. 
Allahabad, Agra and Lucknow. 

36,196. You take a circle yourselfP-Yes. '1 'hen there are 16 Veterinary 
Inspectors, roughly one to three districts, and 179 Veterinary Assietante. 
of whom 15 belong to my personal staff. 

36,197. A fiying lICJ.uad P-'1'hey are ren.lly meant for that purpose; but 
most of the Boards have not got sullicient staff and most of these Assistant.>. 
work in the districts. 

36,198. 179 for how many districts?-It works to about three to four pel' 
district. 

36,199. You oonsider that st.aff adequateP-No; it is totally inadequate. 
36,200. What is yonr sohemeP-My scheme is to have two to three 

Veterinsry Assistants for each tehsil. 
36,201. What do you have here, permanent fixed dispen&al'iE6~-We have 

hElre certain hospitals where the Veterinary Assistant in charge goes out 
only when there is a bad outbreak of disease. 

36,202. You have served in the Central Provinces and Assam. WJIat is 
the incidenoe of cattle ·disease in this Province, relatively, as compared with 
that in the other two ProviDCes~-It is very dillicult to compare. Here you 
have the hill tracts, Garhwal and Almora, which are very dillicult to co-ntroL 

36,203. Looking at the figures printed in the provincial memorandum, l 
think the inciden~ of cattle disease is not particularly high, 18,000 oIL year 
out of a popullltioD of 41 millions. It would not be regarded as particularly 
high, would itP-No. 

36,204. You have no scheme for training students of your own?-'l:here 
was a scheme. 

36,205. Have you any researeh facilitiesP-I have a laboratory; but 1 
have no time to work in it. W,hat we want is an ollioer who could have 
time to give some refresher oourses. 

36,206. How do you recruit the Veterinary Inspectors?-'llhey are pro. 
moted from the Veterinary· Assistants' grade. 

36,207. Do YOIl give them any refresher courses at allP-&me are sent 
to Mukt.eaa.r. We sent three men last year for training in the simultaneous 
method. . 

36,208. How do you train your Deputy Superintendente ?-'1'hey are· 
selected from among the Inspectors. 

36,209. So that you have a steady rise from the Veterin.ary Assistants' 
gr.adeP-Yes. 

36,210. Are they English spea.kingP--&>me are English.speaking and 
others are not. All the Dew graduates are English-speaking· but the people 
recruited long ago are not English.speaking. ' 
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36,211. From the veterinary point of view which type of Veterinary 
Assistant do you find better, the English speaking or the non-English 
loipeakingP-The English speaking ought to be better because he can learn 
more things. 

36,212. What about the quality of the Veterinary AssistantP-I think 
the English-speaking man is & better qualified man. 

36,213. Is he good at handling cattleP-Yes. 
36,214. IX> the Veterinary Assistants come from the agricultural class?

They come from aU classes; most of them are from the agricultura.l class. 
36,215. IX> you think the present arrangement of relying on the Punjab 

for education is satisfactory or could you make out a case £Or a separate 
.8011001 P-I should like to have a central school for the whole of India. 

:36,216.. Teaohing in EnglishP-Yes, up to the same standard as at lioone. 
36,217. IX> you think the Royal College of Veterinary Hurgeons would 

rrecognise the Indian degreeP-Yes, if the latter is of the same standard . 
.36,218. About the serum difficulty, do you think it should be the duty 

'Ilf the Government to provide the serum freeP-Yes, of the Central Govern
ment; !it is only, robbing Peter to pay Paul. 

30,219. You think that 88 far as the serum manufacture. is concerned. 
in view of the far-reaching effects of inoculation, it should be a gift from 
the Central Government?-Yes. 

36,220. As regards the question of the reviva.l of the post of Inspector
General of the Veterinary Department or Veterinary Adviser to the 
Government of India, where, in your view should that officer be located?
He should be under the Government of India and l\luktesa.r sOOuld be under 
his charge. 

36,221. IX> you think thete is enough work for a whole time officer?-Yes. 
36,222. What sort of problems are likely to go up to him P-l'he Vattle 
Di~ Act and things like that. 

36,223. IX> you think that that would probably stimulate veterinary re
search in the ProvincesP-I think it would stimulate veterinary work in 
the Government of India. 'l'here is no officer at the present moment to 
.advise the Government of India in any way. 

36,224. Have you, got 8. complete scheme worked out for the development 
.of the department in the ProvinceP-We are waiting for a echeme from 
.the Government of India~ 

86,225. You W'Ilnt to know the method of recruitment proposedP-Yes. 
36,226. Have you got a paper scheme for tIle expansion of your staff at 

.the rate of two or three Veterinary Assistants for a tahsiH-We are pre
'paring such a H 1:::::1'. 

36,227. You are not particularly heavily loaded in the matter of superior 
.staffP-No, it ill not enough. 

36228. What is your idea of the charge of a Deputy SuperintendentI' 
That he should be in charge of a Commissioner's Division ?-About that. 

36,229. What about the Inspector P-He should be in charge of two 
-.districts. 

36,230. That would bring the number to 25P-Yes, and four circle o1ticers 
. and one research officer. 

36,231. And a Veterinary AdviserP-Yes . 
. 36,232. PrOle$SOT Gangulee: Rinderpest, I understand, is by far the most 

,oom1llOn e·attle disease in the United ProvincesP-Yes . 
• Captain S. G. M. Birkey. 
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36,233. Can yon give 1111 an idea as to what is your ageooy for notifying: 
all outbreak ?-It is done in this ProvinCe by the patwari wIho reports to. 
the nearest Veterinoary Aeaistantj on receipt of this report the Veterinary 
Assistant sometimes asks the permi88ion of the District Board and .then· pro-· 
ceffiB to the scene j he finds out what the disease is and then he tries to get 
the vilJ.ager to agree to ·inoculation if the disease is inoculahle, and lastly 
he wires to me for serum. 

86,234. What lapse of time takes place from the outbreak ?f ~he' 
disease till the day the information reaches your headquarters?---11he 
aver-nge is about a month. Our reporting agency is very bad. 

36,2'J5. Perhaps by the time the report reaches you the outbreak is overi'" 
-Yes, especially in hlEmon-hagie ICpticlEmia. 

36,236. How would you improve this method of reporting? Have you> 
any 8uggestiona?-The only suggestion is to try and get the people them
eelvee to report. 

36,23i. Ha"e you the post-card system here?-We had it, but it was not 
a succelli. 

36,238. For how long did you try itP-About twenty-two years. 
36,239. The official records Wlhich show the prevalence of these contagioUlf 

diseru!S8 are, I presume, not quite reliable if that is the sort of reporting; 
agency you have?-I think no statistioo are reliable really . 
. 36,240. There is perhaps more disease than is actually reported?-Yes, 
beoauae when the Veterinary Assistant is on tour in a village no report 
is made sometimes. 

36,241. How long does the effect of "the serum inocuLation lastP-&me 
people say it lasts for a month, some say for a fortnight. 

36,242. The figure given in Mr. Edw,ards' paper is nine days?-oa.ptain 
Pool worked it out to a fortnight, Colonel Holmes said it was two montlhs 
and Prof_or Lingard put it at one year. 

36,243. Do you notice any periodicity in the outbreaks of rinderpest?
Yes, if you work i, out on a graph you will find that iii goes up and down~ 
The cold season brings more of it tha.n the dry season. 

36,244. Lf I remember aright, the germs responsible for rinderpestdcr 
not live long in the !!Oil; in India they perish under normal conditions?~ 
No, it caD be carried by water, because it is a water-borne disease. 

36,245. It livee in the soil also?-I should· say in damp soil. Among till; 
lIuttra cattle farms we had two outbreaks which were broug'ht about· by 
water. 

36,246. I know Mr. Edwards stated that it perishes on exposure upon th& 
soil in Qrdinary conditions in India within two daysP-l'he virus does but 
in daanp soil or water it will live longer. . , 

36,247. You eay that eerum-simultaJIleous inoculation is not populllr here ~ 
-Because all that is bemg done by Muktesar, and nothing is being done bv 
my officials. The other day an officer came to Allahabad to do it. . 

36,248. Is that because your officers are not sufficiently trained in the 
met~0<i8 of s~rum ill~culation P-No, it is the scientist's job. You cannot 
do It fol' a little while and then leave it there. You have got to watch 
the whole operation. 

:J6,249. Could the veterinary personnel now under you do it without 
allY expert guidanceP-Yes, but we should really have camps for that 
work • 

. 36,250. Do accidents sO)lletimes take place in the application of the serum
SImultaneous method ?-Yes. 
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36,21)1. What are these accidt'nh chiefly due toe-To wo big a dose of 
the serum . 

. 36,252. Have ,you had some accidentsP-Muktesar has had them. There 
IS no harm in the ordinary serum which we use. 

36,253. The ordinary serum inoculation is done by your Veterinary 
Assista nts P-Yes. 

ao,254. Where are they educated P-Either at Lahore or at Bombay or 
in Bengal. 

36,2.35. Do they uiluerstand the pl'obltlms of controlling these epizootic 
dis~ases P-Yes, they understand the ideas. 

36,256. Do you know who teaches veterinary science in the Agricultural 
College at CawnporeP-One of our Veterinary Assistants is lent to the 
-Agricultural Department. 

36,257. For how long is he lent? Does he give a regular course of 
.trainingP-He is attached to the College. 

36,258. Are you in touch with the cattle-breeding stations here in the 
·United rrovillCesf~Yes, from the disease point of v.iew . 

.36,'259. Mr. Calvert: In your note you suggest legislation on the lines 
of. the Pre\'ention of Cruelty to Animals Act? Do you Plean that the 
present Act should be extended to rural areas?-Yes, and I should like 
to mention a ca~e which I dt'tected the other day. A horse was being 
pulled behind an ekka with two spavins, and I reported the matter to 
the thana. But the fharta people told me that they could not take any 
action ulliess I eould prove that the horse was being ridden or driven. 
In Lueknow itself, if you walk any evening on the roads, you will find 
that 50 per oent. of the animals are either lame or injured, and these 
animals are made to work . 

.36,260. Is anything in thi~ Pro\·inee being done for the improvement 
of goats ?-No; we !Started sheep experiments, but not goat experiments. 

30,261. There is no scope for the improve~ent of the local goatsP
I f.ancy there is, because SO&1e of the best goats are to be found in this 
Province. 

36,262. Is there much scope for the improvement of sheep P-There would 
be if GO\'ernmf;nt laia out the money to carry out experiments. We proved 
.that we could get good wool here of the Merino variety. I had a lot 
·of pure }Ierino wool which Cawnpore bought from me. . I had made an 
.experiment with half-bred Merinos, and all my wool was taken by Cawn
pore. 

36,263. Did you find that the people wanted the wool of these half-bred 
MerinosP-Yes, a lot of people began asking us to give thePl either wool 
-or rams, but I was unabh· to meet the demand. . 

36,264. It is mer!.'!y a question of lack of funds, I take itP-Yes. 
26,265. Mr. Kamat: You said that between the time of the outbreak 

,of an epidemic and the time the report reached headquarters sometimes 
.cvt'n a month elapsed?-YE>s . 

. 36266. Do' you net think that that is sufficient to bring the work of 
.the department, so far as the lower sub~rdinate3 are concerned, into. con
·tempt in the rural areasP-The delay IS not caused by the Veterlllary 
.Assistants; it is cRuse,i by the reporting agen(,ies. 

36,26i. But the villager does not undl"fstand which agency is respon
. sible . all he sees and ulldl'rstnnds is that the trt'atPlent has not yet 
,come'P-I do not think that the villager takes much interest one way 
.or another, be<'ause if he did he would report it himself. 

Captain S. G. M. Hickey. 
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36,2fj8. The ChtJirman: To whom P-To the nearest Veterinary Assistant. 
36,269. Mr. Kamat: Do you think that such a state of affairs should 

be allowed to proceed like this without any remedy?-No, I think that 
propaganda work ought to be done. If we had the funds and the staff 
neoe8liiary for the purpose, we co\Jld get the villagers to come and report 
it themselves. There is no other ager.cy except the patwari. to report. 

36,2iO. Which department would carryon this propaganda?-The 
Veterinary Department. Until we have an adequate staff and propaganda 
work is taken in hand, the villager will not come forward himself to 
report. 

36,271. What I want to ask you is whether it is not in a way justifiable 
for the members of the District Boards or the rural people to look upon 
th .. Vetel-inary Department with some sort of apathy till such time as 
this is actually done by your department ?-They do not take any interest 
in their animals. 

36,272. They do not take interest bec'ause ihey feel the treatment does 
not come prompdyP-No, 1 do not agree with that. First of all, you 
have got tha superstition of the Indian who does not want to report, and 
who will not have his animals inoculated. 

36,273. You do not think that the apathy is due to the delay?-No; 
it is duo 10 superstitious beliefs in nine cases out of ten. And I know 
of cas{"s where at first the people said they wanted their animals to be 
inoculated, and I took the trouble of sending my Veterinary Assistant 
for the purpose, but as soon as he arrived there the people said they 
did not want it, and this was obviously due to somebody telling them not 
to inoculate their auiJnals because something inauspicious would happen. 

36,274. That is with reference to inoculation, but not with regard to 
other sorts of treatment?-We are talking about inoculation; in fact 
most of ollr diseases are contagious and require inoculation. 

36,275. About the att,itl1de of the District and Local Boards particularly 
aher the inauguration of the Reforms: have you studied the financial 
position and the budgets of these District and Local Boards?-Yes. 

36,276. Is there sufficient money to go round, for roads and communica
tions, education, primary schools, sani.tation and so forth ?-That is always 
the excuse; they say they have no funds. 

36.277. I am not asking if that is the excuse g~ven. I want to know 
whether ~-ou have examined the budgets and found for yourself whether 
thpre rpally was sufficient money to go round for all these purposesP
The only one I have looked up is the budget of my own department. 

36.278. You ha"e not satisfied yourself whether there is sufficient money 
in the budgets of the District Boards to meet the various needs of the 
distri,·t ?-J have talked matters over with one Chairman of a District 
Board sometimes, ana he hM often told me that his Board was hard up, 
that there was not enough money, and what little :there was had to be 
allotted to more pressing needs. 

36,279. About this sy~tem which prevails in America and South Africa: 
do you mean to say that th~ lo('al bodies there have nothing to do with 
the Veterinary Department?-Nothing whatever; they work purely under
the Goverllment, just after the manner of the Board of Agriculture and 
Fisheries at HOJlle. 

36,280. When you make that statement are you quite sure that in 
England the Veterinary Department _ has, nothing to do with the local 
bodies?-:Sothing at all; the veterinary branch of the Board of Agricul
ture and Fisheries is rUIl by Governmpnt. 
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36,281. B.lt the loeal bodies have certain A.cts to carry through, and 
surely they must be contributing something towards the veterinary work?
I do not think, they contribute. At. any rate the Contagious Diseaiiea 
establishment is run by the Government. 

36,282. And your proposal is similar to that, namely that the Govern
ment should run the department and the local bodies should oontribute?
Yes. I have 110 objection to the Government contributing the whole money; 
but I do think that the local bodies ought to contribute something in
directly. 

36,283. Do you think that the local bodiee should pay the greater portion 
of the money?-No, I think you should put a levy on District Boards for a 
certain amount and the Government also should pay a portion. 

36.284. So that the major portion of the contribution must come from 
the local bodies and yet they should have no control ?-I do not lee why they 
~hould. I do not see why a layman should have control over a technical 
subject at all. 

36,285. They should pay the piper and somebody else should call the 
tune?-They would always have a say in the matter, by protesting against 
anything which in their opinion was not being done satisfactorily. 

36,286. In the matter of primary education this is not the arrangement: 
it is a dual system ?-I object to the dual arrangement, because there is 
an old saying: "Too many cooks will spoil the broth!' 

36,287. In the case of primary schools, it is the District Local Boards 
who see. to the opening of schools, and they have control over the teachers; 
Government simply pay a contribution, and t·he complaint that you make 
in the matter of veterinary subordinates is not to be found there with 
reference to primary school teachers; at any rate, there is very little com
plaint. If that dual system works in the case of primary schools and the 
primary school teachers, I wonder why it should not work in the case of 
the veterinary subordinates?-The Veterinary Department is a technic~l 
department for overcoming cattle disease and things like that, but the 
other is purely an educational matter. Wherever you want education, you 
will find that the District Board will put their money down for it, but 
they will not do it for the Veterinary Ikpartment; 

36,288, But the principle of control over subordinates is common to both. 
To decide whether a man should be transferred, it makes no difference 
whether he is in the Veterinary Department or the Education Department? 
-I find that the trouble is trying to transfer the men. I have always found 
the men going behind me to the Board, and getting themse-Ives excused from 
being transferred. 

36,289. All over the country, in the case of primary school teachers, the 
control rests with the District Boards, although there is the Education De
partment. If that. system works in the case of education, why should it 
not work in the case of veterinary matters?-It does not seem to work, 

36,290. lEr. Pi,n: You said that you had discussed with the Chairmen of 
several District Boards the proposal of transferring the control from the 
District Boards to Government?-Yes. 

36,291. They ,,'ere quite in favour of itll-Yes. 
26,292. Do you think that any of them would have ventured to put 

forward 1& proposal of that kind to the Board ?-No. This was the view 
expressed in purely private conversation. I do not think they would bring 
it forward as a schE"me of their own, but if the scheme were put up to them, 
they might give their opinion in favour of transferring the Veterinary 
Assistants ,,-hoUy to us. I do not think that any Board wiII bring forward 
such a suggestion themselves. 

Captain S. G . • V. Hifk~!,. 
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36,293. Pro/u8oT Gangu.lee: Why will they n~t do it ?-'r~ey will wan: 
to retain as much control as they can. They will not of their own &Ceoro 
put forward such • BCheme, but if the proposal were put up to them, they 
might take it up. 

36,294. JIr. Pim: Have there been any widespread complaints as to thl3 
actual work done by the Veterinary Assi8tant8?-~0. You might get one 
or two casee put up for bad work i that is dealt With departmentally; that 
is all. 

36,295. Apart from the money question, why is it that in ~ m~tter which 
80 intimately affects their interests the members of .the. DIStrict Boar~, 
who pre6umably are the more intelligent men of the district, do not realise 
the advantages of the department more?-The only thing that I can think 
of is the apathy on their part to animal diseases. 

36,296. They do not believe in the resultsP-At first, there is prejudice 
against treating their animals by inoculation and things like that, hut 
directly you can get inoculation done in a village in one or two cases, 
you can do it in the whole of the village afterwards. It is the initial start
off which is difficult. Now we are getting people coming forward to have 
their animals inoculated. 

36,291. And that prejudice is breaking down now?-Yes; and I think 
with more Veterinary Assistants and smaller areas to look after you would 
be able to break it down much more. 

36,298. Would there then he any danger of making the administration 
and control entirely provincial, and of reducing the local controIP-No. 
If you had a bigger staff, it would he stimulated. 

36,299. Would you be able to control so many men working in the dis
tricts? You know that very often imagin-ary tour diaries are givenP
Yes, but that is the case in every department. 

36,300. Sir Henry Lawrence: What was the original intention of the 
post card system P That the patwari& should report by post card direct to 
youP-To the nearest Veterinary Assistant. 

36,301. These post cards were issued to the patwari.sP-Yes, with a stamp 
on them. 

36,302. How waa it found to break downP-They did not take any interest 
in Bending the post cards in. 

36,303. By what method do they communicate their reports now P-They 
report direct to the Veterinary Assistanthy letter, or they simd somebody, 
or something like that. 

36,304. Do you think that a sufficient trial was given to the post card 
system? You said that it went on for two years. Do you think that 
two years is a sufficiently long period to give you full experience with regard 
to the introduction of .. new system to a class of man like the patwari?
I do not think 60. 

36,305. Would you like to re-introduce the systemP-The system I would 
like to have is t,hst the headman of the village should be supplied with 
.post cards ~n which the names of the various diseases are printed, and 
when any dISease occurs he mould put a cross against that disease on the 
{lOSt card and Bend it to the nearest Veterinary Assistant. 

36,306. Is anything being done in that direction?-No. 

36,307. Is that for lack of fundsP-Yes, and lack of getting it put up. 

36,308. Is that not a matter that rests within the discretion of the head 
.of the department ?-I have put it up tQ the local Government. I put on 
chaukidaTl to do the work, but it was found impracticable. 
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36,309. Is this system working in any other Province, to your knowledge?' 
-I am not sure. about it. 

36,310. Do you know what system prevails in other Provinces ?-In Bihar 
and Orissa it is the village cnaukidar, and he is given rewards if he does it 
in time. . , 

36,311. Is that found very satisfactory?-lIore or less; none of them are 
really satisfactory. The patwwri'. excuse here, if he does not report in 
time, is that he has other work to do. 

36,312. But you are anxious that something should 00 done to improve 
it?-Yes. 

36,313. What is the exact method that you are now advocating for the 
improvement?-The one that I would advocate is to get the man to report 
himself. 

36,314. By making it compulsory?-No. It should 00 as they have it in 
Sou.th Africa. If rinderpest breaks out there, they send for the nearest 
Veterinary Surgeon; it is done by the owner of the cattle. 

36,315. That is owing to tlhe education of the man?-Yes, and knowing 
the value of his animals. 

36,316. Have you ever estimated wbat is the money loss to the Province 
from preventible cattle disease ?-N o. 

36,317. Could you make any estimatl3 of the kindP-It could be done if 
inoculation were made compulsory. 

36,318. If you had sufficient staff to deal with contagious disease, what 
would 00 the saving in preventible 10ssP-The saving would be about half 
the present mortality. 

36,319. Oould you give us that in rupees? Would you think it out and 
let us know?-I could let you know." 

36,320. What is the present value of the total cattle population of the prll
vinpe?-From RB.5 to RB.300 a head. 

36,321. What is the present value of the total cattle population of the 
Province? Would you work it out and let us know?-Y~. 

36,322. What is the expenditure on your department? I want to estab
lish some relation between the two?-It is just over Rs.3 lakhs. 

36,,323. What do you pay for these doses of serum?-We pay different 
prices, from 2 annas to 3 annas. Up till last moilth we had to pay the 
price of 18 plains doses for one hill dose, but the Government of India has 
now cut down the price of the hill dose to the price of tne plains dose. 
They are supplying 18 times the amount of serum for the hill tracts for 
the snme price at which we buy a plains dose. 

36.324. What happened when you had this outbreak in Garhwal?-The 
money went for paying for the serum in Garhwal, and the expenditure in 
the various districts and Garhwal was disproportionate. We had no W&y of 
effecting a saving before tlie Government of India reduced the price of 
serum. 

36,325. When was this doneP-Last month. They have done it for the 
whole year, from the 1st of April to the 31st of March. 

36,328. It seema very unsatisfactory from your point of view that yon 
should have to use all your serum in one district and that the other 47 
districts should go without itP-It is a serious problem. Ga,rhwal is the 
purchasing place for all kinds of cattle. It is not only a local problem, 
it is an All-India problem. 

36,321. This is due to the Government., of India's interest in the Muktesar 
InstituteP-I should think so. . 

36,328. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you }jave a veterinary college here?-No. 

* With a staff of 428 Assistant Surgeons a calculated saving of Rs.59,96,280 
would be effected per year and this figure could be greatly increased by intro
during compulsory inoculation and adequate reporting system. 1925 Census: 
total numbl'r 4,14,73,357; value Rs.6,21,1l,00,365. 

Captain S. G. M. Hickey. 
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36,329. Where do you send your students for trainingP-We have no~ 
been eending any studenta for training for several years because we have 
been overmanned, but we used to send them to Bengal or Lahore. 

36,330. You cannot train Veterinary Assistants yourselvesP-No. 
36,331. Altogether, how many Veterinary Assistanta have you got?-179. 
36,332. Your annual requirements would be about 10 per cent. ?-For 

several years we have had no requirements at all. The trouble was that 
the District Boards cut down the number of their existing staff. 

36,333. When the Veterinary Assistants give advice, is there any regular 
tion about what fees they should charge for their private practice?
There is no rule. 

36,3.~. Is there no regulation as to what they should charge, or can 
they charge anything they like ?-I do not think they can charge anything 
they like. 

36,335. It looks-like it, if you have no regulation?-There is no Govern
ment <rule on the subject, but a note has been drawn up by the Veterinary 
Association showing the minimum amounl; of fees which a Veterinary 
Assistant Surgeon may demand. 

36,336. You have no travelling dispeDBaries?-No. 
00,337. You have no funds for that?-,-The District Boards have no funds. 
36,338. Sir Henry Lawrence: In what cases does the Veterinary Assistant 

charge fees P-For private work. If you had a horse, and you called him 
for his treatment oul; of hospital hours, he would charge you; but for 
contagious diseases or treatment in tJie hospital he cannot charge you 
anything. . 

36,339. Sir Ganga Ram: If the cultivator has a sick cow, is the Veterinary 
Assistant enl;itled to any fee for treating that cow?-When _ he is going 
through the village, no. The touring Assistant goes from one village to 
the next. When he is in a village, he calls up the people, talks to them, 
and asks them if they have got any animal which is sick, and if they 
have any, he treats .it free. 

36,3!O. If any animal get~ ill suddenly, has not the cultivator the right 
to call up the Veterinary Assistant ?-No. The faCl; is that each Assistant 
may have under his charge an area of 40 square miles, and he CBnnot 
go on answering calls for the treatment of sick animals from all over the 
territory. He has to go from village to village. 

36,341. By the time he comes to the village where the cow is sick, tho 
animal may have died. In seriou!! cases, can he not- come and give advioe P 
-Ii is the drawback of the big areas that the men have got l;o look after. 

36,342. You have not got sufficient fundsP-.No. 
36,343. Would you be in favour of introducing a simple course of 

veterinary science in the Medical College, 80 that the civil medical officers 
could do ordinary veterinary treatment themselves ?-No. 

36,344. Why not?-One might as well suggest that Veterinary Assistants 
should take a course in human medicine. Each man should stick to his 
own job. The Sub-Assistant Surgeons would object to doing veterinary 
lI·ork. Moreover, wherever there are civil dispensaries, there are usually 
veterinary dispensaries. 

36,345. That is certainly so in the large towns, but not in the villages ~ 
-~o. 

36,346. The Sub-Assistant Surgeons would be glad to have the extra 
work ?-I do not think they would do it. 

36,347. Is it professionally impossible?-The Sub-Assistant Surgeons 
would not take it up. 
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.'36,348. Why do you not make your own serum? Why do you leave it 
to Muktesar?-It would mean setting up & laboratory to replace Muktesar. 
It would cost Ii lot of money. 

36,349. Sir lame. lIlacKenna: Muktesar is in the United Provinces? 
36,350. Sir Ganga Bam: Yes, but we find the Government of India is 

making a great deal of money out of the manufacture of serumP-We 
say it should be provided free. . 

36,351. Sir Thoma. Middleton: With reference to the position in Britain 
to which reference. was made a few minutes ago, is the treatment of 
.certain contagious diseases governed by the Contagious Diseases (Animals) 
Act?-Yes. . 

36,352. And is it for the supervision of the working of that Act and the 
treatment of the animals that are affected by the scheduled diseases that 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and loc.al authorities maintain 
veterinary officem P-Government maintains Veterinary Assistants, but the 
other bodies have private practitioners who are called in and receive fees 
for doing the work . 

.'36,353. The great-bulk of the dileasel with which animals are affected 
in Britain are not scheduled, and they are treated by ordinary private. 
practitioners ?-All contagious diseases of animals are scheduled. 

36,354. Non-contagious diseases are not Bcheduled?-No, the ordinary 
priv~te practitioner deals with them. • 

36,355. In the United Provinces your staff has to deal with both classes 
of disease. They have to cover the work not only of the official Veterinary 
Surgeons of Great Britain, but of private practitioners as wellP-Yes. 
There is practically no such thing in this Provinoe as a private practitioner. 

36,356. What is the total number of Veterinary Assistants available in 
the United .Provinces ?-179. 

36,357. How many do you 'think are required to cover the Province 
reallOnably well ?-Two in each tahsil. 

36,358. That would mean about 300 ?-Yes, between 300 and 400. There 
will be one stationary Veterinary Assistant who wOl,lld help when outbreak. 
are very bad, and .. touring Assistant. 

36,359. Sir Henry Lawrence IU>ked you to make an estimate of the value 
of the livestock in the United Provinces. You mentioned that animals 
might vary from Rs.S upwards. What are you going to do with the five 
rupee animals when you come to make your estimate of value? How 
~o you propose to treat them in arriving at yourestimate?-You would 
have to take an average. 

36,360. Would you not regard the five rupee animal as better dead p
It would be 80 in nine cases out of ten. 

36,361. Will you add them to your totalP-We will have to count them in. 
36,362. Baja Sir Bampal· Singh: You have stated that District Boards 

lack interest in the work of the Veterinary Department. Do you find 
the same lack of interest in other spheres of their activity P-I do not 
think I have ever gone into it . 

.'36,363. You can take it from me that as far as medical treatment in 
the villages is conoerne'd and as far as education is conoerned, they are 
very keen, and they are gradually introducing new dispensaries and 
appointing hakim. and vaida. What is the reason why they are so apathetic 
towards the Veterinary DepartmentP-I think it is because, first of all, 
it is a young d(>partment. The Medical Department and the Agricultural 
Department have been in existence for very many years. Our department 
is a young department and the people have not appreciated the benefit 
of it. 

Captain S. G. M. Bickell. 
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36,364. I think they have not great confidence in the work of your 
Veterinary Assistant Surgeons ?-I would not Bay that. They have not, 
had sufficient experience of it yet. 

36,365. How long is it since this department was started ?-About thirty 
years. 

36,366. Do you mean to say that within these thirty years they have not 
been able to appreciate the work of the Veterinary Assistant SurgeonsP
I do not think they have been able to, because there are so few of them. 
There are areas in the Province not touched by them; in some areas the 
villagers ne\"er come in contact with them. 

36,361. Is it your experience' that these villagers like to have their own 
ahira and .alv.triu to treat their cattle instead of your Veterinary Assistant 
Burgeons P-They like to treat them by their own methods, just ai; they 
try to treat human beings by their village methods. ' 

36,368. But are they not successful ?-Not nearly so successful as thll. 
ordinary European treatmeut. ' 

36,300. !Well, the question is difficult in my opinion, because some 
European gentlemen themselves told me that the treatment given by the 
.alutrie. was better than the treatment of the Veterinary &sistantl!. Mr. 
Ford once told me that the ,alutriea knew better how to treat horses than 
the veterinary surgeons did ?-I think that is bilcause these men were in 
the Army and were trained there; they were brought up with horses, and 
from the point of view of horse knowledge I think they are better qualified 
than the present Veterinary Assista.nts; but the latter have more technical 
knowledge. 

36,370. Do your Veterinary Assistants use indigenous medicinesP-Tlhey 
use country drugs, yes. We supply them with English drugs and with 
rountry drugs bought in the ordinary bazaar; sulphur, ammonium chloride, 
borax, and so on. 

36,311. I will tell you my own experience about this. Once I had occa,. 
sian to call in a Veterinary &sista.nt to treat a she-buffalo of mine, and 
the prescription that was given to me cost me Rs.32. I had to get it from 
Lucknow. Afterwards.r called an ahi'r, and he cured it by giving it some 
lea\"es and other things, which cost me only a pice. After all, it will be 
very difficult for the Government to provide every small circle with Veterinary 
Surgeons. Would it not be better if some training were given to our 
\"iIlage people, so that they could treat the village cattle and cure all sorts 
of common, non~ntagiollB diseases?-I think a lot oould be done by 
propaganda work among the villagers, telling them how to give simple 
treatments, but with most villagers even if you give them simple treat
ments, they will not treat their animals. 

36,372. Pro/essol' Gangulee: Are t.here ,any private practitioners in this 
ProvinceP-Thl're is one in Meerut and I think there is one in Allahabad. 

36,3i3. Have they got a good practice P-The man in Meerut has a good 
practice. 

36,374. I see the number of inoculations'is increasingP-Yes. 
36,3;5. So superstition is becoming less of a bar thereP-Directly a 

villager sees the result of inoculation is good, he will be oonverted to the 
method. 

36,376. There haa been a distinct increase in the number done in recent 
yearsP-Yes, and this year we could have done still more if we had had 
the serum. 

36,311. Sir Jnm·es MacKenna: it is distressing to hear any suggestion 
of shortage of i!'6rum, especially in the Province where it is made. Was 
that due to bad budgeting?-No. It was due to an outbreak of virulent 
disea~e in Garhwal, whtlre we had to give 13 times the ordinary dosage. 
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36,378. Oluld you not have got a special grantP~We did, but a period 
elapsed before it reuld be renewed. 

36,379. The Chai'rman: How long ?-Two months. 
,;36,.180. Sir Jarne .• Jlll .. Kenna: Hn\"e Y~II ever known a case of the budget 

allotment for serum not being eXl'pnde.l ?-Yes, if only mild outbreaks occur. 
36,3S1. Oluld you not buy serum and send it to a small storage centre 

to be kept in cold storageP It seems to me it would be an absurd extra
vagance to manufacture serum in the United Provinces?-It would mean 
ov.;rlapving of work. 

36,382. Would not the storage of IlE'rum 00 fairly simple? 'We did it in 
Burma P-It could be done. 

36,383. It sooms to me to be rather a Gilbertian position, and the '(;nited 
P~ovinces is th? last Provinoe in which I should expect to find any storage 
.dlfficulty?-It IS purely a money matter. We are going to look into the 
question of storing at different ~ntres; at present I can only store it here. 

36,384. Is that cold storage?-No, not cold storage; only pit storage. 
36,3S5. Sil' (}ung.l Ram: What is the system now of castrating bulls? Is 

it done by a surgical operation or by the old method P-It is done by the 
Italian method; there is no blooding. Mulling is still being done by the 
villagers; I saw a CASe the other day where an accident occurred while th, 
mulling "'as being done. 

36,386. The villagers are not yet convinced of the con.enience of the 
new system P-No. 

36,3S7. 7'he Chllil"lnan: Are you responsible for the propaganda directoo 
t01lrards popularising ponltry breeding in the Province?-I am President 
of the Association. 

36,388. Th>es it come within )'our departmental responsibilitiesP~The 
budget comes through me. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mrs. A. K. FAWKES, Secretary, the United Provinces 
Poultry Association. 

Memorandum on the Poultry Industry of India. 
How'the irHllut·ry is tOfldur.ted.-The poultry industry of India is carrie;t 

out between the peasant produoer on the one hand and the purchasing 
consumer f)n the other by means of agt'nts ,or professional dealers. The 
entire organisation is unofficial and up to the present time the ao,"ernment 
()f India has had no concern or interest in the industry. 

Speciu 01 poultry lot/nil in In<lia.-India, Burma and Ceylon are pre
flUmed to have gi"en to the World the genus Fowl and the earlist historians 
Rllude to the spoci(\8 gt>ing Eastwards to China in about B.C.-1400 and 
'Vestwll.rds s,)mewhere about RC.-iiOO cr B.C -600, 'but the origin is lost 
in antiquity. The ancestors of tht> spociE'6, the wild Jungle Fowl (Galltls 
Bonkiva), and the pure-breed aser! or Indian Game are still to be founl 
in the jungles and br(\l.'ding areas of this land. At the present day there 
are four divisions of fowls prevalent in India; they are as follows:
(I) The division "'hose type most.ly resembles the Jungle Fowl, theoo birds 
carry tho .Tungle l~owl colouring and shape, are quick maturing, high flying, 
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rarely esc(>(>ding 3 to 3t lbs. in weight, and a.re poor producers. This 
ra&emblnn('e i~ noti('ed to be stronger in the villag.,s close to the habitations 
of the Jnngle Fowl. (2) The type most c1o~ely r_mhling the Indian Gam .... 
b .. iog heavier in weight, slow maturing, tight feathered, useful as table 
birds but poor layers. The 'Pure-bred game is rare and only found in certain 
brPeds' hands. Indian Prince~ and others 'keep them mostly for cock-fighting 
purposes. They are not obtainable outside theee circles. The Chittagong 
fow., a native of that district, is a valuable pure breed of India well worth 
attention. (3) The third type of fowl shows a strong admixture of foreign 
blood. Sometimes the influence is from further East, the Chinese type 
pN'dominating, but more often Western breeds of fowls show their 
charlU!teristi('8. These types of fowls are more of a oommercial asset to the 
('()untry. as although very mongrel they are of better size and are better 
produ('ers than either of the types previously mentioned. The ·Western 
inll uence on the th.ird type of fowl is of course due to the many birds brought 
out by British people to India. which eventually spread their progeny 
throughout the neighbourhoods. Unfortunately the Indian poultry breeder 
is aa a rule entirely ignorant and careless lIS regards the breeding of his 
fowls, and only education can alter this. (4) Various types not included in 
the above dassi:fications may be said to form the fourth division of fowls, one 
variety of which is perhaps worth mentioning in that it has the peculiaF 
eharacteristic of being black skinned and black in flesh, buii it is of little 
commercial value. 

As a general rule, it may safely be said that the entire species of domesti~ 
fowls. etc., are much smaller than th06e found in the Western countries. 
The R"I"erage weight of an Indian chicken when dressed for table rarely 
exceeds 3 to 4 Ibs., and the hen's egg averages 11 to Ii oz. 

Approximate production.-As no census bas ever been taken of the numbe .. 
of head of poultry in India, it is impossible to give any accurate data on thi6 
point. Taking, however, the population of India we find that there are 
~ome 316 millions of people, of which 681 millions are Mahommedans and 
41 millions are Christians, the remainder being Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and 
other seclA. The first two mentioned religious divisions are meat eaters, 
and therefore probable consumers of poultry products. The higher caste 
Hind'llS on the other hand are vegetarians, and have no interest in the 
industry: on t,he eontrary they look upon poultry as unclean, though educa
tion is changing this attitude as will be shown later on in our report. The 
lowest castes of Hindus, however, with the .poorer classes of Mahommedans 
form what we may term the actual poultry breeders of the country. They 
are mostly too poor to eat what they grow, but sell the products to dealers. 
The Christian population are undoubtedly the' ,chief purchasers of poultry 
products. If we assume, therefore, that half the Christian population plus 
5 per cent. of the Ma.hommedan population consume on an average Bay one 
egg per head per diem we may have some basis on which to estimate how 
nll).ny head of fowls there are likely to be. in the country. The number of 
consumers works out at a round figure of 51 millions, and knowing &8 we do 
that the average Indian hen produces somewhere in the region of 50 eggs 
per annum wo arrive at a hen populamon of not less than 381 to 40 millions. 
Adding to this the probable number of male birds and yaung chickens, our' 
calculations being based on observations made on a small scale, we oonclude 
that somewhere about four to five hundred million fowls is a likely total. 
If we allow another hundred million to caver the possible head of geese 
ducks, turkeys, pigeons and guineafowls we have a grand total of about 8i~ 
hundred million birds. Again, basing our calculations on the fact that each 
peasant farms from six ~ ten head of fow)~, for we find that conditions point 
to these figures, we arrlve at the ooncluslon that some 50 million person~ 
participate in this cottage industry. 
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Methods of maTketing.-The organisation for the marketing of eggs and 
io·wls is in the hands of professional ,dealers who ma.ke house to house collec
tions and transport the produce by rail, river or road to the market towns. 
Many of t·he circles of egg oollection are very extensive, eggs ooming from a 
200 mile radius and more to central markets. -The railways encourage the 
transport of eggs by charging only half parcel rates on such oonsignments, 
whereaa they disoourage the transport of 'live fowla by charging very high 
freightsge. Eggs are fIOld by numbers and not by weight, they are packed 
in baskets or large earthenware vessela, a.nd in lieu of the Western label 
notifying that care should be exercised in transport an egg shell denotes the 
peri.shability of the contents. The prices realised for poultry products vary 
in different parts of the oountry. To ta.ke a. few eX8!lllples: An investigation 
into market conditions in Lucknow lUI regards eggs shows mnter sales from 
November to February amounting to some 5,000 eggs per day, realising a 
retail price of from 9 to 12 annaS per dozen. During the hot wenther months 
the sales are halved and the prices fluctuate between 7 and 9 a.nnas per 
doaen. The villagers receive but half the amount realised by the retail 
merchants, and in many cases even less. A report from Bombay gives the 
sales of baskets of 650 egg~ realising from RB.16 to Rs.32. The villager who 
supplies these eg~'S does not receive more tha.n a.bout 2 as. per dozen, if as 
much. A report from Madras City itself shows that eggs in large quantities 
ca.n be brought from villages at as low prices as Rs.3 per thousand, but the 
retail rates are 6 lUI. per dozen. It looks as if the poor ryot is largely ex
ploited by the professional egg merchant in most cases. 

No recognised standard for size of egg exists, but the larger egg commands 
a slightly better price. The average weight of an Indian egg is 45 grams, 
or 22 to the kilo, but in the United Provinces and other area.-; where wme 
improvement in poultry breeding ha.-; been done, the egg may reach 52.6 
grams, or 19 to the kilo. 

Table fowls are sold by piece, though size of birds controls the price. 
RQasting fowls in various tnarkets fetch from 12as. to RB.1-8-O according 
to demand, and curry fowla or small chicken fetch 8as. to Re.!. The 
village producer gete about half these rates. 

Chittagong district is all area which produces vast numbers of eggs 
and fowls, and supplies go from Chittagong to Blirma as well as to large 
cities like Calcutta and Darjeeling, and many ships provision themselves 
with stocks of eggs and fowls brought fro~ this district. 

Much might be done to improve the economio condition of the peasant 
producer of ·poultry if he were assisted to keep better stock and by means 
of co-operation helped to secure a. fair price for· his produce inost.ead of 
being, as he is now, exploited by the professional dealer. . 

The by-products of poultry, such as feathers, fertilisers, gizzard liningtJ 
as a source olcommercial pepsin, egg shells as a source of powdered calcium 
carbonate are all wasted in this country, and the vast potentialities of 
poultry production unrecognised. 

As the standard of living improves in India 80 will the demand incrllas8 
for what other nations have proved to be, next to milk and bread, the 
meet valuable food in existence. 

The value of all poultry products has gone up 50 per cent. during the 
last twenty years. 

Condition.! under which the Poultry Industry exisfs.-The poultry of 
Indin, with certain exceptions, are, as hM been previously pointed out, small 
in weight and size, and indifferent producers of small eggs, but the reason 
for this is not difficult to see. The poultry keepers of India are poor and 
ignorant men and they make no attempt to select or breed their poultry on 
any system. The birds interbreed as they please, and roam the villages 
scavenging in the drains and rubbish heaps of the vicinity for their food. 

Mrs. A. K. Fawkes. 
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An 0«8"ional handful of grain ia all they can hope for, and they ~epend. 
like the fowls of the air, on what they can find for theIllbelves. Unhke the 
fo,,-. of tbe air, however, they are sUllCeptib1e to many diseases, and often. 
wbole flocks are decimated -by visitations of, cholera, chicken pox, an~ the 
fever caused by the invasion of ticks. This is augmented by the insamtary 
conditions undt'r which they are kt'pt. In spite of these hard conditions 
many sur.-ive, and the indi~enous fowl is on the whole a hardy. bird and 
,.-i11 endure very adverse circumstances. We have only to witness the 
cruelty they undergo in transit to mM"ket, or awaiting sale in the market 
places, where they are densely crowded in small baskets, often left in the 
8un without food or water for many hours, to realise what they are capable 
of living through. Even under these conditions they help to pay the rent. 
of tbe peasant Rnd contribute in a very valuable way towards the feeding 
of the community. How much more productive the poultry of India could 
be is easily imagined, and what a valuable-contribution could Ibe made to 
the world's production of food if India's vaot acreages were put to fuller 
use, is obvious. 

Poultry Breeding in th. United Pro'IJincel.-For the past twenty years 
small efforts have been made by keen poultry fanciers to effect some improve
ment in Indian Poultry and an unofficial body styling themselves the 
Indian Poultry Club organised originally Iby Colonel Tyrrell, R.A., -have 
been largely instrumental in interesting the public in pure bred fowls. 
They have done and are doing a great deal of useful work in this direction 
and hold important Poultry Exhibitions annually in Calcutta and other 
parts of the country. They also publish a useful journal called the Indian 
Poultry Gazette. . They are much hampered by lack of proper funds. The 
present Hon. Sec., Mr. A. E. Slater, is doing valuable poultry work among 
tIM! depressed classes of Etah diatrict, United Provinces. 

As an outcome of the Club's efforts, Sir) Harcourt Butler in 1919 asked 
the Government of the United Provinces to finance a small _scheme which 
would have 88 its object the improvement of poultry in the United Provinces. 
Thia being lIanctioned, Government asked JOe to come out from England 
to take up the post of Poultry Expert, as in addition to an English train
ing at Wye Agricultural College I had had -experience of Indian oonditioll& 
having acted 88 Hon. Bec. of the Indian Poultry Club in former years. 
An Association was formed for the Province, Sir HM"Court Butler himself 
guiding its constitution and I was appointed Secretary. I was asked tl) 
estimate for and draw- up a BOheme to promote the_ interest of poultry 
farming in the United Provinces. Briefly my scheme was as follows:
(1) To popularise the breeding of good -fowls by illustrated lectures at all the 
principal centres of the Province. (2) To organise poultry shows at all 
agricultural fairs in the Province. (3) By the establishment of two 
poultry farms, one at Lucknow and one at Naini Tal, to demonstrate how 
poultry farming should ,be done and also to provide pure bred stock for 
distribution throughout the Province. 

Tbis scheme was sanctioned by Government and an initial grant of 
Rs.40,620 WBe given to the Aasociation to enable it to CM"ry out the pro
gramme. The cost of building and stocking both these farms amounted
to some lU.25,703. The oost was enhanc9d. owing to the higher rates for 
labour and building materials prevailing at the time. 

1\£y staff con.sisted of a lady assistant in charge of the Lucknow farm 
and the part services of another lady at the Naini Tal farm, and one ofli~ 
clerk with two peons, excluding the menial staff employed on the -farms. 

During the yeaN 1920 to 1922 the policy of the Association WBe to assist 
the poorer classes to obtain good poultry and with this object in view we 
8OJ.(} settings of egga at a moderate price. ,We alGo clHlperated with 
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Mr. Slater, a missionary of Etah district, United Provinces. This missionary 
was 'devoting his time to raising the status of some 15,000 of the lowes~ 
castes 'by teachjng them to raise poultry. Under his supervision we gave 
large numbers of male ·birds to.be crossed with village hens. He also, from 
his MiSBion farm gave odt quantities of eggs and biros free of cost, and the 
result of our cqmbined efforts to-day is, that there is a large self-supporting 
community in Etah growing extensive stocks of good poultry and last 
February one thousand bi,ros were put up for my inspection at the Etah 
Poultry Show. The Association carried out this policy of distributing 
good stock in other centres also; for instance through the Court of Wards 
manager of Kantit E>tate in Mirzapur district and through the district 
Boards of Mor.adabad and Saharanpur. In some cases we were successful 
but we realised that unless the work was supervised by reliable and know
ledgea.ble people the re-mlts were indifferent. 

From 1922 onwards, owing to va,rious causes, the .A.ssociation was 
directed to cut down its ,budget demands a.nd to put the work on to a self
supporting ,basis. We a.lso found tha.t other poultry farms were starting 
'business in the United Provinces and the feeling was that a Government 
farm should not sell at lower rates to the public than other farms were doing. 
In order to put the farm on a business footing, we amalgamated the Naini 
Tal farm with the Lucknow farm under one European Manager on a 
salary of Rs.3oo per month. This necessitated the cessation of the free 
distribution of stock, etc., though we continued to do what we could in this 
direction. Much experimental work that I had planned had to be curtailed. 
However, year ·by year the farm grew in populllil"ity and the interest aroused 
in poultry farming spread to all parts of India. Our stock was sought 
after from all parts and we cannot in any mensure fulfil the orders we 
receive. There is ample scope for a large extension if the capital were 
available. 

1\Iy correspondence has become a very ,heavy part of the work and 
letters asking for advice come from all parts of .thecountry. The number 
of letters replied to ,by me personally during 1925-26 was well over 4,000. 
l\Iy office staff consists of one man and he has to cllil"ry out the duties 
of accountant and clerk for the work of both the farm and office. The 
responllible post of Farm 1\Ianager is at present 'held by an Indian, a 
Brahmin by caste, who has been in the .As3ociation since its formation, 
having previously been in charge of the clerical work. He is not very 
experienced, and the appointment was made 86 a. temporary mensure with 
a view to testing the capabilities of an Indian in work of this kind. 

Experimental work.-Experimental work has been done at the LucknO\v 
Poultry farm under the following heads: -(1) Pure bred imported stock 
have been kept successfully, living through the tropical conditions of 
the plains. They have produced good progeny, and the1r egg production, 
especially through the winter seaoon, at a time of the year when eggs are 
of most commercial value, is equal to if not above the average of eggs laid 
by fowls in temperate climates. The egg production of pedigree laying 
stock is at least treble the amount laid by Indian hens. (2) Pure ,bred 
male ·birds, bred for egg production, have been orossed with village hens. 
The progeny resulting from these 'Illatings have produced double t~e amount 
of eggs of the original mothers a.nd the size of eggs has increased from 
H oz. to 1 i a.nd It oz. each egg. (3) Feeding tests have been made and 
Indian foodstuffs proved to be economical and valuable for egg production. 
(4) Poultry disea.ses studied as far as possible and kept under cont'rol by 
sanitary measures. The invasions of ticks have been controlled, cholera and 
ohicken pox and numerous other diseases investigated and kept at Ibay, and 
the experience gained has 'been published in books and bulletins. We have 
oo-operated with the Imperial Bacteriologist and our enited Provinces 

Mrs. A. K. Fawkes. 
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Veterina17 staff and are very grateful for the interest they have taken and 
the help given. They wish to do more ·but are ·hampered ·by hwk of staff 
ana meaM. 

Our classee for students are a great feature of our work and are 
generally attended all the year round. During the cold season I lecture 
to the student.! each day when I am in headquarters. I am handicapped 
lor want of a staff, as I have the entire Province to tour, besides the office 
work and all that it entails, and a great amount of my time is spent on the 
Farm supervising the work of the manager. The students are handicapped 
for want of proper accommodation and we badly need a hostel; in fact a 
training college well-organised on modern lines is the only satisfactory 
solution to the problem of meeting the demands of Indians for tuition in 
poultry keeping. 

We give short oourses for six weeks, but most of the students stay on for 
three to six months. Sixty students have been trained. We hold lexamina
tions at the end of each course and issue certificates if they obtain over 
~O per cent. of the total marks; if they obtain over 75 per cent. they 
PW'lS out in the first division. We charge only lIB. 25 for a six week~' 
course for United Provinces students, and a slightly increased rate to pupils 
from other provinces. 

Co-operation and 1l38istance given to other Departments and individua.ls.~ 
It would be impossible to give a full acount of the work we 'have done for 
the public but the following brief memo. will show that every province of 
India has obtained advice and help from us through its official department. 

N01·th-lreat Frontier Province.-We have stocked and started a poultry 
farm at Paraohina.r ·for Major Noel, Political Agent,. and trained a Pathan 
to manage the farm. We have advised the Director of Agriculture also on 
poultry matters and supplied him with poultry and feeding stuffs. 

P111,jab.-In 1922 we a.dvised the Hon'ble Mr. Cassels of the Punjab 
Crllvernment regarding a scheme to improve the poultry of the Province. 
Owing to lack of funds, this was not carried out .. The Agricultural College 
at Lyallpur has received advice and stock from 00. We have correspondl'd 
with the Director of Agriculture, Punjab, on varioUG matters, and in Feb
ruary 1926 I gave a poultry demonstration and lecture at Gurgaon during 
the Agricultural Fair at the request of the Deputy Commissioner. 

Bombay.-We have oo-operated with Dr. Mann, Director of Agricul
ture, in the establishing of the first Government poultry farm in Bombay. 
We ·have sent one of our trained students to manage the farm and have 
stocked the same with pedigree birds and ·full equipment. IWe have a.dvised 
the Livestock Expert fully on all poultry matters especially as regards the 
cost «>f holding an egg laying test on the lilies of that held annually by 
the United Provinces Poultry Association. 

B;/lOI1' and 0ri8sa.--We have held several poultry demonstrations ai 
the reque6t of the Agricultural Department. In 1924 at Bonepur Fair we 
attracted muoh interest and many people in the Province expressed a desire 
to have a Government Farm on similar lines to ours. We have trained 
several men in poultry farming for the Bihar oo-operative society, and 
we a.ssisted last year at the opening of a farm by a. Brahmin gentlema.n 
at Bhagalpur, aLso supplying a trained manager and pedigree stock. 

BengaL-We assist annually at the Calcutta. Poultry Exhibition and 
co-operate with the Ag·ricultural Department. We have trained an officer 
of the department to manage a poultry farm in connection with the Dacca 
Agricultural College, and supplied stock for same. We have also trained 
a student to manage the poultry farm at Bolpur in connection with 
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Dr .. Rabindranat}!. Tagore's village reooIlJ9truction work at Shantiniketan. 
We .have also, at the request of enthusiastic Indian gentlemen 'l'etlidents in 
Calcutta, put up a scheme for a Bengal Government Poultry Farm to the 
Minister of Agriculture, Sir H. Stephenson. This scheme may soon 
materialise. . 

Madrcu.-We· have oo.vised the Agricultural Department on several 
occasions. We have a130 trained two men sent us by the National Council 
of the Y.M.C.A. and these men are doing valuable work in the Rural 
Reconstruction Institute at Coimbatore in teaching poultry farming. 

Centml p·fovinres.-One of our Brahmin students from the Central Pro
l"incp.s has opel,ed a farm near Nagpur.We have advised the Agriculturat 
Department from time to time. 

A.Isnm.-Havo wdvised the Agricultural Department on poultry matters. 
and there is a keen desire in AssaJll to promote the industry if funds permit.. 

Burma.-We have advised the Agricultural Department and co-operated. 
in sendir.g stork to the Rangoon Poultry Show) and we have publi&hed II> 

book on poultry farming in the BUl'me.se language. 

illditL7t States.-Kashmir, Bhopal, Gwalioi', Hydarabad, Datia, Dharl. 
Nepal, Kapurthala, have all reoeivoo either _personal visits or letters of 
addc(\' al'.d help, as v. ell as pedigree stock from our farms. 

United P·/'ot:inces.-Nuturally the greater part of the Association's work 
'has been dOlle in ihe United Provinces. In co-operation with the Board of 
Revenue, we have started small poultry farms on various estates in the Pro
vince. Some of these are successful while others have failed, generally for 
lack of proper supervision. In co-operation with District Boards also small 
farms hal'e been started and the birds sent to such centres have dOM a lot of 
good to improve the local fowls. We also orgaIiise' poultry shows at mo~& 
district fairs, nt the request of the District Board authorities. We have
assisted I.he Cawnpore Agricultural College to organise a poultry farm, and 
one of their omllers is at present training under us. The Criminal Trihe'J. 
Settlements in two areas have also started small poultry farms with our help. 
We are working in with the Girl Guides movement, boping to interest the
future gen~ration. Missionary schools and colleges have also sought our aid. 
A great many privl~t.s poultry faTms have been startl1!l in th6 Province, llu~ 
until some reorganisation of market ronditions takes place they will find it. 
difficult to get ~atisfactory pri<'es for their goods. Pooigree breeden, how
evt>r, make n good sum .by selling eggs and birds of pure-bred varieties. 

Last but not least, . the Imperial Agricultura.\. Department has been D10~t. 
helpful in our work and has published every year reports of our Egg Laying 
Tests and other information we ·have furnished. Under their lIegiswe. read 
:\- paper on Indian Poultry' Itt the recent Science Congress in Bombay, and 
the Agricultura.\. Ad,iser has at all times given me his help and oo-operation. 
As before mentioned we have received great help from the Imperial 
Lahoratory at l1uktesar, both wiLh regard to research work on disease and 
also pradically, for, in co-operation with the Imperia.\. Bacteriologist we wel's 
a.ble .to ma.nufa~ture a very fine sample of dried eggs from ordinary country 
eggs. This product is greatly in demand in the Western world, and would 
make II. valunble export industry if the trade .were enoouraged and organise4-
As regards t·he general public, we have done our best to reply to every 
applicant. We only regret that the whole work is dependent on one person. 

LcI&tly.-We are in co-operation, through the International Association or 
Poultry Instructors and Investigators, with workers in poultry husbandry 
all -over the world, and receive information from the International Institute 
at Rome through the" International Review." As Member of Council for 

.Mr •. A. K. Fawkea. 
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India of the above Assocfation, I hope to attend the World's Poultry Congress 
to be held at Ottawa next year and report on the small beginnings we have 
made in our efforts to improve the poultry conditions of this vast Empire. 

Ob&tacle. to Poultry Farming in India.-The chief hindrance to poultry 
fanning ia due to the fact that the Hindu population of India, with the 
exception of the lower castes, is not interested in tlle industry, in fact, it 
objects to it. This difficulty can be overcome in time by education and by 
the rai~ing of the industry from the sweepers' task to the level of a specialised 
prof_ion. I have had no lte$s than fifteen high caste Brahmin students, and 
not a few have started farms of their own. At the Lucknow farm, no CastH 
distinction is recognised, we all work together as equals. The objection to 
eggs as food haa been lessened, on my explaining to orthodox Hindus that 
infertile eggs containing no germ of life are sold from the Farm for eating 
purposes and that the fertile eggs are used entirely for reproduction purposes. 
A simple fact like tbia, broadcasted all over the country, gives a different 
outlook on everyday thinga. As the standard of living improves, so the 
demand from the mea~ating population will become increased for eggs anri 
poultry, and future generations will consume far more of these products than 
former generations. Besides, the interests of the minorities (and the large 
numbers of peasant. concerned make no small figure) demand attention frolU 
those in power. . 

The ignorance and poverty of peasants themselves and their lack of 
killdline88 town rd. animals IIa a whole are a formidable obstacle. We 
Europeans from childhood are taught to look on animals as playmates and 
friends, the outlook ift differpnt in the East. To remedy this every primary 
school should be taught to value and care for animals and have some simpie 
project, such aa a small poultry farm, included in their Bchool education. 
I should also like to see agricultural propaga.nda work carried out by means 
of ('incma films and illustrated talks to villagers. The cinema apparatu~ 
could he taken on lorries all over the countrv. With this end in view we 
have oo-operated with the G.I.P. Railway in pr~ducing an educational film on 
poultry farming in India, and it is their intention to carry this film on a 
special cnrriage and show it throughout the country through which their 
line runs. 

The 8usceptibility of poultry to diseases and difficult climatic conditions i. 
another obstacle to pl·ogreRS. These difficulties can be met by scientific 
l"est'ar<'h and using our own experience and knowledge to evolve a race of 
fowls that will combine increased production with greater immunity from 
tropical diseases. Such a race I hope may be. evolved in the future by taking 
the best the Easl, cun produce and mating it to Western high-proaucing 
sto,'k. 

The ia<·k of good pedigree stock i'n the country is another handicap. This 
can be rem .. die<1 hy establishing poultry breeding arella in every Province. 
'Iho fowl reproduces 8() quickly that five years would see the experiment com
pleted. Another SQuroe of supply, which is at present being wasted and which 

()ould be utilised, is the large Btockg of pure-bred males bred by Europeans, 
Anglo-Indians and Indian fanciers. All poultry farmers find they 'have 
jI. surplus of males, and these, finding no market at remunerative prices are 
killed 011 when quite young. These cockerels would do untold good if distri
buted amongst the villages for improving the local breeds. To breed with the 
improvement of stock ;'n view wonld be a valuable hobby for the retired 
<lomiciled community to undertakE'. Owing to his being exploited by the 
dealers, the pellsnnt gets a very small profit from poultry keeping. This react.~ 
on the educated poultry farmer who growl better fowls and eggs. He has to 
L'Ompete with the bazaar article and finds it difficult to make his farm pay. 
If, by co-operation, tbe villager could secure fair prices he. would be 
stimulated to increased prod\lcti()n, There may even now be a surplus pro
duction of egga that keeps prices low, if this is so 1 would suggest that 
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factories for the manufacturc of dried eggs be encouraged. This industry is a 
,'ery large one and in China brings in millions of pounds of reve-nue to the 
oountry. England alone spends 2t millions sterling on Chinese eggs. The 
Westel'D market will absorb an unlimited quantity of this product. With 
this end in view, either at once or in the ;near futuI'e the poultry industry of 
India might be eneouraged so that within a few years' time it would bring in 
a 1'ery substa.ntial increa.se of rl'venue. 

Lastly, in all probability, on account of the above-namoo obstacles, the 
Government of India ·have not considered the poultry industry at all, but 
until they do there is little chance of any improvement. 

Additional note on the development 0/ poiltry breeding in the 
United Provinces. 

Efforts made by the Government 0/ the United Provinces as regards 
p01lltry breeding.-In amplification of the report given above, it may be 
pOlllted out that the United Provinces Government ha.ve for the past 
six years given a substantial grant-in-aid of poultry breeding through 
the Civil Veterinary Department budget, averaging some Rs.20,000 per 
annum not including some non-recurring SUmB given to both the United 
Pro-vincef> Poultry A&sociation and the Ehh Mission Farm. 

The major portion of this Ncurring grant is given to the United Pro1'inces 
Poultry A.ssocilltion for the propaganda of poultry breeding in the Proyince, 
and they by the means of a well-equipped farm, training of Indian students 
in poultry husbandry, propoaganda work such as illustrate.d lectuT("s, ,-isits 
to farms and an advisory correspondence bureau, &c., carry out this 
pU1'po~e of tbe Government. 

The United Province~ Poultry Association staff consists of a Secretary 
on Rs.700 per month, a Farm Manager on Rs.3UO per month and a clerk 
on Rs.125 per month. 

PoUltl'y shows for Indian and Anglo-Indian exhibitors are organised by 
the Secretary, United Provinces Pcultry Association, at most of the 
Bgricultura.! fairs in the Proyince every year and substantial prizes in 
money or gifts of good breooing stoek are given out to selectoo exhibitors. 

Cross breeding with pure bred birds is largely in evidence in this 
Province, near all bazaars of our principal cities fair sized poultry are tlJ 
bo seen, and the country egg in this part of India is decidedly larger than 
the egg producoo in other ProvinCe<! in India. 

The United Provinces Go"ernment also contribute not less than Rs_1500 
annually to assist the village poultry industry in Eta'h district conducted by 
l'Ilt-.. \. E. Slater, an American Missionary. 

It is 1111 unique work and here the poultry industry is entirely de,-eloped 
for the benefit of the depressed classes, with most excellent results as 
regards the improved status of the peasanLs who haye taken up the industry. 
If this ll'Ork were done under supervision on a luger scale it should prove 
of great valul' in other districts. 

The work has proved that pedigree Leghorns and Minorcas can beco!ll8 
inured to village conditions Bnd bring in good returns to the peasants 
keeping thorn. 

The United Provinces Poultry Association do valuable work in educating 
Indians in poultry hu.~bandry, some 76 students up to date have passed 
through our hands. The mel!. when trnined either conduct their own 
poultry farms or take posts as managers. A few have not made good and 
left the industry, but on the whole the results are promising and trai~ing 
is in demand from all parts of India, especially from Bengal and chIefly 
from amongst Brahmins and Mahommedans. We give preferential terms 
to our provincial people. 

Being single handed, the SOl'retary finds it most difficult to carry cut 
all the different activities efficiently. 

Mrs. A. K. Fau'kes. 
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There i. a very large demand from both within the Provinces and from 
outside for advice and assistance. Over 4,000 letters are written by the 
Socretary each year. 

A few poultry farms have been established by the help of the United 
Provinces Poultry Association in vari01l8 Courts of Wards estates in this 
Province, Borne have failed for lack of proper supervision and enthusiasm on 
the part of those in charge, others have done good work. 

Most of these farms have eome into being as a result of the propagallda 
work of the United Provinces Poultry Association, and as they continue 
to flourish, it is presumed they do. good business, chiefly in the sales of 
breeding stock and eggs of pure:-bred birds, for setting. 

The tabl" egg is provided by the country fowl and it is difficult for 
better class eggs to fetch higher prices in competition with the bazar egg 
and this is a grievance that is affecting the improved type of poultry 
farmer. 

It would seem that India has more than a sufficiency of eggs for her 
own consumption and that an outside market should be sought for the 
bazar egg, so as to enable the better sized egg and fowl to find a local ~ 
remunerative market. 

nreed. cholen /or experiment.-Experimental work has not been done to 
any great extent. 

The United Provinces Poultry Association's farm was origina.lly intended 
to carry out breeding experiments, but owing to financial stringency I was 
instructed by Government to make a commercial undertaking of the farm. 
Hence, as there is no demand for cross-bred stock la.t a remunerative price, 
the farm keeps only pure varieties, though a few experiments with crossing 
Chittagong and Rhode Island Reds, Brown Leghorns with country fowls 
and White Leghorns with Basra fowls are going on. 

In Mr. Slater's village work he reports the Leghorn and Minorcas as the 
best hirds for the' villager to keep, owmg to their active foraging pro
peILSities .and their small consumption of food. 

In giving out breeds at poultry shows to villagers, I find the heavy 
birds are much sought after, but they scarcely ever survive a hot seasOn 
in the plains, the intense heat; of the United Provinces' climate kills off 
the heavy varieties unless they are given special shade anrl shelter from 
the west winds and burning sun. 

During the winter season from November to March, any good breed how
ever will live, if fed and cared for, and will reproduce itself before death 
overtakes it in the hot season. The progeny of such matings are much 
more likely to survive, being more aoclimatised. . 

In the Mirzapur and other districU! very useful cross-bred stock has been 
bred during the cold season hom birds given out from the United Provinces 
Poultry Association farm. 

The following breeds have proved most useful on the Lucknow fann :
Leghorns, all varieties. 
Minorcas. 
Rhode Island Reds. 
Australian Black Orpingtons imported from Australia. 
Light Sussex. 
White Wyandottes. 

All t'hese breeds are bred most successfully and give abundance of eggs 
in the cold and rainy seasons and healthy progeny. 

An egg-laying test is held at the United Provinces Poultry Association's 
fa.rm each winter season, and entries from Australia, England, and aJl 
parts of India come in. Pullets ·are tested for production in Bingle pens 
and the winter egg records achieved equal records put up at other laying 
~U! in othel' parts of the world. 

G19!6 L 
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We are unable to conduct a tweh"e months' test in this climate of the 
plains, but there is no doubt about the wonderful production pedigreed birds 
can put up in .India, if fed and cared for correctly. 

A full year's test is required, but money is IlQt ava.ilable at present for 
the purpose. 

Indian feedstuffs are admirable for poultry and the raising of chickens 
very easily carried out during the oold season. 

Conditions are more favourable ~han in Europe for this branch of the 
industry. 

Dieease is controllable, but the prevailing ignorance is enormous and 
lakhs of poultry die annually for want of knowledge in poultry-raising on 
the part of the owners .. 

Experimental work has been dona in .. general way only since the incep
tion of tlhe United Provinces Poultry Association in 1920 .. 

There is ul"gen~ experimental work to be done if funds could be given. 
Artificial incubation of eggs haa been successfully carried out by me on 

the United Provinces Poultry Associa.tion farm, and an incubator made 
by us put on the market. We never use hens for settlDg purposes. 

Preservation of eggs in water glass is highly satisfactory if due care is 
taken to keep the eggs constantly immersed, 'as the solution dries rapidly. 
This process, if taught to villagers would aasist considerably in preserving 
their Eurplus eggs in the plentiful season. 

E.rperirnents versus disea.'le.-The chief obstacle to poultry farming in 
the United Provinces is found in the attacks of parasites called tlCks. 
'We have used injec·tions of s(lamil! as an antidote to fowls so affected with 
complete su<'Cess. We teach all we can with regard to this scourge, and 
hM"e issued ma.ny leaflets and published boob regarding the treatment of 
poultry diseases in English and the vernaculb.l', but there is still a great 
deal to be done, and we have barely touched the fringe of this great 
problElID. 'The means placed at our disposal are 60 small, and we have so 
small a staff .. 

Captain Hickey, Veterinary Adviser to the United Provinces Govern
ment is President of our Association and his' technical knowledge and help 
is of great value to us. 

Ma,.keting-Table birds.-There is a very large market for the ordinary 
fowl and the Province is well situated 'IlS regards facilities for marketing. 

The hill stations of Mussoorie and Naini 'fal absorb large quantities lif 
produce and the cantonments and big cities of the plains demand large 
supplies /loll the cold season. 

Prices vary from TIs.l to TIs.l-8 pElr bird .and very fair poultry is to be 
found in the markets at the present time for the higher prices.. Of course, 
compared to European table poultry the birds are small and flavourless, 
but matters are improving and better fowls all round exist, when we com
pare market conditions of twenty years ago.. We attribute this to the 
increasing numbers of pure bred fowls that gradually find their way to the 
people, and if more brel>ding operations were carried out in centres of 
poultry production, still better results would accrue.. There is no doubt 
that there is a lot of under-sized stock about and ilt·country districts 
the eggs and fowls are still very small; it is near cities' where European 
fowls are kept, that the improvement is most marked. ' 

The mElthod of packing table fowls for market is primitive and revolt
ingly cruel. The railway freights being so high, the people are forced to 
crowd numbers of birds in small low baskets. 

The result is a grEtllt amount of suffering to the birds and death to a 
good many, especially as birds have to travel in hot luggage vans, no 
provision being made in India by the railways for the transport of poultry 
to market, in suitable ventilated wagons .. 

Mr.,. A. K. Ti'au,kes. 
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The table fowl is sold alive in e\"ery case, no trade is done in cleaned 
and tru""ed fowls for table. If cold storage lI'agons and like facilities 
become a.-ailable, no doubt this trade will change its customs accordingly. 

Egu,.-The llarket for eggs is very great and the chief centres' are 
Lucknow, ltampur, Saharanpur, Aligarh, Meerut and Allahabad. .. 

llirzapur in the south of the Province grows la.rge quantitIes of fowls, 
turkeys and guinea fowl and eggs for the Calcutta market, a~d some cro~ 
breeding work done by us through the Court of Wards farm In the ~antIt 
E«tate (Mirzapur district) has been successful. • 

Lucknow is a large collecting centre for eggs both for its Qwn use and 
for the supply of Naini Tal. A rough estimate gives some 30,000 eggs per 
day BS marketed in the flush season, November' to March. 

Five thousand eggs per day come by rrol alone to Lucknow at this time. 
The method of packing is ingenious. 
Some thousand eggs without any packing material are carefully packed 

in layers in an ordinary country basket. E3£h egg dovet8J.ls into the 
next egg and the whole mass are tightly and cleverly wedged together. 

As an indication to the railway transporting agencies, an empty egg shell 
is tied on the top of the basket and the consignment in most cases meets 
with very little breakage en route. 

These baskets are non-returnable and form a cheap and efficient method 
of packing within thfl meaDS of the senders. 

From Saharanpur great quantities of eggs are sent to Mussoorie and 
Chakrata, one dealer. reported to me he despatched' 5,000 eggs daily. 

III the summer season, the eggs are not fresh and methods of storage and 
pre,ervation would be useful if taught to the people., A considerable 
amount of money ia lost through the imperfect and slow methods of 
~b~ . 

Poultry breeders keeping pure breeds complain tliat they cannot get a 
really good price for their large eggs ~xcept by private sales. 

Indian marketing of poultry prod\l~ts is controlled by the kkansama or 
cook who is the purchaser on the one hand, and the middleman who is the 
seller on the other hand. Commission on transactions is usual, and unless 
this commission is forthooming li,beral business is not done. These con
ditions make it difficult for poultry producers to deal direct with the 
public. 

Some scheme of marketing should. be adopted through oo-operative 
channels to bring the producer directly in touch with the customer. 

If this were done, poultry farming would bring great relief to the peasant 
producer, as a subsidiary industry. Under the present system the middle-
man has most to gain. . 

There is no doubt that poultry breeding is very common in this Province 
amon!!: the Mohammedans; and low caste Hindu poople and prohably is 
more done than in any other Prov~nce of India except perhap§ in Madras. 

On the other hand the educated people of the Province are not intepested 
in the betterment of this industry except in a few cases" and it has been 
nphill work to make any headway. 

The Hindus are more orthodox and object to poultry on principle, 
wherea& in Bengal and other parts of India many Brahmins 'even do not 
object to the industry. 

~'e ,hope by means of increased propoganda work to overoome this 
prejudice a.nd with this end in view have obtained by the kindness of thn 
East India Railway a demonstration railway car fitted up as a' model 
poultry farm wherewith to tour the Province. This car is meeting with 
good reception wherever it goes. We also have c~perated with the. 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway 'in making a very instructive cinema 
film, which we ore showing to the public on every possible occasion. 

61.9l6 L 2 
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We anticipate far more demands on our resources and we only hope the 
Government of ~he United Provinces will back up our efforts with increased 
support both of money and men. 

In the financial year of 1920-21, the gross reNlip~~ of the United Provinces 
Poultry Association farm amounted to Rs.2286-2-0, and in the year 1925-26 
they amount to Rs.11.267-7-11, which shows an increase of some Rs.9,OOO. 
But it must be borne in mind that the farm is now conducted on a self
supporting basis for supplying stock birds :l,nd setting eggs to the public, 
and there is now scarcely any experimental work carried out. 

Mr. SllIter's village work also is successful as far as it goes but is also 
cramped owing to lack of adequate financial support. 

Neighbouring Indian States are taking an ~nterest in our efforts to pro
mote poultry breeding. 

We have trained a student from the Datia State and another man is 
now being sent us, in order that their poultry farm at Datia may be more 
efficient. I have personally visited Datia and given advice. 

The Bhopal State has also sent us a student and I have personally advised 
thc Begum and lectured in her State. 

Gwalior State has also been in correspond~nce with us and sought our 
advice. 

Nepal has sent one student to our trainin~ clas~. 
We have supplied stock to the Kapurtala ~tate also. 
Many other Indian Sta~ too numerous to mention and further afield 

r.live also availed themselves of our technical advice and training and in 
several instances started State poultry farms. 

Note on the Dried Egg Industry. 
After several years of careful investigation into the dried egg industry 

as carried out at the present time in China and in California, I have come 
to the conclusion, in consultation with business men and agricultural officers 
of experience in this country, that this industry is one which JIlight well be 
developed in India. 

First, I wish to draw attention to the markets that exist for &uch a 
product and the prices realisable. Secondly, I would place before you the 
costs of production, and thirdly, the sources of supply in India. 

Market.-I have ascertained that all the dry whole egg or dry egg yolk 
that we can manufacture in India will meet a. ready sale in America if 
the price is low enough and the preparation up to the required standard, 
l,umbe'rless biscuit and bakery supply houses in New York, Chicago and 
other cities of the U.S.A. ,sell waggon loads daily. 

The trade has been established for the past ten years and is steadily 
Increasing. . 

There is also a large demand for dried albumen for manufacturing 
l,urposes. 

If we desire the same trade with Great Britain we can study her market 
conditions. Great Britain purchases annually 2! million pounds sterling of 
ChineSe eggs. These eggs enter England as egg in shell, liquid yolk and 
aN dried egg powder. 

I have a recent letter from " Pulvo" Limited, one of the largest Britisb 
firms dealing in the dried egg commodity, who own extensive factories in 
China, stating that they have their eyes on India with a view to this trade, 
and they are only watching developments. 

I also placed the possibilities of this trade before Sir D' Arcy Lindsay of 
Calcutta, a few months ago and 'he considered that the provisioning of ships 
"'ith dried eggs is a trade worth our consideration. 

He explained that milk is always carried in this form and if eggs were 
available at Indian ports in the same form it would be readily bought for' 
clllinary purposes. 

He promised to look into the matter on his return to India. 
111 1'8 •• 4.. K. Fawkes. 
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PriUI reali.able.-In- America lIb. of dried whole egg fetches 80 cents or 
approximately Rs.2-3-0 per lb. 

I might here mention that I level table spoonful of this whole egg powder 
equals a 2 oz. egg and added to 3 parts of warm water becomes exactly 
like a liquid fresh egg and a8 such can be used in exactly the same manner 
as a liquid egg. That is to say the properly prepared egg powder is perfectly 
soluble in water and retains all the characteristics of the original egg. 

A still higher price is realisable for dried albumen or white of egg which 
is uaed in printing mills for glazing papers, &c. 

This preparation properly manufactured fetches as much as Rs.4 per lb. 
or ,1.50 iu America. 

Cost 01 production.-It takes 50 Indian eggs to make 1 lb. of dry. whole 
egg. The cost of drying eggs in China by modern machinery amounts to 
2 cents or less than one- anna per lb. 

The cost of the latest type of egg drying machinery amounts to 15,000 
dollars or Rs.41,250 landed Lucknow. 

This machine is made in Los Angelos, California. It is capable of drying 
2,000 pounds of dry egg powder per day. 

The manufacturer offers to bring such a machine and instal it in Lucknow 
for half a lakh of rupees. He is confident that it will be .followed up by
niany orders. 

The .ouree. 01 .upply in lndia.-The price of eggs in India varies. After 
'Vuy exhaustive enquiries from many parts of India I have ascertained 
that eggs are cheapest and most plentiful in Ohittagong where 25,000 eggs 
are available daily in the market. . 

One correspondent write!! that eggs can be bought from villages in this 
district for as -low a price as Rs.4 per thousand eggs. 

In parts of Madras a oorrespondent offered eggs at a similar price. 
Here in the United Provinces eggs are procurable in villages for from 

<4 annas to 6 annas per dozen; this is four times as expensive as in the rural 
areBB I bave mentioned above. 

This rate, however, is 'an average rate for the greater part of India, or at 
least for those parts which supply large cities. Dealers in the bazaars sell 
at double and treble these rates to the public. 

This flat rate of 4 annas per dozen however compares favourably with 
Chinese rates and is one quarter the price of fresh eggs in either America 
or Great Britain. 

It would mean therefore a large margin of profit to the manufacturer of 
egg powder and incidentally make the egg producing business in India a 
most profitable one. 

Now is the time to secure this trade, while Chinese trade conditions are 
at a stalJdstill. This opportunity may not oome again. 

Objection may be raised as to the question of sufficiency of _supply, for each 
factory will require some 50,000 eggs per diem to make it profitable. 

This amount could very easily be produced by Indian villagers, and if 
onoe they found this number was required and if they got regular sales, 
they would soon produce more. 
It is well known that poultry reproduce themselves in a very short time 

and a temporary shortage of eggs would soon adjust itself by more poultry 
being produced. _ 

Another objection that may be raised is how the ordinary city market 
supplies would be met, if all village eggs areoommarideered for the factories. 

My reply is that the large army of unemployed young men could in a very 
short period start large poultry farms on modern lines and supply India!! 
markets with large and wholesome eggs and fowls at remunerative rates. 
It is the aim of this Association in this Province to equip men qualified to 
start such farms. . 

61946 La 
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A dried egg trade would temporarily increase the cost of .living and fetch 
for eggs a better, price, this is all for the good of the industry and for the 

. good of the nation. 
I consider India most pre~minently suited for the production of ducks 

lind fowls on II very considerable scale. The experience of some 2.5 years 
in India has led 'me to this conclusion, and the latter ten years of my service 
spent exclusively in studying and experimenting on better and higher 
scientific methods of poultry farming have further impressed this on my 
mind. 

In fact, it is not too much to say that in poultry farming lies a remedy 
for the present condition of the low caste and for the l\Iahommedan ryot and 
of his equally unfortunate brother, the unemployed though educated young 
men of India. 

ApPROXIMATE ESTIMATE POR THE ERECTION AND UPKEEP OP AN EGG DRl'ING 

PLANT. 

Rs. 
Cost of complete plant producing 2,000 lbs. dried egg per day of . 

10 hours F.O.R. Lucknow $15,000 ... = 41,250 
Cost of competent engineer from America to install and 

put the first plant in operation 10,000 
1,500 Building 50 X 50 feet with 15 feet ceiling 

Net profit schedu.lt. 

Operation cost. 

Rs. 
100,000 eggs per day at 

1 pice each ... 1,562 
1 ton of coal ... '-15 
Lubricating oil 4 
Three men at Rs. 1 per 

day .-. 3 
Dried egg containers 

\kerosine oil tins) 40 
Label etc. 6 
Freight to Calcutta on 

2,000 lhs. dry egg ... 125 
Freight to New York, 

U.S.A. 250 
Overhead charges, 

Office, etc. ... 45 
Rent of Land .•. 1 

Total daily operating 
expenses ... 2,052 

as. ps. 

8 0 
0 0 
8 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
8 0 

8 0 

Optratill!} profit. 

Sale in U.S.A. of 2.000 
pounds per diem at 

Rs. as. ps 

Rs_ 2 3 0 per lb .... 4,3i5 0 0 

Total daily operating 
expenses 2,052 B 0 

Net daily profit ... 2,322 8 0 

Net daily profit ... 2,322 8 0 

Oral Evidence. 
36,389. The Chairman.: Mrs. Fawkes, you are .Secretary of the United 

Provinces Poultry Association and you are engaged in the service of the 
Provincial Government, I think, in .conducting certain investigations into
poultry breeding and also in carrying on propagandaP-Yes. 

36,390. For how long have you held that post P-8ince the end of 1919,. 
a little ov~r seven years. 

36,391. We have had from you and from other BOuroes a certain amount. 
of information on this subject j is there anything else you would like to say 
at this stage in amplification of what we have had in writing, or may w& 
ask you one or two questionsP-1 am afraid I have a lot to say, if I may. 

lin. A. K. FUlOklls. 
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36,392. If anything occurs to you at the end of your examination, please 
eay soP-Yea. 

36,393. You realise that the Commission has had an opportunity of read.!ng· 
through the written matter, and it will not be therefor~ necessary to bring 
out your various points in oral evidence. Have you witnessed a g~ deal 
of progre .. in this movement since you undertook it?-Yes, I have Witnessed 
almost, you might say, a revolution in the point of view of both .~vernment 
officials and Indian public aa regards the poultry industry since I came 
to India. . 

36,394. Do your activities extend throughout the Province?-Yes. It is, 
of COUl"l!e, a very big parish to cover. 

36,395. Have you any organisaticn through which you can work?:-Yes, 
I work through the District l\Iagistrates; for instance, if I am gOing to 
a certain district, I inform the officer in charge of that district ... 1. am 
also in touch with the District Boards, and when they hold exhibitions 
I either invite myseU or they invite me to oome and hold a poultry demon
tration or a poultry show for the villagers or to give a lecture. In that 
way I am in touch with the whole Province through the official channels. 

36,396. Would you say that, on the whole, t.he effect of your propaganda 
bas been more marked in districts contiguous to your station here tha~ 
at a distance P-I think it is fairly well spread over the entire Province. 
1 have not, visited the west of the Province so much &8 I have the other 
parts, owing to its distance from headquarters, and it may be that that 
part of the Province is not so much affected. I have not penetrated as 
far as I should like in every direction. I may say I am handicapped in 
propaganda work by having so much to do at headquarters, ha.ving no 
assistants. 

36,397. I suppose you feel you could spend more fundsP-Yes, I am cramped 
lor want of means. 

36,398. You may be surprised to hear that other witnesses think the 
.same thing of their' own particular fields of activity. In these various 
papers with which the Commission has been provided, there are statements 
as to the various markets which are open to Indian eggs. :E'irst of all, 
I want to ask you about the work of primary collection, that is to say, the 
organisation by which eggs are collected from the villagers and brought, 
let n8 say, to a town for local consumption in that town ; how is that 
carried out in India ?-That is carried out by means of dealers, beparis, 
who make house to house visits, collect eggs and bring them by rail, cart 
or coolie to the big .towns and sell them. . 

36,399. Do they sell them to the shops in the bazaal'6P-Yes. There are 
certain egg merchants in the Itazaars; in the Ahmedabad market there 
~re ten or twelve Buch merchants, and they buy from their different agents 
In the country; these egg merchants seH eggs directly to the cooks and 
to the general public. 

36.400. So that,&8 a rule, so far as 1!ggs consumed in Indian towns 
Bre .ooncerned, you have the primary collector, an intermediary and the 
retaller?-Yes. . 

. 36.401.. D~ you know at all on what margins of gross profit these various 
Intermediaries operateP-I have made fairly extensive enquiries all over 
~ndla, and I find that the villag~r gets a very s~all price for his eggs; 
111 . most places he gets about a pice an egg; that IS an average price. I 
th111~ the agent employs collectors and he makes the profit; he cannot 
poSSibly come and collect all his eggs hitpseif; he is the contractor. 

~6.402. What does he get for the egg that has cost hi.m Ii piceP-I 
:thmk he gets an anna in the city. 

1I19i6 
" 4 
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36,403. So that you have to add to the pice the 006t of collection and 
transport, and then the rest of the anna represents net profit to him P
Yes. Of course, it depends where he is marketing his eggs; if he is 
marketing them in a small town, he cannot ask the price that he can 
in Lucknow, Delhi or Meerut. 

36,404. Have you any co-operative societies dealing with poultry breeding 
and the sale of eggs P-No, but I hal"e approached the Co-operative Depart
ment here to try and help the very poor depressed classes of the Etah 
district in this Province who have a very large amount of eggs which we
have helped them to produce; we have asked the Co-operative Departme~t 
to assist us in marketing these eggs; correspondence has .taken place, but 
I do not think anything tangible has been done yet; I am most anxious 
that something should be done. 

36,405. It would appear to be a promising commercial opportunity for 
the co-operative movement, would it noH-Yes, because they could take
the profits that the middleman is making and give more to the peasant,. 
if it were worked properly. 

36,406. And would another l"ery important, and perhaps more important,. 
aspect be the educative opp()rtunityP-Yes, certainly. The better class
of egg prooucers are coming to me and saying: II I have, as you sug
gested, taken up the better egg, but I cannot get a better price for it 
ex~pt by private sales t() educated people wh() appreciate the value." The
cook has nothing to gain by buying a bigger egg; he prefers to have 
his small village egg, which is cheap. 

36,407. I understand that the cumulative effect ()f your experience put 
shortly is that there is nothing to prevent your developing a race of fowls. 
very much more efficient as egg-layers and as table poultry than the ordinary 
indigenous breed which would also meet the r(>(JUirements of the ordinary 
villager in the matter of disease-resistance, ability to look after them
selves, and so onP-There is DO difficulty if one is given the opportunity 
to develop such breeds. 

36,408. Would one of the difficulties in popularising a breed of that sort.. 
be that, in the meantime, there is no prospect of the poultry breeder 
getting value for weight of egg, that is to say, for quality t·-Yes, he will 
get the l"alue fr()m a certain educated portion of the community, but. 
he will not get it as a general rule. 

36,409. And your hope is that the educated portion of the community 
may grow?-Yes, and there is no doubt but that it is growing. 

36,410. Is there a demand for table poultry P-There is a very big sale
for table poultry in all cities. 

36,411. And there again, are you experiencing difficulty in claiming price 
for quality P-No, I think that is easier, but that is not so largely under
taken. 

36,412. I think the Commission is fairly familiar with the position 
116 it is affected by the caste difficulty; I do not know whether you would 
care to enlarge upon that at allP-I should like to impress upon this 
Commission that the caste difficulty seems to be lessening since my propa
ganda work started, as the public interest has been aroused in regard 
to poultry farming. The students who are coming to Lucknow are largely 
Brahmins who wish to take up this industry; my present farm manager is 
& Brahmin by caste; a half to three-quarters of my Indian enquiries come· 
from Hindus and Brahmins. If that can happen now, when a few YElars. 
ago the fowl and the egg were absolutely unclean, I judge that education 
in these matters must be having some effect; it is realised that if fowls. 
are kept clean thE're is a difference. 

36,413. Professor Gangulu: Do you not get M:ahommedan studentsP
I certainly get Mahommedans, but, as I say, the larger part of my stuaenta 
are Brahmins and Hindus • 

• ;.lITS. A. K. Fawkes. 
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36,414. Tke Chairman: Have you persuaded Europeans who live in the 
country to take up the improved breeds?-Yes, and especially the Anglo
Indians; they are very keen on it; most of the Anglo-Indian communities, 
e>ipecially railway employees and their families, make a little pocket money 
by breeding the better classes of fowl; I may sa.y this is one of the sources 
of good poultry in this oountry, and through Anglo-Indians the industry 
is penetrating to other communities in India; nearly all Anglo-Indians 
Bre lovers of poultry. 

36,415. Is Government either directly or indirectly 6ubsidising persons 
willing to take up poultry breeding under your direction ?-No, nothing 

.il done in that way. 
36,416. With a view, of oourse, to ma.king such people agents for the dis

tribution of the eggs of improved breeds?~No, there is nothing done in 
that direction; I wish there were. I might also add that there is a grea.t 
deal of valuable poultry stock going to waste at the present moment. A 
great many Anglo-Indian people keeping good fowls ha.ve spare male birds 
and cockerels which they kill and eat; those birds would be most va.luable 
jf spread in villages. 

36,417. I judge from your note that your advice is sought from many 
Provinces other than the United Provinces ?-I may say that I am the 
Imperial Adviser at this momel'lt; it sounds rather big, but I have letters 
from all over India, and I am trying to answer all of them. Until recently 
1 have been the only official representative of this· industry, and it is up to 
me to try and spread it. 

36,418. But your own salary and the expensea of the station are being 
paid entirely from the funds of the United Provinces?-Yes. 

36,419. Have you any views as to which Province after the Province 
which you serve is ahead in this matter ?-I think Madras is ahead. I think 
that Bombay, with its new Poultry Association, is forging ahead, and 
Bengal is ripe for development; I think the Punjab also has appointed a 
poultry expert recently. 

36,420. Would there be adequate supply of chicken food in India ?-Yes, 
th"re is plenty of it. 

36,421. I think we have from you in these notes a very clear account of 
your views as to the possible directions in which the Indian eggs might find 
the market. Is there any prospect of any experiments in egg-drying pro
cesses being made,. you think ?-I have brought this sample with me; it is 
made of village hens' eggs dried in this country; Mr. Edwards has very 
kindly prepared it at Muktesar in a serum dryer. It is rather an expensive 
way of producing it, but it proves that it is perfectly possible to dry eggs 
in India. The second bottle I have contains dried albumen; this is the 
quality that we must attain if we are going to capture the market for dried 
albumen. 

36,422. I am wondering whether you can tell us whether there is any firm 
hope of a venture being made in the near future in this direction ?-Yes. 
I think that if you, as a Commission, show the possibihties of the trade and 
the matter is made public, it will certainly be gone into by business men; 
I think it only requires to be broadcasted and known. In fact, several 
firms have already written to me from abroad, one being Pulvo Limited, as 
mentioned in my written reports, saying that they are watching the develop
ments and are keeping their eyes on India in case anything happens to 
their Chinese trade, and that is why I am anxious that the poultry industry. 
here should be developed in case such an emergency should occur. 

36,4~. Meantime, there is. no e~port of e!ther eggs or egg products, 
except III the shape of supplymg shIps for theIr voyages?-That is all that 
I know of. 
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86,424. You have studied the matter closely?-Yes. 
36,425. Have you ever asked the Government of India for information? 

-I have asked officials. I know there is no export of eggs. 

36,426. You take it for granted, do you ?-Yes. 
36,427. Have you sought information from the ports?-Yes, from Chitta

gong. There are no eggs going out except for provisioning ships and to 
Burma and .Akyab. . 

36,428. Is there an importation of albumen into this country ?-Yes; we 
are buying it at present, I believe, from Germany, in fairly large quan
tities for mixing with paints and for use in printing mills for paper manu
facture. 

36,429. Do your responsibilities extend to ducks and geese?-Yes. 

36,400. Meantime, you are concentrating on chickens?-I am developing 
pigeons and ducks, both. . 

36,431. But not geese ?~Certainly, I encourage geese; India already has. 
geese. The Indian goose and the Indian duck do not require as much atten
tion as the Indian fowl; it is more immune to disease and seems to get on 
very well in the villages. 

36,432. It would appear that certain districts in Bengal are better suited 
to duck than chicken ?-That is so, and the duck egg will be very valuable 
commercially. 

36,433. Can you account at all for the fact that there are not many more
domesticated duck in Bengal?-I think it is due to shortage of stock. 

36,434. You have had a good deal of experience in these matters, and: 
you no doubt have seen It good many persons in villages taking to poultry 
breeding who had not done so, at any rate on any informed or deliberate
plan, before you persuaded them to make the experiments. Is the average 
villager capable of taking up a matter of this sort and carrying it on with
out constant inspection and encouragement ?-Not if he is given imported 
European poultry, and not unless he is given a fowl immune to the village 
conditions; he is not capable of looking after the imported or better clasa 
of fowls; h~ can only look after his own kind. 

36,435. Have you succeeded yet in producing a. raoo of fowls which the 
average villager can look after for himself without advice ?-No, because I 
have not been enabled to carry out experiments. I have simply been told 
to make a commercial business of the farm, which means I must sell birds 
which the public will buy. I have every hope of producing such a bird if I 
am allowed to carryon such work. 

36,436. Unless such a bird is produced, it is difficult to say what service 
your activities can be to the ordinary cultivator in the rural district ?-If 
I may say so, the present fowls that they already possess, if multiplied, 
would be quite all right for the purpose we have in view. 

36,437. Have you attempted any improvement by selection of the in
digenous breeds?-Yes, to a small extent; but there is a great deal more 
that could be done in that way. But for the purpose of the trade of which 
I am speaking, there are so many orriin31'Y fowls already in the country 
that they could be used for the export trade without any further improve
ment; that industry could start at once. 

36,438. Sir Henry Lawrence: We are told that the Indian breed at present 
produces about ·60 oz. of eggs per year?-Yes, taking an egg at 1 oz. 

36,439. The imported bird prod1lces as much as 300 ozs. ?-Even more 
than that. The~nglish egg weighs double the Indian egg, 2 ozs., and the
English bird produces double t.he number of eggs. 

Jl1'S. A. K. fiawkes. 
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.36,440. That only comes to 120 eggs and 24Q ozs. P-:-Many English birds 
will lay nen more. From 150 to 250 eggs per annum lD some cases. 

36,441. That is four or five times the production of the local fowlP-Yes. 
36,442. Do you know why the various experiments made in India by the 

Agricultural Department and others have come to an end P·-The chief reason 
has bt>en the Jack of expert knowledge; another reason is disease. In this 
present venture of ours we have discovered that it was the invasion of the 
tick that was the cause of most other ventures not succeeding. 

36,443. Do you suggest that the tick disease and other diseases can be 
controlled P-Certainly; they are quite controllable. 

36,444. HowP-By teaching simple improved methods of sanitation, 
deanliness and simple remedies. 

36,445. Through wh .. t organisation would you give the villager these 
instructlons P-I think we must have a poultry organisation of our own and 
teach by OUI' own staff. 

36,446. Through travelling Inspectors ?--Our Indian-trained students, if 
they are in sufficient numbers, could form a staff to teach the villagers. By 
means of bulletins and propaganda we can do much. 

36,447. But the villager must be shown in his own home exactly how the 
disease can be controlledP-Yes. 

36,448. And you suggest that there should be a fairly large staff enter
tained by the DepartIDAnt of Agriculture in Ecvery Province for this purposeP 
-Yes. 

36,449. You think that it is financially a remunerative proposaJ?-1 cer
tainly do, if we develop the industry. But I do not think we shall benefit 
india's revenues or benelit the position of the peasant by increasing the 
total number of eggs produced unless at the same time we develop a market 
for these eggs. 

36,450. You could improve the food supplyP-Yes; but I think we should 
be getting a very large amount of production without an outlet for it. Of 
-course, there is this point, that the educated man is now taking to eggs and 
the demand for eggs is likely to grow, but not fast enough to make a 
8ufficient outlet. 

36,451. Do you know of aoy Indian breed of fowls which have been ex
ported from India and have been bred and improved in EnglandP-The 
species and genus fowl came from India;' all birds have been originally 
-developed from Indian fowls. 

36,452. From what stock?--:-From the Indian game and from the Chittagong 
breed. Tbe Chittagong was bred with Chinese varieties, and in ancient days 
even the Chinese get their species from India. India is the home of the fowl. 

36,4.'i3. But the knowledge and experience of India has been lost?-It has 
been lost through neglect of the culture of it. In bygone days the trainers 
·of lighting birds were people who knew all 'about fowls and who spread such 
"knowledge. 

36,454. Iu Western India was the Baera breed at any time well known P-
A. note was written by a police officer, of the Bombay Presidency I think, 
many years ago, and in that note he refers to the Basra breed; so that, it 
nas been known in the we~tern part of India for some time. 

36,455. Was that breed ever imported into EnglandP-I do not think it 
18 known in England, but I will make it known now. 

36,456. My impression is that it had been imported in former daysP-Not 
"to my knowledge. . 
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36,457. Sir Thomas llliddleton: From the producer's point of view, succesa 
in poultry keepin~ will depend on the po~session of suitable breeds, abundant 
foed supply and cleanly method~P-Yes, these are ideal conditions. 

36,458. You have already indicated to us, especially in reply to Sir Henry 
Lawrence, that there will be no difficulty in getting suitable breeds in India, 
India being the home of the fowl, and the experience of those who have 
been keeping poultry in India in recent years is that good breeds, if not 
available, migh~ easily be found for each district-Yes. 

3.6,459. Next as to the food supply: you point out that India is singularly 
rich in suitable food gl'aina for poultry P-That is so. 

36,460. From your experienoe, which grains could you name as being the 
best for useP-A mixture of grains, but the cheapest grain is paddy in 
Bengal, myi in Madras, and bajra and maize in this Province. All these 
are most useful. Wheat is very good for fowls, but it cannot always be 
provided as it is more expen3ive. 

36,461. In fact there is a very wide selectionP-Yes, poultry will take 
almost any grain. 

36,462. In addition to that, there is in India a very large stock of natural 
food, is there notP-Ye.s, especially in the rainy season, when they live 
largely upon what they pick up from the ground; there is a great deal of 
animal food thera to be obtained. 

36,463. With regard to cleanly methods, it is only within recent· years 
that we have appreciated the need for this in poultry keeping, and naturally 
your difficulty arises in getting methcds demonstratedP-Yes. 

36,464. Would it not be possible to use the demonstrators of the Agricul
tural Department to carry the knowledge of methods of disinfection, &c., 
to the villagers P-Certainly; and I think the Agricultural Department would 
do well to include poultry in their activities. Veterinary Assi~tants also 
would be of very great help, and it would be a good thing if each Veterinary 
Assistant in the Province knew something about poultry diseases. 

36,4fJ5. Can you tell us whether Rny of the Agricultural Departments out
side the United Provinces have been giving special attention to poultry in 
the last ten years or so P-Yes, they have been giving attention; in the 
Punjab a poultry expert has been appointed; in Bombay Dr. Mann, as 
Director of A~riculture, is furthering it a great deal bel.!ause he thinks it 
is a valuable pursuit in fSPline tracts for his peasants; he has started a 
poultry farm in connection with the Agricultural College at Poona; and in 
Bengal they have now started a poultry farm at Dacca, with one of my 
students as manager. 

36,466. Do you know whether anybody has attempted, by means of short 
special courses of instruction, to teach the demonstrators the essential points 
in disinfecting poultry pens and runsP-No; if they wish anyone thoroughly 
to be trained in poultry, they send him to me. 

36,467. No short courses are heing conducted locally P-Not that I 
know of. 

36,468. The Raja 0/ Parlakimedi: Apart from these Brahmin boys coming 
to your place to learn poultry-farming, are there actually Brahmins who 
have taken to this work P-Yes, I know of several Brahmins who have· 
started poultry farms of their own. 

36,469. In this ProvinceP-The Raja of Marsan is of ('ourse a high caste 
Hindu. He haSl the largest poultry breeding establishment in this 
Provinoe; Mr. Chatterji of Lucknow is a Brahmin and is starting in 
Lucknow itself; Mr. Pimpnlkhute Rao, a Brahmin, has started a poultry 
farm at Nagpur Dnd another Brahmin student has a farm at Bhagilipur. 

Mrs. A. K. Fawkes. 
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36,4~0. Since this work 6tarted, have you kept any record of the farms 
thai have come into existence P-Yes, we do keep a record of every farm 
that has started through our efforts, and of people to whom we have either 
given advice or for whom we have trained students. 

36,471. Haa there been an appreciable number of Buch farmsP-Yes, a 
very large number of these farms hne been started. My difficulty now 
is to stop people from starting farms. They want to start straight a,way 
without first obtaining knowledge of poultry-farming and I am so afraid 
they will fail. 

36,472. Barring your place, are there no places where people can get 
themseh·ee trained P-I think at Bangli there is an industrial school which 
is now taking in some apprentices; t,heJlU"is also one of my students in 
Dr. Rabindra Nath 'l'agore's institute who, I hear, is wanting apprentIces 
and I think in South India, at Coimbatore, another student is working there 
in the Y.M.C.A. for rural construction and he is also taking apprentices. 
But the only well·equipped farm in which we can give a full trammg is in 
Luck now. 

36,473. As regards the hybridized varieties of Indian poultry, what are 
the breeds of English poultry that you would suggestP-I consider the 
Leghorn fowl bas proved its value in tropical countries for crossing with th,e 
indigenous fowl in order to improve such fowls. 

3.6~47~. Has it been. tri~d?-Yes, I am closely following work. in the 
Philippine lala,!ds whICh. IS done by the American Government and they 
have sucoeeded ID producmg a fowl by crossing imported breeds with theil"' 
mdlgenous fowls that can stand nath·e conditions and yet is a good 
producer of eggs. 

36,475. Has it been tried in IndiaP-Yes we have done it in Etawah 
district when~ we have a. large number of s~ch cross-breds and these are 
glvmg very valuable returns to the villagers. ' 

36,476. Are the eggs which are produced 88 good as, or about as good 
as, the eggs produced by the pure bred Leghorn?-Yes, the effect is really 
marvellous. The progeny. produces double the number of eggs the mother 
produced and the size of the eggs at the same time is improved. 

36,477. As regards immunity from disease, what is the effect ?-The 
imported fowl is very susceptible to tropical diseases and that is a point 
which requiree careful experiment in order to produce a fowl that is not 
susceptible to disease. That can only be .dl>ne by using selected Iudian 
breeds. 

36,478. Are these crosses as good as their mother in the matter of r<lsist
ing disease?-Not quite 83 good, but they are more immune than the 
imported one~ and I think loy the time we have obtained t.he third and 
fifth cro~s we shall get m'Jre immunity. That of course is a matter for 
experiment. 

36,479. Bir Jamea MacKenna: I was rather sorry that you did not include 
Burma amongst the more progressive Provinces?-Yes, I am sorry that I 
did not do BO. 

36,480. Do you soo any possibilities there P-Yes, I think that if Govern
ment gave a helping hand it ,would be of great assistance. I have had 
many letters from Burma asking me for advice and, as you know I have 
lately written a book in Burmese. ' . 

36,481. What is your view on development in the Provinces? Has the 
attitude of ~he Agricultural. Department been sympathetic, and have thl' 
gem.ral pubhc shown more mterestP-The Agricultural Departments are 
most sympathetic, bnt they rather want a lead. 
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36,482. Yes, they want everything done for tbem. Do you think ,that 
poultry breeding should be taken up as a central subject by the Government 
of India?-I certainly think it should. 

36,483. Wh~t could the Government of India do in the matter?-I think 
that they should adopt poultry ,breeding as one of their occupations in 
the same way as they have taken up dairy farming and animal husbandry. 
I consider small animal husbandry should not be excluded, and that attached 
to each agricultural farm there should be a poultry station. There should 
also he a central poultry institute and breeding farm with an experimental 
station. 

36,4B4. Do you think they would have to open more than one iarm p
I think that a central farm should be started first of all; and then the 
central organisation should make grants to the Provinces to enable them 
to start breeding farms. 

36,485. What site would you select for your central farm?-I should 
think Bangalore would be about as central as any place I can think of. 

36,486. How would the Government of India cooOrdinate the work in 
the vArious Provinces from this centreP-In the same way as they are 
co-ordinating other work. 

36,487. We have heard a lot about co~rdination and I thought that you 
might be able to help us in this matter ?-I should be very glad indeed to 
draw up a scheme jf you wish me to do IIQ and if you would entertain such 
an idea. It could be done on the lines on which poultry development is 
carried out in Englahd by the Ministry of Agriculture. They have :i 
National Poultry Institute and they also have breeding stations where good 
eggs are availnble to the people at low rates. We could adopt that principle 
here in India. 

116,488. Is there much research work waiting to be done in poultry P
Yes, l\Iuktesar is very kindly assisting me in this matter; if they had 
a larger staff and means they could do a great deal more. 

116,489. With regard to poultry diseases you say that such work should 
he taken up by the Veterinary Department?-Yes, and I would specialiy 
ask that research might accompany any work thllt is done. 

36,490. What about the actual breeding ?-That ought to be done by 
expt'rts who understand Indian conditions. 

36,491. On the 100'al farms or on the central farm ?-It should be first 
carried out at a central farm and from there spread to provincial farms, 
work being based on the experience gained at the central farm. 

36,492. Have you any idea as to how the Government would finance this 
scheme? Would they put a CEISS on eggs?-I put up a scheme to my own 
Government in which, as we developed this industry, a small cess on the 
6ale of eggs might be levied, in order to bring in some income to the C-entral 
Government, 

36.493. 'Vould it not kill the industry?-It would have to be done 
graduaJIy. 

36,494. Would you be in favour ·of a central All-India Poultry Com
mittee ?-Yes. 

36 495. Would you have that separate or would you link it up with the 
Dai;ying Committee?-I would link it up with the Dairying Committee 
provided that the Poultry Committee was well represented by experts who 
understand poultry-brEleding, and that such a Committee should not be 

,swamped by people who were not poultry expElrts. 

36,496. At home the channel for distribution is the grocer's shop ?-Yes. 

Mrs. A. K. Fau:X·es. 
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36,497. About your acheme for dried eggs, where would you allocate thi& 
factory? You want 6,500,000 eggs .a .year? Wher.e do you think. you wou~d 
get these from P-I have made enqUiTles and have mserted advertisements m 
the Press lliikin~ for a supply of 50,000 eggs a day, and you would be 
astonished at the number of answers I received. I had an endless 6tream 
of letters offering to supply them. I made enquiries, especially round about 
Chittagong. I have ascertained that 25,000 eggs a day co~e mto the 
Chittagong market. In the districts round the foot of the hills near the 
borders of Assam there are eggs almost going to waste. They tell me also 
that in Bolpur district, Bengal, the eggs are similarly going to waste, 
the villagers cannot get money for them. There are certain other places 
where there are ever so many eggs. 

36,498. You do not think that there will be very great difficulty in build
ing up an organisation to provide the raw material ?-I do not think so. ] 
think we could call for tenders for supplies for two to three years, to ensure 
our not having to pay high prices. • 

36,499. There is only one other item that makes one put the question. 
You are sure of the freight to Calcutta ?-Yes; this is on facts that I have 
got from the local railway people. 

36,500. Where did you start from?-From Lucknow to Calcutta. Tha 
freight to America is over-estimated; i1; was based on my own experience of 
the freight to England. Messrs. Balmer, Lawrie & Co. have sinoo written to 
me to say that they will take a ton of this dried powder, in cases of 40 
cubic feet content, for B.s.75. 

36,501. Do you not think that, relatively to the transport to America, 
the railway freight in India is high ?-Yes, but this is usual in every com
modlty; railway freights are far above the shipping freights. 

36,502. Do you think that the question of railway freights is a matter 
that might be considered in the interests of the industry?-Certainly. 

36,503. The figures are very striking?-The rates for live poultry are 
absolutely killing; they are strangling us; we cannot send poultry any dis
tance. The railway companies measure the crates and charge accordingly, 
and in this hot climate we must give birds room to breathe; it is perfectly 
terrible how birds have to travel in hot luggage vans; it costs me more to 
send fowls in crates to Madras than it does to send a man; in fact, a man 
has to accompany them according to raiiway regulations. 

36,504. Professor Gangulee: Have you been to Bangalore ?-No, I have 
not been to Bangalore; I have only had a good many letters from the people 
there. 

86,505. You say that you would like to see a poultry farm attached to 
the Imperial Institute of Animal Husbandry P-Yes. 

36,506. Would you like to make the poultry farm separate from the 
Animal Husbandry Institute, or would you just have the poultry farm 
attached to the Imperial Institute of Animal Husbandry in Bangalore ? __ 
Poultry breeding is a lipecialised job; it is not a job for the dairyman to 
come and say how poultry must be bred; as long as we are independent in 
our. ~r~anisation, we .can certainly work in with the other animal breeding 
actlvltles. 

36,507. Is it your experience that there is a great deal of loss of village 
poultry through disease?-Yesi lakhs of poultry are lost through chicken
pox and through fowl cholera, and all those losses could be mitigated. 

36,508. Do you have any facilities on your own farm to carryon any 
experiments?-Very few, though, of course, we have learnt how to cure 
both ticks and chickenpox. If we had had an outbreak of fowl cholera 
which, fortunately, we ·have not had, we could have got vacancies made at 
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Muktesar, such vllccines could be made available to the public in the same 
way as the cattlE! vaccines are. 

1161509. Do you find that the village women are taking more interest in 
rearing better poultry?-I think they would do so if they were given the 
chance; of course, they are so very uneducated. When I go to Aligarh for 
the District Poultry Show, I have village women coming to me and begging 
me to give them a better class of fowls. 

36,510. Are they Mahommedan women?-They are low caste women. They 
storm round me saying, "Memsahib, give us pure bred fowls." I ha\"e 
pure bred cocks, and I distributed and I give prizes for the resulting 
chickens that are brought back the following year. I have to turn many 
away, because I am not able to give them all they want, though they would 
gladly have them. 

36,511. Women in villages, of course, have more time ?-Yes. 
36,512 . ..If you could interest them, you could really lay the foundation of 

the industry P-Yes. . 

36,513. In your propaganda work, you make an effort to reach the women? 
-Yes; I have tried to interest by means of lectures and talks to purdah 
ladies too. 

36,514. Of the Indian breeds which you have, the Chittagong breed has 
great prospects over others?-Yes. I am also very pleased with the Basra 
fowls that come to me from the western side; they came, I believe, originally 
from Mesopotamia; this breed has the stamp of a layer. The Chittagong is 
more a table bird, but I think it could be bred for laying too. 

36,515. You said that there are plenty of eggs, and they are going aheg
ging. It only strikes me that before you are able to stimulate poultry farm· 
Ing you must also provide better marketing facilities P,...-Yes, that is so; 
that is why I want a big export market for our eggs. 

36,516. Better marketing facilities should then be considered as pre
requisities to successful poultry farming?-Yes; both go together. 

36,517. Have there been any experiments about packing, which is an 
important question P-The Ministry of Agriculture at Home (I hope I am 
well informed) have now made a crate compulsory which is non-returnable; 
a similar crate could be made cheaply in this country. 

36,518. Of course, you will have to have some facilities from t~e railway 
authorities ?-Yes, the railways must be approached at the same time. They 
do take eggs at a fairly low rate; it is for livestock that they charge such 
very expensive rates. 

3G,519. Would you agree ~ith me that, in orde! to have b.etter m~r~eting 
facilities, the first thing 18 to have co-operative marketing SOCieties P
Yes. 

36 620. The second thing is a better packing arrangement, and the third 
is so'me concession rates from the railway 3uthorities?-Yes. 

36,521. Who are your best customers?-They are educated Indian, 
European, and Anglo-Indian poultry breeders. The villagers can do very 
Jittle; what we give to the villagers is practically charity as I have to run 
the farm as a commercial concern, and I cannot do the work I meant to 
do for the villagers. Government started the farm as an experimental 
breeding station, but owing to financial stringency I was obliged to make 
a commercial success of it. ,-

36,522. Are they prepared to pay a good price for your goods?-Yes. 
36,523. About Mr. Slater's ~'ork at Etah, I understand he is teaching 

the villagers poultry farming?-Yes, and he has raised the status of about 
15,000 people. 

Un. A. K. Fawkes. 
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36524. 1 am told his work is among the depressed classes?-Yes, but 
he i~ meeting with opposition. 

36,525. Why?-Because the landlords do not alw:ays wish the d~pressed 
~I_ to be improved. For the last seven years, hIS poultry .show m Eta.h 
haa been the only thing of its kind there, but the local DIstrict Board thIS 
'year 1 understand, are holding a rival show ~n. Etah ~n the same dates. 
That is the attitude of some of the people of thIS Provmoe. 

36 526. '1'he conflict is still going on ?-It is going to occur at the end 
of this month. 1 .cannot say if it is absolutely true, but I have heard 
about it. 

36,527. Are the Slater Mission fcarrying on poultry bre,eding?--Yes. We 
give a small grant from our Government; I ha~e also gl~·t'n out cockerels 
ttl them. It is a wonderful work they are dOIng, and It deserves to be 
1\'ell supported. 

36 528. Are there any other missionaries carrying on the same sort of 
work?-ln Sangli, in the Bombay Presidency, they are doing this kind 
.of work; there are many missionaries now taking up this work, and finding 
it a very useful side line for their converts. 

36,529. Do you find any Indian agency taking it up ?-Certainly. Dc. 
Tagore has taken it up. 

36,li30. Are there any such agencies in the United Prov.jnces?i--The 
Salvation Army have taken it up. 

36,531. They are mostly Christian missions. Are there any Indian 
.agencies, like social service organisations, which have gone in for poultry 
farmingP- '1'he criminal tribes settlements in one or two plaoes have 
started poultry breeding, and in pl/We6 like Rori near Cawnpore, Bareilly 
.and Moraduhlld they are doing it. 

36,1i32. Do you charge any fees for training?-There is a nominal fee, and 
that fee is paid into the Association; students cost the farm a oertain 
amollnt of money. We have to give them incubators, losses occur in 
hatching eggs, and very often the doors of poultry pens are left open by 
dudents snd the breeding birds get mixed. I also have no hostel for the 
students; this is badly needed; I have to accommodate them in grass 
huts, which is Dot convenient. I need an officer to supervise and train 
th., men. 

36,533. lilT. Culvert: I am not quite certain about your own position. 
Are you Secretary to the United Provinces. Poultry Association ?-During 
Sir Harcourt Butler's time, I was brought out by the Government as Poultry 
Expert, and had a signed contract as such for five years. I had not been 
out from Home long when I found myself foisted as Secretary on this newly 
made Association, and placed in charge of a commercial business, which is 
not what I undertook to do. I have now no definite status, which of course 
makes it difficult for. me. I am Secretary of the United Provinces Poultry 
Association, but supposing tho Legislative Council in this Province is of 
the opinion that poultry breeding is not a good thing to encourage, I should 
be penniless. 1\Iy salary depends on the vote of the Council. My present 
~ontl'8ct is worded "Provided funds are given by the Council, you are 
employed." It is a very unsatisfactory position. 

36,534. Do you actually receive your pay from the Poultry Association, 
or from GovernmentP-The Government make a grant-in-aid to the Poultrv 
Association, and I receive my salary from the Poultry Association. The 
Association have no funds except those they receive from the United 
"Provinces Government. 

36,535. You are not a Government servant ?-I am not exactly a Govern
ment servant, and yet I am, as Government pay me through th" 
Association; I do not know how to explain it. 
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36,536 .. You draw your pay as Secretary and not as Poultry EXpertP-
Yes. 

36,537. Are you connected with the Veterinary Department, or th!t' 
Agricultural Department ?-The Veterinary Department. 

36,538. You say you cannot fulfil all the orders you receive. What is. 
the obstacle to that? Is it the smallness of your farmi"-Yes. I have not 
got the number of birds to supply them. 

36,539. Is much use made of the demonstration carP-It has only bee no 
rUI''ling for two months, but I have had crowds of visitors, and. I ha\"e a 
gO<.. j many letters coming from people wanting to start farms or buy eggs. 
who have visited the car. In that way, it is going to be of very great. 
help. 

36,540. Does it go. about the Province with you P-I meet it wherever I 
can. Being single handed, I do not leave my farm and my students for 
long; 1 have to dart in and out. 

36,541. There is nobody else in charge of that car P-I have a student. 
in charge of the car. 

36,542. Would you be prepared to say how many fowls per acre in this 
country would find free food ?-I should say 50 fowls per acre would find 
free food. 

36,543. Without giving any grain P-It depends on the time of the year 
and the olimate. You cannot make a general rule; in some mouths it is 
so dry that there is nothing living on the ground. In· places like Bengal, 
there is always animal food and a certain amount of small seeds; there 
are also small fish prOcurable. 

36,544. Then there would be practically no difficulty in the cultivator 
paying off his revenue, which is Rs.2 an acre, by keeping a few fowls? 
-None. . 

36,545. Mr. Kamat: With regard to the incubators on which you have to 
depend, have you taken them into villages and ssked the villagers if they 
were able to handle them ?-N o. l:lm in touch with the villagers to a 
certain extent, because I go to big melas and district fairs, and, there I hav& 
demonstration iU"ubators and I show the chickens hatching; the villagers 
think I am a witch and can produl'e a chicken in half an hour. I think it 
would be too costly.to tak" incubators to the villages, and also unnecessary. 
They have their own broody hens with which to hatch. I should not attempt 
to give the incubators to the village3, but only to commercial firms. 

36,546. A few years ago, when carrying on propaganda on secondary 
occupntions, I and a friend of mine carried an incubator .with us. Every
where we were told that If the scheme depended on the use of incubators, 
the villagers "'erf' not pr"pared to try It, because they could not regulat& 
tho temperature. Have YOil ever ascertained whether the villagers are 
willing to handle it and regulate the temperatureP-I have had men to 
train who were abnost villagers and who were possessed of very little educa
tion, :md tbey wue quite ea..sily taught to use .incubators. 

36,.547. At any rate in my csse three villages refused to touch it?-I 
think it is only a matter of explaining to them a little more. 

36,548. Is this poultry farm of yours making a profit?-No, because we 
are not t.rying to make a profit. We make it self-supporting,. and whatever 
profit we make we put back into the farm, or use in giving prizes of money 
or birds to U .P. people. 

36,549. I see from your a('counts for the year 1925.26 that your receipts 
from the farm were Rs.n,OOO and your expenditure on the farm also 
Rs.11,OOO odd; ill the previous year your receipts were Rs.10,000 roughly, 
and your expenditure about Rs.ll,OOO?-The price of grain has a larg~ 

Mrs . . 4. K. FalL·kt8. 
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lImount of influen~e on the expenditure. The price of grain varies, and the 
ie(lding of the bird. ia a large item in the cost of running the farm. 

36.550. If a middle-class youth were to start a farm, would he have the 
~rtainty of oommerdal su~~ss ?-N 0, because there. is a very limited demand 
for th" better class of e!!,g. He can only compete with the village egg. That is 
what makes it difficult to make petty farming a commercial success. 

36,M1. 80 it would not be commercially profitable for a man to run a 
poultry farm as a private concern P-If he is in touch with a good market, 
it would be. With better class fowls he can grow double the number of 
eggs, but ail a general rule they are not sucoessful because they have to 
compE'ts with t.he bazar egg. 

36,5.52. About this scheme of drying eggs, Sir James l\IacKenna has 
drawn your attention to certain figures. I wish to point out one more thing 
JD the same connexion. Your idea is to get a lakh of eggs per day, at the 
price of one pice ea<,h. You are getting eggs at the rate of one pice each 
now becauso the number required is so small, but when you have a factory 
requiring a lakh a day what will the price be, acoording to the ordinary laws 
Clf supply and demand ?-I think a tender put out first of all in all districts 
where fowls are plentiful to cover a period of two years would cover tbat 
odiflicuJty. 

36,i).j3. It is noi; a question of putting out tenders. Even if eggs are at 
the rate of one pice <,at·h in Bengal, if the factory is in Luck now, it is a 
question of tunsport aud heavy demandP-1\'e must start factories only in 
localities where wo can get the number of eggs we want. I have given the 
lliaximum output. I do not 'necessarily say that a factory must have one 
Jakh ef egg& per day. You can start a factory with 15,000, but you will 
get. a smaller profit. 

86,554. What I wish to draw your attention to is this: You show a net 
daily profit of Rs.2,OOO?-Yes. 

36,555. If the price of eggs goes up from one pice to one anna, your price 
for the raw material per day goes up from Rs.1,500 to Rs.6,OOO, a differ
ence of RsA,500, and that wipes away at one stroke all the profit per day, 
which you say will be Rs.2,300?-I'es, bui that is a 'very high price for eggs 
in India. I l'an go into the bazar and buy at less than tbat, as a retail 
buyer. . 

36,556. I am afraid that scheme has not been very carefully consideJ'ed 
in view of the price which the eggs might jump to ?-I think you will find 
poultl"}' will be produced in such numberli tbat the price will gG down again. 
It may be that the price will rise temporarily, and this. will bring money to 
the peasant; t.he factories will be covered by tenders. The public caD. well 
.afford dearer eggs. 

36,5.'57. The Chairm.an: Ha\'e you tried to discover what the expert opinIon 
may be ns to t.he smallest economic unit for this egg-drying plant ?-A plant 
for 15,000 eggs. 

36,5.58. Sir Hemy Lawrence: Do you find that fowls are very liable to heat 
in the hot weatherP-Yes, in these hot Provinces it is one of our problems. 
You mus. provide them with shade and ample supplies of water. 

36,559. They can live through it ?-Yes. There are exceptions ; they may 
get heat strokfl, but with aruple shade and an ample supply of water they 
are very tenacious of life. 

36,560. And how about damage by jackals and foxes in \'illaaes?-That 
is why we should develop breeds with the natural ('olours of th~ country 
such as possessed by the desi fowl, which will roost in trees and save thei; 
.own lives. 
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36,561. Sir Thomas "llidtlleton: Why wail your estimate made on this basis?' 
Was thi$ the smallest 1Init the manufacturers recommended ?-Yes. They
told me the greater t,h{' production the more the profit, and that for under-
1.5,000 eggs it was not fa commercial proposition. 

36,562. But they l'eCOIllInended a machine of this size ?-Yes. It can be
turned on to drying milk and· other things if you do not want to use it 
entirely for eggs. The 100,000 egg machine is the smallest this firm makes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. A. H. MACKENZIE, M.A., B.Sc., I.E.S., Director of Public 
Instruction and Deputy Secretary to the Government of the 
United Provinces, Education Department, Lucknow. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 23.-GEJo;ERAL EDUCATION (a).-Of the three grades of education 
referred to in the question, elementary education is the most important 
as a factor in the development of the agricultural efficiency of the people. 
At present, the condition of elementary education is very unsatisfactory. 
There will be no improvement worth the name unless we keep steadily 
in view the aim of elementary education. I need not give an elaborate 
definition of this aim. It will be sufficient for some time if we endeavour 
to build up a system by which boys will be trained to think for themselves, 
act for themselves, and read for themselves. In order to achieve these 
aims, we must always remember that how we teach is much more important 
than what we teach. Education is work carried on, not by systems, 
curricula or syllabuses, but by men. The first essential therefore is to 
improve the human agency which carries on the work of elementary 
education. We have, to begin with,· the Dif;trict Boards which control 
elementary education in rural areas. Generally speaking, the members 
have little real interest in education. They are far more concerned with 
personal questions-il.g., the promotion and transfer of teacher~than 
with the improvement of education. There are honourable exceptions, but 
it is rare to find a member of a District Board who, with public spirit 
and a belief in the value of education, gives time and thought to its 
improvement. Elementary education in the districts therefore dies from 
the top. The District Board Act should be amended in order to give large 
powers to the Education Committee of the District Board: on this com
mittee there should be persons nominated by the Government-men with 
public spirit interested in education. Such men at present do not, in 
numbers sufficient to provide the agency for the efficient oontrol of 
vernacular education, seek election to the Boardi\.. The next need if; to 
extend and improve the system of training vernacular teachers. Training 
classes, in particular, require better staff, accommodation, and equipment. 
If, by an improved system of training, we can make the teaching in 
preparatory classes efficient, a large increase in the number of teachers 
will be necessary to provide the staff for the consequent increased enrol
ment in clMSeS III and IV. An increase in the staff will be necessary 
also in areas in which compulsory education is introduced. Also we 
require urgently an increMe in the number of the district inspecting staff 
and an improvement in the pay and position of the chief district inspecting 
officer-the Deputy Inspector. Lastly, we lleed better school buildings . 

• The manufact.urers put 100,000 egg size machines on the market so that 
expansion "all be mndo up to this amount. It need not necessarily follow 
that 100,000 must be used per day, but under 15,000 eggs, it is not com
merciaily useful and profitable. 
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It is impossible to expect educational work of value to be done in the dark, 
ill-ventilated, cramped hired houses in which many of our ~hools n.ow meet. 

A.II these improvements in the really vital matters WIll requIre m~ch 
. thought and work on the part of all concerned-Government, the Edu<:atlon 

Department, and the Boards. They will also. involve large. expendIture. 
In 80 far .. agricultural efficiency depends on Improvement I.n eleme~tary 
education it is vain to look for this improvement merely In the Intro
duction ';f school gardens or rural subjects. There is no dou.bt that ",!"e 
could effect improvement by such changes in the curriculu.m (I~ we begl.n 
hy introducing them in training institutions), hut over-emph8Sls on theIr 
value is apt to do more harm than good by diverting attention from m?re 
vital needs and by encouraging the belief that real progress in educatIon 
can be made by changes which involve little expenditure. . 

Middle vernacular schools are much more efficient than primary schools. 
The chief needs in regard to middle vernacular schools are more schools 
(to keep pace with the expansion of primary education) and better buildings, 
especially hostels. There is more scope and greater need in the middle 
school than in the primary school for changes in the curriculum. Efforts 
are being made in these Provinces to improve the middle school by the 
introduction of agriculture and manual training in the curriculum. Other 
changes aiming at linking up the work of the Education Department with 
the work of the Public Health and Co-operative Departments are under 
consideratiou. 

(b) (i) We should imprpve the teaching of nature study in primary 
Ichools and oontinue our experiments in the teaching of agriculture as 
a subject in middle vernacular schools. we should also give liberal 
grant.e-in-aid and every possible encouragement to private bodies (e.g., 
missionary aocieties) which are dissatisfied with our present system of 
vernacular education and wish to experiment on new lines. The Education 
Department itself should continue its own experiments. For example, 
we may be able to introduce in the middle school some instruction in 
such subject.e as co-operation, agriculture, and rural sanitation. We are 
now examining the questions, whether it is possible to frame suitable 
courses in these suhjects, whether room for them can be found in the 
curriculum, and whether the type of teacher whom we employ in the 
middle vernacular school can be trained to teach them in such a way as 
to secure the attention of school boys, elicit their interest and develop their 
intelligence. Our aim is to endeavour to frama a curriculum which will 
interest hoys in rural life, predispose them to agricultural pursuits and, 
at the same time, extend the range of t~eir knowledge, stimulate their 
imagination, develop their minds, and give them permanent intellectuBiI inte
rests. It is difficult to frame this ideal curriculum (educationists in western 
oountries are struggling with the same problem) and still more difficult to 
equip our inferior teaching agency with the gifts for teBIChing it. But we are 
fully alive to the need for making our prBlCtice conform more closely to our 
theory. On the other hand, this much must be said in answer to impatient 
critics of the Education Department-and they are not a few-that the 
only effective means of making boys contented with a rural life is to make 
the land attractive to them by improving the economic conditIon of the 
villager. To try to attach boys to the land by teaching rural science is 
much like trying to make them live good lives by imparting to them lessons 
in "moral instruction." 

(b) (ii) The Primary Education Act permitting District Boards to int~o
duce compulsory education in rural areas was passed by the Legislative 
Council only in February, 1926, and received the assent of the Governor 
General on April 21, 1926. No board has yet applied the Act. But the 
Education Department has published for criticism draft rules framed 
under the A.ct. and has invited the Boards to apply for permission to intro
duce compulsory education. G'overnment have agreed, provide4 funds ar& 
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available and are voted by the Legislative Council, to give the Boards 
which apply the Act assistance to the extent of twt>-thirds of the extra 
~Otit involved.· 

(b) (iii) The reasons are-
(1) The economic condition of the people. Parents need the services 

of even slnall boys for such light taeks as herding, gathering firewood, 
and nursing their little brothere and sisters in order to release their 
mothere for manual work. 

(2) Bad teaching in the lower classes and lazy headmasters. Where 
there is efficient teaching in the infant classes 'and a conscientious 
headmaster, one usually finds good attendance in classes III and IV. 

(3) Poor buildings. Over 7,000 of our schools are held in hired 
houses. These are of a kind which do not inspire any respect amongst 
parents for the work done inside them. "Work meanly housed is 
meanly regarded." It is significant that in an Indian village the 
building which commands mOtit respect is the police thana, whereas 
in a Western village it is (next to the church) the school. 

(4) Lack of schools with upper primary classes. Villages are usually 
separated frOI>1 de another by dreary desolate sp~es, often by jungle 
'or ravines. :l' ... -ent are afraid to send their children a few miles 
outside their own villages for education. 

Oral Evidence. 

36,563. Tjle Chairman: Mr. MacKenzie, you are Director of Public Instruc
tion in the United Provinces and you are a Deputy Secretary to ~vern
ment?-Yes. 

36,564. We have your note of evidence; would you like to add anything 
to that at this stage?-The main point I was trying to emphasise was that 
the chief need in regard to vernacular education is to make our existing 
'scl\ools better than they are; I think the way of improvement lies in doing 
better what we are now attempting to do, rather than making changes in 
-the curriculum. 

36,565. Would you, for the present, impro.e rather than. extend the 
'present system?-I should try to do both. 

36,566. From your knowledge of this Province, is it your view that an 
increase in the literate popUlation of the countryside would be of assistance 
in promoting progressive agriculture?-Yes, I think it would be of immense 
benefit; one way in which it seems to me it would be of assistance is that it 
would enable the people to utilise to advantage the literature which is 
,produced by the Agricultural Department, and also I think that an efficient 
system of eduoation wouW make .the people receptive of new ideas. 

36,567. And would probably enable the cultivator to guard his own interests 
more efficiently when he ,,!,as in contact with either the market or the 
monf>ylenderP-Exactly; and the petty Government official. 

36,568. I assume that you regard literacy liS the first objective of a system 
()f primary educationP-Yes, and not merely liter~y, but liteTBcy which is 
imparted in such a way as to develop the intelligence of the pupils. 

36,569. Do you think there has been any tendency to overdo the notion 
of an agricultural bias in primary education P-I think so; there are many 
people who talk vaguely about introducing agriculture in the primary 
schools, but when one tries to get them to say definitely what they mean by 
it, it turns out to be very little that is practicable. Undoubtedly thore is, 
especililly amongst non-officials who are not educationists, an idea that 
there is something wrong with our system of education, and their rcmedy 
is to make it vocational. Only the other day in the local Council an 
Honourable Member got up and criticised our system of education because 
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it .-85 not vocatIOnal; that has ~me a catchword; people entertain this-_ 
idea (Juite hont'stiy and in good faith, but they do not try to follow it up,. 
to .-ork it out in detail and say precisely what they mean by it. I myself 
have given a great deal of thought to this, and I have never yet met any
body .-ho could tell me what vocational work could he done with any benefit 
in our primary schools. I remember discussing this with Mr. Moreland 
who was Director of Agriculture in the United ProvinCJe1l; I said to him, 
.. Ten me anything connected with agriculture which I can introduce in 
the primary schools and I shall try to introduce it." He thought for a long_ 
time about it and m the end he was able to give me only one lesson; that 
was a lesson on the method of sowing; we were to teach the children to 
60W in furrows instead of scattering the seed; that is all he could tell me. 

36,5iO. How about the usefulness or the reverse of garden plots attached 
to primary 8chools?-I believe in garden plots for the-ir educational value; 
I think through' BChool gardening, if well and intelligently taught, we 
could develop in children a love of nature; I think we could interest them 
in outside things and we could use the subject as a means of developing 
their intelligence; but if it is to have these educational results, it must be, 
well taught by men who believe in it and who are themselves interested 
in nature. 

36,571. The giving of nature study lessons is not an easy thing to do, is it? 
-It is a very difficult thing; even in England one does not come across 
many teachers in rural schools who teach nature study well, and the man 
who does teach it weI! is the man who has a love of gardenilfg; I think 
everything depends on the spirit of the man who is teachmg. 

36,5i2. Do you see any signs of that spirit amongst the teachers in' 
primary schools in this Province?-Very few; I would not say it is impos-
sible to find a certain number of teachers with the right spirit, but we must 
begin with the training institution and there try to interest the students_ 
under training. Attempts have been made to develop school gardening 
on a more extensive scale; for instance, we had one Collector who was very
keen on it and issued the order that there must be school gardens; of course, 
these school gardelUl grew up rapidly; but as soon as he went, they died 
away just as rapidly. We must begin with the training of the teacher. 

36,5i3. I lee that on the first page of your note of evidence you 
point out that there is a certain _ lack of informed opinion on the 
District Boards. You suggest, I take it, that the Education Department 
should be placed in a position to nominate ~thusiasts in education on the 
loc.al Education Committee of the District Board?-Not the- Education.. 
D£>partment, but the Minister, the Government. I make a distinction. In 
the old days, before' the Rl'forms, there was a certain amount of external 
control over District Boards exercised by the Commissioner, the Collector
and the Education Department. The Boards resented that outside control, 
but now that we have a Minister responsible to the Legislature, I do not 
think in principle the Boards can object to the control of Government, 
because this Government is a Government responsible to the Legislative· 
Council; therefore I suggest that on the District Board there should be a, 
certain number of members nominated by the Government, and I do not 
think that this would be at all in conflict with democratic ideals. 

36,5i4. Yes, I might have said the Govern'ment instead of the department. 
On whose advice do you suggest the Minister should nominate members 
on t~e 10c~1 b?~ies?-I would not say he should do i~ ?n the advice of any
particular mdlvldual; what happens now when the- ?tflmster has to nominnte 
non-o,fficials on bodi~ is tha,t h~ acts to some exte~t.. on his own knov:ledge 
of sUltable persons 10 the distrICts; he asks my oplDlon, or he may inform
ally ask the opinion of the Collector or Commissioner. He gets his know-
ledge about men in different ways. If this proposal were adopted, I cerhinly
would make my recommendations. 
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36,575. In the,meantime I take it the position is accurately described on 
page 18, paragraph 3 of the Report on Primary Education for Boys in the 
United Provinces, with speci'al reference to Rural Areas, which I see was 
prepared by the Assistant Director of Public Instruction, Mr. Harrop. 
Was that for the year 1926?-That was a special report. 

36,576. It says: "The transfer of the administration of vernacular educa
tion in the districts to a body entirely and directly representative of local 
interests should theoretically have resulted in an administration better 
adapted to the needs of the districts, but this expectation has not been 
realised in practice" ?-Yes, that is so. 

36,577. Is that because of the want of informed opinion on the local 
body?-Lack of informed opinion and interest in education, and lack 
of energy to tackle the problems of education in the district. This report 
represents Mr. Harrop's own view; it is not a departmental view. He 
recommends an ad hoc body corresponding to the old School Board of 
England and Scotland. 

36,578. This is unofficial to the extent that it represents the writer's own 
views only?-Yes. 

36,579. Are you in favour of the creation of education committees ad 
lloc ?-In theory I think a body corresponding to the School Board of Scot
land would administer education much more efficiently than our present 
District Boards.. But the practical objection', to my mind, to that proposal 
is that if we take away education entirely from the District Board we take 
away its most important, function. It would leave to the Boards only public 
health and roads; and I doubt whether the District Board would then 
attract the type of men required for the general administration of the dis
trict. That is why I advocate a compromise in the Education Committee of 
the District Board. 

36,580. It may be that the present arrangement tends to educate the 
District Boards as well as promote the education of the children; that is 
I'ather your view ?-Yes; I think that in England, since the passing of Mr. 
Balfour's Act of 1902, since the abolition of the School Board in England, 
education has greatly improved; but there is this great difference, that 
education is practically left tl) the Education Committee of the County 
Council. Similarly one finds on the great City Boards of England that 
education is left almost entirely to the Education' Committee of the City 
Council, the Board itself dealing with only broad questions of policy. So 
I would rather adopt the English system than the old Scottish system. 

36,581. Have you considered at ali the advisability of appointing some 
permanent secretary to the District Boards? !\Ieantime they are conducted 
entirely by unpaid chairmen, are they noH-They have all paid secretaries 
in this Province. 

36,582. Permanent P-Yes; they are District Board servants. 
36,583. Sir Ganga Ram. They have also a District Board EngineerP

Yes. 
36,584. Does he not act as Secretary?-No. They are separa~ officers, 

the District Board Engineer and the Secretary. 
36,585. Sir Henry Lawrence: What is the secretary's payP-Rs.300 to 

Rs.400 a month. 
36,586. The Ohairman: They are not educational secretaries; they are 

general secretaries, are they noH-Yes, they are general secretaries. 
36,587. And there is no special staff dealing with the educational side?

We have in each district an educational officer who is caUed the Deputy 
Inspector of Schools who is the adviser of the Board in educational matters. 
He is a Government servant. So his position is rather anomalous. He and 
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the Sub-Deputy Inspectors, of whom there are four or five in a district, ar&· 
tbe district officers of the department. At the same time, the Deputy 
Inspector acts under the control of the Chairman of tht:' District Board as 
the Board's executive officer. I think that vernacular education would 
benefit greatly if the position of the Deputy Inspector Were strengthened, 
if he was made a gazetted officer, and if he was ex officio secreta.ry of this 
education ('ommittee which I advocate. Also I think he should have his 
own separate office to look to the details of administration. In the PunjalJ. 
the office of the district inspecting staff is paid from Provincial funds and 
the clerks are Government servants. In this Province the clerks are all 
District Board servants, and for education we usually get the worst; those 
who cannot do anything else are put in the education office. 

36,588. So that to that extent you have dual control ?-Yes, we have. 
We supervise the schools through this Government staff, and at the same 
time the Board use th.3m for their administrative work in education. 

36,589 .. You regard that as the best arrangement in the present stage of 
development of your system ?-Yas, with the modifications, I suggest. 

36,590. On page 309 of your note, you say, "Efforts are being made in 
thcse Provinces to improve the middle school by the introduction of 
agriculture and manual training in the curriculum. Other changes 
aiming at linking up the work of the Education Department with the wor.k 
of the Public Health and Co-operative Departments are under considera
tion." Ha,'e those suggestions been matured?-No, We have at present 
a committee consisting of certain officers of the department going into this 
question, and the idea I have in view is this: that we might, in the Normal 
School, impart to the teachers a course which would include instruction in 
such subjects as public health, the principles of c()-operation and the main 
developments of the Agricultural Department; the object of that courS& 
would not be to equip these teachers for teaching these subjects in the 
schools, but to give them a background of knowledge which, I think, would 
be desirable in the case of men who are to teach in village schools. Whether 
we can devise a course which would be educationally sound and suitable for 
them is another question. That is what we shall have to look into very 
carefully; but that is the general idea at the back of our minds. 

36,591. Do you think that a local schoolmaster may well be the secretary 
of the local c()-operative society?-Yes. I know a little myself of the work 
that would be involved; but he is a suitable person for work of that kind 
if it does not interfere with his ordinary school duties. 

36,592. I think there has recently been passed a compulsory Education 
Act in this Province?-Yes; it was passed last March, about a year ago. 

36,593. That is a permissive Act applied district by district?-The Act 
permits a District Board in any area. however small, even a village area, 
to introduce compulsory education. 

36,594. Do you think the moment has come for compulsory education 'n 
this Province?-I think'so, if the Act is worked in the right way. There 
is great waste at present in primary education as we mentioned in the 
memorandum which we submitted to the Commission. There is a rapidly 
diminishing enrolment from the infants' class to the higher classes of the 
primary school. Of every 100 boys who enter the primary school only 16 
complete the full primary school course. So the first object of compulsion 
would be to ensure that the children who attend the school stay there until 
they get the benefit of it. The second object would be to ensure regular 
attendance. At present, even the limited benefit the child might get from 
attending the infants' class is lost on account of irregular attendance and 
I understand that in the Punjab, where they have introduced their 
compulsory Act in a large number of areas, the Act is being used primarily 
for the purpose of ensuring that pupils who are now at school will stay 
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:there, not so much from the point of view of bringing in outsiders; that of 
.course is the ultimate object, but in the Punjab I understand the Act is used 
.for making the present system more economical by ~tting a better return 
for the money' spent. 

36,595. Have you ever considered the possibility of a scheme according 
to whioh parents will be in a position to contract in to a system of free 

·education on the understanding that they would pay a certain fine if they 
take their children away before the approved momentP-I have never had 
that suggestion put to me. 

36,596. The fine would be on .a diminishing scale so that the longer the 
.parent refrains from withdrawing his child the lower will be the fine, until 
it would finally disappear at the point where the system would be completely 

.freeP-I doubt very much whether it will work in practice. Even in 
Municipalities where there is a better educated public opinion than in the 
rural areas we find that it is very difficult to get the Boards to inflict any 
tines at all in their' areas. 

36,597. You mean the local authorities do not inflict the finea?-No; it 
makes the members unpopular. They ask for compulsion and as soon as 
.they get it they make it ineffective, because they will not use their powers 
..under the Act. 

30,598. In the more backward tracts, allY attempt to introduce compulsion 
will be doomed to failure, will it not ?-I think it depends on the capacity 
and energy of the people who are working the Act. It does not depend so 
much on the children themselves as on the people who are working the Act 
and, while liberal exemptions must. be given. I do not see any insuperable 
difficulty even in backward tracts in working a system of compulsory 
edu('ation. I think that was the experience in England when compulsion 
was introdut-ed. Tpe success of compulsion was not due so much to the 
willingness of parents themselves to ha\'e compulsion applied as to the fact 
that the people who were working the Act ·had the public spirit and the 
-energy to insist on it being applied and the people had to respond. 

36,599. Sir Henry Lawrence: What is the experienoo in any place in this 
Province where compulsion is now in forceP-I find that· it depends on tho 
energy of the Board. There are some Municipalities in this Province where 
('ompulsion is being worked fairly well because the Board is not afraid of 
imposing fines; there are others where it is not working well because nobody 
will face the odium of levying fines; and in one Municipality where com
pulsion was a failure we threatened the Board and said that if they did 
not apply the Act we should consider the question of withdrawing it. 
altogether. They did not like to face this alternative and they pulled 
themselves together, with the result that the next year the results were 
much. better. 

36,600. The Chai7"man: I do not quite recmlcile your answer to Sir 
'Henry I,awrence with what is stated on pnge 3()9 of your note: "The Primary 
Edu('ation Act permitting District Boards to introduce compulsory education 
in rural areas was passed by the Legislative Council only in February, 1\"26, 
.and rel"eived the assent of the Governor-<kneral on April 21, 1926. No 
Board has yet applied the Act." ?-There are two Acts. There was one 
Act whidl was passed in 1919, that Act was for Municipalities and the Act 
passed in 1926 was for District Boards. We have compulsory education 
1I0W to some extent in about 25 out of 80 Municipalities. 

36,601. Then, to turn to your middle school system, 'you say. at the 
bottom of that page: "Efforts are being made in these Provinces 
to impro'"e the middle school hI the introduction of agriculture and manual 
training in the curriculum." 'Have you mooe any changes recently or are 
.rou contemplating any changesP-We have aetually introduced the teachin~ 
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of agriculture lD ten middle vernacular schools and w~ ?ropose next year
to introduce it in ten more; the teachers for the addltlOnal ten are now
under training. We have introduced manual training in fifteen schools and 
we propose to extend it to fifteen more next year. 

36,602. How long has the agricultural training been in existence in these 
8<.hooII.?-It was introduced only last year and we cannot say yet whether' 
it is to be a BUCceSS or not. 

36 603. What exactly is the system in those middle schools?-We have a 
cour~ in agriculture which was drawn up in consultation with the· 
Agricultural Department. The subject is taught fol' abou~ six hours.'<1 week 
ill each of the classes V, VI and VII. We do not aim at turUlng out 
expert agriculturists but rather at giving a training in nature study on a 
big scale, a kind of training which will interest boys in agricultural work, 
give them, we hope, some respect for work done by the hands, and perhaps. 
pre-dispoee 80me of them to an agricultural life. They may wish to go to a 
sehool like the Bulandshahr school if they have been through a course like· 
this. 

36,604. Are those all middte vernacular schools?-Yes. 
36,605. Are there any English dasses in those schools ?-In some middle. 

vernacular schools, we have special English classes. 

36,606. 80 that a boy might go higher up if he wished?-Yes. 
36,60;. Do you find the schools where English is taught -yery popular?

We have not had suflicientexperience of them yet to say. There i~ 
undoubtedly a great demand for the teaching of English in middle vernacular' 
schools and we now teach it in about 100 out of 500 schools; 

36,60B. In the case of the ten schools in which agricultural courses have. 
been introduced, what land is available P-Five acres. 

36,609. And stabling?-Just a shed. 

36,610. For working cattJeP-Yes. 

36.611. One pair of bullocksP-Yes. 

36,612. Are they on irrigated or unirrigated landP-Some on irrigated: 
and some on unirrigated land. The sites are chosen by the Agricultural 
Department . 

. 36,613. Is there a graduate of the Agricultural College attached to the.,e 
middle schools P-No; we take an OI;dinary teacher from the middle 
vernacular school, that is, a man who has been through the middle 
vernacular school himself and has been two years at the normal school" 
and then we send him for & ten months' course to the Bulandshahr 
agricultural school. We choose a man who has had some connection withe 
the land . 

. 36,614. Sir Ganga Ram: Has he not taken a degree as Bachelor of Teach-· 
mg ?-No; he is just a vernacular trained teacher. 

36,t>15. The Chai1·n;.an: Is there a special course at that school for these· 
tearhers ?-Y e&. 

36,616. So that they do not attend lectures at any College of Agriculture? 
:-Only at the Bulandshahr school, "'hich is the type of school which we think 
IS the most suitable for the training. They take a ten months'. course there. 

36,617. Have you formed any view as to whether that training will equip. 
these teachers to manage even HO small a farm as one of five acres?-I do 
not th~nk they will manage it well. I am not an agriculturist, but I do. 
~ot thmk the training is sufficiently thorough for that. All I hope to do 
In a course like this is to intel'est boys lU agriculture sufficiently. to stimu
late them to go on to a school like the Bulandshahr school and receive 
there a training which will enable them to manage small farms. 
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36,618. Do you not think that there is a possible danger if o.nly five acres 
. of land are attacl)ed to the St'hool that the confidence of the people in the 
agricultural side of education may be somewhat shaken P-Yes; but if I find 
that, I Rhall recommend that they be stopped. I hope that this will not be 
th~~ case. It is O,llly an experiment that we are trying now. 

36,619. WDuld you like to say anything about female education P-Female 
edllcation is extremely backward. 1 think it has received very little atten
tion either from the Legislative Oouncil or From local bodies. I think that 
it has been greatly neglected. A great obstacle to progress is the difficulty 
of securing teachers. Ano.ther is the general apathy of everybody towards 
female education. I have been struck by the fact that during my six years 
Dn the Legislative Oouncil there was not a single discussion Dn female educa
tion. One finds this apathy in the District BDards themselves. We offered 
the Boards to pay half of the cost of any scheme for spreading .the education 
(If girls; we offered half the cost of improving the pay of teachers, of build
ings and equipment and of improving training facilities, but we got little 
response. I think the reason is partly the poverty of the Boards, many of 
,our Boards being on the verge Df bankruptcy; every thousand rupees tells; 
but there is also the general indifference to girls' education. 

36,620. There are no. lady members of Oouncil P-ND, I wish we had some. 
I do. not t.hink that WDmen will ever come into their own until we get 
women members of Council. 

36,621. That is not a matter in whi('h your department can do very much, 
can it?-No. 

36,622. Turning again to the report by Mr. Harrop, it is pointed out on 
page 47, paragraph 2 thereof, that" the problem before these Provinces is 
not as it is in the West to give adults courses of instructiDn beyo.nd the 
elomentary, but to make illiterate adults literate." And then, after setting 
out the arguments, the writer ('Dmes t.o the conclusiDn that "any attempt 
to. spread adult education by means of subsidising teachers in rural areas 
for night courses would probably le,ld to disappointment"; and he suggests, 
in the circumstances, .. the best course is to open schools for adults only 
where there is all assured demand for t.hem. The scheme adopted by the 
Punjab of forming 90-()perat.iYe adult education societies offers the possi
bility of such an assurod demand, and the scheme has been brought to the 
notice of the Registrar, Co-operative Societies, and the Education Depart
ment bv Hie O~kden Committee o.n the co-()perative movement in these 
Provinc~s." Do you agree with that viewP-Ye.s, I do. 

36,623. Aud then Mr. Harrop suggests also that night schools might be 
started as an experimental measure in tne Normal Schools, that is to say, 
illiterate adults living in the neighbourhood of Normal Schools should have 
a chance of going in the evenings and receiving instruction P Do you agree 
with that?-Yes. 

36,624. Sir Ganga Ra.m: Ha\'e you studied the latest me~hod of rural 
·education in the Punjah ?-I have read the reports of the Punjab Education 
Department. 

36,625. There we have started giving ont: year's course in t.he Lyallpur 
Agricultural College to. all rural teachers, and a Normal School has been 
-established there ?-I t.hink what they do there is this: they train at Lyallpur 
the teaciwrs who are to teach agriculture in the' middle vernacular schools, 
but not all t.eachers of rural schools. 

36,626. I am not quite positive on that point; you may be right; any-
1J.ow, vou ha\-e no such system here ?-We have. We send our teachers not 
to the Agricultural Oollege, but to the Bulandshahr School. 

36,627. Are the Deputy Inspectors of Schools under your d.epartment or 
under the District BoardsP-Thev are servants of Government ID the Educa-
tion Department. • 
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86,628. If the Deputy Inspl.lctor was appointed as ~ecretary to the Eduea-
:tion Board, that would mean that he would be sE'rvmg under two masters? 
-That i8 &0: but the present position is anomalous. At present he is to 
some utent under the control of the Chairman of the Board. 

36,629. In the Punjab either the District Engineer is the Secretary or 
some honorary worker is the Secretary; and, of course, the District Engineer 
llal his O\\'n department. I am only telling you this for your own informa
tion. I do not think that both the Secretary and the Districll Engineer are 
,paid P-My suggestion wag that the Deputy Inspector should be Secretary 
to the Education Committee only, and I believe that if he were made 

,&>cretary his influence for good in the district would be greater than it is 
/lOW. At present he h~ to work through the Secretary of the Board, who 
is not an educationist. With regard to the question of nature study, you 
""ill pardon me if I tell you that the words" nature study" are not under
'6twd by the Education Department of these Provinces. Nature study 
means taking the boys out into the open fields and showing them the various' 
kinds of crops and how the fields are ploughed. But simply providing il've 
aCT'l8 of land and a pair of bullocks to the school would only mE'an extra 
income to the teacher by way of affording him the opportunity of obtaining 
bi. kitchen vegetables free. 

36,630. We have found that is the case, and therefore, we have not 
followed that process of attaching a 5-acre plot to each school. Nature 
study properly means that you should take the boys out into the fields 
for a walk, show them the fields, and the crops growing in them, and 
-explain to them why, the crops in certain fields are very well and in others 
they are not, and tbwlt sort of thing. The teacher who has received a 
()De year's course ought to be able to know all that?-I do not agree with 
your definition of nature study although what you say is nature study 
may be included in the course. 

86,631. You mentioned the difficulty of the cost of buildings. Can you 
gi\'e me any idea of the cost?, Have you any stan~r9 plans?-Yes. 

36,632. Have you studied the standard plans of 'the Pumjab?-Not 
,r~ntly, but I studied them three or four years ago. 

36,633. 'Do your plans differ much from those of the Punjab ?-Not much. 
36,634. Do your school buildings differ from those of the Punjab as regards' 

tbe cost and the plan ?-They are much the same. The cost of a primary 
'SChool building in these Provinces, that will stand the weather and will 
not need continual patching, is about Ra.4,OOO. 

36,635. I think I can ten you how to reduce it to one-quarter of that? 
-I wish you would. 

I have got the plans from England, and the Punjab Government have 
-decided to set up one school of each pattern as a model. I shan speak 
to you about it afterwards. . 

36,636. Do you know what proportion of the income of a District Board 
is spent on education P Is there any rule about it ?-There is no rule 
about it. . 

36,637. They may spend the whole of their income on education ?-The 
position is that the total expenditure on vernacular 'education is about 
Ra.90 lakhs a year, and the Boards themselves contribute about ao lakhs. 

36,638. That is for general education?-It is for vernacular education. 
!J6,639. I only want to kn~w whether there is any proportion which is 

laid down ?-We have not laid down any proportion. 

36,640. There are no Government rules as regards thatP-No In 
1919, when we went in for a big scheme of educa.tional expansion, w~ gave 
the Boards the whole of the extra money requiTed, and since then, for 
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the improvement of the pay of teachers, we have given them the whole 
of the extra money required. 

36,641. You made some remarks about ignorance about vocational educa
tion. We are also just on the threshold of improvement in that respect. 
One aspect of vQCational education which is most necessary, which I have 
also represented to the Punjab Government, is to train the boys to draw 
to scale, so as to train their eye to the proportion of a thing. That can 
easily be introduced ?-I do not believe in that for the primary school. 

36,642. I am talking about classes above ths middle school, the high 
school ?-We have no high schools under District Boards in rural areas. 

36,00. In urban areas, would you be in favour of introducing scale 
drawing P-To some extent. I would not lay too great stress on it. 

36,644. Have you got the B. Com. degree here?-Yes . 
. 36,645. Do you make any preparation for it from the high school upwards?' 
-Yes; we have it in the high schools and the intermediate oolleges. 

36,646. You have no normal school for women teachers?-We have. 
36,647. Can you not train a sufficient number to meet the wants of the 

people?-Not nearly enough for the needs of the country. The girls. 
are not ooming forward for this work in sufficient numbers. 

36,648. Is that on acoount of sentiment?-It is not altogether sentiment. 
As you know, it is not easy for a girl to settle down in a town by herself 
and live alone. 

In the PUI1jab we have started Hindu widows' homes for such 
teachers, and within the last four years we have spread 50 women 
teachers all over the Punjab. I get letters from IIOme of my friends in 
this place, and even from the BenarE's University, complaining that our 
girls will not go to the other Provinces. If you have a Normal School 
on those lines, you can easily train them. Hindu widows require &Orne
thing to do, and I may tell you that we turn out 16 women teachers every 
year, and there is a still greater demand. 

36,649. Sir Thomas 'lIliddlet>on: The administration of your work locally 
takes the same form as in England. You have got the District. Board, 
oorresponding to the County Council, and the Education Committee 
corresponding to the English Education Committee. But I understand 
from what you say that here the Distrid Board gives much less power 
to the Eduoation Committee than the Education Committee has in Eng
land ?-That is so. 

36,650. In England, the Education Committee is practically independent~ 
except for finance?-Yes; in gractice it is. 

36,651. The County Councils do not interfere?-No. 
36,652. To carryon the business in the same way as it is done there,. 

you agree that it is essential that there should be a separate Secretary' 
for the Education CommitteeP-Yes, undoubtedly. It would be an immense 
oonE'fit to education if we had a separate Secretary. 

36,653. Would you agree that the progress made by Education Com
mittees in England is largely dependent on the fact that they have had 
very rompetent SecretariesP-Yes, and partly to the common sense of 
the English people, which has resulted in their delegating <to their 
executive officers a good deal of power. In our local bodies the authority 
parts with power to its' executh'e officers with great reluctance. Their' 
whole time is taken lip in discussing small questions of administration. 

36,654. Whereas, in England the Eduoation Secretary, in consultation 
with his Chaitman, has great power?- Yes. It is a matter I specially 
looked into when I ,was last home on leave, and I ascertained that~ 
although the Secretary has no statutory powers, :in practice he has very 
considerable power in everyone of the big educational bodies. 

Mr . . t. II. Mackenzie. 
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36,600. What salary will be required for your Education Secretaries 
in the United Provinces?-My proposal is that the present Deputy 
Inspector. be made Socretaril!6 of these Education Committees, and that 
they be gazetted officers on salaries of about Rs.200, risi·ng to Rs.500. 

36,656. You Bay that your policy is to take up more rural school.masters 
from the familiae of real agricultural stock. Do you get any consIderable 
proportion of them from agricultural stock in the United ProVlincae at 
the preeent time?-I should think we get between 80 and 90 per cent. 

36 6J7. What about the quality of the men that you get from agri
cu1t~ral stock. Is it at least as good as you get from any others?-I 
should correct my statement by saying that the men are drawn from ~he 
rural areas. 'By agricultural stock, I. mean men who have some connectIOn 
with the land, not necessarily the eons of agriculturists. Their quality 
i& 118 good a8 that of others. 

36,6:.>8. We have heard the falling off of the attendanc-e ~n the primary 
.schools ascribed to poor teaching, apathy on the part of the parents and 
to the value of the boy's work to the parent. To what extent is the last, 
the value of the boy's work to the parent, important in the United 
Provin<'I!6?-I think .it is of great importance, because the people need 
their boys for such tasks as herding and light tasks about the home. 

36,659. And they want them for seasonal labourP--Of course, you cannot 
expect much labour from children of six to eleven, but they do little odd 
jobs. 

36,660. Is any Bttempt made to make the school holidays coincide with 
the busy seasons in cotton picking districts?~We do. In our rules which 
-we issue for the guidance of District Boards we say that the two principal 
.holidays of the year should be given at the two harvests. 

ae,()61. Do the periods of holiday in fact vary much in different parts 
<>f the ProvinceP-No, not much. 

36,662. We have heard, in some Provinces, that one great problem 
is the unemployment of young graduates. Have you got that as a serious 
problem in the United Provinces?-It if! becoming more serious every year. 
Now that we have four Universities, and will soon have a fifth, the 
question of the unemployment of graduates ill B serious, one. 

36,663. 'i'he Raja of Parlakimedi: Will not the efficiency of a school increase 
if you have better qualified teachers?-Undoubtedly. 

36,664. You say that in certain 8chools the teaching is inefficient. Cannot 
they be forced to have better qualified teachers?-We do lay down. that only 
te~wber8 who are trained will be allowed to draw certain rates of pay, and 
by giving the Boards grants based on the qgalifications of teachers we 
indir<>l'tly encourage them to employ trained ieachers, but our system pf 
training ('ould be greatly improved if we had _ ,re money to spend on it. 

36,665. Does not the Act here allow you to levy an educational cessP-No. 

36,666. Do you not think that it would be a good thing to introduoe such 
:a tbingP-I think it would be a good thing to get the money, but I doubt 
whether an educational cess would be a measure which would be supported 
by the Council. 

36,667. Other Provinces are doing itP-It is rather outside my sphere, 
how to raise money. I need it badly, but I do not know how it should be 
raised. 

36,668. Do you find the Local Boa.rds evince much interest in the improve
ment of education?-l\fy complaint is that there is not nearly enough 
interest on the part of the Local Boards in the really important problems 
of education. They are much' more interested in such things as the tr'ln~fer 
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of teachers and the promotion of particular individuals than in the real 
problems of education. 

36,669. Do you camp out in the districts occasionallyP-I have no time· 
for it. I do visit particular pla~, but I have no time for regular camp mg. 
because I have to spend three months of the year in the Legislative Council, 
and the department is growing rapidly. 

36,670. Were you able to move about more before the Reforms P-The· 
Director then did more touring. 

36,671. Do you not keep in touch with at least some of the headquarters? 
-Yes, I go to the headquarters of districts. I thought you meant fl'gular
camping with tents through a district. 

36,672. Do you meet the Chairmen of District Boards?-Yes. 
36,673. Have you tried to create more interest in education in such· 

peopleP-1 always .tell them what I think the needs are. 

36,674. Do you feel that that has some effect upon themP-I have not 
noticed any. ·1 told the Council the other day that I thought education wns. 
dying in the districts on acoount of the 'apathy of the District Boards, and 
there were several members of District Boards present. I do not think that 
anyone disagreed with me' on that. They all realise it. There are honour
able exceptions, of course, and some of the Chairmen are keen men, but the· 
average member of the District Board is, I think, not sufficiently energf'tic 
or interested in education. 

36,6i5. In your jurisdiction have any of the Municipal! ties taken to this. 
oompulsory educationP-Yes, 25 out of 80. 

36,676. Are they working satisfactorilyP-Some of them fairly so. 
36,677. For how long have they been in existence?-For about three years, 

most of them. 
36,678. Have any of them night s<,hoolsP-We have night schools in about 

ten muni<,ipalities, about twelve s<'hools in each. , 
36,6i9. Are they for adult education?-Yes, for illiterates over the age 

of twelve, who Cantlot attend the day school. 
36,6~1l. Is there a difference between the attendanee at day schools a·nd 

night sl·hools ?-Dur experience varies. In some Municipalities, the attend
ance at these night schools is good: in others it is irregular. But 011 the, 
whole in many Municipalities they are a success. The main reason for that. 
is that they cnn be easily supervised; also the people in Municipalities are
keener on attending, nnd the pllpils are largely workmen who want to learn: 
to rend and write because this knowledge pays them in their work. 

36,681. Are these night schools popular in those places where there is a: 
demand for boy labour? I me'an, on the last page you say that it is 
difficult to get boys for education because they are needed at home to help 
their parents. Do you think it would solve the situation if they had the>(' 
night schools in those places?-I do not think they would attend. 

36,682. Not even the night school ?-I do not think 80. 

36,683. Do you think when their parents return, they will not be· sent 
back to school P-I do not think so. I do not think there is such keenness, 
amongst them for education that they would attend. It is either very cold 
or very hot in this part of the world, and the seasons between are the harvest 
seasons. 

36,684. Wllat are the working hours in the night schools, in the evenin~~ 
-From 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 

36,685. Professor Gangulee: Does the Primary Education Act of 191~ 
apply only to l\Iunicipalities?-Yee. 

]fr . .. I.. ·H. lIlackenzie. . 
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36,686. Not to District BoardsP-No. 
36,687: So' it W8B necessary for you to introduce another measure to 

enable the District Boards to introduce compulsory primary education in 
rural areHP-Yes. 

36,688. On page 72, paragraph 348 of the Report on Agriculture in 
the United Provinces, you say the me8Bure is the complement of the 
Primary Education Act. of 1919 P Are you referring to this District Boards 
Primary Education Act?-The District Boards .Act is a complement of the 
Municipalities .Act. 

36,689. Until 1926, there was no Act which permitted the District Boards 
to introduce compulsory educationP-No. 

36,600. So you cannot really blame the District Boards for not taking an 
interest in compulsory education P-I have not blamed them on that account. 
It is too early yet to expect them to do so. 

36,691. At the present time there are no primary schools managed 'by 
Dj,;trict Boards where they Me trying to introduce compulsory education P
No. 

36,692. Your experience of compul90ry education is confined to the Munici
paIitiesP-Yes. 

36,693. Mr. Kamat: Even now the draft rules under the Primary Educa
tion Act for the District Boards are still under consideration. They are 
not yet finally publishedP-They have ,been published now. 

36,694. Only recentlyP-Yes. 

36,695. Up till now the District Boards could do nothing because the 
rules were under consideration?-That is so. I am not quite sure whether 
I have not been misunderstood. I am not sure whether the suggestion in 
these questions is that I blame the District Boards for apathy -because they 
bave not introduced the Primary Education .Act. I do not blame them 
for apathy on account of that. I blame them for apathy for not working 
the voluntary system efficiently. 

36,696. ProfessfW Gang1du: Do you agree that the voluntary system is 
rl'ally a very wasteful systeIn?-Yes, because we get so ffYW boys who com
plete the full primary course. 

36,697. I should like to hear of your experience of primary schools in 
the municipal areas where compulsory education is being tried. FiTst, with 
regard to attendance, do you find the attendance in these schools more 
regular than it was beforeP-Yes, in some of the municipalities it is. 

36,698. Has there been any improvement in the. quality of the teachersP 
-No, I would not say that they are -better than our District Board 
teachel'ii. 

36,699. I am trying to compare your voluntary system with your com
pulsory systemP-I think, on the whole, we have better teachers under 
the District Boards than under the municipalities. 

36,700. So in the compulsory education system in the municipal areas they 
have teachers who Me not up to the standard, if there is a standardP
YeE!, that is an unsatisfactory feature. 

36,701. Is the curriculum under the compulsory system any better than 
the curriculum under the voluntary system?-It is practically the same: 
the three R's, a little geography, and a little nature study where the 
teacher is competent, and physical exercises. 

36,702. One of the features of the voluntary system is that instruction 
is worse in the lower classes, and from your description of the compulsory 
system as it is in vogue here in municipal areas, I find the same thing 
prevails, that the instruction is worse in the lower classes, because yOl1 
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say your teachers are not up t.a the mark. The curricula a.re just the 
sameP-Instruction in the lower classes is m.are difficult than in the higher 
.classes. . 

36,703. That is soP-One gets children at different stages, and it is diffi
cult ro keep them a.I1 together, and teaching the elements is more difficult 
than teaching ,children in the third or fourth class. 

36,704. Has any provision been made under this Compulsory Eaucatioll 
Act for having any fund or cess ro finance the sohemeP-No. The Gilvern
ment pay the Boards tw~thirds of the extra cost. The total extra oost 
to make the scheme universal in the municipalities of this Province would 
be another nine lakhs, of which Government would contribute six lakhs 
and the Boards three lakhs. It is quite a feasible proposition in the 
municipalities. 

36,705. In Bengal we had to impose an education cess ro meet that 
demand P-That, I think, is a proposal. 

36,706. With regard to the agricultunl middle schools, are they under 
the Education DeparlmentP-Yes. ' 

36,707. Is there any middle 8Ohool other than the agriculture middle 
schoola where an attempt is being made to give some sort of agricul
tural training? I do not mean the 80rt of school you have in Bulandshahr; 
that is definitely .an agricultural middle school. Are there no ordinary 
middle schools where BOme agriculture is taughtP-These schools I have 
been talking about are middle schools teaching some agriculture. They 
are not agricultural schools. 
. 36,708. How do these middle schools where agriculture is taught· ('ompare 
with the agricultural middle schoolsP-They have different aims altogether. 
The purely agricultural middle school aims at turning out trained 
agriculturists. 

36,709. I know what their aims are. :What I want to know is, whether 
the pupils taka more interest in agriculture through going to these middle 
schoolsP-I cannot say, beca.use we have not had them going long enough. 

36,710. Who teaches agriculture in the ordinary middle schoolsP-A trained 
teacher who, after oreceiving his ordinary educational training, is sent to 
Bulandshahr for a ten months' course in agriculture. 

36,711. Who teaches agriculture in the agricultural middle school at 
Bulandshahr P-A graduate of the Agricultural College. 

36,712. On page 309 you talk of ~peration, of changes aimed at link
ing u~ the work of the Education Department with the work of the Public 
Health and Co-operative Departments. I understood you to say ~ the 
Chairman that there was a Committee appo~nted by Government ro deal 
with that question. Is it still sittingP-Yes. 

36,713, Tile report is not available yetP-No. 
36,714. Until now there WIIJJ no co-operation?-We have had co-operation 

to this extent" that we teach hygiene in our Normal Schools and we include 
a oertain nwnbel' of lessons in health matters in our ordinary readers. 
We have arranged to try experiments next Yllar in adult education with 
the hl'lp of the <»-operative Department. 

36,715. Have you any facilities for coming into contact with the educa
tional authorities of othel' ProvincesP-No. For the first time for many 
years this year all the Directors of Public Instruction met at Delhi; that 
was a very helpful conference. 

36,716. Do you think such conferences are helpfuIP-Yes, very helpful. 
36,'717. It brings you in touch with what other Provinces are doingP

Yea. 
My. A.. H. Mackenzie. 
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36,718. II that conference to be held annuallyP-I do not know. 
36,719. Have you been to Moga?-Noj Mr. Harrop went there on behalf 

of the department to see what they were doing. 
36,720. Do you knoW' of the experiment that is being undertaken in the 

Punjab witb regard to the utilisation of the OIHlperative Department for 
educational purpoeee?-Yes, I have read an account of what they are 
doing. They run many night schools under the general supervision of the 
Co-operative Department, but I beiieve they experience the same difficulty 
that I anticipate here 88 to regularity of attendancej I understand they 
had an enrolment of about 80,000 studentB at these adult schools in the 
Pu,njab, but less than 10,000 literacy certificates have heen issued. It may 
be rather early yet to judge of the results. 

36,721. Mr. Calvert: But 10,000 is better than nothing, is it notP--" 
Oh, yes; but it seems to me that the system is wasteful; unless one makes 
most of theee students literate the system is waeteful. 

36,722. PrOfessor Gangulee: What was the nature of the discussion at 
thi. conference which has juat been held at Delhi j was it chiefly on rural 
educationP-No, we discussed the Universities, secondary and rural educa.
tion; W'e certainly talked a lot about rural education, but I think w.e 
co,'ared the W'hole range of education. 

36,723. Was it a combined conference of officials and non-officials?-No, 
it was only the Directors and BOrne Miuisters. 

36,724. On what occasions do you have to approach the Education Com
missioner to the Government of India; are'you at all in touch with him?
No, the Government of India have very little control over education, so 
that we do not come in contact with him much. 

36,726. There is not Diuch contactP-No, there is no need for it now that 
education is a transferred subject. 

36,726. Would you like to see suoh a relationship re-established with the 
Edncation CommissionerP-I think the conferences are very useful. 

36,727. Mr. Calvert: Have you ever found a rural teacher weeding a school 
garden ?-I have never actually seen one doing it, but I believe some do it. 

36,i28. Have you ever known a village teacher who keeps his own gardenP 
-Xo, not in the way that an English teacher does. 

36,729. They are not naturally inclined that way P-No; they have not a 
natural love of gardening. 

36,730. One witn~ has given us figures for literacy in this Province 
during the last forty years; he has pointed out that in 1891 the literacy 
was 3'2 per cent., 'aDd in 1921 it was 3·7 per cent. I.s that fairly accurate? 
-I could not Bay. These figures, I suppose, are 00sed- on the OOIlllUS. 

36,731. YesP-The figures that interest me more are the percentage -of 
the school-going popldation at school rather than the figures of literacy. 

36,732. But do you think this will be fairly accurateP-I should not like 
to say; I do not know. 

36,733. Have you ever worked out the normal mortality among literates 
in the Provinces?-No. 

;)6,734. That is to say the number you must replace every year to main
tain the percentageP-No. 

36,735. Compared with the number turned out by the fourth classP-No, 
I have not. 

a6,736., We h~ve been frequently told, as you will be able to guess, that 
the currICulum 10 schools gives a boyan aversion to JIlanual labour •. The 
~oot canse might be in the curriculum, or the teacher, or the boy, or perhaps 
In the wanual labour. Do you think the teacher or the curriculum have' 
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much to do with itP-To begin with, I do not believe it j I do not think the 
curriculum does ,give a boyan aversion to manual labour. 

36,7:37. That statement appears in practically every sheet of evidence we 
get ?-I do not understand it. Our curriculum is not very different from 
the curriculum 'of a Board school in Scotland or England j one does not find 
the same charge being JIlade there. I agree that it would be an advantage 
to have an element in the curriculum which would give boys a respect for 
work done with the hands, and I)ne could I think have a subject like manual 
training in the middle schools, but I do not see what you could do in the 
way of DIanual work in the primary school, that is, for children between 
the ages of 6 and 11. 1 know that what you say is said by the great 
majority of peoplt' who talk about education, but I personally do not think 
it is a fair criticism. 

36,738. It seema to be very difficult to get down tcr the root cause of that 
statement ?-I think people assume that because boys are four or five hours 
in school they get II distast-e for manual work. I do not see why it should 
be SO; it is not flO in my own native country. 

36,739. Of course, the distaste might have been there firstP-I do not see 
that you can expect much mauual work from these little boys; they are 
little more than infants; I do not know what manual work people expect 
of boys between the ages of 6 and 11; they cannot do much more than herd 
the cattle, gather stick~ and do a few little jobs like that. 

36,740. You cannot suggest a royal road to avoid that criticism ?-N'o; 
as I said, I believe our system of education would commend itself to the 
the people if we did well what we are trying to do. 

36,741. You lay great stress on the teaeher?-Yes, I think the training 
of the teacher is the crux of the whole problem of improving our elementary 
schools. -

36,742. You know, of course, that in the Punjab we are trying to teach 
rural economy to the teachers so as to instil in them the b-est element of the 
Moga, system. h anything being done here on those lines P-As I said, we 
are considering whether we (ould havtl in our normal schools, with advan
tage, a ooursE' in what 1 think you call rural economics in the Punjab; ~he 
object of that course would be t.o interest the teacher in developments for 
the improvemomt of the villagers, and to JIlake him sympathetic towards 
such movements, b-eeause he is usually the only educated man in the village. 

36,743. Do you think your 'primary school teachers at present take any 
interest ill village life?-I think so, in the way that E'veryone connected 
with a village does; as I said, 80 to 90 per cent. of them are drawn from 
the villages; they have village interests; but I want to go a little further j 
I want to give them a knowledge of what outside agencies are trying to do 
for the improvE'ment of the villager. 

36,744. You have probably read a book called "England's Green and 
Pleasant Land", in which it iii said that tho only hope for the English 
village now is in the village teachE'r. Do you think there is any hope in 
this country of makin/!: the village ~eacher the centre of all your uplift 
movement?-In time it will come. Do you mean on the lines recommended 
by the missionary deputation that visited India? 

36,745. Something similar to that ?-Yes, in time it will comE', but I do 
not lICe that we I'an do much in that way until we have much better school 
buildings than we have at present. The so:hool house Rhould be the centre 
of thl'se social al'1:ivities, bl1t about half of our school buildings are ill venti
lated, damp buildings whi"h l\re ,-ery unsuitable for Ilny tl'aching purpose. 

3~,746. Professor Gangulee.· If you had a. good building, you could develop 
it mto a community centreP-I think the provision of a good building 
must he the first step. 

Mr. A. H. ll-lacken2ie. 
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36,747. Mr. Call1ert: Do you get girls attending boys' schools to any 
Clxtent in thi8 Province P-A fair number; I cannot; remember the figures, 
but I should think we have got about 30,000 gi<rls in boys' schools. 

36,748. Under male teachereP-Yes. 
36,749. That is quite ·hopefuIP-T.he success of the scheme depends very 

much on individual officel'l!; some office<rs are keen on it and it goes ahead 
in their Divisions. 

36,750. amid you give a rough figure of the cost per pupil in the middle 
acDooIP-It is about RB. 23 a year. 

36,751. And, adding on the extra charge for this agricultural teaching, 
lI"hat would it come toP-The annual (;ost of agricultural teaching, the 
recurring cost, would be about RB. 700 a year; that includes contingencies 
and the pay of the teacher. There would be 90 pupils, 30 in each class; 
the extra cost of the agricultural training would be about RB. 700 for the 
achool. 

36,752. So that this system of teaching agriculture in middle vernacular 
eohools is not expensiveP-No. 

36,753. Is this agricultural teaching in the middle schools to be confined 
to the vernacular middle echooIsP-Yes. Although it is called agricultural 
teaching, I tried to make it clear that I do not regard it as teaching 
which will turn out trained agriculturists. 

36,754. Do you think your department inadvertently enoourages the leak
age in the primary schools .by laying stress on gross numbers on the rolls 
instead of on numbers in the fourth clllBBP-How do you mean, laying 
atressP 

36,755. In you'l" annual reports commenting on the number on the rolls P
No, we are always drawing attention to the diminishing enrolment; we do 
not wish to hide it; it is one of the things we wish to advertise in order 
to make the Boarde and others conscious of the fact that there is eo 
muoh wastage. 

36,756. The really important thing is the number of boys passing' through 
the fourth class, is it not; that is what you are aiming atP-Yes. 

36,757. Sometimes you point out in your reports that the number of 
boya on the roll haa gone up by a certain number which represents so 
much per cent. in the yearP-In other parts of the report you will find 
I am lamenting the fact that there is 110 milch wastage. 

36,758. In answer to the Chliirm&ll you were not very hopeful about a 
system of contracting in j I sl1ppose you have heard of my experiment in 
the Punjab of compulsory co-operative education in which they all sign 
an ngreemenH-Yes. 

36,759 I suppose there is no hope of that system being adopted here 
at present, is the'l"eP-I do not think 60. 

36,760. It 1~ just to prepare the ground for the compulllOl'Y syetemP
I should doubt very much whether it could be adopted here. 

36,761. Mr. Kamo.t: Speaking about manual work, have you had in th;s 
Province any idea of holding exhibitions of children's workP-Yes, we have 
exhibitions. Last year we had one for the Allahabad Division and two 
years ago we had one for the Agra Division; we have one for the Gorakhpur 
Division this year. 

36,762. ATe the exhibits sent up by the boys or girls fairly goodP
Yes. 

36,763. So there is a taste for doing manual crafts if there is some 
man of imagination to infuse such ideals in this regard amongst children P-

~m M3 
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You mean as regards manual work P I think it must be done in a. systematio 
way. I do no~ think merely holding exhibitions would be a sufficient 
inducement. We have got to train the teachers and supply equipment 
ana so on. 

36,764. Now about your suggestion in lI'egard to school committees of the 
District Boaras for promotion ot elementary education? Since the passing 
of the Compulsory Education Act last year has this Province thought over 
the question of overhauling the District Local Board ActP-lf you mean 
by Province the Government, no; they have not considered the question 
of amending the Act. 

36,765. They have not considered the consequential amendments to the 
District Local Borurd Act involved by the passing of the Oompulsory Educa
tion Act?-The Compulsory Education Act does not require any cones
quential amendments. 

36,766. I am epeaking subject to correction; but I think, in the Bombay 
Presidency, the Local Boards Act has been overhauled recently, and school 
committees, which you suggest, are now almost necesSary for the promotion 
of elementary education. I wonder whether your Government has thought 
of the necessity of having similar consequential legislation for the District 
Local Boards?-We have not yet thought of legitilation. The Primary Educ,,
tion Act was passed as the last Council was dying and the new Council 
has just come into existence. The Government have not yet thought of 
any new legislation. 

36,767. The position has not yet been considered hy the Local GovernmentP 
-No; hut we have decid.ed to appoint a committee which will include 
members of the legislature and members of the Education Department, 
to examine the working of the education committees of District Boards. 

36,768. Speaking of the Municipal .Act, I believe under the constitution 
of the .Act there is a provision for nominating a certain proportion of the 
total number of members by GovernmentP-On the Board. itself, not on the 
committee. 

36,769. Yes, on the Board itself; it cannot be on the committee. Govern
ment have the power to nominate?-Yea, one or two. 

36,770. Not one or two, it must be a definite percentage of the total 
number, say one-fifth ?-The number of nominated members is two in the 
case of most Municipalities and in the case of four Municipalities one-third 
of the number of elected members. 

36,771. The same thing happens in regard to the District Local Board 
.Act. 'I'here again Government have the t>ower to nominate a certain 
proportion?-They nominate two persons to represent special interests like 
the depressed classes. 

36,772. And a certain number of officia.lsP-No. 

36,773. You have at oil events the power of nominationP-Nomination to 
the Board to a sma.ll extent. 

36,774. If it is the school oommittee, at least under the Municipal .Act 
the Governmer,t has the power to co-opt an expert, say the Principal of 
a college or the Headmaster, on the School Committee; that is also allowed P 
-Co-option is by the Board, not by the Government. 

303,775. Is advantage being taken of these provisions under the Act ullJer 
the existing circumstances?-Not to C(K)pt educationists on the Education 
Committee. 

36,776. In other Provinces this has been done for any number of years, 
as far 8~ I know?-In this Province they do not co-opt any practical 
educatiouists on the Education Committ<oe. 

Mr • .4.. H. Mackenzie. 
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36,777. In fact even the idea of c~pting lady members has also beem 
mootOO in IIOme I;rovinces and is very favourably corusidered P-It may be 
ao. 

36.778. With regard to your second suggestion for the training of teacheri 
in Normal SchoolB, have you not got any training colleges of your ownP
We have eight Normal Schools and we also have training classes in the 
districts. 

36,779. Not a full-fledged training college?-The normal schools are 
training colleges for vernacular teachers. We call them schools. They 
give a two-years' course of training to students who have passed through 
a middle vernacular 80hool. 

36,780. So, when you speak of the improved system of training teachers 
you want aome improvement in these Normal training schoolsP-Yes, and 
in ilie district training classes which give one-year courses for primary 
teacher •. 

36,781. But it is within the competence of your department?-Yes, if we 
get more money. 

36,782. On the last page of your note you make a very interesting remark: 
II It is significant that in an Indian village the building which commands 
most respect is the police thana, whereaa in a Western village it is (next 
to the church) the 8chool". What is the pay you give to your village 
teaeher hereP-A trained teacher begins at Rs.15 and rises to about Rs.20 
as an assistant master; as a headmaster his pay is from &.23 to 30; 
that is for the teacher of a primary "Chao!. An untrained teacher gets Rs.12. 

36,783. In any caae he gets less than a rupee per dayP-Yes. 
36,184. In England what is the average salary of the village school 

teacher, a respectable amountP-It compares well with that of a. small shop
keeper. 

36,785. That makes all the difference perhaps in the respect which they 
command in the village?-I do not think, having regard to the standard 
of living and to the pay of men of similar qualifications in other walks 
of life, that our teachers are paic1 badly. We spent reoe:ntly 22 lakhs 
of rupees recurring in increasing the pay of our teachers. Before that 
increase they were. badly off. I think their pay is now adequate; I have 
no complaint DOW about the par of the teachers. 

36,186. It all resolves itself into a question of more funds and more funds. 
There is another remark of yours: "The only effective means of making 
boys contented with a. rural life is to make the land attractive to them 
by improving the economic condition of the villagers". Here again I 
think we are moving in a circle. We caDllOt send boys to the village 
because agriculture is nDt sufficiently paying, and agriculture is not 
RufficientIy paying because educated agricultural graduates do not go back 
to the village. Can you suggest a method by W'hich we can get out of the 
circleP-I have not been talking about agricultural graduates, but ordinary 
school boys who have passed the middle vernacular schools; educating these 
is not the only way to make agriculture pay. 

36,787. Even for them is it attractive enough as the village conditions 
are at presentP-I think if they can get jDbs as patwaris or verD&Cular 
clerks they prefer them to the life on the land. 

36,188. Mr. Pim: One of the methods suggested of meeting the difficulty 
of taking the boys away was the establishment of part-time schools. Have 
the experiments made in that direction been a success?-No; they have not 
been a success. . 

36,189. What are the crucial objectionsP Why have they failed ?-BB('.auBe 
the people who had sent their children to the school want them to go 

61946 . 111 ~ 
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full time. I <10 not think that' they want half-time schools. If they send 
t.heir children at all, they want them to get value for the money. 

36,790. Had the prejudice of the teachers anything to do with itP-I 
do not think that the teachers were in favour of it. They probably knew 
that if the pupils left t.he school at half time and went home they would 
only loiter on the road j they knew that the boys were not required to work 
on the land but were only wasting their time. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Comm.ission then adjourned till 11.45 a.m. on Saturday, the 5th 
February, 1927. 

Mr. A. B. Marke1,~ie. 
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Mr. F. F. R. CHANNER, Chief Conservator of Forests, 
United Provinces. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 19.-F0BE8T8 (a).-Yes, it is believed that forest lands are heing 
put to their fullest use for agricultural pm·poses. Wherever grazing has 
heen reduced or excluded for the sake of forest preservation full justifi
cation is demanded not only by the Conservators concerned, but also by 
the Collector and Commissioner of the district. As all rules affecting 
grazing are ecrutinised at every ten-yearly revision of the working plan, 
these matters receive ample attention. Our knowledge of the silviculture 
of trees and the ecology of gra.sses is iDBufficient for us to dogmatise on 
the effects of varying intelhlities of gra.zing either on the forest or on 
the grasses theIll/l8lves, but, where there is a demand for grazing, all 
reB60nable risks are taken. 

(b) (i) Plain. and Bhahar /oreat8.-(1) From el:1)ting reaerves.-The supply 
of firewood in rural area.s depends greatly on the ooot of transport froiD 
the forest. The forests of Gorakhpur division are an almost solitary ex
ception to the general position, namely, quantities of ulhlaleable fuel left 
to rot in the forests. Special means of transport, such a.s tramways, are 
seldom profitable where firewood alone is concerned, and the only remedy 
likely to be of much value is the reduction of the 'l"ates charged for carriage 
of fuel by rail, which appea.r excessive and seriously curtail export. These 
rates advemely affect the export of charcoal and bamboos as well as fuel, 
and the Commission are invited to examine the figures given in the Utiliza
tion Report of this Province for 1925-26, a copy of which will he sent 
as 800n as it is received from the press. 

The supply of fodder in rural areas is again a "question depenlling con
siderably on freight charges and, as in the case of fuel, the margin of 
profit is too small to justify the introduction of expeDBive tramlines and 
the like. The freight charges for grass are such that it becomes unprofitable 
to rail it more than 50 miles, even though it be baled. It seems, 
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therefore, that little can be done to increase the supply f'rom existing 
reserves. 

Before, however, any extensive benefit could be obtained by reduction 
of transport costs it would have to be ascertained that the villagers oon
cerned would be willing to pay- the reduced price or any price. My 
experience is that cowdung owned by & villager will be burnt ·before he will 
pay anything at all for wood fuel. In fact, villagers who can get free fuel 
sell their cowdung to villagerB who cannot get it. 

(2) From unreler"ed uxute land.-In district.> such as Agra. and Etawah 
we have large tracts of bue ravine land producing little grazing of value 
and no grass. By the protection and partial afforestation of such lands 
large quantities of gr8S6 are produced which must be a great asset to 
t.he local population. In fact, mere protection without afforestation is 
sufficient to rapidly improve the existing scrub and enable the soil to 
produce good crops of grass. It iB therefore suggested that more attention 
be paid to ravine lands and that protection, apart from any scheme of 
afforestation, be extended on a; much enlarged scale. Whether reservation 
under the Forest Act would in such cases be essential, is not certain. The 
areas would in any case be divided up into blocks, which would be opened 
and closed to grazing in rotation. . The most satisfactory rotation would 
only be Ilbcert3inahle as the result of experiment. Though the question of 
ravine lands has been especially mentioned, there is often, quite apart from 
the ravine country, considerable waste land where something might be 
done. Such plantations and fodder_reserves should be the property of the 
villagers; in fact sma:J.I oo=unal forests. All labour should be supplied 
free by the villagers themselves and the work controlled by the civil authori
ties under the advice of the Forest Department. Buch communal forests 
by providing small timber and fuel as well as fodder grass should allow 
manure, which is now largely used for fuel, to lbe used for fertilising the 
soil, provided of oour~ they do not sell it to le;;s fortunate villagers. 
The villagers might in many cases be induced to take an interest in the 
work by cOlIDbining the formation of fQ1"esta with the growing of field crops 
on the system known as taungya, a word borrowed from Burma. Forests 
.... ·hich have ·been clear felled· are being InH:reated suooessfully on this system 
III ·the Gorakhpur forest division at small net expense. _o\lso where irriga
tion is practicable, the difficulty and expense of creating forests will be 
much decreased. 

(ii) Forests in the Eumaon hiU.s.-In the hills there are consiJ.erahle 
tracts almost entirely devoid of tree growth. Lack of fuel and fodder is 
much felt in such places, and the few enclosed plantations so far made 
are frequently much valued by the neighbouring villagers. There is, in 
fact, some desire for extension of these plantations. It is therefore sug
gested that in ·bare tracts there should be further co-operation with the 
vilIageTs in the establishment of planta.'tions to increase the supply of fire
wood and fodder. 

(c) Deterioration of forests. has led to soil erosion in instances too numer
ous to record. There are, however, degreElS in soil erosion and the more 
numerous cases of slight erosion of the surface soil may be capable of 
rectification within & Iew decades if the cause of deterioration is removed. 
Under this class may be included thousands of acres of forest in the 
Kumaon and Garhwal Himalaya, where heavy lopping (principally of oaks) 
and excessive fellings are still causing deterioration of the forest and soil 
erosion. These remarks apply mainly to class I reserved forests, over 
which the Forest Department have now no control. 

The more sE>riou8 cases of soil erosion, in which the w·hole surface of the 
soil is laid bare, and vegetation is reduced t.() lJ('attered tufts of grass 
or shrubs, are practically oonfined to areas of waste land outside the 
limits of reserves. The most notable cases of such erosion have taken 
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place along the banI. of the Jumna and other large <rivers .and have 
re.ulted in the formation of thousands of acres of bare ravine land. 

The obvious -remedy in the case of soil erosion resulting from the deteriora
tion of forests in the Kumaon hills is control by the Forest Department 
of lopping and felling somewhat on the lines laid down at the original 
forest settlement of these tracts bet\\'een 1911 and 1920. The present un
satisfactory state of affairs is due to the serious unrest which the 1911 
settlement gave rise to, lea.ding to the recommendations of the Kumaon 
Grievances Committee. 

These have been in operation for the last five years and in aocol·dance 
with these reoommendatiollB 'control by the Forest Department over vast 
tracts of forest was enti!rely removed. It does not appear to be a practical 
proposition to revert to control, except in so jar as it receives the support 
of public opinion. 

In the case of ravine e!rosion along the banks of the large rivers, the 
only remedy is the protection of the surface soil by the prevention or 
adequate oontrol of grazing. To this end the lands may be r_rved under 
the Forest Act with afforestation as its ultimate object. This hasbeeu 
done alrea.dy for a fairly large area in the Jumna baEoin. But, as hinted 
in the reply to question 19 (b), afforestation is not <lBSential if the only 
object is the prevention of erosion. Adequate protection afforded by. the 
provention or oontrol of grazing is sufficient for this purpose. 

Soil erosion also occurs in parts of the reserved forests where the ground 
ia not 11at or nearly Jia.t, and grazing is excessive locally. 

(cl) It is believed that the supply of moisture in the soil and the -rainfall 
CAnnot be increased by afforestation or increased protection of forests '30 

as materially to ·benefit agriculture. It is not to be inferred from this 
that afforestation does not result in increasing the moisture in the soil 
within the forest, but merely that this cannot be expected to affect the 
surrounding cultivation to any measurable extent. That afforestation in
creases the moisture oontent of .the soil has been amply proved in the ravine 
reclamation work now being carried on in the Afforestation Division, where 
it has been stated that the moisture penetrates to a depth of 12 feet in 
areas where it previously penetrated as many inches. 

On the other hand, the supply of canal water can almost certainly be 
improved by increaaod protection of hilly forests notalbly those of the 
Kumaon and Garhwal hill tracts. In order that agriculture may derive 
its maximum benefit from canal water, the supply of water must be constant 
and, more specially, should not fail during. the dry months of the year. 
The rivers from which the canals in this Province derive their water all 
rise within the Himalayas and the supply of canal water must depend 
very largely_ on the deterioration or otherwise of the forest. Destruction 
of the forest spells erosion, leaving the soil bare 80 that a rapid runoOff of 
surface water takes place and there is little .conservation of moisture on 
which the springs can rely during the dry months of the year. 

The increased protection of the hill forests recommended above would 
also to some extent prevent the eroaion of agricultural land since the 
tendency would be to prevent Hoods due to a too rapid runoOff during perioda 
.of heavy rain. 

The afforestation of the ravine lands near large rivers already mentioned 
above would have a very marked effect in preventing destruction of agricul
tural landa which are being visibly eaten into by ravines. Afforestation ir.. 
the Etawah distriot has prevented the extension of some ravines but, where 
the land is cultivated right up to the ravine, the villagers will not agree 
to afforestation round the head of the ravine and erosion continues. 

(e) As already mentioned under (b) and (c), there is an opening for 
schemes of afforestation in the neighbourhood o.f villagee especially where 
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there are border ravine lands similar to those of the Etawah district. We 
are at present afforesting 2,000 acres per annum of such land! .with r~ulta 
which cannot fail to be of the greatest value to the local agriculturIst in 
that:- ' 

(i) Further erosion of agricultural land is prevented. 
(ii) A local Bupply of fuel is creat~. .. . . 

(iii) The grazing is much improved In' quahty if not In q~antlty. 
(iv) Lar~ quantities of grass are grown where preVlously none 

existed. 
It would p'robably 'be unwise immediately to increase largel;r the area 

annually treated owing to the number. of silvicultural and economic probl~ma 
which still remain unsolved and which can only !be overcome by patient 
scientifio investigation extending over a number of years. Such problems 
include the selection of species best adopted to varying conditione of soil 
ana climate (frost is a local factor of importance), the cheapest and most 
profitable methods of preparing the soil and sowing the seed, the value 
of the produce when grown, the yields that lIlUIoy be expected and the extent 
of local consumption. Errors of judgment in any of the above matters 
may prove very costly and will ·be the more so larger the area involved. 

In Kumaon; also the need for afforestation has' been noted under 19 (b). 
The possibility ()f combining this with some form of communal forest m~n
a~ment is ·being studied. At present an officer has been deputed on special 
duty to study the communal forests in Madras where they are reported to 
be an extensive and generally successful feature of ,forest ·management. 
Since the in·habitants of Kumaun resent any interference with their destruc
tive halbits, progress will ha~ to be slow. As, a rule the hill man only 
realises his need of forests when he haa entirely destroyed them. 

(I) (i) Plain& and Bhabar forests. 
(1) The more valuable s(~1 forests. 
Generally speaking, these forests are not suffering to any appreciable 

extent from excessive grazing. There are of course ex~ptions, but as 
soon as damage becomes serious, the obvious remedy of reducing the 
incidence of ,gruing is often possible. 

An exception occurs in the j9a1 forests open to rights near villages along 
the Iboundaries of the Ramnagar, Kalagarh and L-anedowne divisions in the 
Naini Tal and Garhwal districts. These forests 8>re rapidly deteriorating, 
aa for instance near the Kotah Dun and Patkot. In such areas, it is not 
only impO/lSible to obtain natural regeneration, owing to the trampling of 
cattle but the villagers obtain no real 'benefit because the trampling destroys 
the grass and there is no fodder to speak of. Closures however merely 
create fierce local resentment which, even if withstood, reacts most unfavour
ably on the comparatively friendly relations :between the people and the 
Department which are essential if forest protection and utiliza.tion are 
to be sUcoessiully conducted. In such C86e6, the only remedy seems to 
he the education of the people to the fact that a few well-fed cattle
would do ia·r more good to the cultivators in every way than large herds 
consisting of aklimaJs of the poor type now existing. The desideratum is 
controlled breeding and grazing fees on " scale which would make the 
cost of an animal's feed bear a proper proportion to the profits it brings. 
an owner. For example lIB6ume that the market value of a herd of 100 
head is RB. 10,000, t'be owner's net profit at 5 per cent. should be RB. 500 
say his revenue is Rs.1,OOO o&Ild his other expenses are RB.100 then h~ 
can afford ~.400 for forest grazing-RB.4 per head. Such figures could 
~mly 'be applIed to purely oom.meroial ~razing bu~ nevertheless all grazing 
In forests should be on a bUSIness basiS. What 18 free or of little value
is never apprec.iated and it is lar~ly the low. cost of forest grazing which 
leads to the eXistence of these lar~ herds of Inferior cattle which in their 
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turn lead to ever increasing demands for more free lor cheap) and infedor 
grazing. 

(2) Leu valuable miscellaneous forests. . 
These forests differ from those maintained solely 118 grazing grounds 10 

that the timber and fuel is of equal or greater value than the grass and 
grazing. T·hey occupy an intermediate position between the better pro
tected BtU forests and the open grazing grounds. In some of these lands 
deterioration is certainly taking place i partly on account of the grazing 
which is often heavy, and partly on account of ceaseless lopping and feIling 
either for fodder or for making temporary huts, etc. As a special example 
may be cited the outer fringe of hills west of Ramnagar in the Naini Tal 
district. The only remedy in such cases is some curtailment of the 
incidence of g·razing on the linelS proposed wbove. 

(3) Arell8 maintained mainly or solely as grazing grounds. 
CMes of serioos damage due to excessive grazing are commonest in 

lands which are -being maintained solely or mainly as grazing grounds far 
the benefit of graziers. The forest officer can usually succeed in persuading 
the revenue authorities as to the harmful results of excessive grazing in 
areaB where valuable timber is being grown, ·but he finds it very much 
more difficult to prove the deterioration which is taking place in area.s 
maintained as grazing grounds. Nevertheless such forests as Bhinga. in 
the Bahraich Division and certain grazing grounds in the north of the 
Gorakhpur Division, where grazing is permitted during the whole year, 
have undoubtedly deteriorated very considerably and are still deteriorating. 
The remedy again in such oases is to reduce the grazing incidence a;nd to 
give the grazing grounds periods of rest. 

(ii) Foreata in tU K'UmlJOn hiUs. 
The effect of grazing combined with excessive lopping and felling in 

the hills has been already mentioned under question 19 (d). Of these 
harmful influences, grazing is probably the less important but is never
t.hele.ss aiding serious erosion in many forests. 

Oral Evidence. 
36,791. The Chairman: Mr. Channer, you are Chief Conservator of Forests 

in the United ProvincesP-Yes. 

36,792. We have your note of the evidence that you wish to put before the 
lWyai Commission. Would you like to make any statement in amplification 
of that at this stage ?-No; I do not think ~hat I want to say anything new 
now. 

36,i93. Are you satlsfied with the degree 'of touch between your own 
department and the Agricultural DepartmentP-We have very little touch 
with the Agricultural Department proper; we do not come into contact 
with them. Thl' great bulk of the United Provinces forests with which I 
am concerned affect thl> Province only a very little. They are all on one 
long belt where the popUlation is scanty. and the agriculture is of rather a 
precarious nature and we do not come up against the conditions of the 
Province &8 a whole. 

:16,794. I suppose that statement is really a relative one; in fact} a very 
considerable rural p"pulation cultivate on the edges of your forest land, do 
tbey notP-Yes, there is 8 considerable population, but it is very sparse 
compared to the really thickly populated parts of the Province, except in 
Gorakhpur. 

36,795. Have you shifting cultivation in your forestsP-We do not allow 
any shifting cultivation inside the forests. A good deal goes on outside on 
Wllste lands. There is an enormous area of waste land round about the 
forestd which is used for shifting cultivati~~~ 
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:16,796. Have you distinct tribes whose tradition it is to live by jhuming? 
- 1 should not call that a real aboriginal custom, except that there is a 
sDlall band of people called Tharu8 who live round about the Barda river. 

86,797. I Bee that" on the first page of your note of evidence, you express 
th(\ view that the existing state of knowledge as to the damage that grazing 

. is likely to do to both trees and grasses is really insufficient to enable you 
to dogmatise at this stage ?-It is insufficient to dogmatise in detail on the 
varying intensities of grazing. We cannot ~ay exactly that one acre is 
required for one head and 80 on. 

86,798. I suppose the damage done to growing forest takes a long time to 
show itself j saplings are ellten off and come away from the root, and young 
trees are bent by cattle treading on them, and it is only in the course of 
years that it is possible to measure the damage done II Is that the position? 
-When we speak of damage by grazing we JDean more the prevention of 
natural regeneration than damage to the growing trees which are quite 
a.bove the reach of the cattle, and especially the trampling of the cattle 
makes the ground so hard that no seedlings will come up. 

86,799. On page 829, in answer to our Question 19 (b), you say that the 
only step that is likely to plae,o fuel from certain forests within the economic 
capacity of the population is chieHy reduction in railway freight rates?
I think that it would be a. help, but I do Dot think that it would really go 
very far. The carriage of fuel by rail must always remain a very large 
factor. You cannot carry it for nothing; it is very bulky, and although one 
or two railways might bring down their chargt'S a little, I do not think there 
is much in that. 

( 

36,800. You are not prepared to say that the existing rates on ~the whole 
are excessive?-No. 

36,801. Are you making charcoal?-Yes, we are making renewed efforts 
to put charcoal on to distant markets, but we do not meet with much 
response from the markets and we find it very hard to sell it. 

36,802. Is that because cowdung is preferredP-I do not think it· has any
thing to do with cowdung. There is no hope of selling charcoal in villages; 
our fuel markets are entirely in the towns. 

36,803. Whatts chareoal uaed forP Is it used for cooking purposes?
Yes, for domestic purposes, and in &mall factories where they keep small 
furnaces. 

36,804. Have you any fodder reserved in your forests against the possi
bility of a fodder famine ?-We have, in the western part of the Province, 
a small scheme for making fodder in stllcks. The idea is to have a s1lla11 
teserve to begin on in case we should be asked to produce fodder on a large 
scale in a famine; it is also largely educational, so that our staff may be kept 
up-to-date. /fhat is really the main benefit. 

36,805. Do you keep the fodder preserved for two or three seasons?
T esj the idea was to experiment with a view to seeing how long it could 
be kept. We have now kept some for five years and we find that it can 
still be eaten, although the fodder is very poor. 

36,806. Is that in a thatched stackP-Yes, with careful re-thatching and 
repairing e'\"ery year. 

86,807 .. Can you give us any indication as to the amount of fodder stored 
at the ,moment?-I am afraid not. 

36,808. Is it a considera.ble amountP-It is very small and of no importance 
really. 

86,809. I have it in mind that a cOlliliderable experiment was attempte<\ 
in this Province in the direction of growing fodder grass on certain waste 
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la"J. under the direction of your department; is that so P-I have no know
I .. rlgp of it, I am afraid.-

36,810. Your efforts have been directed with very considerable success 
to,,,ardll the prevention of erosion of ravine heads and other land liable 
to be washed away, by means of encouraging the growth of trees on the
land in questionP-Yes; but we ha'l"e trusted to nature to grow the grass. 

36,811. Simply kept away the cattle?---<We have closed the areas for the 
purposes of afforestation and the grass comes iIi itself. -

36,812. Have you planted young treesP-We have both sown and planted 
them. 

36,813. D~ you fenceZ-Yes, we fence the areaa immediately under 
r .. generation till they are about four or five years old. 

:~,814. What type of fence do you useP-The three strand barbed wire, 
but we suffer very much from wild animals, especially porcupines, and 
re<:ently we came to the conclusion that it would be well to have a better 
fenoe against these animals . 

.36,815. They bark the trees, do they notP-They eat the trees ~mpletely. 

36,816. What about deerP-There is not much difficulty about deer. 

36,817. And pigP-Yes, they do a good deal of damage. 

36,818. Is there great soope for work of this sort in these Provinces?
Ye.. there is a tremendous area to be done and it would afford a great 
deal of benefit. The area we tackle is minute compared to the total area 
of this kind of ravine land which is going on increasing at an almost 
VIsible pace. 

36.819. It i8 a question of protecting the existing agricultural land P Is 
that the pointP-Yes. we find considerable difficulties in protecting existing 
cultural land because whlln the ravines begin to come into the fields they 
cultivate right up to the edge of the ravine and they will not give us even 
a yard to plant round the edges of the ravines, and in such circumstances 
we can do nothing. 

36,820. On what basis have you selected the areas where your work has
been ('arried onP-,We began with what is called the "Fisher" forest in 
Etawah where a certain Collector had done something of this sort himself. 
He created this forest with the idea of growing babu! trees to supply 
Cawnpore factories; in fact he grew a very successful forest there which 
one of the Cawnpore firms took over and felled. We took over this forest 
from them and prooeeded to extend the work • 

.36,821. Can you give the Commission any idea of the area protected by 
what you have done alreadyf-We have actually afforested just over 14,000 
acres of ravine land, and we are doing about 2,000 acres a year at present. 

36,822. That is the actual area plantedP-It is actual plantation. 

36,823. Of course. the area protected by that is, I suppose. a good deal 
largerP-The area saved from getting any worse is larger. 

36,824. In the processes of nature, the result of not having trees and 
grasses to prevent erosion is to caTTY these fJIIIllah" back into the country 
indefini tely P-Yas. 

36,825. Do you suggest that there should be any Bttempt to compel 
villagers to leave the necessary minimum amount of land for planting to 
protect their lands against further erosion?-My experience is that com
pelling villagers to do anything at all is not promising. 

36,826. If other forest land were available reasonably near the village 
do you think an exchange might be effected. so that the cultivator would 
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get conveniently situated land, equal to the total area required by you 
for protective afforestation?~ln the districte where we have been doing 
this kind of work, that has not been possible, because all the land that is 
at all suitable for cultivation is cultivated. Only uninviting tracts, where 
we could grow forests, are left uncultivated. 

36,827. I understand you are considering the possibility of making 
experiments in panchayat oontrol of foreste?-Yes; a Deputy Collector of 
these Provinces has been sent down to Madraa to study the methods there 
of forming oommunal forests. That was with a view to settling the 
difficulties in the Kumaon forest circle rather than in tne plains. 

36,828. Do you feel that the interests of the cultivators whose land is 
near the forests are receiving a fair share of consideration in respect of the 
wild animals having their habitat in the Government forests?-We do not 
do anything particular to get rid of wild animals. 

36,829. Do you do anything to protect tho;m?-We do not do anythlDg to 
protect outlying fields. 

;16,830. What is the situation in the Government forests near cultivated 
land? Is unlimited shooting by those persons who have licences perJIlitted? 
-No j they are not allowed to go into the forests and shoot under the shoot
ing rules. Those who have guns are allowed to shoot anything that comes 
out on their fields. 

36,831. Are persons who are allowed. under the shooting rules, to go into 
the forests, controlled in any way as to the size of the animals which they 
are allowed t9 shoet or ·the particular species?-The whole idea of the 
shooting rules is protection of game; that is what they are for. We our
selves suffer a graat deal from the amount of deer in the forests. As regards 
keeping down the numbers, the shooting rules do not meet the case at all. 

36,832. Do you think the shooting rules are justifiableP-From a com
mercial point of view, certainly not; it is entirely sentiJIlental. 

36,833. How long is it since theso rules have been reviewed?-lt is about 
twenty years now since the present rulest came into force. 

36,834. I see you have a booklet giving illustrations of ravine reafforesta
tion?-There are pictures taken after reafforestation haa been effected. 

36,835. Can you give us any idea of the.total expense of protecting ravine 
land ?-Our cost in establishing a forast is Rs.80 an acre. 

36,836. That is for forest. area established ?-Yes, actual trees. 
36,837. (h'er how many years is that spentP-That has been for about the 

laat twelve yeal'8. 
36,838. That. includes fencillg?-That includes everything. 
36,839. How soon wo:tld these areas be available for grazing?-Three to 

four years. 
36,840. In three to four years from the time you start planting, it would 

be safe to allow grazing?-Yes. 
36,841. What is the size of the trees in three or four yearsP-Anjthing 

from seven feet and over. Of course, they do not do as well everywhere, but 
th£'y ure mainly (Jut of the reach of cattle. 

36,842. What is the custom here P To leave them for two years in the 
llurseryP-In these areas we ha"e mm'e direct sowing than anything else, 
but where we have nurseries it is one year only . 

36,843. Does it work out very much more expensive than the nursery 
system?-Direct sowing is cheaper, but if we have to do a great deal of 
replacement it works out more expensive. 

36,844. Have you attempted at all to correlate the amount of expenditure 
involved in re('lniming these areas with the agricultural value which you 
protect P-N o. 
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36,845. From the angle of public reH!DUe it is an important consideration, 
if you al'e considering the extension of the scheme on a large scaleP-Yes. 
We have not worked out ill figures all the agricultural revenue saved. 

36,846. The Raja 01 Parlakimedi: Is the reservation of forests increasing? 
-It is not increasing, except that occasionally we take up new blocks for 
afforestatIOn. They are mainly private owned, and we take up the new blocks 
at the requt'st of the zamindars. 

36,847. You take them up po-We take them up at their request; we pay 
them eight annas an acre, and we do the work. 

36,848. Haa'th~re be4;n any record to show that such protection results 
in an increase of rainfall ?-No. The evidence about an increase of rainfall 
on account of forests is very uncertain, and I think it must be regarded as 
an unproved thing. . 

36,849. In some places, when there are reserves, it has increased the rain
fall to some extent ?-The expert evidence is entirely inconclusive. There 
have been most careful experiments in Europe and America, and it is not 
considered that they provide any evidence that it really increases the actual 
rainfall. It increases the amount of rainfall that goes into the ground 
enormously, and that is the chief benefit. 

36,850. It prevents evaporation?-The rainfall, instead of rushing away, 
is retalDed in the soil. 

36,851. What are :VallI' commercial trees and plants?-The sal tree is the 
main 80111'00 of our revenue, and, to a certain extent, deodar in the hills. 
The IKJI is the trt'e of the United Provinces. 

a6,852. What is it chiefly used forP-For railway sleepers and construc
ticnal work of all kinds, rafters, bearu, &c. 

36,853. Is any rosin being taken out of it?-Not out of sal; rosin COJ;Jles 
out of pine. 

36,854. There is a variety similar to sal from which they extract rosin p
I really do llot know. The sal uoes give a gum, but it has no commercial 
vaiue. 

36,855. Have you got any tanning bark producing troos?-The sal bark 
itself is fair tanning material. Cawnpore has made several efforts to use it, 
but they have always dropped it. They did not find that the amount of 
tanning material in the bark was worth the cost of the carriage; I think that 
is the trouble. . . 

36,856. To meet the demand of the fuel difficulty in villages, in your 
reserves do you allow people to go into the forests to pick dead wood?-Yes. 
All surrounding villages have the right of picking np dead wood. 

36,857. Have they to pay any fees at allP-It differs in different localities. 
In the majority of 08BeS, the people living on the edge of the forests have 
free rights to fuel. In rome divisions there are no such rights; they merely 
pay a very ISmaIl fee for a permit. 

36,858. Is not the quantity restricted P-No; we never attempt to measure 
it. 

36,859. You say that you wish to have the co-operation of the villagers for 
raising plantationsP-Yes. 
_ 36,860. To what extent do you wish to have that co-operation P-My idea 
IS that if the villagers were themselves anxious to have village forests for 
fuel supply, if the technical department controlled the work, they should 
give the lahour voluntarily, either free or at very small rates. In that way 
the expense would be kept down, the labour difficulty would be overcome, and 
instead of having the whole thing objected to all the time, they would be 
enthusiastic supporters of it, and they would help to protect it. 
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36,861. Have you had any non-official body in this Province helping in pro
Ulct the forestsP-No. 

36,862. Such as panchayat8 P-No. We have not tried any village forests of 
that type yet but, as I was saying just now, we are enquiring about the 
system in )ladras. 

36,863. In the Centra.! Provinces, they have what are called forest villages 
to provide labour for Bome of their forest operations. Do you have that 80rt 
of system hereP-We have two or three such villages, and we have created 
them where labour is very scanty. 

36,864. What is the remuneration you pay to a villager of that typeP
They are allowed to cultivaUl the land inside the reserved forest, and their 
remuneration is what they make out of growing crops. 

36,865. What sort of work are they expected to doP-Repairing roads 
inside the forest, cutting fire lines. They have to do all the various forest 
work which we have to do. 

36,866. Clearing the fire linesP-Yes. 
36,867. When they cut those lines, are they given any portion of the wood 

that they have to clear from the landP-All these forest villages have every
thing they want. We treat them very liberally. 

36,868. Is the work limited? Are there any prescribed hours of work, and 
so 011 P-Yes, the number of hours of labour is laid down in our agreements: 
so many me'u in the year have to be provided and so many days' work, 

35,869. Sir James MacKenna: I am very much interesUld in your sugges
tion on page 330 of your note that the sJtiUlm of taungya, which in Burma 
we cOD6idered most objectionable, might profitably be utilised in the 
afforestation of your ravine lands. By being permitted to indulge in thi'J 
shifting cultivation I suppose people would develop an interest in the tract? 
-We use it as a method of replacing the forest without cost; we clear-feU 
a part of the forest, put taungya oultivators on that area, and when it 
has grown again we put them on the next area. 

36,8;0. They are kept well under controIP-Yes; it is very limiUld in scope. 
It can only be done where there is an excess of cultivating popUlation and a 
scarcity of land. 

au,87l. Mr. Calvert: Who takes out the roots and stumpsP-They do. 
Sir Jame.! 1\IacKenna: It is a very interesting suggestion from the point of 

view of Burma. 
36,872. Professor Gangulee: Have you facilities for carrying on research 

into forest products in the Province?-Yes, we' have a research branch, and 
we depend a good deal on the central research hranch at Dehra Dun. 

36,873. You are closely connected with the central research branch?-Yes 
we keep in touch with them. 

36,874. Where is your forest research station P-We have no research 
station; our officers go about all through the forest in the cold weather and. 
the hot weather, and in the rains they go up to Naini Tal; we have offices 
there; we have no laboratories or anything of that sort. 

36,875. Your investigations are then chiefly limited to observations of forest 
areasP-Yes, measuring the raUl of growth of trees, observing the behaviour 
of forests when treated in different ways, and so on; experimental areas of 
1111 kinds are observeu. 

36,876. As you have no provincial labo~atory, you cannot carry on any 
researches on, for instance, soil problems associated with forestryP-No, we 
have no means of analysing soils. 

36,877. Nor have you facilities for the investigation of problems arising 
out of different forest areas ?-That is done more by observation than by 
any actual tests of soil 
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36,878. When you have a problem of that 6ort, you approa~h the central 
research .tation at Debra. DunP-Yes. 

36,879. For instance, problems with regard to forest insectsP-Yes, we 
go to Dehra Dun entirely for entomology; we have no local entomologist. 

36,880. You collect data and submit them to this central research institu
tin for investigationP-Yes, they deal with our insect investigations. 

36,881. To what extent in this Province may mUIr, alkaline land, be 
afforestedP-We are experimenting with regard to mar land now; we have 
been doing so for the last two or three years; I cannot say that we have 
had any direct success so far, but we have received a certain amount of 
encouragement. 

36,882. There is a great deal of soope in that directionP-Y-,s. 
36,883. It would be of great advantage if you could in Bome way counteract 

the effect& "f the alkaline depositsP-Yes. 
36,884. Where are your subordinate officials trained P-At Dehra. Dun 

down to the rank of ranger; below that we train them locally. 

36,885. Have you a forest school P-We have a peripatetic training class 
which wanders through the jungles. 

36,886. Your forest guards are trained in that wayP-Yes; we call them 
foresters; they are the men over the forest guards, between them and the 
I'angers. 

36,887. The other officials are trained at Dehra DunP-Yes. 
36,888. Up to the Deputy Oonservator of ForestsP-No;" the Assistant 

Conservators of Forll8ts ul1ed all to be recruited in England, 'but now they 
Ilre training Indians for the Indian Forest Service at Dehra. Dun. 

36,889. Mr. Calvert: Are yeu getting much income from grass from these 
Etowah ravinesP-Yes, a certain amount; I &Ill a.fraid I cannot give the 
figure straight away, but we are able to sell all the grass we have got, 
and we oonsider that we could lIE'll a. great deal more; we have recently 
set up a hydraulic press for baling grass a.nd exporting it to the larger 
centres. 

36,890. Waa this figu.re of Rs.80 an acre, which you gave the Chairman, 
representative of the gross expenditure, or wa.s it net after deducting the 
income from grassP-No, that is net a.fter deducting income; 

36,891. Do you think you will be able to recover that from the sale of 
timber whel'l it is ready for cuttingP-Yes, we hope so. Of course, we are 
ratmer doubtful as to what these forests will be worth eventually; wehavo 
I'eally nothing to go on. 

36,892. It is not yet certain to what :extent they will be an economic 
proposition P-No, I rather doubt it myself. 

36,893. I have read' these two reports on the work; has the subsequent 
course of events in a.ny way led YOIl to alter the opinions therein expressed? 
-We have had a lot of trouble lately with trees dying; we have bad rather 
a set back; some of these larger forests of bab1d have suffered terribly from 
frosts lately, and also from the existence of a. pan of kankar underneath. 

36,894. In the total forest area under your charge, could you tell us the 
Drea that is excluded both from cutting and from grazingP-1t is practically 
nil. 

36,895. Practically all the graBS in your forests is available for cattleP
Yes. 

36,896. Do you anticipate valuable results from this Dehra Dun researoh 
work on utilisation P-I think they will be of more value to the commercial 
world than to us. 
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36,897. Is there any hope that they may lead to the establishment of 
industries subsidiary to forestryP-Yes. For instance, they have estab
lished the treated sleeper induatry, and they have great hopes of establishing 
a paper industry and a match industry. 

36,898. There is wood here which is suitable for matchesP-I should not 
call it suitable; there is wood that will do. 

36,899. It will serve the purp08eP-Yes. 
36,900. Have you any irrigated plantations in this Province for the 

supply of wood. to townsP-No. 

36,901. Are you attempting here to protect agricultural land whioh is 
subject to damage from annual fioodsP-We have made endeavours to 
check the damage done by the floods coming down from the Siwalik Hills 
by keeping the streaIl1B in their courses, but we have not met with much 
success; we can only erect small bunda, and they generally get washed away. 

36,902. Is it true that you are exploiting your forests without regard to 
t,he agricultural interest.s?-I should have said 'Dot; I do not quite follow 
the question. 

36,903. Do you think your Forest Department is apathetic concerning 
the interests of the agriculturi.sts?-No, not at all. 

36,904. Is it true that your department would not shrink from levying 
fees and enhancing them, however harmful it might be to agricultural 
interestsP-No, it is not true. 

36,905. Is it true that, owing to the number of wild animals in your 
forests, the number of men and women killed is sometimes tremendous?
No. 

36,906. In your general forestry work, do you not do your best to show 
the utmost consideration to thE' legitimate in~rests of people in the neigh
bourhoodP-Yes, we do our best always. 

36,907. Mr. Kamat: On page 332 in your note you lay down a policy as 
to fixing grazing fees, and you say: "Fo!" example, assume that the market 
value of a herd of 100 head is &.10,000, the owner's net profit at 5 per 
cent. should be R.s.500; say his revenue is &.1,000 and his other expenses 
are Rs.100, then he can afford &.400 for forest grazing: &.4 per head." 
It _ms to me that in this calculation his percentage of profit or his 
revenue is based on hypothetical figuresP-Entirely. 

36,908. If that is the case, would it be quite fair to fix a fee on purely 
hypothetical data P-I never intended that the fees should ,be fixed on such 
data; I merely put that in by way of explaining what I meant when I 
said that the grazing fee should be fixed on a commercial basis. 

36,909. Yes, but the point is. how are you to get at the commercial 
basisP It should not be arrived at on hypothetical data?-No, I quite 
agree; that was merely explanatory of my point, not that I ever intended 
to calculate grazing fees in that particular way. 

36,910. This partlCular example may be explanatory, but the principle 
on w,hich you propostl to arrive at your level of grazing fees is not correct, 
hecause all the while you are assuming what his profit is going to be and 
what his revenue is going to be, and on that you fix the level of your 
fees ?-But .0 grazing fees have ever been fixed by such a met,hod; they 
are all far below that limit. If that tprinciple were followed, we should base 
it Olb collected data, not on hypothesis. 

36,911. But is it a workable principle to assume that the profit is so 
much? Surely you must fix your fees on some other basisP-We might 
not be able to work it out in that way'. We have just the same difficulty 
8S to the price of timber, and we are getting over that difficulty generally 
by putting it up to auction. 
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36,912. There you get the data because there is oompetitive biddingP
Yes; "'e might do the same thing with regard to commercial grazing. 

36,913. That means changing the principle?-Yes. 
36,914. You would not then be adopting this arbitrary principleP-l 

never had any intention of fixing grazing fees on assumed figures that 1 
really knew nothing about; . these figures were really only by way of explana
tion of my ide').. 

36,915. Mr. Pim: Is the opposition to your operations diminishingP-Yes, 
dibtinctly diminishing. 

36,916. Would you say that the advantages are becoming recognised by 
the villager!! in the immediate neighbourhood?-Yes, I should, very much 
so; the Divisional Officer told me the other day that he had hopes of per
suading some villages 1'0 enclose areas on their own account for the grass, 
and work them in rotation without any afforestation at a!l. 

36,917. You suggest communal forests; do you think there are hopes of 
these being practicable in this area?-Yes, I should think more so tnere 
than anywhere else. 

;$6,918. More so there than in the hills?-Yes. 

36,919. ,sir Henry Luwrence: You mention that the shooting rules are 
based on ~ntiment. Has the sentiment of preservation of lif", becom~ 
Bufficiently strong to become an instinct?-Both the English and the IndIans 
are very keen on sport. I think that a very large body of public opinion 
would decry any proposal that all sport should become extinct in the interests 
of either agriculture or forests. 

36,920. Do you consider that the various species of game would become 
extinct if free shooting were allowed in the forestsP-They w(;uld not become 
extinct, but they would btJCome very much scarcer. 

36,921. The total area of ravine land is 100,000 acres ?-I am afraid I have 
not got the figures here. 

36,922. It is given in this report; out of that you are now dealing with 
14,000 acres?-Yes. 

36,923. SiT Ganga Ram: Besides sal, what timber have you got here?-A. 
certain amount of deodar in Chakrata, near Debra Dun. 

36,924. Have you. ever thought of starting a resin industry from deodar? 
-We have a large resin industry with a big factory near Bareli. 

36,925. Do you supply sleepers to the railways in your Province?-We 
supply all the metre gauge lines. 

36,926. Is not lal Buited for broad gauge sleepers?-We have not got 
many forests which will supply timber for broad gauge sleepers. 

36,927. What other industries are you attempting?-Matchmaking, paper
making. 

36,928. Have you dono any research in bambooP-No; we have very little 
b:\mooo in the Unitea Provinces. 

36,929. From what do you propose to make paper pulp P-I had mentioned 
the industries which the Central Research Institute at Dehra Dun is taking 
up. 

36,930. From the raw material of your Provinoe?-It is not really from 
this Province; but they have made paper from the coarse gra~s. 

36,931. Has no research been done on the raw produce of your forests for 
the llurpose of paper pulpP-Yes, our grass }>.a~ been tried. 

36,932. Not bambooP-No. 
36,933; Bamboo was tried iu Burma?-Yes. 
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36,934. Have you not got much bamboo in the Bareilly district?-No. 
36,935. Have you any big falls in the upper ranges of rivers from which 

electricity can ~e generated ?-Yes, I behevtl SO; there was a hydro-electric 
survey. 

36,936. Are there big falls from which a large amount of electricity can 
be generated just as we are going to do in the PUhjab ?-I do not know much 
about hydro-electric matters. 

36,937. Are there any pertllwial falls here ?-There must be some. 
36,9:38. Do you freely supply seedlings to the public, to the zamindars 

and others, if they want to increase their plantations ?"-so far as we have 
been doing the entire work for them; we have not been supplying the seed
lings. 

36,939. Is there no demand frOID the people P For instance, do you grow 
walnuts at all P-We do not grow walnuts. 

'36,940. Do you allow people to grow potatoes as interculture on any of 
your freshly-planted land P-Large areas of forest were taken and potatoes 
were grown on them, but we have never voluntarily given up land for potato 
cultivation. 

36,941. Is not interculture with potatoes possible in any of the forests?
Potato cultivation is destructive to all kinds of cultivation afterwards. 

36,942. I mean inter-cultivation?-We have not tried it. 
36,943. Have you any Crown lands which you could give for agricultural 

purposes on lease to people who pass out from the Agricultural College?
I should not like to say that none of the lands we hold are uncultivable; 
some are cultil'able, but our policy is to retain land for forests, We have 
a very small area at present in the ProvInce and the policy of the Govern
J)lent is not to diminish it. 

36,944. Sir Thoma. Middleton: You said just now that potato cultivation 
was very destructive in forest areas; is that because of the soil erosion which 
takes placeP-Yes; many of the hill sides in Kumaon become eroded entirely 
owing to potato cultivation. 

36,945. Would it be possible to cultivate potatoes ~afely if the lands were 
carefully terraced?-Yes; but it would not pay, I understand. 

36,946. Is there no terracing in the district?-There is for certain crops, 
but not for potatoes because the land is fit for potatoes for a year or two 
only and .it would not pay them to terrace. 

36,947. Are manures used in potato cultivationP-No. 
36,948. Cultivators depend, I suppose, on the ash which they get when they 

burn down the forestP-Forest land produces exoellent results for a year or 
two and then it is left fallow. 

36,949. Because there is nothing more to burnP-Not because of the 
burning; but it seems to be incapable of producing anything further. 

36,950. The excellence of the crop in the first instanoe is due to the burning 
of the forest brushwoodP-lt is due to the accumulated rot of forest produce 
for centuries; we call it humus. 

36,951. You mentioned Rs.80 per acre as being the average cost of afforesta
tion. How long is your ordinary rotation under such circumstancesP-We 
expect the babul rotation, the principal tree we have grown, to be about 
forty years. 

36,952. Do you reckon compound interest on your original costP-No. 
36,953. The question of interest does not trouble youP-That includes simple 

interest at 4 per cent., not compound interest. 
Mr. F. F. R. Channer. 



36,954. You refer to areas in Garhwal and Naini Tal districts where it 18 

not only impo88ible to obtain satisfactory natnral regeneration and wh~re 
the villager. get no real benefit from the forests because of the excesslve 
grazing?-Yes; it is not only in Kumaon but everywhere. 

36,955. The reference was to Naini Tal and Garhwal districts on page 8 of 
your note. You go on to say that closure .creates fierce local resentment?
Ves. 

36,956. Vou point out that the only way of meeting the difficulty is by 
educating the villager to the damage that he is doing himself?-Yes. 

36,957. Hu any attempt ever been made to provide that education either 
by the Forest Department or by the Agricultural Department?-A great deal. 
has been done hy individual Forest Officers oonstantly talking to villagers; 
we have had no organised campaign of village lectures. 

36,958. What is the area affected in these districts?-About 4,000 square 
miles. 

36,939. Would it be possible for the Forest Department to enclose an area 
of 1,000 or 2,000 acres and show what could be done by grazing a suitablEl 
number of cattle on that area, so that your Forest Officers might talk in 
villages with some experience behind them ?-We have done that; we have 
many enclosed plantations in Kumaon where they see the results of enclosures-. 
They appreciate very much what we have done in' those areas. 

36,960. I am trying to asoortain the possibilitv of converting your estimate 
of the valne to be got out of forest grazing from a hypothetical figure into 
a real one. If you could show that there were profits to be made on 1,000 or 
2.000 acres when encWsed and properly grazed, there might be BOme chance· 
of convincing the villager?~What they want is food for their cattle; there' 
are too many cattle. 

36,961. Would it not be possible by demonstration to show that by keeping, 
a smaller number of cattle they would be better off than with over stocked 
grazing?-I think the only solution is to get them to control the breeding 
entirely. 

36,962. I think that the policy of the Forest Department for very many 
years has been cheap grass and dear grazing?-I should think our grazing 
is very cheap. 

36,963. We were told in another Province that, at a conference of Forestry 
Officers in 1913, it was laid down that the proper policy to pursue would be 
a policy of making the grass cheap but the.grazing dear?-Yes; but I am 
afraid we have never followed it. 

36,964. We asked whether in that particular Province the policy was 
followed and we were told no, and I suppose the' same is the case in the 
United Provinces?-Yes; the opposition is too great. 

36,965. So that although Forest Officers know what ought to be done they 
are making no progress towards the acoomplishment of their objectP-That 
is so. 

36,966. Rllja Sir Rampal Singh; On the first page of your note, you say 
the rules affecting grazing a.re scrutinised every ten years?-Yes. 

36,967. Bv whom are they scrutinised, by departmental officers or by 
Government ?-By bot-h. When a working plan is revised the special officer 
in charge of the working plan goes into all the questions involved, including 
grazing, and makes proposals which he considers will meet the needs of 
the villagers and the necessities of the forest as far as possible. That is 
referred to the Collector of the district and the Commissioner for their 
approval, and the objections of villagers and landholders a.re bea.rd and 
an inquiry made into th~ whole matter. 
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36,968. Are non-officials consulted alsoP-There is no regular system of 
committees for con.sulting them, or anything of that kind, but the local 
non-()/licial people are always consulted. 

36,969. Only when they make objections?-Yes. 
36,970. They are not consulted when the rules are framedP-That would 

rest with the ·Collector. If the Collector thought there was someone whose 
advice was worth having, he would probably con.sult him. 

36,971. 'Dhese rules depend on the sanction of the Commissioner and the 
Collector?-Yes; no grazing rules ever go up to Government without the 
approval of the district a.uthorities. It is not, however, the rules that 
are revised every ten years; it is the area in the forest open to grazing 
w·hich is revised. 

36,972. On the second page you observe that villagers who get their fuel 
free pell their cowdung to other villagers. Is that due to ignorance on 
their part?-Partly. At the place where I found them doing that, however, 
I was told they were cultivators who had no rights whatever in the land, 
and who therefore cared nothing for its improvement. They practise a good 
deal of shifting cultivation, so that the value of manuring the land does 
not appeal to them at nil. 

36,973. Do you grow babul trees on this ravine land you are planting?
We grow them a good deal, yes. 

36,974. You told us you had nurseries from which trees were transplanted. 
Do you have nurseries for babul trees alsoP-With babul we use chiefly the 
method of direct BOwing, but we have grown them in nurseries also. We 
experiment with nurseries for all trees, to see whether the system pays us 
better than diJ'ect sowing. 

36,975. ,What other trees do you growP-We grow a tree called siris, and 
khair, a kind of acacia from which a dye is made, and shisham. 

36,976. What grazing fees do you charge, on the average, per head of 
cattleP-The general average is Its. 1.8.0 for a buffalo and 12 annas for" 
cow, per year. 

36,977. What is the taulI.gyn system you mentionP-The villagers are 
allowed to cultivate a forest from which the trees have been cut down, and 
are under contract to sow lines of trees in between their lines of crops. 
The lines of trees are generally about ten feet apart. They plough up the 
land, put in the trees and sow their crops in between the lines of trees. 
'Ihey are allowed to go on cultivating the same land for about five years, 
until the trees are well up, and they have to replace any failures in the 
following years, protect the trees from wild animals, and do the weeding, 
which is an essential part of forest plantation work. 

36,978. Has this system been tried by your DepartmentP-Yes. It has 
beeu very successful in the Gorakhpur district. It depends on having u. 
brge popl1lation and a "mall area of land available. 

36,979. You hope for a reduction in the number of cattle by more attention 
to breeding?-Yes. 

36,980. Has any attempt been made in that direction ?-My point, of 
course, is the control rather than the improvement of breeding. Improve
ment will, of course, result' as a natural consequence, but if the herds, 
instead of being allowed to lI'ander all over the country just as they ohoose, 
were controlled, these enormous herds, which are of no value to anyone, 
would not exist. 

36,981. The effect of that would be to decrease the number of cattleP
Yes. 

36,982. So that the price of cattle would rise?-So many of these cattle 
are underRil'.ed, underfed and of no value for any purpose whatever. The 
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r-eople do not even attempt to get any milk from many of them; BOme of 
them only give a pint a day, which is not worth the trouble of collecting. 

36,[>83. CAnnot their caJves be soldP-There is a oertain trade in calves, 
,,·hich are sent down country, and a good many of the animals are used for 
",aulage, but the same amount of work could be acoomplished with a smaller 
number of hetter animals. The life of an animal put into cart work is very 
~hort at the present time. 

36,984. Has not t,he price of bullocks risen during the last ten yearsP
The price of everything has risen in the last ten years. 

36,985. Yes, but our cultivators find great difficulty nowadays in getting 
bullocks at a price they can afford to pay. If the number were decreased 
I am afraid the price would become even higher than at presentP-PO&Sibly, 
but I think the advantage of having a smaller number of good cattle rather 
than a va;;t number of useless animals would make itself felt. 

36,986. Sir GOIII'}U ROlIn.: Have you any light railways for transpor~ 
purposes in forest areas?-Yes, two. 

36,987. What gauge are theyP-Two feet. 
36,988. Do you use steam locomotives on that gaugeP-Yes. 
36,989. I~ your hydraulic press for baJing grws?-Yes. 

36,990. What type is itP-.Te!!SOp's. 
36,991. Then its capacity is not very great. Have you carried out sny 

... ·seareh into the growing of fruit trees or similar trees of commercial 

.. alueP-No. We do not go outside our proper functions as a rule. 
:36.992. There is a tremendous demand in the commercial world for lemon 

oil, for instanceP-Yes. There are, of course, many oils which have great 
commercial value. 

36,993. Are there Illany roads in your areas devoid of bridgesP-No. We 
have many un metalled roads, and some of the District Board roads are very 
bad, particularly in forest areaa, but they generally have bridges. 

36,994. It is only the condition of the road that is badP-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

PUNDIT COVIND BALLA~H' PANT, Naini Tal. 

Replies tor Questionnaire. 
qUESTION 2.-AGRICIILTURAL EDUOATloN.-The efficiency of the agricul

tUl'lst and his capaeity to benefit by any special training in agriculture 
8.re ~etermined by the genel'al level of his culture and equipment. Con
s.derlDg the low percentage of litt'lrates in the Province and the very small 
number of boys who read up to the upper primary stage, it is, obv;ously, 
ollly: ~ very email proportion of the agricultural population which can 
anlJ! Itself of any opportunity for a special training in agriculture. In 
order to remove this drawback, it is necessary to adopt a. vigorous policy 
of mass education and to give it R distinct agricultural bias from the 
very outset. To take the questions serially:-

(i) The supply is insufficient. 
(ii) There is an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities 1D 

many districts as there is only one vocational school at Bulandshahr 
in addition to :;he higher grade college at Cawnpore. In particular 
there is urgent need for such an institution in Kumaon which, owing 
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to its peculiar physical characteristics calls for special treatment. 
Kumaon consists of the hilly districts with the submontane zone known 
as Terai and Bhabar and is clearly distinguishable from the rest of 
the Provinoe. The nature of the. country, the land tenure as well as 
the methods of cultivation, differ from those in vogue in the lower 
Province. No investigatIOn has, I believe, been made so farl into the 
agricultural probleJnB of Kumaon, I!:nd it should not be deferred any 
further. 

(iii) Yes, ~o far as possible. 
(iv) Yes. 
(v) Mostly, the hope of getting employment in Government service. 
(vi) As most of the population is agricultural, the pupils are prob-

ably drawn from them, but people take to agricultural education not 
because of any special taste for it, but mainly with a view to securing 
some job. So long as the Bulandshahr school had not been started, 
the. Cawnpore College was the only institution, and it was meant for 
the training of prospective kanu1l.gos, &c., and not for preparing 
agriculturists for their natural yocation. 

(viii) Nature study should form part of the curriculum in primary 
schools, school plotd should be attached to middle schools,. and school 
farms to normal schools for giving instruction in agriculture as suggested 
hereafter. " 

(ix) The majority of students used to find employment in Government 
service. 

(x) The department should inv~tigate local conditions, should publish 
the results, . clearly stating the type of agricultural activity which 
will suit different localities, the amount of money and material that 
will be needed to work it and the profits that it will yield. The depart
ment should help the mlddle-class qualified youth desirous of starting 
an agricultural career with part of the required capital, which should 
be recovered in easy in.talments. If he wants to settle on Govern
ment land, Government should grant him sufficient land for the purpose 
on reasonable ieru::s. It is necessary to give every possible encourage
ment to educated and trained young men to settle in rural areas, 
with a view to developing agriculture on improved lines. The Govern
ment will be relieved, to a. certain extent, if "farming and other agri
cultural pursuits are undertaken by private individuals on their own 
account, as in such localities the department need not run any farms 
at its own cost. It is also desirable to attract young men to this 
profession to check the growth of unemployment among the educated 
middle classes. In every case it should be easy for the Governmllnt 
to render pe.Juniary assistance to those young men who own land and 
are prepared to hypothecate it for the repayment of any capital advanced 
to them. There should be no difficulty in the way of Government 
advancing seed and implements and off<>ring sound technical advice 
to such youths, if they start farms of their own. A large number of 
young men can be accomJllodated in the Government estates if the 
Government can protect them against the deleterious effects of a 
malarial ·climate. 

(xi) No arrangements exist at present, but probably the department 
can anange for some special short courses at big farms. 

(xii) Higher agricultural education should be imparted at the Agri
cultural College, Cawnpore. The number of vocational schools of the 
Bulandshahr type should be increased and established in different parts 
of the Province, with due regard to the physical characteristics and 
the crops raised in different areas. Agricultural classes should be 
opened in normal schools, and agriculture should be one of the suh
jects prescribed for the vernacular middle examination. The Cawn-
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pore College abould be affiliated to the University of Agra, and there 
should be a Faculty of Agriculture in that University. The agricul
tural schools should be under the Department of Agriculture and 
agricultural instruction in vernacular schools should form· part of 
the curriculum of those schools under the Department of Public 
Instruction. The Local Government should finance all those institu
tions. There should be an Agricultural Development Board in whica 
the non-offieial members of the Legislative Council, the Faculties of 
Agriculture of the different Universities in this Province, the Boards 
of High School and Intermediate Education, Industries lind t.he 
Departments of Agriculture and Public Instruction should be repre
sented. This Board will aerve as a central c~rdinating body,an!l 
will look after the proJllotion of agriculture in the Province, and. 
will advise the Minister of Agriculture in matters pertaining to agri-. 
culture. Schemes of agricultural development should be placed before 
this Board before they are recommended to the Finance Committee. 
The Board should form small committees for different physical and 
agricultural blocks of the Province, the present circles being adopted 
for the present with Kumaon as a separate circle. There should be 
at least one school in each circle. 

QUJlSTION 3.-DBMON8TRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-Actual demonstration, at 
demonstration falms, of simple processes which are within the reach of 
an average cultivator ImpreSl!es the cultivator more than anything 
else. Such farms should be established in the midst of a group of five 
or ten villages. The farms need not be very large, but will require 
careful management. The cultivator should bl! taken into the demon
strators' confidence and the details of the process adopted should be explained 
lit every stage, at le&l;t to the holders of the neighbouring fields. The 
d('partment may hire a field from a cultivator and the cultivator may 
himself be persuaded to lun it on the lines demonstrated. A Beed store 
should be attached toll the farm, and, if possible, the department should 
also stock some implements which it should be prepared to give out on 
hire or to sell on the instalment system to cultivators for their own use. 

Agricultural experts should be :nspired by a genuine spirit of service, 
should have an understanding of, and sympathy with, the unsophisticated. 
Indian cultivator who, even though illiterate, is thoroughly versed in his 
vocation and knows everything concerning his business. It is mostly on 
account of want of capital and information that he is still sticking to 
old methods. The method of protecting crops against insects and pests 
should be clearly explained to him while being practically demonstrated 
at the farm. If the experts make it a point to move .freely in his midst, 
try to understand his difficulties, sympathise with him and thus win his 
confidence, and if mealls can be found to finance him, he can easily be 
persuaded to adopt modern methods. Vernacular and familiar terms for 
measures, &c., should be adopted in place of English terlDS. 

A few instances of failure can be mentioned. Demonstrations at exhibi
tions and the working of the Hadi process of sugar manufacture were shown 
at various places, but they seldom won the confidence of the farmer. The 
tube-well system has cost a lot. but cannot be said to have succeeded, mainly 
because of its prohibitive cost and the delay and defects involved in 
in~talling it. 

QUJlSTION 4.-ADHINlsTRATlO!'l.-(a) Every endeavour should be made to 
make the ProvinceE self-contained in the matter of expert knowledge and 
skill. Agriculture being a Transferred Subject, and being 80 largely 
dependeut on local conditions, can best be handled by experts in the 
different Provinces under th£.ir respective Governments. The Government 
of India should assist the Provinces financially instead of increasing their. 
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own scientific staff. The Agricultural Department of the Government of 
India can always advise Local Governments 80 as to avoid unnecessary over
lapping and waste by occasional conferences of provincial Ministers and 
Directors. 

(b) There should be adequate scientific staff for the necessary work of 
the Local Governments, and the Government of India may render financial 
assistance to them, which it should do at least so long as it does not 
completely remit the provincial contribution fixed under the Meston award. 

(c) A thoroughly satisfactory state of affairs can only be secured by 
completely Indianising the services. A foreigner not only cannot reach 
the root causes of agricultural problems, a great many of which are, in 
India, interconnected with social usages, but, further, a great loss is 
occasioned through all his valuabltl experience being lost with the officer 
on his retirement. At present, an important part of the United Provinces, 
viz., Kumaon, which is full of potentialities, has been practically deprived 
of the State activities for agricultural development, whether research, 
investigation, demonstration, propaganda or teaching. As Kumaon con
sists mostly of hill districts, where transport difficulties form a serious 
obstacle to the import of food grains and provisions from outside, it is 
important. that every effort should be made to make the division produce 
sufficient ordinary food~tuffs to JIleet its demands. Agricultural develop
ment cannot be achieved except thl'ough a network of easy communications. 
It is necessary to improve and extend the roads in Kumaon as, in their 
absence, neither agricultural implements nor good varieties of seed can 
be carried to villages, nor can agricultural produce be carried to the 
markets. Cattle bre.-ding, dairying, fruit culture and preservation, should 
be developed. The possibilities of viDe culture which has been admirably 
successful in the Swiss mountains may be im'estigated for the raisin 
industry, &c. Potato forms an iJnportant crop in Kumaon and, as the 
harvest alternates with the plains crop, it exports large quantities to the 
plains. The cultivation of the crop should be developed. The higher 
altitu.les are specially congenial to sheep breeding for wool. There is a 
certain amount of sheep breeding practised at present in the Kumaon divi
sion, but the methods followed are not. up to date, with the result that 
·wool of an inferior type is produced. This wool -is supplied to factories 
in the Province which manufacture woollen cloth. Improvement is urgently 
called for in the qUlllity of this wool. There are numerous hill streams 
which can be utilised, if properly harnessed for cottage industry and irriga
tion .and steps should be taken to utilise their hydraulic power. 

QUBSTION 6.-~'INANCl!.-Unless some methods are devised to render 
financial l18!<ista.noe to the cultivator, he cannot make use of any technical or 
improved methods of agriculture. At this stage, there is little hope of 
private bodies working on a co-operative basis for this purpose. At least, 
as Itn experimental measure, the system of supplying agricultural imple
ments to cultivators on an instalmenlt system should be tried. The present 
method of advancing seed! on loa.IlJ should be extended. Taccavi advances 
should be realised in easy instalments, and adva.nce.;; Should not be made 
in cash through tahsil subordinates, but by mea.ns of cheques on some bank 
or treasury. The present system is very rigid and sometimes oppressive. 
The Government should have a primary charge on the crop for the seed 
advanced and on the implement.9 and liv~tock for the tools and plants 
supplied by them, and legislation should be resorted to to effect this if 
necessary. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNEss.-(a) The agriculturist is deeply 
indebted. The average Hize of a holding is not adequate, and its produce 
is not usually sufficient for his needs. The rate of interest which he has 
to pay is very beavy,and ~t varies inversely with his resources. The 
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agriculturist lives a hand-to-mouth life and has to face occa.sionally the 
stress of bad weather and poor harvests, and is also required to make pro
vision for marriages and other social functions. Once in debt, it becomes 
irnpolltlible for him to get out of it. He ordinarily borrows money from 
the village moneylender or zamindar. He is often obliged to take a loon 
from the dealer to be repaid by hisl crop at harvest time when prices are 
very low. Th~ amount goes on augmenting lilt a high rate of compound 
interest; I() the debt is »ever completely liquidated. 

(b) I feel that the agriculturist cannot be saved and set on the road 
to redemption or advancement until he is relieved from the village money
lender. No bank can advance money to him on a reasonable rate of 
interest, nor can the system of ClO-()perative credit be applied sucoossfully 
80 long as his debts are not cleared, which no society at the outset ca·n 
afford to do. I strongly rooommend that the Government should liquidarr,e 
the debt and recover it with 4nterest at, say, 8 per cent. by means of 
eaBY ill8ta.iments in CIllil6 of soh'ent agriculturists. It should be the first 
charge on the crops, impleJmmts and holdings, and if any tenant is in 
default a8 regards payment, it should be open to the Oollector to confisc·~te 
his holding and to setJtle it on another agricUilturist, without prejudicing 
the l'ightll of tbe landhcIder. It should nat be difficult for the Government; 
to raise 8j development Joan for such a purpose at 41 to 6 per cent. So, 
if proper care is taken, there should be little risk involved in suah an 
arrangement. The cultivator, after he has been once redeemed in this 
manner, should not be allowed to raise any further loan except for real 
necessity. If 8uoh a suggestion is adopted, it will be necessary to take 
special measures by means of legislation. All details will have to be 
worked out. It will be wholesome to restrict the credit of cnltiV1lltors, 
but it WliH not be equitable to do so 80 long as his previoua liabilities are 
outstanding. The extent of agricultural indebtedn888 is very great, and 
the suggestion that I am making is not very easy or simple; but I am 
convinced, that unless some bold step is taken in this direction, we cannot 
begin the oonstructive process. I would urge that it should be tried, at 
least in selected areas. 

QUB8TION 7.-FRAGMENTATION OJ! HOLDINGs.-In the present state of 
agricultural poverty and lack of other avenues for employment, it is difficult 
to prevent fragmentation. Legislation can prohibit the sub-division of a
holding through the oourts where it reduces the. gjze below a certain 
minimum, but no law can prevent co-sharers in a holding from sub-dividing 
it by mutual consent. The law of inheritance is too deep-rooted to 
admit of any tampering in any form. . 

(b) Some little fragmentation of the holding is unavoidable on account d 
the different kinds of soil and the allocation of different blocks to different 
crops, but there· is still enough of room for oonsolidation. Protracted 
inquiries by l"IlSponsible officers have led them to the conclusion tha.t at 
the present stage no compulsion can be helpful. Persuasion and propa.
ganda are, therefore, the only available means for securing this purp06El. 

QuESTION 8.-IRRIGATION.-No efforts have been made for the extension 
of irrigation channels from the perennial streams in Kumaon. The surface 
of the mountains being naturaLly steep, even & short break in the rains 
produces disastrous results. The system of irrigation should be adopted 
by means of channels from the running streams. 

QUBSTION 9.-.soILs.-In view of the extensive canal projects in the 
United Provinces it will be worth while to investigate the causes of the 
formation of alkali soils, whioh will ena-bie us to guard against serious 
damage. 

QUESTION 1O.-FERTILISERs.-Considerable impoverishment of land must 
ooour due to increased pressure of crops; and as a consequence of the 
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tremendous exports of grain crops which are continuously removing largl:> 
quantities of fertilizing ingredients from the soil, never to be returned 
into it. In addition, export of large quantities of oil seeds and cakes leads 
to serious depletion of fertility, not only by direct loss due to their non-use 
as manure,b~ still more by deterioration of live stock. The question of 
difficulties attendant on the export of liquid oil must not be IIIllowed to 
stand in the way of progress. Another argument, that restriction in the 
t·xport of oil cakes will affect the direot income oj, the cultivator, cannot 
also hold, because the increased fertility of his land due to manuring and 
improvement in his live stock will more than compe,neate for this. Then 
again the export of bones is causing irrepara.ble loss to the country, and 
.should forthwit,h be stopped. 

(b) [n the neighbourhood of forests ample f.nel should be provided to the 
cultivators, and in other places arrangement should be made for planting 
groves for the supply of more fuel. 

QUESTION ll.--(}nops.-(a) (iv). 'Wild anim'llis cause considerable damage 
to crops, especially on the outskirts of the forests. The method of pro
tecting crops by means of masonry walls ereoted on the borders has prayed 
successful in certain parts of Terai and Bhabar estates. The system should 
be extended, and where masonry walls cannot be had wire fencing should 
be set up. Some experiments were recently made by some zamindars 
of Kashipur, and they proved quite effective. Licences fcr fire arms should 

. be given freely to villagers living in villages near forests. Considerable 
damage is done to the crops oy wild beasts in Kumoon, and even some. 
persons ,are killed annually hy them; in some cases one single tiger or 
leopard is known to have killed a consideraMe numbe,r of human beings. 
Arms licences should not be refused to those who want them, and not 
only muzzle-loading but also breech-loading gun licences should be freely 
.sanctiorled. Besides, there should be no restriction in the matter of 
shooting wild beMtll by arms licence holders. 

QUESTION 14.-IMPLEMENTs.-Improved implements of simple types have 
good scope, but the use of extensive labour-saving machinery will be only· 
limited owing to human labour being easily available. Implements should, 
hcwev9r, be within the means of the cultivator; costly or complicated 
machines are not suitable. 

(b) (,,ollvincing demonstrations in the economy a.nd use of the imple
ments and financial assistance are essential. Implements may be supplied 
to cultivators on the insta.1ment system or on hire. There are practical 
diffioulties in replacing the indigenous implements wholesale. Mechanics 
cannot be found in villages to repair them, .parts cannot be obtained in the 
rural areas, holdIings are not compact and the cattle are not strong enough 
to work heavy implem€lllts. Indigenous implements have stood the test 
of time and, so far as possible, they should be improved, as very few people 
w ill be able to make use of costly or novel substitutes. Substantial 
encouragement should be given to Indians for investment in manufacturing 
enterprises, and effective steps should be taken to turn out well-trained 
agricultural engineers. 

QUESTION 17.-AGll.WULTURAL INDUSTll.IEs.-(a) About nine months in the 
yeM; in the slack sea.son he has nothing to do, all industrial avenues being 
blocked. 

(b) Demonstration and propaganda and facilities for technical training 
and marketing of oommodities. Handspinning and handweavillg can be 
universally introdu«ed. These do not require any great training or skill, and 
do not call for costly tools. They wall not be an innovation but will be 
things familiar· to the countryside, and people can take to them with alacrity. 
Raw material for spinning can be had everywhere. It is difficult to 
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imagine a simpler and more suitable form of industry capable of universal 
introduction which can usefully employ a man or a woman whether old or 
young, strong or irifirm, in his or her idle hours. !Subsidiary agricultural 
induBtries that can be adopted in Kumaon with Government aid are bee 
cult.ure, sericulture, basket work, fruit preserving, making raisins, &c., 
from grapes, working up hemp and other fibre materials, spinning and 
wea.v-ing of wQ{)l. 

(c) Lack of capital, of technical knowledge of the economics of produc
tiO!l, transport and marketing difficulties, and restrictions imposed by the 
Forest DepartmElnt. 

(d) Yes, as long as the people are not sufficiently aroused to stimulate 
private initiative. 

(c) Undoubtedly. The German beet suga,r industry owes its success 
chiefly to agricultural. workers finding employment in fa.ctomes during the 
idle period, 

QUESTION IS.-AGRICULTURAL LABouR.-There is a shortage orf agricultural 
labour in the Terai and Bhabar Government estates. Labourers are generally 
offered a large adv,ance by the cultivators to tempt them to settle there. In 
order to prevent them from leaving the village, agreements were obtai.ned 
from them in writing and action under the Workmen's Breach of Contract 
Act was ta,ken, in some cases every year, to fetch back tlhe abscondmg 
Labourers. This Act has boon abolished by the Legislative A£sembly and 
the cultivators are as a body upset on this account. It indioates that, left 
to themselves, the labourers would perhaps not like to stay there. 

As I have stated elsewhere, there are extensive tracts of CUltivable land in 
the estates which are lying waste. The main difficulty is the climate,; it 
is very unhealthy. If effective measures were taken to remove the malarial 
drawback by a suitable system of drainage and pure water supply, and 
sanitary residential buildings were provided, it would go a long way to mitI
gate the present difficulty. If zamindari rights are conferred on the farmers 
who settle there, it w.ould serve as an irresistible attraction. Measures for 
the improvement of the health conditions of the tract, along with a liberal 
system of la.nd tenure, will facilitate the development of this area. 

QUESTION 19.-FoRESTs.-Forest lands 'are ordina.rily worked in the 
manner best suited to their exploitation by the Forest Department and not 
out of regard for agricultural progress or interests. In Kumaon there has 
been OOllBtant friction between the agricultural population and the .Iforeslt 
Department owing to the apathy of the .J!'orest management towards the 
agriculturist. So far the Forest Department has cut away and sold large 
natural forests and have planted comparatively very few. In reserved 
areas tihe facilities for grazing given to villagers are not adequate. As the 
department ordinarily does not limit the number that can graze on payll1g 
fees and striotly restricts the rights of the villagers, it appears that the 
number of villagers' cattle is not limited because the forest cannot stand 
any further grazing. The dep:artment would not shrink from levying fees 
or enihancing them, if such action added to its income, however harmful it 
might be to larger agricultural interests. It does not hesitate to dispose 
of forest produce nooded for agricultural purposes to traders who export it 
in large quantities from the neighbourhood of villages to distant places. 
This mlaterially hampers the villagers in their every day work for fL c,on
sider able time. 

Tille rules of 'bhe J!'orest Department are very rigid and the lot of the 
vilLagers living in the neighbourhood of forests is often unenviable. In 
some cases boundary pillars of reserved forests stand on the edges of culti
vated fields, leaving no room for extension of CUltivation .• 1£ cattle stray 
into the forest they are sent to the pound though there be no fence or wall 
separnting the forest from the village land. 
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Agricultural lands are also included in the forests sometimes and even 
when tibey are of little use to the Forest Department they are not restored 
to the agriculturist if ,once the department has got hold of them. 'l'he 
policy of rigid -reservation of focests in the midst of disarmed people is 
fraught with serious danger as it leads to the destruction of crops and 
cattle and even human life, sometimes the number of men and women killed 
being tremenoous. Rural economy should not be disturbed 80 far as 
possible and the needs and requirements of the agricultural people in the 
neighbourhood should reoeive primary consideration ·in the matter of forest 
management in every legitimate manner, and it should not be costly. 
Lands which are not fit for agriculture but can be used f,or afforestation 
can be profitably utilised for this purpose. 

QUE8110N 20.-MARKETING.-The agriculturist seldom takes his farm 
produce direct to the market. It is ordinarily his practice to oorrow money 
for seed and for his maintenance while the crop is ;;rowing. As soon as 
the crop is ready, his banker gets hold of almost the entire stock, which he 
yalnes lit a substantial disoount, and after meeLinl; the Immediate dpmsnd 
on a.ccount of rent and wa.ter rate, etc., he sets it off against the outstanding 
amount, charging interest at about 25 per ceIllt. per annum, and strikes 
the balanoe which goes on accumulating and expanding during the next 
six months. By far the vast majority of cultivators are victims of thIS 
process by which the entire stock is absorbed on the threshing floor. .l:Ie 
cannot be assisted or relieved materially by means of elaborate bulletiM. 
Same remedy should be found for his indebtedness and the Government should 
take up the question of liquidating his debts or offering security therefor 
to his creditor. This is the most stupendous obstacle to agricultural pro
gress, including free movement of agricultural produce to the best market. 

(d) Marketing of agricultural products should be .organised on co-operati\'e 
lines and such information should be made available to the agriculturist 
through associations, though this can be introduced in very few localities 
for some time to oome. 

QrE8TION 22.-Co-oPERATION.-The Report of the Committee on Co-opera
tion published last year deals with this subject exhaustively. 

Apart from the moral and material drawbll(!ks to the growth of the 00-

operllitive system on normal lines on a.coount of poverty, ignorance and lack 
of the spirit of self-help fostered by a. burea.ucra.tic Government, the indebted.
ness of the tenants is a serious obstacle. Co-operative societies cannot 
prosper when the .members are indebted to other creditors. .While experi
ments may be made in all directions wherever feasible, the department 
should ooncentrate on rural credit societies. Legislation in the cases 
mentionl'd in sub-section (c) seems desirable. 

QUESTION 23.-GENERAL EDucATION.-The existing system of education IS 

too literary and theoretic. It is not related to the environment in which 
the students grow. It does not take lliOCOunt of the needs of the classes who 
attend school. It creates a sort of aversion for manual la.bour and does not 
develop the spirit (If oourage, enterprise, initiative or constructive eifort, 
in as large a measure as is neoesaa.ry. 

The agriculturist should be kept in touch with his vocation by practical 
opera.tions at every stage of rural eduoation, as I ha.ve suggested in the 
beginning. Compulsory education has not been introduced in any rural 
area in this provinoe so far. Apart altogether from tlwse who are handl
oupped by lack of fll(!ilities for education, the boy wh.o gets through the 
primary class is not palpa.bly and demonstratively more eflicient and pro
ductive than one who gives up school earlil'r or does not care to join it at 
all. The system na.turally does not rouse any enthusiasm among the masses 
steeped in oolossal poverty. If the system of education is purged of Its 
foreign element and if it is shaped so as to develop a bias towaros national 
requirements, the difficulty will be overcome to some extent. 
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QuJl8TIOlf 24.-ATTBACTING CAPITAL.-(a) Propaganda. demonstration ana 
extenaion of facilities for adopting agriculture as a vocation. 

(Ii) Lack of means and want of enterprise a.nd knowledge. 

QUE8TIOIf 25.-WBLFARB OP RURAL POPtlLATION.-(a) The supply of pure 
drinking wa.ter should be attended to. People are too poor or too apatJheti(l 
to insist on pure water. In the hill parts of Kumaon. drinking wtater is 
frequently oontaminated at its source. A pure water supply will con
liderably improve health in rural parts. Lantern shows. child welfare and 
maternity schemes. the giving of facilities to educated people. and the 
gnant of 8ubsidies to qualified medical practitioners to induce them to settle 
in rural areas, lectures on hygiene, temperance, &C ... and circulating 
libraries, ue some of the measures which can be introduced to improve the 
lot of the rural population. The Government should also endeavour to build 
up model villages in suitable centres. 

(Ii) Economic survey's should be conducted by Government through com· 
bined official and non-official agency. They should comprise an inquiry intf> 
the economic footors, such as the total wealth of tJhe village, a.nnual income, 
tbe atandard of living, the amount of debt, the oondition of livestock and 
implements, the 'nature of the la.nd tenure, professions followed, crops 
raised, revenue, rent and produce per acre in different classes of soil, exte'!t 
of irrigated la.nd, average longevity, vita.l matters regarding infant 
mortality. birth and death r.ates, &c., age and coat .of marriage, &c., 
number and ages of widows and orphans and their means of living, 
literlWY and facilities for education, use of manures and fertilisers, injury 
by wild bea6ts, ra.tes of interest, nature and value of buildings. rural 
sports, ga.mes and festivals, subsidiary industries, vital statistics regarding 
oattle, veterina.ry arrangements, marketing jjf agricultural produce, facili
ties and condition of communications. sollroes of water supply and their 
condition, stocking of manure and system of drainage, immigration and 
emigration, means of irrigation whetJher by canals, tube wells and masonry 
01' k(ti-cha wells, home.made and foreign cloth used in the village, persons 
working a.broad. money received from work done in other places. number of 
zamindars, tenants, labourers and extent of holding.!>f ea.ch...ciass.--&alllindars 
residing in the village and their· qualifications, pursuits and p .. ..t.iDlGS. 
exports and imports. proportion of males and females, adults and childr .. n 
to popuJa.tion, proximity and effects of forests, &C. . 

QUESTION 26.-BTATIsTIC8.-The Government of India Should orga.lllse a 
department. of stat.ist.ical audit. the main .f.unction of which will be the 
examination of the information collected by Local Governments. The de
partment should be under the Lpgislature arid independent of the executiv.e 
Government: In every case, special pains should be taken by responsible 
officers to test. the V6l'lWity of the statistics collected by local officers. 

Oral Evidence. 

36,995. The Chairman: Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant, you have been good 
enough to provide the Commission with a note of the evidence that you 
wish to place before us. Would you like to supplement tliat by any state. 
ment at this stagei'-I have no specific suggestions to make except one 
that was brought to my notice only yesterday by some of my friends who 
have asked me to tell the Commission that the customs duty on wire fencing 
which is used for the protection of crops against wild beasts is 15 per 
cent., while that on the wire itself is 5 per cent. I <sm not prepared to 
vouch for the accuracy of these figures not. having been a.ble to check them 
myself, but if 'that is so. I think tlhat it is a matter which might be 
taken into consideration. There is also another point which was reported 
to me though I have not myself seen t.he report. I w-as told that certain 
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statements had been made by lome witnesses, at least by one witness, 
questioning the competence of the District Boards to deal with primary 
education. 

36,996. We might "have a discussion about that later. Would you first 
tell the OommisslOn what district you come fromP-Nainital. 

36,997. And nave you, yourself, farming experienceP-I have never been 
a practical agriculturist, but we nave small holdings of our own and I 
have been in touch with them. 

36,998. You' have been brought up amidst rnral surroundingsP-Yes. 
36,999. You point out on the first page of your note of evidence, in 

answer to Questio~ 2 (2), that it is your view that there is an urgent need 
for the extension of teaching facilities in many districts, and then you 
say there is only one vocational school at Bulandshahr in addition to the 
higher grade college at CawnporeP Are you familiar with the school at 
BulandBhahrP-I have heard of it and have studied the question in my 
public capacity, but I have not been to the school myself. 

37,000. At what stage in a boy's career do you suggest that he should 
go to luch a school as BulandshahrP-I think, as soon as a boy completes 
his primary stage, if he is given a training for about 'hree years in a 
vocational school that would be quite good. 

37,001. That would take him up to about 12 in the case of the average 
boyP-It would take him to about 15 years. 

37,002. Before he leaves the primary schooIP-No. 
87,003. He would go at 12 and leave at 15P-Yes. 
37,004. Are you aware of the age at which most boys go to BulandshahrP 

-I do not know the age exactly but I fancy that there are two classes 
of students in the Bulandshahr school, teachers who are already in the 
profession and who are educated to receive training there so that they 
may train boys in the agricultural methods in primary or middle schools. 
For that of course there is no age limit j and the others, I presume, are 
ordinarily between the ages of 15 and 18. 

37,005. Your idea IS to e,.L<md .. type of education which would give a 
vocational flavour to the curriculum when a boy was about 15 years, or 
from about 13 to 15 years of age P-Yes j they would not be agricultural 
experts, 'but they would be good farmers. 

37,006. Are you a member of the District Board?-Yes. 
37,007. Have you had long experience of District Board workP-Yes, I 

have been a member for about eight years, I think. 
37,008. In your view is the District Board, as at present constituted, 

a satisfactory body for dealing with educational problems in the district P
The District Board has got expert advisers suoh as Deputy Inspectors to 
look after the schools and, as far as arousing an interest in education or 
spreading it goes, there is no better machinery available. Nothing is 
perfect . 

.37,009. The position is that since the Reforms you have an unpaid Chair
man, and one Secretary who does the general secretarial work?-Yes. 

37,010. Do you think it would be an advantage if you had a Bub-com
mittee to the District Board with an Educational Secretary at the service 
of that sulM:ommitteeP-The District Boards have got the power to form 
educational sub-oommittees and ordinarily they do. 

37,011. Does your Board do soP-Yes. 
37,012. And is there any secretarial assistance availableP-We had the 

Deputy-Inspector of Schools as the Secretary of that committee, I myself 
being the Chairman for some years. 
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37,013. Do you find that works satisfactorily?-When ~he Government 
does not issue illogical rules, these sub-committees can work very well, 

37,014. Have you any suggestions to make for tbe improvement of 11he 
equipment of District Boards for this particular duty?-The District Board!!. 
have not got su1licient funds at their disposal. 

37,015. That is the main trouble, is it notP-Yes, and unless they are' 
financed, it is not possible for them to have the BChools equipped as efficiently 
and adequately as tJhey ought to be; unless they are helped by the Local. 
Government in that matter, I do not think that any other process can 
prove fruitful. 

37,016. What would you say to the proposal that the Government, on 
the advice of the Education Department, should 'be in a position to nominate 
to the education sub-committee of the District Board say one or two 
gentlemen, not members of the Board, who happen to be interested in 
education ?-What would be the strength of that sub-committee P So long 
aa they do not go beyond 25 per cent. of the members, it would be all right. 

37,017. 80 you would favour the principle of nomination to that e:x;tentP
I would have no objection, provided the men that are put in are, persons 
qualified to give advice on educational subjects and not those whom Dis
trict officers want to pamper simply by giving them places of public di~ 
tinction. 

37,Oltl. What do you find is the order in which public opinion, so far ..... 
it has developed h. your district, is interested in various directions of 
e:x;penditureP Do;r-. find for instance tJhat they are most cnthusiastio 
a'bout education, or about roadsP.....-6ince the constitution of these District 
Board. was reorganised, that is since 1922, there has been some awakening. 
Before that year we had only nominated members and the public had 
little to do with the working of the Boards, e:x;cept in so far as they were 
directly affected by the roads or the schools. There is, I think, a wider and 
a stronger desire for schools and roads than in former'days and people 
know that they must approach the Board for these needs and, in my capacity 
as a member of the Board as well as of the Council, I have been receiving 
letters from time to time asking me to add to the number or schools, to 
improve the roads or to give more of them. 

37,019. So that you do see signs of a quickening interest?-Yes. 
37,020. Is most of this interest directed towards a particular subject, 

say roads or eduoationP-There are three subjects which generally attract 
public attention, roads, schools and dispensaries. 

37,021. That is to say, dispensaries for tbe population, not veterinary dis
pensaries P-Dispensaries for buman beings, not for cattle. 

37,022. Would you kindly turn to page 348 of your note? You point out 
that you think that there is a possibility of e:x;tending sheep breedi1'lg2 I 
wanted to ask you about this sbeep breeding in tbe Kumoon Division. 
What is the practice with regard to sheep-grazing on 'the bill sidesP
The Kumoon division consists of the bills as well as the submontane tract. 
Of course there is no sheep ibreeding in tbe submontane tract, nor in tbe 
lower altitudes of the bill tract; there was a little but that has beeu 
stopped, because the Forest Department would not permit sbeep and goats 
to graze in the reserved forests. So there ,is sheep breeding only in the 
bigher altitudes which adjoin the Tibetan border and There they keep. 
sheep and goats. They use them as beasts of burden for carrying goods. 
to the lower territory and also they sell tbe wool. 

37,023. Do the graziers wbo own these sheep shear tbem and bring down 
the wool to tbe factories, or bow is the wool marketedP-Formerly it was aU 
brought to sOJlle central places in Kumaon and was disposed of by the middle-
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men. Now some of them enter into contracts directly with the Lalimli 
}'actory at Cawnpore, while others, I am told, take their consignments even 
as far as Bombax and Calcutta; it is also purchased by the local men. 

37,024. When you suggest there is opportunity for the improvement of 
the quality of this wool, are you thinking of selecting a better type of sheep? 
-Yes. One of my friends got some Australian sheep. 

37,025. Do you happen to know what breed?-I do not know the breed, 
but he tells me they have been tried and are yielding wool of superior 
quality. 

37,026. Are they the progeny of these Australian sheep and the local 
sheep?-The Australian sheep have stood the climate; there are very few of 
them so far, but they are thriving, and if the Forest Department permits 
their grazing in the forest, if a good number are imported and the Agricul
tural Department is able to point out the best localities for sheep breeding, 
I have no doubt the industry wiU flourish. 

37,027. Have thes,," cross,,"s lived through twelve months, a whole season?
yes, they have been there for two or three years. 

37,028. Is the system of shifting cultivation practised at all in your 
district ?-In my district there are various classes of people and even the 
methods of cultivation vary; in some parts, where there are primitive people 
there is a system of shifting cultivation in this sense that they occupy a 
vilIagtl for three or four years, and then leave it and settIe down somewhere 
else for the next three or four years. 

37,029. But beyond that there is no particular tribe iiving by shifting 
cultivation ?-No, there ia not; there is rotation in the ordinary sense, with 
perhaps longer intervals here and there, but there is no shifting cultivation. 

37 ,030. I want to take you one step further in the argument which you 
present on page 349 of your note in regard to Government in its action 
towards tural debt; you suggest that Government should liquidate the debt, 
that is to say, take over the debt, and recover it with interest at say 8r per 
cent. by means of easy instalments in the case of solvent agriculturists. I 
do not ask you for the detailed proposal that you would put forward, but I 
want to know whether you had considered the ad"isability, onl'e the Govern
ment had taken that step, of limiting further borrowing?-Yes, I have 
said that. 

37,031. You are definitely of opinion that that would be necessaryP-Yes, 
I would adopt it, because if we leave the agriculturist free to contract debts 
to an unlimited extent after that, we should be giving him perhaps a lioenoe 
to go upon what we have done for him. 

37,032. I read your note carefully; you say that the cultivator, after the 
debt has once been redeemed, should not be allowed to raise any further loan 
ex""pt for real necessities. Of course, the real necessity for further borrowing 
would come at the very beginning of the next BaaOOIl; that is the difficulty, 
is it notP-1 do not quite follow. 

37,033. Having liquidated the debt and made arrangements to recover 
capital and inter8'St, and assuming that that is & practicable policy, you 
leave your cultivator, of course, with the duty of refunding, on the seale 
agreed upon, what Government has, in fact, lent him; but, over a.nd 
above that, he has to provide himself with capital to finance his next year's 
crop, has he notP-Yes. . 

37,034. Do you think the cultivator would be in a position to pay this 
8 per cent. and to finance his next year's crop without further borrowing? 
-In most cases he must be able to do so. 

37,035. That is your view?-I will give an illustration. At present suppose 
the agriculturist raises a crop ,,"orth Rs.200, and the creditor takes away 
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from him Rs.SO on account of interest at the rate of 21 per cent. per month, 
and IIOme Rs.20 on acrount of principal; he is short by Rs.IOO. For the 
aame debt, the- moment it is taken over by the Government I think he would 
be given a much longer time, ,80 that 10he instalment that he has to pay 
would not exceed Rs.30, because the rate of interest would be very low and 
the principal would be distributed over a very long period; he would thereby 
be saving at least Rs.70. That Rs.70 he could divert to productive purposes, 
and I do not think he gets credit for more than that during the h .... vest 
time or during the period of one crop. 

37,036. I want you, if you will, to develop your statement on page 350 
of yonr note as to the damage wrought by wild animals in the forests in the 
dUitricts that you know. What animals give the greatest amount of trouble 
in your districtP-Deer and pigs mostly. 

37,037. Which do most damageP-lt depends on the nature of the crop 
and the selUlOn of the' year. 

37,038. Is there much losa of life from wild animals in the district? You 
.ay the number of men and women killed is tremendou.s?-It depends on 
the mentality of the person considering the question; one who is full of 
sympathy for human life feels staggered when he hears of 100 men being 
killed in the course of a year; another w'ho is callous towards life, especially 
Indian life, would not mind it at all. -

37,039. But I am concerned, if I can, to discover the sort of risk to human 
life that exists in your own districtP-It is considerable in my district. 

3i,040. Can you give us the figures at all?-I could, but I have not got 
them just now; I could give it you from the reports. 

37,041. From carnivora entirely, is it?-Yes. 

37,042. Are there any accidents from pigs?-Last year there was one 
that I know of but the man was saved. 

37,043. Have you read the report of the Oak den Committee?-Ye'S. 
37,044. Do you agree in the main with that Committee's findings? If you 

would rather not commit yourself, please say so?-I do not think the methods 
of co-operation that are being followed can be effective, but, within the 
limitations that are imposed, they seem to give us some practical way out 
of the present difficulty. 

37,04.5. Have you an active co-operative organisation in your own district? 
-Yes, there is one in 80me part. 

37,046. Are there oo-operative credit societies?-Yes. 
37,047. Do you think they are healthyP-Yes, in my district, in the Tarai, 

they are healthy, so for as the question of credit goes. 
37,048. Are the primary societies reasonably vigorous?-They are solvent. 

37,049. Do their Committees take an active part in managing the societies? 
-I may just say how the relations between the officers and the people stand 
there; the estates belong to Government; the members of <i>h ...... bodies a,re 
generally the tenants of the estates, so tpat the Government officers are 
practically the landlords and these people are the tenants. They have been 
working under the guidance of the Government officers and they may have 
imbibed something of the c()-()perative spirit now, but these societies have 
been working mostly under the inlluenoe of the Government officers. 

37,050. Do you happen to have taken any active part in the co-operative 
movement yourself?-Yes, I have heen attending the annual meetings; I 
have been watching it closely. 

37,051. Are you referring to the annual meetings of the Central Bank, or 
what?-Of the Central Bank, when the members of the various societies are 
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invited. There were some other societies which were started in the zamindari 
area, but the tract being precarious they did not thrive. 

37 052. Sir He'llll'y Lawrence; I see on page 346 of your note you advocate 
that 'advances should be made to educated young men for the establishment 
of farmsP-Yes. 

87,053. Has anything of that kind been done in any part that you know 
of P-A society was formed in Calcutta under the auspices of the Social 
Welfare League which I read about in the papers, but it was a private body. 
So far as this part of the country is conoerned, I am not aware of any 
concrete instances. There has been some progress on these lines in other 
countries. 

37,054. On what scale do you advocate that this experiment should be 
triedP What area of land would support these young menP-I am prepared 
to begin with a holding of something between 10 and 20 acres for one 
individual. 

37,055. And you think he could make a living off that, do youP-It would 
depend on the use that he can make of that land; if he has got other means, 
if he has got enough capital, can resort to intensive cultivation and can find 
enough water, I think he can make a living. 

37,056. Is there available, at the disposal of Government, land for this 
purposeP-In' the malarial tract of Government estates the Government 
has got ample land. 

37,057. In what districtP-In my district of Nainital. 
37,058. That is Government land, is itP-Yes. 
37,059. You do not know the tenure thereP Is it not talukdariP-No, it 

is Government land entirely at the disposal of Government, no one else 
having any interest in the uncultivated land. 

87,060. You call it & malarious tract? Is malaria very seriousP-Yes, very 
serious. 

37,061. Could you get the young men to go thereP-No; I would not 
advise them to go there so long as the climate is very bad • 

• 'i7,062. You want Government first to improve the' climate thereP-Yes, 
for the benefit of the present agriculturists and for the benefit of those who 
may settle there hereafter. 

37,068. What sort of measures are necessary for the improvement of the 
clim.!,LteP-Better drainage, and removal of vegetation and other superfluous 
growth which is of no use to anybody. 

37,064. Has any malarial survey of this kind been ~adeP-Yes, there has 
been some survey recently and an officer has been working there, the Director 
of Malariology. He has submitted a report in connection with that but no 
action has yet been taken on it. 

37,065. Do you know the financial aspect of this proposal, what it would 
cost to improve these lands from the malaria point of viewP-It will largely 
de'pend on the area that is tackled. 

37,066. Some scheme has been prepared; is that soP-I hope so; otherwise 
a man would not have been there getting a fat salary every month. 

87,067. You have not seen such a schemeP-I have asked for it, but I 
have not yet got it. 

87,068. On page 847 you speak of the tube weI! system, which cannot be 
said to havl succeeded because of its prohibitive cost. Could you tell us any
thing about this tube well system P-It costs about Rs.14,OOO, on an average, 
to set up a tube well and the man conoerned has himself to find something 
like Rs.8,000, the Government contributi'ng something between Rs.5,OOO and 
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Ra.6,OOO. The area that can be irrigated under it is not very large; unless 
there is intensive cultivation it is of no use; I do not think it would pay. 

37,000. Who profits by these tube wellsP-Those who are making the 
nperimenta can satisfy their curiosity. 

37,070. Cannot you give us some informationP-They are being tried with 
the best of motives. The zamindar on w·hose laud it is set up profits to the 
utent that he can make use of the well. 

37,071. He is getting a subsidy from the Gov8rnmentP-Yesj in some 
cue. he geta a loan. In the case of every tube well there is some contribution 
by the Government, if not directly at least indirectly. A very huge sta.ff is 
maintained, which ooeta a oonsiderable amount. 

37,072. Your view is that it is an unwise policyP-I think that, situated 
al we are, it is costing u. too much. 

37,073. Therefore it is unwiseP-It is impolitic. 
37,074. Sir Ganga Ram.: To what depth do you go in the case of the tube 

well P-I do not know anything about the technical Bl!pect of it. 
37,075. You say it ooets Rs.14,Ooo; what is the eize?-I have seen in the 

reports of the Agricultural Department that for -an average well they pro
vide Rs.14,Ooo. 

37,076. You do not know the dimensions?-I can give you the details from 
the report, but not from my own pereonal knowledge. 

37,077. Is there any contractor for setting up these tube welIsP-The 
method is this, 80 far as I am aware. The Government has got eome 
.ngineers. Whenever a tube well is to be fitted, the man applies to the 
department who make a survey, prepare the plans and estimates, and if 
the man wants a loan he applies for it. Otherwise h~ looks into the esti
mate and provides the money himself. The work ia supervised by the 
engineer maintained by the Government. 

37,078. Whoee tube wells are theyP-Obviously the wells belong to those 
who bear the cost. 

37,Oi9. You can send us ~ note later onP-I will get you.one from our 
Director of Agriculture. 

37,080. He could not give us any figuresP-Then in that respect I am 
no better posted than he is. 

37,081. I think Rs.14,OOO is much too high. The tube wells in our parts 
do not 008t tL8 much P-Perhape they are too extravagant here; if you want 
a reference, I'could give the referenr .. from the report. 

37,082. Can you send & memo?-I may do so, but I do not promise thai 
I will, becanse I know very little about it myself.-

37,083. Do you know what methods they are going to adopt to exter
minate mahuia?-I understand they are going to appoint some doctors to 
improve the drainage. 

37,084. The oflioer who is investigating is a doctor?-Yes. 
37,085. Do you know what is the popUlation there per square mile?

There are certain tracts where, for miles and miles, you will not find a 
single human being, and there are others well populated. 

37,086. On account of malaria?-Yes, mostly. 
37,087. Otherwise the land is good?-Yes, very fertile. 
37,088. The water is goocH-You can have w.ells and also irrigation canala 

in certain tracts. 
37,089. Government is trying to colonise it?-No .. There are some native 

inhabitants in those parts, and unless a rbgular stream of people comes 
from outside, there is dearth of population. 

• Not received. 
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37,090. Outside people do not settle on the land ?-They do not survive 
long, un account of malaria. 

37,091. You are interested in education; up to what standard would you 
advocate education ?-I would not impose any limits. I have no objection 
to evel'yone, who so wishes, becoming a graduate. 

• 37,092. ~erybody cannot be a graduate. When you start educating 
them wholesale, up to what standard do you educate?-I do not follow the 
question. 

37,093. You say that the Government ought to start mass education; up 
to what standa.rd do you recommend itP-M.a.ss education is understood 
everywhere to mean primary education. 

37,094. iWe have found in the last census report that the rural popula.
tion, after two years of primary education, forget all about it when they 
go to their land?-I would not be surprised at it because most of the men 
drop out of the school after the pN'paratory stage. 

37,095. You said just now that the Forest Department do not allow sheep 
grazing P-Yes, in their forests. 

37,096. Is that rightP-Yes, 80 far as I know of my parts. 
37,097. That is the Tarai hills?-Tarai is a different place from the hills 

altogether. There are no hills in the Tarai and no Tami in the hills. 
37,098. Sir Thomas Middleton: You say that you have a small holding 

of your own. Does that mean that you are the owner of villages?-In our 
parts, fortunately, we have got the system of peMant proprietorship, and 
every individual has his own small holding. 

37,099. You possess a small holdi-ngP-Yes. 
37,100. But you do not work that small holding yourselfP-No. 
37,101. Do you own more than one small holding?-I do not know in 

what sense you are interpreting the word "holding." VI'e have a few 
acres lying scattered about in the village; it is not 6 compact block. 

37,102. WlIat do you do with your land? Do you let it to some other 
villagerP-Yes. . 

37,103. You yourself have no immediate connection with agriculture?
No; perhaps some would consider it undignified for myself, an educated 
man. ~D cultivate land. 

37,104. You might have managed your land without compromising your 
dignity?-That I do in the sense that I get it cultivated by somebody who 
gived me something out of it. 

37,105. But only this small aTi>aP-That is all. 
37,106. So that your agricultUlal experience cannot be great?-No:' 
37,107. Raja Sir RampaZ Singh: Do you think there is sufficient margin. 

in the inL'Ome of a cultivator, between what he spends and what he gets on 
his cultivation ?-I do not exactly understand what standard you apply to 
him. There are many people who are not getting more thalL a meal a day 
for working in the fields, and yet they make a certain saving on what they 
get out of the land. 

37,108. I mean to say that, generally, the average cultivator seldom has 
any reserve P-He has not even the ordinary eN'ature comforts. 

37,109. It Government clears all the debts that at present hang over the 
cultiYator, do you think that after some years his financial condition will 
gN'lItly improve?-Ye:s. 

37,110. Do you take into consideration all the calamities which the agri
culturist has to faceP-Yes. 
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37,111. If IIOme calamity befalls him, will he be able to discharge the debt 
without incurring further debts ?-If the calamity results in his own death, 
then there is an end of all the trouble; but if the calamity results in the 
failure of one crop, he can raise another later on and try to satisfy the 
Gi>vernment and himself. Any way, he will be in a better position than 
he is tcMlay. His present position is inconceivably miserable, and I w,ant 
the Gi>vernment, specially with the aid of this Commission, to devise im
provements for meeting the biggest of the questions relating to agriculture 
and rural economy. 

37,112. What difficulties do cultivators in your part of the country have 
as regards grazing ?-As I have already said, in areas cOntrolled by the 
Forest Department the numbers permitted to graze are limited, so that a 
man cannot keep a larger number of cattle than he is permitted to graze. 
Gi>ats and sheep are excluded altogether from the reserves, and inside the 
reserves certain areas may be closed altogether to grazing. If a man has 
no rights and his cattle stray into the forest, they are ta.ken to the pound, 
and he has to pay heavy damages. 

37,113. Owing to these difficulties, cultivators in your part of the country 
cannot keep as many cattle as tihey would like?-In those areas which are 
in the vicinity of reserved forests that is 60. 

37,114. Sir James MacKenna: You are a member of the Legislative 
Council in this ProV'ince?-Yes. 

37,115. How long have you been a member?-Three years. 
37,116. What is the attitude of the Council generally towards the Agricul

tural Department ?-l\Iost friendly and indulgent. 
37,117. ,Would you say that agricultural questions ·are not regarded as 

matter for party politics in your Council?-No, or you would not find me 
here, as the leader of the Congress Party in the Council. Anyone who 
knows the condition of the cultivators cannot be deterred by political con
siderations from doing what he can for their relief. 

37,118. What is the attitude of the Council ·and the public generally 
towards the Veterinary SiervicesP-So far as the public is concerned, many 
people are not aware of the existence of either veterinary science or the 
Veterinary Department. So far lIB the Council is concerned, it has not 
taken a serious interest in the matter. 

37,119. I suppose the position is that many members of the public have 
much more f,aith in the old customs than in improved veterinary science?

,l\Iost people do not know there is such a thing lIB imprOVed veterina.ry 
science, so no comparison is possible. . 

37,120. That is the point. They rely on indigenous methodsP-They do 
not know of others. 

37,i21. Professor Gangulee: ·You show e. good deal of interest in agricul
ture, though not yourself an agriculturist. Are you a member of the Pro
vincial Board of Agriculture?-No. 

37,122. Are you in any way connected with any departmental activities 
here?-As a prominent representative of one of the foremost parties in the 
Council, I have to take an lDtel'est in all these things. 

37,123. Are you a member of the Provincial Development BoardP-No. 
It has been asleep for two years and has not held a single meeting. Some 
members of my party are on the Board. Ordinarily I do not enter the 
departmental oommittees. 

37,124. When it started you could not forecast what WIIB going to happen. 
Were you a member of it then?-No. 

37,125. You suggest that a similar Agricultural Development Board 
should be startedP-Yes, in the hope tha.t it will be more active. It would 
be on different lines. 
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37,126. Have you any definite suggestions for making such a Board an 
active organisation P-By placing money at its disposal and allotting par
ticular function~ to it. 

37,127. With regard to agricultural education, do you know the Cawnpore 
Oollege at alii' Have you visited itP-Yes, I have been there, but I am 
not intimately. acquainted with its work. I have seen the m8.'!sive 
buildings. 

37,128. Do you know any agricultural graduates from that oollegeP-A 
good number of them. 

37,:n!9. Do you know them intimatelyP-Intimately enough to know of 
their misfortunes. 

37,130. What do you mean by thatP-Their inability to eke out a living; 
their looking here, there and everywhere for something to do. 

37,131. I take it the potato is the chief crop in your districlP-It is one 
of them. 

37,132. Do you know of any demonstMtion farm in that district where 
potato experiments are being carried on P-There is none. 

37,133. IWhen you say you want Gilvernment to liquidate the debt, do you 
mean the Central or the Provincial iGovernmentP-Unless the Central 
Government assists the Provincial Government, the latter will not be ablo 
to do it. 

37,134. You want the Central Government to do itP-I want the Provin
cial Gilv!lrnment to do it with the assistance of the Central Gilvernment, or 
the Central Government to do it with the ()(H)peration of the Provincial 
Government. I do not mind which. 

37,135. Referring to the question of export of grain crops: are you in 
favour of not exporting grain crops from this countryP-If I could solve 
the other difficulties that would arise, I would be, but at the moment I 
oonsider it impracticable. 

37,136. Do you think you could solve the economic problems of the country 
by prohibiting the export of grainsP-If we could make the country self
contained in other respects, we could then think of retaining enough for 
our needs and not allowing any export except of the surplus. 

37,137. Have you taken any part in the co-operative movementi'-A 
little. 

37,138. In what capacityP-You may call me either an organiser or a 
member; I have served as both. I ha.ve tried to start some eocieties, to 
arouse interest in them and get members for them. 

37,139. Have you succeeded in your eifortsP-Bo far as saJDindari areas 
are concerned, our societies have gradually dwindled, and when people were 
carried away by the influenza epidemic some years back everything was 
swept away and the eocieties failed. 

37,140. You have actually formed a &OCiety in your district?-A number 
of them. 

37,141. I am talking of primary societiesP-Yes. 
37,142. Are you in touoh with themi'-Yelt. 

37,143. I suppose you took a great deal of interest in demonstration 
and propaganda at the time of the khadda/r movement P-I did not take 
very much; I wish I could have, but I had too much to do at the time. . 

37,144.·Do you think hand spinning and weaving could be universally 
introduoed p-It depends on the mentality of the people w·ho are approached. 

37,145. JW·hat ~o you mean by thatP-Bo far as the simple rural classes 
are concerned, If I go to them and demonstrate the utility of even the 
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few annas they might earn in their idle hours, they will respond to the 
call; but if I go to a haughty graduate, he may pooh-pooh the idea. 

37,146. Was not intensive propaganda <recently carried on to introduc~ 
.pinning and weaving in rural areasP-Do you mean the Swadeshi move
ment? 

31,141. I am referring to the Ghandi movementP-That was more com
prehensive than the other. 

37,148. Would you agree with me that intensive propaganda was carried 
on for the pUTp086 of introducing spinning?-Yes. 

37,149. That propaganda was supported by the Congress?- Yes. 
31,150. What has been the result of that propaganda?-Conservative 

habits dies slowly. We have succeeded in demonstrating to some people 
the wisdom of adopting the mode of life which obtains in the villages, 
and we ·have perhaps induced BOme villagers to spend their idle hours in 
work rather than waste them, and we have set people thinking in proper 
channels. 

31,151. Although you carried on intensive propaganda, you could not 
make very much progresaP-I do not agree. The results so far have not 
been so great as we desired. 

31,152. You expect results later on ?-I am realising them. 

37,153. I think you live close to a forest area?-In the midst of it, 
unfortunately. 

87,154. You talk of constant friction. Are you referring to the friction 
of 1911 p-It has gone on continuously. 

37,155. It is still going onP-Yes. 
3'7,156. What is the nature of it?-La,rge areM of open land were closed 

(something like 2,000 square miles), the number of cattle which could graze 
there was limited and the area over which cultivation could extend was 
restricted. The rules made for; the exercise of the few privileges granted 
to people living in the vicinity were very stringent and the harassments 
of the lowest underlings were very difficult to moot. All these things con
tributed to the friction. 

37,157. Do you speak of these things from personal experience?-Not as 
one of the victims, but 116 one who is very closely in touch with them. 

37,158. Sir HefIII'Y LalUl'ence: ,Was thi~ a new scheme of afforestation?-
No, not so much afforestation as the reservation of existing forests. 

37,159. Forests were newly reserved?-Yes. 
37,160. In what year P-1911 to 1915. 

37,161. What were they 'before?-<Open forests, where the people had 
unrestricted rights. There has been some improvement since owing to the 
modification of the original scheme, and the friction is not so acute to-day 
as it used to be. Government has grown wiser, I think. 

37,162. Professor Gangulee: You ask Government to build model villaaes 
in suitable centres. Has any model village been established by the promin;nt 
party to whicn you belong?-We have not yet taken over the government. 

37,163. That is so j but as a nono()o-operator, have you started any model 
vinage to show the' people what they themselves should do P-We will do 
80 the moment we get into power. Societies are being formed for this 
purpose in BOme provinces. 

37,164. You are waiting for that?-Yes. 
37,165. There is one sentence in your note which I do not understand. 

You say: II Apart from the moral and material drawbacks to the growth 
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of the co-operative system on normal lines on account of poverty, ignorance 
and lack of the spirit of self-help fostered by bureaucratic Government 

" What doyoll mean by that last phraseP Who started the 
co-operative movementP-The Government. 

37,166. What was the idea of the co-operative movementP-Government's 
idea was to improve the position of the cultivator, but there are basic 
oauses working indire'ctly which hamper the movement. 

37,167. Have you read the Maclagan Co=ittee's reportP-Yes. 
37,168. They wanted to foster self-help among the peopleP-I consider 

it incompatible with the bureaucratic system of administration; you oannot 
develop that spirit. You want to make the people tame, docile and 
obedient, .and your servants, when they go to a village, feel a little nervous 
aoout telling the people to rely on themselves and not to look to others 
for support; they feel they will be disturbing the administrative system 
if they oreate such a bold spirit amongst the people. 

37,169. Mr. Kamat: Aa a member of a District Board, will you please 
tell me whether it is correct that District Boards, as a rule, hamper the 
Veterinary .Services in carrying out their work of giving veterinary help 
to the people P-I do not think so. 

37,170. We have been told that the Veterinary Department. gets very 
little assistance from District Boards. If that is so, I want to know the 
reasonP-At least that is not tantamount to hampering. We do not 
hamper at all. As to getting lIBBistance I could not say that they get much 
assistance lbecause much is never sought. I am prepared to admit 
that even the members of the Boards do not fully apprehend the poten
tialities of t.he Veterinary Department; but, as it exists to-day, it is not 
as useful as it ought to be, so the people have got only a lukewarm interest 
in~ , 

37,171. You say it is not as useful as it ought to be. Is that because 
it has not got the number of subordinates necessary for the area, or because 
the treatment which they give to the animals is not usefulP-Because it 
'has not got a sufficient number of subordinates and the subordinates that 
are there, are not always possessed of that genuine spirit of sen'ice which 
should inspire them. 

37,172. Is there any prejudice or antipathy on the part of the villagers 
or on the part of the members of your Board against modeorn treatment. 
aocording to veterinary principles P-There is no antipathy so far as those 
lIII'e concerned who know what veterinary science stands for, nor on the 
part of those who have actually derived some advantage from that sort 
of treatment. But there may be !>Orne sort of indifference on the part of 
those who are acquainted with it or who have not had occasion to try it. 

37,173. Would the Local Boards like the control over the Veterinary Depart
ment to ·be taken away from the District Boards and vested in Government, 
or would they like to retain the oontrol over that Department so far as 
the subordinates are concernedP-The District Boards would certainly like 
to retain that control. 

37,174. You say in one of your pa.ragraphs that agricultural experts 
should be inspired by a genuine spirit· of service, understanding and 
sympathising with the unsophisticated Indian cultivator. From your 
experien06 do you think that the present Agricultural Department has 
not got any sympathy or does not behave with tact towards the culti
vators P-I would not say that the department as such does not do so, 
but 80me individual members of the depa.rtment are handicapped because 
of the want of knowledge; those who have not been living in the villages 
and who are not a.cquaillted with the ways of the villager, do not behave 
towards him in such a manner as 1.0 win his sympathy and support. 
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3i,175. Do y<ll1 think there is !!COpe for il!'pro~ement ~n the att.itude of 
the membel1l of the Agricultural Department 1D thIS d,rect'0n P-An Immense 
&cope, I tilu)uld lIay. 

37 176. Pro/euor Gan.gulee: How many experts have you in this 
Pro;ince in agricultureP-Tbere is the Agricultural Service, c~msisting ~f 
agriculturists to look after agriculture proper; there is a serVl~ of Ag!,
cultural Engineers to looK after tube and masonry wells; there IS a. serViCe 
of men in the Vewrina,ry Department. I do not know exactly wh1ch you 
have in mind? 

37,177. Mr. Kamat: You say there should be an adequate scientific staff 
for the necE6sary work of the Local Government and the Government of 
India may render linancial assistance to them, which it should do, at 
le86t so long as it does not completely remit t.he provincial contribution 
fixed under the 1\Ieswn award. Do you me,an to suggest that after the 
provincial contributiolhS are wiped off your Government would stand on 
its own legs without any help from the Government of India?-No, I 
cannot envisage that day; what I meant W8., that even if the Government 
of India 8ay that thu' is a provincial affair and they are not statutorily 
bound to help us, they would still be under a moral obligation so long as 
they are getting a contri,bution from us to give us adequate llBSistanc.e. 
I say that they must contribute but I cannot urge them to do GO after 
the contribution which we Me making to.<lay is fully remitted. 

37,178. About your prop06al that Government should relieve agricultural 
indebtedness through a development loan and with reference to the ques
tion asked you by the Chairman, I want BOme further light. After the 
debt it! liquidated, you want to restrict the credit of the cultivator by 
legislation P-Yes. 

37,179. And you say 110 fuorther loan should be granted except for a 
real necessityP-Yes. 

37,180. Suppooing some real necessity arises, where is the cultivator to 
go toP-It will depend on the system that you set up; there call be a 
number of ways. If the Government directly liquidates the debts, then 
he may have to approaoh the Oollector. There is another thing which 
the Government may do: instead of paying down the amount at once, the 
Government may undertake the liability or at least guarantee the payment 
of the debt by easy instalments bY' the cultivator. 

37,181. Quite: bllt knowi:1g rU1'al life as you do, you know that the 
(·uitwatol" h~s to go to the moneylelldf."r for'm(;ney, not only for agricultural 
operatiol1s, hilt R.lso for sO"ial fun(,tions, ceremonies Ilnd suoh like things, 
which inH'itahly take: p!:we "ff nnd on. In ~uch (·ases when the real neces
sity ariseq. i, the cultivator u. go to tho Govcrnment also, when, for instance, 
a marriage ta.kc:s place in his family?-My idea is this, that after you have 
liquidnted the debts the cultivators should ferm themselves into a society, 
under legislation they should be bound to rather, alld whenever any money 
is needed it is primnri!y the society which should consider the application 
of the m:lD, and if it is satisfied with it, then recommend it to the man 
who represents the Government 10 its dealings with the society, who should, 
after he ,bas ~ntisfied himself, forward it. 

87,182. So that a part of your proposal is an intervening societyP-Yes. 
37,18~J. What I am surprised to find in your propoaal is this: you want 

legislation to r88trict the credit of the cultivator here. In another place 
Biro, you suggest that improved implements should be given on the instal
ment system to the cultivator, and there again you want the Government 
to take a bond from him restricting his credit. Belonging to the school of 
th01~ght to which you do, do you thi?k ~at this system of binding'tho 
cult1vator hand and foot and hypothecatmg h,S crops to Government is either 
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desirable or £"msible?-Am I to answer that question from the political 
standpoint or from the agricultural point of view? I was not influenced by 
any political cO,nsiderations in submitting my note and will not let myself 
be led away hy any remarks of that character even ·bow. We have to 
address ourselves to more serious business in spite of the differences in 
political views ~hich exist between yourself and myself. So far as the other 
-question is concerned, 1 think the agriculturist is not only bound hand and 
foot, but he is in fetters and chains under the present regime, and the 
~uggestions that I am making will at least loosen those chains, so that if 
he is bound hand and foot to the llilvernment even then there are many 
~ther chains which will be broken, and I am prepared to advise him to make 
that change. 

37,184. This SOI·t of proposal would not make his position worse, but 
better ?-His position W-<lay seems to me to be hopeless. It will greatly 
improve if my proposals are accepted. 

37,185. "'nat are the restrictions in the matter of shooting wild beasts 
that you arc referring toP-Nobody can shoot any wild beast inside a forest 
unless he hac acquired a permit on payment of the requisite fee; and certain 
classes of beasts cannot be shot, even outside, during certain periods of the 
year. There are also other restrictions, of course: one must obtain an arms 
licence and few can get it. 

37,186. Speaking about the manufacture of implements, you say sub
stantial enoouragement should be given to Indians for investment in manu
facturing enterprises. Cannot private enterprise manufacture agricultural 
implemellts?-I mean private enterprise helped hy Government support. I 
d() not rule out private enterprise altogether. 

37,187. Hore again you want Government help?-Yes, I want Government 
to help the agriculturilit, from whom it derives its revenues, so long as it 
continues to tax him. I am keeping politics entirely apart from my mind and 
will not be deflected in ·the least. Government is helping even such a huge 
concern as that of Tata's. 

37,188. Speaking a.bout the Workmen's Breach of Oontract Act, you think 
the repeal of that Act has been disastrous for the people of this Province?
No, I have never Eouggested that. 

37,189. What are you hinting at thenP-At this, that there is no freedom 
of labour I and' there is a shortage of agricultural labour in the parts 
mentioned by me; and the reason seelDS to me that the tract is not 
healthy and the fact that people should deplore the repeal of the Breach of 
Oontract Act, which in itself is a. wholesome step, indicates that unless they 
resort to artificial methods they cannot get their supply of la.bour. 

37,190. Sir Henry LuwrenL6: I did not quite follow you. Did you say 
{lhat the repeal was wholesorue?-Yes. 

37,191. How are the cultivators upset by that repeal?-Because so far a.a 
they are concerned they cannot make use of the provisions of tha.t Act 
again.st the labourers who run away from the fa.rma without discharging 
their liabilities now, and, as compared with their personal loss, they do not 
care to appreciate the larger bearing of that policy. 

37,192. Sir G<tnga Ram: 1 did not quite understand your answer to my 
colieague: Do you think that the cultivation of land is beneath your dignity P 
-No, 1 c1id not mean to be serious. I only meant to indicate that under 
the present system of education we get a false notion about our dignity 
and think that it is not proper for us to do such work; it haa given us a 
false Eense of vlLnity in that respect. 

37,193. Do you think that such graduates would take to hand spinning 
and weav!ng?-Not ouly such graduates, but also members of Oommissions 
as far as I am concerne4. They can set an example for others. 
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37,194. Are you &. lawyeri'-~ea. 

3;,195. Pro/enO"l' Gang·ulee: You propoee to float a development loan. 
Where do you propose to float it, in this country or in EnglandP-It will 
dt'pend on the purposes for which it ia taken; it will depend on the terms 
and how you can get the money and from which market. If you are driving 
at something else, I am prepared to tell you that if it is necessary to raise 
owney in Eagland for tbe purpose of developing thia country I am not going 
to be deterred by any racial considerations in raising the money there. The 
question ia addressed to my political sense, I fancy. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The COfllflli13iOft thta. odjoumr.d tiU 11 a.m. on Monday, the 7th February, 
1927, at Benaru. 
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Monday, February 7th, 1927. 

BENARES. 

PRESENT: 

THill :M:ARQUBSS OF LlNLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir THOHAS l\:hDDLBTON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Sir JUtES l'dACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., l\I.V.O 

Mr. H. OALVEBT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GANGULIilE. 
Mr. B. S. KAHAT. 

Mr. J. A.. MADAN, I.C.S. I 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

(Joint Secretarie3). 
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Replies to the .Questionnaire. 
QUESTION 7.-FRAG:KENTATION OF HOLDlNGs.-The evil of excessive frag

mentation has been the result of the agnatic principles of succession among 
male heirs and the desire of equality, each co-sharer on a partition 
insisting on a separate share in each quality of the land in the village. 
Formerly the cultivation unit was the joint family land and partition was 
uncommon; now the economic solidarity of the joint family has been affected 
by tho importation of iudividualistic notions of property. Indeed, the 
t€-ndency towards sub-division whil!h has been manifest in India only during 
the last few decades has been the outcome of the interpretation of Hindu 
and Mahommedan Law by English judges. with their strong predilections 
for individual succession to and private enjoyment of rights in land.· It 
lIlay now be necessary to l·heck repeated partition and wide distribution of 
scaU-ered holdings by modifying the law of succession. The danger of 
mor('ellement has been found in one of its worst forms in France where the 
peasantry limit the size of families to maintain a not very high standard of 
living. In parts of Spain it is not uncommon to own and farm 16 or 17 acres 
divid...d into 80 to 120 plots bcattered over a radius of three miles, and in 
another part (Vi go) there are many isolated parcels of 35, 25 or even 12 
square yards. t 

European measure.< ag.tinst pt.Ifftition.-The problem is thus not peculiar 
to India and everywhere the social and economic effects are much the same. 
Let us examine briefly the attempts made by the agricultural countries in 
Europe to cheek repeated partition and wide distribution of scattered. 
holdings. In Germany, the law encourages the practice among peasants of 
sIIcoe8sion to undivided properties by the creation of a preferred heir 
(,1ncrbe). The laws creating an Anerbenruht seem to be generally faculta
tive, i.e., permitting, but not compelling, the registration of a property as 
subject to their provision; they apply to intestate succession only, and then 
only give the one heir who takes over the property OF a certain preference 

• For a full deooription of the question S88 Alukerjee: The Fou"dati"", <if India .. 
Economics. 

t Irwin: Th. Making <if Ruml Eu,'O" .. 
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onlf in the proportion he ohall receive (varying from State to State) 
directing that the others ~hall b" compensated according to the agricultural 
profitablene88 of the estate and not its selling value. Partly for this reason 
and partly hecause the single recipient is given a larger share to begin with, 
tho nc:w law somewhat JeBSens the tendency of the peasants to incur debt on 
8uccekeion to a property. Nothing in the law prevents an owner from 
disposing of his property during his lifetime or by will; but the law of 
inte~tate SUCC'e8~iou undoubtedly strengthens the hold upon the peasant mind 
of his inherited preference for single succession to the farm. In Denmark 
the reronstituted State small holdings can be sold, but they cannot be 5ub
didded, anrl the existing law puts ins'lperable difficulties in the way of 
adding one holJing to another so as to make a large farm. Legally the owner 
can dc:termine by hi~ will which child shall succeed, and the value at which 
the farm is to be taken over and the other children compensated. To prevent 
ihe overbnrdening of the new farmer, the valuation laid down in the will may 
be below the" true value," i.e., the price at which it could lie sold. There 
is, therefore, in the law a recognised preference for the chosen heir as in 
Germany for the Anf!rbenrecht. If the parent dies without disposing of the 
.succession by will or otherwise, the State carries through a transference on 
ihe same principles. But., in practice, the matter is almost always arranged 
during the parents' lifet.ime. The farm very generally is transferred to one 
of the children, after a family council which comes to an agreement 8B to 
how much the preferred heir shall pay to the other heirs, and how much to 
the parents, in addition to their board and the exclusive use of some of the 
rooms in the farm-house. In most parts of Austria it is usual for the farm 
to pa~s to a single heir without any division of property and for a settlement 
to he made with the co-heirs by an indemnity in the form of a sum of money 
or mortgage. This practice is a survival of ancient Germanic law, the idea 
of which fitill is rooted deeply in the popular mind. .AJJ a rule, either the 
oldest or the youngest son inherits, according to the local custom. Even in 
those parts where a dIvision of holdings is customary it is the rule that 
cer~aill share~ should be disproportionately large and that the heirs who 
ha,"e recei,'ed less land should be compensated by a money payment. 
Generally speaking, the custom in Europe is to leave the property to a single 
heir, who gradually pays off the charge laid on it by the father for the 
benefit of the other heirs. If he finds the property unprofitable, he sells it 
undivided. Thus the size of the holdings does not diminish. 

In Denmark the law of 1906 forbade the reduction of the area of a peasant 
farm below a certain taxable value which is roughly estimated as from 25 
to 125 acres, but allowed these farms to be of four grades, a separate 
minimum being fixed for each grade. According to a new law which is now 
being proposed, no peagant farm, as existing at the moment of the passing 
of the law, may be extinguished or diminished in area without the sanction 
of the Ministry of Agriculture, and the period for which a farm or part 
of a farm may be leased without the sanction of the Ministry of Agriculture, 
is reduced from fifty to ten years. A small holding may not be extinguished 
or diminished in area below the minimum fixed for its grade, except with the 
sanction of the Ministry, and in the public interest evidently sanction will 
not be easily obtained in the case of a small holding. The four elasses 
remain based on taxation, and equal to areas from about 12 to 35 acres; the 
smallest holding of rioh land, down to 21 acres, will be reckoned in the 
12-acre class. No holding may be less than 21 acres. Three small holdin~ 
up to about 30 acres in all of fairly good land may be held by one person, 
but tbe building must be maintained and no holding may be merged in 
another. The land is graded by official va.luers, and official Inspectors watch 
over the observance of the law. Fines up to 2,000 kr. may be imposed for 
its breach.* 

• Strickland: seudiu in European Co-operation, Vol. II., Chapter V, 
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Thus, the Danes are contending against the evil of excessive as well 
as of inadequate size of holdings. Their measures prevent the sub-division 
of land below a- limit which draws the line between the economic and 
the uneconomic holdings. These also seek to protect the peasant or the 
smallholder from being swallowed up by the wealthy from whom they 
have been carefully acquiring tho land for settlement. According to the 
Russian Agrarian Code, 1922, thE' division of the lands among the family 
is allowed only when it. is probable that new farms will be established 
for the benefit of the members who are withdrawing on lands which are 
assigned to them in the course of the division j if this is impracticable 
the movable property only is divided. To prevent such division as would 
destroy established farms by dividing them into two small units or other
wise impairing theil' efficiency, ~he Provincial Executive Committee, on 
the proposal of the provinCIal agricultural authority, has power to issue 
compulsory order .. for limiting the excessive sub-division of farms. The 
lines of these measures are laid down in ad:vance by the Commissariat of 
Agriculture. A member, 011 withdrawal from a holding which has been 
declared indivisible, haH the right to claim payment in money or in kind 
for that portion of the stocIf that belongs to him, but not for the land 
share.· 

It mu~t be adlll.itted that legislation of this character, though calcu
lated to divert the surplus population from the land, would introduce 
a new principle into t.he land policy of India, where the idea of equal 
inheritance by birth-right hu t.aken firm root in the popular mind. But 
the straits to which agriculture has been reduced as the result of the 
disparity between the increase of population and the capacity of the soil 
to feed it demand a drastic rel!ltldy. At present, in the more populous 
parts of the country, the conditions of agriculture are such that it is no 
longer profitable, yet the peasant, having no other occupation to fall back 
upon, tries separately to make both ends meet by continuously lowering 
his standard of subsistence, till he reaches very verge of starvation. .At 
the same time, there is witnessed a condition of chronic under-employment 
in the villages. The burden of a disproportionate amount of semi-idle, 
inefficient labour lowers the efficiency of agriculture and delays the intro
duction of scientific processes and machinery. The· introduction of a more 
elaborate rotation of crops or of subsidiary occupations or industries of 
a non-agricultural character no doubt would mitigate the problem of agri
cultural idleness which always oo-exist& with a low standard of living. 
Emigration or drift of the surplus population to the industrial centres 
of the country would similarly react on the conditions of agriculture and 
endow the people with greater staying power. Thus, the re-organisation 
of agl'iculture and industrial' development of the country must accompany 
schemes of consolidation. In India we are apt to be misled by the ideaa 
and practice of English agriculture, without considering the differences of 
economic circumstances between the two countries. Professor Jevons, for 
instance, . advocates a policy of consolidation on the lines of the English 
Enclcsure Acts. In the United Provinces, the density of population is 
three to four times higher tlian in England, and large farms cannot but 
moan expropriation Rnd widespread distress in the absence of better oppor
tunities of emigration and of industrialism. In England, large farms, large 
fields, straight fences, &0., have been for long a favourite scheme of 
Engli8h landlords and English writers, and no doubt, where there is capital 
and lIo. redundant population, such arrangements are very desirable, but 
it should be remembered that to these large farms and large fields England 
owes her own Poor Laws. t Thus, a new land policy inaugurated by a 

• M. Toberkni8ky: .. Agrarian Polioy in Soviet Russi..," Intomat;OIlal R •• uw of AgriCtlllural 
E"""om;cI, October-Deoember. 1924. 

t George O'Brien: Economic Hi.to,'Y of England. 
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change in the system of succession which would divert surplus populatlOn 
from the land requires to be introduoed with caution, especially in regions 
where the density of population is extraordinarily high. Again, the 
8Carcity of water 8upply is one of the most significant limiting factors 
in Indian agriculture. Where cultivation depends upon the uncertainties 
of rainfall, the scattered distribution of holdings in different soil areas is 
itself an agricultural advantage. In many parts of India we find that 
two or more staple crops are grown in dispersed fields in different soil 
areas, so that while a deficiency or an irregular distribution of rainfall 
may destroy one crop, there may be favourable returns from other fields. 
Indeed, the elaborate system of CI'OP rotation which distinguishes Indian 
from Western farming has been possible chiefly because the holdings are 
dispersed. Thus, schemes of consolidation which do not take into account 
the local water and soil resources governing the field system and agricul
tural practice are bound to fail. 'fhe introduction of supplementary occu
pations and utilisation of raw materials in village workshops would smooth 
the transition from thd old system of agriculture, handicapped by the pres
sure of population to a new economy where the soil would no longer be 
burdened with a population greater than it can support. In Belgium, the 
estsblished custom is that the peasant family deputes one of the meJIlbers 
in an annual rotation to undertake either industrial labour in the city 
or agricultural labour on another peasant's land. With increased size of 
holdings there must also come greater facilities of credit and better equip
ment than what the smaillioider now possesses. In many tracts, one of the 
reasons. why holdings are small is that few cultivators possess the neces-
8ary capital for purchasing the cattle and equipment adequate for farming 
on a large aeal •. 

Thus, in India, we might introduce tentatively, as a first measure, 
legislation whicli would cOJIlpel all villagers to accept restripment when 
a majority desire it. In Austria the Bcheme is forced on the rest if 66 per 
cent. of the· cultivators agree to it;- in Switzerland this is done if approved 
by 66 per cent. of the cultivators representing more than half the land, 
while in Prussia and Japan a bare majority coerces the rest. 

Consolidation oJ holdings in Baroda.-In Baroda a permissive Act for 
the consolidation of agricultural holdings was passed in 1920. It cannot 
be made applicable to 1\ village except when the two-thirds of the number 
of its total khateda1'l, who are the holders of not less than half of its total 
land desire to have it appliea to their village.- Secondly, after readjust
ment the reconstituted holding, which will be the economic holding, bhould 
be regarded as indivisible. 

The right of pre-emption has become customary law in many parts of 
In,iia and should be made applicable to the economic cultivation unit. 
Thirdly, the economic holding will be held by the head of the family as 
family property, and regarded as impartible and exempt from seizure for 
debt, involving the consequence that a loan cannot be raised on the ~security 
of the holding. Fourthly, on his death, a preferred heir would succeed 
to the undivided economic cultivation unit and compensate the other heirs 
according to the agricultural profitableness of the farm and not its price 
at the land market. n has been suggested by the Baroda Land Holdings 
Commission that, with a view to prevent sub-division by succession or the 
separation of members of joint families, the inalienable holding, when 
succession opens out or a separation is being effected, should be sold at 
a~ auction .at whic? only ~he co-sharers or reversioners should be per
mItted to hid. t Th18 practIce, however, would but lead to under-bidding 

- The Bomba, CO-Op"ralive QU4rtertg, December, 1923, "Consolidation of small and scattered 
holdings." 

Misra; "Report on the propossd consolidation of agricultural holdings" The United 
Prov;nCel Ga.ette, May 81, 1924. ' 
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and over-burdening of the new cultivator, which would be a r.erious diffi
cult.y on ac('ount- of the tendency of every member of the Indian cultivating 
family to keep a hold on the paternal estates. Thus, the German prac
tice of the creation of a preferred heir and the compensation of the other 
members of the joint family according to the margin of agricultural profits 
and not the price at whieh the land can be sold seems more suitable to 
Indian conditions and this would not lead to any bitterness, while proving· 
an incentive to an active and thrifty life on the part of the members 
of the cultivating families. A man may hold more than one of such re
adjusted economic holdings; but mortgages, sub-letting and other transfers 
tending to bring about sub-division should be prohibited. 

Cunsolidation by voluntary exchanges.-·In pattidari villages in Northern 
India, where the co-sharers are on good terms, voluntary exchanges of 
scattered parts of land and proprietary rights with the object of consoli
dating qUTtl.'l, thoks or mahals should be encouraged. Chak-bat (compact) 
partition~ have been kept in view by the Board of Revenue, the ('nited 
Provinces, and might still further be carried out whether the partition 
be perfect or not. Such partition may work on the basis of valuation 
as in Aligarh, thus modifying the allotment of various soil areas to all 
the pattida.rs in proportioll to their shares. The CoJllmissioners of Bareilly, 
Benares and-Allahabad seem to have issued administrative instructions with 
a view to prevent pattis of smaller size than 5 acres, 25 bighas and 10 acres, 
respectively. But since the law pres.:-ribes no limit to the size of pattis, 
it is obvious that such in.tructions cannot achieve the desired end. )Iany 
District Officers report that ichef-baf. operations are still the general rule, 
although in some pr.rtition proceedings lip service is done to the theory 
of chak-bat partitions by stating that the partition will be chak-bat as 
fay as possible. The parties generally are averse from chak-bat partitions 
and the Partition Officers usually meet their wishes on the principle of 
least resistance. To induce the parties themselvM to ~ept chak-baf 
partitiol15 t.he Distnct Officer of Ghazipur has introduced a plan of a~king 
tl>('m to fix thc>ir own valuation as far as possible on the different kinds of 
land in terllls of one another; as, for example, 80 many bighas of fallow land 
ar", equivalent to so many bighas of occupancy land, and so on. A similar 
method has been adopted in some of the doab districts with success, and 
the l'''periment df'servl'S wide trial.· It must be pointed out that the 
intl'lligent and substantial cultivators in different parts of India adopt 
such practiees to check the e~·il effl'Cts of the customary laws of inheritance 
and statutory laws of partition which combine to promote sub-division 
of the Illost extreme type. Thus, the secret of the success of the more 
prosperous cultivators hes ill a determined adherence to the joint family 
system; the family affairs are managed by a malika who is selected as the 
most capable membpr of the family. If any member insists on partition, 
naturally, nndpr Hindu Law, he is entitled to it, but every effort is made 
undpr the persua&ion of a panchayat to divide up the property so as to 
aC'Commadate the dpsprter in a different village.f Any legislation which 
would gi,·e a majority of villagers the option of preserving and even making 
compact holdings must accordingly find solid support in present habits 
and intelligent backing among the principal cultivators. 

Regulution 0/ e.rchan!J~ al1d partitio.n.-Moreover, cases of exchange of 
contiguous rural property should be exempted from the usual stamp and 
registration charges as in some of the agricultural countries of Europe. 
On the other hand, transfers of agricultural land below the fixed standard 
should b<l refused registration if such transfer is not made to the co-sharer 

• Government Resolution on the Revenns Administration, 1922.23, page 17. 
t Knox: Report of the Revision of Settlement in the Gorakhpnr District, the United 

Provinces, 1919. 
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or to the owner of the adjoining fields. Again, the courts should not allow 
the partition to be made if by so doing any of the shares would be of 
a le&6er area than that fixed for a representative economic holding. Already 
in the Bombay Presidency the necessity for a limit for sub-division has 
b .... n recognised. The limit fixed varies ill different tracts and for differept 
classes of land. In Gujarat it. is one acre for dry crop land and half
acre for garden and rice land. Such limits are, however, too low and 
re(luire to be raised in the interests of efficient cultivation. The condi
tione have become complicated in the zamindari provinces, where on account 
of the absence of fixity of tenures, such as exists in Agra and Oudh, the 
pl'aaants have no desire to improve their holdings. Thus, the better and 
inferior class of tenants occupying medium or small sized plots of land 
are virtually in the same economic position, and there are constant transfers 
of holdings. Such 8('onomic circumstances perpetuating tiny holdings which 
are not economi(·ally self·sufficing aro! true not merely of Bengal, Behar 
and the United Provilwes, but also of aU areas where there has developed 
a long chain of middlePlen dependent upon land. In many of these areas 
the introduction of economic holding~ necessary for agricultural progress 
is impossible without a change in the land and revenue law. This, again, 
is impossible without the growth of a sound public opinion in regard to 
occupancy and non-occllpancy rights and the social necessities of agricul
ture. An exchange or consolidation of holdings is impossible under the 
existing Tenancy Law of the United Provinces since occupancy tenants 
cannot be bought out. Where the land system stands in the way of re
stripment and consolidation, we have to dl'pend upon the traditions of 
\'oluntary iOcial co-operation. Such methods of solution are witnessed in 
the south, where there arc villages which are re-divided annually. But the 
tendency here is more marked because of the established communal tradi
tion. Thus, in Tanjorf' therp are larger fields and holdings than in other 
districts. This poillts to a gradual consolidation of holdings under the 
supervision of the village panchayats, which also supervise the equitable 
distribution of inigation watl'r, the maintenance of village public works, 
&c. The exchange of plots of land so as to gh-e the different owners con
tiguous blocks so far as possible is called parivarthanai (Sanskrit-exchange) 
in Tanjore. It is diffil'ult to come to an agreement because the advantages 
of plots as regards fertility, distance, irrigation facilities, &c., have to be 
equalised; and sometimes the rich peasant would refuse to exchange in 
such 1\ 1<ay 86 to conHnience a small neighbour, and the small owner is 
often at the mercy of his rich neighbour.· eimilarly, in Travancore, con
solidation of holdings is taking place, the tendency being for the owner 
of very smsll plots of land to sell them or to take more land on lease 
from others and thus enlarge the unit of cultivation. It may be advisable 
for the Government to initiate an experiment by acquiring vi1lages under 
the Land Acquisition .Act, re-align them properly, pro~;de proper drainage 
and irrigation channels and then relet to the original tenants. This would 
furnish a valuablo olljecf, lesson, though such lessons cannot serve-- the pur
poses of legislation or voluntary adjustment by the villagers themselves. 

QUESTION 8.-IRlUGATION.-A osreful examination of statistics of rainfall, 
irrigation and cultivated area in the United Provinces revealB, on the one 
ihand, the striking dependence pf· agriculture on the monsoon conditions, 
and oln the other, the limits of irrigation. From 1886-87 to 1894-95, there 
wsa an abundant rainfall in the Province, the 1I.verage for nine years bein~ 
44'06 inches. This cycle of wet years was succeeded by two dry cycles, eat'h 
of ten years' duration in the first of which the average rainfal1 was 37·33 
inches and in the second 34:49. Molonyt has given the following table 

• K. Soundara Rajulu in Sout" I .. d." .. Villagu p. 80. 
t Molony: "Rainfa.ll, Irrigation aod the Sub";il W .. ter Reservoirs of the Gangetic Plain 

in the United Provinoe.... T,,_ Agricultural Journal 'If India, Jalluary, 1917. 
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showing in acres the average areas Irrigated during the same three 
'periods:-

I From tanks I Total 
Cycle. From wells. From canals. and other i irrigated 

sources. area. 

Wet cycle ... ... I 3,898,746 1,345,396 2,813,337 8,057,479 
First dry cycle ... ... I 5,293,490 1,900,037 2,501,084 9,6!!4,611 
Second dry cycle ... 

! 
5,921,314 2,299,310 1,991,204 10,211,828 

With an abundant rainfall in 1916-17 there was a smaller demand tor 
water than in the preceding year. This is shown by the following:-

I From wells. From canals. I From tanks and I Total 
other sources. irrigated area. 

I 

1916-17 ... / 5,531,295 2,398,068 3,069,786 I 10,999,149 

The l8.l"ea irrigated from tanks was greater and the area irriga.ted from 
canals and wells less in the cycle of wet years than in the cycles of dry 
years. In the second dry cycle the increase in well irrigation was 52 per 
cent., and in the cana.l irrigation 72 per cent., While the decrease in the 
tank irrigation was 29 per cent. In 1916-17 the total number of wells 
actually used was smaller tbJa.n in the previous year and only 12,072 new 
wells were built as compared with 14,350 in the previous year and UI,692 
in 1914-15. Since the beginning of the first dry cycle there has been a 
steady effort to improve the protection in .areas dependent on wells. Be
twoen 1&97 and 1917 no less than three lakhs of masonry wells have been 
QOnstructed. 

ThE> l"l'sult of this may be seen in the extremely dry year, 1913-14, when 
the rainfall was IiCtually less than in 1896-97. In 1913-14 the total area. 
under wheataanounted to no less than 6,376,67:0 acres, as compared with 
4,931,710 acres in 1896-97. The seriO'US failure of the crops witnessed: in the 
latter year is almost impostlible. With a continuance of heavy monsoons 
irrigation from wells shrinks owing to the labour and expense of lifting 
water, On the other hand, tank irrigation shrinks greatly during years 
of drought owing to tanks failing to fill. 

But the two dry cycles have undoubtedly left the Provinces, with a very 
much less offieient system of protection both in the matter of w~lls and 
cClllals. A eomparison of the figures of canal and well irrigation now and 
at the end of the dry cycles will be of great significance:-

I I From ianks and I Total From wells. From canals. other sources. irrigated area. 

1886-1887 
1923-1924 
1924-1925 

5,921,314 
4,252,443 
4,308,915 

2,299,310 
1,635,865 
1,900,664 

1,991,204 
1,994,574 
2,249,782 

10,211,828 
7,946,258 
8,459,361 

There has been a diminution under well irrigation by more than one-half 
million acres. In the first place, liS ponds and jhils had sufficient water 
owing to abundant rainfall there was less need of sinking earthen wells thall 
in the years of drought. Secondly, in areas such as are met with in .M.uttra, 
Agra and Etawah districts t>he deep water level has made well irrigation all 
expensive matter. Indeed the protection of these preoarious tracts raises 

Dr. Radhakam<u Mukherjee. 
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BODle rather serioll8 engineering problems and the former methods employed, 
which consisted mainly of aasisting landlords with advances, are not likely 
of themaelve. to be Bucoeesful. 'l'he zamindar unaided by an engineer, will 
not be able to cope with the dilliculties to be encountered, or to spend to 
the best purpoee advances made to him for improvement of water supply. 
It may suffice to mention that in one tube well sunk in the Muttra district 
it _. neceua.ry to go dawn 350 feet before an adequate supply of water 
could be obtained. A comparison of statistics of well irrigation in Agra, 
Muttra and Etawah districts shows a continuous and steady decrea.;e in the 
number of masonry and DOn-masonry wells. Doubtless in years of good 
rainfall this decrease is arrested but the relief is only of a temporary 
nature.* 

N'Umbe7' 01 Well" 

I Masonry. 1 Non-masonry. 

District. Year. I I 

I I ! Actually A 'I bl i Actually I Available. 
1 

used. vln a _e'l used. 

(I • 

I 
1924-25 6,390 12,110 23,165 43,059 

i! 
1916-17 6,885 11,667 32,362 57,762 

Agra 1911-12 7,015 11,244 36,489 58,508 ... ... 1905 - 10,500 -- -I 

l' 1875 - 8,056 - 62,566 
1840 - 5,263 - -

r 1924-25 3,150 7,261 11,276 20,876 
1916-17 3,503 6,993 15.526 26,838 

Muttra ... . .. 1 1911-12 3,417 6,521 15,290 23,3!!7 
1907 - 9,8n - 25,000 
1879 - 4,999 - 35,151 

I 
1924-25 4,367 7,523 8,253. 11,475 
1\116-17 4,255 6,614 12,8R7 15,812 

Etawah ... ... 1911-12 4,330 6,506 11,775 15,464 

II 1907 4,408 6,047 12,393 15,057 
1875 1,067 -- 33,794 -

The character of wells depends upon two factors, namely, the depth at 
which the water is found and the nature of water. Where the water-level 
is low, well irrigation becomes more expensive and shrinks. Again, where 
the water found is distinctly brackish, it is unfit for use in tillage. Brackish 
water can be employed for growing crops but is useless for preparing [and 
for ploughing, as the salt prevents the' seeds from germinating. Local 
ellperienoe has divided the water into twelve classes. Some of these are dis
tinctly injurious to crops while others are not so when other seaaonai 
conditions are fa.vourable. In some tracts there has been an enormous fall 
in the well wa.ter level. In 1879 the depth of water in the '!'rans-Jumna 
traot ranged from 30 feet in Mat to 40 or 45 feet in MahabaIr and !:!adabad 
in Muttra district. In Western Muttra, near the Jumna I"I&vines and 
Chhata hiUls, it WlUl again oa.bout 30 feet, but along the centre line between 
these points it ra.nged from 45 to 60 feet. Since that time important changes 
have taken place. Owing to the fa.mines of 1897 and 1900, the water-level 
IJ3:Dk considerably in eastern Muttra; and since the latter year its average 
dlStance from the lIurface has been computed at 50 feet in Mat, 60 feet 

• Staroll and Cr.>p Reporto oftk. United Provine .. 
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in Sadabad, and 75 in l\Iahaban. It cannot yet be decided :how far it has 
risen in this portion of the district since the construction of the Miat canal, 
but in weste{n l\1uttra the water level is now found to depend entirely on 
position with reference to canal. In the ghat tract in Etawah district 
the water-level varies from 60 to 80 feet, while in the kurka and illJ the par 
it was at so great a depth as to preclude practioally all possibility of 
irriga.tion. '.l1he first of these tracts has now long been influenced by the 
canal, and oonsidera.ble ohanges in the water-level have taken place but the 
water level in the ghar has not been appreciably affected by the construction 
of the Bhognipur branch. In Agra district the water-level is always very 
low in the high line tract above the Jumna. Across the Utangan in Bah, 
the depth at which water lies is very great, ranging from 60 to 80 feet in 
the west and from 80 to 100 feet in the eastern half; bnt the subsoil is usually· 
firm and well oonstruction is not hampered by the presence of Band as in 
Kiraoli. In oouth Khairagarh the water level has sunk considerably of late 
yea.rs, and is now about 35 feet below the surface on an average; while the 
nature of the soil frequently renders the construction of unprotected wells 
impossible. As the water level recedes in a particular tract, the cost of 
well construction increases .a.nd well irrigation shrinks. Taking the l'rovince 
as a whole the irrigated area amounts to 30 per cent. of the total cultivated 
Grea. Of these 15 per cent. is irrigated from wells, 7 per cent. from canals 
and 8 per cent. from other sources. Wells are thus the main source of 
irrigation, supplying about 50 per cent. of the area irrigated, while canals 
and othE'r sources supply about 20 per cent. each.* 

Total cultivated area 
Irrigated area 
From canals 
From wells 

1895. 

32,600,000 
10,211,828 
1,900,037 
5,293,490 

1925. 

34,900,000 
8,459,000 
1,900,000 
4,252,000 

On the whole, we find that while there has boon a. very large increase in 

the well irrigated .a.rea, the canal irrigated a·rea has not only not increased 
in the same proportion but has remained as before. It appears that the 
limit of ('anal irrigation ha. been reached. At present over half the irrigated 
area in this Province is indebted to wells for wuter, and those parts of the 
Province which lend them.selves readily to well construction <lire <adequately 
provided. But the occurrence of dry seaBQns, as we 'have noticed, further 
stimulates well construction, a favourable reason leading to a rel=ing of 
t'lffort. In 1911-12 there was drought in the Provinces in the early months 
of the khaTi/ and the agricultural situation became full of anxiety. But 
as hhe sea"on was on, coooitions improved and the rabi crop was a. great. 
success. The short rainfall ill the khari/ season led to an increase of tlhe 
irrigated area of that crop by 32 per cent. In 1924-25, the winter rains 
were deficient in the Provinces. 'I'his led to a resort to irrigation in a 
larger measure. The net irrigated area went up from 79.46 lakhs of acres 
in 1923-24 to 84.59 lakhs or &'5 per cent. The area which received water 
fl'om the canals rose from 16.35 lakJJs to 19.00 lakhs of acres, the area 
irrigated hom wells froan 42.52 to 43.09 lakhs, and that from ponds and other 
sources from 20.58 to 22.50 JAkhs. The increases were 16'2, 1·3 and 9'3 per 
cent. respectively. The number of masonry wells rOSe from 742,421 to 
748,781, while that of non-masonry wells diminished from 636,765 to 596,39;$. 
AJJ ponds and jhils had sufficient water owing to excessive rains, there was 

• Sewoll alld C"op Report. of the United Provillcu, 1911-12 and 1916-17. 
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1_ nood of sinking earthen wells. During the famine of 1907-08 the area 
irrigated from wells increased to three times that which was irrigated from 
canals. The canalG are mainly supplied from the rivers arising in the hi'Jls. 
Of th_ the Jumna and Ganges canals already use the total supply of th_ 
rivers while the Barda Oan.a.\ is now under oonstruction. In the south the 
streams arising in {)entral India irrigate a.n area. of about 1.75 lakhs of 
acres. The perennial I·ivel'lll have thus been or will shortly be put to their 
full""t 4se and any large extension in this direction C&D1¥JIt be looked for.* 

It thus appears that there is IILn increasing dependence of agriculture, 
with the oontinuous mUltiplication of population not upon the rivers but 
upon the 8ubsoil reservoil'lll, the engineers having already almost exhausted 
the supply of water available in the rivers whioh serve the United Provinces .. 
An additional drain necessary for the annual well irrigation of two million \ 
acrel implies that there must be less steep gNlldJienot in the subsoil water now 
than thirty years ago, and that there is a permanent tendency towards a fall 
in the Bubsoil wa.ter-level. The only possible method 'of checking the fall 
in the sub*>il water-level is to save as much as possible of theJ rain water or 
canal _ter which at present ru;us off into the rivers. Molony suggests 
the following measures as possible remedies: (1) It !IIlight be arranged that 
at times when there was not a full demand for irrigation water the canrus 
should utilise their surplus in filling tanks instead of running it to waste: 
Irrigation done from tanks so filled might possibly be charged at 0, lower 
rate 80 as to enoourage villagers to geot their tanks filled up. (2) In 
undulating country, an extension of the existing practice of constructing 
field or ravine embankments might do much to save water. (3) Attempts 
might al90 be made to get a more direct and rapid How of surface wiater 
into the subsoil by excavating swamps or wells in the beds of tanks or 
streams thereby making a direct communication between the surface water 
and the sand beds in the subsoil. It is not impossible that drainage into 
the subsoil would be found to possess nearly all the advantages of surface 
drainage without its great drawbacks. (4) There remains, lastly, the keep
ing of all land under the plough. This would probably be the most efficacious 
method of all but the cost would, of course, be immense. 

A great saving in WIater might be effected by piping or lining the water
channels. At present there is great loss of W1a.ter due to evaporation and 
percolation in ea.rthen channels. In many villages channels lined with roof 
tiles may occasionally be seen, especially where the water is to be conducted 
to long distances oand along more porous soils. The f.all in the wat,e.r level 
reacts very unfavourably upon irrigation. In many tracts a considerable I 
fall has rendered useless a. large number of existing masonry wells. 1t has 
greatly increased the cost of constructing new wella as well as of the labour 
and cost of lifoting the water to the surf.ace. 'l'he use of mechanical power 
to pump water from the subsoil is thus one of the most urgent measures 
for agrioultural improvement. There is no doubt that the slow but steady 
fall in the subsoil water level notioed in some pa.rts o~ the United Provinces 
will inevitably lead to the adoption of power pumping for irrigation on wluc<h 
the whole future of irrigation depends. 

The following figuree for the years 1911 to 1925 illustrate not only the 
remarkable dependence of agriculture on well irrigation in the non-canal 
districts of the United Provinces but also the extreme limit which well
irriglnion has reached in spite of a lowering oi the wa.ter-Ievel and other 
difficulties. 

• Leako: "Trend of Agricul.tural Development in the United Provinces," Agricultllral 
Jovrnal qf Ind.", 1923, p. 13. 
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Progre8s of in'i,gation in the non-canal diBt1'ict" 
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I 
{19U-12 970,151 272,000 60,535 27,105 87,640 32'2 

Budaun .. , 1916-17 995,~34 295,000 131,997 66,469 198,456 66'1 
1924-25 878,927 305,000 24,566 - 24,566 8'2 

11911
-" 

1,084,035 217,000 36,898 4,146 41,044 18'9 
Moradabad,., 1916-17 1,115,912 221,000 89,214 46,472 135,686 62'9 

1924-25 1,041,076 227,000 35,827 { 2,493 38,320 
} 16'7 1,459 Canals 1,459 

f 911
-

12 779,097 254,000 87,132 48,368 135,500 I 53'1 
Shahjahanpur 1916-17 799,720 256,000 155,369 87,964 243,333 . 95'0 

1924-~5 737,453 260,000 33,201 16,414 49,615 I 19'3 

{1911-12 471,317 185,000 108,001 25,322 133,323 91'9 
Benares ... 1916-17 483,185 195,000 148,371 37,824 186,195 95'3 

1924-25 474,643 207,000 131,038 1 10,229 141,267 68'0 

1911-12 711,602 110,000 31,654 { 21,677 53,331 } 85'4 
40,500 40.500 

1916-17 { 23,340 58,227 I} 
Mirzapur 766,714 219,000 34,887 53,946 Reservoirs - . 56'1 

' .. 11,005 Canals 64,951 

1924-25 { 9,750 35,597 
}65'7 663,620 175,000 25,847 52,611 -

18,296 70,907 

{ 1911-12 628,291 417.000 184,014 53,335 237,349 56'7 
Jaunpur ", 1916-17 652,748 442;000 293,410 72,404 365,814 82'8 

1924-25 6t8,744 476,000 295,149 43,612 338,761 71'2 

{ 1911-12 601,419 253,000 124,817 61,338 186,155 73'5 
Ghazipur ", 1916-17 618,885 263,000 154,959 73.008 227,967 86'7 

1924-25 612,646 273,000 142,439 43,834 186,273 68'0 

:f911-12 529,893 232,000 130,484 51,401 181,885 78'4 
BaHia , .. 1 1916-17 538,406 249,000 147,572 56,219 203,791 81'9 

, 1924-25 541,029 268,000 136,164 49,344 185,508 69'0 

1{1911-I. 2,123,966 803,000 255,776 297,247 553,023 68'8 
Gorakhpur .. , I 1916-17 2,124,909 831,000 399,319 310,909 710,228 85'4 

1924-25 2,129,881 939,000 414,371 373,855 788,226 83'9 

{ 1911-12 1,269,856 711,000 119,219 228,513 347,732 48'9 
Basti '" 1916-17 1,271,325 730,000 306,230 270,063 576,293 1 78'9 

1924-25 1,311,357 770,000 211,748 397,168 608.918 79'0 

f
91l

-
12 857,(66 528,000 183,479 195,991 379,470 I 71'8 

Azamgarh ... 1 1916-17 901,125 559,000 261,628 i 243,253 504,881 93'9 
1924-25 902.172 601.000 276,104 204,310 480,414 79'8 

ir'"-" 976,138 91,000 9.159 40,201 49,360 54'2 
Bahraich ... 1916-17 996,907 100,000 27,699 63,106 90,805 90'8 i 1924-25 955,580 102,000 11,811 50,384 62,195 60'9 

W'"-I' 1.156,553 341,000 61,727 50,869 112,596 -33'0 
Gonda .. , 1916-17 1,181,004 366,000 197.575 132,150 329,725 90'0 

1924-25 1,157,952 389,00) 161.044 128,589 289,633 74'5 

Dr, Radhakamal Mukhllrjll8, 
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A scrutiny of the abo~e figures goes to show that the percentage of 
irrigllted to estimated irrigable area in most of tl)e non-canal districts of 
tho Fnited Provinces has reached a very high figure varying from 65 to 
95 per cent. It is clear that the limits of well irrigation have been nearly 
reached under the existing technique and hand and bullock power ulled by 
the people. 'l'hl! slightly smaJJer pel"Ccntage of the irrigated area in the 
11lb-montane tracts is due to a greater dependence on water from river, 
and ~treama. The khadir of the Ganges and of the other rivers does not 
orditrorily require ilTiga.tion. In dry seasons the streams are used if they 
ccntain water and temporary wells can be made, While a. supply of water 
may be obtained also from old river channels. and ;hils. Irrigation w!'.ter 
is also obtained by damming the streams at the ertd of the rains; the water 
hflill;( conductecl through an indigenous system of ntdlahs. In some purts, 
however, the soil lies low and consists of very hard and stiff clay. Wells 
cannot, as A rule, be sunk here in the clay where they are most needed, 
ani! a 6upply in them is often very inadequate. 

Wells are and will remain the major source of irrigation throughout 
the Ganget.ic alluvium and the Doab. Yet many districts show a. shrinkage 
under well irrigation. South of the JUJDna, the ground water supply is 
becoming more and more precarious, leading to an agricultural crisis. 
Other BOurces of supply are the ;hils and tanks. These are chiefly used in 
the HI8t of the Province, in which rome 15 lakhs of the 22 laklis so irrigated 
occur. With the gradual increase of pressure of population particularly 
manifest in the eastern districts, the fields encroach upon the marshes and 
IWa.mpS, while drainage Bchemes are also being undertaken. This has 
led in the fir6t place to a diminution of the so-called "other sources of 
ilTigation," and, secondly, to a lowering of the subsoiJ water level which 
renders will ilTigation and agriculture more difficult. Molony observes:
.. There is no doubt that to drain a swamp pleases the people of the locality, 
and it renders good land a.vailable for agriculture j but the hidden results 
to the agriculture dependent on the swamp for a oonsiderable portion of 
its subsoil water-supply far exceed the advantages obtained by the drainage 
operations." The former bad state of the tract of country in the Alig3.l'lh 
and Muttra districts now served by the Mat Branch canal is an object 
lesson of the great daJrulge that may be caused by allowing the Bubeoil· 
water level to sink excessively. Had it not been possible to bring canal. 
water to that tra.ct, a great deal of good land served by wells would have 
relapsed into poor dry land with no source of irrigattion. * In Mutltra 
district the alarming fall of the wa.ter-level in the wells has been checked 
by the canal system, which has relieved a situation which was gradually 
beooming critical. In Mahaban tahsil the average water-level had receded 
from !lOme 4S feet in 1877 to about 65 foot when the Mat Branch extension 
was opened in 1904. The level was reaching a point where the oost of 
!ll880nry wells was becoming prohibitive and the digging of earthen ones 
Impossible. The introduction of the canal into this traot has raised the 
average depth of the water in the wells to its old level of approximately 
45 foot and averted the agricultural disaster which a further fall would 
have entailed. t Muttra has lost in numbers oonsiderably within 'thll last 
three dooadea. 

The effects of the pressure of population are seen in the progress of irriga
tion, particularly in those districts where the normal rainfall is rela.tively 
!OW:. On the whole, however, the percentages of net cultivated area 
~rT1gate~ from various sources are higher in those districts where irrigation 
18 relatively easy on a.coount of the high water level, a.nd the occurrence of 
marshes and ;hils. The difficulties of well oonstruction as well as the 

- limits of canal irrigation manifest themselves in districts of deficient and 

• Molony: .. Note on the level of the water in the subsoil of Gangetic plain," 1915. 
t Laue: F!nal SttU_ Repo,·t ofth • .lfuttra District, 1921-1925. 
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pl'ecarious rainfall in a. disparity between the figures of the percentage of 
irrigated to irrigable a.rea Rnd of iIllulti-eropped area. and density, This 
is true both of well irrigated and canal irrigated districte as will appear 
ft'om the following table:-

'0 = 't:! ~ ~.~ "t1 CD- CD 
:o~ ,9 '" cu So4 CIS ~ 

~ ".<:1- ~o .. o 
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Benares ... 898 704 39'99 68'2 22'8 1'3 
Jaunpur .. , 745 711 40'62 71'2 25'6 2'4 
Gorakhpur ... 721 690 48'15 83'9 32'8 '96 
Azamgarh ... 690 - i 40'42 79'9 26'2 3'2 
Basti ... . .. 687 - 47'67 71'8 37'3 '29 
Ballia ... 679 - 41'45 65'6 24'6 1'4 
Meerut ••• ... 652 545 28'09 36'8 33'4 1'3 o . 

Ghazipur ... 597 - 39'53 68'2 - 2'1 
Partabgarh ... 592 - 37'90 53'7 28'0 6'1 
Bulandshahr ... 560 - 26'00 49'8 31'7 15'2 
Aligarh ... ... 545 455 25'00 60'2 21'5 24'2 
Gonda ... 524 - 44'55 74'4 43'6 '43 
Farrnkhabad ... 509 451 30'89 46'7 18'4 15'1 
Cawnpore· ... 485 392 31'85 44'7 9'4 16'1 
Budaun ... '" 484 433 32'91 10'3 20'2 '98 
Hardoi ... ... 465 - 34'38 14'2 17'1 1'18 
Unao ... .., 458 - 33'41 44'0 18'7 2'1 
Mainpuri ... 446 - 29'70 55'9 15'6 21'1 
Muttra ... ... 427 350 23'61 40'3 12'5 6'2 

The abm-e table is thus most interesting as showing the factors of agri
cultural productivity in relation to the density of population in different 
districts in the United Provinces, The amount of normal rain.fall as well 
as facilitiel; (,f irrigation show their effects on double cropping district by 
district, G<>rakhpur has increased in density from 707 to 721. Such high 
density is correlated with an abundant rainfall and high percentages of 
irrigated and multiple cropped areas, Basti, which shows the next highest 
density, has also a heavy rainfall. While in Gorakhpur the average over 
28 years is nearly 54 inches being still higher in the Sou1!h, in Basti it 
,-aries from 40 inches on the Gogra to 70 on the frontier, The seasonal 
distribution varies little over the whole tract, Rainfall is seldom absent 
fl'Om more than one of the first four months of the year, and there is almost 
universal rain in May, In a good year the ha.thiva rainfall is aloo abundant, 
but this is uncertain. Thus the rahi is secure and easy to raise while 
the autumn harvest is largely a gamble, In the west, the districts of 
Sahnranpur, Muzaffarnagar, Meerut and Bulandshahr are artificially pro
teeted by the upper and more reliable portions of the Ganges and Jumna 
canals, and their density of population is high and is increasing, Of these, 
Meerut and Bulandshahr show nearly one-third of their total cultivated 
area cropped more than once. Botn irrigation ana rwinfall together govern 
the area Cl'Opped more than once. There also appears a close correspon
dence between the percentage of areoa cropped more tha.n once with the 

Dr. Radhakamal Mukherjee. 
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density of population. Such correspondence between high deMity and 
increase of oultivated area and multiple cropping can also be shown by 
taking the natural regions. The following table indicates that tIle figures 
of the per<'entage of cultivated to total area and of double cropped are" 
oorre.o;pond very closely to the order of density of the different divisions in 
the l'nited Provinoos:- -

I G-ro88 cultivated to 
Percentage. 

Density. 
cultivable area. -~----~~- -- -

Natural Divisions. lrrigated Double-

1911.11921.11909-10.11919-20., 

to culti- cropped to 
vated cultivable 
area, area. 

- - -- ~~-----

I 
i I 

Indo -Gangetic Plain 706 711 107'2 lll'O ! 44'7 20'5 (18'4) 
East. I 

Bub-Himalaya East ... 586 605 118'2 122'0 28'7 I 
29'3 (26'1) 

Indo-Gangetic Plain 538 528 105'5 109'0 
I 

32'1 17'7 (15'1) 
Central. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain 550 508 103'9 103'7 , 30'2 14'7 (13'2) 
West. -

Sub-Himalaya West ..• 437 399 

I 
101'4 98'7 

I 
14'8 17'9 (15'4) 

Central India Plateau 2ll 198 77'9 83'3 6'3 
I 

4'5(23'4) 
, 

It appears from these figures that in the de<:"a~e of 1911-21 there 'has been 
all inrrea>.e of density as well as of the percentage of gross cultivated (i.e., 
the douhlecroppl'd added to the net cultivated) to the cultivated area in
the Ea.'tern Sub-Himalaya and Eastern Indo-Gangetic Plain divisions, 
,,-hil'h already are. the most congested. High and increasing density 
<"CH'xists with great- and increasing .intensification of agriculture in 
tract.; whi"h now maintain more tha-n douhle the number of persolls 
per Miuare mile maintained in agricultural Europe. The only 
exe"ption apPf'ars to be Gonda district. Here the population fell substan
tially between 1891 and 1901, and there has been very slight reoovery during 
the past two derades. The statistics also indicate that where the rainfall 
is defceti,-e an increased irrigation has not improved the percentage of 
multi-cropped area. As we have already seen, well irrigation has almost 
rea"hed the limit south of the Jumna, while the Irrigation Engineers have
nearly exhausted the supply of water Il"ailable from perennia.l rivers. The 
high percentage of irrigated to irrigable area iri Muttra alid Mainpuri 
('ould have hut little effert IOn multiple cropping and density. The same 
is the case ill such canal districts as Aligarh, Farrukhabad and Cawnpore. 
Here rainfall is less, but the percentages of irrigated to irrigable area are 
very high. Yet the total area cropped more than once and density are 
relatively low_ In BUch tracts, with an increase of population we are 
face to face with the operation in a large aoale with the law of diminishing 
returns to agriculture. Some of these, moreover, have a falling water
level. The pressure of population on the soil cannot. be relieved unless 
and until '~here are a rapid improvement in the arts of agriculture, a great 
saving in canal water by high farming and a large reduction of the labour 
and cost of lifting water by the adoption of power pumping for irrigation. 

Let DSsurvey the correlation between water-supply and density in greater 
detail. In districts where the normal rainfall falls below 30 inches per 
annum the deficiency outweighs a.U other factoI'll in limiting agricultural 
producth·ity and density of population. 
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Drstricts with less 
than 25 per cent, 

irrigated area, 
Density, Irrigation, Rainfall, 

Banda ... .. , 206 5'4 37'95 
Bijnor· ... ... .. , 395 6'9 43'91 
Moradabad ... .., 524 7'1 38'00 
Hamirpur .. ' ... 192 7'5 35'81 
Bahraich ... ... 402 7'1 43'62 
Kheri ... ... 306 10'0 43'19 
Budaun, .. ... '" 484 10'1 32'80 
Jhansi '" ... .., 166 10'2 34'30 
Jalaun ... ... .., 261 12'9 39'00 
Sitapur ... ... .,' 484 13'6 37'58 
Bareilly ... . .. 642'1 15'6 44'91 
Mirzapur ... . .. 165'8 16'0 42'55 
Saharanpur ... ... 439'5 18'0 37'57 
Pilibhit, .. ... ... 319'7 19'9 49'09 
Gonda ... ... . .. 524'4 20'2 45'26 
Allahabad ... . .. 491'4 20'7 37'28 
Hardoi ... ... ... 465'0 21'1 34'66 
Shahjabanpur ... ... 486'2 23'6 37'47 
Bara Banki ... ... 585'5 24'2 39'00 

(N.B.-ReverBe the order acoording to the &mount ~f rainfall). 

RainfaU over 40 inches. 

Gorakbpur 
Basti ... 
Gonda 
Bahraicb 
Ballia ... 
Azamgarb 
Mirzapur 
Jaunpur 
Sultanpur 
Fyzabad 
Bareilly 
Bijnor .•• 
Benares 

Dr. Radhakamal Mukherjee. 

n. 

Density. 

721 
687 
524 
402 
679 
690 
165 
745 
586 
676 
642 
395 
898 

Irrigation. 

28'0 
35'1 
20'2 
7'1 

28'3 
45.0 
16'0 
45'5 
35'2 
40'6 
15'6 
6'9 

31'1 

Rainfall. 

48'30 . 
47'99 
45'26 
43'62 
41'18 
41'12 
42'55 
41'80 
41'31 
40'06 
44'91 
43'91 
39'60 
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III_ 

District. witb more tban Percentage of groBS 40 per cent_ of groBS cultivated area wbich Rainfall. Density_ cnlti va ted area wbicb is 
irrigated_ is i,rriga ted_ 

Mainpuri ___ --- --- 50-6 29-S4 446 
Aligarb _.- --- --- 4S-1 25-0S 545 
Meirut --- ._- ._- 47-7 2S-12 652 
Muzaffamagar --- --- 47-2 30-10 479 
Jaunpur ___ --- --- 45-5 41-0S 745 
BulIIndsbabr ._- --- 45-4 25-S6 560 
Azamgarb --- --- 45-0 41-12 690 
Etab --- --- --- 41-5 27-49 4M2 
Etawab --- --- --- 41-3 30-82 433 
Fyzabad --- --- ... 40-S 40-06 676 

~-

The above three ta.blea tend to show that in districts where only one-fourth 
of the area is irrigated, irrigation oeases to be a f&coor at all in determining 
agricultural productivity lind rural de1U!ity_ Irrigation, even above the 
limit of 40 per cent_ of the gross oultivated area, fails to produce its effects 
upon density unl688 the rainfall exceeds more than 30 inches, Mainpuri, 
AIigarh and Bulandshahr with nearly half the cropped area. irrigated 
have relatively low de1U!ity_ Their average rainfall falls below 30 inches_ 
On the other hand, the mere amount of average rainfall exoeeding a limit 
of 40 inchE's, without the aid of irrigation, fails to contribute to high density_ 
Bijnor and Bahraich, with similar rainfall and similar irrigation develop
ment, have nearly equal density_ On the other hand, districts like Benares, 
Ba.Hia a.nd Azamgarh, with leas rainfall but with more irrigation, represent 
a much higher staudard of farming and agricultural outtorn" a.nd possess 
much greater density_ 

In distri.cts where the rainfall exceeds 40 inches, rice is the dominant 
crop_ The preponderance of rice cultivation in these districts again varies 
directly with the relative progress of irrigation, wliich is remar"ltable 
in these tracts_ These districts show 70 to 80 per cent_ of' irriga.ted land 
to the irrigated area ava.ilable_ This will be evident from the following 
two tables:-

PeTcentagea 01 rice CTOP to total nd-cToppecl aTea_ 
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Pe-rce1ltages of wheat to total net-cropped area, 

j 1907-08,11909-10,11911-12,11913-14,!1917-18,11919-20,ll924-25. 

------------~----~-- .. 

4'6 I 14'5 15'8 14'8 15'1 17'2 , 
1'8 19'4 23'1 20'3 22'2 22'2 

Gorakhpur 10'9 
Basti 15'3 2 

9,1 ! 26'1 24'7 24'5 25'3 25'5 
2'6 i 24'2 26'1 15'0 26'6 I 24'7 . 

Bahraich 14'6 1 
Gonda ... 14'9 2 

7'7 8'7 8'1 7'2 7'8 I 7'7 
8'1 I 9'9 8'8 7'2 8'6 I 7'7 
6'1 I 6'6 7'4 

I 
5'8 7'3 : 6'3 

i 

Ben ares 4'4 
Jaunpur 4'9 
Azamgarh 3'4 
---------- .. ._---

In spite, however, of the marvellous progress of irrigation, the fluctua.
tions of the rainfall lead to great shrinkages of the kharil area throughout 
the Province, and are fraught with dangers particularly in the sub-montane 
tracts, In the eastern districts where the rabi crop is equally unimportant, 
the rainfall is less uncertain and the protection by irrigation more adequate. 

In the above districts the khwri/ area is much greater than the rabi area, 
and consists of rice. Losses are relatively severe whenever the rain in insuffi
cient or unevenly distributed, and a.s a rule failure of the rice cannot be com
pensated by a larger rabi, as the land cannot be tilled, In most parts of 
this tract early rice predominates,but in portions of Basti a.nd Gorakhpur, 
where the landholders have constructed privwte canals, later and more 
va-luable rices are largely grown to the general advantage of the people, 

The following statement exhibits the net results of the different sowing 
seasons from 1908-09 following the famine year 1907-08 onwards, the normal 
area being taken in each case as 100:--

~ 0 .... eN .r,; <.0 r:..: 00 ~ c::5 .... eN I • 
,e<) 

0 .... .... ........ .... I .... I .... C"I C"I C"I I~ I I , I , , I I -- 00 CD 6 1 «.il~ 
~IJ .... .,., <0 !::: 00 CD 0 .... 

.\ ~ 0 0 .... .... .... ~ .... .... .... ,.... .... C"I C"I 
CD CD CD CD a> CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 

., 
Kharif ... 104 101 102 103 100 ! 94 101 93 9s1 80! 9s1 951101 971 99 
Rabi ... ... 85 97 lOS 120!104 82 100 105 109 113 ' 71 94 831 98 

106 
1041 107 ! 110 1391172' Zaid ... ... 121 106 126 129 97 : 141 107 117 105 102 

Twice -cropped 74 87 105 I08i 91 73 98 109 116 121 64 88 68 92 95 
area. I 

It will be evident that out of 17 years the normal khanl Mea could not 
be 9OW11 for 10 years. In 1924-25 it fell short of the normal by 24 lakhs of 
acrE'S or 10·5 per cent" and was the lowest during the last 12 years. In 
1911-12 there was long continued drought in July and August which led 
to tlhe decrease in the khanl area in all divisions of the Province except 
Gorakhpur, which had enjoyed sufficient rain for the khan/. The decrease 
was largest in the Agra division, as at present constituted, and in 
Bundelkhand j it was smallest in the Bena.res division, and in Oudh, where 
the 1mb-montane districts generally received a larger amount of rain. But 
the short kharil was compensated by an excess rabi area in all except a 
few sub-montane districts. Most of the existing canals are meant for the 
prote<,tion of the rabi crop. The protection of the rice areas, especially 
in the eastern districts will be subserved to some extent by the projected 
Sarda Canal. The scope of well irrigation, however, is almost reaching a 
limit in some of the rice districts where, as we have seen, the peroentage 
of irrigated to estimated irrigable area is considerably above 70. Between 
1900 and 1925 the number of masonry wells in the whole Province has gone 
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up from 309,740 to 742,043 or 140 per cent, . The Go.rakhpur and Basti 
district. built 1,527 and 1,048 wells respectively durmg 1924-25. The 
agrioultural security of the above districts will be measured by comparing 
the relative increMe of the peroontages of khan/ areas with the percentages 
of increase of irrigated areas. 

I 
Per- Per- I 

centage centage Percentage of Percentage of 

I of of the irrigated the irrig" ted 
District., Year, Tehanj rice to the area to the 

I estimated total net-
I I to total net-cropped irriga ble area, cropped area, 
I area 

{ 1911-12 73'7 
, 

44 68 26 
Gorakhpur , .. , 1924-25 69'5 46 83 37 

{ 1911-12 73'7 : 48 411 27'4 
Baati .. , .. , 1924-25 70'7 53 79 46'5 

Bahraich 11911-12 68'6 26'2 54'2 5'5 ... 19.24-25 72'7 I 39'4 60'9 6'5 

Gonda 1911-12 73'1 38'4 33 9'7 .. , .. , 1924-25 74'7 46'6 ,74'4 25'0 

Azamgarh 11911-12 63'5 33'6 71'8 44'2 ... 1924-25 64'6 40'0 79'8 53'2 

Jaunpur 1911-12 65'5 20'6 56'7 37'7 ... 1924-25 67'1 25'3 71'25 52'2 

Benarea ... { 1911-12 59'5 23'8 91'9 28'2 ... 1924-25 63'0 28'3 88 29'8 
I I 

All the districts north of the Ghagra are naturally protected by a heavy 
rainfall as well 88 irrigation, the high water level -being responsible for 
facilities al regards irrigation from wells, Such security lllay be compared 
with that enjoyed by the canal districts such as Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar, 
Meerut and Bulandshahr, The population of these districts has multiplied 
enormously within tlhe last three decade! while thGir agriculture is suffi
ciently protected by the upper and lllore reliablo portions of the Ganges 
~ud Jumna canals, 
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haranpur ... {1911 12 835,067 694,123 S3'1 6,803 '8 252,000 92,159 36'5 
1924-25 822,835 607,343 73'8 348,483 42'S 263,000 130,703 49'7 

lZalfarnagar (l9Il-12 715,884 564,921 78'0 86,813 12'1 381,000 222,934 58'5 
1924-25 - 724,810 529,716 72'9 284,139 39'2 393,000 255,983 65'1 

lelut {1911-12 1,111,654 911,276 81'9 37,790 12'3 660,000 404,231 61'2 ... 
1924 21 11,097,894 801,397 72'9 396,593 36'1 695,000 372,0.9 53'6 

landshahr {1911-12 893,852 730,(138 81'7 122,916 13'7 569,000 390,660 68'6 
1924 -25 885,150 621,867 70'2 220,434 24'9 675,000 286,787 49'8 
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It is significant that in many of the non-canal districts the percentages of 
irri!!nted to total ne~ropped area. are very much greater than those in the 
CAnal districts, The increase of irrigation facilities also is as a rule muc.i1 
great.el' in the- non~anal districts, But the small irrigation development 
of some of the sub-montane districts coupled with the increasing dominance 
Of the riC4' crop is a. Cltuse of anxiety in spite of higher rainfall and the 
terai con<tition~_ I~mbnnkments to benefit the late rice should be built and 
the streams utilisl'<i wherever possible, In some tr8cts pumps on the rivers 
might be useful for irrigation, 

The districts of Azamgarh, Jaunpur, Gorakbpur and Basti show a much 
larger irrigated area than the canal districts, Large areas irrigated in 
these disticts depend upon the minor rivers as well as jhils and tal, which 
nre a fairly safe source being filled by the inflow of the rivers, These rivers 
offer more or less adequate protection to rice, The masonry and temporary 
wells with which these districts are honeycombed protect the rabi, These 
are the more important sources of irrigation and in 80me tracts the only 
source, Conditions are aOO exceptionally favourable for sinking masonry 
wells as water is near the surface and foundation clay found in most tract·, 

The agricultural superiority of the non~anal to the canal districts will 
be evident from the following table:-

Peroentage to Percentage Percentage 
culti vable area of of increase of increase 

-- Normal of density of total net-

Net- I Double- rainfall, of popula- cropped 

cultivated cropped tion, area, 
1872-1921. 1891-1924, area, area, 

Non-canal 
district" 

Benares .. , .. , 82'6 22'4 39'99 15'0 14'3 
Azamgarh ". 77'3 20'1 40'42 14'8 10'2 
Jaunpur ... 76-0 21'1 40'62 12'6 2'4 
Gorakhpur ... 82'7 22'7 48'15 63'2 4'4 
Basti ... . .. 80'3 26'8 46'67 30'7 4'9 

Canal districts, 
Meerut ... ..' 82'4 18'8 28'09 17'5 1'6 
Saharanpul' ... 80'8 19'7 30'99 6'1 - 2'0 
Muzalfarnagar ... 75'5 8'9 29'67 15'2 ()'5 
Bulandshahr .. , 80'8 24'7 26'0 13'8 4'1 

The non~anal districts mentioned above show higher percentages of net
cultivated a.s well as double-cropped area to total cultivable area, The 
former, it is true, have a more abundant and less uncertain rainfall than 
the western districts. But to the natural advantages of rainfall have 
been added the results of strenuous human effort in the direction of private 
irrigation from wells, jhil&, tala and from the minor streams. We have 
already seen that the percentage of irrigated area in Azamgarh, Jaunpur or 
Ba.sti is more than one and a balf times those in districts where canal 
irrigation by Government has been introduced. 

On the whole we expect .. relatively greater agricultural progress and 
increase of population in the former districts than in the latter. This will 
be the case as .. result of the efforts in the following directions:-

(1). The gradual completion of the equipment of these districts with 
cheap masonry wells which already exist in very large numbers and 
whose construction is proceeding rapidly everywhere, This will be 
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facilitated by taccOIIJi loans as well &8 by the extension of oo-operativlI 
organisation. Regular well eurveys should be undertaken and a boring 
staff be maintained in each district to locate sites in doubtful localities 
and to pierce the foundation clay where it is too tlhick for country 
troLe. 

(2) The development of cCH>perative effort for the construction of 
dame, em'bankmentll aDd drainage works. At present the periodical 
f100da work great havoc and their prevention must now be a matter 
of aeriou. concern. Rivera, minor streams &8 well as drainage line~ 
.bould bs investigated and land reclamation and construction works 
under the guidance of Agricultural Engineers ought to begin on a 
systematic acale. 

All this coupled with the natural advantage of a more abund,ant and 
even rainfall will inevitably bring about a relatively greater produc
tivity of land and density of rural population than are expected from 
the development of the canal-irrigated districts. 

The' agricultural progress of the canal-irrigated districts lies in the 
following directions:-

(i) Though the canal system is extensive, there are few districts where 
canal exceeds well-irrigation. Moreover the oanal seldom enables a 
full, rabi area to he IIOWn in years of drought when the additional 
water required has to come mainly from the wells. Thus tlhere is 
oonsiderable scope for assisting the construction of additional masonry 
and temporary welLe. 

(ii) Various canal tracts Buffer from defective drainage and' over
saturation. In Bome agricultural depression follows the spread of rek 
in the areas adjoining the main branches; while in others arise in tlhe 
water level occasions the falling in of non-masonry wells. The improve
ment of the natural channels of the minor streams and 'DIe opening out 
of arterial drainage lines must be uudertaken on a systematic scale .. 
so tlhat the danger to agriculture from ,.. .. ter_1oSSi .. g and salt-encrusta
tion is mitigated. 

(iii) There is no doubt that over-irrigation in many regions leads 
not only to the waste of a vast volume of water but ,also to poor culti
vation, and sometimes to the extension of useless alkali land which 
neoessitates an expensive drainage system for its reclamation. The 
water demands of the various crops require closer investigation, and 
the pOS6ibilities of water saving by a combination of fodder production 
and improved methods of agriculture should be explored in irrigated 
regions. The Japanese system of adjusting the quantity of water
supply to crops and field conditions by tl;1e provision of irrigation canals 
with gauges for the proportional distribution of the water and the 
construction of discharge oanals may he adopted. 

(iv) As the rainfall seems to be the ultimate limiting factor in agri
cultural progress, a more systematic policy of afforestation and of 
suitable crop production in sandy tracts to prevent a furtlher increase 
of arid conditions must be followed. The introduction of defensive 
vegetation against sand will contribute to the reclama.tion of new land 
or to the increased fertility of old. In many districts in the south
west the sandy plains are making considerable oadvances so that the 
Indian desert is extending towards the north-east. The loose sands set 
free by the disappearanoe of scrub jungle and grass with which bound 
them together now have resumed their march under the action of the 
westerly wind and already have extended a considerable distanoe in 
many districts of the United Provinces. Nothing but a chain of forest 
reserves can binder further progress. Deforestation, has reached the 
point of destroying the equmbrium :between the factors determining 
tbe climate and hydrographical conditione of the tract thus imperilling 

> its agricultural future. 
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QUESTION 18.-AGRICULTURAL LABouR.-Ctasses 0/ populations and their 
economic conditions.-The decline of peasant proprietorship, tlhe prevalence 
of land-lordism6nd the growth of the landless class upon the land have 
profoundly aff6i;ted the distribution of wealth in India. The control of land 
in an old agricultural country like India has largely shaped ib.er social 
and. political organisation. Thus the recent changes in ownership and 
tenancy imperceptibly modify the whole fabric of social life. The economic 
distribution of wealth is judged from the broad division of population into 
agrioultural, ind'ustI'ial, economical, proressiona;l and other classes. .A 
closer ex·amination would require in tlhe first place the differentiation of 
industrial workers from agrioultural labourers (farm hands, etc.), and 
general low grade labourers of the miscellaneous and casual type who are 
on the margin of work and life, and secondly, the isolation of the fixed 
wage-earners from the rest. It is on the landless classes that the vicissi
tudes of the times deal their hardest blows. . The following figures from 
one of the famine-ridden districts of the Central Provinces will tell their 
own tale. The figures for the labouring castes in Saugor district in sue
cessi ve years were as follows:-

1891 
1001 
1911 

145,420 
109,225 
140,149 

There was a fall of 25 per cent. during the famine decade; but in 1911, 
the aggregate was within 4 per cent. of the figures of 1891. Many who 
migrated doubtless returned; and with increasing prosperity the birth rate 
became prolifio. Again, famines cut out half a generation, but children 
born since 1900 reached the working age. 

The professions representing more or less the affiuent section of the com
munity form a microscopic minority in India. The fixed wage earners also 
form a very small section. The unskilled labourers are now seen to increase 
decade after d"" .. d... The following table shows their number in 1911 and 
1921 :-

1911. 1921. Variation 
per cent. 

Farm servanbs and 
labourerll. 

field 41,246,335 37,924,917 - 8·1 

Labourera and workmen 
unspecified. 

8,273.650 9,300,105 + 12·4 

Part-timll hired labour.-Hired labourers in India, unlike those on the 
farms of North and N orth-West Europe, are not whole-time professional 
labourers but part-time day-la.bourers. They usually own a little land 
themselves, a.nd would like more but there is also a growing class of land
less labourers whose employment is uncertain, and who shift from fields to 
mines and from mines to plantations. 

Decline in &ulti1Jating landoW1lllr. and field laboure1i'.-Every circum
stance which has weakened the economic position of tlhe small holder has 
increased the supply of agricultural labourers-the loss of common rights 
in the rural economy, the disuse of collective enterprise, the sub-division 
of holdings, the increase of the class of rent receivers, free-mortgaging 
and transfer of land and the decline of cottage industries. The growth of 
population in this century has been so great and the holdings have so 
much been reduced in size that they have often become uneconomical oom
pelling the peasants to supplement the proceeds of their holdings iby outside 
work, or to sell their lands to middle-men or to more pr.osperous peasants. 
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It is noteworthy that the populatlODB on the margin of life engagoo in 
occupations that entail heavy ph",icalbut little ment!ll energy are er:-dowed 
with larger families than the hIgher and the more mtellectual SectIOns of 
eociety. In a normal decade ~ith no epidemics or othe~ disturbing f-ad-ors, 
luch sections of the commuDlty may be expected to lDcrea.se faster than 
the rest. The last two decades have been unusual, and the mortality which 
i. always the heaviest from these lower orders has been particularly heavy. 
Mr. S. V. Mukerjee who, in his Census Report, discUBSes this question shows 
that the number of field labourers in Baroda has been progressively decreas
ing since 1901; but on the other hand, the number of cultivators and 
receiver. of rent from agricultural land (with their dependents) has pro
gressively increased (from 970,675 in 1911 to 1,058,182 in 1921). The 
.Punjab ()ensus Report similarly records an increase of the number of persons 
living on income from rent of agricultural lands from 626,000 in 1911, to 
1,008,000 in 1921. On the other hand, the number of farm servants and 
field labourers has aotualJy decreased from 1,192,000 in 1911, to 1,134,000 
in 1921. In' Madras there is a similar tendency throughout the last twenty 
years for cultivating landowners and labourers to lose ground to the culti
vating tenant and the non-cultivating rent-receiver or rent payer. Forevery 
thousand of workers (Le., excluding dependents) the non-<lultivating classes 
number 77 in 1921; they numbered 20 in 1901. The agricultural -classes 
are classified as follows in the Madras Presidency.· 

1901. 1911. 1921. 

Non-cultivating landowners 19 23 49 
Non.cultivating tenants .•. 1 4 28 
Cultivating landowners ••• 484 426 381 
Cultivating unants 151 207 225 
Farm servants and field laboorers 345 340 317 

"Does this imply," asks the -Census Superintendent, "that the man 
who farms his own lands is being forced to relinquish it to the 1D0no()ultiva
ting money-lender from whom he will cultivate as a tenant." P In tho 
United Provinces, the number of ordinary cultivators has increased from 
28,712,015 to 29,843,168. On the other hand, the number of farm servants 
and field labourers has decreased from 4,562,043 in 1911 to 4,035,887 in 
1921, the decrease being 11·3 per cent. In Bihar and Orissa rent payers 
or ordinary agriculturists have increased by 9 per cont. while farm servant, 
and field labourers have declined by 22 per cent. In Bengal also the 
number of ordinary cultivators including dependents has increased from 
29,748,666 to 30,543,557, and the number of farm eervants and field labourers 
has diminished !from 3,660,000 to 1,805,502, the decrease being 50 per cent. 
In the Central Provinces and Berar ordinary cultivators have decreased by 
161,000 or 2 per cent., while rent receivers have increased by 52 per cent .. 
or 67,000 persons. This has -been due to the increa.se -of the practice or 
Bub-letting. On the other hand, farm servants have declined by 23 pet 
cent. The following statement of the economic position of the different 
classes in Balaghat shows the same tendency as prevails in other districts. 
The number of rent-receivers and cultivators increased from 173,656 to 
205,753 in the period 1891 to 1901, but the number of farm-ha.nds 
actually decreased f-rom 52,264 to 44,802, a reduction by 15 per- cent. approxi
mately, while the number of field labourers S'howed but very slight increase 
48,500 to 51,470. Many of the farm hands took to cultivation without 
altogether giving up their former occupation of working in the mines and 
irrigation works, or carting mineral and forest produce. It is doulitful 

• Pillai: ECmlomic Con-iitiOfll in India, p. 114._ 
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whether this increase in- the number of cultivating owners and tenants is an 
unmixed good. Where the agricultural labourer a.s a result of the r~e 
in prosperity eets up as a peasant proprietor, we may hope he turns hIs 
land and his own life to good account with the magic of property around 
him. But he is mostly without staying power and his holding is more often 
than not too small to be economic. 

Driving the hired labourer off the land.-By a selective process, the 
superior cultivator is driving the more thriftless of his brethren to the 
marginal areas. Thus the extension of cultivation results, if at all, in a 
gradually diminishing return to an increasing amount of laoour an~ expe~ 
It is noteworthy that the figures of the transfer of land by agriculturI.sts 
to non-agriculturists show tlhat the tendency of the latter to take possesSIon 
of the agriculturist's land is to a certain extent increasing synchronously 
with the tendency to rent the land rather than cultivate through hired 
labour. In Bengal ordinary cultivators number 9,274,927 workers, _and the 
farm servants and field labourers number 1,805,502. There is thus only 
one hired labourer on the land to every five who cultivate land of their own. 
In Dacca and Chittagong Divisions, there is only one hired labourer to 
eight ordinary cultivators. In the United Provinces there are 16,092,000 
cultivators (workers) while the farmers and field labourers total 4,035,887. 
Here tlhere is only one hired labourer to every four cultivators (workers). 
In the Central Provinces and Berar,-47 per cent. of the popUlation are 
cultivators, and 27 per cent. farm servants or labourers, i.e., there is approxi
mately one hired labourer to two cultivators. In England and Wales there 
are by contrast well over three hired labourers to every farmer. It may 
be .... id gon .. r .. lll that the holdings in the United Provinces, Bihar and
Bengal are so small that the cultivation of them is hardly ever too much 
for their owners themselves to accomplish unaided. And, in fact, the greater 
the pressure of the agricultural population on the soil 6nd the more un
eoonomical in size the holding becomes as a result of minute sub-division,. 
the less will be tlhe tendency to employ hired labourers in the fields, who 
will have to seek employment in the rural tracts as earth-workers and road 
menders or migrate to industrial towns and plantations. This explains the 
large increaee of the class of unspecified workmen in the last census decade. 
The more efficient of them may aroordingly be called professional labourers 
(majdUof") as distinguished from field labourers. The professional labourers 
work on roads and railways, in harbours and dock yards; they are employed 
for canal cutting and building construction, for the lower strata of domestic 
service and for all the work which demands either a little more intelligence 
or more strenuous exertion than the work done by a field labourer. 

COl1ditiol1' oj the field labourer.-8omewhat superior in economic 8tatus 
are those field labourers who possess small plots of land of their own, or they 
work os partners, receiving half the crop for cultivating another man's plot, 
the principal paying the rent and supplying the seed grain. If no seed 
grain is supplied, half the reaping expenees must be given by the principal 
if he wants to have a moiety. If neither seed nor reaping expenses are 
given, the shares are two-fifths to the principal and three-fifths to the cul
tivator. Sometimes the peasant acquires the right to cultivate another's 
plot by offering paddy l06ns, and the sharel are governed by local economic 
condition8. It is because their own holdings do not suffice for their 
maintenance that they are hired out. Sometimes,again, they do not 
possess any holdings at all either of their own or on share basis, and are 
permanently e.ttached to a cultivator's family or move from plot to plot. 
In the former case, they a.re furnished with a small wretched cottage in the 
~idst of the. farms :which they till.. The field labourers a.re often paid in 
kInd for theIr. serVIces. They receIve a share in the crop, together with 
other dues whlCh aN fixed by custom. This custom varies from Province 
\0 Province. Again, the share of the farm hands differs aceording to-
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harveat conditions. Usually the share of the harvest allotted to the farm 
hand ia standardised hy a bundle tied by three lengths of straw. As the straw 
length increases or decreases with a good or bad ha~vest, there is an auto
matic adjustment ·of wa.ges. When the harvest is abundant, the field 
labourer enjoys plenty. The Chamars in .the United Provinces, who supply 
agricultural liLbour and help the cultiva.tors in ploughing, sowing' and 
reaping, and also repairing the cottages, get one-thirteenth part of the 
produoe of barley and one-sixteenth part of wbeat. The Ahirs, who some
times 8'1lpply agricultural labour, obtain the sa.me remuneration as the 
Chamars. They are often tied to the same plot of la.nd for gene_tions. 
In the Punjab, the Chamar, if he is a ,epcw (permanent kamin) receives 
one-tenth of the whole crop of grain for the general belp rendered by him. 
The OhalD&l1l remove dead cattle, give two pair of ,boots a year for the 
ploughman, and two for the woman who brings' the bread into the fields, 
and one ox whip (naTka), and a leather rope (santa) to fix the yoke (jua) 
to the plough in the half-year, and do all the necessary repair. Besides 
their function aa artisans, the Chamars' perform a very considerable part 
of agricultural labour. They clear the fields before ploughing and assist 
!.he reaping of the harvest. They also plaster the houses with mud when 
needed and do all kinds of odd work. The atatus of the field labourers has 
been governed by ethnic and social history, the agricultural conditions and.. 
population of the· village in different Provinces· from time immemorial. In 
Bengal reapers are paid in kind at the rate of their being allowed to take 
one bundle to every ten bundlea they cut. Kind wages for agricultural 
labourers who are on a yearly contr~t are S to 10 maunds of rice a year, 
two pairs of cloths and two napkins, together with other small requisites; 
when new haJ1ds are hired they get aa much aa 5 to 6 annas per diem. In 
many villsges, along with paddy or hlHlked rice, tobacco, jaZpan (tiffin), oil 
for bathing and even a meal is given. In the south-western districts the 
rate is 4 to 5 annas per 15 !J<lnda& or 16 sheaves; any additional work is 
paid aooording to the eame proportion. For the pulse and robi crops the 
rates are less. Sometimes the reapers make a contract of reaping an acre 
at the rate of 10 many bundles. Since the price of food grains is rising 
enormously, the landholder is now substituting payment in cash for payment 
in grains. This is growing common. The Wage Census of Bengal, 1916, 
shows that the rates are generally much higher in East and North ,Bengal 
than in ,West Bengal. Taking the wages of unskilled labourns a standard 
of comparison, we find the highest median rate obtains in Faridpur district 
(9 annas) and the lowest in Murshidabad district (41 annas). iln the Bombay 
Presidency real wages are now about 5 seers of jOwaT, while oash wages are 
S or 10 annas a day in the more prosperous districts. In the Western 
Punjab Ra.5 a month, with a blanket and a pair of shoes at the end of 
the year, are what a day labourer expects. In the colonies, he gets twice 
that amount, and food and clothing as well; and if he is sufficiently skilled 
to work in a gwen, he may get as much as Ra.lS or Ra.OO a month. 
Hours of labour, too, are less exacting, and better work is done in conse
quence.- Cash wages in the Punjlllh are 6 and 7 annas a day, and :n 
the United Provinces 4 to 6 annsa. In a recent enquiry in the Bomhay 
Presidency, it was found that in 990 villages in which enquiries were 
made, cash wagea without supplement were familia.r in 233 villages, and 
grain wages were familiar in 376 villages. In some of the villages more 
than one method of payment waa in vogue. It is unjust that the land
holders should sell away the grains and force these field labourers to pur
chase the same from the petty shopkeepers at a higher price. The one 
~ay o! ~pe for the padiaZ from this condition 'of servitude and poverty 
18 emlgratlOn. t But the prospects there are not· very attractive. In 
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Ceylon and other plantations the labourers get only 5 annas. A woman 
labourer in plantations gets only 3 annas. 

Wages and thll pricil 0/ riCIl. It would be interesting to chart the 
movement of wages (in annas) in the rural a.reas in Bengal- during the 
past 80 yeal'8:-

1842. 1852. 11862. 11872. I 1011. 1 1922. 

Field laboure-r-w-j-th-o-u-t --C1--I--C---H--'~--2---3-11--4-I-:t~ 
food. 

Carpenters ... ... I 2 3 4 6 to 8 i 7 to 106 8 to 12 
Ghorami, house makel'll... i 2 3 4 5 6 6 
Prices of rice (seers per \ 27'07 22'74 5'0 

Re.) 
; 

j.\'olninal /lind Teal wages.-Economists draw a distinction between 
nominal and real wages. By nominal or money wages is meant the actual 
cash which a man earns for a period of time. By real wages is meant the 
amount of commodities which a man can buy with his money wages. In 
making compa.risons between the economic conditions of different periods, 
in districts or regions, real wages must be taken. Mr. K. L. Datta, in 
his RepO'/'t on the Enquiry into the Rise 01 Prices in India, selected the 
period from 1890 to 1894 as his basic or standard period for the purpose of 
estimating the fluctuations in price levels. In reviewing rises in wages 
in subsequent years, he observes that in rural a.reas in India, wages of 
agricultural labourers and village artisans have risen enormously as 
measured by their purchasing power. About 1912 they were about 38 per 
cent. above the level of the standard period. The rise in the wages of 
industrial labour had not been so large. Nominal wages had increased 
in every case, but the rise was not in all cases as great as the rise in 
prioos. The nominal wages of agricultural labour rose from 105 in 1895 to 
189 in 1912; and real wages from 103 to 138 during the same period. It 
ought to be pointed out here that these wage figures make no allowanoo of 
the fact that agricultural labour cannot ,be continuously employed through
out the year. There are, as we have seen, idle as well as busy agricultural 
seasons, and W8g€6 received during busy seasons do not represent remunera
tion throughQut the year. The following would represent a comparative 
statement showing nominal and real wages of rural agricultural labourers 
and labourers in tea gardens in Assam. 

The index numbers are given relatives to an index number of 100 for 
the period from 1890 to 1894:-

--

ricuItural 1. Ag 
labo urers. 

a Garden 2. Te 
labo urers. 

, I"" I !gO";! 
~~ I 

100 

100 

Nominal Wages. 

or; 

1 

<:5 1 or; 

I 
<:5 

i '" ° 0 .... 
00 '" '" '" .... .... .... .... 

105 125 147 170 

106 103 106 117 

Real Wages. 

I 
c-i I '1 I '1 I '1 s >0'" 10 .... 1""'" .... ",,,, 00 00 

'" 0000 0')0";1 Q')~ '" I .... -...-I ..... ""'" __ .... 

189 103 120 123 134 

120 101 96 90 98 

i I 
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Thus the coolies in tea gardens appear to be in the worst position, aa 
their real wages have fallen 5 per cent. below those in the basic period, 
though they get &orne concessioDll of a limited character, such as land 
for cultivation and in some cac;es rice at a lower rate than the market 
rate. 

Ri8~ in wages i. leu than me in prices.-The Committee appointed to 
enquire into labour conditione in Assam found that the percentage of the 
ru.e in family earnings in the case of tea--garden labourers for the whole 
province in 1922, as compared with 1914, is 19·2. On the other hand, the 
prioe of the necessaries of life rose in the same period by 39 per cent. 
139·95 represents the approximate difference in the cost of living of the 
garden coolie in 1922 as compared with 1914. 

The itelllll of expenditure of a labourer's family are tabulated in what 
are family budgets. As a rule, a tea--garden coolie brings his family with 
him to the garden. In industries like the jute mills and coal mines the 
labourer frequently leaves his family in his native village and remits money 
to tbem, or returns home after some months with his savings. It is esti
mated that the average coolie family consists of one working woman, about 
thr __ tenths of a working child, about one non-working child and two
tenths of an adult non-working dependent. Thus the subsidiary occupa
tions of the man, particularly rice cultivation, and the household duties of
the woman are respoWlible for a considerable percentage of the absentees 
in the daily muster roll. Adopting ihe standard of an average working 
family as consisting of one working man, one working WOIllan and three
tenths of a working child, the rise of earnings has not kept pace 'with the 
increase in the family budgets. In other words, the rise in real wages is 
appreciably less than the rise in nominal wages. The purchasing power 
of the present level of wages is less than in 1914. The Report of the Board 
of Revenue of the United Provinces for 1921 states: "The demand for 
labour was again in excess of the supply, and wages rose in consequence 
proportionately to the increase in the cost of living, so that labourers did 
not suffer." The Assam Labour Enquiry Committee remarked: "It can 
hardly be a matter of surprise if, under these favourable conditions 
labourers from the United Provinces should regard the attractions offered 
on many estates in Assam as insufficient and should hesitate to leave their 
horne districts." In the estates themselves, the coolie's standard of living 
haa been lowered of late years. In the Bombay Presidency, the wages of 
field labourers in the rural areBS have increased in the following manner* :_ 
1900, 2 BnnM 6 pies; 1913, 4 annas 3 pies; 1~22, 7 annas 3 pies. But real 
wages have slightly fallen:-

I 19(J0. 1914. 1921. 1922 • 

Nominal wages ... , 100 180 270 290 
Real wages .... 154 138 145 

The real wages were based on the prices of six chief important food 
grains in the Bombay Presidency, year by year, between 1900 and 1922. 

Agrarian serfdom in India.-But in the lowest rung of the economic 
ladder in India stand those permanent agricultural labourers who rarely 
receive cash and whose conditions vary from absolute to mitigated slavery. 
Such is the custom of the country in many parts of India that the 
zamindars, malguwrs, or ordinary cultivator nearly always contributes to 
get his servant into his debt, and th1l!. obtain a powerful hold over him 

• Report on an Enquiry into Ag.·icu/tural W .. g .. in the Bmnbay Pruia.lley, page 23. 
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which extends even to his posterity. Agrarian serfdom is more discernible 
in those parts of India where the number of the ~ower and depressed ~rders 
is the largest. Bombay, Madras, Malabar, (Jochm, the Central Provmces, 
Berar and Chota. Nagpur show the largest aboriginal population, and it is 
in these areas that the status of the agricultural labourer verges on slavery. 
The ethnic composition of the village, w,hich governs the social stratifica.
tion, is thus responsible for the survival of sla.very. 

In the Bombay Presidency there are the Dublas and Kolis, who are bound 
slaves to a greater or smaller extent. Most of their families are serving 
from several generations practically as slaves to their masters' household. 
They receive money in advance for their marriage, and orally bind them
selves to serve till they payoff their debt. They are f~d and clothed by 
their masters. The first agreement may be for a. term of years, ,but this 
term usually leads up to another, and that to a. third, till in the end a.11 
hope of redeeming the advance is gone. Annual farm hands get Rs.200 to 
Rs.250, and in addition 4 kuro! of juar every month in Amraoti. In Berar 
such permanent farm hands engaged by the year are called shalkaris or 
baramasi!. Often they have fallen into hereditary dependence on the 
malguzar or cultivator. They are paid 5 to 6 kuro! per month (1 kwro 
equals approximately 20 Ibs.), usually in juar, and in addition Rs.25 to 
Rs.40 in cash and a blanket and a pair of shoes per year. In one district 
he is paid 21 kur08 per week, either in rice or juar, and in addition Rs.60 
per year and a. pair of shoes a.nd cloths. In a. village in Berar, I found 
that there are 100 wlkC/lris for 700 families of the village; they get annually 
Rs.lSO ~ 200. They work for a year, and get an advance of Rs.200 before 
their engagement. 

Padialism, or debt sla1lery in Madras.-In the south-west of Madras 
there are the Ezhuvas, the Cherumas, the Pulaiyas and the Holiyas who are 
virtually slaves. In the east coast the hold on the land of the Brahmins 
is strongest and a large portion of the agricultural labourers are Pariah. 
who are often padiab. The padial is a sort of serf, who has fallen into 
hereditary dependence on a landowner by debt. In almost every case 
the original debt WIIB a sum of money ,borrowed by a landless man to 
solemnize his marriage or, more frequently, that of a son or daughter, 
the borrower undertaking to work for the lender until the debt should 
be repaid, in return for a. certain limited supply of food. Quite recently 
a lad of 18 ·borrowed Rs.25 in cash and grain to celebrate ,his wedding 
with due festivity and became a padial. Such a loan is never repaid, 'but 
deecends from one generation to another and the padiaZ8 themselves are 
transferred with the creditor's land when he sells it or dies. If the padial 
transfers his services to another master, the amount will be returned by the 
latter. If he runs away, the owner loses the amount. His wages are 
generally paid in kind. The usual kind wages are 30 Ma.dras measures 
of paddy per month per head. At present prices 30 Ma.dras measures 
of .pa.ddy are worth about Rs.3-12-0 (5a.). A Madras measure of paddy 
weighs 21 Ibs. but when husked loses about half its volume and one-third 
of its weight. The padial's paddy a.ilowance therefore works out at about 
27 oz. of raw .rice per day; a quantity that the man is probably able and 
willing to eat himself without assistance from his wife and family. But 
sometimes he gets 16S8. Thus in one village he gets 22 Ma.dras measures. 
of paddy per month, a daily meal of 'I'Ilgi porridge, and annually two 
cloths and 18 rnelUlures of pa.ddy or .some other grain. In some villages 
he gets in addition a small plot of land, say, a quarter of an acre to 
cultivate for himself. The family of the padial must help the patron when 
requi.red, but then extra payment is made. In Bengal the labourer works 
from 6.30 to 12 a.m. After one and a half hours' recess for food he con
tinues from 1.30 or 2 p.m. till 6.30 p.m. In Orissa he begins work at. 
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8 a.m. and rontinulIII till 11.30 or 12 a.m. Then he goes. home. for f~ 
and rest., reiurIUI at 3 p.m. and work. till evening. In OrISSa ~red agn
cultural la.bourers, ca.lled muliya. or nit maj'Ull"', are of three kmda. (1) 
The ehakar or barama8iya labourer who is eng.aged for t~elve m~nths. He 
..-ivea both board and lodging and is paId &.24 In two IDStalme~ts. 
UllI1ally hiB anceator haa obtained a loan which dE6C6nds from gene~atlon 

. to generation and from which there ill no escape. (20) TheflO.!la mul,ya. or 
haria muliya, who works under an agreement as a .yeady s~rvant h~e 
the former bui cloe.s not. receive his board &nd 10dglDg at his master 6 

hou". He receiYea a glJ/UlR.i or 4 seers of paddy and in ~ddition is allowed 
a plot of land to cultivate free of rent called betaba.l'lo. <3) The danda 
mvl.iya who enters into a contract with his employer and engages hiIllB~lf 
for a ahort period ai specified .ate.:l of wages. All wealthy Brahmm 
yil1ages contain a large proportion of fIllIgi muliyas. In smaller and poorer 
Yillagee the danda and 'Uparai muliyas are more usual. The condition of 
th_ labourers is very unsatisfactory. Before the harvest when stocks are 
low, they aeldom get the bare minimum of subsistence while they are a 
little bettar off during the harvest season. Similar classes of hired labourers 
are met with in Midnapore. The danda m1diya here gets 5 annas per 
15 gandal of aheaves reaped. He enters into an agreement called kuta, 
to plough or harvest the fields. The kuthia is given 18 gunts of land: 
From Chait. to Bhadia he gets 15 katha. of paddy and from Ashwani to 
Falgun 6 katluu. H. also gets one chaddar a year. 

Kamia 8yBiem 0/ debt bondage in Bihar.-Worse than all the former 
c1ass811 of I18rfs are the kamial of Bihar, bond eervants of thei·r masters, 
who in Muru for a loan received likewise ·bind themselves to pedorm 
whatever menial aervices required of them in lieu of the interest due to 
the loan. Mr. Sifton in his Hazaribagh Settlement Report describes the 
kamiauti (a.gricultural slavery) thue: "In the first place the kannia cannot 
bargain about his wages, he must accept the wage that is customary for 
landlords to give to his class, which is 21 seers (katcha) of unhusked paddy 
yielding about I seer of rice or its equivalent in some other grain; the 
wages are inva.riably paid in grain and not in cash, and represent only 
one-third of a day's wages for free labour paid for example by a. contractor 
for road repair work. If the kamia'8 wife also works for his master, she 
receive8 It alightly emaller !!'emuneration; .and their joint wages are not 
.ufficient to feed properly themselves and the ·no11mal family of childreJl 
which they are certain to pOSBel!6. Seoondly, the kannia never sees any 
money, unless it -be the occasional few pice he' may earn as a. palki bearer 
in his spare time, which he naturally spends on drink. Consequently he 
has no chanoe of ever repaying the principal of hill debt and becoining a 
free man again. A kamiauti bond therefore involves a life sentence. 
~irdly, the rondition becomes hereditary. Although the son is not respon
elble fOll his father'a debt after his death, a new debt is always contracted 
on behalf of the son on the occasion of his marriage which renders him 
also a. komia for life. Fourthly, daily work is not guamnteed by the 
master, and no food is Ilupplied on the days when there is no work to be 
done. The result is thus that the master ta.kes the kamia' 8 labour at a 
BWeated wage for m08t of the ~, but at a time when there is no agri
ou~tural work to be done and the kamia has least chance of getting any 
dally employment elsewhere, he is left to shift for himself as best as he 
can. He is then free to get work wherever he can, but cannot leave his 
village for a';1y time in search of it for fear that he might abscond. 
Actua!!y he 18 reduced to earning the moat miserable su·bs'ietence by 

oollectmg fuel. and grass for sale." 
The restriction of hiB movements rendera the kannia. nothing better than 

.. Negro sla,,:e. .An absconding kamia is unable to find an asylum anywhere 
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in any part of the area. w·here the system is prevalent. The landlords u 
a class combi]Je to maintain the system and return to his muter any 
kamia taking shelter in their villages; and in the past the police have 
helped, unofficially, to track down. and recover runaways. On his return 
the kamia is bullied and ill-treated and, having no money at all, he is 
unable to appeal to the courts for lredres9 or protection. The sale and 
purchase of kamias is by no means uncommon in the north-west of the 
district. The price is the amount of -the kamia', debt. It is probably 
understood that a higher price would be an offence under the laws con
cerning slavery and the transaction is therefore formally represented as 
the taking over of the debt. VarioU6 customs attach to the kamia's action 
of running away in different districts in Behar. In some villages the first 
ryot who, seeing that he is a runaway, gives him a meal has the right to 
him. In other cases, he takes an advance from anyone who will give it 
and execute a bond. If the former master finds out where he is, he can 
come and reclaim him on payment of any advance which the new master 
may have made. Sometimes the old master sells off the kamia on receipt 
of the advance given to the latter from a new master. The system is to-day 
very iIIluch alive in most districts in Bihar, and still extending in some. 
f.ike the padial and the p'ltlaiya in Madras, and the chakar system in Orissa 
or the shalakari in the Central Provinces, the kamiauti can be abolished 
only by special legislation, making it penal ·to keep a bond slave and 
extinguishing all his debts. As a temporary measure, when such legisla,
tion is enforced, it would be necessary for Government to open out new 
lands by reclamation and constitute them into small holdings for the 
discharged serfs, as well as to provide special facilities for emigration to 
labour districts. In this way, the surplus serf labour would be drafted off; 
lind their former employees be forced either to settle the agricultural 
labourers on rent in their lands or to pay them a free-la.bour wage. In 
the case of the extension of cultivation, the principle that the Government 
usually follows is to offer the tenancy of land, hitberto uncultivated, in 
the first instance to the holder of adjoining cultivated land, and if he 
declines it to other landholder, so that the landless labourers get no chance 
unless all the peasants refuse it. . 

In Bengal the hours of wOl·k for the field labourers are from 6 a.m. to 
1.30 p.iIIl. and, again, from 3.30 to 6 p.m. In Madras field labc>urers are 
sometimes required tc> work with two intervals from 4.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.; 
but the regular hours of labour are 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. In the Bombay 
Presidency, men engaged for one year work from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Before 
the Wlllr they worked for 12 hours, while 10 years ago they worked from 
5 a.m. to 9 p.m., including outdoor work. In the Central Provinces the 
hours are from 4 tc> 11 a.m., followed by afternoon work for cattle. In 
the rains the regular hours are from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. In most parts of 
India. there is usually a. il"OOeSS of one or two hours in midday for food. 
Everywhere the hours are adjusted to Bummer and winter conditions. 
Sometimes the agricultural labourer is required to work 24 hc>urs a day, 
including night watch. In Bengal he gets a remuneration of Re.1 per 
mensem f()lJ" guarding the crops at night. A field la.bourer in Salem district 
gets a maximum pay of Rs.45 a year in advance, and has to work in the 
field or in the landlord's house the whole day and night. 

Vanishing 0/ the /i.eld labourer.-On the one hand, the development 
of industry and commerce has caused a greater demand for labour in 
every Province, and, on the other, plague, influenza and malaria have 
reduced the populatic>n. In the villages the more substantial cultivators, 
such as the Jotdars of Bengal, the Patidars in Gujrat, the Lingayats of 
Bombay and the superior peasant proprietors of the Punjab, now take 
a less active part in field operations than before and employ farm handt..· 
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On the other ·hand, in the C8i!e of the less substantial cultivators whose 
holdings are small, the economic conditions discourage the employment 
of inelficient semi .. lave or hired labour, while the rise of prioes increases 
the cost of maintaining it on the land. Thus, in many Provinces, there is 
an exodWi of agricultural labour from the holdings of CUltivating land
owners. In most parts of India there is very little of culturlllble land 
left unoocupied, the best cultivators will not usually care for it, and, 
u elllCh IIIdditional area is leased for cultivation, there being less and lese 
demand for agriculturists, more and more of these landless labourers drift 
in to take it up, otbers drift to the mines, fa.ctoriesor plantations in 
the country or go abrollid. Long period contracts are thus grllldualJy 
superseded and the field labourers, instellid of serving the same master 
from generation to generation, prefer to work for daily wages or on the 
piecework s)rItem. Sometimes they receive payment partly in cash and 
partly in kind. Dues of this sort are elastio, they depend on local con
ditions and necessities. But the long-time service of the past, which is 
a kind of semi .. lavery, still persists. It is found even in the Bombay 
Presidency in Khandesh and Gujrat, where the recent industrialisation 
has contributed more than any other ITovince to emancipation of farm 
hands. 

Agriculture in transition. Plight 01 the derelict farm hand."'-In some 
pan. of India, however, agricultural labollil' is starving, and agriculturist:! 
feel bitterly tbeir want for tbe field labour and apprehend a. fall in tbe 
value of land in consequence of a demand for the same. In the Madra.s 
Presidency it is usual to find padiala bound hand and foot to the mirasdarR 
for generations. At tbe same time the immigration to Burma, Ceylon 
or the Straits from the East Coast has long been a sourOO of depression 
of agricultural labou'l', and tbe moat substantia.! cultivators complain that 
tbe farm hands are now more difficult to secure and work less efficiently, 
though they draw double the wages. Thus, in the same Province, the 
agricultural labour conditions are found to be strikingly disparate in 
different parts and in different seasons. 

Conditions of ninfall and irrigation., ploughing and the rotation of 
crops, as well as the size of the holding of the cultivatot's fam:ily, govern 
the demand and supply for rural labour. It is usually in the cultivating 
and harvesting seasons that the demand for and price of agricultural labour 
rise. The distinction in the Census Report between undefined and agri". 
cultura.l labourers is thue not a hard-and-fast one, and there is periodica.l 
traDBfer from one group to another.- The mills, shops and houses of the 
largest cities and the mines and plantations all draw.upoll. the r~al 
population. Where the available labour supply is . largely at. the dispoaal 
of tbe local mines and factories, the rates of agricultural wagee Me higher. 
On the other hand, where the local landlords command the agricultural 
labour supply, labourers are more difficult to obtain for industrialpur~ 
poses. The activities of r6C'l'uiting agents and the hopes they offer and 
the deception they pract~se also pia! n.ot a. negligible part in governing 
tbe rural exodus. There 18 no organIZatIon on the part of the agricultural 
work8l"s. There are no agricultural labour unions which might deal with 
the I'ardar. or middlemen collectively, stipulate about wage.s land the 
terms of contract, and guide the How of labour to. places where there is 
greater effective demand. The conservative habits of the popUlation check. 
the mobility of labour. Where there is no desire for a higher standard 
of living, the rural labourers are satisfied with the old conditions of 
employment. The cottage and land industries .in which such labourers 
en~age t~emselv~ throughout the year also tie them to their villages. 
This applIes partIcularly to the women. Throughout India the women 
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and children are employed as carriers. If they are working at any dista,:"oo 
from their homes, or if they have no homes. they generally come wlth 
the m&le member of the family, but they often come mdependently.when 
they are working close to their hOIlWll and can return for the mghts. 
Their wage. lIIl'e the lowest. In Bihar •. and alBo in Orissa, the daily wage 
of a man varies from 4 to 8 annas, while that of a woman from 2 to 
6 annas, and that of a child from 2 to 5 or 6 annas, aooording to size and 
&eX. Simiht.rly, in the Madras Presid&llcy the wage of casual agricultural 
labour varies from 5 to 8 annaa a day for a man and that for a woman ITom 
3 to 4 annas only." Mann estimated that the cost of living of a labourer's 
family, consisting of himself, his wife and two children, was &.34.65 per 
month. Hia estimate was based on a study of villages in the Deccan in 
1918. On this basis, the wages shown above are a.bsolutely inadequate. 
The more substantial labourers use tbeir bullocks and caa-ts to ply for 
hire from the village to the nearest cities during the off sea~n when they 
are not required for ordinary purposes. Carting on the roa.da, poultry 
keeping, rope lDlaking, basket work, cocoon rearing are also common bye
occupations of the more substantial field la.bourers, but the large majority 
of them are extremely poor and miserable. They are clad in Tags and 
found to live in wretched, illBufficient cottages along with the livestock 
of the farm. I have found men, women and children sharing the same 
tha.tched hut with buffaloes. A serf the labourer is, and in ninety-nine caaes 
out of a hundred a serf he must remain. With him the temptation of 
higher wages in another vilLage or the opportuniy fOT a job in a neigh
bouring rice mill does not count. Plague, malaria and influenza work their 
havoc on the popUlation, and most on this class. The diminution of supply 
increases the demand for labour, but his condition remains unaltered. 
Acbove all, the precariousness and uncertainty of Indian rainfall, with which 
economic conditions are so closely and intimately related, are writ IMge 
on his forehead, Ibetokening the small comfort of a single meal, thin gruel 
and loin cloth in & prosperous year, and starvation and death in II- year 
of scarcity. Such is the condition of the hired farm hand in India, who 
is so often lost sight of-that toiling, unorganised, unstriking but a11-
important facto'l" in the machinery of Indian rural ~e. 

A supplementary note on th.e general 'land situation in India. 
As in all agricultural countries, so in India. the land problem is the most 

significant of national questions. The standard of living of the Indian 
peWiant cannot rise unl81!s a. change in the land system supplies the essential 
economic basis of more efficient peasant-farming. Neither scientific agricul
ture nor co-operation can make much headway unless we reform the land 
system, now 110 serioua a drawback to the prosperity of the small farmers. 
In many parts of India, the peasant is unable under existing land settlement 
to make his occupation profitable. Indebtedness weighs him down to an 
extent difficult for him to remedy at prevailing rates of interest with his 
a.verage-Bi~ holding. and his uncertain tenure, while the high figures of 
transfer of holdinga to the non-agricultural classes indicate a difficult situa
tion. The inefficient system of agriculture that prevails, indeed, is connected 
less with tillage practice than with the forms of tenure now overshadowing 
the ancient peasant proprietorship which formerly enjoyed the protection 
of the village oommunities. Both small ownership and the growth of village 
communities in India are connected with the dense population and with 
~he practice of rice agriculture, which necessitates the breaking-up of land 
mto small plots Blurounded by dyk81! and channels, and the collective 
management of irrigation. The break-up of the village communities every
where has spelled agricultural decline. The disuse of equitable regulations 
88 regards meadows, pasture-grounds, tanka and irrigation channels or the 

• Madra. C ....... R.pON. 1921. 
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6upply of free labour for oommon agricult.ural t.~ks which for~e~ly was 
facilitated by the communal life lived in the vlliage communitIes has 
brought II weaknasa to the rural economy, which neither .new habits 
inculcated by educat.ion nor the measures of Government can cure. But 
peasant proprietorsbip has been weakened not m~rely by the los8 of ~he 
traditions of 80cial and agricultural co-operation; It also has been workIng 
ita own decay by minute fragmentation when there exists no ch~ck of .a 
collective co-parcenary community. The creation of landed est.ates m IndIa 
baa led also to the minimum amount of agricultural utilisation, as in England. 
With t.he inoreaae of popUlation and the importatio.n of the English notions 
of property, the landlord has increased his rents more and more, and also 
imf"l""d varioU8 kinds of illegal cesses &Ild dues, without, however, interesting 
hilllJielf in maLt.e ... of land improvement.. Tenancy legislation has been 
necessary where tenauile have been regarded merely as money invest.ment.s 
and permanent improvemenLo have been discouraged, but the .. " .... _00 
atrength of tenants is by no means 8I3Sured; whlle In HOW" paru. rack-rent.ing 
and other dangers of sub-infeudation and sub-letting through a chain of 
inferior proprietors, a.re realised. The creation of landlordism, both of 
superior a.nd inferior ~ades, .and the break-up of peasant. proprietors?ip 
and the VIllage system In IndIa, have been' the result of mlsunderstandmg 
on the part of early British administ.rators who derived their lessons mainly 
from the agricultural history of Western Europe. In the East the village 
communal system was an old and essential adjustment, suitable to the require
menta of dense populations in fertile plains. Thus the land and village 
systems and forms of tenure are far different in India and Europe. 

8mall holding. and zaminda1'i estates. In tracing the stages of agricul
tural development, one ehould sift the factors which govern the evolution of 
different types of land-holding and village life in India and the medieval 
West. An earlier clan and t.ribal organisation here evolves into the village 
communal system. The bond of union is no longer kinship but the newly
developed emphasis on oo-operative methods in irrigation and the social 
necessities of a compactly congregated population. This differentiates the 
Indian village community from the Teutonic or the Slavonic institution. 
The latter smacks too much of its early tribal, communal origins; while 
the former has differentiated economic structures, classes and castes and 
exhibits more elaborate customs and usages governing the diverse interests 
in the soil than oould have been evolved by organisa.t.ions on a mere ethnic 
basis. These are quite compatible with intensive cultivation and peasant 
ownership, though t.he communal element persistently prevailed. In the 
West agricultural development was possible only when village collectivism, 
with its communal routine of agriculture, which was f~ more rigid than in 
India, was superseded either by the lati/'tlll'l.dia or by unrestricted small
holding. Here the village communities established a balance between 
individual and collective rights which was conducive to agricultural efficiency 
in the adaptation to geographical and social oo.nditions. But the economics 
of conquest. has left its deep marks on Indian as well as European rural 
life. The influence of political authority and conquest in establishing the 
feudal as distinguished from the autonomous type of village organisation is 
discernible in both East and West. Thus the growth of manorial estates 
has been seen both in Europe and in India and deserves a. comparative 

investigat.ion. Small farming declined as the result both of the suppreasion 
of village oommunities aud the rise of a claas of superior and inferior renl;. 
receivers who neglected their task and delegated the mere function of 
collecting their share of the produce to agents or coD~lactors. In other 
oountries, similar causes have produced a similar transformation of the 
relations of the agrarian population, with its reactioIl.\! upou agriculture. 

Position 01 the Indian peasant-Sign, 01 1.t1trest.-The. agricultural 
popUlation of India now works on ver, meallre resources, and these resourOO8 
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are distributed very poorly, from the point of view of the well-being ?f 
the peasants themselves. Our examination of the changes in landownershlp 
and 'tenantry ~uring the last fifty years shows that tlus mal-distribution is 
growing worse. The economic position of the small-holder has deteriorated, 
while the oontrasts between landlords and expropriated peasants, between 
the increasing class of rent-receivers and the toiling agricultural serfs, 
predict a crisis in our agricultural history. The uneconomic holding, the 
absenCe' of full proprietorship of the cultivators and semi-slave hired labour, 
are incompatible with efficient intensive CUltivation, which is the great 
advantage of peasant farming, and without which our increasing population 
must remain contented with a single meal, thin gruel and a loin-cloth. 
The dim rumblings of peasant class-consciousness already audible in AOme 
parts of India, challenge the present agricultural regime_ No man should 
ijuffer imprisonment with hard labour on onlHli~~h of an &ere of land. 
No class !lhouJd ,be merely "a mud~hill- .... -whlCh a superstructure may 
rest" j t>h .. class whIch maintains the race should not be singled out to 
bear its burdens and penalties. 

Tenant Law and its abus8.-There cannot be any doubt that with the 
rise of landlordism the rights of the village communities and peasant 
proprietors have been suppressed. The aim of tenancy legislation in Bengal, 
the United and the Central Provinces has been to correct the mistake of 
such suppression and to re-create proprietorship, albeit in a modified form. 
Occupancy right has been bestowed, but the classification of tenants into 
occupancy and non-occupancy nowhere has been a sufficient protection 
against enhancement of rents or eviction. The great mistake of tenancy 
reform has been that the right it created depended upon a time-limit and 
therefore on the forbearance of the superior proprietor to exercise his 
power of eviction before it matured. Here the right csme to be sold and 
purchased and the superior proprietor, and sometimes the surrendering 
tenant as well, took advantage of the situation and extorted some profits 
from the transaction. This is the case still in Bengal, Bihar and the United 
Provinoes, where the increase of population and competition for holdings 
have aggravated the evil. The system of taking premiums from the tenants 
has less hold in Bengal and Bihar than in the United Provinces, because of 
the creation of permanent heritable rights. In Bengal and Bihar the 
exaction is imposed chiefly on the occasion of transfer, whether legal or 
fictitious; and non-transferability has left the zamindar everywhere scope 
for the appropriation of unearned increment in every Province where 
superior proprietors have been created. But besides this ground, both in 
the United Provinces at present and in the Ce'ntral Provinces before the 
passing of the Tenancy Bill, the existence of a periodical protected tenancy 
depending upon the consent of the landlord and hence difficult to acquire 
has been a fertile cause of the levy of exactions in various guises. With 
regard to privileged tenants, an increase of rent by the landlord is difficult, 
and subject to legal" control j but in the thickly populated areas of Bengal, 
Bihar, Orissa and the United Provinces the law regarding enhancement is 
often, if not commonly, evaded. Though an enhanoement of rents is not 
.Iifficult in Bengal, the improvement of the land is difficult. Large portions 
of land are let out in patms with veTY little margin of profit for the patnidGIrs 
who therefore are unwilling to spend any capital. A large proportion of 
ryots has the status of fixed rent and their rents cannot be legally enhanced 
even if the landlord spends money and effects improvement. The difficulty 
of obtaining increase of rent from the ryots on the ground of improvement 
ia very great and both superior and inferior proprietors are generally loth 
to take the unoertain risk of litigation. As rega.rds the ordinary tenants 
in Bengal, the Agra Province and Oudh, the laws, while preventing sudden 
I'ises in rent, do not hinder enhancement and eviction. The custom of sub
letting also has grown, in spite of legal difficulties, in Bengal, Bihar, Agra 
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and Oudh. Thi. haa converted the tenant into a mere rent-receiver who 
haa taken full advantage of the general rise of pr~ces, and furthe~ \)ontrlbuted 
to reduce the economic status of the actual tillers of the ~ll. In lar!!!e 
part. of Central and Western Bengal, the sturdy class of Bagdls and Bouns 
haa succumbed to the more intelligent castes. They have been reduced to 
mere labourers, while those who claim the privileges of a ryot of ~he Ben~al 
Tenancy Act are often people to whom the driving of plough is a soOlal 
degradation. Evils of this type have not been corrected as ye.t by. rece.nt 
legislation, such aa the Oudh Rent Act. Freedom of sub-letting hk,:wlse 
haa converted the occupancy tenant in Bengal a.nd the. peasant propr~etor 
in many parts of the Punjab and the Madras Presidency lUto a rent-recelver, 
an absentee inferior proprietor living on rent or share of the produce. On 
the other hand it is the non~upancy tenants who not only pay much 
higher rent tha~ the occupancy tenants, but also rent smailer-sized. holdings 
and, having little security, pay higher rates of interest for agricultural 
oapitaJ. The marked divergence in recent years between old and occupan.cy 
and new competition rents, both in permanently settled and temporarily 
settled tracts, has threatened more or less the occupancy status, 
has leu to 8u~letting, and has produced the evil of nazara'lUl 
of all kinds; and all these questions are bound up with the question of 
any reform in the system of tenant right. The Central Provinces Tenan~y 
Act of 1920, in 80 far as it has created permanent tenure, restricted transfer 
and prohibited sub-letting, ill a wise piece of legislation which has 
rehabilitated peasant proprietorship, protected cultivating interests against 
the moneylender, and at the same time prevented peasant proprietors from 
oonverting themselves into intermediaries exploiting the peasants below 
the legal peasant line. It ill very interesting to find that in countries so 
different. as Russia and an Indian province the same evils arising out of 
the same agricultural conditions have been proposed to be remedied by 
almost identical measures. In the ryotwari estates the periodical settle
ments have done a grave injustice to the smallholder by disintegrating the 
village communal system, an9 by appropriating a larger and larger share 
of the agricultural income, which if peasant proprietorship were absolute 
and the theory of State landlordism not carried to its present limits, would 
have returned into channels of permanent land improvement. The deteriora
tion of peasant proprietorship and the accompanying free disposal of village 
commons on the rural communalism, as a result of encroachment and 
administrative policy, have proved harmful to intensive agriculture. 
Analogies may have been drawn with the legislative attack in England 
and the agrarian history in Russia. . 

Protective legislation lur the peasan.t.-For remedial measures necessary 
to deal with the pr6aent situation we should draw freely from the experience 
of Japa.n and of the oountries in Central and Eastern Europe where small 
holdings exist or are reconstituted by recent land reform. It must be a 
process of slow growth and adjustment in India., for wherever we touch 
the land, we handle the root system of society. Wlherever we ha.ve the big 
estate and the estate is broken into farms which are dealt with in the 
produce-sharing system, we have to devel~p gradually towards security of 
tenure, on one hand, and equitable farming agreements, characteristic of 
the metayage in Italy, France and Spain, on the other. In virtue of these 
agreements, a veritable joint-ownership ill established between the landowner 
snd the tenant in parts of Western and .southern Europe, and the tenancy 
sometimes passes from generation to generation, thus acquiring effective 
ownerabip. Where we have peasant proprietorship, we should not break 
up the traditional village communalism, but revive the collective control 
over the use of the land, collective irrigation and collective cultivation. 
Gradually the vil)age communities would be converted into co-operative 
societies 80 that they might make join"! llurchases of the necessary farm 
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stock, sell the produce jointly, or obtain credit in common. The case of 
the inferior peasantry who obtain land or stock from the richer farmers 
to whom a share of the produce is transferred, alsQ demands protective 
legislation. The constitution of economic holdings, prevention of !fresh 
sub~ivision and restriction of sub-letting and transfer seem necessary, if 
we wish to profit from the experience of. different countries in Europa.. 
There are, again, the farm-hands, whose condition varies in different parts 
of' India. Some.have small plots of their own or work as partners. Others 
move from plot to plot, while some are involved so much in debt that they 
sell their services for life to the zamindar's or the cultivator's family. The 
serf, who is still in evidence playing an important part in the machinery of 
Indian economic life, deserves much greater attention and sympathy than 
as yet he has been able to obtain. With greater solvency of the peasant 
farmers, with more equitable share tenancy, with the protection of the fa.rm 
labourers, and with a more equitable system of taxation, we ca.n convert 
the agrarian crisis, and meet a famine when it comes more courageously 
and more successfully, neither bewailing the mysteries of Providence, nor 
looting the bazaars in open revolt. The present situation is full of peril. 
The ;agrarian problem has to-day. its political and social reactions; the village 
unsettlement and the political unrest have a direct bearing on each other. 

7'hree jfl1'-reaching features ollClilld unsettlement.-Tihere are at least three 
outstanding features of the present land unsettlement whose effects are noli 
confined to the economic sphere. There has been a tendency during recent 
years for the cultivating proprietor to l06e ground to the cultivating tenant 
and non...cultivating rent-receiver or rent-payer. The Jotedar in Bengal, the 
Lingayn.t in Bombay and the Brahmin in Madras have given up the plough 
and now are dependent on the cultivating classes whose economic status has 
suffered. In the Punjab alone the number of rent-receivers has increased 
from 626,000 to 1,008,000 during the last decade. There has been also a large 
increase in Madras. In the permanently or temporarily settled tracts, 

. middlemen have multiplied. Very often these cla.sses are idle or thriftle€8. 
All this bas poisoned the peacefulness of rural life and sometimes made 
tedious and difficult the simplest duties of routine and revenue. Secondly, 
the problem of industrial unrest in the cities is connected closely with the 
growth of the landless class in the villages. A floating immigrant population 
is the chief obstacle to measures of civic social improvement and ameliora.
tion. Labour legislation or housing reform, for instance, cannot be effective 
\lntil the continuous cityward drift of the landless classes is checked. 
Thirdly, the structure of village life governs the system of polity and the 
chang~ from peasa.nt proprietor to peasant proletariat has introduced new 
factors in the evolution of the Indian democracy. 

Oral Evidence. 
37,196. The (Jho.ir"'tm: Dr. Mukerjee, you are Professor and Head of the 

Department of Economics and Sociology in the University of LucknowP
Yes. 

37,197. We have youI' note of evidence which you wish to give us, for 
lI'hich we are muc-h obliged; have you. any correctiolls or statements in 
amplification of that that you would like to make at this stage P-On page 
385 I give a table showing the percentages of cultivated area irrigated, I 
have added some figures for two other districts. 

87,198. The earlier part of your note gives us an interesting resume of 
some of the experiences of European oountries in rel~ion to the problem of 
bmall holding!; and the fragmentation of holdings. On page 379 when you 
speak of oonsolidation of holdings, are you tihinking of the Bort of con
solidation that took the shape of the enclosures in Great Britain, or are you 
thinking of the oon80lidation of .an individual holding which has become 
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fragmentood .. the fllllult of the operations of the law of inheritanoe in this 
oountryP-In India, we should rather think of the fragmentation of holdings 
which oomllll as the result of the application of the law of suooession. 

:i7,199. You distinguish DO doubt between .ub-division and fragmentation? 
-YN. 

37,200. Sub-division we presume to be inevit.ble 80 long as the present law 
holdeP-But lIometimea 8ub-division goes to such an extent that holdings 
bec(!me uneconomical, and then it is very detrimental to agriculture. At 
the 88me time, there are holdingll which have to be scattered about in the 
different soil areas of a village in order to minimise the risks of agriculture 
as far as possible; 80 that the problem of fragmentation and that of the 
scattered nature of the holdings are connected. 

87,201. In anyone village when there ill great variety of land, from the 
agricultural point of view it is a eort of inauranoe to the individual to have 
his holding in more sections than one; that is the point, is it notP-Yes. 

37,202. Have :vou any exact knowledge of the system which you describe 
on page 371 under the heading: Consolidation of holdings in Baroda? 
There you point out that a permissive Act for the consolidation of agricul-
tural holdings was passed in 1920?-Yes. _ 

37,203. Do you know the nature of that ActP-I have described the Act. 
37,204. And do :VOU know the effect that its passing may have had?-It 

ill too early yet to speak of the effect. of that Act. 
37,205. Have :vou been watching the resultsP-Yes, I have been watching 

the reports 011 this au bject. 

37,206. Have you Rny views on the subject at thill stageP-Not yet, except 
!.hat I might refer to my book on the Rural Economy of India where the 
state of fragmentation in Ba.rocla haa been described. 

37,207. Mr. CalT/ert I The A.ct ill • dead letter, iB it notl'-I refer to the 
Act merely with. view to criticising it. 

87,208. Pro/ellor Gang'llle.: lB that Act still functioning in the State of 
BsrodaP-No. 

Mr. CalTlert: It has never begun to function at all. 

37,209. The Chairman: That was rather what I had gathered. On page 
873 you suggest that Governments in British India might initiate an 
experiment in order to advertise the po8llibilities of oonsolidationP-Yes. 

37,210. And that that experiment should take the shape of acquiring 
811itable village. under the Land Acquiilition Act, re-aligning the land pro
perly, effecting certain improvement. and then leaving the object lesson to 
do its workP-Yea. 

37,211. Have you any indication as to how public opinion in the villages 
concerned would view any suggestion of that 10rtP-The better class of 
cultivating tenants in thiB part of India adopt a system of voluntary 
exchange and transfer, and I think public opinion '10 far as the cultivators 
are concerned will strongly support such a Mcheme. I have spoken of the 
traditional custom in South India aooording to which villages oome to an 
agreement by whic.h tlhey exchange plots which may be different as regards 
fertility lind situa.tion; that tradition is also prevalent in Oudh and other 
parts of India, and.there ill no reason why; this system snould be against 
public opinion 80 fal: 'as the peasant is concerned, becauae, after all, the 
pe&SlllIt knows hiB businesa very well. 

37,212. Nevertheless, experience does show, does it not, tllat there iB very 
often oonsiderable opposition from a. minority to any schem& of general con
solidation P-That opposition will naturally arise &I long &I we havedifferenh 
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grades of tenants who have protected and unprotected rights in their 
holdings. 

37,213. You give us an interesting note on irrigation from many points 
of view; in some cases you quote your authority and in other cases you do 
1lI0t. I do not want to keep the Commission or you waiting while I ask you 
for your authodty in each case; but if you would look that through and, 
where you think the figures and facts mentioned are of sufficient importance 
t.o warrant it, let us have a note of the authority concerned. it would be 
very helpfulP-I have throughout used Season and Crop reports of the 
United Provinces for all the years, and also the Agricultural Statistics of 
British India; that literature I think you have with youP 

37,214. Yes, we ha"\"e those. Those are really the two sources of informa
tion P-Yes. and for the districts I have also used the Settlement Reports and 
District Gazetteers; that is my authority. 

37,215. Then I think that covers the point. Have you studied the economic8 
of irrigation by tube-wells in detail P-I have depended upon reports and 
blue book/!. 

37,216. I wondered whether you had formed any view as to whether 
sufficient information was available on that matter in this Province, and, 
if not, whether sufficient research was being carried outP-I approached 
the Agricultural Engineer of this Province for some facts relating to the 
lowering of the water level about which I have spoken, and which I think 
has been one of the great handicaps to agriculture, especially in the south
western parts of this Province. His figures are very recent, and I do think 
research on those lines ought to be conducted in the different districts 
where we have complaints from the peasants as regards this lowering of the 
watl'r level. I have got a statement from the Agricultural Engineer showing 
t.his decline of the water level from 1906 to 1926, which was prepared at my 
J'equest. The Engineer told me that earlier figures oould not be prepared, 
and for them I have to depend on the District Gazetteers. 

37,217. On page 387 of your note you suggest that it might be possible 
to combine well irrigation and canal carried irrigation so as to supplement, 
particularly in the rabi season, the shortage in the supply carried by 
canals. Do you think that the difference in cost, to the cultivator, of water 
from a well as compared to the cost, to the sa.me cultivator, of water from a 
canal, might raise difficulties in this connection P-As a matter of fact, in 
this Province more than half the irrigated area is well-irrigated, and the cost 
faetar did not oome in. In tracts where the canal has been introduced 
there has been a deterioration as regards the number of croppings, and well 
irrigation shows a more elaborate rotation of crops than canal irrigation. 

37.218. I rather gathered that you were thinking of extending well 
irrigation to areas already supplied from the canal system?-In every part 
of t.his Province· both canal and well irrigation supplement each other, and 
where the canal has superseded the well, agriculture has deteriorated, or, at 
least, become more uncertain. 

37,219. So that as long as there is a definite shortage in canal-carried 
water. your cultivator is prepared to pay for well irrigation? But there is 
another suggestion of which you have probably heard: that is, that in the 
higher levels of areas oommanded by canals, cultivators should be persuaded 
to supplement their supplies of canal-carried water by water pumped from 
wells, so as to leave more water ta run down the canals and thereby increa.se 
the a.mount of canRJ water available in the lower levelsP-In the higher 
reaches, the difficulty is also experienced that the well level has risen too 
high, and non-masonry wells, which are very common in this part of India, 
go out of U!!le. 
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31,220. I suppose it is not yery difficult to persuade the cultivator to use 
ca.nal water when it is available instead of his having to use well waterP
There i8 such a thing aa habit. 

31,221. And there i6 such a thing &8 having to pay a little more for the 
water, I "upposeP-Well irrigation is generally responsible for a more 
elaborate ~stem of rotatIon of crops. . 

37,222. On page 387 you Bay: "As the rainfall seems to be the ultimate 
limiting factor in agricultural progress, a more .systematic policy 
()f alfurestation • • must be followedP" 'To what extent do 
you connect rainfall and afforestationP-lt is an admitted truth that the 
donudation of the hill1;ides and the destruction of forests have reacted very 
uhfavourably npon the regularity and distribution of rainfall in Northern 
India. We see now the Indian desert gradually extending towards the 
south-western districts of this Province. There has ,been a very great 
diminution of rainfall within recent years, and it has also become very 
irregular. 

31,223. No doubt deforestation encourages soil erosic:m and affects the whole 
problem of the run-cjf drainage, and so on, but do you think that forests 
affect the rainfall P-Forests do increase precipitation, and investigations 
in America in the Mississippi Valley have shown that the forests are 
responsible for greater precipitation in the south eastern districts. 

37,224. That is the theory held by certain persons? But do you happen 
to know whether it iB held by the Meteorological Department in IndiaP-Tlie 
Motoorological Department will certainly support l.his. 

37,225. In a supplementary note on page 398, you give us your views on 
the general land situation in India. Any suggestions for the ,reform of the 
tenancy laws are, as you probably know, altogether outside our terms of 
reference j but we are quite prepared to hear your views &8 to the effect that 
the existing laws and practices have upon cultivation and the well-being of 
the cultivator. You attach great importance, I understand from these notes, 
to that factP-My main point is this, that unless you improve the land tenure 
and the revenue system there will be a drag Oll the improvement of agricul
ture. There has been in reoent years a tendency for the cultivating proprietor 
to lose ground to the non-cultivating rent-receiver. In every part of India 
there are a class of what may be termed intermediaries and parasites who 
interoept a large portion of the profits from agriculture. Unless we have a. 
thorough overhaulinJl; of the land system, l.am afraid the recommendations 
of this Oommission will be of no great avail 80 far as the prospects of 
improving the condition of the actual tiller of the soil are oonoerned. 

31,226. Do you regard the tenancy laws a8 one of the most important 
factors?-Yes. 

37,227. If that is so, would you not expect to find a greater disparity than 
in fact exists between the state of the cultivators in zamindari areas and 
tbat in ryotwari districtsP-In the ryotwari districts we have under the 
proprietor a large number of middlemen who separate him from the actual 
tiller of the soil, while in the permanently and semi-permanently settled 
tracts there is, as a result of sub-infeudation and sub-division of rights in 
land, a class of rent-receivers who are getting more and more of the profits 
which really ought to go to the actual tiller of the soil. 

37,228. Have you ever studied the economics of actual holdings, typical of 
holdings held by cultivators in this countryP-1 have undertaken intensiv& 
surveys in many parts of this country. 

37,229. Have you ever carrjed them ouH-Yes. 
31,230. Would you tell the Commission where you carried them outP~ 

The Lucknow University has been making different inquiries in the diB'
tricts of Agra and Oudh, and we have also been conducting investigations 
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regarding the conditions of employment of agricultural labour, the average 
agricultural in~ebtednesa, the Bize and distribution of holdings, and so on. 

37,231. Through what agency are you carrying out these inquiriesP-
Through the post-graduate students. 

37,232. Of what ages are those pers\lnsP-From 22 to 26 years of age. 
37,233. Are they graduatesp-yes. 

37,234. Are they, as a rule, men with any experience of rural lifeP-They 
are generally villagers. 

37,235. And they carry cut their inquiries according to a fixed scheduleP
I do not give thetn a' questionnaire to go by, but I guide their inquiries 
step by step and materials are gathered all new points of view are brought 
forth from the villagers. 

37,236. Pro/cIsar Gangulee: Have you published any book in connection 
with thatP-The University hope to publish a monograph on the subject. 

37,237. The Chairman: Is it not a fact that people who .live in towns 
the world over, &Ii a rule, know very little of the agricultural conditions?
In India all people are villagers. 

37,238. Are they P-Yes; the cities have been of very recent development. 
As a mat.ter of fact, by habit, tradition and psychology, we are all villagers. 

37,239. Do you think the average graduate of an Indian University knows 
all about rural lifeP-The difficulty is this, that in most Universities agri
cultural economy is taboo; we are teaching a new type of urban industrial 
economics with which they aIS very unfamiliar and which has emerged from 
a study of Western life and conditioDs. 

37,240. The Chairman: Do you think there is rOOIll for a Degree in 
Rural EconomicsP--In some Universities rural- economics form a very 
important subJect; in the Lucknow University, for instance, there are three 
papers and we give the M.A. Degree in Rural Economics. We have an 
independent paper on Indian Agriculture, another on Land Tenures and 
Agrarian Legislation, and a third one on the Co.cperative Movement in 
India. Mr. Calvert has been one of 0111' examiners.' 

37,241. Are you devoting a great deal of your own teaching time to 
rural economics P-Yes, I am teaching rural economics and sociology; and 
for the last five years I have been writing books on rural econolllics as 
well. 

37,242. What proportion of your pupila come from rural districtsP-They 
all come from the ,-illages with the exception of one or two. 

37,243. And how long have these lectures in rural economics been estab
lished in the University P-For the last three years. 

37,244. So that it is difficult to gauge the effect yetP-So far we have 
investigated certain rural economic conditions and we are going to publish 
th~ results. The advanood students have been allowed to substitute for 
a paper ill the written examination a thesis based 011 local surveys, and 
some of these suryeys are being published now. 

37,245. Do you find tbat interesil is being taken by undergraduates in 
"these lecturesP-Yes. 

37,246. They are enthusiasLiu about the subjectl'-Very enthusiastio I 
should say. 

37,247. Are you satisfied yourself with the way in which these young 
graduates have carried out the economic surveys that you have arranged 
for P-The best students usually understand the methoda of such surveys, 
aud so far I am satisfied with their work. 
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87,248. Do thel report as to the attitude of the villagers towards an 
inquiry of tha~ natureP-At first they had to cOPlbat the feara and sus
picions of the villagera, but gradually these fears and aILSpicions were 
di&&ipa~d. 

37249. Suspicions about new tuation, I suppoaeP-YeB; but gradually 
they' were won over and they gave the right information. 

37,250. Si" Ganga Ram: You have nothing to do with the Agricultural 
College?-No. 

37,251. You are preparing students for a commercial degree?-No; I am 
preparing students for the M.A. degree in Economics. 

87 252. Economics is a general term; what economics do you refer to P~ 
Rur~l economIcs. Thera are alternative courses in economics and one course 
is rural economics. 

87,253. What are the prospects in life of your pupils? What do they 
ultimately become P-They become teachers in colleges and Universitiea, and 
they are also absorbed in the Co-operative Department of· the Govern
ment. 

87,254. They do not go in~ agricultureP-No; we teach economics more 
than agriculture in our University. 

87,255. Are all your figures with regard to irrigation based on yo'ur 
personal knowledge P-They are based on the Season and Crop Reports and 
also the Agricultural Statistics of the Government of India. 

37,256. Have you any per.;onal knowledge of agricultureP-Yes. 
87,257. Where did you practice agricultureP-I have not practised.agricul-

ture, but II have seen farming in different parts of India. 
37,258. Have you seen it in the PunjabP-Yes. 
87,259. Where P-I was for some time in Lahore. 
37,200. Have you any knowledge of tube wellsP-I have no direct know

ledge of them; I am not an engineer. 
37,2til. Is the whole Province supplied by canal waterP-I have said in 

my note that 50 per cent. of the irrigated area of this Province depends 
011 wells. 

37,262. Sir Thuma, Middleton: In connection with agricultural labour 
you refer to payments in kind. Are these payments in kind the rule or 
thf! exception in this Province?-They are the rule rather than the excep-
tion. . 

87,263. Can you give any illforPlation as to whether other parts of 
India show differences in this matterP Are there areas in India where the 
payment is only in kind ?-As we approach the industrial centres in different 
parts of India we see more and more payments in cash rather than payments 
in kind. 

87,264. You have noticed, no doubt, the very great variations in the 
money wages of labourers in the different parts of India. If you com
pare this variation in local wages with the variation in local prices, you 
will find that the varia~ion in prices is relatively small. How do you 
account for the great variation in cash wages P-Grain wages are usually 
fixed by custom, ana custom takes a. long time to cha.ng,e. On the other 
hand, cash wages are far more mobile. We undertook an enquiry into 
t.ho relative differences of money wages and real wages of agricultural 
labourerij in a district in the United Provinces and we found that the 
curve of agricultural wages did not follow the curve of prioes; in fact it 
lagged behind. That shows that it takes a very long time for village con
ditions to adapt themselves to the new conditions. 
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37,265. Did it lag one season behind P-No; it lagged behind throughout. 
87,266. Has there been a gradual rise or was there a sharp rise in 1919 

and then a decrease P-No. Investigations of this type have been under
taken in Bombay by the Bombay Labour Office and Professor Myles 
undertook a similar investigation in Lahore; but we cannot at presout 
say anything, definitely about the relative difference between the money 
wages and Teal wages in the different parts of India. 

37,267. We found, in questioning a landowner in the United Provinces, 
that he was paying 4 annas for a male labourer, and I think in Bombay 
they pay 8 to 10 annas per day. How do you account for the wide difference 
in these two Provinces when the price of provisions is fairly similar in 
bothP-In this Province we have a larger surplus of agricultural labour 
popUlation than anywhere else in India. In BOlllbay the factories are still 
clamouring for more and more agricultural labourers, while Cawnpore 
cannoL absorb the fun volume of the labour supply of this Province. 
Jamshedpur and the mines in Bihar do attract a large amount of labour, 
but still agricultural 'Jonditions are very much depressed as a result of 
the enormous numbel1 of agricultural labourers in these Provinces. 

37,268. I understand that there is a good deal of emigration from certain 
districts of these Provinces to Assam and other tractsP-But even when 
we speak of the exodus to the Assalll plantations there have been years 
when this emigration was suddenly checked because the money wages in 
those plantations were found to be on a level with, or even lower than, 
the agricultural wages in districts like Benares, Gorakhpur and others. 
But now the tea industry has recovered and the emigration is continuing. 

37,269. What is the effect of that migration on wages paid in the dis
tricts from which emigration takes place as compared with the other 
districts ?-It has not been such as to affect materially the prevailing wages 
in those rural tracts. 

37,270. You have not been able to discover in your economic studies 
any definite relationship between emigration and the rate of wagesP-Not 
as yet in the rural di~tricts. If the volume of emigration continues for 
a very long time and if the wages continue to be Illuch higher, there will 
surely be a rise in agrIcultural wages; but that is a state of things which 
we cannot contemplate at present. 

37,271. You mention the passing of land into the hands of the non
landowning class. You are referring, I think, mainly to lands handed 
over to moneylenders on mortgage? Is that what you had in mind chiefly P 
-No. As a result of the fact that the Indian Tenancy Law contains no 
effecth-e restrictions on subletting, the cultivator proprietor is becoming 
m()re and more dependent on the cultivating classes. There is, in the first 
place, the mOl·tgaging and the transfer of land to non-agriculturists; but 
there is also at the same time the tendency during recent years for the 
cultivating tenant to becollle more or less an inferior landlord, so that 
his holdings are let fA> people who have no legal protection against enhance
ment of rent. or eviction. This danger is effectively combated in the Central 
Provinces, but it exists in almost every other Province. 

37,272. I ha\"e heard that there was a tendency in that direction during 
a few years, when cotion prices were high, foIl example; but I should think 
that that. particular tendency has now dlsappelU"ed P-There is a village 
twenty miles from Amraoti where I found that the Lingu.yat was subletting 
his land at ten times the rent which he gives himself to the landlord; it is 
a cotton-growing village. 

37,273. Turning to another point: what about the effect of the narrow 
market for capital on the price of land in IndiaP There h8l& been in recent 
years a certain accumulatIon of wealth in India and the scope for invest-
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ment is limitd<i in a country with so few industries as you have. What 
etrect must that have on t.he price of land which, comes into the marketP
In Imila so far as the middle and professional classes are concerned, invest
ment in' land gives them a social status, and 80 they seek investment in 
land more than investment in industry or trade; that is the reason why 
our lawyers and other professionals are acquiring land in the villages. 

37,274. Apart from that desire to improve their position, is there not 
a real tendency to seek a real economic investment in land because it is 
regarded as a safe investment P-It would have been called an economic 
investment if they participated both in the risks and in the profits of 
agriculture. Here there are a large number of intermediaries, and their 
encroachment upon the land held by cultivating classes means that they 
get the surplus profits of agriculture which formerly were enjoyed by the 
cultivators themselves. 

37,275. You use the phrase" the decline of peasant proprietorship" In 
what sense do you use the word .. decline .. i' Decline in the state of the 
individual pea~ant or decline in the total area occupied by the peasant p
I mean the latter, the total area. More land is now held by cultivating 
tenants which was formerly cultivated by peasant proprietors themselves. 
There is also a deterioration of status due to the fractionisation of holdings. 

37,276. Sir Jam·u MacKenfl.a: What text-books do you use in Indian 
rural economias?-Books .hy Mr. Calvert, Mr. Darling, Mr. Keatinge and 
Mr. Moreland; I have aLso some publications of my own. 

37,277. Do you agree tha.t one of the main obstacles in the way of 
agricultural improvements is the smallness of the IIwldingsi'-Yes. 

87,278. I 'WIOuld like to put a case before you as an economiSt. I have 
heard it suggested that all small holdings should disappear, that large 
holdings should take theim' place and that the landlord should 'hire the 
present smallholders as labourers, applying the improved methods of cultiva
tion and ensuring a fixed wage to the SIIlIlI.ll cultivator against bad monsoons 
and all other troubles; this, it was submitted, would be a better position 
for every one; the out-turu of land would ~crease as a result of improVed 
agricultural methods and the wagea of labourers would of course increase. 
Wbat is your view of that positioni'-'l'hat line would suit a new country 
wheN! there are large estates and no people to work. Bow will you employ 
the displaoed rural population i' 

37,279. You can employ them as labouN!rs ?-The industrial develPpment 
of Iudia haa not proceeded so fast as to absorb the vast agricultural laboUl' 
population of this country. . 

37,280. You do not agree with that viewP-The intensive enquiries con
ducted by me show that one-Jtalf of the tenant population in Uudh possesses 
holdings whose size is below the subsistence limit of three acres. 

37,281. But then there would be fixed improved wagesi'-'l'here would be 
much economic unsettlement and unrest. 

37,282. Professor Gangulee: ,What exactly do you mean by the expression 
"economic solidarity" of the joint family?-I mean solid&l'ity based on jjb.e 

collaboration of the different members of the family in agricultural work. 
37,283. Are you definitely of opinion that economic solid&l'ity of the joint 

family of which you speak is Do help to rural economy i'-lt has been a grea.t 
help in the rural areas. 

31,284. Is it still nowi'-Yes, it is now. 
37;285. You say on page 372 that" the secret of the success of the more 

prosperous cultiyators lies in a determined adherence to the joint family 
8yste:l":" (bu!d you &mplify that statement a littleP-In the first place, 
the . Jomt family has meant that the dIfferent members of the family, in-
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eluding also the women, take an active part in field work; in the seoond 
place, it has alBo meant that the holding is managed by the best member 
of the family. , The tradition is very common aIIlDngst the villagers that 
when a.ny of the younger SODS insists upon a partition, they do not kiivide 
the property at all, but the deserter is settled or accommodated in a different 
village altogether. If this tradition has continued, it is indicative of the 
great economic opportunity which is derived from the joint fwuily so far as 
agriculture is concerned. 

37,286. Do you consider tha·t these traditions are still very much ahve r
The traditions are very much alive in this part of India. 

37,287. And will it survive under the impact of the present day economic 
tendencies?-Yesj in the Punjab, the joint family instead of disintegrating 
amongst the peasants is actually gaining strength. The recent Census 
Report of the Punjab goes to prove this. 

37,288. You are ~f opinion that this tradition of the joint family has been 
affeoted by the importation of individualistic doctrines of property?-Yes. 

37,289. And you suggest that we in India. never had the individualistic 
notion of property before ?-Not in the sense of free transfer and sale of 
cultivated loa.nd which we have got from the English law and the modern 
court decisions. 

37,290. On page 370 you speak of the low standard of subsistence. Would 
you associate the low standard oi subsistence with the density of population 
of :a given tract? You see-m to suggest there that in the more populous 
part of the country the conditions of agriculture are such that it is no 
longer profitable P-High density of popUlation does not necessarily entail 
a low standard of living; there are parts of India such as .l!:aatern .Bengal, 
parl6 of the Punjab and Travanoore, where, in spite of a density of popula
tion .four or five times that of agricultural Europe, a population can be 
maintained at a fairly ihigh standard .of living, and a standard which IS 

being gNldu.a.lly improved day by day. 
37,291. It depends not only on the method of cultivation but also on 

other economic factorsP-Yesj for instance, the system of rotation of crops 
in Eaatern Bengal is an object lesson to India, and the standard of living 
of the peasant in Eastern Bengal would be much higher than the standard 
of living of the Italian, Spanish and Balkan peasantry. 

37,292. What is the elaborate system of rotation in the well-irrigated 
areas of which you speakP-In many parts of these Provinces canal irrigation 
has reduced a tW(H)OOp system of farming to one of only one crop, and in 
that way the system of f,arming has been lowered. 

37,293. Given water, they oa.n grow other crops?-Yes, in the distriCts ot 
Gorakhpur and Basti we have several croppings, and it is the elaborate 
rotllltion of crops which is respoll8ible for the high rural density of these 
districts. 

37,294. You discuss this question of consolidation of holding in Haroda, 
but you make no mention in your note of the Punjab ooneoiidation work P
Mir. Calvert's scheme is too well known and it requires no reference. 

37,295. Have you studied and observed the working of the Punjab 
syaoomP-I have only studied that from the reports; when I was In the 
Punja.b I had no opportunity of st.udying it. 

37,296. Do you think tha~ system could ~e applied ~ ~ther Province8~
Yes j in fact the co-operatlve movement IS only utill8lng an ~ndlgenous 
tradition. In parts of this Province, there is a. vital tradition with. regard 
to the voluntary exchange of holdings: when peasa.ntll. find that their hold
ings have become much too scIIIttered, they assemble In the panchayat and 
bring &bout a. clM>perative or voluntary transfer of Iholdmga 10 as to mue 
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them into more compact blocks. In that way the ~perative societies are 
merely ntilising or emphasi8ing a tradition which was very much alive but' 
wbich i8 now decaying. 

37,297. Ie this traditioll found anywhere except in this ProvinceP-Yes; 
80 far ss I know, I find ftBtiges of that tradition in every part of Indiftl. 

37,298. You think that tradition might be revivified through the ~ 
operative 8OcietiesP-Yes; but the difficulty is that, in Bome Provinces, 
holdings have to be scattered 80 that the holdings may be situated 1n 
different soil blocks in order to minimise the risks of agriculture as far B8 
p088ible, depending, .. it does, on rainfall. In tracts where agriculture is 
less dependent upon rainfall a scheme of con80lidwtion would have better 
chances of BU008I!8. 

37,299. So that before you attempt cOll8Olidation, you have got to satlsfy 
the firl!t pre-requisite, na.mely, facility for irrigatiOJlp-Yes. 

37,300. And the second pre;.requisiteP-In case the population be 
very dense, we must provide employment for the displa.ced population. 

37,301. You speak of an economic cultivation unit; in the course of the 
enquiries you have been conducting in the University of Lucknow, have 
you been .. ble to find out what you describe as the economic cultivation 
unit in different tra.cts o.f the Province p-It is three a.cres intensively 
cultivated; that unit of course varies with reference to irrigation and other 
factors. Naturally it varies with reference to'rotation of crops, fertility 
of 80H, nearneBl to the market, but on the whole you may say that three 
acrea would represent the average size of the economic cultivation unit. 
Below that limit the peasant has to starve or 'his sta.nda.rd of living has to 
be lowered. ' 

37,302. In how many districts in the United Provinces ha.ve you carried 
out this investigation P-In four or five districts chiefly. 

37,303. Will you tell the Commission how you arrive at these figuresl-l 
shall publish it very soon under the title The Fields and Farmers in Ou.dh 
Village.. 

37,304. Yon say that, in Agra and Oudh, in the absence of fixity of tenure 
the tenant. have no desire to improve their holdingsP-'I'he non-occup,a.ncy 
tenant. have no fixity of tenure. 

37,305. Do' non-occupancy tenants predominate in Agra now P-Y 1lB. 

37,306. Has not their situation improved since the passing of the Agra. 
Tenancy lawP-It has improved their position, but only very partially; 
iii haa not gone very far. . 

37,307. Mr. Oalt.srt: On page 368 you say the tendency towards sub. 
clidsion has been manifest in India only during the last few decades. Is 
that stat8llDent based on a. careful study of village maps over a series of 
yea.rsP-Yes. I would refer in this connection also to Dr. Mann's Land and 
Lab01£r in a Deccan Village, in which the history of sub-division of holdings in 
a village for the last three centuries has been given. '11here we find that 
it is only dur10g the laat few decades that this tendency has become par. 
ticularly manifest. 

37,308. That is in one particular villageP-YIlB, that W'&8 the result of a 
very intensive enquiry in ... parti.cuLa.r village, and similar enquirIes in 
different pms of India have strengthened the presumption that th18 
phtlnonemon is of very recent growth, because it is definitely connected with 
the enormous multiplication of popula.tion, which is very recent . 
. 37,309. Has there not been a certain amount of expansion of cultivation 
10 the last 50 or 100 yearsP-Yes. ' • 

37,310. Do you think the increase of CUltivation in the villages has led 
to fragmentation P-Where the popUlation has multiplied enormously within 
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the last three or four decades the effect of the tendency to which you refer 
has beoome manifest with regard to sub-division, but not otherwise. 

37,311. That is to say, they have brought under cultivation odd pieces of 
land which giv(! the appearance of fragmentation f-'1'hat would emphasise 
the ecatt.ered nature of the holdings rather than fmgmentation. 

37,312. Are you in favour of emigration overseas as a means of relieving 
excessive pressure of population P-Certainly, but the restrictive policy 
adopted in some oountries gives us very little 'hope in that direction. 1 
would depend more upon inter-provincial emigration, and I think it is 
necessary for Government to open out new facilities for emigration to 
labour districts. 

37,313. Do you think, with regard to emigration, there is a conflict between 
sentiment and economic advWltageP-80 fall" the peasant of the Umted 
Provinces has not shown himself conservative or stay-at-home at all j he has 
gone to distant malaria-stricken plantations in Assam and he has gone to 
distant Africa. 

37,314. And improved his positionP-Yes. 
87,315. 80 that there is a certain conflict between the economic ILSpect 

of the question and the sentimental ILSpectP-What do you mean by the 
sentimental aspect P Of course, a peasant likes to continue in his' home. 

87,316. Do you t,hink the' politician wants to prevent the peasant from 
going although the peasant by going overseas can improve his position r-l 
think there are very few politicians who are opposed to the emigration 
policy. 

37,317. Pro/ellor Gangulee: They are against the indentured Labour 
system P-That was a vicious system. 

37,318. Mr. Calvert: You refer to cycles of wet years and dry years. 
Do you think there ,is suCh a thing as a recurring cycle of wet and dry 
yearsP-Yes, there is. 

3;,319. Do you think we have suHicient evidence to support that state. 
mentP-I have submitted my suggestions in a very tentative form, but so 
far as recent data are concerned, we have one wet cycle followed by two 
dry ones, and now from 1916 onwards we are in the, midst of a wet cycle j 
very probably it will be found to have ,ended in 1926, and we expect 1927 
to. be a dry year. 

37,320. For how many years do you think we should secure records before 
asserting that we have found a cycJei'-'1'his is the evidence not of the 
economist but of the meteorologist in India.; I have drawn my oplnion from 
the meteorologist. 

37,321. You refer ba.ck forty yearsP-1886 is my starting point. 
37,322. Do you think forty years is sufficientP-It wall sufficient for the 

meteorologist to establish that bypothl'sis. 
37,323. Of which meteorologist are you spea.kingi'-You will find thlS 

subject discussed in the Season and Orop Reporte of these ,Provinces. 
87,324. In your note and in your oral evidence you have referred to the 

increase in the number of la.ndlords living on rentsP-lnferior landlords. 
37,325. Does tha,t point to increasing prosperity: that now the rents are 

so high that the)! can live on the rente without having to work ~-'1'hat has 
happened in BOme Provinces, such as the Punjab and Eastern .Bengal, where 
there has been an enormous rise in land values. 

87,326. After a.1l the ideal of mankind is to live without workingP-Th!Lt 
is & fact. ' , 

37,327. So that more and more are achieving this idealP-We want 
partners rather than parasites. 
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87328. You point to a decrease in farm servants and field Labourers and. 
an increase in those who have taken to cultivation? 1'hese have passed 
into tilie tenant class, I take itP-Not necessarily; they may have left the 
Provinces for work in the factories, mines and plantations. 

87,329. But the number of cultivators. has increasedP-You are speaking of 
the PunjabI' 

37,330. No, you are quoting a whole series of Provinces all of which shO'W 
the same result, that is to sayan increase in cultivators and a decrease 
in labourers? Does that not' show that the labourer is passing into the 
cultivator cla88P-Yes, in some cases that is eo, but in others they are 
actually displaced in the villages and have to seek employment abroad. 

37,331. You do not think that this is due to the fact that the labourer 
ia improving himself by becoming a cultivator ?-'l'hat does not necessarily 
imply any improvement in the agricultural condition. It may be that he 
acquires sometimes the status of an occupancy tenant, but in most cases, a.s 
I have just said, 1fue labourer has to seek his living elsewhere on aooount 
of the depressed conditions. In Madras the mirasdar& have also been faced 
with the same diffioulty in obtaining their labour force to work on the farms. 

37,332. On page 890 you say: "By a selective process, the superior 
cultivator is driving the mpre thriftless of his brethen to the marginal 
areas." Do you mean that this has actually taken placeP-'l'hia is a universal 
tendency, and investigation shows that this is actually the case. 

37,333. Then you say, "the extensIOn of cultivation reeults, if at all, in 
a gradually diminishing return to an increasing amount of labour and 
expense." Do you think that has taken place in" the Punjab Canal Colonies? 
-There you are dealing with a Dew country where nE(W lands are J>e.ing 
reclaimed and the oonditions are very different from the conditions in an 
old Province like ours.. 

37,334. This only refers. to an old ProvinceP-Yes, not only to the United 
Provinces but also to Bihar and Orissa. 

37,335. Pro/esBor Gang'Ulee: And Bengal also P-Yes. 
37,336. Mr. Calvert: Then you Bay that" the figures of the transfer of 

land by e.griculturists to non-agriculturists show that the tendency of the 
latter to- take possession of the agriculturists' land is to a certain extent 
increasing . . ." Have you any figures for the United Provinces showing 
the transfer of land to non-agriculturists-P-'l'he United Provinces ~ettle
ment Reports give no figures relating to the transfer of holdings to non
agrionltural classes, but I have got figures from Bihar and Bengal. I have 
tabulated the figures for some of the Bihar districts and also for Bengal. 

37,337. With regard to the transfer of holdings to non-agriculturistsP
Yes. 

37,338. Are these mootly moneylenders?-Yes. I have a very interesting 
table- which shows the distribution of sales in the district of Saran among 
landlords, lawyers, moneylenders and ryots. Acoording to this the shares 
of the lawyer and the moneylender have increased, ,whereas that of the ryot 
has fallen. The report of the Survey and Settlement operations of the 
district of Saran between the years 1913-19 shows that the number' of 
t~ansfers. by sale or mortgage to the moneylender has increrused alarmingly. 

Last settlement. Present. 
• Landlords ."77 3·80 

Lawyers ... ·92 1·70 
Moneylenders 9·35 22'95 
Ryots 8a'96 71·56 
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37,339. Have you any figures to show the increase in the number of 
moneylenders in the United ProvincesP-No; there il nothing. 

37 ,340. Profe8lor Gangulee: 'What about Bengal P-The tendency is the 
same there. 

37,341. Mr. Cal'vert: Have you in your inquiries found any connection 
between the cultivator's idea of what a pair of bullocks can do and the 
amount of land he cultivatesP-Yes, in many parts of India the cultivator 
does not measure his land in bighlU, but in pairs of bullocks. One pair of 
bullocks in this Province would, I think, cultivate three or four acres of 
land. In Gorakhpur, where the population has multiplied enormously, the 
people cannot afford to keep cattle, and cattle are borrowed from other 
cultivators who possess them. The problem has become very acute in some 
of the eastern districts now. 

37,342. I should like to have your opinion on a prop~sal which has 
repeatedly been made to us, namely, that we should recommend a cess on 
th .. ""port of wheat and rioe in order to build up a fund to pay for research 
in wheat and riceP-I am strongly against an export duty on agricultural 
produce; but the case need not arise here becaUBe the whole problem has 
been set at rest by the Report of the Fiscal Commission. 

37,343. It has not been set at rest so -far as we are ooncerned. Do you 
think that the impoaition of a cess on exported wheat would have the effect 
of bringing down internal pricesP-I think it would be very injurious to the 
peasants. 

37,344. Mr. Kamat: With regard to Question 25, under" General land 
situation in India," you say: .. Neither scientific agriculture nor co-op era
tion can make much headway unless we reform the land system, now I!O 

serious a drawback to the prosperity of the small farmers." Suppose you 
were to write on a clean slate and you were left to yOUJ'f!elf in this matter, 
what sort of land system would you have for IndiaP-It has got to be 
adapted to particular conditions and to the historical traditions in the 
different Provinces. For instance, in the Punjab and Madras, you have 
peasant proprietorship; in Bengal you have another system. There is ample 
scope for tenancy reform in Bihar, in Bengal and in the United Provinces 
as well. 

37,345. Would you retain these local conditionIjlP-Yes. 
37,346. And only improve themP-Yes, gradually. AJt the same time I 

believe that, without reform, improved scientific agriculture has very littl" 
hopes of success. 

37,347. Sir Ganga Ram.: In what direction do you want a reformP
That is a very vast problem, which is beyond our scope. 

37,348. Mr. Kamat: You say: "The inefficient system of agriculture that 
prevails indeed is connected less with tillage practice than with the forms of 
tenure now overshadowing the ancient peasant proprietorship." Do I 
understand you to say that, where the ryotwari system prevails, there the 
farmer is better off than in other tracts of the countryP-In the permanently 
or semi-permanently settled tracts, on account of the importation of a 
large number of intermediaries, the whole profits of agriculture do not go 
to the tiller of the soil, so that the cultivator is as badly off in Madras as 
he is in Bengal or Bihar or the United Provinces. 

37,349. But where the ryotwari system prevails, has the" cultivator 
improved in his purchasing power distinctly, as compared with thecultiva
tor where intermediaries prevailP-No; in the ryotwari tract the Govern
ment, by increasing the land assessment from time to time, is encroaching 
upon the peasant's stock of agricultural capital; the peasant has perforce to 
stint his standard of living in order to meet the growing demand. 
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37 350. Do you frankly mean to say that what the intermediary pilfers 
in the tenancy tract, the State pilfers in the ryotwari tract?-I would 
not use such a strong term .... pilfers," but I do think that a modified 
State landlordism which, in reckoning economic rent, assures the cultivator 
an adequate atandaM of living &nd a. return of the land revenue to the 
labourer in wages that will increase his efficiency is the line of future 
reform. 

37,351. In this Province we have been told by a witness representing the 
Revenue Department that revenue settlements have been growing more 
and more liberal, and he supported his statement Iby showing that at one 
time they were 20 per cent. of the total outturn and they have now come 
down to eomething like 2 per cent. P-I submitted a note on the taxation of 
agricultural incomes before the Indian Ta.x:ation Enquiry Committee, show
ing the rates of assessment in the different Provinces. 

37,352. I am aosking you about your own Province and what your view is 
about this definite statement made on the basis of fa.ctsP-I .am not able 
to 1011011' you. 

37,353. What the witneS8 said was this. In 1840, if the assessment wss 
20 per cent. of the outturn per acre, at the present day it has come down 
to much 18118; it is now 2 or 5 per oent. of the outturn per acre---"in kind 
tranBlated into values. Therefore, your theory. that the State is pilfering 
from the increase in the yield of the cultivator does not hold good if that 
statement of the Revenue Department 18 to be aooeptedP-I may say this 
with regard to the land revenue of the United Provinces. In 1886-87 the 
land revenue of the Proivnoes was 580·7 lakhs, in 1902-3 it was 636 lakb.s, 
and in 1922-23 it was 914 lakhs. The index numbers of agricultural inoome 
per head are respectively 100, 106 and 130. The oorresponding figures for 
tetal cropped areas are 35 million acres, 34 million acres and 33 million. 
a('res. 

37,354. Mr. Calvert: Have you worked out the gross value of the pro
dIlCl!P-It is difficult to work it out for a whole Province. iWhat happens 
i. this: either there is an over-estimate of the profits or an under-estimate 
of the expenses of cultivation. 

3i,355. Mr. KamoJ;: W,hat is your total land revenue in this Province?-
It was 914 lakhs in 1922-23. 

37,356. What was it IIobout ten years agop-.s21 lakhs. 
37,357. So it has bsen steadily increasingP-Yes. 
37,358. 80 it does not support the statement that the revenue assessment 

is going down P-I think he meant assessment on the profits of oultivation; 
I cannot say. . 

37,359. You say on page 399: "The creation of landlordism,. both of 
superior and inferior grades, and the break up of peasant proprietorship 
and the village system in India, have been the result of misunderstanding 
on the part of early British administrators who derived their lessons mainly 
from the agricultural history of Western Europe." Would you explain 
w,hat you mean exactly by that, taking your own Province a.s an exampleP 
Do you mean to say that the village system, or landlordism, or the talukdar 
system, was not an &ncient systemP-ILandlordism of the feudal type did 
exist in India; but now landlordism hJI6 beoome the universal type in most 
parts of Northern India. 

87,360. What is the new system which has been -introduced on the model 
of Western ]]uropeP-When the English Settlement Officer came to 
Northern India he thought that the greatest handicap to agriculture was 
the communal routine. .Aa the village community came to decline there 
was the decline of th06e traditions of agricultural partnership, for instance, 
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the common maintenance of pasture lands, the maintenance of irrigation 
channels and tap.ks and so on. 

37,361. Professor Gangulee: Did the village community decline as a 
result of the ,settlement Officer's operationsP-In interpreting some of our 
old customs, he. was governed by individualistic notions. He felt that free 
sale and transfer of land were the only opportunities which could give the 
present owner an opportunity to improve himself. 

37,362. Mr. Kamat: In the Indian States, does the old village system 
prevail intactP-There has been enormous change there also. 

37,363. Since communications, telegraphs, local bodies, etc., must oome 
in, a certain amount of change from the old system is inevitable?-Yes. 
In the Punjab we had to legislate against the transfer of land from agri
culturists to non-agriculturists. That would not have been the CMe when 
the village communities all along exercised the right of pre-emption which 
exists in the different parts of India. The panchayat was there, and it 
made it impossible for the moneylender from the outside to come in and 
get a slice out of the land of the cultivator in the village. Now, in so far 
as the British law has retained the law of pre-emption, it means that we 
still think that the village community has not outgrown its uses. 

37,364. So the problem is we have to adjust ourselves to the new condi
tions and yet resuscitate, where possible, the old system. Have you heard 
of the efforts made to introduce the village panchayats and the result of 
those effortsP-I think that if the village panchayats are entrusted with the 
powers of taxing the villagers for the mainten-ancs of village channels, 
tRnks, pasture grounds, education, or the treatment of village cattle against 
epidemics, it would be a very good thing. ' 

37,365. In certain provinces, in spite of the passing of the Village 
Panchayat Act, village panchayats have not grown, and it seems that people 
do not like to resuscitate the panchayats for fear of taxation P-That is 
because full powers have not Ibeen given to them. For instance, the final 
authority rests more with the District Magistrate than with the president 
of the panchayat. If you believe more in the pancha.yats, they will show 
better work. 

37,366. In one place in your statement you say the economic position of 
the smallholder has deteriora.ted. Here, again, evidence has been tendered 
before'Ds to show, on the other hand, that the smallholder has a. surplus in 
normal years. Do you agree with that viewP-I have given a rllS'Ume of 
the recent agrarian history, and my main point is that as & result of the 
mUltiplication of popUlation and as a result of the changes in landlord
ship and tenantry which have brought about a large number of inter
mediaries, the small cultivating tenant ,has suffered very much. 

37,367. In spite of the rise in pricesP-Yes. 
37,368. You say: "In Madras field labourers are sometimes required to 

work with two intervals from 4.30 a.m. to 6 p.m." Have you made per
sonal observationsP-Yes; I have been there myself. 

37,369. You say: "In the Bombay Presidency, men engaged for one year 
work from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m." Is that also correctP-Yes. 

37,370. When you mention these fa.cts about hours of labour and so on, 
~hat actual definite suggestion have you at the ba.ck of your mind to 
Improve the lot of the la.bourerP-We should think about some legislation 
to protect the agricultural labourer against these long hours of employment 
under unhealthy conditions. 

• 37,371. You mean, on the model of factory legislation regulating the hours 
o~ work P You want that field labour also should be regulated by leg isla.
tlonP-Yes; of course, the whole question needs very detailed consideration. 
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There are great difficulties in applying legislation to this field, For instance. 
ligriculture is not lIyst.ematised. During the harvest season, or when the 
monsoon breaks, the labourers have to work for long hours; otherwise the 
whole season', crop would suffer. These conditions have to be studied very 
nrefully, and they will be different in the different ProvinCes 

37,372. Supposing you have recourse to legislation, do you not think yow 
will bl' unsettling the ordinary normal conditions of village life to such an. 
extent as to affect the profits of agriculureP-I do not think so. 

37,373. Is it your experience of the workmen in this country that, giveno 
shorter hours, they work as sincerely and as honestly as they really ought. 
toP-The experience of the Indian factories has been that the shorter hours. 
or labour have have been accompanied by larger industrial output. 

37,374. Will it apply to field labourP-It will. 
37,375. Sir Ga'Ttga Ram: Are you holding the same position as Mr. Myles 

holds in LahoreP-Yes. 

37,376. Can you tell me how many of the students who go up to B.A. or 
l\1.A. take up mathematicsP-There are approximately 250 students in the 
e<'onomice classes and 100 in mathematics. 

37,377. For what reason do people take up your subjectP-Is it because 
they can get through easily P-People now wish to learn suoh subjects &II 

economice and political scienoo; they take interest in these matters, 

37,378. What is the career open to such studentsP-It is apart of liberan 
education, in the first place. _ 

37,379. Afte. aU. mere education does not. provido the means of sub-
sistence. With what careel"1n;,-iewdO- they take up such subjects P-<We do. 
not teach for the sake of the career; we teach the /lubject for its own sake. 

37,380. But the students take up their studies only with a view to taking 
up some career P-It is for their guardians to look out for their careers. 

37,381. In the Punjab, out of 1,000 students, 800 take up economic .. , Is 
your curriculum here the same as in the Punjab P-I have not studied 
the curriculum in the Punjab. 

37,382. Are you also preparing the boys for the Commerce DegreeP-We 
have a separate .Commerce Faculty. 

37,383. Are you the Professor for that F.a.culty also P-No' the Faculty of. 
Commerce is quite separate; economice is a part of the F~ulty of Arts. 

37,384. You do not take up th088 subjectsP-No' commercial subject!!, such 
88 banking, insurance, bookkeeping, accountancy,' are left·to the Faculty of 
Commerce • 

. 37,385. In the Punjab the student of econoinics is regarded as being a 
Jack of all trades and master ofnone?-I know but I hope I do not create 
that impression. I 

37,386. I do not know how it is in the United Provinces, but in the 
Punjab boys from the Commercial College are regarded as being at a discoun1! 
in the commercial world; when a young man applies for a. position in a. 
bank, for instance, and says !he holds the degree of Bachelor of Commerce, 
he is rejected. Can you aocount for thatP--Our students are accepted i~ 
the Government a8 well as in mercantile establishments. 

Then I may be wrong in regard to that. 

37,387. You say that the rotation system of Eastern Bengal is an eye~ 
opener to the whole of India. Will you explain thatP-I am speaking of the 
number of croppings that a cultivator gets from his field; there are. thr~ 
\'arieties of rice, besides there are a.rha·r, vegetables and the pulses. 
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3i ,388. There are not three varieties of rice in the same field, are there? 
-':Yes, in the same field, they grow in different seasons of the year. 

'37,389. Have you personal knowledge of the outturn of those three 
crops of rice ?-I have no figures witli me. 

37,390. Well,' I will tell you: 1fue total of the outturn of all three crops 
is not equal to one in the PunjabP-Unless you give me facts to sub
stantiate that, I will not accept it. 

37,391. You said that canal irrigation had reduced y~ur two crC?ps to 
one; what two crops were you referring to ?-The khanl and Tabl, and 
where it is noli a perennial irrigation canal, the one crop has suffered. 

37,392. Then canal irrigation should be regarded as being at a discount?
Yes, it is in some areas. W1ben you discuss agriculture you have always 
to remember local conditions and circumstanoes. 

37,393. Yes, but I know from personal knowledge. that where ~ell irrigation 
and canal irrigation go together, the cultivators are clamourmg for canal 
irrigationP-That is perhaps true of your district. 

37,394. They want to extend canal irrigation; why is tJbatP-Because 
it has suited the system of farming which is prevalent in your localIty, 
the particular soil and climatic conditions. 

37,395. You said that a holding of tfuree acres was suflicientP-Yes. 
37,396. W'hat is the gross value of the produce of three acresP-I cannot 

tell you that off-hand; but that is the conclusion arrived at as the result of 
detailed investil!;ations. Illl I have told you, this will be placed before 
the Commission in book form vgry eooD. 

37,397. It is not out yetP-It ill not ,.et printed. 
37,398. When you speak of .. agricultural labour" do you mean labour 

employed in agriculture or labour derived from agriculture P-I use that 
expression in the same sense as that in which it is used in the Questionnaire 
of the Commission. 

37,399. When you speak of .. agricultural labour" do you mean the 
labour of people of the agriculturist class who have rOOt got land to cultivate, 
or do you mean outside labour employed in agricultureP-The labourer who 
is employt9d as a farm hand to aid the tenant or the cultivating proprietor. 

87,400. Sir Thomas Middleton: You have given us a number of facts as 
to hours, wages, etc., in your memorandum; have those facts been derived 
mainly from the Settlement Reports of the districtsP-No, they were obtained 
by me as· the result of intensive enquiries in different parts of India; I 
have travelled in every Province in India. The Settlement Reports are 
silent as to the hours of labour of the farm hand. 

37,401. I think sonle of the figures you give as to serfdom were taken 
from the Settlement ReportsP-Those with regard to Bihar were taken from 
the Settlement Reports, but I also made an enquiry myself some months 
ago in Chota Nagpur, and I found a system of serfdom still prevalent in 
spite of the legislation to the contrary. 

87,402. You spoke of the high standard of cultivation attained in Eastern 
Bengal. Wbont is that due toP-In the first place, they cultivate a money 
crop, jute; in the second place, agriculture in Eastern Bengal depends not 
merely upon the annual inundation from the Ganges but also upon the 
flood frOID the Braihmaputra, and these floods are so timed that they have 
two or three croppings in Bome districts. Lastly, the deltaic soil is very 
fertile. 

31,403. You have favourable onatural conditions and you have a money 
crop which brings in a large amount of money. Is not the supply of fish 
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to Bupplement the rice crop ano1Jher' very obvious factor in the ~conomic 
positionP-Yes, fulh is a very important source of wealth. 

81,404. You were rather definite in the view that cycles in the :weather 
recurP-That hypothesis is not mine; it is the hypothesis of the meteor
ologist, and if you have any quarrel with that bypothesis, it is not my 
quarr.el. 

31,405. I wondered whether you had. used the right word; did you not 
mean that periods of dry weather were apt to occur over a number of years? 
-If these periods follow in sequence, they ought to be called cycles. 

31,406. I have heard meteorologists and other scientific men discuss this 
at length and I think we must take it as not proven ?-'l1he recent study 
of African rainfall has gone to show that the rainfall in the Abyssinian 
plateau and in the Sudan has a definite connection with the rainfall i.n 
India, and researches made by French investigators in the Sudan and in 
West Africa have shown that there is a .steady diminution of rainfall in 
tlhe Sudan; there is a gradual aridity arising in that part of the French 
pOSllessions, and as that has a very .intimate connection with the monsoonal 
character of the Indian rainfall, we expect to have more of these dry cycles, 
a8 I am calling them, in future. 

31,407. I agree that changes in the character of the weather take place) 
-But when these changes follow a sequence, they have to be called. cycles. 

37,408. How did you arrive at the number of acres cultivated per ·pair 
of bullocksP-From conversation with peasants in the different districts. 

31,409. You give a very low figure, four acres for a pair of bullocks?~In 
parts of this Province there is such great density of popUlation that cattle 
cannot be maintained in large numbers and they have to be worked as 
much as possible; so that there is a great difference between the number 
of acres that can be ploughed by a pair of cattle in the Punjab. and .the 
number in a district like Benares. 

37,410. The fact that it is difficult to maintain cattle makes it all· the 
more important that they should plough as much as they are capable of 
ploughing; how much should a pair of cattle be able to cultivate?-I have 
Baid foW' acres, but they can cultivate ten acres. 

37,411. What yould you suppose it would cost to keep a pair of cattle? 
-Now that irrigation is becoming more and more difficult as the water 
level is sinking more and more, there is a. greater need of ca.ttle power, 
and that at a time when there is no fodder, namely, iu the dry seasoI/.. 
In the dry season we want greater cattle power, and it is in that season 
that the cattle have much less food than in any other part of the year. 

37,412. What does it cost a cultivator to maintain a pair of bullocks 
throughout the year? I have heard it stated that in the lJnited Provinces 
it may cost Rs.200; but suppose 'We take it at Rs.100 (it would not be less 
than that). Then if the cultivator has four acres, it will cost him Rs.25 
per acre to maintain his bullocks; that would mean that he would lose 
Rs.15 per acre on the four acres which he cultivates?-What is your point? 

37,413. You made the statement that an ideal form of Sta.te landlordism 
would be one which would assure to the cultivator aD adequate standard of 
living; have you ever deducted from the produce of ·the four 'acres holding 
the total paid in assessment, and asked whether iilie cultivator would then 
have an, adequate standard of living?-No, in India it is decided quite 
the other way; you see there is a schedule of the expenses of cultivation'. 
In that sc;hedule the stock of agricultural debt is conveniently forgotten, 
the riBks of agriculture are conveniently disregarded, the recurrenoe of 
dry cycles is also ignored, the cost of cultivation is placed on one .side, 
the profits on the other, and then the assessment is fixed. 
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'37,414. I was wondering whether you yourselt had forgotten anything; 
you take the ~alue of the four acres and deduct from that the total assess
ment payable on the four acres, which will be Rs.8 on four acresP-Yes. 

37,415. Would the removal of the Rs.8 ensure to the cultivator an 
.adequate subsistence if he isl08ing say Rs.15 on his bullocks, because he 
has got too smail an area to cultivaooi' Have you compared the effect of 
being restricted to a Vf!rY small'holdingas compared with the burden of the 
assessment w!h.ich the cultivator paysi'-In that part of my memorandum I 
do not say that it is the heavy assesBIllent which is the greatest burden.of 
the cultivator; my point in fixing that limit of three acres was this, that 
below that limit the holding ceases to maintain the family at all at the 
exiBting standard of living and comfort; 

37,416. And even if he had that holding for nothing, he would not have 
an adequate standard of subsistencei'-That is right. 

37,417. Professor Gangulee: Has not the French author you refer to 
described what you speak of as weather cycles as peri.odicity of weatheri' 
-When periods of excess or deficiency of rainfall run in sequence, tbey 
.become. cycles. 

37,418. I know that, but would not the facts rather suggest periodicity 
than a definite cyclei' Hooker, as the result of his researches in England, 
nnds periodicity of weather changes rather than definite cyclesi'-I do not 
.quite follow what you mean; we have in India these cycles of heavy and 
deficient rainfall following in a periodic re-currence. 

37,419. You are in favour of emigration, but would not emigration affect 
the s~called economic solidarity of the family of which you spokeP-The 
more adventurous sons of the cultivator would be going out to distant mines 
and plantations or overseas. 

37,420. But would not that .affect the sG-Called economic solidarity of the 
joint familiesP-When the money orders come to the villages the solidarity 
of the joint family would be all the stronger. . 

37,421. Is it your opinion that the number of landless agricultura.l. 
labourers is increasingP-Yes, definitely. 

37,422. Throughout this countryi'-Yes. 
37,423. You have been telling us a great deal about the village panchayat 

and. also about the village communal life; could you tell us how this village 
oommunal life could be revivifiedi'-We must give more power to the village 
panchayats under the Village Self-Government Acts, and a large part of 
the organisation of agriculture might be left to them. For instance, the 
whole question of consolidation might be more easy of solution if the 
village panchayats could be utilised in this matter. 

37,424. Do you think that village pandhayats are sufficiently educated 
to be able to take the responsibilitiell of modern legislationi'-Yes, for 
these agricultural purposesj in fact they have done so in a country like 
Japan. . 

37,425. Sir Thomtlll Middleton: l'here is one figure given on page 39-1 
.of which I doubt the accuracy. You say: "Annual farm hands get Rs.200 
to Rs.250, and in addition four kuro, of juar every month in Amraoti." Is 
.there no mistake in. this figureP-Noj I think it is right. This iB based 
on what I gathered as I/o result of a personal visit to a particular village 

myself. 
37,426. The Ohairman; Are you including the conditions of marketing 

in your surveysP-Yes. 
37,427. Do you think that theTe is ·a great deal of work to be done iIi 

t.hat directionP-Yesj I think we have to introduce ~operative sales 
, .. herever possible. 
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:n ,428. Do you think t.hat detailed economic surveys in the field of 
marketing are necessary before you can frame your policyP-I 1lhink the 
data we have already are sufficient to lead us to the hope that co-operative 
aales would be very _ useful to the peasant everywheTe. We have data 
regarding t.he organisation of Buch sales and the dbannels of marketing 
are also well known. 

37,429. Have you investigated at all the margin upon which the various 
intermediaries in the chain of marketing and distribution operateP-Yes, 
'"e did BOme investigation work only a month ago in the Lucknow district 
and we found that 33 pel' cent. would represent the profits of the grain 
dealer in th" part.icular village in which we investigated. 

37,430. That is an investigation in one village only-P-We hope to conduct 
similar investigations before long. It is of course in those parts of India 
,.,'here valuable money crops are grown that co.operative sale can prove 
more effective. 

37,431. On this question of money cropa there is one point that I would 
like to ask you. Would you like to say anything to the Commission as 
to the effect. upon the economic welfare of the cultivator that the dbange 
over from food crops to money crops may haveP-Whe-re the money crop is 
grown as a result of the hypothecation of the grain dealer lOr moneylender, 
such a change would act unfavourably on the position of the cultivator j 
on the other hand, if the money crop is grown under conditions where the 
cultivator is still master of his own prop, then surely the money crop ",ould 
be an advantage. - -

37,432. Assuming thllt the value of the money crop is greater than the 
value of the food crop, do you not thillk that it is also necessary if his 
lot is to be hettel'ed that he should obtain the full cash value in the com
modities that he requiresP-Do you mean that the cultivator should grow 
food grains himself P 

37,433. I mean that if he is to get the advantage of the increase brought 
about aa a result of the change-over, plainly he must spend his money on 
the things of life that he desires; if he cannot obtain those things reason
ably cheaply in his village, then, although he may be, on the face of things, 
better off in terms of cash he is not able, owing to his inability to buy 
well, to enjoy in the shape of commodities the advantage which he 
has earnedP-But his labour will not be very- profitable if he, for in.stance, 
continues to grow cotton in his own village garden or makes cloth out of 
cotton SpUIl by his womenfolk, because he can get these things cheaper 
in the market. 

37,434. But it is necessary, is it not, if he is to get the advantage of 
auy improvement in his position in terlns of cash, that he should be able 
to buy well j it is not merely a question of being able to sell hiB money 
crop well, it is also a question of his being able to spend his money to 
advantageP Have you studied that side of the problem ?-I do not think 
that the cultivator is in danger of that. What we really have to do is 
to save him from the exploitation of the grain dealer rather than from 
the exploitation of the ordinary grocer or village shopkeeper. 

37,435. You do not think tnat the one is as important as the otherP
No. 

37,436. Have you studied at all the price level of commodities in the 
ordinary Indian village?-Yes, there is a disparity between village and 
town prices j but that disparity cannot be compared with the enormous 
lllakage of the profits of agriculture due to interception by the grain dealer, 
by the man wh() hypothecate& the cultivator's crop. 
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37,437. Have you anything that you wish to say about the value of the 
export trade in agricultural produce to the cultivator l' Do you att~h 
importance to India's agricultural export trader-Yes. 

J7,438. Have you studied the overseas markets in their relation to Indian 
produce?-Y es. 

37,439. Is thore anythitlg in that field that you wish to put before the 
Commission ?-I think that the cotton and jute markets abroad should be 
better organised than they are at present, and these should be linked to 
a federation of co-operative sale societies of cotton or jute which may be 
established. 

37,440. Have you considered at all the possibility of fixing standards of 
(iuality for export?-Yes, if we can standardise our articles the market 
will be surer. We have to learn a great deal from the standardisation 
effected in Denmark, for instance. 

37,441. And do you think that a raising in the estimate of the world's 
markets of the reputation of Indian produce would be of real service to 
the individual cultivator in Indial'-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commission then ndjouf'ned till 2.30 p.m. On Wednesday, 
the 9fhFebruary, 1927, at Cawnp01·e. 

lIr. R<Hlhakamar Mukherjee. 
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Mr. F. W. H. SHITH. I 

Mr. F. HOWARD VICK, M.I.Mech.E., Agricultural Engineer 
to Government, United Provinces. 

Nots on Irrigation • 
. Irri~ation is very necessa~ fo~ successfu~farming iIi Northern India 

Bmes It gets practlCally all Its ramfall conaehl!ed-izU;() about four months 
of the year, from mid-June to mid-October, the remaIning eight months 
being nearly rainless. The most important' and paying crops, such as 
wheat, barley, gram, &c., are grown entirely, from sowing to reaping, in 
the dry rainless season, and these all give a very poor return unless they 
get irrigation water from some source. Sugarcane, too, is sown in the 
dry season, and, generally speaking, to get any success and profit there 
JIlust be irrigation between March and June. It is in these months that 
the foundat·ions for a good cane crop are laid, and unless irrigated and 
well started in these dry months the crop will not make good in the 
rainy season. . 

I would, therefore, place irrigation as by far the first and most important 
need of agriculture. It is water, water, all the time, that the ryot and 
farmer is crying out for. If he can get the water in sufficient quantity, 
htL will make good and his villages will be prosperous and fertile. On 
tho other hand, without irrigation the ryot is poor, his village a wilderness 
and disease and semi-starvation his lot. If an example of this contrast 
were reqUired, I would point to the generally prosperous villoages of 
Rohilkhand where irrigation is comparatively cheap and easy, and parts 
of Muttra and Agra districts where irrigation is difficult and costly and 
the villages poor, half deserted, and barren. 

There is, of course, a large area of land irrigated in the United Pro
vinces, and in many other Provinces of India, by gravity flow from the 
many large canal systelJls. But there is a distinct limit to the area com
manded by such canals and very few further large schemes await develop
mtlnt since nearly all the large rivers have been, or are in the process of -
being tapped. 

The remaining areas 1101. 80 irrigated rely either entirely on the season's 
rainfall to carry them through the dry months of the year or partly on 
rainfall and supplemented by irl'igntion f.rom wells, jhil' and stream9 

619t6 P 4 
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It is instructive to analyse the areas of the United Provinces as regards 
irrigation or no irrigation. 1'he total cropped area is about 35,000,000 
acres, and this can be divided into three divisions:-

1. Flow irrigated area from canals and reservoirs. 
2. Lift irrigated areas from wells, jhib, &c. 
3. Area. with no irrigation. 

The totals of area of these three· divisions are as follows:-

Classification. 

1. Canal irrigated .. , 
2. Irrigated from wells, &c. 
3. No irrigation 

Total cropped ares ... 

Acres. 

2,450,000 
7,350,000 

25,200,000 

35,000,000 

Percentage. 

7 
21 
72 

100 

We thus see that although there are many big canals in the Province, 
only 7 per cent. of the tota! cropped area is irrigated frOID them. Also 
that onlv a further 21 per cent. oi.-&rea.is irrigated from wells, jhils, &c., 
and that the enormous pl'oportion of no less than 72 per cent. is entirely 
.without irrIgation facilities at present. • 

Here lies great scope for. the work of the engineer, a score of millions 
of acres or so in one Province alone producing about one-half to 
one-third of the crops it could produce simply for lack of irrigation water. 
It seems the very urgent duty of every Provincial Government and every 
Department of Agriculture to make a careful survey of the possibilities 
for irrigation by some means, within its respective Province and then get 
forward with some useful \\"'()rk in this direction if such work is found 
to be eoonomically souna. 

Speaking with a very wide knowledge of lift irrigation possibilities in 
the United Provinces, I a!D sure that great developments can be made 
here by lift methods from wells and bore holes. I have made many 
thousands of borings in the province and I know the subsoil oontains an 
absolutely inexhaustihle water supply and mostly within very easy depths 
for lift irrigation. We have been working on earth borings and tube wells 
for the past lifteen years and have very fully proved the usefulness a.nd 
economic soundness of such schemes. We ca.n turn a well yielding 1,500 
gallons per hour and irrigating live or ten acres into one giving 30,000 
to 40,000 gallons per hour and irrigating IIoIld protecting 150 to 250 aeree. 
by deep borings and the installation of water-lifting machinery. 

It is a very urgent necessity for this Province's agriculture that lift 
irrigation be adopted on a very large scale. Money invested in such schemes 
could bring in a good return in the wny of interest and the Province would 
be enormously benelited and enriched. The Province could also be placed 
outside the danger of drought or famine after a poor season's rainfall if 
suc.h lift irrigation methods were adopted on a large scale. 

The problelD is how these lift irrigation schemes on very extensive lines 
can bes~ bo tackled. Up to now, in the United Proyinoes, we have been 
catering for one class mostly, the more prosperous zamindar and land
owner who line f!ither money to pay for his schemes or extensive lands 
to mortgage t() Government as security for a big loan. It ill very nece~ 
Bary to go further and help the masses of the ryots who form the bulk 
of the agricultural classes ar,d cultivate so great a proportion of the land 
under cropI!' In thIS PNlvince~ 

Mr. F. Te. Vick. 
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Since the ryot is, generally. speaking, a poor man, without capital and 
without land to mortgage for loans, the only way to give him help in 
tho way of irrigation would seeJll to be the formation of a Lift Irrigation 
Department on a large scale, something far bigger than even the present 
Canal Irrigation Depal-tment&. The schemes would· be financed by Govern
ment and water sold and the money collected just as it is done In the 
Canal Irrigation Department. It would, perhaps, be possible to make lift 
irrigation a branch of canal irrigation, but there would then be the danger 
of neglecting and obscuring its importance. The Canal Department worked 
on lift irrigation by mechanical power for some years, about eighteen years 
ago bulb failed to grasp ita essential features through inexperience and im
perfect knowledge of conditions existing underground and of suitable 
machinery for the 'WOrk. Nothing was accomplished, therefore, at that time, 
nor until the Agricultural Department seriously took up agricultural 
engineering by the appointmenlJ of a permanent Agricultural Engineer in 
1913. 

The chief and, perhaps, the only difficulty in the way of very extensive 
schemed of lift irrigation is the financing of them. But there seems nothing 
impossiLle even in this, since huge sums of money are raised both in India 
and other parts of the world for large irrigation projects that promise 
a reasonable return of interest on capital. I think that Government should 
raise all necessary money by loans, just as they have done for new canal 
systeD18 of irrigation. 

Oral Evidence. 
87,442. The Ohairman: M·r. Vick, you are Agricultural Engineer to 

Government in the United Provinces?-Yes. 
37,443. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evidence 

that you wiflh to give; would you like to add anything to your written 
evidence at this stage, or may we ask you one or two quwtions ?-I do not 
think there is anything I wish to add. 

37,444. Have you seen flhe memorandum provided for the Commis~ion 
entitled" A Report on Agriculture in the United ProvincesP "-Yes, I have 
seen the report prepared by this Provinoe. 

37,445. Would you give the Commission quite shortly an account of your 
own professional training and past appointmentsP-I was trained in England 
in mechanical engineering; I was a premium pupil with the fum of Sisson & 
Oompany, of Gloucester, and I was with them for about six years. I was 
also with 1\ private firm of oonsulting engineers in England, Messrs 
Hampidge & Platt, and I came to india in 1897. 

37,446. How long have you been in Government serviceP-I joined Govern
ment service in Mareh 1899. 

87,447. For how long have you been in charge of this particular branch 
of Government serviceP-I came permanently to the position of Agricultural 
Engineer in October 1913. 

37,448. Would you give the Commission an account of the organisation 
of your suh-depa.rtment in the Province; I think you have flhree or four 
circlesP-The Province is divided into four circles each in charge of a 
Gazetted officer. 

37,449. What staff has each of these Gazetted Officers a.t his disposal P
He has one first grade mechanic, two second grade mechanics, and as manv 
:fitters as there is wQrk for; but actually the Government establishment [s 
one mechanic mst grade and two meC'hanics second grade; those are on 
the establishment: fitters are not on the establishment; they &"e paid for 
by the owners of wells. 

37,450. These Circle staffs are augmented or diminished according to the 
amount of work to be done at any timeP-Ycs, they are. . 
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37 451. What can eal·h Circle undertake in terms of tube wells; how 
many tube wells" could be constructed at the same time in each Circle by 
the same staff?-About twenty at a time in each Circle. 

37,452. I think you are entirely separate from the Irrigation Depart~eIl:t; 
you are part of the Agricultural DepartmentP-Yes: I am a ~peclahst 
officer of the Agricultural DepBl"tment; I am not 10 the Agricultural 
Service. 

37,453. But your budget is part of the agricultural budgetP-Yes. 
37,454. In your view is that a sound arrangement which divides canal 

irrigation from well irrigationP-No, it is not. 
37,455. Would you like to see a change madeP-In this Province, lift 

irrigation, if properly de.eloped, will get too big for management by the 
Agricultural Department. 

37,456. What do you suggest ought to be doneP-It seems to me they 
ought to be combined now. I have got 126 tube wells in hand at the 
present moment of a value of about Its. 10,00,000. 

37,457. What exactly do you suggest: that your department should be 
linked to the Irrigation DepartmentP-It is rather a difficult point to 
answer suddenly; it requires considerati~n. 

37,458. Perhaps if you have not considered it before you would rather 
not answer nowP-No. I should be quite willing to consider it and giVt' 
you a further note on the point. 

37,459. Yes, I think we should like tQ have a note and to have the 
argument which leads you to the particular view to which you come. There 
IS a considerable disparity between the figures that you give on page 3 of 
your note as typed to show the percentage of land irrigated by canal, by 
wells, and land not irrigated at all; you say 2,450,000 JU:res are canal 
irrigated, while the figure mentioned in the memorandum is about 3,000,0001 
-It may be that some land is irrigated twice, and in reckoning the total 
irrigation done and the water rates collected some land might come in 
more than once. 
37,~0. That 3,000,000 itself does not include the 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 

acres which it is estimated wiII be irrigated by t-he canals at present under 
construction P-No, it does not include that. 

37,461. Is there any overlap between the Cllnal irrigation and the irriga
tion from wells; is certain land commanded by canals also irrigated by 
wellsP-Yes, very much so; in Meerut District for instance. As I say 
in my note, about 40 per cent. of a village is liS a rule the maximum 
irrigated from canals, and I frequently put down tube wells in villages whicD. 
are canal irrigated. 

37,462. Does that show that the canal system is not capahle of providing 
the cultivators with all the water that they require at aU seasons of the 
year P-Not necessarily; it might be that the land is t{)() high to be com
manded by the canal to get the gravity flow; the higher land in the villag& 
might not be canal irrigated and it might require a tube well. 

37,463. In lIOIIle areas, where land is commanded by canal, water is not 
always available to the cultivator at all times of the yearP-No. 

37,464. And in such cases you have constructed tube wells to supplement 
the canal carried waterP-Yes, I have. 

37,465. I want a statement of the extent tc) which the Provincial Govern
ment. is in fact subsidising the construction of tube wells. It has bee.!i 
stated before the Commission by other witnesses that in fact State assistance
is provided in two forms: service free of charge, and in cases where the 
land irrigated by tube wells is to be used as an approved seed farm or 
for demonstration, there is I t-hink a further subsidy in cash?-Yes. 

Mr. F. H. Vick. 
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37466. Can you clear that up for us and tell us how the matter standsP 
-Wbat is known as the grant-in-aid is usuaIly &.2,000, if we want to 

.cover a 8maIl plot few demonstration purpOl!88. 
37,467. That is Rs.2,OOO given in oash for one wellP-Yes, it ie occasionally 

1\8.3,000; we will say it is &.2,000 to Rs.3,000. 
37 468. And that is given after. the agreement about the demonstration 

side 'of the work is signed?-Yes, there is an agreement for a demon.stration 
plot or else for giving us seed; in some cases they give us seed. 

37,469. Can you tell us to what percentage of t~e total wells .sunk by.your 
department this grant of &.2,000 to &.3,000 In cash. applIes ?-QUlte a 
.mall proportion; I should say· 10 per cent. 

37,470. Then quite apart from that, I think there is also a certain amount 
of help given in advice and service free of chargeP-Yes, the whole of the 
.taff are paid by Government from establishment, and that is not charged 
to the owners of the tuhe wells. 

37,471. So that they get the technical advice and they get the actual 
workP-Yett. 

37,472. And what does fihe cultivator pay for the material?-They pay for 
all the material, the engines, pipes and things used on the tube well. 

37,473. And I presume they cart the material themselvesP-Yes, generally 
they will then cart the mwterial about. 

37,474. Who pays for fihe unskilled labourP-They pay for it. 
37,475. " They" being the cultivatorsP-The zamindar, the owner of the 

tube wells pays for the unskilled labour. 
37,476. And that applies to every well constructedP-Yes. 
37,477. Do you estimate at all what ·that assistance is worth in cashP

t have estimated that the cost of a big tube well with a 6 inch pump 
delivering 40,000 to 60,000 gallons an hour, at &.14,000, of which the 
Jlamindar pay. about Rs.8,OOO; it is subsidised to the extent of about 
Rs.6,OOO. 

37,478. Apart from that, zamindars may of course get indirect assistance 
:in the shape of cheap interest on money through the tacca1li 10ansP-I can
not say it is low interest; it is 71 per cent. 

37,479. '1'hat is not low interest, 'but I notice that Mr. Clarke in his note 
of evidence talks about assistance in the form of taccavi and grants-in-aid, 
the latter being I suppose the &.2,000 to Ra.3,OOO grantsP-Yes. 

37,480. Do you think the zamindar could get his money cheaper else
where P-No, decidedly not. 

37,481. Would he get it as cheaply from any other souroesP-I think not. 
37,482. So that, although it cannot be called cheap money, it is of assist

Ilnce to the zamindarP-Yes. 
37,483. Can you tell me if it is the case with these arrangements that 

rou have beea describing, that while fihey make it possible· for substantial 
~amindars to construct tube wells, they hardly ever bring a well within 
~he reach of the smaller menP-Yes, that is the case; WI! are working for 
the rich man. 

37,484. I think I understand from your note that it is your suggestion 
;hat, until such time as the 8JDall man by combining with his neighbour.s 
8 in a position financially to finance tube wells, Government should under
;ake the work, should sink tube wells in sets so as to cheapen pumping and 
ihould sell the water to the cultivator just as the Irrigation Department 
1611s water carried by canalsP-That seems the only way of !IOlving the 
Iiflicultj' and getting at the small man. 
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37,486. That might even be 1:Ihe first stage to the ultimate taking over 
of the work by c~perative organisationsP-Yes, provided the c~peratiVIJ 
lOCieties develop to .any extent i at present they are weak. 

87,486. Have you worked out at all t~e sort of area that you ~ig~t 
irrigate by some such scheme as that which you have 8u~ge8ted, which 18 

not likely to be irrigated under the present arrangementsP-Yes, 75 per 
cent. of the Province is not irrigated at all and quite a large portion of. 
it could be wa.tered by lift irrigation. 

37,487. You have got some 72 per cent. of the land of the Province 
which is not irrigated according to your figures, but I presume some of that 
will probably be irrigated as a result of your present arrangements, without 
Government undertaking any new responsibilities?-Yes, except that the 
scale on which we are now working is very small in proportion to the area 
of the Province. 

37,488. What percentage of that 72 per cent. do you think is capable 
of being irrigated from tube wellsP-Taking a rough figure I should put 
it at half. 

37,489. Do you 1:Ihink that Government could recover in the shape of 
charges for the water the cost of constructing these tube wellsP-I see no 
difficulty in that because the cultivator pays for the canal water -at present i 
it would certainly :be at a rather higher scale but I see no difficulty in It 
at all. 

37,490. Do you think that 1:Ihe economics of tube well irrigatfon have 
been sufficiently studied in this Province or elsewhere in India?-No; there 
has not been any deep study into it. 

37,491. I suppose the ideal conditions for such study would be at places 
where Government demonstration farms are irrigated from tube wellsP
Yes, it would be a good opportunity for studying it. I have not got the 
staff myself for placing men on special work like that. Ap.art from 1:Ihe 
Government farm we are also working !for the zamindar, and once the tube 
well is constructed we hand it over to the zamindar hiInself who provides 
his own driver, so that we have nothing further to do with it unless he 
gets into difficulties and he calls us up to set things right. 

37,492. The Commission has been told. that~elf water can only pay if 
the cultivation 1:Ihat it waters is of a high order and usually if the more 
valuable crops are irrigatedPWould you agree with that-?-Yes. 

37,493. So that probably before Government undertake any large scheme. 
you would suggest a very careful assessing of the costings of agriculture 
irrigated by water from wellaP-Yes. 

37,494. In the meantime is it the case that nothing of that· sort is being 
carried out, Ilot any nte by your departmentP-Yes, practically nothing. 

37,495. Pro/ellor Gamgulee: Not even in the case of- the pumps that 
you have in the Government farms P-No; I can tell you what it would cost 
to lift the water and deliver it on the land or anything like that. 

37,496. Sir Gang(l, Ram.: We will divide this question into three heads: 
first, you bore wells in order to increase the outPiat of waterP-Yes. 

37,497. Is that under youP-Yes. 
37,498. From Mr. Clarke's evidence I gather that altogether you have 

done up to this time 88,056 feet in 673 wells and the cost has ;been Rs.2 per 
f~t. What we~e the maximum and 1:Iho minimum depths of boring that you 
dld?-The maximum was 100 and the minimum 30 possibly. I think this 
average is probably quite right. But your figures are those for one year. 
only. Altogether we have done more t.h.a.n 25 000 borings with a total of 
more tha.n a. million feet. ' . 

37,499. What size of tube did you put in?-21 inch and some 4 inch. 
Mr. F. H. Vick. 
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37,600. What did you put at the bottomP-Nothing at all; they are open. 
pipes. 

37,501. Did you put any bell mouthsP-No. 
37,502. Do you not think that that method interferes with the velocity

of the water coming in P-There is no velocity practically in a well where
cl.aT8a working is done. 

37,503. Do you not put concrete underneath P-No. 
37,504. Do you put .. strainer underneathP-Not in most cases. 
37,505. Are these pipea of cast iron or wrought iron ?-l'hey are steel, 

pipes I should 88y. . 
37,506. Do they work all right in these soilsP-Yes. 
37,507. Have you ever thought of the scheme of advising people to put. 

buclllla. or baby wells into the bigger ones; for instance if a well is ten feet,. 
you can put in Ii seven feet well. That is how we do it illl the PunjabP
We do not need 'that 60 much in this Province. 

37,508. You are probably working entirely on sand; in certain parts of 
the Province we get similar conditions. Has that been tried in this Pro
vinceP~Yes, the cultivators themselves are doing it oli their own fields. 

~7,509. So much about boring wells: I .now come to the ordinary wells~ 
In the ordinary wells do you advise them where to stop P Do they. come to. 
you for advice~-Yes, we make test borings for ordinary yucca ~ells and 
we give them a sketch showing how deep they shouldaink their well cylinder. 

37,510. You do not charge for thatP-No. 
37,511. With regard to tube-wells: how many kinds of tube-weJl.s are there 

and.what are their sizesP Is the least'size two inches and III half?-Two 
inches. 

37,512. And the nextP-Four, five, seven, and nine inches; 
37,513. Are these the only five sizes that you Use hereP-Yes; but we use 

tbe 21 inches for pucca wells, for charsa working only. 
37,5]4. That is the size c.f the strainer, and not the boring?-The boring 

of course would naturally. be bigger. My standard boring for the big nine 
inch strainer ia 1.3 inches; and the standard size in oasing .and boring pipes 
varies from 15 <to 12, 8, 5 and 4. The strainer work is of course subsidised 
by the Government to a certain extent. I make my own strainers. 

37,5]5. What Btl·ainers do you useP-Btrainers of my own design. 
37,516. You do not use the Brownlie strainerP-No. I do not use Bro\\nlie 

strai nefS at all. 
37,517. Have you invented one yourselfP-I have designed one and am 

making that. 
37,518. Is it your patentP-No, I have not patented it. At one time I used 

the Brownlie strainer. 
37,519. I only know of three types: Brownlie's,. Ashford's, and a rew type 

now being made in LahoreP-There are at least fifty types; the United 
States are full of them. 

37,520. Which of those in use here do you consider the best?-My own. 

37,521. We have never heard of it in the PunjabP-'-You' are· coming to 
my workshops w-morrow, I\l"d can see It under manufacture. 

37,522. Is it a copper strainerP-Yes. 
37,523. What is the cost for each size of tube-well, using your own typeP

For 2j-inch, Rs.5 per foot; for 4-inch, Rs.7 per foot; for 5-inch, Rs.9.8.Q. 
por foot; for 7-inch, Rs.13 per foot, and for 9-inch, Rs.lS per fool;. 
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37,524. Can you tell me the discharge from eachP-That depends on the 
number of feet you- put in the grou:ld. 

37,525. And also Oll the coarse sand you encounterP-Yes. With a 9-inch 
type, I aIll getting up to 60,000 gallons per hour, and occasionally up to 
70,000 in certain ~Mes. 

:37,526. When dealing with irrigation it is better to give the figures in 
cusecs?-For the .big strainer the average would be 40,000 gallons an hour, 
or nenrly two cusecs, 

37,527. What wouln be the figure for the smallestP-The 2}-inch strainer 
is only used for bullock working; the others are chiefly used with power 
pumps. The maximum dischargo would be, with the 2}-inch strainer, 4,000 
gallons per hour. 

37,528 . .And for the other sizes?-With the 4-inch, 10,000 to 12,000 j with 
the 5-inch, about 16,000, and with the 7-inch, 25,000. 

37,529. Who passes your estimates, the Director of Agriculture or the 
Minister P-Neither j neither is capable of scrutinising my estimates for 
technic-al work. 

37,530. If you were linked to the Irrigation Department, there might be 
someone there who could chook your estimates. Do you construct these 
things in your workshops or outsideP-I do most of the work in my own 
workshop. 

37,53l. Is there a separate budget for your workshopP-Yes. 
37,532. Do you show a profitP-No; I have been told by Government not 

to try to make a profit, but to help the zamindars. 
37,533. Do you think an outside company could make them cheaperP-~o. 
37,534. I understand there is a company here which is making tube-wells? 

-They haye attempted to. 
37,535. Have they failedP-Yes, they have closed down that branch of their 

work. They had many f&ilures; they never had anyone who understood the 
~~. ' 

3i,536. I thought you '\\'ere giving them adviceP-Thpy asked Goyernment 
if I could join them, and Government refused. They approached Government 
without conSUlting me. 

37,537. How many tube-wells have you sunk altogetherP-We have mnde 
just over 25,000 borings for improving wells. 

37,538. How many 8cres do you expect each size to irrigatpP-The well 
with a 9-incb strainer is for a. farm of 120 to 150 acres. 

:;7,539. To make up for want of rainfall onlyP-No, it is for Tabi irriga
tion; for sowing and continuing right through the Tabi. 

37,540. How many wateringsP-The average is probably tilree for whpat 
and pight for sugarcane. 

37,541. 'What is the oost per aCl"e of supplying this water from tube-wells P 
--The actual running cost dppends on the lift. With an average lift of 
30 feet it would cost about Rs.2 per acre per watering. 

37,542. For r!.lbi it would be Rs.8 per acreP-Yps. 
37,543. ],fT. Calvert: Does that include interest and depreciation P-No; 

I was asked for the running costs. 
37,544. Sir Ganga lram: You put the running costs at Rs.8 per acre per 

rabiP-Yes. . 
37,545. Do you think the aamindars would pay that if you gave them. 

water from tube-wellsP-Cert&inl,.. 
Mr. F. H. Vick. 
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3i,.546, How much would you add for interest and depreciation? 
Another Ra. 2?-About that. 

:n,.547. You advocate the creatIon of a Lift Department. Would you 
aJ"ise Government to undertake the work of supplying water from wells at 
&.10 per acre for mbi ?-It could be done where the lift was easr. I am 
taking a 3O-foot lift. The water would never be wholly for rabt but for 
lugarcane as well 8S ,.abi. 

3.,548. That will be about the maximum?-It is not easy to give a figure 
for a Lig thing like a Lift Irrigation Department. 
. 37,549. The question is whether we should propose that these wells should 
he sunk and worked on a co-operative basis?-I think that should be done. 

37,550. You say 75 per cent. of the land is not irrigated. AcOOrding to 
evidence we have had belore us as to the rate of progress now Being' made, 
it will take 400 yeara to bring this area up to the minimum required for 
ob,;ating any risk of scarcity. What other means have you thought of for 
doing this?-Have you thought of any big canal scheme? According to my 
calculations, 10,000,000 acres must be brought under irrigation before th,is 
Province will be protected from famine?-I have never drawn up any bIg 
~cheme, but from my tours round the Province I know there are many rivers 
and large ihill from which we coulil. pump. . 

37,.551. Has anything been done in that direction?-No, because there has 
not happened to be a zamindar in that area who could pay for the plant. 

37,552. I am certain if you offered to supply them with water at Rs.I0 
an acre they would be only too glad to pay thatP-Yes. 

37,553. Ie there no lift irrigation from canals hereP-Very little; none by 
mechanical power .. There are small areas iI1rigated by basket lift, ,and 
80 on. 

37,554. Do you not have a sort of Persian wheel for lifting?-Yes,but only 
to a very limited extent. 

37,555. Do not the zamindars apply for that sort of thingP~The Irrigation 
Department has a lower rate for lift irrigation than that for flow 
irrigation. 

37,556. But it is not taken up ?-Not on any scale. 
37,557. Because there is very little water in those monthsP-That is 80. 

37,558. Are you and the Agricultural Department under the same 
l\linisterP-Yes. 

37,559. You only give canal water uP. to 40 per cent. of the &reaP-A 
village is supposed to be fully prowcted when 40 per cent. of the village area 
is given water. 

37,560. But even that is not givenP-Often it is not. It depends on the 
levels in the village. 

37,561. Is there enough water to give itP-No. 
37,562. Have you thought of any new IlOhemes of increasing the canal 

waterP-No. 

37,563. Has the Irrigation Department not thought of any schemes for that 
purposeP-1 do not think so. The Barda Canal is probably ihe last of the 
big schemes in this Province. 

37,564. But I want to know how you are going to get over the difficulty 
of dealing with 10 million acres which you want to irrigate in this Province.? 
-It is only a question of finance. You can put in as many tube-wells as 
you want, provided money is found for them and their construction is 
economically sound . 

. 37,565. That will not be a paying proposition. A tube-well on the average 
wIll command on the average only 10 acres, is it notP-lt will command 
250 acres. 
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37,566. With what sizeP-With IS-inch size boring and 9-inch strainer. 
37,567. Of cour~, with that size it should command 800 acres acoording 

to our calculation. We give three cusecs per thousand acres out of which 
500 acres are rabi P-It is all a question whether the man is using the water 
to the full advantage. 

37,568. But if thertl is a scheme, a successful scheme, they will pay even 
Us.I0 an acre; the zamindars will pay double the rate of the Canal Depart
mentP-Yes; they will pay. 

37,569. You have not thought of pumping a group of wells by compressed 
-1I.irP-No, because it is so inefficient. It is one of the most inefficient lifts 
:in the world. 

37,570. Have you tried itP-I know it; I have tested it. Thirty per cent. 
cis about the maximum efficiency. 

37,571. I know it is going to be made a paying propOISition, because that 
,is the only thing which can be done on a c()-{)perative basis: Now we saw a 
·tube-well in Benares and we were told it COISt Rs.30,000j is that rightP-The 
:strainer that was first put in oollapsed. 

:37,572. So it is the fault of the strainerP-Yes. It was a Brownlie 
·strainer. 

37,573. Is it a fact that it OOISt Rs.30,000P-I could not tell you off-hand; 
but it has been done twice. 

37,574. I asked the driver there and he told me that the discharge was 
15,000 gallons per hourP-It was 16,900 actually by measurement. 

37,575. At that time it' was not giving more than 5,000 gallons. It was 
commandi ng only 64 acres of land. Did you not think of a well of proper 
~ize which would be sufficient to irrigate that areaP-The difficulty is that 
boring with a small size pipe is of no use. Benares is one of the worst 
IPlaces in the Province for tube-wella. 

87,576. Have you got a section of that ground P-Yes j we passed a hundred 
feet of hard clay before we touched the water. (The section waa shown to the 
Oommission.) 

87,577. You passed throngh very little of ooarse sandP---Yesj it is a very 
bad place for boring. 

3i,578. Do you not bore first and then consider whether it is a proper place 
or noH-We do, of course. 

37,579. Pro/e .• 8oT Gaflg'Ulee: Have you trial borings P-No; I have given 
up trial borings because I know more or less the conditions in most of the 
tracts. 

37,580. Sir Thomas Middleton: Could you tell us in a broad way for which 
areas in the United Provinces tube-wells are especially suitedI' You have 
mentioned Benares as an unsuitable areaP-In a broad way the north of the 
Ganges is suitable and the south of the Ganges is poor . 

. 37,581. Have you worked south of the Jumna at all, near Jhansi, for 
-example ?-No. 

37,1)82. Why do YOIl find the north of the Ganges suitable; is it because 
,of the relatively small depth of clay through which you have to bore and 
.the depth of sand which you can tap P-Yes, it is. 

37,563. Do yO\1 find that there are large tracts in which the depth of the 
water is approximately uniform or does the depth vary much from village 
.to villngeP-You find large tracts where the depths do not vary . 

. 37,581i. So that the water occurs in large basins in the sand through which 
you Bre 'boringP-The whole of the Province is one huge bed of sand with a. 
certain number of floating beds of clay. 

Mr. F. H. Viele. 
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37,585. How deep have you boredP-The deepest boring I have seen 
made in thie Province was 1,100 feet. 

37,586. And you find land right throughP-Nothing but sand right down 
to the bottom, and I have heard it said by the Geological Department that 
probably the depth of the basin ill four or five miles. 

37,587. There ill nothing of the artesian oonditioIUI hereP-No; you oould 
not get it \WIde I' those oonditions. 

37,588. It is purely 80akageP-Absolutely, yes. 
87,589. Have your tube-wella generally been made in the cane-growing 

~iatrictsP-Yes. 

37,590. Next to cane, whloh is the crop that has called for a tube-well by 
the zamindar P-The rotation crops with sugarcane, such as wheat and 
gram; but I do not think there are any tube-wells put down where there 
is no cane area a·t all. 

37,591. You have no other sufficiently valuable crop to tempt the zaminder 
to ask for a tube-weIlP-No; because if he could get the tube-well !he would 
lIt once grow cane. There are very few parts of the Provinoe where he 
cannot grow cane if he can get the water. 

37,592. In what arese is the growing of vegetlllbles chiefly prlllCtiB~P~In 
areas close to the towns. 

37,593. And close to the river bedsP-Yes. 
37,594. Wheat comes in as being a crop that is grown alongside caneP-. 

Yes, as a rotation crop. 
37,595. Can you tell us anything about the quality of the well water as 

~ompaJ'ed with canal waterP If a villager has his choice which would he 
preferP-There is naturally more lime in well water than in canal water. 

37,596. Is the difference known to the villager and is he anxious to have 
"Well water in prefere.llco to canal waterP-No, because the canal water is 
~heaper and he will go in for the cheaper water if he can get it. 

37,597. Is there muoh toblllCCO grown in the ProvinceP-Not a great 
'')mount, but it is grown on patches of land near the village where it can be 
heavily manured. 

37,597A. And irrigated by well waterP-Yes. 
37,598. Is there any district in which you have heard of water causing 

land to gQ saltP-Yes; Muttra and Agra. probably. But it is lIIOStly canal 
'watoer, not well water, which causes these ilalts to appear in the top soil. 

37,599. Can you distinguish between the danger from the water which 
-oomes from the shallow well and water which oomes from the deep wellP
'The deeper the well tho harder would the water generally be. 

37,600. Have you any brackish wells in the· ProvinceP-Yes; in Agra ano 
Muttra districts there are a lot. I have sometimes made boring!! in ,brlllCk
ish wells and have &truck a sweet spring down below and got sweet ;water. 
I have done 1:hat many tilneB. 

3i,601. Have you heard of oomplaints about the quality of brackish shallow 
wells in your work P-No; I have never 'heard of complaints about the water. 

37,602. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you not get different kinds of water, first 
'brackish and then BweetP-Yes. 

37,603. Sir Thoma. Middleton: I should think that would be one of the 
. main reasons for asking for tube-wells; if the surface wells are brackish, 
'would not the villagers ask for tube-wells in order to get sweet waterP-I 
.should not think 5 per cent. of the wells in this Province are brackish. 

Then it is not a serious problem with you. 
37,604. Sir James MacKenna: Do you think the Agricultural Engineer 

: should be a member of the Indian Agricultural Service, of the Irrigation 
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Department. of the Public Works Department, or of a separate service?-
There are not -enough Agricultural Engineers to make a separate service, 
at pres~nt. 

37,605. Under what section of the administration do you think you should 
come ?-As long' as we work under the Agricultural Department we should. 
be in the Indian Agricultural Servioe. 

37,606. On the same footing as members of the service in other branches? 
-Yes, we should be, provided we have the requisite train mg. 

37,607. What training do you think is the most suitable for an engineer 
devoting his time to agricultural engineermg ?-It is very practical work ~ 
a great deal of it has to do with the erection of machinery, and I should 
~ay they should have college education and at least two or three years' 
pll\ctical workshop· experience. 

37,608. Should they hold the degree of B.Sc. in civil engineering or 
mechanical engineering ?-They should hold the B.Sc. in engineering~ 
provided they had two or three years at least in the workshop. 

37,609. 'I.'hat is the ~ort of man you would recruitP-Yes. 
67,610. Professor Gangulee: Is your section of the department concerned. 

with the problem of agricultural implements such as ploughs and harrows? 
-No, agricultural impleme'Ilts of that kind are mostly dealt with by 
Deputy Directors. I make 'a lot in my workshops for the Deputy Directors, 
but I do not recommend any particular plough to the cultivator; I leave
that to the Deputy Directors. 

37,611. Does the Deputy Director design the implements?-No, generally 
they are not designed by the Deputy Director. The Meston plough was. 
designed in my workshops, but before I joined the Department. Tho 
Meston plough is very cheap, and that is the implement which we sell 
mostly. 

37,612. Who is responsible for the improved ploughs and improved 
l1laChllleries about which we hear so much? I was wondering whether 
the Agricultural Engineering Department has anything to do with agricul
tural implements?-'l'he Meston plough was designed and made by a mistri
of the engineering workshop, I believe. I do not know of any other plough 
or implement made by the Department in quantity. 

37,613. IB it done by the Deputy Director in your workshop ?-I make 
some tools and implements for them, but they get a lot of implements and 
machines from private firms. I probably make quite a small proportion of 
what they sell. ' 

37,614. Do they obtain supplies of implements from the manufacturers? 
-Yes, they sell quite a lot of Ransome's small ploughs. 

37,615. There is no indigenous manufacture hereP-I do not think there 
is in this Province. . 

87,61t1. ~o, YOIl are chiefiy concerned with the pumps and tube wells?
Yes, anything to do with mechanical power; I leave the i1'ecommendingof 
smaller implements to the Deputy Directors. 

87,617. You tell us in your statement that 21 per cent. of the tota' 
al'reage is under irrigation from wells. Could you tell us what is the 
peroentage for tube wells P-I could not tell you, but it is very, very small; 
we are only touching the fringe even on the scale on which we aire 
working now. It is something far less than 1 per cent. 

37,618. We are told there is a tendency for the area under well irrigation 
to diminish j is that so ?-I could not give you a definite answer to that, 

37,619. You tell us you have got 200 tube wells with engines and pumps 
complete and that you have 55 more in course of construction; how many. 
of those 200 tube wells belong to the Go\'ernment and how many to the 
people, the Eamindars and 80 on ?~I should think about 5 per cent. belong 
to the Government and the rest to Eaminuars. 

Mr. F. H. Vick. 
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37,620. Tbe percentage belonging to the zamindars is as high as that, 
i.t it?-Yes, it is only on a few Government demonstration farms that we 
have tube well6 belonging to Government; practically all the work I do I 
am doillg for the private individual, the zamindar. 

37,621. When you say orders are continually coming in, you are referring 
to orders from tbe zamindars?~Yes. 

37,622. Do you require any advance of the price when you take the 
order P-I take the wbole price in advance; I do not start, a well until 
I bave the whole of the money in my hands. 

37,623. Then how long does it take you to execute the order for which 
JOu ha\'e already realised tbe price ?-It depends upon the difficulty of 
the boring; lOme borings are very much more difficult than others; in 
oome l'aM'S it will take a year or eighteen months, if we encounter great 
difficulties and have a broken pipe. There is a very great wear and tear 
on boring tools. My staff is comparatively small at present in view of 
tbe increase in the work. 

37,624. So t-hat in order to meet the demand which your figures indicate, 
.r0u require more staffP-Yes. 

37,625. How many unsucce88ful borings have you had ?-It is a very emaIl 
percentage in this Pro"ince; conditions are probably better in this Province 
than in any other Provinoe in India. 

37,626. Have you worked out the economical pumping unitP-You may 
take it in this way, that the bigger the pumping unit the less the cost 
will be for irrigation per unit area; yO\l get cheaper water from a big unit 
tban from a small one. 

37,627. From your 6tatement as well 8a from the provincial memorandum 
I have the impression that you have succeeded in making tube WIllis 
quite popular in this ProvinceP-Yes. 

37,628. How is it, then, that your success in the construction of tube 
wells has not lE'd commercial firms to take it up on a commercial basis; 
if it is paying and the orders are pouring in from the zamindars, why 
do not commercial firms take it up P-But, as. I pointed out to the 
Chairman, it is subsidised by Government; the zamindar is not going to 
pay ,&.14,000 to a private firm wqile he can get it for Rs.8,000 and have 
a 8ubsidy of Ra.6,OOO from Government. 

37,629. So that if you removed the subsidy the popularity might cease?
Yes, it would for a time until they began to see that it might even pay 
tbem at the price of Rs.14,OOO. 

37 ,630. How long do you think this subsidy will have to be continued P 
Surely Go\""ernment is not in a position to subsidise the landlords eternally? 
-That is a point for Government to decide; I should nol; like to speak 
on the point. , 

37 ,631. How long do you think it would take before the commercial firms 
may be in a position to take it up ?-l should not like to answer the 
qUE6tion. 

37,632. Do you know any commercial firm who have undertaken this 
work?-Yes, the Empire Engineering Company used to do tube wells a 
little while ago, but I believe they have given it up because they could 
not get an,- 6ucoo88. 

37,633. DOl you attribute their failure principally to the fact that they 
.could not get orders from the zamindars P-No, not altogether due to 
that; it was because they made so many failures .. 

37,634. It was due to lack of efficiencyP-Yes. 
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37,635. Given the necessary efficiency, do you think any private commercial 
firm could make it a success?-Government would have to subsidise it at 
fil'6t, and then gradually reduce the subsidy until it disappeared; that 
is the only way. 

37,636. Are 'you reducing your subsidy nowP-No. 
37,637. Mr. Cal'Vert: With regard to this question of the subsoil water 

being inexhaustible, you have, of course, heard of the theory that there 
is a buried mountain range parallel with the Himalayas which runs through 
this Province ?-Yes, I have heard that opinion expressed. 

37,638. That mountain range is supposed to have led to a decline in 
the water level in certain tracts of the PunjabP-Yes. 

37,639. Do you come across any traces of a similar phenomenon here?
No, the water level in this Province has generally gone up by about 10 feet 
in the last six years. 

37,640. There are DO complaints of the water level droppingP-No, the 
water level has gone up 10 feet in the last six years. 

3'7,641. So that as far as that is concerned, you do not anticipate any 
obstacle to the extension of these tube wells?-I see absolutely no limit to it. 

37,642. Could you give an all-in figure of the cost of one of these 9-inch 
strainer tube wells ?-Rs.8,OOO to Rs.8,500; that is without the subsidy of 
Government; the actual cost is Rs.14,OOO. 

37,643. And that with a 3O-feet lift would irrigate about 150 acres ?-Yes, 
and protect 250. 

37,644. I think you told Sir Ganga Ram that these tube wells were 
mainly intended for rabi irrigation; but must not they be worked all the 
year round to make them really ecoDomicalP~We get such a good rainfall 
that we do not want them in the kha·rif except once in ten to fifteen years 
when there is a failure of the rains. 

37,645. That throws all your capital charges on to the "abi irrigation? 
-Yes. 

37,646. For ordinary bullock well irrigation in this Province would you 
say the cost was round about Rs.20 an acre P-No, it does not cost that. 

37,647. What is the capital cost pi'll' the recurring costP-I should 
imagine that Rs.15 would be an outside figure for it. You must know 
that we have got very easy lifts in quite a large proportion ot the Province; 
in some cases the water is not more than 10 feet down. 

87,648. I want to get the comparative costs of irrigation by the tubo 
well and the ordinary bullock well. At what point does a tube well becom\} 
economio in preference to a bullock well P-The tube well is more economical 
at 'any point up to 50 feet, provided there is sufficient area for irrigation; 
after that they are both uneconomio. 50 feet is the outside limit; it then 
begins to get past the economic line for pumping for ordim.ary rabi crops. 

37,649. Up to 50 feet the tube well is more economical than the bullock 
power well at every leveIP-Yes. 

37,650. Provided you have sufficient area to employ your power plant 
for a certain number of months a yearP-Yes. 

37,651. In your estimate for the costs of tube well irrigation you did 
not take into consideration any enhancement of land revenue on the wet 
land, did you P-Land revenue is a subject into which I have not gone 
deeply; but, of course, the only way to get increased revenue would be 
at'" re-settlements; it could not be changed at any other time. . 

37,652. On canal lands Government gets a water rate, and then it gets 
a wet assessment ?-Yes. 
lk F. H. Vick. 
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37 653. In your calculations as to the cost of tube wells you have not 
reck~ned the advantage to be gained in the enhanced land revenue?
No I have not reckoned that in; I liave reckoned the actual cost of the 
tube wall. Of course there is something coming back to Government in 
the way of revenue 'and increased re-settlements on a village becoming 
irrigated instead of unirrigated. 

37,654. You are rather inclined to recommend .& big department which 
would sink these tube wells and recoup itself from a water rate ?-That 
i. done by the Irrigation branch. The capital cost is given by Govern
ment provided they ge~ a reasonable interest on the capital cost by the 
working of the canals. 

37,655. Have you made any calculations a8 to the advantage of tube 
wells eunk by Government under the system which you recommend and 
those Bunk by a cultivator at his own expense, because in the second case 
he gete the remission of the wet assessment for the full period of settle
ment, say, 30 yearsP. In a parallel case in the Punjab the calculatIOns 
which were worked out showed that it would not pay the cultivator for 
Government to bear the whole of the ini~ial expenditure?-Conditions are 
much easier in this Province than they are in the Punjab. 

37,656. Sir Henry Lawrence: In what way?-Our water level is often in 
large tracts between 10 and 20 feet, and I think Sir Ganga Rlam sud that 
a lot of the Punjab level was 50 to 70 feet. 

37,657. Mr. Calvert: Is the big central power station referred to in the 
printed note approaching completion ?-Eight of the ten tube wells are 
being completed. 

37,658. J.nd, so far, there has been no hitch of any kind P-No. 
37,659. And it promises to be quite successful financiallyP-Ye.s. 
37,660. Sir Henrv LaWf'~nc6: You eaid just now that the zamindar 

would have to pay some income tax if he used the ~ube well P-I only said 
tbat if he uses the tube well and h~ makes a bigger profit on suga~ making 
and selling, naturally he would have to pay more i.ncome tax. As a matter 
of fact, in all my Bugar areas I pu~ down crushing mills for crushing the 
cane and boiling plan~ and centrifugal machines for making white sugar; 
in fact, the tube wells cover flour mills and oil mills and other plant 
besides the pump which is worked by the same engine. So that we are 
introducing industries as well as irrigatiOlIl. 

37,661. The income tax would be on his' industrial revenues and not on 
bis agricultural revenues, I take itP-Yes~ tha~ is so. 

37,662. Sir Ganga Ram: Are all the tube wells made .by you or are 
they made by any contractor companies hereP In the Punjab there are 
no less than five or six firms who do this work P-I believe there is a 
company which was recently started under the name of .. The Agra Tube 
Well Company," and there is also another company in Meerut who call 
themselves" The Reliable Water Company." . 

37,663. Do they have to take your permission before they undertake to 
put up .any tube wellsP-No. 

37,664. They can do the work independentlyP-Yes. 
37,665. Have you ever called for tenders from any of the Punjab con_ 

tractors for the cost of putting up a tube well P-I have given actual 
orders for some of my tube wells to the Empire Engineering Q)mpany. 
We have never call.ed for tenders from any Punjab firms. 

~7,666. Then, fOI; your information only, I might mention that we aro 
domg t.he wor~ for just half the cost mentioned by you just now P-What 
are you reckomng on? 
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37,667. I have completed two tube wells very recently in my Province: 
the 5-inch one ooot me Rs.8,OOO and the 4-inc.h one cost me Ra.3,OOO. We 
went about 200 feet below the ground level ?-If the 5-inch one cost you 
Rs.8,OOO, my price for the same is Rs.5,OOO. 

87,668. I am afraid I must have misunderstood youP-Yes, you have: 
my outside price with the Government subsidy and everything else is 
Rs.14,000 with the big size, 15-inch boring and a 9-inch strainer. 

37,669. What did you say your zt,inch tube well cost you ?-About 
Rs.l,OOO. 

37,670. And the 4-inch ?-About Rs.2,000, because it gets an engine with 
it. All my prices include engine, machinery, etc., handed over complete 

.and running. 
37,671. But E'xcluding the engine what would be the costi'-It would cost 

.about Rs.4,OOO for the 9-inch size. 
37,672. That does not include any subsidyi'-No. 
37,673. How much for the 7-inch Gize?-For the 7-inch size the cost 

'would be about Rs.3,000, without the engine and the pump. 
37,674. And for the 5-inch?-RB.l,500. As I say, all the prices I gave 

.before were ~koned on complete tnbe wells, pumpmgs, engine, all finished 

.off and handed over. 
37,675. When you start these tube wells, how much does the wawr go 

-down? What is the head you reckon uponP-You mean what is the depres
sion on the pumping? It is about 20 feet. I usually work on that basis. 

37,676. Are you still using centrifugal pans for whitening the sugar; 
I thought that had proved a failureP-Not a bit of it; I was in a village 
:the other day, whioh I ·believe the Oommission will be visiting, and 1 found 
.twelve centrifugal moohines being used there alone for making white sugar. 

37,677. ]'rom rab ?-Yes. 
37,678. Sir Thonuu Middleton.: It would help us very much if you could 

-gil'e us Borne estimates for particular conditions which I will indicate? 
If you take the average conditions of the districl -in which you are going 
to bore, and assume that we have (1) a GmaH unit of 20 acres, growing 
5 acre6 of sugarcane; (2) a large unit of 200 acres, growing 50 acres of 
sugarcane; and (3) lift" of 20, 30 and 40 feet, we would like you to 

-estimate"the cost of delivering water?-Per thousand gallons or per unit 
area, or what? 

37,679. I have given you the units so that you may estimate the quantity 
·of water that would be required for 5 acres of sugarcane with 15 acres 
.of rabi in this dietrictP-Very well; would you like to know the cost of 
.delivering water in each case? 

37,680. Yes; also your cost of installation and your estimate of the cost 
of supplying the water. You might specify the conditions which you 
.have shown us in Ylmr drawings, (1) a very favourable set of conditions 
for a well, (2) unfavourable conditions, state also the depth to which you 
n6SIIDle you will have to bore P-Very well. 

37,681. The Chairman: Can you give us any indication of the saving 
. effected by grouping wells under one prime moverP-It would ·be rather 
difficult to gin' au estimate of that. It is an engineering point that the 
bigger the unit the cheaper would be the power per H.P. hour, and I am 
not quite 8111"e on that paint tha.t by working on a 100 hprse-power unit 
lifting water at a certaiu depth, we would be getting water fa~ more 
.('hesply than by working on 10, 15 or 20 horse-power stot at the same depths. 
But I can work it out for you at any particular hE'ad P 

Mr. F. H. Vick. 
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37,682. Do pleasei' ,Would 30 per cent. be a reasonable estimate, do you 
thinkP-I think it would be. 

37683. Have you the time and the staff to make any investigations 
ioto'the other branches of agricultu!l'al engineering?-What particular phase 
of the Agricultural Department work are you referring to P 

37,684. How wide is your responsibility in the engineering line of your 
department? Can you devote attention to experiments with agricultural 
implement6?-YeB, if there was a call for them. I should probably have 
to engage extra staff, but that would not be a difficulty, since Govern
meut is very liberal in the matter of funds and staff. 

37,685. You think it is a reasonable arrangement that that work should 
come under the officer in charge of the engineering sectionP-Yes, I think 
it should be under him. 

37,686. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you find your copper strainers -suffer from 
galvanic action P-No, not to the same extent as -they do in the Punjab. 
Probably the Punjab water sets up more galvanio action than OUll!. 

37,687. For how long have the oldest of yours boon workingP-About 
tweh'e years. 

37,688. They shoW' no sign-l 0f corr08ionP-No, although I ha.ve had one
case where corrosion orouNed after three years. 

37,689. Is not sand blown' i~-P-Yes, once corrosion takes place sand is 
blown in and spoils the well. " 

37,690. Pro/ellor Gcmguke: Did you "say there was no call at present 
for experiments with agricultural implements P-No, I did not say anything 
80 broad BS that; my point was, there W2B :00 call for the implements 
themselves .Irom the zamind8ll'S. 

(ThewitnellS wiihdrew.) 

The Commission then adjourn~d till 2.30 p.m. on Thursday, the. 
10th February, 1927. 
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Thursday, February lOth, 1927. 

CAWNPORE. 

PRESENT: 

The· MARQUESS OJ' LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Ohairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENOE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir JAKES MACKENNA, Kt., O.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
.O.I.E., M.V.O. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GANGl1LEB. 
!lif. B. S. KUIAT. 

Raja Sir RAMPAL SINGH (Oo-opted Member). 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } (Joint Secretarie,). 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

Mr. C. H.· PARR, B.Sc., I.A.S., Deputy Director of Agriculture, 
in charge of cattle breeding operations, United Provinces . 

• 
Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 16 (a) (i}.-ANIMAL HUSBANDBIY.-For the purpose of considering 
the breeds and types of cattle the United Provinces may be conveniently 
divided into five tracts, viz.:-

(I) Dry Western tract. 
(2) The Submontane tract. 
(3) The Central humid tract. 
(4) Bundelkhand. 
(5) The hills. 

(1) The d.ry Western tract, includes the whole of the country to the west 
of the Ganges between Cawnpore and Saharanpur. The normal rainfall 
of this tract varies from 23 to 32 inches. 

(2) The Sub montane tract, comprises an area, about 30 to 40 miles ibroad, 
bounded on the north-east by the foot hills of the Himalayas and the Nepal 
Tarai, and stretching from Saharanpur to Gorakhpur. Normal rainfall 
varies from 35 to 50 inches. 

(3) The Central humid tract, consisting of the remainder of the Province 
witb the exception of the Bundelkhand. Normal rainfall varies from 35 to 
45 inches. 

(4) Bundelkhand. Normal rainfall vlliries from 31 to 37 inches. 

(5) Hills. 



Recognised 
breeds, or 

types. 

Hariana 

Mehwati 

Kberigarh ... 

Ponwar 

Kenwaria 
Hill cattle 

(1) Murrah .. . 

(2) Deshi .. . 
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Cattle. 

Distribution. 

Found in small numbers in districts of the 
dry Western tract, mixed with cattle of the 
Mehwati and smaller type. Bullocks of 
thil breed are used by the wealthier culti
vators throughout the dry Western tract 
and to some extfnt in the Central humid 
tract. 

Fouud in western districts; chiefly tllose 
bordering the Rajputana States, in which 
districts are al~o found the cattle of the 
Hariana breed and smaller type. Bullccks 
of this breed are in general use with culti
vators of the western districts, aud are to 
be found in large numbers in the Central 
humid tract. 

Distributed in eastern and north-eastern 
districts, and generally throughout the 
Submontane tract, the chief breeding
grounds being in Kheri and otber neigh
bouring districts. Bullocks of thia t:vpe 
are in general use with cultivators of the 
eastern and north-eastern districts and also 
in the Central humid tract. 

Fonnd ill north-'l&8tern districts of the ~ub
montane tract and Central humid tract. 
Chief breeding-g! ounds are in the district 
of Pilibhit and neighbouring districts. 

Found in southern Bundelkhand 
Hill districts_ Hill cattle are very small. 

A mixed and ill-defined type_ Almora, 
Garhwal and Naini Tal. 

BufaloeB. 

Distributed in dry Western tract together 
with buffaloes of the deBhi type. 

DIstributed in the remainder of the Province. 

Type and general 
characteristics. 

Dual purpose, 
heavy draft. 

Dual purpose, 
medium draft. 

Light draft. 

Light draft. 

Light draft. 

To enable improvement to be effected in the varIOus types and breeds 
it is necessary at the outset to establish pedigree heTds of each type. From 
the male progeny of these herds suitable stud bulls will be selected and 
distributed to approved breedere for grading up their own cattle. The 
only agency by which large pedigree herds can be established at present 
is Government. As the bulk of the cattle-breeders of these Provinces own 
only a few head of cattle and as far as their cattle and as well as their 
land are concerned are smallholders, measures which aim at cattle improve
ment must be adapted to dealing with the question generally from small
horders' point of view. 

At present there Me two Government breeding farlIl8 on which are 
established herds of the following breeds: -Hariana (Hissar), Kherigarh, 
Murrah buffaloes, and Sahiwals. 



-- ----~-r· 

Farm. I 
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Area. 
Breeds of the 

established herds 
and number. 

----------~I------------------------------------~-------------

.Madurikund, 
Muttra diS' 
trlct. 

Manjhra, La
khimpur,dis
triet, Kheri. 

613 acres ••• 

Thia year an addition of 782 acrea has been 
made to tbis area. 

553 acres. An addition of 2,000 .aerea to 
this farm is under eon8ideration. 

BiBBar (Hariana) 
376. 

Murrah buffaloes 
125. 

Kherigarh 127. 
Murrah bnffaloes 

103 and Sahi
wall08. 

In order to pre:;erve and improve the other breeds pedigree herds should 
be established, and to do this the following breeding farll18 are necessary:-

(1) Mehwati breed.-A breeding farm for the Mehwati breed situated some 
where in or near the dry ,Western tract. The cows of this breed possess oon
siderable milk capacity, and the bullocks nre good draft animals of the 
medium heavy type and are very popular with the oultivators of the Western 
districts. The breed offers, therefore, very good material from which may 
be built up a dual purpose type, suitable for the conditions of the 'Province_ 
The bNled is widely distributed in the Indian States, of Bhnatpur, Alwar, 
and other neighbouring States. It requirea preservation in the Province 
of Agra, for which it seems particularly suited. No() time should be lost 
in establishing the farm and a herd for this purpOll6. The bulls produced 
from this herd will prove valuable for grading up the local cattle of many 
districts of the Humid tract, and will without doubt be in great demand 
in the dry Western tract. . 

(2) Ponu'ar breed.-This attractive breed of black and white cattle supplies 
a draft bullock slightly heavier and slightly less active than the Kherigarh. 
Hitherto no arrangements haveheen rua.de for esta.blishing a pedigree herd 
of this breed. Proposale are now under consideration for the exteIl6ion 
of the Manjhra cattle-breeding farm to enable a herd to be established 
on that brm. Furthermore, it is proposed to take over grazing areas 
(grazing balChailas) in Geveral districts in submontane tracts for the pur
pose of establishing pedigree heros of the Ponwar -breed and another herd 
of the Kherigarh breed. Both the Kherigarh and the Ponwar are exceed
ingly hnrdy animaL" and the grazing which these bacha.i~ will provide, 
supplemented by a little ~ultivated fodder crop, will enable large heros to 
be established at various centres, from which breeding -bulls can be con
veniently issued to breeders who are. in urgent need of them. 

(::J) Kt!l1caria.-A proposal is under consideration for the establishment of 
a cattle-breeding farm in Bundelkhand for the purpose of studying the 
"-pacini cattle-breeding problems of thii! particular tract and for the estab
lishment of a pedigree herd of the Kenwaria breed and of buffaloes 
acclimatised to Bundelkhand conditions. As a result of the gradually 
in('relU!ing value of the livestock in these Provinces, Bundelkhand culti
vators and cattle-breeders are becoming more intel'E6ted in cattle improve
ment, and there is no doubt that. the Bundelkhand offers a very wide field 
for cattle improvement and that cattle owners will welcome any a9'!istance 
to thi.3 end. 

(4) Sahitml.-The Sahiwal breed is not indigenous to these Provinces. 
<Jattle of this breed have been imported for dairy purposes from the Punjab 
:n.nd are used by city dairymen for the production of milk. On account of 

Mr. C. H. Parr. 
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tbeir aluggish nature bullockll of the breed are no~ popular with the
cultivator. of the dry Western tract (where the breed is at present mostly 
dit.tributed) who prefer animals of more active type. The breed, however, 
unlike some of the other breeds abovementioned, possess considerable power
of acclimatisation and in consequence appears to be widely distribllted 
throughout India. and numbers, have been exported with success to the
Near East. The herd at the Manjhra. farm, therefore, was established 
with the object of investigating the capacity of this breed to stand the
trying conditions of the Eastern and Tarai districts, where nn 8uimals of 
milk capacity exist and in which districts milch animals of imported breeds. 
whetber cows or buffaloes, quickly deteriorate. The results so far obta.ined 
are very hopeful and the Bahiwal herd has proved itself capable of thriving 
and withstanding these oonditioD6 much better than the imported Murrah 
buffaloes, and the possibilities of this breed as a milch animal for these
conditiona are worthy of further investigation. 

Since crop proouction brings in a better return than cattle-breeding, 
the attention of enlightened za.mindars and others, who have, in recent. 
years, begun to take a practical interest in agricultu!l"e, is attracted more
to crop production than to cattle-breeding. Some time i. likely to elapoo 
before zamindal'8 will be induced to establish large cattle-breeding farms. 
and maintain pedigree herds on their own account. As already pointed 
out, if any p!rogrese is to be made in cattle improvement in the near 
future, it will be necessary for Government to establish farms and build 
up pedigree herds to supply the bulls necessary for effecting improvement 
in the district. By this it is not meant that all the bulls necessary win 
be supplied by Government. The bulls produced on the Government cattle

. breeding farme should be utilised in such a way as to ensure that the
imp!roved qualities which they inherit and carry from the pedigree herds
will not ·be lost when they are distributed to the breeders of the district. 
In order to ensure this, ·a system of controlled breeding areas has already 
been started. Two such controlled areas were started in 1923, (1) Muttra 
dist!l"ict, (2) Etawah district, in which efforts have been ~ade to concentrate
the best bulls produced on the Government farms with the object of 
maintaining touch with their progeny from selected cows. The maie
progeny of these bulls and selected cows are being reserved for purchase
by this department for re-issue as breeding bulls to other districts in 
which the standwrd of the cows is not so good. These two jlontrolled 
breeding areas have been organised in connexion with the HiBsar (Hariana)· 
breed of cows and the Murrah breed of buffaloes. With regard to other
breeds no controlled breeding areas have yet been ,started. The organisa
tion of the cont!l"olled ·breeding areas marked a turning point in the pro
grees of cattle-breeding operations in these Provinces. Up to that time
practioally all the bulls of the Government farms were issued to Dist!l"ict 
Boards, who again distributed them to approved zamindars. The District. 
Boards contributed a portion of the ccst of the maintenance of each 
breeding bull and the remainder was provided by the zamindar with whom 
the bull was located. This system, started by the Civil Veterinary Depart
ment, enabled that department to distribute a number of bulls and te
a certain extent, popularise them. The system, however, on the other h~nd 
had defects and the following are some of them:- • 

(1) The financial position of the Boards allowed the Hoards to main
tain only a few bulls. 

(2) Zamindars with whom the bulls were located, often showed little
interest in the bulls, occasionally were reported to have appropriated 
the money contributed by the Bollll"d, and to have left the bulls to
maintain themeelves as best as they could. 
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(3) Bulls 'were often lost and the conditions of those inspected wall 
seldom reported on well by Cattle Inspectors, and the wide distribution 
of bulls throughout the Province made their inspections very expensive, 
and any control practically an impossibility. 

The organisation of the controlled breeding areas have proved (1) that 
good :bulls are u'l'gently required; (2) that village cattle owners are willing 
to subscribe and contribute towards their initial cost; (3) that village 
cattle owners and cultivators are willing to maintain them without any 
ou1Aside assistance; and (4) that, contrary to general opinIon, village cattle 
owners are not apathetic to cattle improvement, but show a genuine desire 
to make the best possible use, .as far as their knowledge and their economical 
condition allows, of the means put at their disposal for improving their 
cattle. 

The organisation of one or more controlled :breeding areas in suitable 
districts in connexion with each breed, stud bulls of which are being 
'issued, is the next step indicated by experience so far gained. Such 
organisation ensures tha~ the bulls bred on the Government breeding farms 
.are utilised to their full extent. Some such organisation is necessary to 
supply the large number of bulls which are required in every district. 

The cost of a controlled breeding area need not become a large sum. 
Cattle owners in the controlled breeding &'1'988 are now contributing towards 
the initial cost of the bulls, which they are taking now at 18 months or 
two years of age and which they are rearing in their villages. An experi
ment is being tried in the Muttra. controlled breeding area of the possible 
use of tacca'IJi, and. a sum of Rs.40,000 has been put at the disposal of this 
aection for this purpose. It is proposed to issue to the Muttra district 
young bulls to the value of this amount against the security of the viIIagers, 
who will repay the amount to Government plus 7l per cent. interest. 
Judging from the manner in which the oattle owneT8 have contributed 
towards the initial cost of the bulls under the previous scheme, it appears 
likely that the tacoo'IJi system will be highly acceptable to them. If this is 
the case, the combined use of controlled breeding. &'feas to raise the bulls 
and ta.cca'IJi loan 88 a means of purchasing and distributing them should, 
in the long run, be productive of very appreciable improvement and at 
very small cost to Government, beyond- the pay of the staff engaged in 
working the scheme. 

District Boarda and nOfl-ofJiciaZ agencies. - Although lhe n,aintenance 
scheme, already referred to, whereby bulls were issued to the District 
Boards, has, exoopt in a few distric1As, fallen into abeyance, effor1As have 
been made to encourage District Boards to take an active part in cattle
breeding scheme and in the supply of 'bulls to breeders of their particular 
districts. Small gTants have been made by the Board of Agriculture to 
Agricultural Sub-committees of the District Boards for the purchase of 
bulls, and several District iBoaNil have decided to contribute from their 
own funds for this purpose. The Ca.wnpore District Board Irecently sub
scribed Rs,10,000 from its own funds and h1lS supplied on easy terms 100 
cows of Hariana ,breed to zamindars of the district. The Board has 
indented on this department for stud bulls, and the cows recently pur
chased are being located in the vicinity of the stud bulls supplied ·by this 
depl\ll'tment. The Moradabad District Board has under consideration a 
6Cheme for allotting an equally large sum from its own funds for a similar 
purpose. It will be seen that these Boards are becoming alive to the 
importance of cattle improvement, and are beginning to realise the active 
part which it is possible for them to take. "Example is a lesson that all 
men can read." The organisation by this department of controlled breeding 
arell8 in different parts of the Province will do much to stimulate no'n
official interest in cattle improvement, a.nd these areas under proper 

Mr. O. H. Parr. 
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control wi1l, in a short time, be in a position to supply in a large measure 
the breeding bulls which will be indented for by District Boards who take 
up cattle-improvement echem86. 

(ii) The two chief products of the dairying industry are-(l) Milk, and 
(2) Chi. , 

(1) Milk.-There is a general impression that the supply of milk in the 
United Provinoea is deficient. Actually the potential milk caPlWity of 
th_ Provinces is greater than the purchasing capacity of consumers. The 
008t of the production of milk, even in remote villages, puts it beyond .the 
purchasing capaoity of the average cultivator and agricultural labourer 
and the market for milk as such is, therefore, restricted to that of the more 
wealthy city consumer. As most village milk producers outside a radius of 
eight miles of towns and cities are unable to make use of the city or town 
markets, they adopt the less profitable practice of converting t'he milk into 
ghi, which is sold as BUch, and of utilising the by-products of this con
,"enion for home consumption. The main milk consuming portion of the 
population, therefore, is dependent on a very small area for its supply 
of milk, and in COl1Bequ8nce Buffers from a deficient and expensive supply, 
the production of lIhich is, in the main, in the banda of certain communities, 
namely, ghosi. and gowalas. These practioallymonopolise the sale of milk 
both to consumers and to middlemen, the chief of which are halwail. 
Herds of considerable size are maintained both in the towns and citi86 
themselves, and in their immediate vicinity. As practically all the fodder 
which these herds consume is purohased; the oost of their ma.intenance and 
of the milk production is very high. Adulteration is generally practised by 
ghosi. and gowalaa and the general conditions' and methods of handling the 
milk are altogether insanitary, and the genera.! outcome uf--..these condi
tions is a Bupply of milk which is expensive, usually adulterated and IlElldom 
clean. In view of the monopoly which the above communities hold in 
regard to milk supply, it is not surprising that efforts to improve their 
position and methods have not been greatly welcomed by them. 

Suggested Remedie,.-(l) Collecting agencies.-The organisation of col
lecting, transporting and distributing agencies by men of poqition and 
standing, which will arrange for the collection of milk from village producers 
living at distant villages, iti transpcrt, under hygienic conditions to tue 
city n.arket, and its proper cli~tJ ibutil>lJ under sa.nitary .conditio.n!> to the 
coDSuming public. ' 

(2) Legi&lation.-A Foods Adulteration Act, by which the'/la.le of milk and 
dairy products will be controlled. Such control will enable agencies as those 
mentioned above to develop their business on sound a.nd honest lines in 
face of the monopoly at prellElnt held by ghosis and gowalas, a.nd will give 
the consuming public morc confidence than they at present have in milk 
a!ld dairy products, and will thereby incre8.llEl a.nd encourage the consump
tion of these ,"aluable srl.ides of food. 

(3) Transport Facilities.-A better supply of roads, both katcha a.nd pv.cca 
kept in such a condition as to facilitate the quick pa.ssage of light vehicles 
between villat;~and towns to enable the village milk to be freely drwwn 
upon for town con8u<nption. The provision of refrigerating oars or 
suitable milk vans on railway.s., to enable the ra.ilways to be utilised as a 
moons of transport of milk and dairy products. 

By such provision milk production will be greatly encouraged in tho main 
breeding .tracts as, for instance, in the breeding and oattle-ra.ising traclB of 
the Teral and submontlWle tract on the ea.st and north-eastern districts. 
If t~e a~ve facilities are provided it is poss~ble that e. state of over-pro
duction Will sooner or later be reached to proVide for which the possibilities 
()f markets outside India should be investigated, for instance, Burma a.nd 
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the Near East -as markets for butter. The utilisation of these markets will 
nel'essitate the provision of cold storage accommodation at the main 'ports 
and also on the vessels carrying dairy products to these countries. 

Although the milk capacity of the so-called milking breeds of both cowa 
and buffaloes is, even amongst the best, not high and decidedly low, amongst 
thOile breeds of the north-eastern and eastern districts of the Province there 
is no doubt that if it were possible for a village cattle owner to obtain some
where near the price for milk which the town consumer is willing to pay, he 
would make it his bu~iness to improve his stock by careful breeding and 
management or, failing that, to obtain cattle, either cows or buffaloes, 
from other districts which are capa,ble of producing milk. So long as milk 
production is a source only of very small profits, the a~rage cultivator find .. 
his land a better investment for his surplus capital. 

Gll.i.-The bulk of the milk produced in t'llese Provinces is converted into. 
ghi, which is used for cooking purposes. In the absence of any legislative 
cont.rol, adulteratftln is widely practised. For this purpose vegetable 
oils and animal fats are frequently used. It is usually the middlemen or 
retailers who are responsible for the adulteration. Here, again, the result 
is the same as in the case of milk. The producer does not obtain a satis
factory price for his produce, a.nd although there is a very distinct demand 
for pure and unadulterated ghi, consumers are seldom able to purchase 
ghi of this quality. There are several substitutes coming on to the market 
which p,re probably very valuable for the purpo6eS for which they are used. 
To maintain and encourage pure ghi production, however, it is necessary 
that measures be enforced to prevent adulteration and to arrange for dis
crimination between ghi the pure product of milk, and ghi which is arti
ficially prepared from animal fat and vegetable oil. In the absence of such 
arrangements, there is no means of bringing the producer of pure ghi and 
the consumer who demands pure ghi in touch with each other. 

(iii) A formidable obstacle which lies in the way of cattle improvement 
in villages to which good bulls have been supplied is in the form of the 
scrub bull. Cattle breeders of the western dry tract and usually in the 
central humid tract castrate, for working animals, the best of their male 
progeny at an early age, and in the main castration is the general practice. 
It is difficult, therefore, to understand the origin of these inferior Bcrut. 
bulls, whioh, though few in number, &re responsible for considerable damage 
to the breeds. Some of them doubtless have been dedicated, but often 
their existence when oth~r stud bulls are available is simply due to care
lessness. In the rontrolled breeding areas efforts are being made to remove 
them, and applications are constantly being received from villagers for 
assistance in this work. C!lStra.tion campaigns, which show a large number 
of castrations, ere somewha.t misleading. They generally mean that male 
animals have been castrated by official agency, which would otherwise have 
beelll castrated by the owners themselves had the campaign not been insti
tuted. Wh'llt is required is some means of removing the small scrub bull 
which is often left even lOfter a castration campaign. If the staff of thi~ 
section included a number of men qualified in this operation, considerable 
progress in this matter could be effected. In the eastern districts and in 
the submontane tract, draft animals are often left entire, and in these 
districts a cow herd containing a large number of bulls of varying sizes 
and a.ges is a common sight. These districts offer a fair field for castration 
campaigns, but since it is a fairly general custom to use draft cattle uncas
trated, it is .very difficult to suggest any method which may induce breeders 
to take the trouble of castrating their male stock when they can dispose of 
them with e9ual _ uncastrated. Instruction and eduoation of the breeders 
combined WIth castration campaigns will effect much, but the progress. 
must, of necessity, be slow. 

Mr. O. H. l'arr •• 
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(b) (i) With regard to grazing are3B, the common practice is for 
zamindars owning the land to 1_ their grazing rights yearly to a second 
penon ,..ho charges a fee per head from the owners of those cattle .which 
;graze on it. It is, therefore, to the interests of the lessee to induce owners 
to graze 118 large a number of cattle '8S possible on the particular bit of 
grazing, the rights of which he holds on lease. Overstocking of the: pastures 
is, therefore, a natural outcome of this process. Indian cattle seem to 
possess considerable power of withstanding periods of scarcity and of 
recuperating quickly 1\'hen fodder becomes more plentifuL There is no 
i!ouut that cattle owners make great use of thu; quality, and in most parts 
·of the Province make no arrangements for reducing their stock in 
accordance with the availability of fodder. At present, owing to religious 
sUIIN'ptibilities, many cattle owners find difficulty in disposing of their aged 
-stock, which are maintained long after they have passed the age of 
usefulness. Means that will facilitate the disposal of une(:onomic stock, 
lind which will relieve the pasture land of t·he burden of their maintenance, 
wi\l enable the more economic stock to obtain a larger share of the available 
grazing, and by EO doing will have very ben'lficial results. The. number of 
'Skeletons and bones that are found I~ing on grazing areas indicate the 
number of animals that die from various causes. Many of these must have 
died from old age. If induoement could be' given to butchers to pay a 
little better price for the uneconomic stock tc enable them to .purchase such 
stock before they become parasitic on the grazing areas, the expenses at 
present involved in collecting and transporting bones for the manufacture 
of phosphatic manures would be' largely saved, since the animals would be 
driven to the slaughter-houses where the bones would be collected. Thi~ 
tendency of keeping alive old animals results in the deprecia.tion of· the 
hides, which spread over the whole Province, amounts to a considerable loss. 
The value of frf'Sh bonemeal as a feeding stuff for young stock is only 
just being realised. 'l1he introduction of crushing machines oand other neces
sa.ry appliances into slaughter-houses for the rapid conversion of fresh bones 
would add another source of profit to those engaged in the meat trade, and 
anothpr yaluable source of concentrated food for cattle owners. 

(ii) The borders of tilled cultivated fields are 80 narrow that the graSF 
produoed on them is practically negligible. Wh·at is produced is often 
-cheeled by grABSCutters during the cold weather, and is used for stall feeding, 
Rnd whnt is left is grazed when the crop has been ha,rvested. An increase 
or decrease in this form of pastures will. have very little appreciable effect 
~n the ('attle. 

(iii) In the United Provinces, where heavy yielding fodders as millets 
and pulse can be grown during the hot weather, it is rather surprising 
that oattle owners do not make greater efforts to supplement thG fodder 
produced during the mon€oon by the cultiva.tion of fodder crops and irriga
tion during the hot wea.ther. It is true that, in a few districts, there is 
a pra.ctice amongst a small number of cultiV'atcrs to grow a small area of 
juar mixpd with one of the pulses to be fed chiefly to the working bullocks 
just before the commencement of the rains. There is, however, no general 
practice of growing these heavy yielding fodder crops for other cattle, but 
the general tendency is to! trust to a satisfactory monsoon to produce the 
bulk of the fodder required during the year. The low value of breeding 
oo.ttle and the small profits which the cultivator derives from his cattle 
breeding may have something to do with this. He probably prefers tc take 
'!he risk, and over a number. of years the loss through making no provision 
IS probably no greater than the expenses which would have been incurred in 
the cultivation of fodder. crops. The provision of good bulls to increase 
the value of his male stock, and the proper development of the dairy industry 
to increase the return from milking cattle, 'will eventually induce cultivatcrs 
to make more serious provision for their cattle during the period of scarcity. 
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(iv) With reg(trd to breeding and working stock the absence of green 
fodders in. the dry season is probably not the cause of much serious injury. 
It is possible that with milking cattle the yield of milk may suffer at certa.in 
periods from t~s cause. The cattle of this oountry, however, seem to 
have a digestive capacity particularly Buited to dealing with dry fodders. 
and the problem as it appea.rs to me is one of supplying fodder in quantity 
regardless as to whether it is green or in a dry state provided normal pre
cautions have been taken in rega.rd to harvesting it. In any case, fodder 
crops can be very easily and cheaply stored in a sUClCulent state in the form of 
silage made in. katcha pits dug in the ground, a method which is at th~ 
disposal of any cattle owner who grows sufficient green fodder and who. 
carea to use it. 

(v) As far as I am aware, no scientific inquiry has hitherto been made 
into the possible deficiencies of mineral constituents in fodder and feeding 
stuffs in these provinces. The reason for the deterioration noticeable in 
the cattle of the Province as one travels from west to east of the Province 
may lie in a deficiency of mineral 'constituents in the fodder which they 
consume. The reasons why, .for instance, the cattle of the Ganges Khadar 
are very much inferior to those of the Jumna Khadar, why the cattle of the
eastern districts and of the Tarai tract are so much smaller than those of 
the western districts, and why many imported breeds fa.il to thrive and breed 
well in the eastern districts are matters requiring investigation. Deficiency 
of mineral constituents may be one of the factors affecting them. 

(c) With regard to ilie Province as a whole, there are two periods in: 
the year when fodder shortage is most marked-

(1) in the mon,th of l\{arch, i.e., just preceding the harvest of rabi 
crop, when the stock of fodder from the preceding khanl crop has been 
·C'onsumed. 

(2) In the month of June, when the stock of fodder of the rabi harvest 
is beooming depleted, and the monsoon grass has not yet begun to grow. 

The length of these periods is dependent on the weather oonditions of the
preceding khanl season. Since practically no fodder is stored, conditions. 
which adversely affect the growth of grass. and fodder crops in this season 
will prolong the period of scarcity. The period of scarcity in June depend$ 
on the time of arriva~ of the coming monsoor;l and also the extent to which 
previous monsoon has been favourable. The change from dry fodder to 
succulent monsoon grasses,has a somewhat disturbing effect on the digestive
system of cattle, and some time elapses before they can acoomnwdate them· 
selves to this succulent fodder. It is often noticeable that oattle in good 
condition at the beginning of tbe rains will at first lose condition, which~ 
however, they regain a Jnonth later, attaining their best condition at the 
eni of the rains and ma.irutaining it for a month or so after the rains are 
over, during which period they seem to derive considerable benefit from 
dry gr_ and seeds. 

With regard to the March period, after the harvest of the I'ubi crops the 
fields under rabi crop are opened for the grazing fur village cattle, and: 
these provide rough grazing for a week or so. If cattle owners do not sup
plement this sparse grazing by bh'Usa from their rabi crop, the breeding 
cattle are likely to suffer from scarcity till the break of the monsoon. 

(d) There is no doubt that the grasses of the dry western tract, though· 
low in point of yield, are very nutritious in quality. It is possible that alL 
fodders of the western tract have superior feeding value to the 88lIIle fudden 
produced in the submontane tract. The·oonditions of the cattle after & 

~ea.;:o~ of plentiful grazing is ample proof of the feeding value of the grasse& 
.. f thIS tract. l\{etlhods of improving the common grazing areas requir& 
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imutigation. There is no doubt that much imprm'ement can be effected 
by (a) /"lf1dhing to prevent erosion, and (b) by controlled grazing to enable 
r~ding to t.~ke place. 

The whole 1uestion, however, l'l'quirt's thorough examination, and for this 
purpose grazing art'll!! in !\e"eral distrIct .. Should be taken over and put 
IInder th" lIlanil~".nent of a special illv(>stigating officer. 

The large tracts of ravine country in the dry western tooct following 
the l'Ourses of the Jumna and other rivers at present produce very httle 
lodder. The work s() far carried out by the Forest Department in the 
afforestation of thes'! areas has shown that it is po.saible not only to afforest 
tht'm, but also that such afforestation converts them into grass producing 
81'eas of no ml"an ,·alue. The tract in which the ravine country is situated 
is highly suitable for the breeding of the best types of cattle of the Province. 
At prest'nt this tract suffers from occasional fodder famines. When 
nlforested a portion of the arE6a under forest could be held in reserve for a 
yt'ar in ea.eh locality against. the possibility of the failure of the rains in the 
sUt,.-eedillg year. Such afforestation schemes should be started in every 
distric·t where ravine country exzists, and every means should be used to 
t'nt'ollrage non-official bodies to oo-operate with Government in the provisiOn 
of funds for this purpose. 

The di.stricts in which fodder famines are prevalent lie in the western 
dry tract, and in so far as the more valuable breeds are concerned, they 
are important breeding districts. <When fodder famines occur, much injury 
is done to the cattle from which it takes some time for them to reoover. The 
methods of relief hitherto adopted by Government oonsist of the supply of 
forest grass, chielly from the eastern districts. 'This method is expensive and 
the quality of the grass supplied is very low, and it is questionable whether 
the amount of relief afforded is worth the expense incurred. The bulky nature 
of fodder makes it extremely expensive to transport, and it is therefore 
nsential, if the coat of production is to remain low, that fodder should be 
plOdul'ed in sufficient quantities as near as possible to the places where it is 
required for consumption. If the cost of production is high, cattle ownen 
('annot afford to use it to keep alive breeding cattle, which in themselves 
are not of very great mlue. In order to enoourage the production of 
fodder a proposal is under the consideration of Government to grant a 
subsidv to cultivators in districts which suffer from occasional fodder 
famin~, who will grow under irrigation' heavy-yielding fodder crops as 
millets and pulses during the hot weather. 

(e) As already pointed out, the profits derived from the oattle-breeding 
and the dairying industry have hitherto not attracted the attention of land 
owners in most districts of the Province. There is no doubt, however, that 
there is room for improvement, .·nd that possibilities of improvement in 
these two industries are very great. Wherever intensive propaganda work 
has been carried on by the touring staff of this section, a keen practical 
interest has been awakened' amongst landlords, who 'have shown much 
practical sympathy. with the wOlk. The knowledge of the principles of cattle
breeding and dairying possessed by the majority of landowners is very 
sm all, and at the outset it is necessary for personal oontact to be established 
lJetween them and the department to stimulate anY'practical interest. The 
local Cattle Inspector is the agency through whioh contact can be established. 
and it is notil'OOble that a Cattle Inspector, after a shor,t residence in a 
district, is freely consulted· by landowners on cattle-breeding questions. 
When personal contaot with tJhe department is established, literature and 
other forms of propaganda. have some real meaning. The touring st&.! of 
this section should, theTefore, be extended to allow of at least one Cattle 
I nspector in each district to keep the department in touch with landowners 
and cattle-breeders and to form the centre of propaganda work. 
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Oral Evidence, 
37,691. The Chairman: Mr. Parr, you are a Deputy-Director of Agricul

ture in the United Provinces and in charge of the cattle-hreeding opera
tionsP-Yes. 

37,692. We have 'Your note of the evidence which you wish to gi\'e us. 
Would YOU like to make a statement in amplification of that note at 
this stage or may I ask you some 'luestioDll?-You may ask me questions. 

:l7,693. The Commission has also before it Chapter '-III, page 38, of the 
"Report on Agriculture in the Lnited Pro\'inces," which was provided 
for our information some months ago. Probably you are familiar wIth 
that ehapter?--Yes. 

37,694. Would you give the Comlllission an account of your own pro
fessional training and past appointillents~-I recei;ed my agricultural 
training at the Edinburgh University; I took the B.Sc. degree in 1913, 
and in 1913-14 I studied in Germanv. At the outbreak of the War I 
returned to England and I was on ~ilitary sen'ice up to 1919; I came 
out to India on the l~t January, 1920. 

37,695, Did you join the Agricultural Sen'il'e at once~-Yes. 
37,696. lL>w Ions haYA you been in charge of the cattle-breeding opera

tions in this Prolince P-They were trausferred frOID the Yeterinary Depart
ment to the Agricultural Department in 1921 and I lia\'e been in charge 
ever since. 

;J7,697. Would you give the Commission an account of the organisation 
of your branch in the Province P Is it divided into circles?-~o. Our staff 
is yet very small and it has not been possible to di\'ide the Province into 
circles. Really it is divided on paper, but I ha,-e found that the district 
staff ('an he better employed in concentrated work in controlled breeding 
areas, nalllely, in two districts. The present staff of fi'l'e Inspectors and 
one officer of the Provincial Service are concentrated in two districts. Out
side those two districts we ha\'e a senior Inspector carrying on the work, I 
decided on thIS concentration because it made for economy in work. We 
get in closer touch with the breeder, and it gives us an opportunity of 
studying cattle-breeding problems and dealing with them one by one as 
they arise. If widely distributed, the staff are inelined to spend most of 
their time in travelling and thtly tend to give their attention to bigger 
zamindars, with the result that we do not get into touch "'ith the actual 
breeders of the villages. So I came to the conclusion that concentration 
was necessary, and the result of that concentration in the two districts 
ha~ justified my conclusion. That is about the district staff. The main 
breeding operations are carried out on two farms and they have a separate 
staff. 

:17,ons. What is the total extent of t.he staff outside the breeding centres? 
'--Six Cattle Inspectors and one Provincial Senice officer, 

37,099. You give ns some interesting notes on the sen'ral recognised breeds 
or types of cattle found in this Province and you say on page 441 of your 
note: "To enable ;mpro\-emcnt t.o be effected in the "arious types and 
hreeds it is necessary at the outEet to e.stablish pedigree herds of each 
type.". I understand that for the present you are confining the efforts of 
your staff to the four breeds, 'l'iz., the Hariann. (Hissar), Kherigarh, Murrah 
buffaloes and SahiwalP-Yes. 

1!7,700. Did YOll make that choice, or did your predecessors make that. 
choice, as a result of experiments with all the; breeds ?-My predecessors 
had already started the work. The land was acquired in 1912-13 for the 
tW(\ farms, and when I took them over herds of these breeds were already 
I!'stablished on the farms. This was as a result of a survey that had been 
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carried out by lIr. l\Iorel=!ond. He made recommendations on. the basis of 
that ~un-ey and the work started was based on those recomPlendations. 

37,701. Do you yourself subscribe to the view that these breeds you are 
dealing with at present provide all the material which you require, or would 
you like to make experiments with other breeds in the Province ?-I think 
the .-ork now in hand is !;(lund, but I think it should be extended to three 
other breeds. 

37,702. Do you regard the production of a dua.! purpose animaL as your 
ultimate goaH-That. is possible in two of these breeds, the Hariana and 
the lIehwati; but I do not think it is possible with the Kherigarh breed. 

37,703. Meanwhile, you are not dealing with t~e Pon~ar breed, are you? 
-~o. 

37,704. Are you waking any experiments in the direction of crossing 
indigenous cattle with European stock?-'Vork of that nature had been 
started and I am ca~rylDg it on. I think when I took over charge there 
were ~omething like 30 head of cross-bred animals of one type, Ayrshire
Sahiwul. 

37,705. Ha,-e you yourself seen the Military Dairy farm at LucknowF
Yes. 

37,706. What view have you formed of the value of the Holstein cross
breds there P-I havJl not exanuned the results of that cross. 

37,707. How about your experience with the Ayrshire cross? What do 
you 8ay about that?-From the general results which we have obtained, 
th" first crOSB is very satisfactory and- very promi~ing_ I have never gone 
bt'vond the first cross because bv the time I arrived at the first cross the 
ll;litary Dairy farJll authorities ·began to report that the second and third 
("Iosse~ were not satisfactory. 

37,708. You- have not yourself gone past the first cross?-No; my 
experience is limited to the 30 head of cattle of that cross. 

37,709. On page 443 of your note you -are talking about the possibility 
of extending cattle breeding on a commercial scale, and you Bay: "Since 
crop production brings in a better return than cattle breeding, the atten
tion of enlightened lPlamindars and others, who have, in recent years, begun 
to take a practical interest in agriculture, is attracted more to crop pro
duction than to cattle breeding." Do you know whether, in fact, the 
zamindar can make cattle' breeding paying at all ?-I think he can, under 
eertain conditions; but the conditions do not exist, for instance, extensive 
grll.lPling. Grazing is limited by cultivation. 

37,710. Mr. Calvert: Free grnzing?-Yes, practically; the grazing fee 
charged is nominal in comparison with the cost of fodder crop-production. 

37,711. The Chairman: Then you go on· to give us an account of the 
sy,tem of using the bulls that you are producing on your breeding stations. 
What is the extent of these controlled breeding areas which you are talking 
of ?-The Muttra area which was only started two years ago contained 50 
bulls Jast year and these were located in 50 practically adjacent villages; now 
it has been extended to 80, so that the work now COJlles practically half 
one tahsil. 

37,712. Do you regard tlie gradual expansion of the controlled area as 
the normal method of development ?-The object is the supply of bulle. At 
the commencement'of my work I bought Bissar bulls from the Hissar farm. 
Dllring the last tW() years the Bis8ar bull in the Punjab has increased in 
popularity and I have started to provide means of producing a supply 
10 response to the demand which is Iikeiy to spring _ up in the United 
Provinces. . 
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37,713. Are- you attempting to protect this improved blood against rindt'r
pestP-No. 

37,714. You do not consider that a practical policyP-I do not think it 
is practil'al.· 

37,715. The Muttra aren it~elf has only been in existence since 1923. DI.' 
you think you notice any improvement in the cattle during these three 
years?-When the bulls are sent out they are quite young. We are just 
beginning to get stock produced by them. 

37,716. The whole system i~ in the experimental stage ?-Yes. As far as 
the system of concentrating bulls is concerned, I think it has proved very 
satisfactory. We find that the actual village proprietor wants the bull. 
At first he waS' asked to pay two-thirds of the price, which worked out 
at Rs.60, and he contributed freely. Now I have changed the plan and 
we are Issuing bulls on a taccavi scheme whereby he pays Rs.120 in two 
instalments. 

37,717. You say that" contrary to general opinion village cattle owners arc 
not apathetic to cattle impro\'ement "?-That is a statement based on the 
result of the work III the particular breeding areas. 

37,718. You find a growlllg IIlterest in cattle improvement in those dis
tricts?-Yes. 

37,719. Are you carrying out any propaganda as 'to the provision of 
fodder in the areas where those selected bulls are usedP-Yesj we are now 
issuing big posters giving the breeders indications as to how to get the 
bulls and what to do when they get them, and giving general instructions 
as to how to proceed to get the best possible results. We propose to sti"k 
up posters in every village. 

37,720. Are they out yetP-They are in preparation. 
37,721. What are you recon:mending in the way of forageP-We can make 

no particular recommendations beyond what they have already got. We 
can recomnlend them to grow more and encourage them to preserve it, 
I do not think that we have any recommendations whieh would be of any 
benefit to them, or which are likely to be accepted or adopted by them. 
In the matter of particular fodder crops, lucerne, for instance; the area 
under lucerne, in the Meerut Di~trict, has increased for some reason or 
other, perhaps because of better irrigational facilities or a local demand 
for it from cantonments j that is exceptionaL The general tendency ia to 
stick to thE' main cereal crops. 

37,722. How about fodder preservation? Are you advocating the use of 
the siloP-Yesj in l\:Iuttrlll we carried out demonstrations last year and two 
silo pits were made by ZIImin:1ars which were found to be quite satisfactory. 

37,7:23. At the zamindars' expenseP-We dug the pits; the crops were 
t.heirs and they made and utilised the silage. 

37,724. Are they likely to continue the practice from year to .year?
I think it is a practice which can be adopted. The trouble with it is that 
it requires very careful practical demonstration. Leaflets and ordinary 
verbal propaganda is of no use. Mistakes ha\'e often been made on my. 
fal'ms, and I think that it i9 a process which should be demonstrated very 
ellrE'fully in order that no mistakes may ot'cur whit'h would tend to pre-' 
judice the pro('ess in the eyes of the people . 

. 3;,725. On page 444 you tell us that the Cawnpore District Board recently 
subscribed Rs.1O.000 from its own funds to supply. on .easy terms, 100 com 
of the Hariana breed to the Ilamindars of the district. What is the value 
of the average ('ow of th .. Hariana breedP-They were bought at prices 
rllnging from Rs.IOO to Rs.120. ThE' District Board did not make any 
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DIOIIOY out of this transaction; on the other hand, it did not incur much 
1088. 

37,726. What do you think persuaded the District Board to take this 
&tep ?-I think this District Board is one of the richest Boards and they 
.seem to have a fair representation of members having agricultural interest 
on the Board itself. They took about 20 Government bulls last year which 
were distributed in the district. When inspected they were reported to 
be alway. in good condition. It seems to me that this is a direction in 
which much improvement, can be made. Members of my staff have 
frequently discussed the p08sibilties of cattle breeding with the District. 
Board and this i. the outcome of these discussions. 

37,727. And these cows become the absolute property of the zamindar 
who takes them from the Board?-Yes; the Board has tried to locate thenl 
80mewhere in the neighbourhood of the Government bulls, and they have 
ali been earmarked and their particulars recorded in registers. 

37,728. Do the District Board allow you to have any alien stock ?-We 
shall have to make terms with the owners of the cows. 

37,729. Have you any co-operative dairy industry in this Provinc.e?-
One was tried at Allahabad and it proved a failure. It is not a line that 
I have tsken up myself. 1 think that i~ is rather difficult to get people in 
this country who deal in a commodity like milk to co-operate. I think they 
"an get better profits by trading alone. 

37,730. On page 445 you say: .. T'he organisation of collecting, trans
porting and distributin~ agencies by men of position and standing, which 
will arrange for the collection of milk from' village producers," and so 
on, i. desirable P I do not quite see there what you mean by the expression 
"men of position and standing" P-The dairy trade at present is in the 
hands of gowala.; they are JIlen "Nho own a few cows and they buy their 
fodder chie/ly; they are not cultivators and do not own land; they simply 
own a few cows and frolD these they supply milk, They are elusive in 
a 1\·ay, and it will be very difficult to bring them under legislation. I 
think myself that if we could get, say, the beUer type of cultivator, the sruall 
zamindar or people of education to take up the business, the possibilities 
are ,'ery great. 

37.731. Do you not consider that Rny organisation of that sort, involving, 
8S it must involve, competition on a commercial Bcale with the existing 
gowala, is liable to meet with very considerable opposition and open 
hostility?-Yes, that is so; It has therefore been necellSary to give at the 
start some sort of a subsidy. 

37,732. Do you get cases of poisoning here ?-No. I know of .nu cases. 
37,733. Have you any JIlunicipal rules or acts protecting th" public in 

the matter of the standard and purity of milk in your towns P-I heard 
the other day that there was a clause in the Municipal Act of the Muttra 
Municipal Board, but I think that it has been very ineffective. 

37,734. At CawnporeP-I do no~ know. 

37,735. And at LucknowP-I do not know of any such provisions being 
contained in the Acts of other Boards. 

37,736. Do you not think that until the public is so protected there 
is very little chalice of II· man who wiehes to sell pure milk of good quality 
heing aLle to do so at a profit?-Yes, I do. I think that such protection 
is absolutely necessary. 

37,737. I shall not ask you to suggest how you propose to meet the problem 
pr~sented by yon at page 447, which is to limit the number of uneconomic 
ammals consuming the grazing. because I do not believe that you ha\'e 
any suggestions to make, nor have I heard a\lY since I came out to this 
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count.ry?-I hU"e a suggestion to JDake which, I think, however, is rather 
a broad one, with rpgard to economic stock. What has always struck me 
as being remarkable is the great number of bullocks used purely for road 
transport. Considering th~ country is one in which there is a great 
short.age of fodder, I have always thought that if mot()r tr~D8port were 
gil-en greater facilities for development a greater consumptlOn of petrol 
would couse a decreased consumption of fodder, since the number of animals 
which are eoonsuming valuable fodder would he reduced. 

37,738. Do you n()t think that the more you leave the limited fodder 
available to be eaten by uneconoJDic stock, the larger the number of un
economic stock will be P-That is so. 

37.739. Is castration the only possible solution to the problem in IndiaP
I think that the numher of uneconomic stock will be reduced when the 
breeder finds that his economic stock are productive of better results. For 
instance, if the village breeder could get a better return for hia milk, the 
tendency would be for him to keep better milk animals, but if there is no 
return he will keep as large a number of cows lIS possible, because any 
outbreak of disease might reduce his number. 

37,740. Do you think that it would be a great advantage if the money 
value of Indian cattle were to be raisedP-Yes, I do, if that would bring 
a bout a diminution in numbers. 

3i,741. And it would also have the effect of making it worth a man's 
while to look after his cattle and to take more pains in choosing stock lor 
breeding?-Yes. 

37,742. On page 448 you talk about the relative nutritive value of va.rious 
fodders. Have you studied at all the work being carried out on animal 
nutrition at Bangalore by Mr. 'Varth ?-I have seen the lea1lets that have 
been published. 

37,743. Would you regard that as a very important line of researchP
Yes. 

37,i44. Have you experimented at all in the direction of trying to find 
leaves of trees upon which cattle can feed in times of shortage and which 
are normally out of their reach?--.We have done no experiments in that 
direction. 

37,745. Do you think that anything can he done' in that directionP
Certain satisfactory results have been obtained in the Punjab in the iHissar 
farm. 

37,746. Have you much prickly pear in this ProvinoeP-Very little. 
37,747. Do you regard your present efforts as adequate in faoe of the 

cattle population in the Province and the obvious need for improving t.he 
breedP-No; I think they are totally inadequate. We could do a lot if the 
staff were increased. The staff at present is lacking in under-structure. 
We want staff in every district. If we had the staff to carry out sufficient 
propaganda work, I think the breeders themselves would come forward and 
finance a considerable pa.rt of the operation themselves. 

37.748. You have already had pradical indications of thatP-Yes; I 
think that the staff would be paid for many times over. 

37,749. Have you ever attemped to formulate a scheme which in your 
"iew would be sufficient and adequate?-No, I have never formulated a 
complete scheme. I think that there should be at least one touring officer 
in each tahsil. .such a provincial staff would be in a position to cope with 
the whole problem. The moment work in a oertain area commences, the 
offioer cannot leave the area. The work develops rapidly and 800n requires 
undh'ided and rontinuous attention. 
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31,700. Have you ever calculated aa to how long i~ w,?uld take, wit~ your 
present &taff and expenditure, to effect a substantIal Improvemen~ 1D the 
average animal in the Provin~ ?-I think. that ,!"e shall see ~n Improve
ment,say, in ten to fifteen years If the work I~ oontmued on the hnes already 
begun; it might possibly be less; perhaps l~ 10 years w~ shaIl see ,,?n
aiderable improvement in the controIled breedmg areas. It 18 all a question 
of the supply of good bulls, and it is really very striking to see, in a short 
apace of time, the amount of improvement which the use of a good bull 
can e/fect. 

37,751. And do you find that aa a rule the cultivators are prepared to 
make use of the good bull providedP-Yes. 

37,752; Sir Jame3 1IlacKenna: 'What particular problems were you 
studying at Leipzig?-I was working in the Bacteriological Department. 

37,753. I underetand that in this Province you ,have a Cattle Committee 
to assist yauP-Yes. 

37,754. How is that. composedP-The Director is the Chairman, the Legis
lative Council nominate two representatives, tnere is a representative of 
the Agra Zamindars' Aasociation, and there are two representatives 
nominated by Government. The Veterinary Adviser is also a member .. I 
think it is all given in Mr. Clarke's note. 

37,755. Does that body function weH? Does it take a lively interest in 
the subjecH-Yes. 

37.756. They are of real aesistance to youP-Yes. They attend the 
meetings, di8CD88 the proposals put up and have nlade some useful 
suggestions. 

37,757. They have been of real assistanceP-Yes. In time I think the 
Committee wiIl become a very useful body, and will represent agricultural 
and breeding interests. 

37.758. Did you attend the last meeting of the Board of Agriculture, when 
cattle was the principal subject discussed?-Yes. 

37,759. Wu that meeting of advantage to you in your workP-Yes. I 
think such meetings .re useful. They gh'e one a chance of hearing the 
points of vi6w of other Provinces, and of meeting other officers engaged in 
the same work. . 

37,760. You would be iii favour of regular sectional meetings of officers 
working on cattle improvementP-Yes. 

37,761. Have you derived any help in your work here from the Imperial 
Dairy Expert, Mr. SmithP-I occasionally refer questions to him for advice, 
and he gives me the information >and advice I require. 

37,762. Haa he visited you here?-No. 

37,763. I understand that at the meeting of the Board of Agriculture to 
which I have referred the idea of a Central .cattle Bureau was discussed. 
What are your views as to the possible value of such· a central organisa
tion?-I think eome organisation of that kind should be started. We must 
not expect immediate results from it, but eventually it wilJ be very useful. 

37,764. What staff will be required for such a bodyP-I' think the office 
and staff of the Imperial Dairy Expert will be able to cope with the work. 

31,765. What about technical staff? .At present the technical staff may 
be. said to consist of himself and Mr. Warth's section at Bangalore; do you 
thmk there HI any need for a big central technical staffP-They would want 
something more to do if there were such a staff. They might with ad'l'"an-

• tage be ut.ilised for instructional purposes at some centre for training in 
animal husbandry and dairying. 

61946 



87,766. You think that is the direction in whlch they would prove most 
.seful?-Yetl. 

37,767. The actual work in the Provinces could continue to be organised 
as at present?-Yes. 

37,768. Subject to advice from the central authority?-Yes. 
37,769. To what extent do you think cattle breeding and dairy work can 

be co-ordinated throughout India?-To the extent to which this Cattle 
Bureau will be able to ro-ordinate it. 

37,770. It would act as a CQ-ordinating body?-Yes. At present things 
may happen in other Proviooes which we do not hear of; a clHlrdinating 
body would be useful. 

37,771. Do you think any stimulus would be given to cattl~breeding by 
the organisation of All-India shows, on the lines of those which h8\"e been 
so effective at Home?-The trouble is that the cattle owners are mostly 
poor men who cannot afford to take their ca.ttle to big shows. 

37,772. There is no catt\~breeding class here such as we have at Home? 
-No. 

3i,773. Do you think that prizes and so on would not bring such a class 
into existence? Are they all small men 1'-1 think at present the man who 
takes a real interest in cattle and who will go to a show and watch the 
judging with interest is the small man. 

37,774. H~n-e you had any men from this Province trained at the 
Imperial Institute in oairying?-Yes, we hal"e two men who have been 
through a six months' course, and one is now undergoing training in the 
same coorse. 

37,7i5. A prop<l6al ha.s been made to publish a. journal devoted almost 
entirely to cattle-breeding and dairy problems. Do you think that will be 
a good thing?-Yes. 

87,776. The Agricultural Journal does not give you sufficient information 
on those questions. You think you should have a separate journal?-I think 
a special journal will encourage contributions and stimulate people to write 
on problems which are of interest to those engaged in cattle-breeding but 
are not of "pecial interest to other members of the Agricultural 
Department. 

37,777. Professor Gangulee: W'HI that journal be published by the Central 
Oattle Dureau ?-It could be. 

37,778. Would you recommend thatP-Yes. 
37,779. How often does your Provincial Cattle Committee meet?-Usually 

twice a year. It met in February last year, but has not met since. 
37,780. Are the proceedings publishedP-Ai oommunique is sent to the 

press. 

37,781. IWe understand that your work is now' chiefly confined to the con
trol of breeding areasP-Yes, the staff is chiefly concentrated in those areas. 

37,782. The idea is to facilitate supervision' and get result6 more easilyP
Yes. 

37,783. Dan you give us further details of your organisation for the dis
tribution of bullsP What are the channels through which you distribute 
these bullsP-In the oontrolled breeding areas the Cattle Inspectors get in 
to()u~'h with the breeders. 

37,;84. The Cattle Inspectors are under youP-Yes, they are part of my 
lIubordinate staff. 

87,785. Mr. Calvert: Are they veterinary menll-One is; the others are 
members of the Subordinate Agricultural Service. . 

Mr. C. H. Parr. 
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37,786. Pro/euoT Gangulee: These Cattle Inspectors go from villag;) to 
village?-Yea, and get indents from breeders or villages. Now that the 
villagee have to pay, they are submitting indents under a taccavi loan 
scheme. 

37,787. These bulls are not given on loan from the G<>vernment?-They 
have been, but now these people are paying for them and they will become 
their own property. 

37,788. Do they get them now individually or eollectively?-We get 
a zamindar who will give security for the tace,av; loan. He may rec{)up 
bim .... lf from the village or not; that is his affair. 

37,789. Do District Boards 88k for bulls from your Department?-Yes. 

37,790. In large lots?-.We try to send them a lot at a time. 
37,791. Is more than one District Board interested in it ?-Yes. This 

w .... k I have sent 15 bulls to the District Board at Cawnpore; Farukhahad, 
which has eight already, is taking 15 more, and I am sending a dozen to 
Shahjahanpur. Altogether I am sending out 42 this week. 

37,792. So you are able to supply bulls to District Boards outside the 
oontrolled areas ?-Yes. 

37,793. Do they p1ly for them ?-They only pay way expenoos. The idea 
is that before we ask people to pay we must demonstrate the value of the 
bulle, 80 we send them out through the District Board or through our staff 
on losn. -, 

37,794. How do you supervise this work? These bulls are now being dis
trihuted all over the Province, and it is necessary to have proper super
vision ?-If we had more staff we could undertake the supervision, but, as 
it is, a lot of the work is unsupervised. We attend to complaints, but 
when there are none we take it that alI is well. 

37,795. Do the villagers eo-operate in the work of eradicating scrub bulls? 
-Yes. 

37,796. Have you employed co-operative agencies for the introduction of 
hetter bulls or better kinds of fodder?-I ha.ve addressed the Registrar of 
Co-<>perative Societies regarding a bulI purchase scheme. The Co-operative 
Department is very sympathetic, but I think it has a.lre'ady as much work as 
it can manage: 

37,797. I understand you are not conducting any experiments to deter
mine the food value of v.a.rious gra.sses and fodder crops?-No, we have no 
facilities. 

37 .. 798. But you carry out silage experimentsP-Actual feeding experi
ments? No. 

37,799. You try to preserve fodder by silageP-Yes. Silage is our chief 
feed. 

37,800. Do you use tower or pit silos?-Both. 
37,801. /Which is the most convenient?-I think pits. 

37,802. Pits in this part of the country will have to be shallow, because 
the wa.ter-Ievel is high ?-Yes; about 4 feet. 

37,803. Who teaches a.nimal husbandry at Cawnpore CollegeP-The Pro-
fes60r of Agriculture and his sta!f. 

37,804. You do not take part in te8lChing?~No. 

37,805. Are you in touch with the Allahabad Agricultural Institute?-Yes. 

37,806. To what extent is the silage method known to the cultivatorsI' 
Do they know uything about the preserva.tion of fodder?-Very little 1 
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think. We carried out a small demonstration in the Muttra district last 
year and we carried out further demonstration this year; I have a proposal 
with regard to that in this year's schedules. I think it is a. process which 
requires very careful demonstration. 

3i,807. Is the practic-e of castrating bulls popular among the cultivatorsi' 
I think you adopt the Italian methddP-Yes, it i& being adopted, I thmk, 
but still the country method is the method generally adopted. 

37,808. You discontinued the crossing of Ayrshire aud Montgomery?-
-Yes. 

37,809. WhyP---:The Ayrshire bull died and a lot of his progeny died of 
rinderpest. 

37,810. Of the various breeds of cattle in this Province, do you lind the 
Hissar brt'edmore promising from the point of view of milk yield tban an~ 
other breedP-From the point of view of milk capacity the Sahiwal is the 
real milking cow, but the Sahiwal is not indigenous in this Province; it is 
a Punjab breed. Of the indigenous breeds the Mehwati is the most promising, 
but that is only indigenous to a few district6. WIe are taking up 1Ihe 
Hariana or Hissar because they are such excellent draught cattle. The 
cuitivator'sfirst requirement is a draught animal, aod if we can add " 
little milk capacity to that dnwght capacity, we shall have a good animal. 

37,811. Have you a system of milk recording on your farms~-}:es, on the 
farms the milk is recorded. 

37,812. Do you grade your animaIsP-Yes, we grade them and feed them 
ill accordance with the amount of milk they produce. 

37,813. With a view to balancing the ratio of food a~d milk?-Yes. 
37,8U. Do you consider that the standardised method of keeping record>. 

of breeds and their performance would he useful throughout the country Y
I think there are very many more pressing problems. 

37,815. But you are going to establish a herd register some day, I hoper
But the money that would be spent in establishing records and employing 
staff to carry out the work necessary to establish records of that type, oould 
be very much better employed in dealing with -some of the more Immediate 
problems. 

3i ,816. But if you are going to build up a herd, you must have a herd 
register to begin withP-Yes. 

37,817. For that you require a certain standardised system of registrationi' 
-Yes. 

37,818. Do you think uniform methods of grading and recordmg would be 
useful ?-Very useful if the .staff were available. It would t.ake some check
ing and the staff would have to be of a fair . standard of honesty tIlnd 
trust worthiness. 

3i.t;19. Do you find any indication of co-operative production of dairy 
produce beillg undertaken in the villages~-I do not th-ink so. 

37,820. Of course, sUCt-'eSS in cattle breeding depentls largely on the Im

provement of the \'illage dairy industry P-Yes. 
3i ,821. If you do not make your village dairy industry pay, you cannot 

make the cuiti,-ator interested in breeding work P--';'No. 
37,!3:?2. So, you do not think th&re is, as yet, any indication in the direc

tion of c~operative production being tak_ up by the villagers themselvesr 
-No, I do not think so; I think along those same lines there is an oppor. 
tunity for de\'elopment, but operations must be organised by one indinduai. 

37 ,823. We are informed by a writer from t.his Province that mllk is four 
seers per rup .. e in Allahabad whlle it is 12 seers per rupee only 15 miles 
away 'from Allahabad ?-Poesibly. ' 

-lli-. ·C. H. Parr. 
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:J7,1S:.!4. Va you tlunk anythlDg could be done to de,-elop v11lage daIry 
indUBtry through (,<Hlperative organisation r-Yes, that is one of my strongest 
recommendations. 

37,825. Mr. Calvert: On page 443 of your note, in connection with your 
controlled areas you have mentioned that the male progeny are being re
eerved for purchase hy the departm~ut for re-issue. 1.s that not rather 
mixing up your pedigreeP-Yes, but it is not indiscriminate; we are select
ing particular cows. 

37,826. That is a temporary measure?-The progeny will not be re-issued 
to the districts where the controlled breeding is in operation; they will be 
sent to other districts. i'he average bull so bred will be very much better 
than the bull that i. no,.. being used in most villages. A selected bull from 
one of our Hissar stud bulls out o~ a gopd average cow is a very much 
better stud bull ~han at present eXISts in many districts; these bulls WIll 
not be put back lIlto the controlled breeding areas. 

37,821. How do you get over the difficulty of feedIng these bulls in yonr 
uontrolled aress P-'l'here is no difficulty at all; the VIllagers themselves, the 
brl't'tiers, are very willing to let them graze their own crops. 

3i ,828. They do not get too wild ?-No; I insist on the bulls being brought 
into the village every night, and they are fed a little grain or something. 

37,829. In discussing milk problems, you have made a' series of state-' 
ments; have you carried out any ~nvestigation into the economics of rural 
milk productionP-We have a scheme working at Agra and I believe the 
proprietor of the scheme is going to give evidence before the Hoyal 
OJmmlssion. 

37,830. But hal! a real investigation been, made of the economic side?
Beyond what has been forthcoming from this scheme nothing has been done. 

37,831. When you say that the cost of the production of milk puts i:t 
heyond the purchasing capacity of the average cultivator, is that a guess or 
is that the result of ... careful investigationP-There is no desire on the part 
of the cultivator to produce it. If he can sell it, he will produce it, but If 
he cannot sell it he does not produce it. 

37,832. But he produc~ moreP-He will produce more if he can sell it. 
31,833. Is that opinion YOll have expressed this moment based on a 

car~ul investigation, or ~ it a mere gueesP-I think it is an opinion that 
has grown on me. I would not like to say it is a guess. I still hold to that 
opinion. I cannot quite aooount :for it .. 

37,834. It is not based on a speciallinvestigationP-No. 
37,835. Similarly, on page 446, you give another opinion; you say there is 

no doubt that if it were possible for an average cattle owner to obtain 
somElWhere near the price for milk that a milk consumer is willing to pay, 
he would make it his business to increase his stock. Is that a guess or is it 
the result of a careful investigation P-It is very noticeable that, where we 
have had these milk schemes started, the first thing the milk producers have 
asked for is an advance fur the purchase of good !lOws. They ask the 
organiser of the scheme to give them such advances, and in fact if he gives 
them advances it ensures the success of the scheme; I argue from that that 
if by such means they get good cows and then take one of our bulls, im
provement will follow. 

31,836. That is not based all observation of an actual caseP-Yes, that is 
what happened dn this very village;' adva.noes were made to them to buy 
sbe-bullialoes and they have taken a buffalo bull from a Government farm. 

31,837. You say he would make it his business to improve his stock by 
careful breeding; that is a very different thing?-'l'hey have taken 110 much 
care that they started off with good females and they have taken care to 
obtain a good male. ' 
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37,838. To the, agnostic mind you are not prepared to produce your 
evidence; you have not any evidence to produce in support of that?-No, 
not beyond that. 

37,839. Do you think your town consumer is willing to pay for pure milk" 
-I think he is. 1 am not speaking generally of all town consumers, but I 
think there 'IIl'e town consumers who would be very willing W pay for pure 
milk. 

37,840. Do you know a case in which an effort to supply pure milk has 
been organised and the town consumer has been Willing to pay the prICe for 
that milk?-We are just organising a scheme at Muttra; farm milk is being 
supplied to l\Iuttra and the price, tOf course, is chew· 

37.841. Do you think the town people oare buying Keventer's milk?-I do 
not think they will pay the price that he charges for it. 

37,842. Practically nobody will buy Keventer's milki'-No, but I think 
milk from the village can be supplied very much cheaper than Keventer 
can supply it. 

37,843. Milk can be supplied but people will not buy itP-'l'hey will buy 
it provided the price is not 1po high; pure milk can be supplied at six seers 
a rupee. 

37,844. You say there is a very distinct demand for pure and urradulterated 
glli; is that based on any successful attempt t.., sell pure ghi P-No. 

37,845. Do you know of anyone in any town in the United Provinces who 
is prepa.rfld· to sell pure glli as suchP-No, he cannot compete. 

37,846. They will not sell pure ghi P-No, but my point is that if the 
public were sure that they were buying a pure article, which 11hey are not, 
they would be willing to pay the price. 

37,847. You have actUIBlly found people, even among the educated cl:u;s. 
willing to pay for pure ghiP-I have never dealt in ghi myself, but that is 
myopinion. 

37,848. I ask be('ause we did put pure ghi on the 'market and no one 
would buy it. Have you ever worked out how many days a year a. pair 
of bullocks is employed on your average .holding of about 7'7 acres i'-No, I 
hlll-Ve never worked it out. 

37,849. Would you be surprised if it came to less thoan 70 days a yeari'
No, I would not. 

37,850. Using bullocks for road traru;port is a method of employing them 
during the 290 empty daysP-Yes. 

37,851. Your department was formerly under the Veterinary Department 
and was placed under the Direc140r of Agriculture in 1921 ?-Yes. 

37,852. Do you consider that to be an advantageP-I think it is. 
37,853. You think oattle breeding should be under a chemist rather than 

under a veterinary officerP-I think an a.gricultural chemist with experience 
in a.ll agricultural problems is better able to deal with cattle breeding 
problems from an agricultural pain~ of view than is a veterinary officer. 

37,854. On this question of supplying milk to towns by better breeds of 
('attie, do you think liability to disease is an importlant factor P-lt is, 
when the cattle are valua.ble; but H the cattle are not va.lullble, and many 
of the United ProvinceS are not, the importance of it can be over-estimated. 

37,855. You are taking up the improved breed with a view to get II, better 
milk supplyP-Yea. 

37,85~. Do you not think the oontrol of disease will be a very important 
factor in thatP-Undoubtedly. it will be. 

JIr. C. H. Parr. 
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:17,8.57. So that really you are not going to make much progress with 
811perior breeds of cattle until you get greater immunity from diseasef-
1.0.'18 from d·isease on the Government ,farms is very small; it does not amount 
to more than 6 per cent. per annum. 

37,8.)13. JIr. Kamat: In this Province are there any instances where dairies 
.... re ~tarted by private agencies which failed?-I believe there are . 

.17,8.59. Did ~'ou im'estigate the caU6es of the fa:ilure in such cases?-No. 
37,860. Can you guess what th06e causes might bef-I think unfair com

(l<'tition is the chief cause. 
37,861. Competition with the gowalas?-Yes. 
37,862. You suggest legislation as a remedy to prevent adulteration. We 

were told in another place that in towns or cities like Bombay legislation 
,,'as attempted to prevent adulteration, but still prosecutions were not 
"'l· .... ·ssful because th .. milkman or the middleman somehow or other managed 
to e"ade the law hy changing the names or by other devioes. Do you thmk 
that would be likely to occur here also?-I think it is quite possible; yes. 

3i,863. Then again if you legislate and have only pure milk on the mark~t, 
3S my colleague has suggested, what would be the result so far as the prices 
are concerned for the poorer classes of people?-The price mIght go up to 
.tart with, but legislation would !lO encourage production that the price 
would go down again; I think production would overtake it. 

37,864. Supposing my cllOprassi were a married man and he required naIf 
& pound of milk every day for his infant; would he be prepared to pay at 
the rate of six or eight annas 31 seer?-I see no reason why the price should 
go up to that exu;nt. The price might go up a little to start with, but It 
would go down the moment people began to realise. that here was an oppor
tunity of carrying on the trade with honest competitors. I am sure the 
"noouragement would be so great that in fact the price of 1p.ilk a few years 
afterwards would be lowe-r than it is to-day and it would be a pure supply 
too. 

37,865. Professor Gangulee: You mean there would be more milk in the 
market?-l'e8; there would be plenty of milk; the actual supply brought 
into the city would be greater. 

37,866 . .v,.. Kumat: Here again we have the experience of 'two or three 
cities where milk committees were started to investigate the problem, com
mittees of experts. They went into the details of the problem, how much 
the price would go up, what the supply would be and so on, and the opinion 
of these milk oommittee-s was, I think, that the poor man wourd go without 
milk. Would you agree with that?-I should like to see what the reeult 
would be under actual legislation and compare it with the deli be-ration. of 
the committee. 

37,867. As a matter of faot it is based on a close investigation of the 
problem mther than a mere guess?-I think the result of an actual tria! 
of anything in this COUlltry may proba.bly be very different frOlDl the opinIon 
oue forms as a rfsult of long discussion and deliberation. 

37,868. Taking another remedy suggested by you, mamely to establish 
l·ollecting agencies near big towns for collecting the milk from villages and 
tl'ansporting it under certain conditions, can you amplify that by taking 
a concrete case of a town like Cawnpore or Lucknow ~ What is the present 
rate of milk· in Cawnpore ?-Four seers per rupee. 

37,869. What is the rate beyond ten miles of the city?-It will probably 
be e.gbt seers per rupee. 

37,870. And what would be the cost of transport and collection~-'l'he case 
I have in mind is a case of a scheme actually in operation in Agra. 1 
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think there the' price is somewhere about four seers per rupee. The scheme 
is very successful there~ 

37,871. In that case, after getting this milk from the villages have you 
been able to sell it in the town at more than four seers? What was the rate 
in Agra before you. began collecting the milk from the ~'illages and what 
is 1Jhe rate now? Has it become cheaperP-I do not think a sufficient 
amount of milk has been brought in to affect the prices. The difficulty is 
we have not been able to find other men to start this business. 

37,872. Professor Gangulee: The method of transportation is a factor to 
be taken into consideration?-Yes. 

37,873. Mr. Kamat: From that one concrete instance of Agra you are 
not in a position to say tlhat you have been able to bring down the rate?
Now they are dealing only with ten to twelve maunds; but if we had ten such 
organised sche"mes there is no doubt that the price would come down. 

37,874. You mean, by tapping all the villages within a radius of ten or 
twenty miles?-Yes. If two villages can supply ten to twelve maunds you call 
imagine how much milk there is that can be tapped from all the villages, ami 
if all is brought in it will certainly affect the price. 

37,875. Why has not this sort of business been taken up by private 
individuals if it is a paying oneP If you can get milk at the rate of eIght 
SeeTS per rupee by going twenty miles off and can sell it here at four seers Ii 

rupee, how is it that a large number of middlemen havd not sprung up?-That 
question may be asked. The selling of milk has to be taken up on a large 
scale. The producing centre requires certain conditions, for instance, the 
proprietor, if possible, should be a zamindar, for then he has a certain 
amount of control over the producers and he can say to his tenants, .. I 
want so much milk." Again the handling of milk requires technical skill. 
Oompetition with gowala.& has to be faced. If possible, the proprietor 
should be a man of standing in the place where the milk is consumed 60 

that he can keep in touch with the consumers. The business requires much 
technical knowledge and skill. 

37,876. Profes.or Gangulee: Would you not seH that milk after pasteurisa
tionP-Yes; if there are such facilities it will help the business considerably. 
Morning milk can be sold in the evening and the evening milk in the 
morlJlr.g. The villager has special times for milking . 
. 37,877. Mr. Kamat: These are all minor difficulties. One need not count 
them as serious difficulties, especially if a man can double his money; he 
must be prepared to undergo BUch difficulties if he wants to make money? 
~There is a profit in it, but it is not a matter of doubling the money. 

37.878. With regard to your idea to legislate in the matt~r of ghi, I 
suppose you presume that there should be two classes of ghi placed on the 
market, one, pure ghi for the better class of citizens who can afford to 
pay for it, and the other what you call discriminating ghi, that is, artificial 
ghi, for the middle class or the poor class; is that the idea?-Yes. 

37,879. Obviously you wish to have two kinds of ghi, first class and 
second classP-Ghi as the product of milk and ghi as the product of the 
vegetable oils. 

87,880. So that the purchaser who wants the cheap glti goes and buys it 
with open eyesP-Yes. . 

87,881. Sir Ganga I(lam: Are the male calves produced as. a result of 
crossing by foreign bulls good for ploughing purposesP-That depends on 
the female liide. 

37,882. Do the qualities take after the motherP-Yes, to a certain extent. 
They do produce very good cattle. I have cross-bred bullocks from several 
breeds, inoluding the- Ayrshire cross with Hissar, and they are very good. 

Mr. C. H. Parr. 



3~,883. Does the off-apring stand the climateP-Yes. 
37884. On page 448 when you speak of mineral deficiency, have you in 

mind salt or any other mineral?-Phosphates and lime chletly. 

37,t!85. Lime in what formP-Ground lime. 
37,~~6. Put in the fodderP-Yes. 
3i,bd7. Has that been triedP-Yes; it is an adopted practice at Karnal. 

37,888. Not merely saltP-No. 
37,589. Do you recommend the addition of salt?-Yes. 
87,890. How muahP-One lb. per 100 lbs. of ration. 
87,891. Would the giving of salt improve the milk supplyP-I think it 

is essential for the 1\-ell-being of the animal. 
37,892. You say in one place that Government gives a subsidy for breeding 

cattle; how much is that ?-The only subsidies given by the Government 
are gi\"en for the milk schemes and in the shape of assistance to District 
Boards. 

37,893. Do you mean by subsidy that the money has got to be paid back· 
to the GovernmentP-It is given as a grant and has not to be paid back. 

il7,894. Have you ever come across cases in which sweepers have been 
thrusting poisoned needles in order to kill the cattle so that they may 
obtain the carcaSli of the animal? This used to be done in the PunjabP-
1 have not heard of any actual cases. 

37,895. You know the system in the villages is for the sweeper to take 
away any dead animala that lie about the place, and in order to obta.in 
more dead animals, the sweepers in the Punjab have been doing this 
mischief? It hlUl been stopped nowP-No, I have no experience of it. 

37,896. ,sir 7homas Middleton: In th" Report on Agriculture in the 
United Provinces, which has been given us, particulars are given for four 
areaa, Meerut, Jhansi, Gorakhpur and Lucknow. We have got a number 
of d"taila about the size of holdings, etc., for these areas. I want you to 
tell me, if you can, in which 'of these districts you find the best cattleP
In the Meerut district. 

37,897. Can you give me any indication of the cost of keeping a pair of 
bullocks in )Ieerut?-I think it is about a rupee a day. 

37,8118. It would not cost a cultivator &.366 to keep his pair of bullocks 
for the year?-I have not worked it out in detail and I think that to arrive 
at the actual figure will require a. very cartlful investigation. 

37,899. A statement is made in this Report that the allowance for grain 
for two bullocks and two cows is two maunds; that is the amount that is 
allowed in this estimate of the cost of keeping bullocks. If the cows get 
nothing at all it means that the two bullocks get no more than 2 Ibs. of 
gran for 40 days. That must be incorrect, and I want you to go into this 
question of the cost of keeping a pair of bullocks and give us your considered 
view with regard to the Meerut distl·ict. I think you know the Meerut 
district best?-Yes, I will let you have it. 

37,900. In the Meerut district one pair of bullocks cultivate about nine 
acres, and of that area. about one acre or rather less than one acre on the 
average will be irrigated from wells. What area of land ought a good pair 
of bullocks to be able to cultivate in the district !'-Probably 15 to 11 acres. 

37,901. 80 that there must be, on the average holding in the Meerut 
district and in other districts where the figures are similar, a great WBate 
of bullock power, assuming the bullocks to be good animals?-Yes. 

37,902. When we have got your figures as to the cost of keeping the cattle 
we can estimate what that means to the cultivat-or?-Yes. 
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37,903. In connect~on with your breeding operations: I think you" are 
at present breeding mainly for draught?-Yes, we look upon that as the 
primary consideration. 

37,904. Which of these breeds that you have described in your memo
randum have shown most uniformity and most sigllB of careful breeding in 
the past? Looked at from the point of view of breeding, which is the best? 
-I think the Mehwati is the best. 

37,905. So that the Mehwati would make a good foundation stock?-Yes, 
it would. . 

37,906. What advantages do you claim for a diversity of breeds in the 
Province, assuming they are'draft breeds?-We have rather diverse condi
tions. There is a tract· of country with a rainfall of 22 inches, another 
'whose average is 40 inches and yet another Which is a big area, with a 
rainfall of 60 inches. 

37,907.- From your memorandum I gather that you want heavy bullocks 
in certain areas and light bullocks in other areasP-It is not a matter of 
weight; it is a matter of which class of animal will live and thrive under 
the prevailing conditions. Take the Mehwati, for instance, in the eastern 
districts he becomes sluggish and does not show the same activity he 
displays in his own tract, besides this he is expensive to maintain in the 
eastern districts. 

37,908. In his own tract the Mehwa.ti is as active as the Kherigarh?
He is a heavier animal but, comparatively speaking, just as active. 

37,909. Do you think that when the Mehwati goes into the eastern 
districts he may not get enough food to keep up his bigger body, and that 
it is for this reason that he becomes sluggish?-No; my experience has 
been that during the first year of his use on an eastern district farm he 
was found to be very active and satisfactory; in the second year he showed 
signs of wear and tear, and afterwards became gradually less active. 

37,910. So that you are satisfied that at least several breeds are wanted 
in the Province?-Yes. 

37,911. With regard to the distribution of cows on cheap terms in the 
areas of District Boards, do you know if any members of the District Boards 
have secured cows under this scheme?-I believe they have done so. 

37,912. So that this would add to the popularity of the scheme with 
District Boards, would it notP-Yes. 

37,913. On page 445 you refer to the fact that the potential milk capa.cit~· 
of the Provinces is greater than the purchasing power. How much milk 
do the calves get in this Province? Is there any area in the Province in 
which a calf gets enough milk?-The male calf always gets enough milk; 
the female calf often goes short. That is the general rule. 

37,914. I suppose the calf gets as much mill. as its mother can give, but, 
as you point out, probably the best mothers do not give as much as 10 Ibs. 
of milk a dayP-That is enough t() rear a calf. 

37,915. But what does a fair average cow give per dayP-It would 
probably not give 3 or 4 lbs. But it is a case of ha.bit with the calf which, 
from its very birth having been used to a small quantity of milk, can 
maintain life on a. small yield of milk from its mother . 

. 37,9]6. On page 44~ you say that Indian cattle seem to possess a con
blderable powor o£ w.thstandmg periods of scarcity. You appear to be 
unduly cautious about .that, but is it not an undoubted ~act that they do 
possess that power? What would happen to the stock whICh you have seen 
ill Britain if they were exposed to the conditions to which Indian cattle 
are exposedP How long would any improved breed of animals stand the 

lIlr. C. H. Parr. 
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treatment that the animaia of this country get?-Yes, tl;iat is one of the 
most valuable points in the Indian breeds. 

37,917. They are undoubtedly very hardy, are they not?-Yes. 
37,918. Sir Ganga Ram referred to the deficiency of minerals? Have you 

noticed, in any parts of the Province, cases of depraved appetite, cattle 
eating earth or excrement?-Yes, I have. 

3i,919. In which tract?-I have noticed it particularly in the western 
tract. It has not absorbed my serious attention, but I have seen cases. 

37,920. Wherever that js noticed, special attention should be given to the 
mineral supply of cattleP-Yes. 

37,921. You lIay that fodder is never stored. By that you mean that 
""dbi i. never kept over from one season to another ?-Only in small 
quantities. The practice is not followed to the same extent it is in the 
Punjab. The conditions under which it is kept in this Province are not 
good and during the monsoon much of it is spoilt, with the result that 
only sufficient is kept from each year's crop to supply each year's needs. 

37,922. You lIuggest the giving of a. subsidy to cultivators in certain 
districts to grow heavy yielding fodder crops under irrigation. What fodqer 
crops have you in view?-The ordinary millets, }uwr and bajra. 

37,923. What pulaes?-Lol.ia and j'IULr. 
37,924. Do you not think that the owners of cattle are disposed to trade 

too greatly on the hardiness of their live stock in this country~-l think 
they are. There would be fewer cattle if they were less hardy. In regard 
to cows it is undoubtedly a fact that the moment the cow goes dry she has 
to fend largely for herself. 

37,925. Do you think it is reasonable to subsidise men to keep their own 
cattle alive?-You do not want the valuable stock to die; if they were 
given a subsidy and were encouraged to grow more fodder, they would keep 
alive their own valuable stock. 

What would happen to you in Britain if you let your animals die for 
want of food? You would get no subsidy from Government I 

37,926. Rajah Sir Rampal Si"1}h: H'ave you tried to introduce the 
Janatpur breed in this Province?-No. -

37,927. It is very popular, especially for draught purposes?-What is the 
distribution of the breed? . 

37,928. Janatpur, in Bihar. It is considered to "be the best breed for 
draught purposes. Has no experiment been made with 'that hreed ?-Not in 
this Province. 

37,929. For how long has this practice of giving bulls to District Boards 
been going on ?-I think the first bulls were distributed in 1914 or 1915. 
Breeding operations started with the establishment of a farm in ]912. 

37,930. I remember bulls being under District Boards in 1900P-That 
may have been organised by the Deputy Commissioner. 

37,931. How long will it take to improve the cattle of these Provinces 
if only a tehsil is taken in hand as a controlled area?- I think, from our 
experience, using Hissar 'bulls as sires in the Etawah district, it will take 
about six years. A tremendous improvement has been brought about in 
many villages of that district in that period. To give you a concrete 
instance, I tried in th,at district to buy the male progeny of a very small 
cow, which had been covered by a Government Hissar bull. The value of 
the cow could not have' been more than Rs.7, but I offered the owner Rs.75 
for the calf by this bull and he refused the offer. That was rather an 
exorbitant price to offer, but I tlhink the 1ll4lrket value of the calf must 
have been at least Rs. 50. 
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37,932. How IW:J,ny bulls dj) you se'nd out every yearP-The number is 
rapidly increasing. This year we have sent out about 200. 

37,933. It will take a long time before you succeed in improving the 
whole of the cattle in this Province by that methodP-Yes. 

37,934. 200 is nothing for a large Province like thisP-That is so. 
37,935. Do you not think steps should be taken to speed up the process? 

-Yes. I think the taccavi scheme we have started, and which is giving 
very promising results, should be widely extended. That would achieve 
the end we have in view in a very short time. 

37,936. But you say you only sent out 200 bulls this year P-With this 
scheme more money will be available; the breeder will be financing the opera
tions himself to a great extent, and it will soon be possible to send out 
2,000 bulls a year. 

:ti,93i. 7'he Cltai-rma1l: Are you a trained chemist?-No. 
37,938. What branch of agricultural tl'aining did you undertake in 

GermanyP-I studied bacteriology. 

3i,939. Have you ever done any bio-chemistry?-Only sufficient to obtain 
the B.Sc. degree. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

RAI BAHADUR LALA ISHW AR SAHAI, Man Bhawan, 
Fatehpur. 

Replies to Questionnaire. 
QUESTION l.-RESBARcH.--(a) and (b) Fundamental research work should 

be carried on at the Central Research Institute and applied research work 
should be carried on in the Provinces under the guidance of the Central 
Research Institute 80 that the work may not overlap. 

QUESTION 2.-AGRlCULTUR,u, EnuCArION.-(i) No.. For example, in our 
Province there is only one agricultural college, at Cawnpore, and an 
Ilgricultural school at Bulandshahr. They are quite insufficient for the 
whole Province. In my opinion, a larger number of students would like 
to have agricultural education if it were provided conveniently. 

(iii) Wherever available for practical work. 
(iv) The attendance is not satisfactory because neither the students nor 

their parents know the advantages and value of scientific agriculture, and 
there are no prospects for them after receiving an agricultural education. 
The main idea of the people who receive education is to secure some 
appointment by that means, and there are' very few people who acquire 
agricultural or any other kind of education for its own sake. The general 
idea prevailing here seems to be that no special education or training is 
neeessary for zamindari or agriculture, and for this reason the attendance 
is not satisfactory. 

(\.) Generally to secure an appointment, and in rare cases to acquire 
a knowledge of agriculture for its own sake. 

(\'i) Very few pupils are drawn from the agricultural classes because in 
rural areas they have no idea about agricultural education. 

(vii) The penod of training at college for the present is four years and 
two years in schools, but the period can be appreciably reduced by curtailing 
the number of holidays that are allowed in the Agricultural College. The 
number of holidays allowed in the Medical College is quite suffiCient for 
the students of the Agricultural College. 

("iii) All these things will make agriculture more attractive to the students 
and will be most useful. 

Mr. V. H. Parr. 
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(ix) Almost all the students lII"ho have passed have taken ~ Govern~~n' 
appointment, and tho~e" who have .not yet succeeded are alll[lously waltIng 
for suitable opportuDltles to get 10. 

(x) By means of running successful demonstration farms and by making 
agriculture a compulsory subject in primary classes and optional in 
secondary schools. 

(xii) By making primary education compulsory and by introducing part 
time and night schoola by co-operative societies and other public bodies. 

(xiii) Since the introduction of the Reforms and widening of the franchise, 
the uneducated zamindars and other people who have great influence in 
rural areas have got on to the District Boards and educated men who 
generally live in cities have very little chance of membership, e.g., in 
Fatehpur there are only two members who have received University 
education. Nothing can be expected from the uneducated and semi
educated members as regards the administration of schools, so the 
administration must be entrusted to the Education Department. 

A certain fixed portion of the income of the District Boards should be 
allotted to rural education as the income of the District Boards is mainly 
derived from the labour of the cultivators. 

QnsTIoN 3.-DBHONBTBATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) Successful demonstra.
tion farms run by private persons and co-operative societies are the best 
means of influencing and improving the practice of cultivators, because 
our conservative agriculturists will never like to change their old methods 
80 long as they do not see the actual results of improved farming with 
their own eyes. For this reason the Government and the District Boards 
must give adequate help to people desirous of starting agricultural farms. 
By doing this a number of useful demonstration farms can be started in 
every district and tahsil. I had a scheme for this work, but, unfortunately, 
the Board of Agriculture of the United Provinces could not see its way 
to support it. 

QuBSTION 4.-ADHINISTBATION.-(C) (i) I am not satisfied with the Agri
cultural and Veterinary services, because they are understaffed. 

(ii) The railways should provide adequate goods sheds and should charge 
lower freights for agricultural seeds and implements. 

QUI!StION 5.-FIN.\NcE.-(a) Co-operative societies are the best source for 
the better financing of agricultural operatiqns, but they can satisfy only the 
needs of men of. limited means. For bigger operations such as sinking of 
tube wells and drainage Government should be more liberal. I think the 
taccavi system is injurious to the poor cultivators as they are· never able 
to get the full amount of the money .borrowed by them. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDBBTBDNBSs.-(a) (i) i'he cost of production 
has greatly increased. The expenses of cultivation are daily and monthly, 
whereas the return is only six-monthly and quarterly; so the cultivators 
have to borrow money for their daily needs. Litigation is another im
portant cause of the indebtedness of the tenants. 

(ii) Chiefly the village mahajan8, and a small portion is supplied by 
co-operative societies . 
. (iii) Bad harvests; decrease in the average production per acre. 

(b) Expansion of co-operative societies. 
(c) In. our P~ovince. the cultiva~rs have not the right of selling and 

mortgagmg theIr holdlOgs except 10 the permanently settled districts . 

. QUI!STION 1.-FBAGHBNTATION Oil' HOLDINGs.-Under the existing condi
tlOll8, the consolidation of holdings is very difficult and it can have no 
far-reaching effect, as even a nice consolidated holding cannot last for 
mors. than a generation and is bound to become subdivided unless the law 
of primogeniture is introduced in some form or other. 
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QUESTION 8.-1RRIGATION.-(a) (1) The Lower Ganges Canal which runs 
through the Fatehpur district irrigates only portions of the southern part. 
of the district, and the rest of the district is left untouched. This portion 
also requires irrigation badly. If the. canal is divided into· two branches 
near Bindki it will be very useful, and a much larger area will be irngated 
by this means. It may be objected that there will not be sufficient water 
for the two branches of the canal, but if the method which I suggest 
under the heading (b) (ii) is adopted, I am sure nearly double the present. 
area will be easily irrigated by means of canal. 

(b) (ii) When the canal water is not needed it is simply wasted. It 
this water may be allowed to fill up the tanks by means of canal dis
tributaries it may serve a very useful purpose, and new tanks may be 
construC'ted at suitable places where this water may accumulate. 

(iii) Cultivators and zamindars may be encouraged to build pucca wells 
jointly, because a well can very easily and conveniently be used by more 
than one cultivator at a time. Last year I induced a number of members 
of my co-operative societies to build pucca wells jointly, and long-term 
loans have been advanced to them. 

The officers of the Canal Department have not any great regard for the 
needs of cultivators, and this is most probably due to their lack of know
ledge df agriculture. So it will be advisable if they get some training 
in agriculture also. 

(b) About 50 per cent. of the water of the canals is simply wasted 
because the cultivators have not the slightest regard for the economy of 
water. Generally flow irrigation is in vogue here and the cultivators 
simply let, the water into their fields and they are over-flooded, with the 
result that excess of water damages the crops. If irrigation by means of 
lift is llUlde compulsory, there will be no W4l8tage of water, ·because no one 
will lift more water than is actully required. The water thus saved may 
be utilised in the new branch canal which I have suggested already. 

At the tail-end of each and every distributary the Canal Department 
should try to have a tank or jhil, and if that is not possible the depart
ment should construct dams for this purpose. By this IDeans the excess 
water which is generally let out into ravines will be accumulated and 
used by cultivators in times of need. 

QUESTION 9.--SOILs.-(a) (i) Thousands of acres require drainage cuts in 
this district very badly. The introduction of canals has stopped the natural 
outlets in many places, so the work of drainsge should be performed by 
the Canal Department and District Boards. It will considerably increase the 
area of culturable land, and this, too, will be irrigated by canals, and 
thus the income from irrigation will also increase. 

(ii) Alkali tracts can be improved by sowing wild leguminous plants and 
by making ridges to flccumulate water in those tracts. I have succeeded 
in converting hundreds of acres by this means, and at present I am doing 
this work in the districts of Lucknow and Fatehpur. 

(iii) Erosion can best be prevented by making strong ridges. 
(b) In my own villages in the Fatehpur district I have succeeded in 

converting hundreds of acres of alkali land by sowing babu.Z and othei 
leguminous plants. 

(c) I do not think it is needed, at least, in my district, because sucb 
plots provide fodder which is becoming more and more scarce. 

QUESTION 10.-FERTlLISERB.-(a) The use of natural manures as well ns 
artifieial fertilisers is very desirable, bllt natural manures are much more 
suitable for a poor country like India. The supply of natural manures can 
be greatly improved by using wood for fuel instead of cowdung cakes. 

(c) Demonstration farms are the most suitable means for this purpose. 
(d) Not in my district. 
(f) Plantations of babu' and other quick-growing trees should. be 

enrouraged. 
Hili Bahadu.r Lola lshwar Sakai. 
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QUESTION 1l.-CROP8.-(a) (i) It can be done by better tilling, manuring 
and selection of good seed. 

(ii) New fodder crops should be investigated and the Government farm6 
.hould supply the seeds wherever possible and they must be advertised. 
Experiments should be made in Government farms to find out the most 
succt>S8ful crops. The Agricultural Department may publish small leaflet;; 
aJ)<JIIt them and distribute them to the general pUblic. Special attention 
should be paid to research on drought-resisting fodder crops and those that 
may be grown in the dry season. 

(iii) As far as pOS8ihle this work should be done by the co-operative 
ROciet-ies. 

(i\') In this dIStrict the wild animals are not in very large numbers, but 
monkeys are in very large numbers, and they cause very great damage to 
agriculture, 80 they should be exported to hilly tracts where there is vegeta
tion but no cultivation. I have referred this matter to the United Pro
\'inces Board of .-\griculture. 

QUESTION 12.-CuLTIVATIOS.-(i) The existing system of tillage is very 
defective, because the country plough simply tears the land and does noj; 
o\'erturn it, which is very essential. Proper tillage can be achieved by using 
improved ploughs at the proper time. 

(ii) The ordinary cultivators sometimes sow a number of crops together 
which is nndesirable and should be dicouraged. They generally ~no\V well 
the advantages of rotation of crops. 

QUESTION 14.-IKPLEKBNT8.-(a) Indian cultivators are generally very poor 
and their holdings are very smail, 80 it is useless to try to introduce costly 
and complicated machinery among them, bllt a. great deal can be done by 
way of improving the existing implements. They can be easily introduced 
through OCHlperative societies, and in my district societies have purchased 
machinery which they lend to their members. 

(b) The chief difficulty in the adoption of new implements and machinery 
is their high cost, but the Indian cultivators will readily adopt cheap and 
usefnl implements when they see them being worked in demonstration farms. 

QUBSTION lS.-VBTERINARy.-(a) There is no harm if the Civil Veterinary 
Department is brought under vhe control of the Director of -Agriculture. 

(b) (i) In our Province the dispensaries are under the control of th« 
District Boards and nothing can be worse than this arrangement. 

(ii) Certainly not. Since we have had non~flicial Chairmen in our 
District Boards there has been absolutely no ~pansion. Things are getting 
worse and worse every day. _ 

(iii) Certainly, because the District Boards have hopelessly failed to per
form their duties snd they should be placed under the control of the pro-
vincial authorities as early as poesible. ' 

(c) (i) It is physically impossible for agriculturists to mske full use of 
t·he veterinary dispensaries as, in a district like Fatehpur with an area of 
about 1,600 square miles and containing about 5 lakhs of cattle, there are 
only two dispensaries and they exist only in name as when necessity arises 
they cannot supply any medicines. _ 

(ii) There is no touring dispensary in this district. It is highly desirable 
that there should be at least two touring dispensares in eaoh district._ 
During the last three months several thousand cattle have died of rinderpest 
and hremorrhagic septiclllIIlia in this small district of Fatehpur and the 
local dispensaries hopelessly failed to be of any use. 

(ti) Sometimes the ignorant cultivators object to inoculation but this. 
ohjection can be easily removed if there are touring dispensaries and the 
cultivators see the effect of proper treatment. Most of tliem have no idea 
t-hat there are ways and means by which epidemics can be checked and their 
cattle saved. Most of them regard epidemics as being due to the wrath of 
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the COOs and think that they can be averted by means of alma and prayers. 
But practical results will help to convince them. 

Certainly, legislation will be useful. Failing legislation, practical ex
perience is .the best means of improving the existing conditions. 

(e) During the last epidemic of rinderpest and hremorrhagic septicoomia 
we could not get any serum for my co-operative societies though I was willing 
to pay for it. 

(I) The ignorance of the cultivators is the chief obstacle and absence of 
dispensaries both . local and travelling makes it impossible for them to get 
acquainted with the benefits of inoculation. 

(Il) It is desirable. 
(i) & (ii) Both of lIhese are desirable. 

QUESTION 16.-ANIMAL HUSBANDRy.-(a) (i) Bulls of good breed should 
be distributed to the public. 

(ii) I started a dairy in Fatehpur city some time ago but I did not 
succeed as I could not compete with people who sold adulterated milk at 
much cheaper rates; so in my opinion legislation is necessary to protect. 
the dairy Industry. This work can be greatly improved by means of c~ 
operative societies which may borrow bulls for the use of members as well 
as non-members, from the Agricultural Department. This year the Deputy
Director of Agriculture in charge of Cattle Breeding Operations, has very 
kin<l.ly lent half a. dozen bulls to our societies for this purpose. 

(iii) Breeding farms should be started along with Government agricultural 
farms so that pedigree bulls and heifers may be available in sufficient 
numbers. 

(b) Oertainly; t·hese are the chief en ........ of injury to cattle in this 
district. 

(r) Fodder is very scarce from the beginning of February to the middle 
of April, and from the middle of June till the middle of July, that is, 
for about 14 weeks in the whole year. Within three or four weeks of the 
expiry of these periods young growing cattle begin to thrh·e. 

(d) Fodder supply can be greatly improved by making silopits and pre
eerving and storing !bay. 

(e) Land owners cannot be induced to move forward in this matter unless 
the Government is ready to support them. 

QUESTION 17.-AGJU:oULTU'BiAL lNDESTEDNBBs.-(a) In my district the 
A\'erage cultivator works on his holding all through the year, with the 
.exception of the months of ,rune and February when there is not much 
work to do in the fields, but he repairs his house at that time. 

(b) Dairying and poultry-farming can be conveniently done by farmers 
along with their cultivation. A suocessful demonstration of these things 
will have a very useful effect. 

(c) Bee-keeping is not known in this district. Poultry farming is not 
<:onsidered very dignified. Fruit growing offers no obstacles but sericulture 
.and pisciculture are not known !bere. Lae culture is also not known here. 
Rope making and basket making are done here. There is very little demand 
for fruits in rural areas. Still, zamindars are paying greater attention to it. 

Small leaflets, in simple vernacular, describing the means and methods of 
following the above-mentioned industries together with the approximatd 
income and expenditure from them should be published by Government and 
distributed to the general public gratis or at nominal prices. 

(tl) Yes. Small pastures should be started for these works with the help 
and aid of Government. The most urgent need of the peasantry of India 
is that its raw products should not go out of each district before being 
manufactured to . some extent. . . 

Big factories are not needed in our country at present, but small factories 
.are badly needed. I prepared a scheme for the organisation of such a 

Rai Bahadur Lala 1,hwar Sakai. 
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society but unfortunately it was rejected by the Registrar of Oc>-operative 
Societies. 

There are a number of things which are simply wasted or burnt at present 
like hemp stems after the separation of fibre, and ·a number of water weeds 
and gr&sses which might be used for making paper pulp, and Bome indigenous 
aeeds as well from which oil could be extracted, but no attention is paid 
to them. Special research may be made into these possibilities. 

(e) Yes. If small factories for the manufacture of raw produce are 
started in rural areas they can certainly provide employment for a numbel 
of mell. 

(f) Yes; e.g., finding out a suitable appliance for the extraction of hemp 
fibre. 

(g) Manufacturing of raw produce like the husking of rice, making of 
dal, etc., can lea.d to greater rural employment. 

(h) Compulsory elementary education is the 'only means by which peoplot 
can be induced to devote their spare time to improving the health condition 
of their surroundin~ 

QUESTION IS.-AGRICULTURAL LABOuB.-(a) (i) & (ii) The proprietors of 
land should provide special facilitiea to the labourers so that they may 
emigrate to places where they are wanted. The chief cau~es of the shortage 
of agricultural labour is that the agriculturists do not employ daily labourers 
tllroughout the year. . 

(b) The people of this Province are not at all enterprising. They are 
very contented and do not like to leave their houses even if they have a 
remote chance of inheriting land, it may be only ·an aCI'e>., So in my 
opinion some change in the law of inheritance is necessary.' 

QUESTION 19.-FolLESTS.-{b) By planting quick growing plants on the 
sidea of the roads and waste lands. 

(d) Yes. There is necessity of afforestation and certainly it would stopo 
erosion in the neighbourhood of villages; 

QUh8TION 20.-MARXETIl'IIG.-(a) No. There is only one ·big grain market. 
in my district at Bindki but the roads connected are in a very deplorable 
condition. The roads should be properly kept and some new roads should 
also be constructed. ' 

(b) The E!xisting market facilities are very unsatisfactory. But it is 
impossible to make any gleat improvement until the general education of 
the rural popUlation improves; only then clin co-operative sale be successfully 
introduced. . 

One of the great drawbacks is the multiplicity of weights and measures 
as in almost every big village the weight of the Pwnseri (five seer weight} 
varies; it goes from five standard seers to almost nine. In this way it is 
very easy to elleat poor and ignorant cultivators. 

QUESTION 21.-TAllIFFS AND SmA FlLEIGHTs.-There should be no custOln 
duty on hides. 

QUESTION 22.-CO-OPERATION.-(a) (i) The Government should try to 
employ only those officials in the Co-operative Department who have the 
real spirit of co-operation in' them and who may be able to teach the non
cfficials how they should work in the cause of <XH>peration. More attention 
should be paid to'sound organisation and adequate supervision than to the 
rapid expansion of the movement. They should work in a mu,sionary spirit 
and not as executive officers of the Government. 

(ii) The non-officials should be encouraged to take a keener interest in 
the movement and they should be treated with due courtesy. The effort 
of the department ehould be to teach them how to carryon the work and 
guide them and not to spend its whole time in finding fault with their work. 
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(b) (i) Credit societies are doing fairly well but there is very little co
operative education alnong the members and the real spirit of co-operation 
is lacking. It can be greatly improved by imparting general education to 
the members. 

(ii) Purchase societies !'lequire a great and up-to-daote know1edge of 
business. 

(iv) There is no need of forming fresh socitlties of this kind as the credit 
llOCieties can serve this purpose well and in the Fatehpur district they 
are doing the work properly. 

(vii) Some of the old and strong societies are doing this work in the 
Fatehpllr district on a small Bcale. 

(viii) Such societies are only suitable for those places where there are 
sufficiently large grazing areas. 

(ix) I framed bye-laws for a Btltter Farming Society, but unfortunately 
they were not appronod by the late Registrar and I dropped the matter. 

(c) In my opinion it is nc>t de~iI'Dble. 
(,t) Yes, they have achieved their object to some extent. 

QUI1~TION 23.--GRNRRAT. EDUCATloN.-(a) The existing system of education 
is not satisfnctory. In my opinion t,he agriculturists should not be required 
to attend cla .... "" from 10 tn <1 p.m. Elementary education should be made 
compulsory, but the hours of teaching should be between 12 noon and 2 p.m. 
Two hour.; a day for elementary education are quite sufficient; one hour for 
I'eading and writing and one hour for arithmetic. The chief reason why 
the agri('ult,urists are afraid to send their boys to the village schools is that 
i,he boys will not be able to help them in their work. 

III !fIlO I made education compulsory among the members of my O<Hlperative 
societilJs and all the members used to go and read. Mr. (now Sir S. H.) 
FI'emanUe, the then Registrar, had told me that we would get aid from the 
Education Department, but later on I was told that no aid could be given 

Ij() long a~ the school curriculum was not regularly followed. 
In the.~e schools education was given only for two hours, from 1 to 3 p.m. 

I had to close these schools for want of funds. 

QURSTION 24.-ATTRACTING CAPITAL.-(a) At present agriculture alone is 
not very paying and thll margin of profit is very 'narrow; so it is difficult to 
induce a larger number of men of capital and enterprise to take to agricul
ture. Besides that, a,griculture requires very close supervision and hard 
work, 60 people hesitato to take up this profession. But, if by means of 
demonstration farms and by introducing other branches of agriculture like 
dairy farming, poultry farming, horticulture and market gardening and 
cattle breeding successfully, their benefits are shown, people are bound tr. 
take up this profession because all the other professions are overcrowded. 
There is a great scope and great future before agriculture and young men 
will tuke it up when they find no other work which is more paying. 

Ib) Ignorance, ShOl·t sighted ness and a fear of an increase in land revenue 
are the chief factors which are keeping back the owners of agricultural land 
from carrying out improvement. 

QURSTION 25.-WELFARE OF THE RURAL POPULATION.--(a) Caste prejudice is 
onp of the causes of the wretched condition of the peasantry. Although the 
questiun of untouchability is not very strong in this Pro\'inre, low-class 
people like Chamars, Pasis, Khaticks and others are 'not treated properly. 
In almost every Village we find ~he worst locality occupied by the low-class 

'people who are not allowed even to draw water from good pucca wells. The 
result of 1111 thi~ is that they are the easiest victims of the various epidemics 
like chokrll, malaria, influenza and plague. The rate of mortality among 
thl1se people is also grenter, with the result that the scarcity of labourers is 
being keenly felt ill villnges now. So the zamindars should be forced to give 
good lllnd to low-class people for building houses and for wells. 

Rai Bahadwr Lala Ishwar Sakai. 
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It is an admitted fact that India is one of tne poorest oountries in the 
,..orld. The low stanclard of living of the vast majority of its people is well 
known. It is a pitV that with such a vast culturable area and with the 
majorit.y of its people living on agriculture, they are so ill-fed, ill-dad and 
ill-housed. Many of the educated Indians, and e.-en some Englishmen, hav~ 
asc'ribed this a"ject poverty to the hnge eoonomic drain from this oountry, 
dne to foreign J·ule. But I do not agree with them. If we study this inter
esting problem more deeply we will find that we ourselves are not free from 
blame and we can improve our condition to a great extent by our own effort. 

The chIef reason for our poverty is the blessed habit of contentment. We 
are sati.m.ed with whatever we get and the spirit of enterprise is almost 
totally dead in us. The majority of the rural population want to stick tG 
their homes and are most unwilling to leave their villages unless they are 
compelled to do so. They prefer to reduce their expenditure and lower their 
btandaro of Jiving to going to some other place and adopting some other 
profession. 

Our laws of inheritance are greatly responsible for this state of affairs. 
Take the case ·of the majority of the .zamindars or cultivators of th~se 
places. The sons of farmers or of the majority of the zamindars do not 
dream of taking up any independent profession. They think that they 
have got something to fall back upon and they must inherit something 
after some time so t·hey need not exert themselves to learn a profession. 
The result is that they oontinueto rot in their native places. We see a. 
number of cultivators who have hardly got one full acre of occupancy 
holding. They take sub-leases of small holdings from other cultivators 
at high rents, with the result that their oondition is growing worse every 
day. In the same way we see holdings of the families of big zamindars 
dwindling into petty zamindaris of a.nnas and pies. 80 it is highly essential 
that suitable remedies should be found. 

England would have never been so great if its early inhabitants had 
thought fit to stick to their homes. What is needed in us is the spirit 
of enterprise and adventure, and this can be greatly brought about if 
the law of primogeniture is introduced everywhere and only the eldest son 
may sucoeed to the landed property of his father. Then, and only then, 
will the other sons think of adopting independent professions and of 
increasing their inoomes by immigrating t.o other places. It can be seen 
everywhere and every day that those people who have chosen to leave 
their homel! and settle elsewhere are much better off. The law of inheritance 
!leems to be the fundamental cause of the poverty of our country,· and it 
has killed the spirit of enterprise and adventure in us. 

APpENDIX. 

Copy of a letter, dated, Fatehpur, April 16, 1926, from Rai Ishwar Sahai 
Bahadur, Chairman District Co-operative Bank, Limited, Fatehpur, to 
the President, Board of Agriculture, United Provinces (through. the 
Magistrate and Collector, Fatehpur, and the Director of Agriculture, 
t:"nited Provinces). 

"Herewith I beg to forwaro to you a copy of the scheme whioh the 
Board of Directors of the District Co-operative Bank, Limited, Fatebpur, 
passed at their quarterly meeting held on April 12, 1926, for your favourable 
consideration and orders." 

Oo-OPBBATlva AGRICULTURAL DEliONSTRATION FARliS. 

As the real aim and work of the co~perative societies can never be 
completely acbieved without improvement in agriculture and both must 
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go hand in hand to effectively improve the condition of the cultivators, 
it seems absolutely necessary to start a number of co-operative agricultural 
<lemonstration, farms along with the co-operative societies, under the 
guida.nce and superviBion of the secretaries and other officials of the 
-oo-operative so('ieties who may have received adequate training in the 
improved methods of agriculture. 

A beginning was made in this direction by the Fatehpur District Co-opera
tive Bank last year by starting three farms at Fatehpur and at the villages 
Behta and Chak-askaran, after consulting the Director of Agriculture, 
United Provinees, who very kindly lent the services of a Fieldman to our 
·district hank. But .the work was begun very late as we got the Fieldman 
in lhe month of October, 1925. The farms, too, could not be run wholly 
on co-operative lines as they were under the sole management of three of 
the Directors of the district bank. Besides that, we found it difficult for 
-one Fieldman to sup('rvise three farms at a distance of 'about 14 miles from 
~a('h other. 

For these reasons the Directors of the district bank formulated the 
following scheme at their last quarterly meeting, held on 12th April, 1926, 
for starting model co-operative agricultural demonstration farms:-

At present there are 75 rural c(H)perative societies in this district 
s(,attered in all the three tahsils. It is proposed to have 8 demonstration 
farms in this district, two in pargana Fatehpur, two in Haswa, two in 
Ara-shah and two in Bindki. .. 

To supervise these farms we must have at least one Inspector and four 
Fieldmen. The former should be a B.Ag. and the latter must have at least 
passed the two-years' course of the Cawnpore Agricultural College. The 
duties of these Fieldmen and the Inspector will include the secretarial 
3n<1 inspection work of the oo-operative societies as well, and we think 
these duties can be combined without any difficulty. All the expenses of 
the farm, except the pay of the Inspector and the Fieldman, will be borne 
by the members of the societies who will start the farms, and the pronts 
will also go to them. The farms will be run by some members of t,he 
co-operative societies jointly and, where it is not poosible, by individual 
members. The farms will be located in the best possible situations so that 
~ll the n.embers of the co-operative societies, as well as outsiders, will be 
able to see their working and will be allowed facilities for learning things 
and getting supplies of,seeds and implements through the farms. 

As the initial expenses oonnected with this scheme will be too much 
to be borne by the district bank or the societies concerned, G-overnment 
aid to the following extent is absolutely necessary:-

The Government should be requested to pay at least &.300 for each 
farm for the purchase of necessary implements, and also the' full pay of 
the Inspectoj' and the Fieldmen in the first year, three-quarters of the pay 
in the seoond year, half in the third year, and one-quarter in the fourth 
year. In the second and subsequent year the balance of the pay will be 
pai.rl by the district bank because by that time the Inspector and the 
Fieldmen will have learnt to supervise the work of the societies also. \Ve 
hopt· that in four years' time they will be thoroughly acquainted with the 
"'nnk work and will be able to take the places of some of the members 
of our present staff. During this period the proprietors of the farms will 
also be in a position to contribute something towards the pay of the .T.en 
who will supervise their farms. 

'!Ihe following is a rough estimate of the amount of mOl'tlY v.hich will 
be I'et]uired for thiB purpose, and we hope that the 'Board c:f Agriculture 
will kindly agree to give us the necessary amount. 

Rai lJakadwr Lala 11kwa1' Sakai. 
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The pay of the Inspector will be between Rs.75 and RA.1oo, IUJd tha~ 
of the Fieldman between Rs.40 and Rs.50. The average pay of the Inspector 
will be Rs.90 per month, and that of each Fieldman Rs.45 per mouth. 

Initial grant of Rs.300 for eight farms 
Pay of one Inspector and four Fieldmen in the first year 
Pay of one Inspector and four Fieldmen in the seoond 

year 
Pay' of one Inspector a.nd four Fieldmen in the third 

year 
Pay of one Inspector and four Fieldmen in the fourth 

year 

Oral Evidence. 

R.,. 
2,400 
3,240 

2,430 

1,620 

810 

37,940. The Chairnum: Rai Bahadur Lala Ishwar Sahai, you have pro
vided us with a note of the evidence you wish to put before the Royal Com
n,ission. Is there an)thing you wish to say in addition to that, or are 
tltere any corrections you would like to make P-I saw from the Questionnai!'6 
that questions affecting re\'enue were not to be dealt with, and so I 
diel not say anything on that subject; but I Stle from his evidence that the 
Revenue Secretary has touched on it, so I would like to bring to your notice 
the real condition of affairs in my district. 

37.941. We are quite prepared to hear your views in that direction 
up to a pointP-I 'merely wish to put in this report. (Document handed in.) 

37,942. This is entitled "Government Gazette of the United Provinces 
of Agra and Oudh, Saturday, July 22, 1916, Part VII," and you have 
marked page 747. Do you wish to say anything further about thisP-No, 
I merely wish to bring it to the notice of the Commission. 

37,943. If you will leave it with UII, I will have it put on the Members' 
table. There lire one or two points in your note I should like to clear 
up. In your answer to our qnestion on agricultural education, you give 
it as your view that a larger nUlDber of Htudents would be prepared to take 
advantage of :my in(,reased facilities for agricultural educationP-Yes. 

3i,944. But elsewhere you say, ~. The attendance at these classes is not 
sufficient because neither students nor their parents know the ad"antages 
of scientific agriculture, and there are no prospects for them after receiv
ing agricultural education." Do you think that the last fact (if it i~ a 
fact) suggests there is any demand for increased facilitiesP-There ought 
to be more schools, yes. When there are more schools in different districts 
more people will get to know their value. 

37,1145. In answer to our question on agricultural indebtedness you say 
tht're has been a decrease in the avel'age production per screP-Yes. 

37,946. On what do you found tliat viewP-My own experience is that 
we are not having the Yields we used to get. 

37,947. For how many years does your accurate recollection of farming 
on the same land carry you backP-About thirty. 

3i,94B. Are you prepared to tell the Commission that the yield from 
that land is less now than it WII8 thirty years agoP-Yes. 

37,949. Can you give us exact figures, or are you speaking from general 
impressions P-FrolD general impressions. 

37,950. Sir Thomas Middleton: Has the land become saltP-No. In some 
places where there is canal irrigation it seems to be a little alkaline . 
. 37,951. The Chairman: Dealing with irrigation, you say that if lift irriga

tion ,,:ere made compulsory there would ,be no wastage of water. It is, 
of course, a fact that where cultivators have to expend their personal labour 
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ill lifting the water they are more careful how they use it, but I take 
it you would not suggest that all .flow irrigation should be stopped ?-l 
think 50, because the more water we can sa¥e for irrigating other land 
tho bett~r. 

37,952. You thillk it would be a practical and useful step to do away 
with all flow irrigation aud to arrange for the cultivator to lift the water 
"io his land by his own or bullock powerP-Yes, or by small pumpillg plants. 

37,9J3. You say on the same page that alkali tracts can be hnproved 
by sowing wild leguminolls piants and by making ridges to accumulate 
water in those tracts, and vou say you have converted hundreds of acres 
by these means and are at present employing them. Can you give us 
further details? Was this land definitely saltP-Yes. 

37,954. What wild leguminous plants did you sow?-Babul, and a small 
plant called Ohakauri. 

37,955. They will grow on alkali land P-Yes. 
37,956. Did you think of inviting the Agricultural Department to witness 

these experiments?-Mr. Moreland has seen them. 
37.957. Did you undertake this work on your own initiative or at the 

suggestion of the department ?-When be was on tour in the district he 
saw it; t.hat is all. 

37,958. On page 470, you refer to the possibility of extending th~ 
act.ivities of the Co-operative Department in this Province to cattle breed
ing. Are Lhere any cattle-breeding societies in your district ?-No. I have 
had bulls on 11)an from the Agricultural Department and distributed them. 

37,959. Have you t.aken an actIve part in the co-operative mo¥ement?
Yes. I think I was t}ie first man in all India to start rural co-operati¥1l 
societies. 

37,960. What is your connection with the movement at the moment ?-Now 
I am Chairman of the Board of Directors. 

37,961. On page 472, Question 23 (a), you point out that you succeeded 
an making education compulsory in one of your societies?-Yes. 

37,962. That must have been rather difficult? How do you compel the 
members of a co-operative societyP-I told them that they must join the 
schools at a convenient time. 

37,963. On page 473, you make an interesting proposal for oo-operati¥<, 
agricultural demonstration farms. I think this scheme was considered by the 
Provincial Board, was it notP-Yes. 

37,964. With what resultP-1 am a member of that Board, but I am sorry 
to say I cOllld not attend that meeting. 

:17,965. So that your advocacy was lacking and your recommendation was 
rejected, was it, noH-Yes. 

37,966. Is it your view that such demonstration farms could be c9llducted 
at a profit, or at any rate without loss, or would they cost a certain amount? 
-At the beginning they wOllld cost a certain amount, but not in two or 
three years. 

37,967. You think ultimately, they might be self-supporting ?-Yes. 
a7,968. I note, that ~Oll advance certain proposals for zamindars' co

(lperative mills and ereditJ societies ?-Yes. 
37,969. And also for co-operative better-farming societiesP-Yes. 
37,9iO. I think YOIl went EO far as to formulate the by-laws. Did YOIl 

yourself draft; those bv-InwsP-Yes. 
37,9i1. Did you submit those to the Regisirar of Co-operativ8 Societies in 

this ProyinceP-Yes. . 
Raj Bahadwr Lala Iskwar Sakai. 
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37,972. What wal the resultP-The zamindars' co-operative mills and 
credit societies and the better-farming societies were rejected by the 
Registrar; but the new Registrar visited Fatehpur this month i he quite 
agreed with me, and said he was ready to approve the by-laws. 

37,973. Has he approved them yeH-Yes. 
37,974. He has approved them in writing?-No, not in writing, but he 

has diocussed the matter with me and cleared awav all the matters of doubt 
~ntertained by the late Registrar, and he has said they are all right, that 
he agret.'s with me, and he has suggested my sending in a ·formal application 
for registration. I am going to do that. 

37,97'). Bllt you have not heard from him yet to say that he definitely 
reverses the decision of his predecessor?-No, but he promised to register 
them. 

37,976. So you under&tood P-Ye8. 
37,971. Sir Thoma. Middleton: You point out t1lat fodder is very scarce 

in ('ertain periods of the yearP-Yes. 

37,9i8. You have told us that by exercising a little judicious authority 
you have produoed compulsory education. Do you think you ('ould induce 
people to make'silage and to store fodder in your areaP-But I do induce 
them and they do ('ollect ample fodder, when there is ample. 

37,979. It is scarcity of fodder that is the trouble?-Yes. 

31,980. You point out that the chief reseon for the poverty of the people 
is the blessed habit of <'Ontentment. Does not that also apply to their treat
ment of the cattle? They are ('ontent with what nature givesP-Yes. 

37,981. Raja Sir Rampal Singh: You want to abolish the control of the 
District Board over primary education P-Yes, and have it under the Educa
tion Department. 

37,982. Do you think that will be advantageousP-Then somebody will 
take care of it.; now the District Board takes no care. 

37,983. Sir Jo.me, MflcKenna: I understand there are religious objections 
to killing monkeys in IndiaP-Yes. 

87,984. So that you would have to deport themP-Yes, I think so. 

37,985. I understand a dead monkey is more valuable than a live one in 
80me countries; have you heard that theory?-Yes, it may be c _. ____ .-

37,986. But, of course, there would be religious objections to killing them 
in India, I thinkP-Yes. That religious objootion does not prevail in 
Burma. 

37,981. Mr. Kamat: You have said in your memorandum that a change 
in the law of inheritance is neoeSsary?-Yes. 

37,988. And that the present law is the fundamental aause of the pO"erty 
~f the peopleP-Yes .. I think 80. 

37,989. Do you think the time has come to have this radical remedy in 
India P-Yea, I think so. 

37,990. If out of four or five sons the eldest only inherits, are there occu
pations, other than the land, for the other sOns?-Yes, there are. 

37,991. You think there are enough occupations in India, other than 
agriculture, for the rest of the population?-Yes, there are. 

37,992. And such a proposal would not evoke any serious opposition from 
the general public?-It may do so, but it is necessary, I think. 
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37,993. You still think the legislatures or Government should undertake 
this change in the law of inheritance in the immedia.te future?-Yes, I 
think so. 

37,994. Sir Ganga Ram: How much land have you got?-I have got a 
few villages, but my own cultiva.tion is in two villages. 

37,995. How ma.ny a.cres are there in your total property?-I cannot teli 
you the number of a.cres; it may be about 50,000 a.cres. 

37,996. Of which, how much is canal irrigated?--Only two villa.ges are 
canal irrigated. 

37,997. Is there the possibility of a new, canal being constructed there?
Yes. 

(The witnes~ withdrew.) 

The Commission then adjourned till 10 a,.m. on Friday, the 11th February, 
1927. 

Rai Bahadur Lala bhwar Sakai. 
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Friday, February lIth, 1927. 

CAWNPORE. 

PRESENT: 

The ltIAllQUE8S OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HBJ',RY SUVELEY, LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I., I.O.S. 

Sir JAHES MACKE.'lrNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
1.0.S. 

Sir THOHAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Mr. H. OALVERT, O.I.E., 1.0.S. 

Rai BAHADUR Sm GANGA RAH, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Professor N. ,GANGULEE. 

Mr. B. ,S. KAHAT. ." 
Mr. A. W. PIH, C.S.I., C.I.E., 1.0.S., } (C t d M b') 
Raja Sir RAHPAL SINGH. o-op e em e13. 

It{r. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S., } (Joint Secretaries.) 
Mr. F. W. H. SHI1'H. 

Mr. C. Y. CHINTAMANI (Editor, The Leader) Allahabad. 

Note on AgriC'Ulture under the New Constitution. 

I am not an agriculturist. My knowledge of the subject is derived from 
ooc8sianal study in the course of a publicist's life and supplemented by 
what I saw as Minister of Agriculture in the United Provinces for 21:\ 
months. 

No action that the Government of lndia may take is likely to be of much 
sl'rl'ice to agricultural improvement in the Provinces, owing to the con
ditions of the Constitution. The one 'big exception to this sta~ement is the 
maintenance by them of an institution like the Pusa Research Institute. 
Agriculture being a Provincial and Transferred subject, action has to' be 
taken by "Governors acting with Ministers." A sympathetic Governor, a 
liberal Finance Member, a capable Minister, a wise Legislative Council, 
and a head of the department willing to work in harmony with the Minister 
and the Council: these are the 'necessary factors so far as the State is 
('oncerned. It goes without saying that adequate funds should be provided 
year by year. I am of opinion that the resources of the United Provinces 
Go"ernment are inadequate to their requirements. The financial relations 
between the Central and Provincial Governments call for revision so as to 
leave to the latter resources commensurate with their responsibilities. It 
is in this direction and not in the form of grants or subventions that in 
my view we should look to the Central Government for relief. As things 
are, I think it should be possible for our Provincial Government to make 
increa.sed allotments for agriculture by the observanoe of economy (chiefly) 
by the Governor in Council in the Reserved sphere. I have little doubt 
that the Legislative Council will vote larger demands for grants if it is 
satisfied that the money will be wisely spent. The Council was severely 
(;ritical when I was Minister. It was rightly so. Under that stimulus we were 
able to reduce wasteful and unprofitable expenditure, to enforce economy, 
and to reform policy in relation 1;(>' demonstration farms and gardens, While 
deficiencies in the staffing and equipment of the College of Agriculture 
were supplied, the School of Agriculture at Bulandshahr was opened, the 
agricultural engineering branch was· strengthened, the two cattle farms in 
!\luttra and Kheri were placed under the department, and more Indians 
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were appointed to high offices itl the department. We decIded to .open 
another agricultural school in the eastern districts and to increase the 
number of Circles under Deputy Directors, but were held up for. want of 
funds. Further, it was decided on the unanimous recommendatIOn of a 
strong committee presided over by the then Senior Member of th~ Board of 
Revenue and including the Directors of Agriculture and Public Instruc
tion, to make the College of Agriculture a University institution, and we 
were planning steps for the training, partly a;t the College and partly at 
the Government Botanical Gardens at Saharanpur, of Indians for the 
p06itions of Superintendents and Overseers of gardens. I do. not know 
that anything has since been done in the furtherance of these obJects. Sor 
do I know the reason why. 

The point I wish to emphasise is that Agriculture should ?e, in name 
and -in reality, a matter for Provincial Governmen~s responsIble to Pro
vincial Legislatures, that it should be 60 more than at present, and that 
its development will be best helped by the provision of adequate funds out 
of provincial revenues and to be voted by I.egislative Councils and not by 
the transfer of rontrol, in any manner and to any extent, to the Central 
Government. 

Arrangem ......... for research should be made, and in my view can be made 
in the l'rovinces. 

I am glad that there is to be no more recruitment for the Indian 
Agricultural Service under the control of the ,secretary of State. Pro
vincial Governments should be the authorities to determine what posts 
should be ('reated or maintained, how they should be recruited for, and 
what should be the conditions of salary and service. If suitable men 
('an not be had in India, they will naturally try to get them from abroad 
for such work, for Sl1<'h periods and on such terms as they may deem fit. 
As the Government w.ill be responsible to the Legislative Council the latter 
is not at all likely to assume an attitude of hostility. Trust it, inform it, 
argue with it, and it will be responsive and helpful. Wlhile it has been 
severe in criticism of extravagant and un·fruitful expenditure, it has been 
loud in oomplaining of inadequate outlay on so vital a subject. 

Irrigation, Loans to agriculturists for purposes of agri('ulture, and Fore~ts 
should be transferred to the control of Ministers. I do not believe a word 
of the allegation that efficiency will thereby suffer. Appoint rompetent 
men as Ministers, and let them do their work with the support of the 
Legislative Council, and they can give as good an al'Count of themselves as 
Members of the Executive Councils. In these Provinces lIB well fiS in 
Bombay and the Punjab Ministere were transhited to Executive Councils. 
Iu their present positions they have charge of certain subjects. Would 
they have been unfit to look after them as J\linisters? Owing to the 
absurdities of the Constitution they would have been held to be so. Th~ 
attitude of the Legislative Oouncjl demonstrates that it would be more 
friendly to Transferred than to Reserved subjects as it can then exercise 
Borne control over policy, expenditure and administration. 

Oral EvidehclI. 

37,998. The Chairman.: Mr. Chintamani, you are good enough to appear 
before us this morning. We have a note from you for which we are 
obliged. Would you mind telling the Commission what positions in pubJio 
life in this Province you have held which have given you an insight into 
agrieultural mattersP-I ha,ve been Editor of a daily paper for the last Ii 
years. I wa~ a Minister for a little over two years. I have been connected 
with various 1mblic organisations. I ,.cannot say they are positions whiC'b 
gave me an insight into agricultural problems in pnrticul!a.r but generally 
into publio questions. 

Mr. O. Y. Ohintama7li. 
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37,999. 1:;0 yOll have viewed agriculture as a man generally interested in 
public affaire and in the public welfareP-Yes. 

38,000. I wanted to ask you one or two points on that branch of our 
subject which seems to specially interest you. You are impressed, I under
Blland, by the value which Pusa has rendered as a Central In~titute for 
agricultural research, is that so?-Yes. 

38,001. You think Pusa has done good service~-I think 110. 

38,002. Have yOll considered' at all the problem of post-graduate training 
for agricultural officers in India?-The training can be imp.a.rted in l'usa 
al well as in provincioal institutions. 

38,003. Is that a subject to which you have applied your mind~-.Not In 

particular. 
38,004. You probably agree that the quality of teaching required tor 

post-gradUAte courses must nece~ily be a high one~-Yes. 0 

38,005. You probably agree also that the association of higher teaching 
with research is of mutual advantage~-Yes. . 

38,006. However, you yourself, as do most other people, aooept the present 
position following on the Reforms aooording to which the Provincial 6overn
ment is responsible for agriculture and normally under the Constitution 
agriculture ia a subject tran&ferred to a Minister responsible to the looa.l 
LegislatureP-Yes. 

38,007. And you argue from that, I understand, that in the main develop
ment in research and in propaganda must be nnder the control of Local 
Governments ?-Yes. 

38,008. And you think that there are still certain directions in which 
further saving of public revenues might be effected with a view to diverting 
that revenue to agricultural matteraP-Yes. 

38,009. Do you live in the.country at all yourselfP-No. 
38,010. Have you Etudied the co-operative organisationP-Yes, in the same 

manner as agricultural matters. 
38,011. Have you formed any view about the state of the co-operative 

movement in the United l'rovinoes?-Yes; it is not quite satisfactory. 
38,012. But we hope these ailments are passing and that the future may 

be brighter ?-I shollid think so. . 

38,013. Have you forllled any view as to ·the extent to which the co-opera
tive principle may further the interests of agriculturists in the Provinces? 
Have you studied the problem ?-'l'here must be more co-operation between 
the Co-opeloative Department and the Department of Agriculture than there 
is a present. Lately the Local Government appointed a committee to go 
into the whole question and make recommendations. I understand that the 
committee's report is now under the consideration of the Government. One 
respect in which the Co-operative Department has suffered is that the 
appointments to that department have to be made from the Revenue Depart 
ment. The Regi~trar, the Deputy Registrar and the two Assistant Regis
trar8 must be revenue officers, either I.C.S. Officers or listed post holders 
or Deputy Collectors. None of them is ever taken from the Department of 
Agriculture, and it is not open to t·he Local Government to go outside the 
Revenue Department to make the appointments. Whether the men are 
satisfactory or not they have to be taken from the Revenue Department. 
I think there should be less departmentalism and the GovernJllent should 
not be tied by rules made in the interests of particular services. 

38,014. Sir Henry Lawrence: What are these rulesP-They are that the 
Registrar aud the Deputy Regilitrar must belong either to the I.e.s. or must 
be holders of listed posts. 
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38,015. Who has made those rules ?-The Secretary of State. Als. that 
tho Assistant Registrars, I do no11 kno\V by whom this rule was made, must 
be Deputy Collectors. 

38,016. The~o rules appertain to this Province, do they?-I think in other 
Provinces too the Registrar is an 1.0.8. man or the holder of a listed post. 

38,017. Can you refer us to any such rules made by the Secretary of State? 
-1 have not got the text of the rule with me. But I can tell you the things 
as they exist here. When they created the post of Deputy Registrar, they 
announced to the Legislative Council that the post was reserved for members 
of the Indian Civil Service. It was in 1921 that the Secretary of State 
sanctioned the listing of these two posts. Since then it has been said that 
provided two other posts are given to Deputy Collectors who are" listed" 
these two posts may go to the I.O.S. At all events no one outside the I.C.S. 
or P.C.S. cadre has ever got the posts, and under the existing practice, based 
upon rules, no one eIse can be appointed. 

38,018. The Ohairman: We can very easily get precise information from 
either thtl Government or the department concerned ?-I may say that when 
I was Minister I wanted to appoint, as Assistant Registrar, a non-official 
gentleman who has done particularly good work in the oo-operative move
ment, but I was told that I was not at liberty to go outside the ranks of 
Deputy Collectors. 

38,019. Have you had experience of local authorities in this Province p
I have not been a member of the local bodies, but the same observation holds 
good; I have been a student of their affairs as of other affairs. 

38,020. What is your view of these District Boards as an instrument for 
controlling education P-lt is not very satisfactory as they are. . 

38,021. Why not?--In the firs' place they are not expert bodies; in the 
second placo the District Boards have come under non-official control only 
recently, during the last three or three and a half years. 

38,022. Most of these District Boards have educational sub-committees P-
They have. 

38,023. Have you ever con&idered the possibility or the advisability of 
Government having the power to nominate certain persons in the district 
to the educational sub-t,'ommittee?-I do not think there will be any advan
tage in that. 

38,024. You do not think that might strengthen the educational sub-com
mittee ?-The committee may be given power to co-opt. 

38,025. Sir Henry Lawrence: Have not they got that power nowP-I am 
not quite clear about it. 

38,026. The Ohclirman: Do you think that the educated Indian living in 
urban surroundings and the great cities in this country understands the 
rural problemP-Fairly, but not with the thoroughness of an expert. 

88,027. Do :vou think that more might be done in Universities, for instance, 
to encourage interest in rural economics P-Yes, I think 80. 

38,028. Would that be an important contribution to public life?-Yes; 
and I must say that in recent years mtl('h more attention has been given to 
economics by Universities and this has been very fruitful in producing very 
capable men. 

38,029. Sir Jam.u MacKsfma: Just one point on a matter of administra
tion as you have been a Minister. You are aware of the Central Cotton 
Committee in Bombay, and you know the way in which it finances or assists 
an encluiry in the Province P The point was put by one witness that there 
wa~ a certain danger in this, in tliat the Minister might rather object to 
a grant for a particular object in which he and the Legislative Council have 
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no final 8ay. -Do you think there is anything in that P-As the Loca~ Govern. 
ment does not spend the money, and the money comes from outSide, I.do 
not think any objection has arisen so far. At all events, no such question 
hos arisen here. 

38,030. That point was raised as probably being a theoretical difficulty P
So far as my knowledge goes, it is merely theoretical; there has been no 
practical difficulty 80 far. 

38,031. Mr. Kamat: You are against the principle of receiving any assist
ance from the Government of India for agricultural improvements in the 
Province ?-Yel. 

38,032. Is that because you are afraid of the control or interference by 
the Government of India, or, is it due to any other principle?-It is partly 
becau8e there is the fear of interference or co.ntrol and also partly because 
it does not fit in with me system of provincial autonomy towards which we 
are working and with the present system of financial relations between the 
two Governments. 

38,033. You say that the financial relations call for a review; can you 
briefly indicate in what directions the revision should take place ?-The 
Lecal Governments should have more revenues raised in the Province for 
expenditure 10 the Province thau is atl present the case. 

38,034. If the Province reaches the limit of exploring the avenues of 
raising lunds and if the Government of India can help, are you still against 
that help P-U there are Provinces which have reached the Umit-of-taxation, 
and if the maximum revenue that can be ra~d on the present basis is 
inadequate for the reqUirements of those Provinces, that is a case more for 
tht; revision of financial relations between the two Governments, for a 
reconsideration as to which source should be Provincial and which All-India 
than for special 5U bventions or grants. ' 

38,035. U~der the presen~ arrangement. there ill! the Board of Agriculture 
and there is also the AgrICultural AdVlser to the Government of India? 
As an ex-~inis:ter ~n you tell me from you~ own experience whether you 
had anythmg hke mterference from the Agncultural Adviser, or whether 
you had any recommendations of the Board of Agriculture sent to you 
which were in the nature of interference in local affairsP-Nothing was 
done which could be called interference. I do not remember any advice 
being reooived from the Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India 
during the time I was in charge of the Department; nor even from the 
Board of Agriculture. But a recommendation of the Board of Agriculture 
made before the introduction of the reformed system of Government was 
still pending consideration at the time the new system was introduced 
and that recommendation Wil8 one with which I agreed on its meri~; but 
since then effect has not been given to that particular recommendation of 
the Board of Agriculture in spite- o( the efforts to the contrary. 

38,036. Sir Henry Lawrence: .What ",:as the :ecommendation aboutP
The recommendation was that, Just as is done 10 Bombay and elsewhere, 
the agricultural colleges should be made University institutions, and degrees 
in agriculture should be instituted. . 

38,037. You tried to get that done and you did not succeed?-Yes, I 
tried. 

38.038. Are you ou the Senate of the Universityi'-No; but it w~s not 
the lTniversity that stood in the way. It was the Government who dId not 
do it. 

38,039. Sir Ganga Ram: By Government do you mean ~he Governor and 
his Minister or the Governor in Council P-The formula is -"the Governor 
acting with his Ministers" and it is not for me, an outsider, to say 
whether it was the Minist~r, the Governor or anybody else that stood in 
the way. 
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38,040. Mr. Kamat: Supposing the Provinces receive assistance froID' the 
Central Government unconditionally, that .is to say, without the least 
apprehension of interference, would you still be against that sort of 
system ?-I cannot conceive of any Government giving away the taxpayer's 
money to another Government or to anybody else unconditionally. If I were 
1\ member of the Legislative Assembly, I should strongly object to the 
Central Government giving ilny money to a Provincial Government or to 
any other body without any condition or stipulation. 

38,041. You realise that there should be a cO-<lrdinating agency in the 
Central Government to" co-.ordinate research or some such work in all the 
different Provinces?-What do you mean by the word CO-<lrdinating? 

38,042. Either a. body like the Board of Agriculture or ~ similar ~ody 
specially constituted with a. view to bring research matters l?tO co-.o.rdlna
tion in order to prevent o.erlapping?-If it is only to give adVICe to 
Local Governments after consideration by that central boara I ~ave not 
the slightest objection; on the other hand it may prove benefi.(aal.. But 
if it is to be something more than advice, if it is to be anything In the 
nature of control, I should certainly object. 

38,043. You object to any oo--ordinating agency at the Central Govern
ment in the form of an Agricultural Development Commissioner or Secret~ry, 
Central Advisory Board, or some such body coming into the Provmce 
8?d seeing on :what lines your research work is being d?ne, and th.en 
discussing and giving advice in such matters? But if it 18 mere adVice 
you would not object, would you ?-Provided the word advice is not a 
euphemism for control. May I say a word more with regard to that? I 
would invite the attention of this Commission, if I may, to the memorandum 
submitted by Sir John Hewett, a. former Lieutenant-Governor of these 
Provinces, to the Royal Commission on Decentralisation. There he wrote 
from his own experience of the manner in which officers like the In~pector
General of Irrigation, the Inspector-General of Forests, the Dlrector
General of the Indian Medical Service, although in theory they had no 
oontrol over Local Governments, still reacted upon the Local Government's 
liberty of action, and I think he used language of bitterness which I have 
seen no agitator uee. 

38,044. Now about recruitment: are you in favour of provincialising all 
researchP Research would doubtless require the best of experts and 
probably these experts would have to be recruited? Do you think that 
such recruitment should be done by the Local Government under the 
Lee Commission's recommendations?-By the phrase "provinoialising 
research OJ I should not be understood to mean that I am opposed to the 
Government of India. having a Central Research Institute with any number 
of officers according to their choice. Central Research institutions are 
even now a central subject and I cannot oonceive of any Provincial Govern
ment having any objectiori whatsoever to any men being taken by the 
Government of India for that purpoae; but officers for research purposes 
to be appointed in a. Province and paid out of provincial revenues must 
be appointed by the Provinoial Government and not by any other authority. 

38,045. With regard to this question of recruitment, another witness, I 
think it was the Director of Agriculture, told the Commission that there 
is a ~earth of experienoed workers for the problems connected with plant 
breedmg and crop improvement; that this is traceable in part to the 
long delay in deciding on what basis permanent recruitment to the higher 
posts should be made; and that the question is still unsettled and the 
rules delegating powers to the Local Government are being re-considered 
by th~ Secr~tary of. State. As a pUblicist have you any idea as to what 
questions still remrun to be settled and what a.re the rules with reference 
to the d~legation. of 'powers to the Loca~ Government which the Secretary 
of State IS reconsldermg P-I cannot pOSSibly tell you anything about that; 
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po88ibly somebody in the Government might be able to give you th" 
infOl"mation. 

TJie press does not know P . 
38,046. AB an ex-Minister what idea have you formed about the Indians 

who are connected with research? Have they the capacity, the talents, 
and are they of the required calibre for such work ?-Given the proper 
men there is no question of raoe. A competent Indian is as competent 
as a competent European. 

38,047. And you think that the whole of the research work could 
eventually or should eventually be done by Indians" in the Agricultural 
Service here P-Certainly: 

38,048. How long do you think the department would have to depend 
upon foreign experts for research ?-I should say until the date when ilIe 
~ost junior officer now in service is due to retire. 

38,049. AB soon as that takes place you would Indianise the whole of the 
research department ,,-ithout any fear whatsoever?-I would Indianise it, 
no doubt, but I would put it in this way: I would leave the control entirely 
to the Local Government, who ought to have the power of bringing from 
abroad a person for any purpose for which one in this country is.not J~vail
able. I would not let the interests of the country suffer because an Indian 
was not available: if that were the case I. would unhesitatingly go in for 
an outsider whoever he was. 

38,050. Are the Indians who are interested in research work being given 
the fullest opportunity /l.t the present moment in the Department?-I can
not 8ay. 

38,051. Irrigation, you say, should be a Transferred subject, and you have 
no fear that efficiency" in that direction would suffer ?-Not the slightest 
fear. 

38,052. We have been told in one or two Provinces that the time has not 
yet come for Irrigation to be made a Transferred subject. You do not 
agree with that, do you P-From that point of view the time never will 
come. 

38,053. Mr. Calvert: Is your view based on experience, or is it just a 
guess ?-It is neither a guess nor is it based on experience; I. should say 
that it is based on commonsense. " 

38,054. Just a vague guessP-No, I do not say it is a guess: I am much 
more confident than one making a guess would be. As things are at present 
in this Province we have a Ohlef Engineer in charge of Irrigation who is 
an Indian j then there was also not long ago an Indian Under-Secretary j 
and there are several Superintending Engineers in the Irrigation Branch 
who are Indians. I cannot imagine that, merely because the Member of the 
Government in charge of the subject is called a Minister and not a Member 
of the E:x;ecutive Council, efficiency will suffer: I simply cannot conceive of 
such· a thing. 

38,055. Mr. Kamat: .Would there be no fear that in the case of big 
irrigation projects the Legislative Council, for political reasons, would not 
countenance such schemes?-It is most unlikely, because, generally speak
ing, it was the Legislative Council and Indian public men who had to put 
pressure upon the Government to speed up irrigation works, and you, Sir, 
as a public man would doubtless vouch for that. As a matter of fact, it 
was only in connection with the Sukkur Barrage Scheme that there was an 
acute controversy between the Government and the Legislative Council 
owing, I believe, to a belief among a number of the Members of the Legis
lative Council, that the financial results would not be satisfactory. The 
most recent big irrigation work in these Provinces was the Sarda Canal 
Project, and the Legislative Council passed the scheme without the slightest 
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difficulty. Again assuming that the Legislative Council were inclined to 
create any difficulties, which could be done whether irrigation were a Trans
ferred or a Reserved subject, in the latter case the Governor can exercise 
his power of certification, but I have not yet seen any Governor recklessly 
using his powers of certification. " 

38,056. With regard to your remarks in connection with local bodies, have 
you considered whether their difficulties about finances are not real?
Which local bodies? 

38,057. District and Local BoardsP-Ihave made no remarks about that, 
38,058. You were asked a question a lit,tle while ago as to what was your 

opinion about thlil District and Local Boards, and you said that they were 
not quite satisfactory. Now, if they are not quite satisfactory, I ask you 
whether that is not partly due to the fact that they have not got sufficient 
funds?-Yes. 

38,059. And most of the meagre funds at their disposal perhaps is allotted 
to communications, schools, etc., whereas agriculture is kept in the back
ground ?-The functions of the l\Iunicipal and District Boards are divided 
into two parts, obligatory and optional. There are certain things whICh the 
Board mUf!t provide for, and it is incumbent on them to spend money on 
such things, and there are certain other things, of which agriculture is 
one, on which it is optional for the Board to spend money, 80 that naturally 
according to the rules of the Boards 80 much money"is not spent on agricul
ture as is spent on those subjects which are obligatory on the part of the 
Boards. 

38,060. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is agriculture an optional function of the 
Board ?-I think so. 

38,061. Mr. Kamat: A.nd so also are veterinary dispensaries ?-I am 
afraid I could not tell you. 

38,062. Mr. Oalvert: I have just one question to ask you. "When you 
were Minister was any attempt made to make provision for research into 
animal diseasesP-I do not remember. 

38,063. Were you, as Minister, responsible for the Bulandshahr SchoolP
Yes. 

38,064. Professor Gaftgulee: During the tenure of your office as Minister 
you organised what I think was known as the Provincial Development 
Board P Could you tell us what were the funct,ions of that Board and how 
it worked ?-To co-ordinate the activities of the various departments of the 
Government connected with economic development. Heads of Departments 
such as Agriculture, Irrigation, Public Works, Industries and Forests, were 
members of the Development Board. The Senior Member of the Board of 
Revenue was the Chairman of the Board. The Board met only twice while 
I was Minister, and since then it has not met. I speak subject to correo
tion there, but I gathered the other day in the Legislative Council that the 
Board had ceased to function. . 

38,065. To what do you attribute that ?~Lack of interest on the part "of 
the Government. 

38,066. A.nd on the part of the heads of departments P-That means the 
Government. 

38,067. Were "there any non-officials on the BoardP-Not a single one. It 
was intended to be a departmental body. The idea. was that when the head 
of a department. found himself confronted with a. problem for the solution 
of which the assistance of another department was r~uired he should bring 
it before the Board. Where problems required the co-operation of two or 
more departments they were to come before the Board, and the Board would 
evolve a programme which, after receiving the sanction of Government. 
would be binding on the departments concerned. 
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33,068. There WBI no representative of the Legislative Council on the 
Board?-No. 

38,069. Have you any suggestions as to how such a body might be 
developed ?-The intention was to secure full co-operation in commor. 
problema between, aay, the Agricultural and Co-operative, Forests and 
Industries, or Industries and Agricultural departments. 

38,070. It WBI to be a correlating agency?-Yes. 
38,071. Itl functions would be purely advisory?-Yes. 
38,072. Would you be in favour. of placing a special fund at the disposal 

of this bodyP-No funds were, in fact, at its disposal. Sir Harcourt Butler 
<the Governor who sanctioned the creation of this body) and myself were 
both of opinion that i1; was desirable to watch the progress of the Board 
during its initial stages carefully, and then decide what developments could 
be made. But first the Governor and then the Minister responsible di&
appeared, snd then the Board itBelf disappeared also •.. 

3S,073. If you had another opportunity to constitute such & body, how 
would you set about itP In addition to the heads of departments, would 
you have some non-official membersP-Probably, but I would. not like 't<! 
commit myself without giving further thought to the matter. In view of 
our experience with the last Boa.rd, however, I think a non-official element 
would be a safeguard for its oontinued existence. 

3S,074. During your tenure of office as Minister you felt the necessity 
for such a body to correlate the activities of the departments concerned? 
-Yes. 

3S,075. Do you know how things are progressing at the school at 
Bulandshahr since you left the MinistryP-I, have heard conflicting 
accounts. I have heard DI}O-()fficials express disswtisfaction, but tfue head 
of the department (in whom I have great confidence) has expressed a very 
favourable opinion. On the whole, I am inclined to think the results are 
farourable. 

38,076. You have not been abl~ to pay a visit to that school since you 
left the MinistryP-No. It has been no part of my functions. 

3S,077. What has happened. with regard to this proposal you refer to in 
your note, to make the Agricultural College a University institution? I 
take it you wanted to affiliate the College to ,the UniversityP-The intention 
was to make it an integral part of the University of Allahabad, which is a 
teaching and residential University. It still has an affiliating side, but 
that is soon to disappear. In the University Act, however, there is a 
provision that technical and agricultural institutions, although not situated 
within the limits of the city of Allahabad, ma.y yet form pa.rt of the tea.ch
ing and residential University of Allahabad, Buita.ble arrangements being 
made. The committee to which I refer in my note made .a. recommendation 
in that sense which was accepted by IGovernment, and a publio announce
ment was made that steps would be taken to make the institution a pa.rt 
of the University. I do not know what happened after that, but no pro-
gress has been made. . 

38,07S. You think it would be desirable for the Agricultural College to 
be given & University statusP-Yes. 

3S,079. Were you connected with the Co~perative Department when you 
were Minister?-Yes. 

3S,OSO. That was one of your portfolios?-Yes. 
3B,OS1. What is the position of the co-opera.tive movement in this Pro

vince?-80 far as I am able to vnderstand it, the position is that there is 
a large number of societies, but they are not well organised or strong. I 
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think in the. initial stages there was a desire to mUltiply the number of 
eocieties rather than consolidate the' position gained, with the result that 
there have been many liquidations and probably the societies have become 
more moneylending agencies than truly co-operative institutions. In the 
end Gilvernment set up a committee to inquire into the whole matter and 
make recommendations, and those reoommendations are now under con
sideration by Government. One difficulty has been the lack of adequate 
nori-official agency; there has not been a. sufficient number of oompetent 
non-officials interested in the movement to give it strength, and I!O far as 
the department itself is concerned there has been more of the spirit of 
departmentalism than of co-operation. . 

38,082. Why are the non-officials in this Provinee not taking an interest 
in the movementP-They take some interest, but not enough. I hope their 
interest will grow. 

38,083. Do you see any signs of itgrowing?-I hope it will. I cannot 
be more positive than t.hat. 

38,084. Sir Henry Lawrence: The Agricultural, Ol-operative and, 
Veterinary Departments were all under you when you were Minister?
Yes. 

38,085. Do you consider you received sufficient revenue to spend on those 
departmentsP-In the first year there was no difficulty, the financial 
position of the (i()vernment being quite satisfactory. In the second year 
there was great difficulty, and in the third year even greater difficulty; we 
had to curtail our programmes very considerably for want of funds. 

38,086. Can you tell me approximately how many lakhs were being spent 
on those subjects st that timeP-I will not ,commit myself to any figures, 
but I think some figures are given by the Director of Agriculture in his 
memorandum. 

38,087. The budget this year is nearly 30 lakhs; can you tell me how 
much'it was before the Reforms cMIle into foreeP-16 to 20, I think. 

38,088. It has nearly doubled P-It includes .non-recurring as well as 
recurring items. 

38,089. Still, the expenditure from provincial revenue has, nearly 
doubledP-But there has also been an increase in the resources open to the 
Local Government under the new system. 

38,090. Can you tell us roughly what has been the increase in the 
resources of the Local Gilvernment during these six yeareP-I think Mr. 
Pim can tell you better than I can. 

Mr. Pim: I cannot give the figures. 
38,091. Sir Henry Lawrence: The budget last year was 13 crores. When 

you entered the Ministry it was about 7 crores; now it is 13P-That does 
not mean 8. net increase of 6 crores, because out of this the contribution 
to the Government of India has to be paid. 

38,092. That contribution has been reducedP-Yes, during the last two 
years. 

38,093. By how muchP-By a little over a crore. 
38,094. Taking those figures, out of an increase of six crores the increase 

in the amount ,spent on agriculture has been a.nything from 10 to 15 lakhs. 
] n your opinion, is that a satisfactory allocation P-I do not think it is 
possible to give an absolute answer to that question. If there were to be 
a sudden illcrease of half a crore or a. crore in the amount allotted, the 
department would not be able to spend it properly. I would rather the 
question were put in this form: .. What is the amount the department is 
able to spend profitably and economically in a particular yearP . Would that 
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amount be available or not.l''' If the Finance Department. can give 
to the Minister of Agriculture the amount he can profitably spend on 
agriculture, the poeition is satisfactory; ot.herwise it is not. 

88,095. While your revenues under Government have increased from 
1 to 13 erores, the expenditure on the department. has increased from 16 
to 30 lakhs; is that correctl'-The increase is not net; many deductions 
have to be mado from that 13 crores. Tht're is the obligatory grant to the 
Famine Insurance Fuud, the contribution - to the Government of India, 
interest. on debt and other things. 

38,096. Have not these deductions been decreasing over this same period 
of six yearsl'-Only the contribution to t.he Government of India; not the 
other items. 

3B,ODi. That decreased by H croresl'-About that. 
38,09B. So that the net position of the Government has been very largely 

iruproved in these yearsl'-The payments on account of interest have increased 
a great deal; the ('.overnment borrowed four crores of rupees in 1921 for 
the Barda Canal and other works. They alao spent out of that loan money 
on buildings costing over Rs.50,OOO; if a building costs Rs. 50,000 or more, 
it baa been arranged that the money can be found from the development 
loan. 

38,009. What I want to get from you is whether in your opinion agri
cultural interests have recoived sufficient attention. You speak of schemes 
having to be curtailed, but meantime the financial position of the Govern
ment was improving. Why should you have had difficulty in getting your 
acheme8 carried throughP-The financial -position of the Government was 
precarious in 1922, in spite of the increase in revenue. 

3S,100. You .·ere satisfied you got aU the money you could expectl'
I was not· satisfied; I do not thmk the head of any spending depart.ment 
is ever satisfied; but. it. would not be just to the Financial Depart.ment 
to say they were overB.owing with money and refused to give it to u.s. 
There was financial difficulty in 1922 and 1923, leading to new taxation. 
If you want an answer to the general question of whether I think the 
Agricultural Department has, in all the circumst.ances of the case, received 
fair treatment, I should say, "Yes, tolerably fair treatment." It is quite 
possible it might have got more had there been retrenchment in certain 
other departments, but I should be sorry to commit myself to the pro
position that it was unfairly treated; the Financial Depart.ment was anxious 
not to be unfair. Nor should I like to commit myself to the proposition 
that it was generously treated. 

38,101. If we are to have a furt.her development of agricultural research 
and demonstration, more money must. be expended on these purposes. Have 
you any suggestiona to make as to the directions in which this increased 
revenue should be soughtP-The Local Government might obtain it by a 
gradual decrea&e of the expenditure in certain ot.her depart.ments, where 
I consider it is too high j but I would not hesitate to go in for new taxes 
if I found that, in spite of all adjustments, enough money was not available 
for d<lvelopment. purposes. 

38,102. Can you indicate where the new taxes should fall P-That would 
require detailod consideration. Moreover, as I have indicated in the first 
part of my memorandum, the whole basis of the financial relations between 
the Central and Provincial Governments requires reconsideration. 

38,103. You are not prepared at the moment to suggest where additional 
taxation should faUP-No, nor am I prepared to recommend it at present, 
because I am not at all satisfied that the Governor in Council has effected 
al\ the eoonomies which I believe to be possible. 
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38,104. Then I observe that your revenue now from excise is about 
It crores P-Y es. 

as,105. Do you contemplate the disappearance of that revenue?-Not the , 
uisappearance, but the reduction. 

38,106. You are not an advocate of prohibition?-No. 
:18,107. Do you think that is a policy that is morally indefensibleP-I do 

not care to commit myself to answer that question; I certainly think it 
it an utterly imprn.cticable policy, and that is enough for me. 

3S,10S. But you actually wish to see a reduction of that revenueP-Yes, 
but not for the sake of reducing the revenue, but in order to reduce the 
l·onsumption. 

38,109. Cannot you get a greater revenue with a decreased consumption? 
-That effort has been made as far as possible in this Province, and I do 
not think we can go further in that direction. 

38,110. You were Minister for Excise, were you not?-Yesj the increase 
of dutiE's was lID heavy that I think any further. increase would be very 
unwise. 

3S,111. Would it lead to illicit distillation?-There is illicit distillation 
even now, but it would increase considerably. 

38,112. Sir Ganga Ram: When you were in charge of agriculture, do you 
think there was sufficient technical control over the expenditure incurred 
in that department P-Control by whom P 

38,113. The other day in evidence it was stated before us that the estimates 
for tube wells were not checked by anyone because there wae no one above 
the officer in charge having sufficient knowledge of technical matfers. What 
precautions did you take to see that the money of the public was not wasted, 
and what control did you exercise over the officer in charge P-The controlling 
authority over him is the Director of Agriculture. 

38,114. The Director of Agriculture denies having any technical know
ledge on the subjectP-He did not deny it to the Government. 

3S,115. He has said so before us ?-I do not know what he said before 
you. The Agricultural Engineer never addressed the Government direct j 
he never can j whatever the Agricultura.l Engineer does is through the 
Director of Agriculture. . . 

38,116. I particularly asked the Agricultural Engineer who checked his 
est.imate6j he said there was no one possessing sufficient technical know
ledge to be able to check them. Is that soP-The Director of Agriculture 
is his superior j he has to approve what the Agricultural Engineer does. 

38,117. I daresay he decides whether a tube well is required or not, 
hut there is something beyond that. The zamindar who provides the money 
expects that his money will not be wastedP-The zamindar himself sees 
that his money is not wasted. 

38,118. Why does he go. to you P-For technical assistance, and he 
also gets an advance. 

3S,119. Who controls the technical part of itP-Besides the Director 
of Agriculture, there is no engineer above the Agricultural Engineer. 

38,120. What steps did you take to see that the money of the zamindar 
was not wastedP-Whntever steps a lay member of the Government could 
tn 1m j that is all. 

38,121. Tlie Chairmam: Is there no audit of these accou~tsP-There is 
ao audit of all these things. In the begioning there was not; but at some 
point or other the last word must be left with some officer. 

Mr. O. Y. Ohintamani. 
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38 122. Sir Gangll Ram: 'TIl., auditors caunot deal with the technical 
.ide.' At least you Bhould have asked the Agricultural Adviser to call 
for tenders, or, aB a re6ponsible Minister, you ought to have seen that the 
rates were correct by calling for tenders from other companies?-I daresay. 

38,123. Ia not that correctP-I do not know; I dare6ay; I take the idea 
from you. 

38,124. And yet you want to convert Irrigation into a Transferred 
8ubjectP-I should like to say that before Agriculture was a Transferred 
Bubject, precisely identical arrangements were in force under the Lieutenant 
Governor; it waa not that when Transferred eubjects were invented and 
'Agriculture WaB included among Transferred subjects, the Minister of 
Agriculture came upon the scene to remove technical control or to do 
away with precautionary steps that had been in vogue. 

38,125. But at that time the Lieutenant Governor had Secretaries who 
were technical men P-He had no technical Secretaries. 

38,126. Not in agriculture, but he had in other dep .. rtments?-The 
Secretary for Agriculture was an Officer of the Indian Civil t;'erV'ice 
who was Secretary for many other departments, and the self..same indj.
vidual continued as the Sec'retary for Agriculture after I became Minister. 

38,127. You !recommend that Irrigation should become a Transferred 
subject ?-Yes. 

38,128. In that case, who would exercise control oVST the technical 
side of itP-Whoever is now exercising control when irrigation is a Reserved 
lIubject. 

38,129. In that case would you revive the office of the Inspector General 
of Irrigation P-No. 

38,130. Then who would do it? Formerly the Inspector General of Irri
gation, who waa a very senior ofticer, passed the technical partP~1 am 
not entitled to put a question, but I should like to know who controls 
it now when irrigation is a Reserved subject. 

38,131. At present there is a period of transitionP-I say it will remain 
as at present; it will not be anything more unsatisfactory. 

38,132. Moreover, may I point out that in many cases irrigation schemes 
concern more than one Province; the taking of water from natural sources 
sometimes affects two or three Provinces.. .As long as it is a Reserved 
subject, the supreme Irrigation Officer knows what projects come before 
him from various Provinces?-They would still know if it were a Transferred 
subject; there would be nothing to prevent them knowing. 

38,133. For instance, supposing you sanctioned a scheme Buch as that 
of the Sarda Canal, and that Bcheme affected the Punjab as well as thiB 
Province, if it were a Transferred subject, you would sanction it without 
reference to the Punjab GovernmentP-We cannot; the moment the Irri
gation Officer is informed that the interests of another Province are also 
concerned, he will take steps ·to ascertain the position as it affects the 
other Province before making any decision. 

38,l.34. Mr. Kaan.at: Is not the Public Works Department in charge of 
a lay Minister as a Transferred BubjectP-Yes. 

38,135. Is there any technical control which he can exerciseP-The Chief 
Engineer is the last authority. 

38,136. Sir Ganga Ram: You Bay the staff of the Co-operative Department 
could have been replaced by IndiansP-I did not say that with reference 
to the Co-operative Department, where the staff is Indian already. 

38,137. You said that the staff could be got from outsideP-1 said from 
outside the ranks of revenue offioers. 
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38,138. Did you mean without impairing the efficiencyP-Even increasing 
the efficiency. 

38,139. It will increase the efficiencyP-It may. My proposition waa 
this: at present the Government is tied down by rule to selection from 
the Revenue Department; I say they should not be so tied down; they 
should be at diberty to select the best available man whether he did or 
did not belong to a particular department. 

38,140. You say you have little doubt that the Legislative Council will 
vote larger demands for grants if it is satisfied that the money will be 
wisely spent. What is the meaning of that? What precautions would 
you propose in order to satisfy them that the money is wisely spent p
Explanations given by the Department and the Government to the Legis
lative Council. I can illustrate my meaning ·by reference to one or two 
concrete cases. In 1920, it was decided by the Lieutenant Governor to 
purchase land near Meerut for 10 to 12 lakhs of rupees and to set up a 
cattle breeding farm; it waa still a proposal; it had to go through the 
Legislative Council aa part of the Budget of 1921. The Legislative Council 
was extremely unfriendly to the proposal, and it waa postponed. The 
Director of Agriculture and I went to the spot, saw it, ascertained local 
opinion, and then the Director of Agriculture himself advised the Govern
ment not to go forward with that scheme, to drop it, and place the cattle 
breeding farms not under the Veterinary Department but under the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture in charge of cattle breeding. Now in that case 
if the Legislative Council had not been critical, 10 or 12 lakhs would 
have been spent upon the acquisition of that land, and more money might 
have been spent upon opening a cattle breeding farm there, whereae it 
was all found to be unnecessary and the Legislative Council was found 
to be quite right. 

38,141. Are you aware that in order that your Province should be llOr
rectly described as protected from any chance of scarcity you want at leailt 
to protect 10,000,000 acres? Have you any.idea how it could be done?
.V[ainly by wells. 

38,142. At the rate of progresa at which you have been constructing wells 
it would take 400 years?-Ya;;, but it is not necessarily tube wells every
where. 

38,143. Then what wells ?-Ordinary wells. 

38,144. You think there is scope for ordinary wells; are the zamindars 
capable of doing it ?-I think so. 

38,145. Without any help from Government?--Government does help. 

38,146. But at this rate it would take 400 years P-Yes; we all advocate 
more speedy progrE6S. 

38,147. But how can Government help without any resources? You do 
not advocate any increased CPss or taxes ?-I am not opposed to it when 
the conditions present themselves for a new cess or a new tax. Suppose 
to-morrow a nl"w tax or cess is imposed and a certain amount of money is 
realised, unless it is proposed to make a free gift of that money to the 
zamindars and tenants to make wells, then it WIll be necessary to secure the 
("o-operation of the zamindars and tenants, who should spend part of their 
own money. 

38,148~ Have you canal schemes in view?-I have not; I have not been 
in charge o~ irrigation. 

38,149. Professor GOJn.gu,lee: The tube wells in this Province are sunk by 
Government 8ubsidyP-Yes. 

38,150. Do you approve of that system P-For the present I do, but I con
template the time when there shall be no subsidy, but private individuals 

Mr. O. Y. Chintamani. 
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shall do it with t.heir own money. At present Government help is required 
to popularise the construction of tube wells. 

38,151. Sir Ganga Ram: You said that. the District Boards have duties 
some of which are obligatory and some optional. Is the making of com
munications obligatory?-Yes, to the extent of their resources. 

38,152. If it is obligatory, then some scale must be laid down for all 
obligatory duties ?-The only scale is the financial possibilities. 

38,153. I understand that obligatory duties must be specified; that is to 
say, it must be specified what percentages of their funds must be spent on 
hospitals, education and communications. What is the rule in this Pro
vince ?-The whole of the finances of the District Boards are spent on these 
objects. . 

38,154. But in what percentages ?-It varies from district to district. 
38,155. Have the communications improved since the Reforms?-I do not 

see any connection between the introduction of 1;he Reforms and communica.
tions; if you are speaking of cause and effect, I see no connection; if you 
are referring to coincidence of time, they have not improved. 

38,156. I ask your opinion as you have been observing the political trend; 
have the communications, which it is our duty on this Commission to con
sider, improved; have the District Boards spent a sufficiently large pro
portion of their grants on communications ?-The District Boards are 
spending whatever they can; much more than they can spend is required. 

38,151. The Chairman: There is no hypothecation of a particular per
centage of revenue to a particular objectP-No. 

38,158. Sir Ganga Ram: You must, of course, recognise that whatever 
recommendations this Commission may make, it will involve additional 
expenditure, will it not ?-I do not; know; I recognise nothing; I do not 
know what the Commission will do. 

38,159. What I want to ask you is, can you suggest any ways and means 
for the Government to carry out the recommendations of this Commission P 
-I do not know what; those recommendations are. There have been recom
mendations of Commissions which we have done our best to· frustrate. 

38,100. I will put to you a concrete example. Supposing the salt tax 
were doubled, would you support it ?-No, I would not. I should like to 
sdd that; the salt tax, whether it is doubled or trebled, will not come to the 
Provincial Governments, and unless this Commission is going to recommend 
that agricnlture should be a central subjeot under the Government of India 
I do not see what connection there is .iJetween the salt tax and the recom
mendations of this CoDl!ID.ission. 

38,161. Sir Thomas J-liddleton: You informed us that when you were 
Minister you made an attempt to affiliate the Agricultural College to the 
University of Allahabad. Can you tell me whether that would have involved 
any considerable change in the curriculum of the College P-No, not 
necessarily. 

38,162. May we take it that the addition to the cost would not have been 
greatP-I do not think there would have been any addition to the cost at 
all on account of the affiliation. Affiliation by itself would not have involved 
any cost. If, on the other hand, after affiliation, the course was stiffened or 
extended, or the UniverSity insisted upon better laboratories, better equip
ment, and if there would have been an increase in the cost, it would have 
been met • 

38,163. Was there any fear that there might have been a considerable 
increase in cost? Was that question discussed?-I do not think so. I think 
it is rather the opposition of the department to come under the control of 
the Univerllity whicli has stood in the way. 
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38,164. You ~ave told us that you look forward to a. time when the 
personnel of the Agricultural Department shall be completely Indian P-I say 
it should be completely recruited by the Local Government. 

38,165. I judged from YOUl· auswer to Mr. Kamat that your view was 
that the staff should be largely or entirely Indian bornP-Yes, to the largest 
extent possible compatible with efficiency. 

:18,166. Now, granting that Indians will have naturally just as good 
qualifications for research work in agriculture as the British or the 
Americans or 1<rench or ~rmans, would you agree with me that the experi
enco of all these countries has shown that in order to train up useful workers 
a long and extensive tra~ning is required P-Yes, I agree. 

38,167. The point I was coming to is this. Each of your Indian Provinces 
requires a number of specialist workers. But the number in each Province 
is quite small, two to three workers 011 a particular ilubject. For example, 
at the present time you are thinking of getting an Economic Botanist, and 
you might want two or three Ec.onomic Botanists in this Province. 
Vacancies will arise IO.t rather long intervals, therefore your individual need 
for Economio Botanists win not be large. But if you were to pool all the 
requirements of the Indian Provinces for men of that class, the demand 
would be substantially larger and would be fairly steady and a scheme for 
training would be a much easier matwr for India as a whole than it would 
be for allY individual Province. Now, do you think that there should be 
co-operation botween the Indian Provinces for the purpose of training men? 
-I have no ohjection to that. 

38,168. '-"()\lId you even go BO far as to co-operate with -the Government 
of India?-I would l~o-operate on equal terms always, but not on the prin
ciple of subordinate partnership. 

38,169. If YOll could see a scheme for training men made applicable to 
the whole country you agree that it would be desirable and that all Provinces 
might well co-operate in it ?-I should consider such a proposal on the merits 
without any prejudice whatever. 

38,170. Raja Sir Ramp,d Singh: Before you were Minister were these 
demonstration farms; &c., controlled by the Government, running at a loss? 
-Yes, they were. 

38,171. Did the Legislative Council in those days raise objectionsP-It did. 
38,172. Dld you take steps to economise the expenditureP-Yes. 
38,173. And now they are running at a profitP-Yes, so I aJIl told. 
38,1,4. Mr. Kamat: With reference to the co-operative movement in your 

Province, in answer to one of the questions you said that the non-official 
element here did not take sufficient partP-I said there was not a sufficient 
number of non-official workers. 

38,175. To 'irhatdo you attribute that P Is it due to the system of land
lords and tenants or is it due to any backwardness of general education and 
lack of public spirit P-It is. due to general backwardness. Public spirit 
is less widely diffused than in Bombay. I should also lay a part of the 
responsibility at the door of the department. The Co-operative Department 
has been running likl!' any other bureancratised department and not with a 
spirit of E'nthusia!<m and missionary faith. 

38,176. Do you mean f.() say that the Co-operative DepartJIlent is running 
more or less mechanically like a wooden department, without much zeal for 
the welfare of the people?~I do not say that it does not eare for. the 
welfare of the people. It has got its Registrar, Deputy RegistrR'r, Assis
tant Registrars and so on, just like Tahsildars and others; it is all depart-
mentalism. . 

38,177. Professor Gang1l1ee: Do you think that public opinion in this 
eountry is ripe for compulsory primary educationP-Yes, it is ripe. 

MI'. C. Y. Chintaman-i. 
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38,li8. Do you think there is demand for it?-It is not active; but it is 
one of thOile things where the Bupply creates the demand. 

38,179. Do you think the District Boards are adequately interested in 
compuitwry primary education P-They ,are interested, but they are financially 
very weak. An Act has been passed, but none of them has yet enforced it. 

38,180. Do you think the educated people of this Province are willing to 
tax themselves for attaining this endP-Yesj but they must first be satisfied 
that every rupee of the money now collected in taxes is put to profitable use 
and that there is no extravagance or unnecessary expenditure. 

38,181. Sir Ganga Ram: You say in your note that competent men should 
bit appointed as Miniswrs. You know the principle on which the Ministers 
are appointed is that they should have a sufficient following j it is the demo
cratic prin("iple~-Yes; tbllt is all on paper. I think Ministers have been 
appoi,nted, at least in some cases, merely according to the personal whims 
of the Governor. 

88,182. I hope that was not the case with youP-It was so in my case. It 
was not that I was appointed Minister after the Governor had ascertained 
what following I had in the Council. He wanted to appoint me, and he 
appointed me. -

38,183. The Chairman: Is it your view that one effect of the Reforms has 
been to quicken public interest in agricultureP-Yes. 

38,184. Dr) you think discussions on agricultural subjects in the legislature 
have helped to attract publie interestP-Yes; the Legislative Council is 
keenly interested in them. 

(Th .. witness withdrew.) 

Messrs. A. B. SHAKESPEAR, C.I.E., J. C. RYAN, NOEL 
DEERR, representing Indian Producers' Association, 

Cawnpore. 
Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 1.-REsEARCH.-(a) The Indian Sugar Producers' Association 
is of opinion that research into agriculture generally should be an Imperial 
matter and that this should be under the control of one centralised body. 
If, however, this control be located at Pusa, jt will be necessary greatly to 
augment the staff. The policy under which the work is carried on should 
be directed by the Imperial Government working through a Central 
.~,jvisory Board of Agriculture associated with the Member-in-Charge, and 
as regards the results of research, this body would work with the Depart
ments of Agriculture of the several Provinces. 

It should not be left to the Provincial Governments to decide what work 
is to be attempted. The Imperial Government would, of course, remain in 
touch with the Provincial Governments, but if each Province hll6 its own 
research organisation, there is danger of much overlapping and duplication 
which will be avoided with one centralised authority. The Association is of 
opinion that research into agriculture should study the traditjonal methods 
punmed by the Indian cultivator and build up its improvements upon these 
traditions, as it is obviou8 that the 3,000 years' lWCumulated experience 
of the Indian agriculturist must contain elements of value which should 
not be overlooked by the ,Western expert. 

(e) In the indnstry which the Association represents it advocates lin 
extension of research into:-

(1) 'l'he varioua diseases of fungid origin to whioh the sugar cane is 
subject, and 
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(2) The insect pests which attack the sugar cane. 
Under (1) should be included the breeding of canes immune or resistant 

to disease and under (2) the study of the pr06pects of introducing the 
" natural method" of plant pest control. 

QUESTION 2.-AG&ICULTURAL EDUCATION.-(i) As regards the Provinces of 
Bihar and Orissa; and to a less degree the United Provinces of Agra and 
Oudh, the Association is of opinion that more institutions and instructors 
are needed. Reference is not made to such 006tly institutions as the Agri
cultural College at Cawnpore, as this can only appeal to a very limited 
number and cannot reach the great majority of the small cultivators. It 
is believed that a certain amount of decentralisation would be more 
effective, and that the establishment of a greater number of demonstration 
farms would have a. much greater inBuence. The officials in charge of 
such farms should be individuals who have both sympathy and inBuence_ 
with the small cultivator. 

The Association advocates the establishment of one centralised sugar 
sehool to operate for the whole of India, at which Indians may be taught 
the principles underlying sugar manufacture. The school should form a 
post-graduate course and should only b., open to students who have already 
taken the B.Sc. Degree. ' 

(ii) The .Aissociation recommends an increase in the number of trained 
field instructors who _will be in clO6e contact and sympathy with the small 
cultivator. 'l'he Association is also of opinion that an extension of agri
cultural service is possible by cinema propaganda and by the distribution 
of leaBets in the vernacular written in very aimple language. 

In the sugar industry attention, is called to the necessity of impressing 
on the cultivator the benefits he will derive from planting cane from 
selected disease-free seed, and this is one of many points where, in this 
particular industry, benefit would follow from an increase in the number 
of trained field instructors who will come into close contact with the 
cultivator. 

(iii) Not necessarily, hut the syllabus of primary education should, in 
agricultural areas, include elementary agricultural instruction. 

QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a), (b) and (c) The 
experience of the Association as regards the sugar industry in Bihar and 
Orissa and in the United Provinces has been that the ryot is inherently 
conservative and is slow to adopt any development outside of his traditional 
routine. The Association is also of opinion that Cl086 personal contact 
with individuals who enjoy his confidence will be effective in persuading 
the ryot to depart from tradition, and any individuals who are charged 
with this duty should be familiar with the ryots' psychology and mental 
prooesses. 

The necessity of· intimate association with and mothering of the ryot is 
shown in the following actual conversation:-

Q. Do you know Government has provided better varieties of cane 
than that which you are now growing P 

A. Yes, I have been told 110. 

Q. Why do you not get them P 
A. The Government farm is many miles away. I cannot go there. 
Q. If the canes ,were given you, would you grow them? 
A. Yes, if Government were to send some one with these new canes 

I would plant them. ' 

. A further lIuggesti?n would ~ to operate through the headman -of a 
Village or group of Villages carrymg out demonstrations on land leased for 
short periods from the actual cultivator, and a demonstration of this nature -

Mes81}" Shakespear, Ryan and De err. 
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may possibly appeal to the ryot more intensively than a demoDBtration on 
a Government farm. 

(d) The Association wishes to instance .in particular t~e ~uccess in extend
ing cultivation by ryots and the adoptIon of new varIetIes of su~ar cane 
by the ryotB which has already taken place at the Dowlatpore Agnoultural 
Ooncern, in the district of Darbhanga, under the managllment of Mr. C. 
Atkins. 

QUESTION 4.-ADHINISTRATION.-(C) (ii) and (iii) This subject is dealt with 
in the reply to Question 20, marketing. 

QUlISTIONB 5 AND 6.-FINANCB AND AGRICULTURAL INDBInEDNEss.-The 
Association advocates the extension of the Co-operative Ba:nking system 
and the enlargement of the existing powers of such banks. 

All possible means should be used to free the .ryot from the bondage of 
the village moneylender and fun use should be made of 'the Usurious Loans 
Act. • 

The .ABsociation suggests that oonsideration should be given to the intro
duction of legislation aimed at limiting the right to mortgage immovable 
property, except to recognised banb and credit institutions. 

QuESTION 8.-IRBIGATION.--(a) The Association would draw attention to 
the districts of Champaran, Muzaffarpur and Darbhanga in North Bihar, 
where it believes that the Chota lGundak, the Bagmati ,and other small 
rivers could be utilised, and if 80. that the production of the areas which 
could be commanded from these sources of water could be much increased. 

In the areaB mentioned above there exists a series of lakes formed by the 
old bed of the Chota. Gundak, all of which might be used as reservoirs for 
water and, in addition, it III.ppears likely that by the construction of dams 
in this area, further supplies of water might be stored and distributed 
during the dry season. before the break of the monsoon. 

The obstacles which exist to the extension of irrigation in the above 
mentioned areas are:- . 

(1) Prejudice. It has been generally held that the use of irrigation 
will lower the fertility of the soil and reduce its water holding 
properties and at the same time induce the rise of injurious alkali. 
While the last mentioned might happen with only oCcasional irriga
tions, the Association does not anticipate harm from this cause with 
systematic irrigation. . 

(2) Small holdings and the difficulty of other than riparian holders 
obtaining access to the sources of water. . 

(3) Except in isolated cases, the individual holder of . land has not 
the means to command even the very moderate capital required. 

It may be added that the Association believes that crops in general and 
the sugar cane crop in particular would be very materially increased in 
this area. if water could be supplied during the period Ma.rch lst-June 15th, 
the date a.t which the monsoon is expected to break in this area. 

QUESTION 10.-FIIRTILISER8.--(a) Yes. In the districts with which the 
Association is most familiar in Bihar and Orissa and the United Provinces 
of Agra and Ouuh, the use of artificial fertilisers is nea.rly non~xistent and 
the practice of pasturing livestock by allowing them to roam over the 
country side results in the loss of all the urine and most of the solid 
excreta. In villages of any size, we are inclined to believe that a community 
scheme for the conservation of night soil and refuse, oombined with the 
." Adoo" process of nitrogen fixation, would have a reasonable prospect 
-of success. The ryot is unfa.miliar with the use of artificial manures, and 
to pursuade him to embark on their use, demonstrations of their benefit 
would have to be made in such a way that the benefit to be obtained 
would be patently visible to him. A danger to the successful use of artificial 
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man~Ires. wo,lld be that the ryot might easily be led to suppose that their 
a.pphcatlOn was the be all and end all of cultivation, whereas, the better 
the cultivation the more pronounced will be the advantage to be gained 
from their use. 

(b) The application of an act similar to the Food and Drugs Act to the 
salc of fertilisers with exemplary penalties for fraudulent adulteration. 

(c) Demon.stration on lands belonging to cultivators, the demonstration 
being made nt many localities and arranged in such a way that the results 
al'e directly apparent to the cultivators. . 

(d) On the sugar properties operated in Bihar by Messrs. Begg, Suther
land & Co., Ltd., and by the Japahat Sugar Company. 

(f) The establishment by G<:.vernment of depots at which ooal could be 
purchased at reasonable rates and the further exploration of the possibili
ties of introducing an oil stove to take the place of the present open hearth. 

The Association is in entire agreement with the evidence recently given 
before the Commission by Mr. C. M. Hutchinson, * lately of the Imperial 
Research Institute, Pusa. 

QUESTION 1l.-CRops.-(a) '!'he Association advocates the extension of 
the work already in progress in breeding new varieties of grain crops, 
sugarcane, &c. .As legards sugarcane, the Association believes that the 
work already done haB been and continues to be of great value to the 
community. While the ryot has been somewhat slow to make use of this 
development in the case of sugarcane, he is in Bihar and Orissa and in 
the United Provinces now beginning to show i'lterest, and the Association 
anticipates a. great extension of the new variet~ of sugarcane produced at 
Coimbatore. 

QUESTION 12.-CuLTIVATION.-(i) Yes, by the adoption of deeper ploughing; 
but this involves the necessity for improving draught cattle to haul the 
more powerful ploughs which would then be essential. It also oonnotes the 
desirable extension of the use of . power tractors in the case of large 
boldings. 

QUESTION l:J.----Qwp PR01'ECTlO~, INTERNAL AJ)lD EXTER1"·AL.-(i) The 
A~SQ("intion ad\·ocntes a system of plant quarantine and the prohibition 
of the importation of plant.s of any nature, except through the agency of 
a department which should be under Imperial control. This would necessi-. 
tate the t'stablishment of a quarantine station (or stations) where imported 
plants woulrl fiJ'st be grown under strict control and not issued until a 
clean bill of health be assured. 

(ii) The Association adyocates a system of internal quarantine, and where 
the existence of a pest or disease is known in any area, the export of seed 
from thaI. area should be prohibited. It suggests the organisation of a 
body of travelling crop inspectors in this connection. 

QURSTION 20.-!\:IARKETING.-(b) No. As regards the marketing of gur, 
the Association is of opinion that the grower of the cane is the individual 
who receives the least bent'fit. It is believed that his legitimate profits are 
!algely absorbed by village moneylenders, in tran.sport, and ~y middleD?-en 
and brokers. As a possible meaDS of reform, the oo-operatlve marketlDg 
of 9'1£T by villagt'rs or groups of villagers under Government direction at the 
outset might be oonsidered. 

As legards the marketing of sugarcane, that is to say, its. purchase by 
~ntral factories, the Association advocates that every facility be given to 
the laying down of privately owned tramways. 

At the prt'sent time there is direct evidence to show that District Boards, 
so far from affording these facilities, place almOBt insuperable difficulties' 
in IIhe way of the construetion and development of private tramways. The 
.Association desires to reoord the instance of the District Board of Durbhanga 

* Vid" Bengal Volume of Evidence. 
Messrs. ShakespeOlT, Ryan and Dee.,.,.. 
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in dealing with the enterprise of the Ryam and Lohat Sugar Companies 
in laying down light linea at their own cost along the road sides to serve 
their fac~ries. 

Not only were these companies compelled to agree to pay a· royalty of 
one anna per ton on all cane carried over the tramways they constructed, 
but they were further compelled to undertake the whole cost of the up-keep, 
not merely of their lines, but of ·the cart and carriage road alongside which 
they ran. Representations that the tram lines actually saved the roads 
from damage by the heavy cane traffic, which would otherwLse be carried 
in ordinary buIlock carta on these roads, were entirely set aside, and. the 
factories and ryots alike were peualised by this unfair charge for road 
maintenance, which naturally increased the cost of transport on the 'one 
hand and reduoed thlt price of the cane payable to the ryot on the other. 

The general improvement of the roads in practically all sugar-growing 
districts is urgently caIled for. The present condition of the existing roads 
precludes ally consideration of meohanical transport, while the entire want 
of suitable roads in many districts prevents the establishment of factories 
for dealing with sugarcane. 

QUI!STION 21.-TAB.IPFS.-In the case of the sugar industry the reply is 
not only in the negative, hut it is necessary to emphasise that the present 
import tariff on Bugar is of benefit to the cultivator of sugarcane. 

The Association views with considerable apprehension the implied recom
mendation of the Indian Taxation Enquiry Commit~e, as contained in 
paragraph 145 of their Report, that the present import duty on suga.r should 
be reduced. 

If this ill given effect to, an immediate check will he. given to the develop
ment now proceeding in the sugar industry, and it is highly probable that 
the culti .. ation of sugar in India, the importance of which has been 
recognised by Government, will be endangered. 

Oral Evidence. 

as,I85. The Chairman: 'Mr. Shakespear, you are Chairman of the ASSOCIa
tion of Indian Suga.r Producers. Mr. Noel Deerr, you are Sugar Technolo
gist, and Mr. iRyan, you are the Secretary of the Association ?-(M1'. Shakes
pear): Yes. 

a8,I86. I think it is to you, Mr: Ryan, we are indebted (or the note oi 
e .. idence upon which you gentlemen have to be heard ?-{Mr. Ryan): To 
my committee. (M1'. Shakespea1'): There is one matter outside the writte!l 
evidence which I would like to say a few words about. I would like to JDake 
mention of the ilteport of the Indian Sugar Committee. The Committee 
was constituted in 1920, and I would like to say that it has been a great 
disappointment to the sugar industry that Government has done 80 very 
little, in fact, Bcaroely anything at all, to further the measures that that 
Committee advocated. We realise, of course, that changes have come over 
the position since the Committee issued its Report, and I would hesitate to 
say that everything which the Committee then recommended would now be 
applicable. But along certain lines the industry has pro~d that the recom
mendations of the Committee were well founded, and I would ask this Com
mission to urge Government to take immediate action in certain direction! 
and devote the necessary funds. iWe particularly refer to the strengthening 
of the technical staff at the Pusa Institute by the recruitment of special 
officers for work on 1;he agricultural side of the industry, such as the study 
of soils, cane diseases, insect pests and cultivation methods generally; com
hined with an enlargement in the staff of trained fieldmen and instructors, 
the establishment of more seed farms, demonstration farms and, wha1; we 
consider most important, the provision of at least one high altitude nursery 
for the preservation of new types of cane. With regard to the other 
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measures suggested· by the Committee, some of which I realise involve the 
setting up of costly and complex machinery, I would recommend that 
Government be asked to constitute a small committee as soon as possible to 
which our Association would be able to send a representative, to examine 
the Sugar Committee's Report and advise as to what modifications should 
now be made in its recommendations to I!leet present-day conditions. For 
carrying out of the Sugar Committee's complete programme a very large 
sum of money would necessarily be required, and our Association would sug
gest that to provide the necessary funds a small portion of the revenue now 
being realised from the import duty on sugar might be set apart for this 
purpose. 

38,187. Are there any particular points in the recommendations of the 
Indian Sugar Committee which you were thinking of when you said that 
there were certain recommendations which might not necessarily be applic
able or advisable now P--One important point is the Committee's recom
mendation for the establishment of a large demonstration factory which 
was to undertake the manufacture of sugar on a commercial scale; that is a 
very expensive project which would cost, I estimate, about 2Q lakhs of 
rupees, and with the advance that we have made towards efficiency, we do 
not now consider that it would be necessary to establish such a factory, 
there being factories in India working on modern lines where any new pro
cesses could be carried out under the direction of Government. I think if 
the Committee's report were to be again examined, it would be found that 
opinion would be against that particular recommendation. 

38,188. In that connection, have you any other important recommenda
tions to mention P-I am not fully satisfied that the establishment of a 
Sugar Board would be necessary. This was a recommendation made by the 
Sugar Committee. 

38,189. The existing Sugar- Bureau was intended to be the germ of the 
Indian Sugar Board, was it notP-The Board was intended to be a central 
body for purposes of general control. I think we would secure what is 
necessary for the industry in the present organisation, if the technical staff 
at the Pusa Institute was enlarged, as I have recommended. 

38,190. You wish the Bureau to be put on a permanent footing and the 
technical staff to be enlarged P-Yes. 

38,191. I think there was a proposal at one time according to which, by 
means of a cess, the industry itself would assist in financing the Indian 
Sugar Board or might have assisted in defraying the expenses of the Sugar 
BureauP Have you anything to say on thatP-We did come forward with 
that proposal at a time when we thought that Government was not only 
not going to do anything for us, but was going to take away what had been 
done, so that we thought it was our duty to come forw~d and ask that 
we should be taxed in CBBe Government could not prOVIde the funds or 
were unable in any way to maintain the work which was being then 
carried on. 

38,192. And why did that proposal break down P~We were led to believe 
that the matter would be reconsidered and that Government would be in 
a position to find the necessary funds; also the industry fell on rather evil 
days, and our members were not then by any means unanimous in wishing 
to submit to taxation. 

38,193. That was one of the principal difficulties, was it notP-Yes, we 
found that dissensions had crept in. 

38 194. Have vou anything to say about the cable service P-The present 
(,Rbl~ service for sugar information is quite satisfactory. 

38,195. And this, you think, ought also to be made a permanent organisa
tion ?-Yes. 

MeuTI. BhakespeOil', Ryan and Deerr. 
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38,196. I think we have all the information that we require as to the con
ItitutioD and history of the Indian Sugar Producers' Association ?-We 
represent about 90 per cent. of factory-made sugar interests in India. 

38,197. Has your membership been rising or falling?-It has been rising. 
38,198. Turning to the note which has been put in by the Committee of 

the Indian Sugar Producers' Association, I notice that the general trend 
of the views there expressed is towards the centralisation of research under 
the Government of India. How do you gentlemen think that any proposal 
of that sort would work in with the existing facts of the Reforms and of 
the Provincialisation of agriculture as a subjectP-We feel that sugar re
search work is such a highly technical subject that it should be kept under 
the control of a central body. It would be really following what has been 
done so successfully in the island of Java, where work of that nature is not 
decentralized. The officers of the central organization tour about and 
obtain opinions, but research and policy are ent,irely centralized in the 
hands of one body, and I think we rather feel, at the present stage of our 
knowledge of the agricultural offioers in India, that it might be dangerous 
if the control of the policy as regards sugar cultivation were to pass into 
the hands of the Provinces. 

38,199. You mentioned a little while ago that you did not now regard the 
setting up of an experimental factory as neoessary or even advisable. Does 
that mean to give the impreBSion that, on the technical side, you do not 
wish Government to make any further investigation P-I did not mean that, 
but I merely wished it to be understood that we have factories established 
in whicil the working out of any special processes or systems of manufac
ture oould be conducted without Government having to incur the expense 
of setting up a costly institution of that kind. 

38,200. But you do think that there is need for further research in the 
technical sphereP-Yes, we hope to go further ahead. 

38,201. It is mainly in the botanical and the agricultural fields that you 
say Government should work P-I think that is the greatest need of the 
industry at present, except, of course, with regard to the manufacture of 
the raw sugar of the country. 

38,202. What representation, if any, has the grower on your association? 
-There is no direct representation; they ha.ve associa.tions of their own and 
we work through them. There is an Asso<;iation of Planters in Bihar, and 
there are two supplementary associations representing districts in which 
European growers are working. 

38,203. Do you think it possible for your Association to get into closer 
touch with the grower P It would strengthen your position before the 
public a great deal, would it not?-Yes; it certainly would, and our Asso
ciation is open to membership. 

38,204. How much would it cost a cultivator to become a member of the 
AssociationP-We have got a uniform subscription. 

38,205. Do you think that is fair, as between the zamindar and the fao
tory, that he should pay the same subscription?-I do not think it is fair; 
but it would all depend on the position of the zamindar himself, for he 
might have very large landed property. 

38,206. So that it does not look as though particular pains have been 
taken to attract the cultivator into the organization P 

38,207. Your note deals, on page 498, with the questi~m of marketing, and 
you start off there by saying that the association is of opinion that "the 
grower of the cane is the individual who reoeives the least benefit. It is. 
believed that his legitimate profits are largely absorbed by village money
lenders, in transport, and by middlemen and brokers" P-That is what we 
are trying to overcome by attracting more cane direct to the factories. 
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38,208. Would not some representation of the growers on your a.ssocia
tion and the concentration of a little more attention on the actual problems 
of marketing by your association both help the cultivator and, in the long 
run, be in the interest of your manufacturing members ?-The members of 
the association themselves seek to overcome that by attracting sugar cane 
direct to the factories where the man is paid cash and he gets 100 per cent. 
of the value of his crop, excluding the cartage. If his cane is manufac
tured into raw sugar, it has to pa.ss through various channels, and, of 
course, there 'is a lllirge proportion absorbed by brokerage and other deduc
tions. 

38,209. -The notion of organizing the industry from the grower through 
the distributors to the point of final manuf3!Cture and sale is one which is 
being developed all over the world in many crops, is it noH-We do con
form where we can induce the grower to sell his cane. We have made grea\ 
strides in that direction. 

38,210. I am trying to get from you whether you think more might be 
done by your Association, by propaganda ?-I see the point. But, of course, 
in many cases one has to deal with multitudes of small growers and diffi
culties present themselves. 

I do not suggest they should all be members of your Association, 
much less of your committee; but if there was one man who could repre
sent their interests on your committee, it might be helpful. 

38,211. Do you wish to say anything about the work of the Cane SectIOn 
at Coimbatore, other than what- you have told us in the various memoranda 
you have provided?-We think it has been admirable. Dr. Barber's retire
ment was a great loss to India; if he had been able to remain a few more 
years more valuable work would have been done, but he laid the foundation 
of the work which has proved so beneficial. 

38,212. Have you any members in Madras?-Yes. 
38,213. Do they ever complain that the efforts of Coimbatore have been 

directed to the improvement of cane for Northern India rather than for 
Madras P-Yes, there was a suggestion at one time they did not receive 
sufficient attention. 

38,214. On page 497, in answer to our question on irrigation, you draw 
attention to the possibility of irrigating certain areas in North Bihar 
(Champaran, Mnzaffarpur and Darbhanga). Are there suggestions made as 
a result of technical advice your Association has received from competent 
engineersP-They are the result of actual work carried out in certain 
instances. 

38,215. The language used suggests that these are projects which have been 
examined?-They have not been examined by Government. 

38,216. Does the utilisation of the water from the series of lakes formed 
by the old bed of the Chota Gundak involve a lift scheme?-Yes. 

38,217. Is the area which would be commanded by such a scheme culti
vated by large zamindars ?-(Mr. Noel Deerr): No, they are nearly all small 
landowners. 

38,218. Have you contemplated bringing them into some combination to 
finance a scheme of lift irrigationP-No, because the scheme is so big that 
it would have to be carried out with the consent and approval of Govern
ment. 

38,219. Do you suggest Government should undertake the' first charge, 
construct the pumping station and sell the water to the cultivators P-That 
would be one way of doing it, but tbe system of land tenure and the diffi
culty of getting rights of way a.nd access to the water would be 80 great 
that it would have to be carried out as a Government undertaking. 

Measr,. Shakespea-r, Rya"" and Deerr. 
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38,220. Government would stand to the ~ultivator in this lift irrigation 
6(;heme in the Bame way as in the case of canal-carried wai;erP-(Mr. 
Shakespear): Yes. 

38 221. You luggest it iB a general impression that irrigation will lower 
the fertility of the BOil? On wh06e part is this prejudice against irriga
tion P-(Mr. Noel DeefT): That is the opinion of many European planwrs 
in Bihar. 

38,222. What is the origin of that mysterious belief ?-The Biha.r soils 
(·ontain a certain amount of alkali. If you irrigate once and then stop you 
will hring that; alkali to the Burface; but if you go on irrigating 
,ystematically, and oombine your irrigation with drainage, you will wash 
out the alkali and leave the land better than before. One irrigation may do 
harm, but systematic irrigation is successful. 

38,223. On page 498 you tell us something about the difficulties experienced 
in the construction of light railways. Are those paragraphs founded on 
one or two instances, or on many more ?-(Mr. Shakespear): On instances 
known to us where we have suffered from these experlences. 

38,224. I recollect that Mr. J. A. Henry, who appeared before the 
Commission at Pusa, gave som.e evidence on this question. I think he 
wallted to lay a light tramway for the cane Beason only on District Board 
roads, but the Boards would ollly agree on condition that a royalty was 
paid?-Yes, obstruction was put in the way. 

38,225. Why are District Boards hostil~ to schemes of this sort?-I 
think they have not been educated to understand the development which 
will follow tramways. 

38,226. Would yo1ir Association suggest thab local authorities should 
allow your members to lay light railways by the side of the road withou1i 
paying any rent or royalty at aUf-We would have to pay something. 
I think vlllages do not like a tramway close to them. 

38,227. Why noH-In nearly all cases you have to go past, and in some 
cases through, certain villages. I cannot tell you why they dislike it. 
I Buppose it is because it hal a disturbing influence. 

38,228 Pro/usor Cangulee: They like the motor·omnibuses ?-Yes, but 
they can ride on them. 

38,229. The Chairman: Have you gentlemen thoroughly considered the
recommendation to appoint another committee to review the recommenda
tions of the Indian Sugar Committee? It will mean more delay. Would. 
it not be possible to make definite recommendations as to the parts of 
that Committee's Report which no longer apply?-(Mr. Shakespear): We
have not at this stage examined the recommendations exhaustively, but. 
what we urge is that in certain well·defined directions, such as the recruit. 
ment of a special staff for work on sugar, no delay sllould be allowed 
to occur. 

38,230. And the placing on a permanent footing of the Sugar Bureaui> 
-Yes. 

38,231. If that were done, do you not think the Bureau, in consultation. 
with the trade and with growers, and from its knowledge of the industry 
as a whole, would be able to judge whioh of these reoommendations 
(provided money were available) should be given effect to and which 
should be dropped ?-I think so. 

38,232. I am only liuggesting to you that the appointment of another
committee means further delay?-I 1188 that. Delay is the last thing we 
want. . 

38,233. Sir James MacKenna: You have considerable experience of sugar 
)lr. Deerr Can you make any estimate of the eoonomic loss due to th~ 
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present deficient methods of cultivation and manufacture of sugarcaneP-· 
(Mr. Noel Deerr): Yes. I estimate the area M 21 million acres, and the 
return at present at 10 tons of cane per acre. With the ordinary two
roller bullock' mill the out-turn will be 21 million tons, so that at Rs. 140 
a ton the total value ·will be Rs. 381 crores. If that quantity of sugarcane 
were treated in a modern factory, there would be produced a quantity of 
sugar and· molasses which, taking the price of the sugar at Rs. 330 and 
of the molasses at Rs. 55, would give a total value of Rs. 86 crores, as 
compared with Rs. 381 crores. That means there would be a net gain of 
Rs. 50 crores. 

38,234. Have you worked out what acreage would meet Indian local con
sumption if improved manufacturing processes were introducedP-Yes. I 
will look that up and let you know later. 

38,235. What are the views of your Association a.bout the zone system? 
You will remember the matter was raised in the Sugar CommitteeP-(Mr 
Shl1Jkespear): Yes. Mr. Wynne Sayer submitted a special memorandum 
dealing with it. Our Association would welcome .measures 'being taken 
which would ensure to a Ot'ntral factory a certain area of cane cultivated. 
That system obtains in Java, where certain zones are allotted, and where 
no factory is allowed to encroaoh on the zone of another. That was pre
scr.ibed when they laid the foundations of their sugar industry. The problem 
to-day in India is very different i rights have been acquired, and although 
we support the principle, personally I cannot see how it can be translated 
into a legislative act. I understand it obtains in the United Kingdom with 
regard to beetroot factories, but there Government has a weapon which we 
ihave not got in this country. There is no doubt that the presen;; system 
is most injurious; the new-comer, instead of paying particniar attention 
to developing the cultivation in his vicinity, if it Joes not happen to be 
there when he sets up his factory, thinks it the easiest way is to prooeed to 
pirate somebody else's cultivation. That cultivation . does not in a sense 
belong to the other factory, but the other. factory ihas acquired a right of 
oontrol by long usage. We have had. experience of this procedure; it leOOs 
to three or four and, in some cases, I think five different conoerns all buy
ing sugarcane at one railway station; that is uneoonomical; the cane is 
hauled long distances and it is naturally not so valuable to the outside 
factories when they get it as it would be if it were grown near at hand. It 
also has another boo feature in that it discourages factor~ iTom developing 
and taking mellBures to encourage cultivation in their own neighbourhood 
where they realise that this cane can be drawn away by somebody else. The 
problem is a very complex one; we support the proposal in principle, but I 
foresee difficulties in putting it into actual practiOt', and exactly how 
Government could proceed in such a matter if they thought it advisable to 
do so I do not think any of us are prepared to say. We would like to 
see the system introduced if it could be. Of course, it would not be applied 
in the case of establi&hed concerns, only in the case of concerns now starting. 

38,236. Sir Henry Lawrence: The Government weapon in the United 
Kingdom is a subsidy, is it?-Yes, I understand so. 

38,237. That is what you had in mindP-Yes. 
38,238. Pro/eS8or Gangulee: "hat is only with regard to beet sugar I 

thinkP-Yes, that is the only raw material that is grown in the United 
Kingdom. 

38,239. Sir Jamu MacKenna: Have you got that figure now?-(Mr. Noel 
Deerr): Yes, under modern methods of cultivation and manufacture, instead 
of 2,750,000 acres under cane, all India's need of sugar could be produced 
by 1,583,833 acres, which would allow 1,166,667 acres to be set free for other 

<Cl"Ops. 
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38,240. Are you satisfied with the existing machinery for the dissemina
tion of the improved varieties of cane?-(Mr. Shakespear): There is ;not 
enough machinery, of caurse, but the system is right. We want many more 
workers, more trained men and more instructors. 

38,241. Is the Association giving any help in the distribution of these 
"arieties?--Our members are. 

38,242. From the estates?-The Association as an association is not, but 
our members are; we are raising seed and distributing it to cultivators. 

38,243. Did you see any concentrated increase of particular varieties in 
particular localities?-In Bihar, yes. I do not know how many acres there 
are under the new canes. (Mr. Noe! DeeTT): Last year there were 8,052 
acree in Bihar under Coimbatore canes. That is only the canes which came 
to Begg Suther\a.nd's factories. 

38,244. Pro/euM Ga'IJ,{Ju.lee: That is only in Bihar?-Yes. 
38,24.5. Can you tell us with regard to the United Provinces?-We have 

no figures for the United Provinces. .. 
38,246. Sir Jame. MacKenna: But I understand there is a very b!g 

produce from Shahjaihanpur; would you deal with that cane in any of your 
tactol'iesP-(Mr. Shakespeatr): We do not think there is a iarge distribution 
of Coimbatore cane from Bhahjahanpur. I believe there is of other cane, 
\! hich we do not cultivate. 

38,247. Wibat factories deal with those canes? Does Rosa~-Yes, Rosa 
does. 

88,248. What steps have the Association been taking to improve manu
facturing operations?-I think all our members are taking steps to raise 
the efficiency of their factories. 

38,249. Has· the improvement in manufacturing processes been· very 
marked in recent yearsP-Yes, very marked in the last three years. 

38,250. Under the stimulus of high prices, or W'hatP-No, we knew the 
hi/l:h price~ were not going to last, so we set about putting our house in 
croer. 

88,251. Can you give us any definite figures of the yield of these Coimba
tore canes which you grow on your own estates, showing their superiority 
ever the deshi varieties?-(Mr. Noe! DeeTT).: Yes, in the factories operated 
by Messrs. Begg, Sutherland & Company the returns in tons per acre (that 
is short tons of 2,000 lbs.) were, of the Coimbatore varieties in the season 
1925-26 an average of 22·9 tons per acre as compared with 9·8 tons per acre 
of the local variety. Over the whole .of the acreage 'returns collected by 
Begg, Sutherland & Company, that is to say, the canes we buy, the average 
of the Coimbatore varieties was 15·5 tons per acre as compa.red with 
7·6 tons of the localv8ll'ieties. We do not get the figures for the other 
concerns which are not in our group. 

38,252. For the more rapid development of the sugar industry as a whole 
and of cane growing in particular, are you in favour of the co-ordination of 
work ,between the Imperial Department and the Provincial Departments, 
or have you any ideas as to how such co-ordination could be effected. I 
think you said in Bi·har you look to Pusa more than to the Provincial 
Government?-(Mr. Shakespear): Co-ordination m~lst follow, but in the 
initial stages we should not like to see research work provincialised; we 
think research and attention to disease and insect pests should be centralised 
with the Government of India: Once the canes have been established, 
proved and distributed for general cultivation, then I think it is the duty 
of the Provincial Governments to step in and carry out the rest of the 
work, the popularisation of the new types and so on. 
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38,253. Of course, in this Province you have a ooncrete instance where 
very well-known work is being done on sugarcane provinciallyP-Yes, I 
know Mr. Clarke's work, but there you have got an enthusiastic officer; 
in all cases 'you may not have enthusiastic officers and you may have 
cleavage of opinion between a provincial Director and the central organisa
tion over some matter whicH is highly technical. 

38,254. In answer to thE" Chairman you have already expressed the view 
that the Imperial Department should be strengthened, and you have indi
cated the particular directions in which that should be done P-That is what 
we want done at once. 

38,255. Do you think the initiation, formulation and carrying on of 
schemes should be done by the central authorityP-As regards policy, yes. 

38,256. In answen to the Chairman, I thlllk, you said that you were now 
inclined to regard the creation of an Indian Sugar Board as perhaps not 
so desirable as it was when the Sugar Committee reported. I notice from 
your memorandum· that it might be said that the Association is in agree
ment with the ultimate ideal of the creation of an Indian Sugar Board and 
of a Central Researoh InstituteP-I was in England when this was drafted, 
and I did not see it; but perhaps I may say that is my personal opinion; 
1 had better not involve the .Association in that. 

38,257. That will be gone iuto in accordance with the Chairman's sugges
tion when the Report of the Sugar Committee is reviewed and they give a 
considered opinion P-Yes. 

38,258. Professor Gan!}'Ulee: How does the standard of efficiency in manu" 
facturing attained in your factories here compare with that of sugar 
factoriee in JavaP-{Mr. Noel Der.rr): At the present· moment, of the 
factories operated by Begg, Sutherland & Company, four of our factories 
are equal to the Java average, two are a little below, and one of them is 
distinctly above the Java average at the present Illoment. Our factories 
as a whole are very little if anything below the Java average. 

38,259 Your Association recommends the opening of sub-stations in the 
Provinces for testing canes; what are your reasons for that recommenda
tion P-(Mr. Shakespear): ,We believe this part of the work should all be 
done under one central orga,nisation; a. cane which has been proved to be 
suitable in one district, say Bihar, may not be suitable in the United 
Provinces, and the testing of different varieties introduced in Coimbatore 
would have to be done in different areas with a view to seeing whether they 
were suitable for those areas. 

38,260. There are many experimental farms in the Provinces, and those 
farms could be utilised, perhaps, instead of having new sub-stations p
I believe the experimental fllrms already in existence could he utilised for 
that purpose. 

38,261. You also say you would like to have a centralised sugar school. 
Where would you like to have that schoolP-{lIIr. Noel Deerr): It would be 
for the training of Indians in the cultivation of sugar cane and scientific 
manufaoture of ~ugar. At present, to get that training they hal"e (>ither 
to go to Hawaii or Trinidad or Louisiana. 

38,262. Where would you locate snch a school in India P Would you havlt 
it at Pusa?-Not necessarily in Pusa. I would not like to give any opinion 
as to where the school should be located. Pusa would be a good place, 
bf:cause there is already an organisation there; if possible, it should be 
within rench of factories. 

38,263. l.'hat would, perhaps, be more convenient?-Yes. 

• Not printed. A preliminary memorandum. 
lIIessrs. Shokespear, Ryan and Deerr. 
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38,264. I see that iu your not.! you refer to a number of research problems, 
"'peciaUy with regard to plant diseases and pests. I think you express 
the opinion that such researchea should be conducted in the central station 
instead of in the Provinces; is that your considered opinion ?-(Mr. 
8"ake'pear): Yes, we would liko to see that work centralised, at any rate 
at present. 

38,265. Have you IIny idea how that central organisation should correlate 
their activities with those of the Provinces in matters of research of this 
naturel-We based our opinion on what has proved to be so successful 
in Java, that is to say, that. all research work is conducted under the orders 
anyway of the central organisatioB, and then the information is made 
available to everybody connected with the industry; but I do not think 
that &eparat.e efforts are allowed to be carried on by independent officers; 
the work i8 all co-ordinated and the policy laid down; that has been so 
successful and their industry is such a wonderfully organised industry that 
we think India cannot do better than follow what Java has done. 

:38,266. Of course, the local conditions have to be taken into considera
tion in research work?-Yes. 

38,267. I Bee your view is that demonstrations on land leased for short 
periods from the cultivators are more successful than those conducted on 
Government farms. Is that based upon your experience?-Yes. Take a 
field near the village and, if possible, grow the crop yourself and let the 
cultivator see the difference between his crop and your crop; that is the 
1)(,8t demonstration. He will get great practical experienoe out of that. 
The man sees what you do and that you are not doing anything to deceive 
hlln, that you are not putting more manure than he could afford to do, 
but you are not ploughing deeper than he does, and so on. 

38,268. Once he is com'in()('d, you do not find extra-conservatism in him 
to take up any new methods ?-No. If you prove to him the value of the 
methods you employ he wIll he willing to follow. 

38,269. Wnat are thE' chief fertilisers which you use in your farm/'
Mostly farmyard manures; also oil cake and sulphate of ammouia; we are 
also trying super-phosphates, nitrate of soda and cyanamide. 

38,270. There is a great deal of scope for sulphate of aJIlmonia as being 
a Huitable fertiliserP-Yes, for the canes .. 

38,271. Under irrigation or without irrigationP-It should be applied 
just before the breaking of the monsoon. 

38,272. Mr. Calvert: On page 497 of the note it is stated that the Associa
tion advocates the extension of the co-operative banking; system and the 
E'nlargement of the existing powers of such banks. Is there any special 
suggestion there?-We are very much in favour of the extension of the 
system. I am not quite sure what is meant by the enlargement of the 
powers. ;[ .9hould think that is a mistake. 

38,273. With reference to the Usurious Loo.ns Act, 'would you care to make 
any suggestion as to why this Act is not being used P-1l do not know why it is 
not employed; I think it could be employed with gre>a.t value. 

38,274. With . regard to the question of marketing, page 498, you raise the 
question of co-operative marketing of gur?-I think that could be brought 
about. 

38,275. The difficulty is of course that the gwr dealers are better organised 
than thegrowersP-Yes. • 

38,276. Can you suggest any moons of getting out of the difficulty p-It is 
a case of education, trying to educate the village to work as a whole instead 
of individual people who are in the hands of these dealers. 
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38,277. Can you do that if the dealers would not buy gUT from a ()()
operative societYP-iWe l8.l'e doing direct purchase now as far as we can, 
and we hope tha.t by the establishment of a bank we might be able to induce 
the villagers to sell CQ..oOperatively. 

38,2i8. But the difficulty is to get the people to buyP-Yes; and if a, 
village takes independent action and ,markets its goods everybody boycotts it. 

38,279. Dan you suggest a. way outP-J:t is a very complex and difficult 
subject. 

38,280. On this question. of transport by tramway, the tramway to carry 
cane would of oourse prove cheaper in the end if it were allowed also to 
carryon transport for the publicP-Yes. 
, 38,281. But you, are up against the Railway Act and the sanction of the 

Railway Board is neoeas;tryP-Yes. 
38,282. Have you any suggestions to make with regard to thatP-No. 

Such undertakings would 'be too costly unless one ihad a tramway for a con
aiderable distance. Our tramways a.re about eight or nIne miles. We would 
like to oarry other goods in seaaons of the year when the line is standing idle. 
But I do not know whether there is any chance of a reLaxation of the Act as 
regards ,that. ' 

38,283. It would be of great use to you P-Yes, if we ~re allowed to carry 
other goods than our own at seasons of the year when the rolling stock is not 
fully employed. ' 

38,284. Sir Henry Lawre'Tlce: Are you acquainted with the statistics of the 
acreage of cane for a period of years in India P Have you studied whether 
there .has been any increase in the total area or production of cane during 
the last twenty yearsP-I believe there has been some increase in lI'ecent 
years in area; of course the yield depends very much on the season. 

38,285. Taking the average, do you oonsider tha.t there is more sugar ca.ne' 
grown and more outturn now than twenty yeM'6 ago P-Yes, I think so; but 
I have not got the statistics before me. ' 

38,286. The graph I have before me indicates that the area twenty years 
ago under cane waa an average of 23,00,000 acres; in the following five 
years, 24,00,000; in the next five yeM'6, 26,00,000 a.nd in the last five years, 
25,00,000. Do you acot'pt tbose figures ft8 oorrectP-J: suppose they are 
correct. 

38,287. So that in twenty yea1'6 there has been an increase of not more 
than 8 per cent. P-Yes. 

38,288. That will indicate that, although irrigation has' increased very 
largely in these twenty yeMs, the area. under cane has not increased 
appreciably. I make that point with !reference to your suggestion that 
the cane cultivator is greatly interested in the present import tariff?
Quite. 

38,289. If that tariff were removed, the cane oultivator would probalbly 
Buffer; is that your opinion P-Y as. 

38,290. Your industry represents only some 3 per cent. of the total outturn 
of sugar in the oountryP-Yes; it is very small at present. 

38,291. There is 8. recommendation in the Taxation Enquiry Oommittee 
Report that the tariff 6hould be removed. You think that would be injurious 
to the (\une cultivatorP-Yes, it would undoubtedly affect cultivation. 

38,292. Can YOIl tell us to what extent white sugar is at present made by 
the cultivator in small mills of his' ownP Is there any such white sugar made? 
-l'es, a certain amount of hand-made sugar; but I think the taste for them 
is passing away. 

38,21J3. That is found ohiefly in this province, is itP-I think it is also 
made in Bombay to some ext.ent. 

MeuTs. ShakespeM, Ryan and DeeTT. 
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38,294. I. that being killed by the Java importatiollB ?-Y~. 
38,295. What is the present proportion of the Java importations to the 

factory-made white 8ugarP-About 10 to one. 
38,296. So that the inference would be that the small hand-made concerns 

are being destroyed by the importation of Java sugar; is that your viewP 
-Y~; perhaps it may be also thwt the people's taste is ohanging; new 
tastes are arising. The hand-made sugar has got a special fla.vour. 

38,297. An attractive flavour or a re[}ulsive flavourP-It has got a ?Sculiar 
flavour. 

38,298. Can you tell us anything about the conditions in which the Java 
factories workP How do they obtain landP Is that controlled by ~vern
ment in any wayP-There is a minimum prescribed rent which they must 
pay to the communal societies from which the factories lease, but other
wise they can arrange their own terms. The Land is t8iken over for a 
certa';n period, and it is handed back 'to the villages and then other 
land is taken in exchange. I think in the old days the Government inter
fered, but I do not think there is any interference now from the ~vern
ment except that a minimum rent is laid down. 

38,299. Sir Ganga ROlIn: Is sugar machinery imported into Indi6 on the 
Bame terms as agricultural machinery? What I am told is that sugar 
machinery gets no favourable rates as agricultural machinery does ~ Is 
that the caseP-It does not get the benefits which are accorded to agricul
tural machinery. 

38,300. Not even in railway freightsP-None whatever. 
38,301. Has your association never conside-roo' that [}Oint with a view 

to red'lC8 the cost of erecting sugar f.actoriesP~We have never taken up that 
point. We sometimes by special treaty obtain a special rate' from a railway 
company for the carriage of the whole of a factory plant, but as a. general 
rule we have not taken up tbat question. 

38,302. You said that out of the tariff which is made by thO' Govtlrnment 
something might be given to the AssociationP Would you go still further 
and recommend some bounty to the sugar factoriesP-No, but we would 
ask it to be devoted to the work of improving the industry, not that it 
should be given to us. 

38,303. But would you support the idea of a bounty being given to the 
people who erect sugar factoriesP-No. 

38,304. Why notP-1 do not think that we deserve any bounty, but we 
would no doubt be very gl8id to reoeive it if it is given to us. 

38,305. But that is not a new thing; it is followed in other countries P
Yes, I know that; but often bounties are very mischievous things. 

38,306. Who does not your Association take up the idea with a view to 
promoting its industryP-W~ would be very gl8id to accept a bounty if it 
was offered Lut I do not think we could make out 11 case for a claim. 

38,307. Again would you support £he idel1 of giving a rebate to people 
who grow cane and IiOld It to the factory owners ?-As against converting it 
into raw sugar. 

38,308. Yes~-I do not think Government could differentiate. 

38,309. All I want to know is whether you support that ideaP-Yes. 
38,310. You said that in Bihar the fertility of the land 9n which oane is 

grown is decreasing; is that soP-That is the opinion of Bome of the planters 
in those parts. ' 

38,311. Do they grow cane every year, or do they follow a. rotation system? 
~They generally follow a system of crop rotation. In cases they first grow 
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cane, and theIr fallow; then again cane, after that a green manure crop; 
and then again cane, or alternatively there is cane and some leguminoua 
crops intervening for two seasons and then cane again. 

38,312. What is the percentage of the total gross area which has been 
put under cane in Bihar P-No district i~ Bihar is. ao heavily croPl?ed aa 
the dibtrillts of Gorakhpur Ilnd Meerut In the Umted ProvInces, In the 
former of which I believe 7 per cent. of the cultivable area is under cane. 

38,313. Sir Thomas llliddlet07l: With reference to the duties on sugar 
machinery, is it not the case that mills which are to be worked by manual or 
animal power can be imported freeP-Yes, that is the case with the small 
mill. 

38,314. On page 496 of your memorandum you express the opinion that 
more institutions and instructors are needed. What type of institution 
had you in mind thereP Were you referring to farm schools?-Yes. 

38,315. I infer from a perusal of your memorandum that you agree that 
itinerant instructors are what you chiefly want at the present timeP-Yes, 
instructors in connection with cultivation methods, or fieldmen I would 
call them. 

38,316. You point out that a centralised sugar school is required for 
sugar technology. Would any factory be required in connection with that 
schoolP-We would want a small demonstration plant. 

38,317. Semi-commercial plantP-There is a scheme for such a school at 
Cawnpore. 

38,318. Have you any estimate of the cost of such a school?-I think Dr. 
Watson's budget was about &.1,00,000. 

38,319. Have you any idea as to how many men could be absorbed by your 
industry if they were trained in that schoolP-We gave Dr. Watson some 
figures, and I think we eaid th£t w& ...... 1« take some six students a year 
till we got to the absorption point. 

38,320. When would you get to the absorption pointP-We would expect 
to get to the absorption point in the case of our established factories !D 

about four years. 
38,321. I am thinking of the number of students for which there would 

be an effective demand in the country. There is no me setting up a school 
if there is no demand for pupil~P-There is a demand undoubtedly. 

38,322. And that is about six a yearP-For our own group of course we 
would take six. a year, until we filled our factories. 

38,323. Let us hoor what you would dop-our idea would be to place 
them in the first instance in charge of stations in the factory, such as mill 
houses, etc., and there would always be a chance of their promotion to 
supervisors. I should think that about 25 would be the number which 
could be taken on in four year ... 

38,324. Professor Gangulell: How long "'ould you uaia th .. m in the 
school P-They would go through a four years' course, the degre-e of B.Se. 
being the qualifiC'/ation required. 

38,325. What salary would they draw after coming out of the school?
About R~.150 to start with and they wo~ld be placed in charge of stations. 

38,326. Sir ThofII(U Middleton: When you said that you could see a 
demand for 25 for your group of factories, did you mean all the factories 
represented on your ASSOC'iRtion P-No, I am talking of our own group. 
But you could almost double it for the whole Association, that is, you 
could make it 50. 

1II eSSTS. Shakespewr, Ryan and Deerr. 
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38,327. On page 497 of your memOf"andum you suggest the introduction of 
legislation limiting the right. to mortgage immova.ble property, except to 
recognised banD and credit institutions. What is a recognised bank or 
credit institutionP-We mean the oo-operative banks, but it may include 
a private bank provided it satisfied the conditIOns. 

38,328. Would that not be very likely to limit the facilities of a cultivator 
for getting hiB working capitalP-It is no use trying to knock down one 
system until you have got. another system to take ita place. We would like 
to _ an extension of the oo-ope1'l&tive bank system because we kMw fro'lll 
our own experience how great its value is. 

38,329. ,Would you like to lIee legislation to restrict the term of mortgage 
to 8ay twenty ,.ears, capital being repaid by sinking fund?-Yes, I think 
that would be a suitable compromise. 

38,330. Have any of the factories which you represent made use of the 
A.doo process in connection with their farming operations?-No, but we are 
taking it up now. I am already in oorrespondence with the Adco people 
and I expect in a very short time to have it under control. 

38,331. You have been making a good many experiments in manures in 
your group of factoriesP-(Mr. Noel Deerr): Yes, we have been doing it 
for three years now and at the end of this third year we hope to get some 
definite results. We !have got three large series of experiments on fertIlizers 
under operation this year and at the present moment the results are being 
harvested. 

38,332. Would you let us have the results when they are completedP-Yea. 
38,333. You advocate a system of plant quarantine and control. What 

are the existing arrangements? Are they not satisfactory7-{Mr. No~' 
Deerr): I am not sure that there is any ~nsive system of pla.nt quarantine 
in India, but I do knbw that there is a quamntine against the importation 
of cane into India to this extent that all the cane imported into India has 
to be imported through the Sugar Bureau. Owing, however, to the possible 
danger of the introduction of hilU'mful insects and plant diseases I should like 
to see the system of quarantine which now exists very rigidly enforced, in 
fact more rigidly enforced than is the case at the present moment. 

38,334. You have not yourself actually come across any cases in which the 
quarantine has proved to be insuflicientP.,-{Mr. Noel Deerr): No. 

38,335. You suggest the strengthening of the Pusa. Institute for dealing 
with the cane problem oentrally, but there are many cane problems that 
must be dealt with locally. Take for instance the testing of those canes 
which are bred in CoimbatoreP-Certa.inly, but under the direction of Pusa 
or through a Centml Board which would dictate the policy. 

38,336. The testing of a local cane is a business for the local man, but 
he would be directed by Pusa. to make the test and to rePIOrt on the quality P 
-Yes, the central authority would dictate the policy to be followed. 

38,337. Similarly with insect pests and with the fungus pests on cane~ 
These subjects must be studied locally? Your idea is, that there should be 
one policy, directed from PusaP-Yes. . 

38,338. What does your Association itse1£ spend on research? Do you 
employ chemistsP-;(Mr. Bhaktspear): The Association does not employ any 
tltaif al; all. 

38,339. The individual ooncerns employ chemistsP-Yes. 
38,340. The Aasociation as a body does nothing of that sortP-No. 
38,341. Has your attention been directed to the development of Industrial 

Research Agsociations .in Britain? Industries have come together, put up 
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6cllemes to t.he -Department of Scientific and Industrial Research and got 
grants-in-aid for work to be done under officers appointed by the industry!' 
-I know of the movement, but I have not examined its working. 

38,342. Nor have you thought of any such scheme in connection with 
your sugar problems in IndiaP-No. 

38,343. Are there not problems in sugar technology which arise quite 
independently of the growers' problem?-Yes, manufacturing problems. 

38,344. Each of you is dealing with these problems independently at the 
present time?-Yes. There is no oo-ordination such as they have in Java. 

38,345. Or such Q.8 they now have in BritainP-None whatever. 

38,346. Reference was made to zones for factories. Could you give a rough 
indication of the size of zone which would be suitable under the conditions 
of Bihar or the United provinces?-About a 10-mile radius for a. factory of 
moderate size. 

38,347. Wha.t do you regard as being the ideal size for a. factol"y to SUIt 

India.n conditions?-The biggest we have is for 15,000 ma.unds a day ot 
cane crushed. 

38,348. What would be the smallest size which could be successful ?-6,OOO 
maunds a day is the smallest we have. 

38,349. Do ma,ny of your factories grow a large proportion of the cane 
'which they work ?-No. We only grow a small proportion. 

38,350. What would be the Jargest proportion grown by any group of 
factories?-In one case 30 per cent. It will be 40 per cent. next year. 

38,35l. That is exceptional ?-~es. In our case it is about 10 per cent. 

38,352. The general rule is to purchase cane from cultivators ?-Ur from 
planters. 

38,353. Under contract?-Yes. 
38,354. Sir Ganga Ram: You know the figures for refined sugar made in 

this country. Can you tell us how much of that is ma.de direct froon gur 
and how much from cane? Are those figures availa.bleP-Yes, and I will 
obtain them and send them to you.· 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

APPENDIX 1. 

STATBMBNT A. 

The Association hlUl obtained the following information by the courtesy 
of the Secretary, Sugar Bureau, Pusa:-

. Production by 8ugar Refineries in India. 1924-25. ' 1925-26. 

--------------------------~----------~----------

Gur melted 
Sugar made ... 
Molasses obtained 

Maunds. 
1,798,406 

888,859 
698,359 

* Vide Appendix I. 
Jlessl's. Shakespear, Ryan and Deerr. 

Maunds. 
1,545,698 

802,413 
580,~16 
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STA'l'BHBNT B. 

Pro&uction 01 ,ugar by the ,ugar lactone. in. India. 

Years. I Sugar direct from caue·1 Sugar refined from guT. 

1919-20 ••• 
1920-21 .. . 
1921-22 .. . 
1922-23 .. . 
1923--24 .. . 
1924-25 .. . 

?tlaunds. 
628,920 
669,291 
753,638 
651.415 

1,044,856 
921,1150 

Maunds. 
-1,211,274 
1,324,646 
1,303,433 
1,368,126 
1,538,304 

888.859 

Reference may also be made to page 405 of Part V, Vol. XXI, of the 
Indian Ag-riclllturul JouT'lUll, September, 1926, where, in an article by Mr. 
Kasanji D. Naik, of the Sugar Bureau, Pusa, figures of sugar production 
from gUll' in (1) the United Provinces, (2), the Madras Presidency and the 
Punjab, and (3) the whole of India, respectively, during 1923-24 and 
1924-25, are given, as also BOme interesting lfigur~ of the cost of refining 
gur and Java sugar respectively. References are also given to the quantity 
of sugar produced by fll£tories making sugar direct from cane. 

APPENDIX II. 
Ob,er'VatwnI- on the RepO'l't 0/ the Indian Sugar Commlittee by the Indian 

Sugar Producers' AISociation, Cawnpore. 
In general, the Association II£Cepts the recommendations of the Indian 

Sugar Committee, though in certain points, we think, their conclusions are 
deservipg of modification in the light of present conditions. 

As regards local administration problems, the Asso(!iation does not express 
any opinion. 

2. The .Aa!ociation is at one with the recommendations regarding the 
necessity for research and is of opinion that research for the benefit of the 
Bugar industry in India should be under the control of one centralised body. 
The testing of the results of research and their presentation to the public 
may suitably be deputed to localised authority, the policy to be followed in 
testing to be dictated by the centralised body. ' 

3. The Association advocates the establishment at as early a date 'as pos-
sible of a Sugar Board, the constitution of this Board to consist of:

The Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India. 
The Director of Commercial Intelligence. 
Three Provincial Directors of Agriculture (or officers deputed by 

them); the various provinces to be represented in rotation. 
One representative of the manufll£turing industry. 
One representative of the larger cane growenl. 
One member to represent the interests of the small cane grower and 

manufacturer of raw sugar. 
One member to represent trade interests. 

The members to be appointed for three years, with opportunity of re
appointment. 

The Association desire to emphasise the importance of the v~ry early 
constitution of the Board. 

- These observations are the views of the majority of the memfjers of 
the Indian Sugar Producers' Association. 

61946 s 
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4. The Association is of opinion that research for the benefit of the sugar 
industry may conveniently be merged into the Institute at Pusa and becoID3 
a part thereof. Exception should be made, however, with regard to cane 
breeding, whioh, the Association thinks, may 'best remain located at 
Coimbatore. 

5. The Association is of opinion that the lines of research to be followed 
up should embrace:-

(a) The study of soils and of their fertiliser requirements and of the 
appropriate rotations to be followed. This study should include 
fertiliser plot experiments in the different cane-growing areas. 

(b) The study of ~rrigation as applied to cane and the best means to 
render available to the small cultivator sources of water such as that 
from wells, small rivers, lakes and tanks. 

(c) The study of the engin .... ring and manufacturing probems lIS they 
concern the small producer of gur. This department would study the 
best design of mills, of furnaces, pans, etc., in the interest of the small 
producer. It would also attack the problem of community central 
factories for a village or group of villages. 

(d) The study from the economio view point of the various insect 
pests which attack sugar cane and the formulation of means effectively 
to control these pests. 

(e) The study of the various fungus diseases of the sugar cane and 
of prophylactic methods to be employed in their control. 

(I) The continuation and extension of the cane-breeding work at 
Coimbatore, attention being paid towards breeding cane suited for 
different types of soil, rainfall, climatic conditions, of different periods 
of maturity and of resistance to fungus diseases. The testing of canes 
so bred would be deputed to the various provincial agricultural depart
ments for testing and distribution when found suitable. 

6. The Association considers that the Sugar Bureau should be Jl!ade a 
permanent institution, to be carried on under the direction of the Pusa 
Institute. 

7. The Association is of opinion that whole-time officers should be dele
gated to the work of sugar research, and that the personnel should consist 
of:-

A .sugar Engineer with knowledge of manufacturing processes, 
An Economic Entomologist, 
And a Myoologist, . 

with the appropriate subordinate staff. ~ 
If accommodation and equipment are not immediately available at Pusa, 

the Association would urge the necessity of a grant to enable this work to 
be initiated without delay. 

8. The Association suggests that the funds for creating and carrying on 
this work be obtained by sppropriating some small portion of the revenue 
now raised from the sugar import du*y. 

9. The Sugar Board should be provided with executive powers, and the 
utilisation of the special funds allotted for the programme should be 
entrusted to the Board. From thll money so obtained grants might be 
made to Provincial Governments to carryon testing and experimental work 
under the direction of the Sugar Board, either at sub-stations to be estab
lished at selected sites in each province, or at the existing provincial 
stations, and particularly the Farm at Karnal might be 80 utilised. 

10. The Association doo8 not think that the recommendation of the Sugar 
Committee to establish a Government pioneer factory for Upper India is 
advisable. This has already been done by private enterprise, and there are 
already operating in Upper India factories, . which, on any standard of 

M e38r,. 8hakupear, Ryan and Deerr. 
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equipment a.nd efficiency, would be considered creditable in any pa.rt of the 
world. These factories would be a.vailable in case the Sugar Board wished 
to demoD8trate BOrne new process or the results of any particular research. 
The Association also does not consider necessary the demonstration augur 
factory included in the Committee's working scheme, but they would like 
the project for a Bugar class in connection with the Technological Institute 
at Cawnpore to be proceeded with. They also think it advisable that a 
similar technological course be instituted in Madras. 

11. In connection with the research scheme, the Association advocates 
the granting of a certain number of studentships to approved candidates 
who hold the B.Sc. degree, for training in the technique of cane cultiva
tion and in the atudy of cane diseases and pests who would carry out thmr 
course at Pusa. The Association thinks factory owners would be prepared 
to give students undergoing a sugar course at the Technological Institute, 
Cawnpore, or similar iD8titutions in other part:s of India, a season's training 
in practical Bugar technology, but to enable this to be carried out it will 
be necessary for the Sugar Board to allot funds to provid.e for suitable 
accommodation at the factories selected for this purpose. 

12. The Association is also of opinion that a periodical devoted" to 
technical information regarding sugar cane cultivation and Bugar manu
facture would be of value. If this were initiated the articles of this phase 
of agriculture now appearing in the Agricultural JournaJ, of India would 
appear in this suggested Journal. 

APPENDIX III. 

Economic lou to India fol/owing on presefl.t methods of manUfacture and 
culti"ation. 

The acreage under sugarcane in India is about 2,750,000 acres from which 
at 10 t.ons canes per acre, there is produced 27,500,000 tons cane. 

With the two-roller bullock mill, a yield of 10 per cent. gur on cane is a 
general average outturn indicating the production of 2,750,000 tons gUT per 
annuDl. 

Taking the value of gUT -as Rs.14O per ton (Rs.5 per maund) the value 
of this production is Rs.38,50,00,000 (381 crores of rupees). ' 

The 27,50,00,000 tons of cane treated in a modern efficient factory would 
give, at least, 2,475,000 tons direct consumption Bugar and 9,02,500 tons 
molasses. 

Taking the selling price of sugar at Rs.330 per ton (roughly Rs.12 
per maund), the value of the sugar is Rs.81,67,50,000. 

If molasses is valued at Rs.55 per ton (roughly Rs.2per maund) the value 
of the molasses ~ Rs.4,96,38,000. , 

The total of these is Rs.86,63,88,d whence has to be deducted the value 
of the gUT, or Rs.38,50,00,000, leaving a difference of Rs.48,13,88,000, or 
roughly 50 crores, and this represents the economic lOBS to India following 
on present: methods of cultivation and manufacture. 

If it is also considered that by the introduction of new varieties of cane 
and by improved agricultural methods, the yield of cane per acre could be 
doubled, the economic loss will amount to approximately double that qlloted 
above and will be of the order 100 crOl·es. 

This statement does not consider, in any way, the capital cost of factoriel! 
to manufacture the sugar which could be produced from this quantity 01' 
cane. To treat the whole 27,500,000 tons cane would require 300 factories 
of a capacity 800-1,000 tons cane per day and the capital cost of these 
erl'cted and ready to work would be about £50,000,QOO sterling. 
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APPENDIX IV. 

Improvement in manufacturing condition3. 

This is shown in the following statement comprising the results of one 
group of factories (in percentages):-

A B C j) E F 
Year, Yield Yield Yield Yield Yield Yield 

cane, cane. cane, cane. cane. cane. 
I 

1907-08 ... ... ... 6'0 - - 6'3 - -
1908-09 ... ... .. -. ,7'0 - -, 5'7 - -
1909-10 ••• ... ... 6'4 - - 6'0 - -
1910-11 ••• ... ... 7'0 - 5'6 5'0 - -
1911-12 ... ... ... 6'6 - 6'3 6'0 - -
1912-13 ... ... ... 7'5 - 7'9 6'7 - -
1913-a '" , .. ... 7'0 - 7'0 6'6 - -
19i4-15 .. , .. , , .. 7'6 - 7'5 G'I 7'2 -
1915-16 ... .. , ... 7'1 - 6'6 5'1 7'2 -
1916-17 ... ' .. , .. 6'9 - 7'4 5'7 7'9 -
1917-18 ... ". .. , 7'1 - 7'6 5'5 8'1 -
1918-19 ... ... ' .. 7'4 - 8'0 6'2 8'5 -
1919-20, .. ... ... 7'2 5'7 7'8 6'0 7'7 -
1920-21 ... ... ' .. 7'8 6'9 8'6 5'7 7'9 5'6 
1921-22 ••• ' .. ... 8'0 7'1 9'6 6'2 7'5 7'3 
1922-23 ... ... ... 8'4 6'8 9-5 7'1 8'0 7'6 
1923-24 .. , ... ... 8'2 6'2 9'1 7'5 8'4 9'2 
1924-25 ... '" ... 8'6 7'5 9'7 7'9 8'4 9'0 
1925-26 ... ... ... 8'4 8'3 9'5 8'6 7'9 9'2 
1926-27 

(Estimate) ... ... 10'2 8'5 10'3 8'6 9'0 9'3 
I 

Of the factories in this group, two are now operating at an efficiency which 
would be oonsiderro superlOr ill Java, two are quite equal to good Java 
practice and two are a little below. 

APPENDIX V. 

Zone sy,~tem as applied to sugarcane cultivation and m.a.nufacture, 

The agricultural economics of sugarcane cultivation differ from those of 
most other cultures in that there is produced a highly perishable commodity 
which has to be worked up without jelay by means of expensive and oom-
plicated machinery, . 

By the zonE' system is meant the allocation of certain well-defined areas to 
8 .oe'ntral factory, that factory alone having the right to purchase cane and 
to manufacture sugar in that area, Under this system, each factory would 
rl'cE'i,'e, in a SE'nse, a licence from G<lvernment for this purpose, 

At the present moment, in the district of Saran and in the immediately 
contiguous parts of the United Provinces, there are ten central factories, 
all competing for cane in this area, and at some stations, as many as six 
weighbridgAs are in operation, Some of these weighbridges are located 
over 100 miles from the factory a.nd serious economic loss obtains, not only 
follo,,:ing on the payment of unnecessary freight, ·but also from pjlferage 
anel deterioration of cane en T(lute which is particularly severe during the 
latter part of the cane season, 

M eSST8, Shakupear. RyO/ll, and Deerr, 
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In one particular instance, a pioneer firm h/l.s built up a substantial 
businell8 and more than any other has established a stable industry, not 
only to their own benefit, but also to the material advantage of the small 
bolders within a radiua of twelve milea from the factory. At the present 
moment, recently constrncted factoriea are purchasing cane within a few 
milea I)f the pioneer factory and are transporting it, in some cases, as far as 
100 miles. Although the grower ia a free agent ,and under no contract to 
the pioneer factory, the latter cannot fail to feel some resentment and to 
regRrd its new competitors as interlopers. An objection which could. be 
raised against the zone 6ystem is the lack of competition which would result 
and lI-hich might_ place the small grower under the control of a central 
factory, this latter taking advantage of its position to force down the price 
of canf> to the detriment of the grower. A pelicy so short-sighted would soon 
result in the refusal of the grower to supply cane, and it is reoognised that 
the establishment of a cane sugar industry depends on the mutual c0-

operation of the factory and grower, both sharing in any advance of pricea 
and suffering equally when pri(,-6s fall. In a complete zone system the price 
paid for cane might be formally fixed by agreement on a sliding scale 
dependent on the price of sugar. _ 

A zone system would also protect that factory which develops cane cultiva
tion in its vicinity. A factory is unlikely to help the cultivator if it is 
exposed to having the results of its labour appropriated by a rival factory 
which has done nothing towarda development. 

61946 83 
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SYED TOFAIL AHMED, Retired Sub-Registrar, Aligarh. 
Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUlIS1'ION 2.'-AGBICULTURAL EDUCATION.-About 92 per cent. of the 
population of India. being illiterate, no improvement in agriculture or any 
other industry is possible. There being very little difference of intelligence 
between the tenants and the oxen they use in their ploughs, it is useless to 
t'xpect that they would understand and appreciate the new methods of 
agriculture without which there can be no improvement at an. I wish the 
members of the Royal Commission would devote their foremost attention to 
the most important question of increasing literacy among the peasants. I 
have read in papers that in seven years tho percentage of litera.te persons 
in Russia has been ra.ised from 7 to 93 per cent.; I sug~est a ten-year 
programme be ma.de for future work, according to which hteracy may be 
increased in this country to as great an extent as possible. 

The next question is that of .the subjects to be taught to the rural 
popUlation, and it is evident that there should be no education of peasant 
boys without the subject of agriculture in their course. 

In t.his connection, I may say that the greatest requisite is the supply of 
sufficient funds for the purpose, which may kindly be recommended by the 
members of the Royal Commission. 

I la.y some literacy figures of the United Provinces, before the Commission, 
which would sho~' that the rate of our progress in literacy is exceedingly 
610w. 

iIn the Census of 1891, our literary figure was 3'2 percent., and the Census 
Commissioner of that time ma.de the following remarks about our Province:-

"N.W.P. (as it was ca.lled in those days) enjoys the distinction of 
being the most illitera.te of the great Provinces of India. It is sur
passed in this respect only by the backward Province'of C.P." 

Now I will try to show if there has been any progress in literacy since 
1891 : 

In 1891 the literacy was 3·2 per .. cent. 
" 1901 " "3·1,, 
" 1911 " "3·4,, 
" 1921 " ,,3· 7 " 

This shows that from 1901 we raised our literacy at the rate of ·3 per cent. 
per decade or 1 per cent. in 33 years. A.nd if we go on at this rate we will 
reach the literacy of the Indian State of Mysore (7·4 per cent.) in 122 years; 
that of Ba.roda (12·8 per cent.) in 297 years, and if the figures of Russia 
gil'en in the papers be correct (94 per cent.) we expect to reach tha.t literacy 
in a long period of 3,000 years. 

By this I only mean to say that if the progress in literacy is not 
accelerated. no improvement in agriculture is possible. 

QUBSTION 6.-AGJUCULTUB.U. INDBBTEDNBss.-Borrowing is a necessity of 
all business. It is not IiIn evil, provltied it is done for productive works 
and money is obtained on moderate interest. In this country the rate of 
interest is heavy, hence it is difficult for cultivators to pay even the interest 
dne, leaving aside the principal. Under the circumsta.noes, cultivators ha.ve 
to borrow not only for improving their productive works but also for' their 
daily requirements of food not to speak of clothing, as they have to remain 
half naked all the year round. 

Bence the greatest need of the cultivator is that they be supplied witb 
money ·at low rates of interest. That CIj.D only be done by Government. 
The Government may raise loans from the people in large amounts and may 
start not only co-operative banks, but banks of all sorts, agricultural banks, 
savings banks in villages, 80 that the villagers may know to save and to 
deposit money. may easily get money for productive works a.t all times and 
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t.hus money may be in circulation. This is the only means by which rate 
of interest can be lowered. 

Co-operative banks are the chief remedy of the evil of indebtedness, but 
their progress is slow. So I have proposed above that the Government may 
raise loans and start their own banks in rural areas. The Imperial Bank 
and BOrne other banks advance money for business purposes in sdhle com· 
mercial towns. The 8ame 80rt of banks, started and worked by the Govern· 
ment, may, in the above named manner, advance money to cultivators for 
agricultural purposes and receive deposits 80 that villagers may learn 
economy and begin to take interest in saving money. It is often complained 
that Indians are addicted to hoarding money and keeping it under the 
ground and converting coins into golden jewellery. Hut the fact is that they 
are not taught to invest and villagers are not given facilities for depositing 
their money in saving banks. At present if they happen to earn money 
the only. uses they know of it aTe: (1) spending away on personal comforts, 
(2) hoarding, and (3) spending it away in marriages and feasts. 

QUESTION 14.-IllPLnlBNTs.-(a) I am very much in favour of the intro
duction of new implements, without which there can be no improvement in 
Indian agriculture. 

(b) and (c) The poor cultivator has no means to purchase costly imple
ments. So I propose that arrangements may be made to give the implements 
on hire-purchase system like Binger's sewing machines or on simple hire 
like sugarcane crushing machines, which are very Buccessful in India. With
out adopting such measures, it would take very very long to introduce new 
implements and machinery in this poor country. 

QUE8TION 15.-VBTllRINARY.-(c) (i) The veterinary dispensaries are in the 
headquarters only and thus aTe out of the reach of villagers. The veterinary 
doctors go about in villages without medicines and thus can be of little use 
to villagers. 

(ii) I do not think there are touring dispensaries in United Provinces for 
veterinary diseases. The doctors for men are supplied with a stock of 
medicines and tents, which they pitch. in some central village and stay 
there for Bome days and attract patients in this way, whereas veterinary 
doctors go about the villages without any medicines or tents and pan do 
very lit~1a good. . 

QUESTION 24.-ATTR.\OTING CAPITAL.-People generally do not know that 
agriculture IWith new implements is the best investment in the country. I 
am impressing this point in my monthly paper called Goodman, and I 
think propaganda should be made by Government to the same effect on a 
large scale. 

QUBSTION 25.-,WBLl'AIIJ1 01' RUlLAL POPULATIoN.-For the promotion of 
the general well-being of the rural popUlation, it is necessary to have very 
good roads and other means of transport. At present there are very few 
pucca and katcha roads, and the latter are in the worst condition. I am 
douhtful if the money allotted for their annual repairs is fully spent or 
not. I suggest some inspecting agency be appointed to see if they are 
properly repaired. At present katcha roads are sometimes lower than the 
adjoining fields on both sides and serve as drains in the rainy season and 
in some cases to travel on them by boat is easier than by cart. 

Oral Evidence. 
38,355. The ChaiTfllalll,: Mr. Tofail Ahmed, you have been good enough 

to provide us with a note of the evidence you wish to put before the Royal 
CQlIlmisaion. Have you anything you would like to add at thill stage P
There are some further Buggestions I would like to make. 

38,356. We are prepared to hear them now, or you might prefer to embody 
them in a supplementary note which we would add to your evidenceP~I 
would prefer to do that. 

61946 S ~ 
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38,357. That is. proba.bly the best way. What are your own occupation 
and interests ?-I ama ~vernment pensioner, having been in Government 
service 32 years. I was a Sub-Registrar in the Registration Department. 

38,358. I think you now conduct oa. newspaper?-Yes, with the. object of 
persuading people to invest their money in productive works, and especially 
of persuading Mohammedans to take up commercia.l interests. 

38,359. Trying to stimulate interest in industrial investmentsP-Industrial, 
commercial and agricultural investmoents. 

38,360. Are you proprietor or editor of this paper ?-Both. It is only a 
monthly magazine. 

38,361. What authority have you for the statement that in seven years 
the percentage of literate persons in Russia has been raised from 7 to 93P 
-That statement was made by 1\lr. Saklatvala in the House of Commons 
and was not contradicted there. 

38,362. In your memorandum: you emphasise the importance of a supply 
of sufficient funds for the purpose of education. You suggest that this 
Commission might recommend the granting of funds. ~'rom what source do 
you suggest those funds should come P-I do not think that is important, 
because whatever taxation Government imposes has to be paid. We pay 
taxes of all sorts every day. 

38,363. I W'Bnt to be clear "that you agree with me that there are no 
sources from which funds can come except new taxation or an alteration 
in the allotment of existing revenues as between various subjectsP-Yes. 

38,364. You know, of course, that Government has not got a large heap 
of money of its own to give awayP-Yes, but it can raise money by taxation 
or by curtailments in oth_ directions. 

38,3605. In tlw interests of accuracy I sliould like you to look at the 
statement on page 518, which says: "if the progress in literacy is not 
accelerated, no improvement in agriculture is possible." It is, I suppose, 
a fact that various contributions to agricultural progress have been made 
quite apart from educational improvementP-Yes .. 

38,366 .. 80 that that statement is nOot quite accurateP~In my opinion, 
progress in agriculture or industry depends on decreasing the cost of pro
duction so a8 to be able to compete with foreign countries. By increasing 
literacy we shall get good and efficient workmen who will be able to do 
more and better work than illiterate men. That will help to reduce the 
cost of production. The second point is working capital, and the' third 
research. I lay great stress on increasing literacy and providing capital 
at lower rates of interest. 

38,367. What is your experience of the co-operative movementP~I have 
no personal experience. I have read about it, and. consider it a very 
good idea. It has been very successful in the Punjab. 

38,368. Have you any experience as a practical farmer P-1\ly oousins: 
are farmers, and I have seen their work. I myself am a landowner. 

38,369. Do fOU farm your own land P-No; I have' been in ~vernment. 
service and could not do so. My cousins do it. 

38,370. Sir Henry Lawrence: Do you expect there will be any decrease 
of revenue from . the Excise Department in futureP-I do not think 80. 

38,371. You are not in favour of prohibitionP-We may make laws about 
it, but it will be impossible to carry them out. 

38,372. It is not a practical policyP-No. In the long run it would be 
impossible to enforce. 

SI/ed To/ail Ahmed. 
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38,373. So that you are not afraid that the provincial revenues would 
show a serious falling off P-I do not think 80; with the increase of modern 
cj"iliest-ion we do not expect any decrease. 

3!l,374. Have you any definite proposal to make as to the BOurce from 
which additional revenue can be obtained for expenditure on agriculture P 
-No; I do not know whether it may be done by taxation or reduction 
of expenditure under Bome other head; it must be done by whatever means 
are agreeable to the legislature and the Government; I do not make any 
suggestion, but I do say that when Government wants to do anything It 
can do it. 

38,375. You have great faith in the GovernmentP-ln the power of 
Government. 

38,376. Rajah Sir Rampal Singh: I should like to know what grounds 
you have for saying in the first paragraph of your note that our tenants 
have no more intelligence than the oxen with which they plough ?-It is 
quite evident. Of course, a literate man is more intelligent. 

as,377. Yes, of course a literate man is more intelligent, but even 
illiterate tenants know t.heir own interestsP-They are not prepared to 
accept anything new; they do not like to use new implements, and they 
will not give up their old customl. 

as,378. Is it not within your experience that they are now freely usil)g 
sugarcane milIsP-Very little. 

38,379. And chaff cutters ?-Yes, tlley are. With regard to that, I have 
suggested that such machines should be supplied on the hire-purchase 
Iystem. 

38,380. Dut if they cannot understand their own interests, :will they 
take such things P-These things are petty things compared with the 
scientific knowledge of European and other advanced countries, because 
10 far as I have been able to learn, a peasant of an advanced country 
can do six times the work that our peasants can do, on aOOOlUnt of tiheil' 
intelligence, and, as their machinery can do twenty times the work of a 
man, in that case an intelligent worker can do a hundred times the work our 
illiterate tenants can do. ·Our .illiterate peasants arjl not prepared to 
adopt new machinery, and they are not skilled labourers. I mean that 
by the introduction of primary education we could increase the efficiency 
of our labourers and turn unskilled labourers into skilled labourers. 

38,381. There are some men in the villages' who have got sufficient 
primary education; have they been able to do anything ?-It depends upon 
mass education; a few men cannot influence society; our educated men 
have not influenced society because they are small in number. In the 
villages only 1 per cent. or less of the people are literate. The general 
rate of literacy has been raised by the literacy of the urban population 
to 3 per cent., but in the villages the literacy is less than 3 per cent. 
Unless we raise the percentage of literacy we shall not be able to increase 
the efficiency of the peasants. 

38,382. Mr. Calvert: As Sub-iRegistrar you have dealt. with a largb 
number of molltgages?-Yes. 

as,383. Were those mort!!:aglls to any large extent on land passing from 
cultivators to mOnPyleodersP-Yes, a very large number. 

38,384. Is thl\t on the i!lcrease ?-Yes. 
38,385. What are the usual reasons for mortgages of land passing into 

the hands of moneylenders P-High rate of interest, and the people not 
knowing how to invest in productive works. 

38,386. As far as you recollect, was' it frequent for a man to mortgage 
his land in order to get working capital for his cultivation?-Yes. 
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38,387. That waS frequent ?-Yes, both for cultivation and for marriages, 
and so on. When they take money from the Registrar's office they spend 
most of it on personal matters; very little is spent in purchasing seeds 
and that sort of thing. 

38,388. Very little of the money raised by mortgage is used for actual 
cultivation ?-That I cannot say definitely; I cannot say what proportion 
is spent on personal comforts. 

86,389. In your experience, is the mortgage with the conditional sal& 
clause still common ?-No. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Dr. GILBERT FOWLER, Head of the Research Department. 
Government Technological Institute, Cawnpore. 

MB)I[ORANDUlI. 

1. The posnbility 0/ educQted middle-clau Indians obtaining a living 
from the land. (Qullstion 2.) 

At ~asik (Bombay Presidency) I have been associated with two educated 
Indians (Brahmins), one a student of ruy own and one a fully-qualified 
student from Poona Agricultural College. They had land of their own, 
some 11 acres being under fairly intensive cultivation. My younger son, 
also qualified in agriculture, being then without occupation, I took up 
a mm·tgage, after consulting the local Collector, on four acres of land, 
including a well belonging to the Indians aforesaid, so that my son might. 
have an interest in the concern. I. provided them with sufficient funds 
to procUl'~ the necessary manure, and two acres were planted with sugar
cane and Lhe remainder with wheat and sundries. The well failed, as 
happens once in perhaps seven years, and practically the whole crop failed 
also. It is evident that provision of adequate capital means that there 
must be enough to tide over a certain aTerage percentage of famine years. 

Such capital as my friends commanded was borrowed at 12 per cent. 
(except my mortgage at 8 per cent.). They worked hard against many 
difficulties, living in a small shanty on the farm, but the end of the story 
is that one brother has obtained a position as a research worker and the 
other is set'klDg for one. My son has a good appointment on a tea estate 
in Assam. An adjacent farJller who desired the four acres to complete his 
holding has taken up the mortgage, so that no loss has been sustained. 

Minor experience on my bungalow compound of one-sixth of an acre has 
emphn.sised the conclusion that without adequate working capital such 
expenditure as is incurred is to a large extent thrown away. (Details can 
be given in corroboration.) 

To summarise, lack of adequate working capital is the chief bar to success 
of non-wealthy middle-class Indians setthng on the soil. 

The difficulty is not pecuiia.r ~ India. I. am not in a position to give 
an opinion of value as 1.0 how the situation " .... best be met. 

:!. Ths preparation of " composh" from various materials. (Qusstion 10.) 
Detailed descripti.>u can be given of the preparation of COJDposts frJm 

night soil and kutchra. anrl from catt10 urine and kutchrG, weeds, &c. 
Actual experiments in operation can be shown to the Commission The
object of the researches has been by the preparation of a "starter" or 
" activated" product, in the first instance, greatly to accelerate the rat& 
of production of the II compost ... 
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Experiment!; by Dr. Rege at Bangalore, made under my direction (an 
account of which ia submitted herewith) indicate that under controlled 
laboratory conditiona, the nitrogen from ammonium sulphate can be con 
veTted into .. organic" nitrogen in 24 hours. 

Researches by Dr. Rege at Rothamsted have thrown much light on the 
biochemistry of •• compost" production, and experiments are being made, 
under illBtructiona from him in the compound of my bungalow at Nasik. 
It h&d been evident that many waste materials (dead le.aves, &c.) of use 
for .. compost" making are seldom properly utilised. 

Apart froID t,he well-known use of cowdung as fuel, the even more valu'lble 
cattle urine is largely wasted at present, but could readily be used for 
.. compost" making under scientific control. 

I would strongly recommend a general survey, -district by district, 
wheret"er possible, of the potential manurial resources in cattle manure 
(particularly urine), night soil and kutchra of various kinds. Such a 
Burvey has been made for the principal towns and large villages in the 
Nasik district of the Bombay Presidency. 

B. The advantages 01 the Activated Sludge process as a preliminary to land 
treatment, and 01 the utilisation 01 the tanks as .. dumping" tanks 
as a means 01 obviating the necessity 01 trenching grounds. 

The Activated Sludge process of sewage purification is now well known, 
but a descriptive pamphlet by Oaptain C. C. Ad8JllB is enclosed, together 
with a mare purely scientific pamphlet by myself on the .. Conservation of 
Nitrogen." 

The process was officially reported upon to Government by Sir John 
Russell during the War, and his report was entirely favourable. He valued 
the sludge (dried) at 81bout £3 10&. per ton, and when I saw him personally 
last rear that. was still his opimon. It has, in fact, been sold in quantity 
in the Umted States for that prioe. Its conservation is thus evidently 
desirable. 

Statistics kindly furnished me by the Sanitary Engineer to the United 
Provinces ahow that none of the large sewage farms in the Provinces are 
actually treating more tilan a fraction of the sewage received. This ia 
a not infrequent phenomenon in other countries, since the claims of agricul
ture and sewage purification cannot be made to fit. 

Moreover, the direct t.reatment of sewage on land, unless conditions are 
exceptionally favourable (as fI.g., at Karachi) is seldoJD long successful. 
Th.. raw sewage (often in a highly putrescent condition) makes a great 
demand on the oxygen present in the soil and defective aeration occurs 
with the well-known results. Where the land is unsuitable for sewage 
treatment serious disaster may ensue, as, fl.g., at Nagpur, where several 
hundred &Cles of good land have been reduced to a morass of sewage weed 
on which nothing will grow.· 

The eflluent from the activated sludge tank ia clear and well oxidised 
and cannot clog the land. The sludge can be used as required, or dried 
and sent to where there may be a special demand, s.g., among sugar 
planters. 

To use the tanks as II dumping" tanks a local ~ter 'supply would be 
necessary. Given that, the tanks can be so constructed that the night 
soil baskets can be II dumped" directly into preliminary .. macerating .. 
chamber where the contents become liquified and homogeneous before 
passing to the aeration tanks. In this way, the insBIlitary ., trenching 
ground" in which lnost of the nitrogen is lost, can 'be dispensed with . 

• A oommunieation waa received from the Director of Agriculture Central Provinces 
denying that the farm 'IV" in the condition represented by the witneas. • 
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Oral Evidence • 

• 38,390. The Chaiffmwn,: Dr. Fowler, you are Officiating Head of the 
Research Department, G1!vernment Technological Institute, CawnporeP
Yes. 

38,391. Would you tell the Commission a little about the working of the 
Technological IIlBtituteP-It is under the Department of Industries. 

38,392. Is it linked at all with the Agricultural DepartmentP-Not as 
far as I know. You must understand I am not a Cawnpore official; I am 
only a temporary man. 

$,393. On wh&.t basis exactly are you connected with the IIlBtitute P 
Is it on &. temporary basisP-Yes. When Dr. Watson who has now passed 
away went on long leave I was simply asked, to officiate in his place during 
his absence. I may perhaps inform the Commission that I am a retired 
Professor from the Indian Institute of Science where I was for eight years. 

38,394. And then I think you undertook certain investigatioIlB in a 
private capacity, did you not, before you came hereP-Yes. . 

38,395. Were you not at that time in G1!vernment serviceP-No. Between 
le&.ving Bangalore and coming here I had no official association with Govern
ment whatever although I worked a good deal with Government officials in 
Bombay. . 

38,396. When you were at Bangalore on what problems were you engaged? 
-On quite a variety of problems. My main activity-and a large part of 
my professional life has been spent on it-has been the purification of 
sewage. I developed that among other things in Bangalore. B!Jt when 
I first went there I was conoerned with the production of acetone and 
general fermentation problems of all sorts, including manufacture of vinegar. 
for example, and in fact all the main problems that would come under the 
head of bio-chemistry. For five years I was Professor of Applied L"'hem1stry, 
which in this country is largely concerned with bio-chemistry, and after
wards I was made Professor of Bio-Chemistry, and so I undertook all those 
kinds of problems. 

38,397. And in the interim period between your seTvice at Bangalore and 
your assuming your present responsibilities you were, I think, working 
on this problem of utilising sewage for agricultural purposesP-That is my 
hobby, if I may say so. 

38,398. What range of enquiries have you been engaged upon? In the . 
first place you have been dealing with the problem of activated sludgeP
Yes; I am the representative of that process in this country though for & 

ye·ar I was entirely independent. 
38,399. That is a proprietary process, is it notP-Yes. 
38,400. Messrs. Adco & Co. are interestedP-No. 
38,401. What is the commercial concern with which you are concernedP

Messrs. Activated Sludge, Limited, London. I may perhaps just explain. 
The activated sludge process originated in the laboratories of the Manchester 
Corporation where I was head of the Sewage Department; we had to find 
some engineers who would take up the engineering side of it and that wu 
taken up by a firm of engineers and afterwards they held &. controlling 
interest in Messrs. A.ctivated Sludge, Limited. I was interested in the 
scientific side of the whole thing and undeT the changed circumstances I 
became more closely associated with the firm. 

38,402. You are still closely associated wit~ itP-Yes. 
38,403. Would you care to tell the Commission whether it is your intention 

to continue your association with Government if posaibleP-I have an 
entirely open mind on that matter. If the Government wishes, I am per
fectly willing to make such arrangements as they desire. 
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38,404. Then you have also interested' yourself in the problems of making 
composts from various materialsP-That is so. 

'38405. On the Adco lines?-Yes. If I may explain, I am in close touch 
with' Mr. Richards .... hom I have known for a long time. I am trying, JUSt; 

as in the activated sludge process, to apply some principle of activatlOn 
to the making of composts. That is the essential point I would like to 
bring before the Commission, the making of composts in a very short time 
instead of the lengthy period that is now required. I have submitted to 
the Commission Dr. Rege's paper on the experiments done under my 
direction at Bongalore; in the laboratory we were able to convert mineral 
nitrogen into organic nitrogen in 24 hours, and what I am trymg to do 
is to do that on a large scale process. Obviously if we' can demineralise 
nitrogen in 24 hours and make a compost in that short time it will be an 
economic thing. 

38,406. Now, by the system of making composts in 0 short period, do 
you produce dry material?-Yes, very nearly dry, because we shall finish 
the operation by piling it in heaps and letting it heat a little in order to 
kill all the larvle and then it is virtually a dry powder. 

38,407. Now a question or two about the opportunities for agricultural 
use of the products of these two processes. Would it be true to say that 
the product of the activated sludge method is only available for agriculture 
when it can be carried by pipe or conduit to the fields?-No, because, we 
con carry, as I have explained in my evidenoo in chief, the night soil as it 
is at present carried. It is at present carried to the trenching ground 
",here it lies so long a.nd loses half of its value. It can be carried to 
wherever you want, provided you have got some water; then all the insolubl~ 
nitrogenous matter can be separated and dried in the sun or in some other 
way. That is a problem which is at present being considered; but it can 
be dried and transported as far as you like. 

38,408. I followed your evidence; but I have gathered that if the transport 
is done in the wet stage the bulk is considerable and so the expense of 
carrying it is much higher tba.n in the dry compostP-Obviously for a few 
miles or something like that you can transport it in that condition; but I 
may say that I am at present devising ways and means; in fact, since 1 
have been here we have had experiments on the subject of drying it 
absolutely so that it can be sent to any distance. 

38,409. So that, if these experiments ;work out on a large scale' basis, 
both processes would produce fa manure which would be capable of being 
carried by rail or road to any distanceP-That is true; the activated sludge 
would be a. more valuable manure and would contain 0 higher percentage 
of nitrogen than we are likely to get from the compost method. But still 
both of them would be transportable to distances. 

38,410. Now on the economic side of the problem, have you anything which 
you could put before the' Commission to show the value of these products 
for the purpose of manure in relation to their weight and bulk P I am 
thinking of your being able to compete with other forms of fertilisersP
The evidenoo for that I can give to you broadly. It is mainly derived in 
this country from the work done at. Jamshedpur. I think the Commission 
has seen the plant there; in the early stages they did a good deal of careful 
work and they found that the nitrogen in the a.ctivated sludge was twice 
the value of the nitrogen in sulphate of ammonia hecause of its being in 
t?e organic i,orm, .&lld thtly came to the conclusion that from the point of 
VIew of carriage It really had advantages. I think the ·Commission wa" 
given the paper by Messrs. Temple and Sarangdhar in whioh all those 
figures are given. In America also some very good results were ohtained. 
With certain crops the effect was extraordinary; they have given two or 
three times the ordinary yield and that Wall. against all other forms flf 
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nitrogenous manure. But in other cases, for instance carrots, it has no 
eff"ct; I do not know why. The manure has to be suited for the crop. For 
instance, it has been shown at J amshedpur that the effect on sugar cane .in 
this country is marvellous. 

38,411. Is it your view, in short, that this manure when prepared ought 
to compete commercially with other manures on the market and that a. 
municipality should be able, when it is carrying out this process, to cover 
the expenses incurred by the sale of the productP-I do not say it would 
COVeT the w'hole of the expense. You have got to put down works and you 
have got to have sewage farms. Then I contend that by putting in the 
activa.ted sludge plant as part of the scheme you get far better resultg 
from your sewage. farm, your land does not become sick and the working 
expenses will be very largely if not entirely, covered by the advantages of 
the method, by the sale of the sludge and the greater value that you get 
out of the land. . 

38,412. You spoke a moment or two ago about experiments in exposing 
the dried product to the air in heaps by way of encouraging fermentation 
and destroying parasitesP-I was alluding then to the compost, not to the 
activated. sludge. 

38,413. I want to ask you with reference to both the processes how far 
the question of rooting out the substance of parasites has been examined P 
-A good deal of work has been done, not directly by Messrs. Activated 
Sludge, Limited, but in connection with a septic tank sludge in Colombo 
with reference to hookworm, and the results are given in bne of the 
Municipal Annual Reports. They found that if the material was kept for 
a certain time or heated to a certain temperature it became quite innocuous. 

38,414. And the hookworm pal"llsite and other parasites were destroyed P 
-Yes; that is so. I am at present working it out and I am not in a position 
to say very much about it. But I believe that, from work that I have done 
myself and from other directions of enquiry which are going on, it will be 
possible to dry the activated sludge in thin films at a very low temperature 
Bufficient to kill the parasite without injuring the value of the sludge. 

38,415. You agree that is .a very important point in this country?
Absolutely; I am very keenly alive to it. 

38,416. Sir Henry Lawre.nce: 'Vhat do you· mean by the words "some 
time" ? Do you mean that it has to be kept for a few hours or a few days, 
or what?-l meant days and even weeks. 'l'his was done actually in 
Colombo. You can obtain the same results without artificial heat. 

38,417. Professor Gangulee: But the temperature at which the parasitic 
protozoa might be killed might also affect the bacterial content, the nItrify
ing organisms?-Yes," ihat is a point which we considered ma.ny years ago, 
and it is possible to do one of two things, either 1;0 dry at a rather lower 
temperature, taking rather a Jong time about it, or to dry it at a higher 
temperature. ..titer all, it takes a. good deal of time to sterilize. The 
higher organisms are more quickly killed than the 'bacteria. But supposing 
we find tha.t it is necessary to heat it at " higher tempera.ture, then we 
c"n re-inoculate it with a little of the ·fresh stuff. In fact, I believe a 
patent was taken out which has now lapsed. 

38,418. The Chairman: When I asked you just now as to whether the 
proce..<>s would p'ay, I was thinking of course of the process beginning a.t the 
point where the normal munioipal sewage system encted; 110 that to that 
extent it would pay ?-Yes. ~ 

38,419. I take it that the loss in manurial value going on in India. to-day 
is very great?~t is terrific. I think I have stated in my evidence that 
there has been a survey made in a great number of towns in the Bombay 
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Presidency, and the amount that they recover as compared with the actual 
value of the material is ridiculous. 

38 420. That is to say, the value of the material actually available without 
the ~eed for further sewage systems to collect itP-Yes. I have based all 
my survey. on the experience of China, where they ha.ve had 4,000 years or 
more of historic experience, and I was called in to adviSe Shanghai on the 
water and sewage problema. AA a matter of fact, they are putting down 
very big works there, and in spite of the fact tha.t the Chlinese contractors 
pay the city of Shanghai £40,000 for the nightsoil, in addition to which 
they provide all the labour fur removing i.t, the process did not seem to 
be in keeping with the progress of such an up-te-date city 88 Shanghai. 
J was, therefore, called -in to see what could be done, a.nd they have, as a 
matter of fact, changed from the one process to the other. The Municipal 
Chemist lIays that bulk for bulk there is quite 88 much nitrogen in activated 
sludge as in nightsoil. 

38,421. iI recollect they used to get it in bargesP Are the oultivators 
who remove it to other places using tbe activated sludge 88 readily?-Not 
R8 quickly, but they are trying to educate them by showing what is dqne 
in the parks of Shanghai. But naturally the ordinary cultivator would 
want to be shown some experiments before he could be persuaded to believe 
that the one thing was 88 good 88 the other. • 

38,422. In China, quite apart from the sewage whioh is available in the 
larger towns, it is of course the case that cultivators throughout the 
oountry make usc of nigbtsoil according to traditional methods, by making 
compost on a small scaleP-Yes. 

38,423. And if you include those possibilities in India, then the loss on 
manurial values is oolossalP-That is just my point. 

38,424. I think you ought to lmow that the euggestion that you make on 
pa~e.523, namely, thRt at Nagpur there are several hundred acres of good land' 
whIcn have been reduced to a morass of sewage weed on which nothing will 
grow, is warmly repudiated by the authorities responsible at Nagpur. On 
what do you found your view P--On the information that was given me at 
Nagpur, and I might say that I visited the place myself. It is not my 
statement, but the statement of the official in charge. 

38,425. Made to you privately P-Yes. . But at the same time from my 
own personal experienoe I W88 able to see that the whole place waa simply 
covered by sewage weed. 

38,426. Wbat is sewage weed ?-I am not sufficient of a botanist to Bay 
what it is, but I have had the same experience at Manchester. 

38,427. Is it a specific growth P-Yes, it is quite obvious to anybody who 
i9 accustomed to sewage treatment. 

38,428. ([a it a rooted weedP-Yes. I am really sony if I have said 
anything which has been resented, but whrut I have said here is based 
~ntirely Of! what I heard at Nagpur; Ildld Mr. McDougall was with me at 
~be time the statement was made. 

38,429. Have you tackled tbe problem of persuading the oultivator in India 
to use the produots of these various processes ?-Not specifically; I wanted 
to get the products first. I cannot say tha.t I ihave done very much in 
;ha1; direction. All I can say is that we did some experiments at Nasik 
It the municipal depot there, and no difficulty whatever was experienced 
n disposing of the stuff. There is a lot of grapes growing in that district, 
md the grape growers there were .very keen on getting it. 

38,430. How a.bout the caste objections to the use of this class of manureP 
-:-My reply to th3.t, 110 far as I am in a position ,to Nply, is this: In Banga. 
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lore there is great competition for the ordinary crude sewage for growing 
the Bangalore vegetables which are sent out lIB far as Hyderabad (Deccan), 

. and here in the United Provinces we have ever so many sewage furms. The 
main object now is to do away with the offensive, unpleasant smell where 
this is dumped, BO that I do not see how there can be any logical or any 
caste prejudices to this system, because after &11 the people who at present 
look after the sewage farm will obtain better results. 

38,431. Is the dried material, the result of both these processes, offen
siveP-Absolutely not, and that it what makes me feel so hopeful about 
the whole thing. In fact it!; can hardly be recognised for wha.t is originally 
WIIB. It is really like humus. 

38,432. What happens in times of epidemic diseaseP Is the use of the 
activated sludge on the land prohibited at such timesP---;l'n many cases it 
is prohibited for vegetllibles eaten in a raw state. As a matter of fact, no 
vegetables eaten in a raw sta.te ought to be grown on a sewage farm. In 
Paris, for instance, tha.t is the law. 

38,433. Are any special .preoa.utions taken in times of epidemio, for 
instance if cholera. appears in a town, to protect the public from such a thing 
happeningP-I do not thintk so; at any rate, so far as my experience goes 
(11 am not ... Health. Officer), I have WlOt heard of a CIIBe in which the milk 
<If cows wa.s infected through the cows eating forage. 

38,434. ,I WIIB considering the point from the angle of view of the security 
of the public funds which it would be necessary to invest in the plant. If 
every epidemic is to be the occasion for closing dow:n theSe works for so 
many months, that surely would be a serious ha.ndicapP-Yes; my reply to 
that would be that there should be a rule forbidding the officials in charge 
of the plant to grow any but forage crops or things like sugar-cane; in other 
words, to make it a.bsolutely forbidden to grow any vegetables which 
are required for human consumption and which would he eaten ra.w. 

38,435. Now then, envisage for a moment the possibilities of extending 
the use of these manures in their dry state to a distance: Would you put 
,our product on the marketp-yes. 

38,436. It would be futile' under those conditions to lay down that that 
manure wa.s not to be used for growi'Ilg vegetables that were to be eaten 
uncooked P-No, a.nd for that reason, before you allowed' it to go-out, you 
would ha.ve to take some. precautions just lIB they have been doing at 
Colombo, because pathogenic organisms may ellBily be present. 

38,437. You are still making experimentsP-Yes. In this country before 
one hllB got to the technical process, it is very easy indeed to dry the stuff 
out in the sun; in fact, that is the method generally used wherever the 
stuff is transported, and the action of the sun is suffioient to kill all the 
pathogenic organisms. I have had personal experience with regard to this 
in an [ndian sun during the sultry days of the hot weather. It was in 
1909, I think, that I wa.s investigating sewage farms in this Province, and 
I took some samples at Agra' which I found to be absolutely sterile. So 
that it looks fairly good from the point of view of drying the stuff in 
the Bun. 

38,438. Professor Gam,gulee: Have you tried to interest the Agrjcultural 
Departments in sewage purificationP-Yes. 

38,439. Are they conducting any new experiments witn regard to bio
chemical problems associated wiUb. seW'llge farmsP-Mr. Anstead down in the 
South is very keen about the need for organic nitrogen; he gave evidence 
to that effect. Dr. Norris at Bangalore, since I was there, has carried out 
Bome very interesting experiments more particularly in the cultivation of 
sulphur organisms which will dissolve phosphates, and he has been pursuing 
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varioua lines of research in connection with activated sludge entirely In

dependently of me j he is at present writing a report on that. 
38,440. The clearance of the eftluent from the activated sludge depends 

on a specific organism, on the clotting enzyme for instance. Ought not the 
conditions of growth of these organisms to be studied ?-A little work ·has 
been done already, not so much with regard to that as to the higher 
organisms present. That was published before the Science Congress, though 
not in full. There is, of course, an infinity of work to be done; no one 
realises that better than I do. The interest of the subject lies in the fact 
tbat you have in your activated sludge tank, in a concentrated form, exactly 
what goos on in fertile soil. Sir John Russell agreed with me as to that 
,,·hen I was at Rothamsted last, as did also llr. Cutler. 

38,441. You have studied numbers of sewage farms in this country?-Yes. 
38,442. Do you think in India the standard of eftluent is up to that 

reoommended by the Royal Commission on Sewage Disp06al?-No. I do 
not say it never is where the sewage is treated, but as it happens, through 
the courtesy of the Sanitary Engineer of the United Provinces I have full 
data with regard to sewage farms here, and as far as I canlIra~ Ou.tr-1;Jrey 
are only treating 10 per cent. of the stuff "that· comes down to them. 

38,443. You referred to land which had been injuriously affected in the 
N agpur district. Do you know of any other land in India which has been 
similarly affected?-At Karachi there is a big and a small farm, both 
of them good. I saw patches of sewage sickness on the small farm j the 
other was unaffected. The reason fOl' all modern sewage works, and indeed 
for the appointment of the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal, was that 
the land eventually chokes unless you have a large area of sandy land or 
carry out sufficient cultivation to get the air into the soil. If you cannot 
get the air into the soil, things go wrong. I can speak to that from my own 
personal experience; I have looked after several sewage farms in Manchester 
and elsewhere. 

38,444. The Chawnum: Is it a colloidal condition ?-Yes. You get a 
colloidal, slimy condition and the water will not go through. I do not . 
say that if one was to plough and plough and plough one could not keep 
it. open, but I have never met a sewage works manager yet who would do 
the ploughing I wanted him to. 

38,445. Professor Gangulee: The Adeo is iI. patented process?-Yes. 
38,446. You cannot make adaptations of ·it without infringing the patent 

rights?-I have gone into this with Mr. Richards and with Messrs. Shaw 
and Wallace and Co., their agents, and they say I cannot do them any 
harm but can only help them. There is a chance (I have some evidence 
of it) that I may be able to accelerate the process j what will happen in 
that case I do not know, but I should think they will be pleased. I am 
in constant touch with Mr. Richards. 

38,447. Do you use the starter recommended by the Adco process?-No, 
that is my contribution. They do not work on those lines at all. 

38,448. They use some form of nitrate?-Yes, but that is not quite what I 
mean. They use what they call a starter, which is either ammonium salta 
or cyanamide. That is a totally different problem, and. a very interesting 
one; I am working on it now. But that is for providing nitrogen. 

88,449. You are using a different starter here?-When I speak. of" a 
starter, I mean getting the necessary bacteria in. You begin with a heap 
of refuse, and you add a little night soil to that. It takes a long time 
before the whole thing gets going, but when you have once got a. big heap 
going and take a part of it to start another heap it gets going at once. 

38,4.50. The activated product you are referring to in your note is not a 
pure culture of bacteriaP-No, there may be fungi. 
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38,451. Do you think there are many waste materials in this country 
which could be used as suitable media for making composts?-My experience 
ill that all these small towns have depots with great heaps of straw and BO 
on. The problem I am really keen about is Bombay. We have been asked 
to get out plans for Bombay, where there is an enormous area to which 
all the kutchra of Bombay is sent. . 

38,452. Mr. Richards is trying to work with uniform material, but your 
idea is to work with k'Utchra?-Yes. One wants to know what one is doing, 
of course, and we have analysed about eight different types of weeds. 

38,458. Have you worked out the cost of production of compost n;anUl"e 
per unit of nitrogen?-No, I have not got as fa.r as that, ·because that 
really depends on how quickly it can be done, and tha.t we have not yet 
.;e~tJed. We are in process of finding that out now. 

38,454. That is most important?-Obviously. My idea is there is a con
siderable margin, because with the Nasik process the kutchra and night soil 
has to be left for six months and at the end of that time it gives very little 
result. There is a considerable margin for a method which costs more but 
which is completed in a muoh shorter time. 

38,455. You have not gone i~to tml economic aspects of the production 
of activated sludge or of compostP-We can tell you all about activated 
sludge. There are BO many works all over the world now that we get full 
records. 

38,456. For sludge in its dried stateP-No. 
88,457. That is what I meant P-'I'hat is under discussion at the moment. 

In America they get a price for it which I believe covers the cost of its 
preparation. 

38,458. Mr. Oalveri: Could you give us an indication of the extent to 
which these methods. will apply to ordinary village conditions?-Where you 
have a sewage farm and a Corporation and so on there is no special difficulty 
other than the ordinary troubles everyone has to encounter. To meet the 
case of villages I suggest there should be BOme prpperly trained officer (a 
young chemist, for example) corresponding to the sanitary inspector who 
would be responsible for the villages in a district and see they did their best 
to make use of such materials as they possessed. I have suggested that a 
survey should be made of a number of villages to see exactly what they 
have available. If the thing was properly looked after by the headman 
of th~ village and the officer I have suggested, it might be possible to do 
something. 'l\hey have always got some cattle that are not working all the 
time, and which could spend an hour a day stirring the stuff. It would 
have to be under BOmebody's control. 

88,459. Mr. Kamat: Oan you tell me whether in villages in India night 
soil is available in any quantity, having regard to the habits of the peopleP 
-Not in the villages, no; I understand your reference. In the case of 
villages I am thinking principally of cattle urine (now largely wasted) and 
kutchra. I have gone into villages in Mysore and seen paper, straw, &c., 
blowing about all over the place. 

88,460. In the villages the only material would be kutchra; oowdung 
would not be a.vailaQle P-I mentioned cattle urine, not cowdung. 

88,461. The villager wants to utilise cowdung for other purposesP-Yes. 
88,462. Both in Nasik and in other towns in Bombay, night BOil is con

verted at present into what is called poudrette~-res. 
88,468. ,What is the manurial value of that as compared with the material 

produced by your processP-There is less nitrogen in it .. 
88,464. Can you give me the percentageP-'I'he percentage of nitrogen 

in the case of poudrette is 0'7. whereas we have already got up to 3 per 
cent. in our experiments here. 
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38,465. What is the comparative cost of your prooess, compared with the 
otherP-I am not yet in a position to give that accurately; we have not yet 
completed our experiments. I have had to work more or less by myself; 
I had hoped the Bombay Government would do more. 

38,466. The poudrette process may be very cheap; you are up against that ~ 
-I fully admit that. My point is that a certain a.mount of extra expense 
i. fully offset by the fact that the product is obtained much more quickly, 
10 that your capital is turned over in a shorter time. If in a month you 
can get a satisfactory product which contains more nitrogen than the 
poudrette (which takes six months to make) you have, from a priori con
aiderations, a wider margin for any expense which may be involved. 

38,467. Sir Henry Lawnnee: What stage have your negotiations with 
these towns in Bombay reached P I am not quite clear how far you have 
gone in the way of putting up schemes to Karachi, Bombay and elsewhere? 
-There are 1\Wo things we are discuBBing; there is the activated sludge 
process, which has to do with towns with a sewage system, and there is 
this poudrette or compost-making, which is another problem. Were you 
alluding to the compostr-making P 

38,468. In regard to Karachi, I thinK y-o-U-- yours~lf mentioned the 
activated sludge prooessP-I went there through the courtesy of Mr 
Measham Le& and he showed me the sewage farm, but I have nothing 
personally to do with that. I have a number of towns, such as Hombay 
and smaller places, that we are cOnsidering in the way of business. The 
comp08tr-making is purely in the experimental stage. 

38,469. Then I will ask about the activated sludge if that has advanced 
further. When did you visit KarachiP-Last February. 

38,470. Are you in a position to (lffer' any scheme to Karachi for adding 
on this activated sludge system to their present sewage farm ?-Certainly ; 
that is my private business, if I ma.y &8y so; but at the time Mr. Measham 
Lea was content with what he had got, and I did not pursue the matter. 
I understand they are spending money on water and many other things, 
110 I did not press the question. 

38,471. What in your opinion would be the cost of introducing your im
provemonts in the Karachi ,ystemP-It generally works out at a capital 
value of something like Rs.6 per head; I have not gone into the data of 
Kara"bi especially. 

38,472. What is the recurring costP-The recurring cost, one would hope, 
would be more than offset by the benefits to the crops. 

38,473. But then there would be the initial outlay of Rs.6 per head which 
would not be recoverableP-Yes, that is my view. 

38,474. Then where is the benefit to be obtainedP-Jl'rom the more healthy 
condition of the soil and the better utilisation of the sewage. At present 
nothing is being done; of course it costs nothing if you ue not doing 
anything. They are doing that at Karachi, but you must bear in mind 
that Karachi is a very special place. They have very little rain, and what 
rain there is comes down in a cyclone sometimes; it is very sandy soil. 
Therefol'B if there is any place where you can deal with sewage satisfactorily 
as raw sewage it is Karachi; but there are many other places where they 
have not got anything like those facilities. For instance, at Nagpur the 
soil is an absolutely different proposition; it is that sticky black soil. rou 
cannot take Olle place and make that the criterion for another place. As I 
,ay, I did not press the point at Karachi, though even there there were 
signs that the land was becoming alkaline; but there are other places where 
the conditions are entirely different. 

38,475. Then do yo~ say tbet this system would not add to the paying 
return of the KarachI schemeP-I looked into the matter and I must say 
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thE'Y did very well there; their figures would take some beating, and, as 1 
say, I thought I would let them alone. 

38,476. Now take Bombay?-That is another story. 
38.177. What b~llefit would result from your system there P-At present. 

the sewage is not being treated at all; it is going into the harbour and it is 
a general nuisance. What we want to do, and in fact plans have been got 
out for it, is to get all the oolloidal sludge, the activated sludge from Bombay, 
and use it for raising crops in the vicinity or for sending away. 1t would 
then become a very big affair, and the effluent oould be sent into the creek, 
which is the scheme with which I am most intimately concerned, without 
offence. 

38,478. Have you proposals of that kind at the present time before the 
Bombay Municipality?-}'es, they have practIcally been agreed to. As we 
know, their finances are rather unhappy, but Mr. Watson of Birmingham 
was called in, his report 'was accepted and he got my firm to get out plans 
and estimates. ,We have gone thoroughly into that. It is just going to 
begin; it has been passed by the authorities. 

38,479. Are you Sl.('l}lIaintAd wit.h the work being done at Poona on the 
sugarcane .farm there by the Irrigation DepartmentP-I have not actually 
visited it, but I know about it. 

38,480. Are they working on much the same lines as you are ?-No. I have 
not actually been there but I have read about it; I understand they 'Use 
septic tanks; I know a good deal about septic tanks; they are not the mQ6t. 
pleasant way of disposing of sewa.ge; they pass the septic tank efHuent over 
the land and dilute it with canal water; in that way they get their oxygen. 
By the activated sludge process you would get your oxygen in at the 
beginning by blowing it direct into the tanks, and instead of having sludge 
of no value and rather objectionable, which is the case with septic tank 
sludge, you would have a valuable sludge, and you would get as good or 
better results on ·the .!fnd without the necessity of adding so much water, 
which the land does not always want. That is my criticism of the POOD& 
work. 

38,481. You have got no particular proposals yet prepared for Poona?-No. 
38,482. But you think you could do some good if you did prepare It 

scheme P-Yes, I should think so. If I may say so, I think they are going 
the wrong way about it to get the oxygen into the soil. They realise 
they must have oxygen in the soil and they get it by adding a great deal 
of fresh water; but then the soil does not want all that water; that ia 
the difficulty about all these sewage farms. It is a fundamental difficulty 
with sewage farms that the land only wants the water at certain times, 
whereas the sewage comes down all the time. That is the fundamental 
diffioulty which has been the end of practically every sewage farm. Unless 
it is so big, as at Karachi, and unless the evaporation is so enormous 
that that factor does not operate, you have that difficulty. Also at Karachi,. 
as I say, you have very, very little rain, but anywhere where there is 
ordinary rainfall and where there is not a very great deal of evapora.tion,. 
you have got that fundamental difficulty to contend with. If you can 
get the liquid portion, the effiuent, clean before it goes on to the land, 
you can put j1l6t as much or as little as you like on the land and send the· 
rest away, or better, make it into a pond and grow fish as the Chinaman. 
does, and as they do in Berlin and in m\\ny places on the Continent; then 
you have a clean efHuent that will not putrify or become a horrible lake· 
of putrifying sewage, and you can do what you like with the sludge: you can. 
retain it and put it on the farm there and then, or send it away. 

38,483. The fish fatten on that, do they?-Yes, certainly; I have seen. 
that with my own eyes. 

Dr. Gilbert Fowler. 
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38,484. Sir Ganga Bam: You said just now that you could conven 
mineral nitrogen into organic nitrogen in 24 hours?-That has been done 
in the laboratory. 

38,485. In what form was the mineral nitrogen ?--Sulphate of ammonia. 

38,486. -But that is already a manure ?-Yes, but the point is that a 
mineral nitrogen will not; give the results of organic nitrogen; I think that 
has been fairly well proved at Rothamsted and also in the Madras 
Presidency. The problem therefore is to get an organic manure. The 
production of an organic manure is the reverse of the process of sewage 
purification. In sewage purification you get organic nitrogen and convert 
it into nitrates or ammonia. In making organic manure you take the 
nitrogen or ammonia; our experiments have shown t,hat it goes through 
nitrates; you reverse the -cycle and the nitrogen is made into. albumen. 

39,487. At present the municipal problem concerns three things: first, 
the night soil, which is more or less in a solid form; secondly, the sewage, 
and, of course, t;he sweepings will go with the night soil; and, thirdly, 
blood from slaughterhouses ?-Yes. 

38,488. At present the blood is all exported to Germany; the liqliiq 
sewage is simply turned on to the land, and when it is diluted with the 
irrigation water, of course it does a lot of good. Night soil is also put 
in the solid shape on the soil. Can you give us a process by which, on 
a commercial basis, we can utilise all these three things to greater advantage 
for the land?-That; is what I have been trying to explain. You can deal 
with the sewage by blowing air through it; that is the activated sludge 
process. The blood, I think, is sold as an ordinary trade product as dried 
blood, and you can use it as a manure. I have used it in my compound 
at Kasik. 

38,489. Without any mixture P-"Without any mixture at all; it is simply 
ground up in dried powder form. 

38,490. Do you not mix it with some lime or somethingP-No, it is sold 
as dried blood in a powder or in lumps. -

38,491. Can you give us the commercial value of these benefits to the 
soil? At present the imported fertiliser can be had for &.6 per cwt. 
Will the result of your process be sold at Rs.80 a ton P-Sewage has got 
to go somewhere; either it goes into the -river and fouls the river, or it 
is used on the farm; but my experience is that unless you have very good 
conditions, as at Karachi, it never is properly utilised on the farm; mos~ 
of it goes away; whero we do not know. 

38,492. In the Punjab it is '811 diluted with either canal or well irriga
tion water?c-What happens in the monsoon P 

38,493. It is all used up. Can you tell us how we can use and get 
advantage from it over and above the advantage that the Municipality 
gets?-One would have to go into details because every part of India bas 
its own problem. I cannot say about the Punjab. It may be posslble 
that in your case you could dispose of it; I do not know. I would want 
to have all the details of the case worked out before absolutelyglVlng an 
opinion, just as I have been trying to do in the United Provinces where 
I happen to know something, having been here in 1909. I cll:nnot give you 
a prW',-i what the condition would be; but you have to conslder thls, that 
in order to keep your land in good condition you wi1l have to have a 
great deal of it and you have to put in a great deal of labour. If you 
do not, sooner or later your land will choke, as it has done in many plagas. 
Now at Jamshedpur, for example, they are getting two or three times the 
yield that they would get with ordinary sewage, and you have to put the 
value of that against the cost of the new process. 
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38,494. I want· to know what the cost of converting that would be; the 
rest we can calculate ourselvesP-You may take it that for a big city it 
will cost Rs.6 a head. . 

38,495. How much per ton P-That I will have to calculate; I cannot say 
exactly at the moment. 

38,496. The second proc!lSS of disposing of the night soil is practically 
to burn itP-That is wrong in every way from my point of view. 

38,497. Could we make it into some sort of inoffensive thing and offer it 
in the same form P-Absolutely; I have no doubt about it. 

38,498. The third process is practically mixing it with lime and burning 
it, I suppose P-That is, you are simply destroying it. 

38,4~9. The specimen which you showed me.in the laboratory would be 
too strong, I suppose, if it were given in that stateP-No. 

38,500. Do you mix it with something else P-No. 
38,501. Would it not be too strongP-No; you will have to use it with 

judgment as you would use every other manure; but you see, after all, 
ordinary nitrogenous fertilisers contain more nitrogen. 

• 38,502. Sir Thomas Middleton: When did the activated sludge process 
originate in EnglandP-It is difficult to say when a new original idea 
originates; but we lbegan in 1913. 

38,503. Were you not working on activated sludge before thatP-No; 
there was no such thing. I· wall the head of the Sewage Department of 
Manchester before that and I think you and I had a certain amount of 
correspondence. 

38,504. I thought your experiments began in 1911 P-That is true. They 
bega.n before that. What we were really trying to do was to solve the 
problem of utilising cattle urine. If you recollect, that was how the thing 
started, through my being called in by the Duke of Westminster; he put 
down a whole lot of wells for cattle urine and with the assistance of a 
grant from the Agricultural Department ","e carried out some experiments 
at Holmes Chapel Agricultural College and we followed them up later in 
the laboratory. We were also working later on on activated sludge, and the 
Agricultural Department was interested in that and you have got in the 
files a number of experiments on the fertilising value of the activated 
sludge. 

38,505. The idea of activated sludge originated with yourself in your own 
laboratory P-I suppose it did. 

38,506. How many towns in England are using the process, the Jones 
and Attwood plant processP-There are 21 permanent installations in 
England. 

38,507. Do you know whether much of the dried sludge is on the market 
in EnglandP-Not much in England; but there is some in America. 

38,508. What is the practical difficulty of getting it on to the market p
It is very largely a question of the Railway Companies; the carriage JS 

so bad. The cost of it is not more than £3 a ton and however good it 
may be it seems difficult to get the farmers to have anything to do with 
manure from nightsoil. There has been a great difficulty in dealing with 
any kind of sewage manure. When I was in Manchester the year before 
last, I went into this matter with the manager of the works and he said 
he had done everything in the way of propaganda and the leal oause 
of the trouble was the Railway Company. 

38,509. I should have thought the real cause of trouble was the cost of 
getting the sludge dried P-That is also true; but even having got the 
product it seemed difficult to shift it. Frankly, I do not quite understand 
this question of the disposal of some of these products, beoause at one 

Dr. Gilbert FO'wler. 
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time you find there _ma to be a tremendous demand for it .. We have 
been asked to lend the stuff to Oanada, and on the other hand our next 
door neighbour. would not touch it and it is very difficult to follow the 
real inside cause of these things. But you are quite right in saying that 
up to the present there is not a really satisfactory method of drying; but 
in this country it does not matter very much because you have got the 
.un. 

38,510. That is the point; there is no difficulty of preparing the sludge 
here, but there is the difficulty in our country of .drying it?-Yes. It 
make .. it easier here, Gnd I am at present working in this 'Institute on quite 
new methode. 

38,511. Do you know how the Shanghai installation dries its sludge P 
Does it dry artifioiallyP-It dries simply in the sun. 

38,512. Sir G(J,fI,ga Ram: Would you mix it with limeP-I am afraid you 
would then lose some of your ammonia. 

88,518. Sir Thoma. Middleton : Your only difficulty in drying here would 
b. during monsoon months ?-That is true. 

:38,514. Could it be accumulated during monsoon months?-To a ve~y 
large extent I think so. You could accumulate it and reactivate it. 

38,515. With Bafety to healthP-Yes. As I say I still believe there are 
methods. I am at present investigating quite novel methed$- £Or _Ilaing 
~. -

38,516. To come to the other product, the compost, you have explained 
that saying that YOUT prooess differs from that of Hutchinson and Richa.rds? 
-1 want to make their process work faster. 

88,517. They use the organism in the raw material &nd feed it artificially? 
-Yes. . 

88,518. You 'put in some further organismP-I ailow -the organism that 
they develop to develop still further. 

38,619. So that your process involves a frelih. starter fOT e&eh heap?
You make one per cent. of the one and 10 per cent. of the other &nd 
Btart a new one. . 

38,520. My question is, does that starter keep P Could you transmit it 
from one place to another P-That is an interesting question which I am 
not prepared to answer at once; but I say yes. You know it is exceedingly 
difficult to sterilise material of that sort. It ma.y be done just as we 
used! to do in the very early stages with septic tank sludge. 

88,521. But if you are depending on a starter method, you must have 
Bome starter which can be readily used ?-It only takes a few montlw i.o 
start it and make your starter readily availabltl In the same wa.y as in 
the activ&ted sludge tank. Having got it once you can go ahead. 

38,522. Do you remembe!' the percentage of nitrogen in your dry sludge; 
what does it vary between P-Between 4 per cent. and 8 per cent. . 

88,523. What is the sort of variation in your compostP-That is much 
less, but I ha.ve not got sufficient experience to sa.y that; but I think it 
varies between ·7 and 3 per cent. 

38,524. I should have thought that if it were so Iowa percentage of 
nitrogen as ·7 it will. be difficult to make your process work P-I have got 
here the analysis made at Poona of the stuff that we made by this process 
at our Nasik depot. 

88,525. What is the class of material dn which you have to work in 
order to get the best result? What a.mount of material derived from 
nightsoil is necessary and wha.t amount of material from vegetable sources? 
-One would Bay perhaps Bomething like 10 to 1, or something like. tb-at. 
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38,526. Ten vegetable to one of the nightsoiIP-Yes, Toughly; I am not 
q..uite sure. 

38,527. Sir (i-anga Ra.m: There is an enormous amount of rank grass on 
the banks of canals P Could that by some proce&S be converted into organic 
nitrogenP-Yes, it. is very excellent stuff indeed; in fact it was with. grass 
that we got the 24 hour result. 

38,528. You say in 24 hours it can be converted?-I have not done it 
except in the laboratory. I say it is scientifically possible, but whether 
it is so in practice I do not ~now. 

38,529. Could you give me an idea of what the cost would beP-It is 
simply a question of the available labour I imagine. You have simply got 
to send a group of coolies out to collect it. 

38,530. But after collection what would it cost to convert it into organic 
nitrogenP-l am not in a position to answer because I have not finished 
the experiment yet. 

(The witnese withdrew.) 

The Commission then adjourned till 10 a.m. on Saturday, 
th6 12th February, 1927. 

Dr. Gilbert Fowler. 
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